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To this Journal is 2 /• per annum, post-free.
T h e  Journal is published on the last day of every month, and the volume 
commences with July. A ll Subscriptions begin with the first number 
of the current volume, and if  same is received after July back numbers 
will be sent in order that each volume may be complete.

L’ABO NNEM ENT
A ce Journal est - fcs. 2 . 5 0  cts. par an, franco.

" T h e  Monthly Journal" paralt toujours h la fin du mois et le volume 
commence par le numiro de Juiliet Chaque abonnement doit com
ic encer par le premier numero du volume courant, et s'il est re^u apres 
le mois de Juiliet, les numtfros qui auront dljh para, seront envoyts, 
pour que chaque volume soit complet.

DAS ABO NNEM ENT
Auf dieses Journal Kostet M 2 .—per Jahr, franco.

Das Journal erscheint am letrten Tage eines jeden Monats, und beginnt 
ein neuer Band stetsm it der Juli-Nummer. Alle Abonnements faogen 
mit der ersten Nuromer des laufenden Bandes an, und wenn solche nach 
dem Monat Juli eintreffen, werden die bereits erschienenen Nummern 
des Bandes nachgesandt, damit ein jeder Band complet sel

N O T IC E .— Publishers of Magazines, Ac., who exchange with 
this “ Journal," are requested to be so kind as, in future, to 
send one copy of their publications direct to Major E V A N S , 
Glenarm.Longton Avenne.Sydenham.andasecond to Messrs. |
S T A N L E Y  G IB B O N S, Ltd., 391, Strand, London, W .C.
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VoL II. Price 10/-; post-free, 10/6.

Volt. III., IV ., V ., and VI. Each 7/-; post-free, 7/6.

• Vote. VII. and VIII. None on sale.
Vote. IX., X., XI., X II., XIII., and XIV. Each 5/-; 

post-free, 5/6.

Prepaid Subscriptions can commence at any time, and 
can be for 3, 6, or 12 months at the following rates, 
post-free:—

Gt. Britain 
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Colonies.

U.S.A.
and

Canada.

France, 
Italy, or 
Spain.

Germany.
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Remittances should be made by Cheque or Money Orders 
payable in London and to the order of Stanley Gibbons, Ltd. 

Specimen copy ijd ., post-free.

In Great Britain it will be cheaper for our readers to 
order Gibbons Stamp Weekly from their nearest Newsagent | 
or Stationer, or from the Railway Bookstall. This will 
save postage, and the paper will be delivered flat, instead 
of folded as it would be if posted.

W e  shall be greatly obliged if our confreres in the trade 
will help to make this paper as widely known as possible, 
especially amongst the younger collectors : by this term we 
do not mean those young in age so much as those who are 
beginners in collecting and “ young ” in a philatelic sense.

We are trying to publish a paper that will be of real help 
and assistance to the beginners, and all dealers, we think, 
will join with us in the desire to secure new recruits to our 
ranks. »

With this end in view we are prepared to supply the trade 
with Gibbons Stamp Weekly on the special terms of is. 2d. 
per quire of twenty-six copies—postage or carriage extra. 
Wholesale orders should be sent to

S i r  I s a a c  P i t m a n  a n d  S o n s , L t d .,

1, Amen Comer,
London, E.C.

Or those who have accounts with us and prefer to deal 
direct can send their orders to us.

N O T I C E .
M a n y  clients are sending in orders for two, three, or more 
following numbers of Gibbons Stamp Weekly to be sent to 
them. We therefore give notice that we cannot enter any 
name for less than thirteen numbers (one quarter). Those 
who want a few numbers only can get them at the nearest 
bookseller's.

Messrs. W. H. SMITH & SON
have agreed to keep Gibbons Stamp Weekly on all their 
bookstalls throughout Great Britain, and our friends will 
oblige us very much if they will order at the bookstalls 
whenever they are travelling. ■
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H E following notice reached us 
too late unfortunately for publi
cation last month :—

“ The arrangements in connec
tion with the International Exhibi
tion have been in active progress, 

and the period for which the Royal Horticultural 
Society’s Hall has been reserved is from Monday, 

the 21 st of May, until Saturday, 
Philatelic the znd of June, 1906. Doubtless 
Exhibition two days will be required for mount- 
of 1906. ing the exhibits, and one or two 

days for unpacking, so that the Ex
hibition will probably be open to the public for 
some nine or ten days from the 23rd of May. 
Invitations have been issued to various philatelic 
societies and to philatelists, and the General 
Committee is now in course of formation. The 
programme has been drafted, but before publica
tion it will be submitted for approval to the General 
Committee.

“  H. R. O l d f i e l d , Hon. Sec.,
“  L. L. R. H ausburg , Hon. Asst. Sec.”

We have not yet seen the programme, but 
we hear that it contains some novel features 
in the matter of classification, which will give 
an additional interest to the Exhibition. 
The system hitherto adopted of two great 
Divisions— British Empire and Other Coun
tries— has been abandoned, and an endeavour 
is being made to classify together British 
colonies and foreign countries, in accordance 
with the philatelic interest of their stamps 
and the difficulty' of making complete collec
tions of those stamps. We see no objection 
to this in theory; the classification must 
always be a very difficult task, and by con
sidering all the different countries together in

this way. it may be easier to make up classes 
that shall be of sufficient size, and the con
tents of which shall be of uniform interest 
and difficulty. The Committee cannot hope 
to satisfy everybody; there are sure to be 
complaints of inequality of treatment. As a 
matter of fact it may be said that no two 
countries are exactly equal, and the only 
classes to which no exception could be taken 
would be those containing the stamps of one 
country alone.

The Philatelic Record has started a timely 
discussion upon the subject of the main 
principles under which the judging of the 
exhibits should be carried out, and the value 
to be assigned to the different points of a 
collection. Our contemporary enumerates 
the principal points as follows : (1) Complete
ness, (2) Rarity, (3) Condition, (4) Philatelic 
Knowledge, (5) Style of Mounting. Some 
of these we should be inclined to eliminate, 
or amalgamate with others. For example, 
Style of Mounting is an expression of which 
we do not fully understand the meaning; 
there are only two styles of mounting, the 
primitive one of sticking the stamps tight 
down to the page, and the one universally 
employed now of hinging them. A collec
tion mounted in the earlier style could hardly 
be taken into consideration, except in very 
junior classes, for the simple reason that it 
is impossible to ascertain the completeness of 
a collection thus mounted. Presumably the 
stamps in all the collections shown will be 
hinged, and the nature and position of the 
hinge should not influence the decision of the 
judges, so long as it is possible properly to 
examine the stamps. If “ Style of Mounting”
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means “ Arrangement,” we should couple it 
with “ Philatelic Knowledge,” and knock 
points (4) and (5) into one.

“ Rarity,” again, should only be considered 
in the special classes for Rarities. It must 
be remembered that the judges have nothing 
to do with the classification adopted ; the 
prizes in each class should go to the finest 
collections of their kind in the class. The 
judges have no right to say that a collection 
of the stamps of the United Kingdom of 
Lilliput and Blefuscu is more valuable, and, 
in their opinion, more difficult to complete 
than a collection of the issues of the Land of 
Prester John, and therefore to award the 
Gold Medal to Captain Gulliver rather than 
to Baron Munchausen; if these two important 
countries have been coupled together by the 
Committee, the collections must be judged 
each upon its own merits, and the superior 
rarity and value of the stamps in one must 
not be permitted to overshadow the other. 
Where two equally complete collections are 
in competition, we suppose that their relative 
value (by which we mean philatelic rather 
than market value) should be considered, 
but, if the classification has been well carried 
out, there should be no great difference in 
that respect. In the case of two exhibits, 
neither of which is quite complete, the one 
that contains the greater number of rarities 
is not necessarily the most meritorious ; there 
is every excuse for the absence of unattain- 
ables, there is not the same excuse for the 
absence of equally interesting varieties which 
do not command the same market prices. 
In fact, credit should be given for the result 
of careful research rather than for evidence 
of a well-lined purse. It is unnecessary to 
add that in reckoning the value of an exhibit, 
if such has to be done, no account should be 
taken of duplicates, or, we think, of larger 
blocks than four, except, of course, where 
there are varieties of type.

“ Condition ” is a very important point, and 
one that no judge is likely to overlook at the 
present day, but it is a very difficult point to 
deal with. We are not of those that would 
attach undue importance to unused condition; 
used and unused stamps must be judged 
upon their individual merits, and a very fine 
used copy is only inferior to an equally fine 
unused one. The cases in which used copies 
are scarcer than unused, and are therefore

priced more highly in the catalogues, must 
always be a source of wonder, not unmingled 
with derision, to non-philatelists, and a puzzle 
to judges. From the true philatelic point of 
view we must always maintain that these 
cases should be treated like all others ; if any 
real interest attaches to the used copies ex
hibited, due credit should be given to that 
fact, but if not the two classes should be 
judged according to their condition as speci
mens of the stamps. The mere fact that 
defaced copies are scarcer than undefaced 
should not in itself carry any Weight.

Our contemporary raises another question 
in the following words :—

“ We expect many of our readers would place 
Philatelic Knowledge next in importance to 
Completeness; but here again exception 
might be taken in that Philatelic Knowledge 
may be displayed in an exhibit to which its 
owner may be a total stranger.”

It might be objected that an owner is 
unlikely to be a total stranger to his exhibit, 
or that it would be stranger still if the exhibit 
displayed any special acquaintance with, or 
affection for its owner. The most that a 
stamp can be expected to do in that direction 
is to stick to its owner when he least desires 
it. But joking apart, for we fully understand 
what is meant, we do not think that this point 
need give any trouble to the judges, except in 
the case of junior classes, where it is necessary 
to stipulate that the exhibit shall have been 
collected and arranged by the exhibitor. In 
other classes it is the exhibit alone that is 
judged, and it is what we should summarise 
under the general head of “Arrangement” that 
must count, no matter by whom the collection 
was arranged. If an exhibit is qualified under 
the rules of the Exhibition, the judges cannot 
go behind those rules, or take any notice of 
the identity of the exhibitor, or inquire 
whether he arranged the exhibit himself or 
had it arranged for him.

All these points are well worthy of discus
sion, and the Committee may be glad to 
have had them brought forward.

•  *
*

Postage In March last a very interest- 
Due ing article on “ The Unpaid
Stamps of Letter Stamps of France,” by 
France. Mr. F. Reichenheim, was pub

lished in The London Philatelist.
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We were unable to review it at the time, and 
our attention has now been drawn to it again 
by the fact that what appears to be an almost 
literal translation of an important portion of 
it is published in a French contemporary.

We all know that the first Unpaid Letter 
stamps, issued on January 1st, 1859, are be
lieved to be lithographed; these were super
seded, as early as the beginning of March, 
1859, by stamps of thie same design, but 
typographed or surface-printed. A  document, 
dated 24th June, 1859, which was published 
(we believe for the first time in a philatelic 
magazine) last year, seems to indicate that 
two distinct methods were employed for the 
production of the plates used for the typo
graphed issue. The translation of this docu
ment runs as follows :—

“ A short time ago the Administration, 
having adopted a system of ‘ Chiffres-Taxes ’ 
to be affixed to local letters in order to check 
the receipts taken in district post offices \vhich 
are uncontrolled by any other, had applied to 
the Imperial Printing Office to have some 
gummed labels made which closely resemble 
the postage stamps; the cost price comes 
out at 25 centimes per thousand. The Im
perial Printing Office, which originally used 
printing type to effect this, struck by the 
simplicity of the galvano-plastic process, and 
the advantages that it possessed for the faith
ful reproduction of such impressions, has 
adopted in its turn this method of depositing 
the metal by means of electricity in little 
moulds of lead, previously struck with an 
impression from a single die, and has thus 
obtained very distinct and regular plates.”

This document is a Departmental report, 
made, as we see, within about four months 
after the typographed stamps first appeared ; 
and if it were not for the fact that Mr. 
Reichenheim has been able to distinguish 
two minor varieties of type of the early typo
graphed “ Chiffres-Taxes,” it might almost 
seem doubtful whether the report intended 
to state that these labels were first produced 
by one nature of plate, and afterwards by 
another, or whether it implied that, upon these 
labels being asked for, the Printing Office, 
which had formerly used printing type for the

production of gummed labels, now adopted 
the galvano-plastic method of reproduction.

For the question arises: What was the 
essential difference in the two methods of 
producing the plates, and what results might 
they be expected to produce? The design 
of these Postage Due stamps was not made 
up of “ printing type,” or not entirely so cer
tainly. Even if we are to understand that 
the inscription in the centre was set up with 
type, the frame must have been engraved, and 
the latter (probably also the former) portion 
of the design must have been reproduced by 
some mechanical process, in order to form 
plates from which the stamps were printed.

As far as we are aware, only two kinds of 
reproduction were then in use for surface
printing, viz. casts (stereotypes) and electro
types. The results of both processes would 
be much the sam e; those of electrotyping 
(the galvano-plastic process) would be the 
most satisfactory, as we believe casts were 
always liable to be irregular in size owing to 
shrinking of the material employed. The 
Mulready envelopes are notable instances of 
impressions from stereotype blocks; their 
dimensions vary, and are always (so far as 
our experience goes) smaller than those of 
impressions from the original block. If, there
fore, the first plates of these “ Chiffres-Taxes ” 
were stereotypes, and then electrotyping was 
resorted to, we should expect to find that the 
earliest impressions were slightly smaller and 
less regular in size than the later. But, 
curiously enough, the contrary is the case so 
far as size is concerned; the supposed type- 
printed stamps measure 20 x 20 mm., whilst 
those believed to be from the galvano-plastic 
plates measure only 19J x 19J mm.

A more curious point still, to our mind, is 
the fact that the document in question says 
nothing about lithography, which, unless all 
traditions and theories are wrong, was the 
real original process employed for the pro
duction of these labels, and that only six 
months previously. It is possible that we 
have more to learn yet about these stamps 
and the various methods employed for their 
production.
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3ss\ies axvA ^aneWes.
N o t e .—  We shall be greatly obliged i f  our readers will send, for description herein, any new issues or new varieties 

they may become acquainted with, addressing them to T h e  E d i t o r  o f  t h e  M o n t h l y  J o u r n a l , care of M e s s r s . 

S t a n l e y  G i b b o n s , L i m i t e d , 391, Strand, London, IV.C. N.B.—Specimens of new Envelopes, Post Cards, etc., 
should no longer be sent, as we chronicle postal adhesives only.

*  *  *  *

P a r t  I .

B ritish  Som aliland.— Messrs. Whitfield King and 
Co. tell us that they have received the 1 a., King’s 
Head, with the multiple Crown and C A  watermark.

I a., grey-black and carmine ; new wmk.

described. The body colour of the 7^d. is a blue-green 
shade.

Messrs. Whitfield King and Co. tell us that they 
have the current 2s. with the multiple watermark.

2s., dark slate and orange ; new wmk.

B ritish  South A frica  Company.— The Secretary 
ot the Company has kindly sent us a set of very 
handsome stamps, issued to commemorate the visit of 
the British Association to Rhodesia, and the opening 
of the Victoria Falls Bridge across the Zambesi, which 
forms a most important link in the Cape-to-Cairo 
railway.

The occasion is well worthy of due celebration, no 
doubt, and at the present day we must not be surprised 
if the harmless (?) and unnecessary postage stamp is 
utilized for the purpose. We feel bound, however, to 
remark that, like “ the flowers that bloom in the 
spring,” postage stamps really “ have nothing to do 
with the case,” and that these constant new issues are 
not “  as welcome as flowers that bloom in the spring ” 
to the overburdened philatelist. We must acknowledge 
that the series in question is a very attractive one, 
and as all the values are of the same design, collectors 
may content themselves with one representative of it.

The customary oblong shape has been adopted, 
showing a fine view of the Falls, with the inscriptions 
“ BRITISH SOUTH AFRICA— COMPANY,”  in two lines 
above, and “ v i c t o r i a  FALLS” on a label below; 
there is a not too heavy frame of engine-turned 
pattern, with “ 1905” in the upper corners, and the 
value in figures in the lower. The engraving is taillc- 
douce, executed in Messrs. Waterlow and Sons’ best 
manner, and the perforation seems to be done with 
one of their irregular machines, gauging 14 to 15. 
Plain white wove paper.

id., red.
2jd., ultramarine. 
5d. claret.

is., blue-green. 
2s. 6d., black. 
5s., mauve.

Ceylon.— A correspondent shows us a used copy of 
the current 4 c. stamp, in which the value label is 
blank ; but there is a blue tinge about the paper, 
which leads us to suspect that this portion of the 
design has been very skilfully removed, and that the 
specimen was originally complete and ordinary.

Messrs. Whitfield King and Co. tell us that the 
75 c. stamp with the multiple watermark has already 
arrived. The first supply was soon bought up, 
apparently.

75 c., blue and orange ; new wmk.

Ewen's Weekly reports that there are some good 
forgeries of the “ On Service ” stamps about.

Gambia.— W e have received all the new stamps 
that we listed in May, and find them to be as then

G ibraltar.— Morocco Agencies. —  W e learn from 
Ewen's Weekly that the 50 c. of the current series 
has made its appearance. It is on the single Crown 
and C A  paper. No varieties of type are mentioned, 
but probably the wide-topped “  M ” exists.

50 c., violet; King's Head.

Hong Kong.— Mr. G. C. Ginn has shown us a 
curiosity that is well worthy of notice, not only by 
philatelists, but by the postal authorities. It is no 
less than a forgery of the current 20 c. stamp, which 
did duty on a registered letter at Shanghai in February 
last. The central portion of the design is not well 
done, the shading of the face and the lines denoting 
the hair being broken and irregular; there are little 
discrepancies in the frame also, but nothing very 
noticeable there except to the eye of a philatelist. 
The paper is unwatermarked, of course, but the water
mark is no protection in the case of stamps passing 
through the post office on letters. The most striking 
point about the stamp is its perforation, which gauges 
about 11, and should have caught the eye of a post
office clerk, especially as the stamp was used side by 
side with genuine copies of other values.

The fact that such a thing as this could happen 
seems to be sufficient to show that a minute head, in 
a frame of a meaningless pattern, is no protection 
against forgery. The poor examples of surface
printing, now employed, are easily imitated by means 
of lithography, which was probably used for the 
forgery in question.

India.— It appears from notes in The Ph. J . o f I. 
that specimens exist in the Government collection at 
Calcutta of two stamps, overprinted “  C. E. F.”, which 
were never actually issued. O f one of these— the 
i i  a., sepia— it is stated that 120 copies were sent out 
to the Base Office in July, 1900, but were returned, by 
order, in the following September, without a single 
one having been used. The history of the other—  
the 2J a. on 4J a., yellow-green— is quite unknown ; 
perhaps a sheet was surcharged experimentally. It 
is well to note these things and their nature, in order 
to prevent them from finding their way into catalogues 
at some future date.

A correspondent draws our attention to the fact 
that the 2 a., King’s Head, varies in shade to the 
same extent as the Queen’s Head stamp, to which we 
referred in March. Both are very liable to vary,
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either in original colour or in the tint left after ex
posure or soaking in water.

Charnba.— W e have received the current 1 rupee 
stamp with the Service overprint, and Eweris Weekly 
reports various other additions to the lists of King’s 
Heads. 3 p., dark grey.

3 a., orange-brown.
12a., purple on red.

Official Stamps. 3 p., dark grey.
4 a., olive-green.
8 a., magenta.
1 r., green and carmine.

Gwalior.—  Messrs. Whitfield King apd Co. show us 
the 3 pies stamp in the dark grey shade, and tell us 
that they have received the 1 rupee, King’s Head, for 
ordinary use. Eweris Weekly adds three further 
values to the list of Official stamps.

3 p., dark grey.
1 r., green and carmine.

Official Stamps. 4 a., olive-green.
8 a., magenta.
1 r., green and carmine.

Jhind .— We copy from The Ph. R. the announce
ment that the following current stamps have appeared 
with the Service overprint :—

Official Stamps. 6 a., bistre.
12 a., brown on red.
1 r., green and carmine. .

Indian Native States.— We are very glad to see 
in the June number of The Ph. J. o f  /., which has 
just reached us, some notes by Mr. Gordon Jones 
upon the Indian portion of the current Catalogue, 
including criticisms of some of the lists of stamps of 
the Native States. We welcome discussion upon all 
doubtful points, and perhaps we receive some of these 
criticisms the more readily because we are able to 
make effective reply to them.

Charkari.— Mr. Jones says, “ Nos. 12 to 21 should 
be deleted.” As far as 12 to 18, the varieties lettered 
“ n n a ,” are concerned, we are not disinclined to agree 
with him ; still such impressions exist, and as their 
origin is quite clearly stated, it rests with collectors to 
accept or reject them. Nos. 19, 20, 21, with value in 
the plural, certainly exist and are of considerable 
rarity; we know of no reason why they should be 
omitted.

Holkar.— Mr. Jones states that “ No. tot exists 
with the surcharge inverted.” We chronicle this with 
regret.

Official Stamp. 4 a., lake ; with inverted surcharge.

Hyderabad.— We learn from M orlefs Ph. J. that 
the currency in this State is “ halli” rupees, 128 of 
which are at present equivalent to 100 rupees of 
Hritish India. The inscription in the bottom margin 
of the sheets of the first 4 a- and 2 a. postage stamps 
gives the total value of the sheets in “  Halli Secca 
Rupees,” the meaning of which expression was un
known to us.

Jaipur.— We Jearn from Eweris Weekly that some 
more (and we may add postally unnecessary) values 
have been added to the new issue.

4 a., brown.
8 a., violet-puce.
I r., yellow.

The violet flea is a new insect for our friend Mr. 
Warhurst’s collection.

Nepal.— Mr. Jones doubts the existence 01 No. 19. 
We can assure him that we possess both 18 and 19, 
the 4 a. tete-beche imperf. and pin-perfi, in entire 
sheets. No. 20, he tells us, exists imperf. and pin-perfi, 
normal and tete-bcche, and on native and European 
papers. We are able to agree with him so far as 
these varieties on native paper exist; the latest sheets 
we have received show the centres a solid mass of 
colour in almost every stamp on the sheet, but the 
frames have been recut and cleared, showing fewer 
lines than in the original type, and the lines vary in 
number in different stamps. We have complete sheets 
imperf. and pin-perf., with a few inverted stamps on 
each. We still want to see impressions on European 
paper, which has not apparently been used in Nepal 
for any other stamps within the last twenty years.

Soruth.— “ No. 30a is probably a chemical change
ling.” The probabilities are certainly against the 1 a., 
blue, but the specimens accepted as genuine are in a 
shade of blue that we have vainly endeavoured to re
produce by chemical agency. The 1 a., green, is a 
common stamp enough used. Will not some of our 
friends who are learned in chemistry make a few 
experiments ? We shall be glad to hear from them 
on the subject.

Natal.— We have received the current 4d. stamp 
with the multiple Crown and C A  watermark.

4d., carmine and brown ; new wmk.
Orange River Colony. —  The L. P. describes a 

block of twelve stamps of the td. of the first printing 
of 1900, which contains what appears at first sight to 
be a rather complicated variety. It is said to be 
No. 130 in the Catalogue, which differs from its 
fellows by having the letter “  1.” of the overprint 
omitted, but in this instance the omission had been 
repaired, or perhaps had never taken place! The 
overprint, however, corresponds with the defective 
one in having a small raised stop after the letter 
“ R- ”, and in having the letters “ V. R' ” too close 
together. It is on the third stamp in the second 
(vertical ?) row of the right upper pane.

A specimen has been found of the “ 4 ” on 6d. of 
1877, with double surcharge, one impression inverted. 
The normal overprint is variety (b), and the inverted 
one is (d).

We hear that the Central South African Railway 
has printed its initials upon some of the Orange 
River stamps, as well as upon those of the Transvaal.

South Australia. —  We are shown a fine, used, 
vertical pair of the 9d. of 1902, perf. all round, 
but imperforate between the two stamps.

Transvaal.— The Stamp Weekly chronicles the 
current is. stamp with multiple Crown and C A  
watermark.

is., slate and brown ; new wmk.
\.

P a r t  11.
Abyssinia. — More complications here. Le C. de 

— T.-P. tells us that the whole series of adhesives has 
been surcharged with a large letter “ T,” in divers 
colours, for use as Postage Due stamps. We gather 
that these bear no other disfigurement at present. 
We will list them when we know the colours of the 
overprint.
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Belgium.— We give an illustration 
of the design of the new 10 c., stamp, 
which we chronicled last month.

Bulgaria.— W e have been shown the 
following curiosities:—

Issue of 1889. A vertical pair of the 
5 st., imperforate between the two stamps.

1901. “ 5” on 3 st., a used pair with
inverted surcharge.

1903. “ 10” on 15 st., a used copy with a second im
pression of the surcharge in the right upper corner.

A used pair, one with the surcharge and one without.
Three used copies of the lost, of 1902, surcharged “  10” 

in mistake for the 15 st.
Postage Due Stamp, 1887. A used copy of the 25 st., 

with zigzag perf. at top and sides, and perf. i i £ at bottom.

Chili.— A  correspondent of Mekeel’s Weekly states 
that, after all, there is to be an issue of postage 
stamps, on which the head of Columbus is to be 
replaced by the portraits of divers local celebrities. 
He adds : “ In surcharging the telegraph stamps for 
postal use, one sheet of the 5 c. was surcharged 3 c. 
by mistake,” but he does not tell us which 5 c. stamp 
was thus treated.

With reference to the new issue, we have received 
a cutting from a Chilian paper, according to which it 
is to consist of the following values: 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 10, 
12, 15, 20, 30, and 50 centavos; and 1 peso — adhesives; 
besides envelopes and post cards. On what date the 
new stamps were to be put in circulation we do not 
know ; the cutting says “ yesterday,” but.as the date 
of the paper is not given, this does not help us. 
Presumably it was some time in June, as all stamps, 
etc., of previous issues were to become obsolete on 
July 1st. Up to that date the old stamps could be 
exchanged for the new, “  provided that the former 
still possessed their original gum and were in perfect 
condition, so as to prove that they had not already 
been used.”

We have received two of the values, in identically 
the same design and bearing the same portrait, which 
appears to us to be that of Columbus, thus contradict
ing the report alluded to above. The head is almost 
full face, in a rectangular frame occupying the lower 
right-hand portion of the design ; below this frame is 
the word “ cen tavos.” Above and to left is an 
arched label lettered “ ch ile  CORREOS,” and there is 
a star in the left upper corner and a numeral in the 
left lower, the whole being on a rectangular back
ground of horizontal lines. Engraved in taille-douce 
(in New York, no doubt); printed-on white wove 
paper; perf. 12. 3c., brown.

5 c., blue.

Colombia.— MekeeVs Weekly describes, with con
siderable reserve, a supposed provisional consisting of 
the 10 c. stamp of the 1898-1901 set, roughly over
printed with a figure “  5,” in dull blue, and the word 
“  D1EZ ” cancelled by a bar. Three copies of this 
came on an envelope from Cucuta.

“  5,” in blue, on 10 c., brown on rose?

Toltma (Garzon).—  The A . J . o f Ph. chronicles a 
newly discovered label from this place, of the same 
style and class as those already listed. It is type-set, 
and the design consists of the following inscription,

in six lines : “  R. de C.— Correos N — No hay es— 
tampilias OO — Pagd 1 cen— tavo 010.”, in a frame of 
ornaments that seem to have been put together by a 
printer with a very unsteady hand.

I c., black on deep rose ; imperf

Dominican Republic. —  Philately continues to 
flourish here. Messrs. Whitfield King and Co. tell 
us that a new series has been issued, in the type of 
1901, but with the frame in black in each case and 
the centres as follows :—

£ c., orange.
1 c., blue.
2 c., lilac.
5 c., lake.

to c., green.
20 c., olive.
50 c., red-brown, 

l  P-. grey.

The funereal appearance, however, of these stamps 
has caused so much dissatisfaction that they are to be 
immediately superseded by another set with centres 
in black and frames in colour. No inverted centres, 
or frames ?

France.— W e learn from an article in Le C. de 
T.-P. that, on the occasion of the recent visit of the 
King of Spain to Paris, the Foreign Minister invented 
a would-be coat of arms for the Republic which has 
aroused, not unjustly, the heraldic indignation of 
M. Maury. The device in question consists of Lictors’ 
Fasces upright, in the centre, supported by crossed 
branches of Oak and Olive, the whole being tied 
together by a ribbon inscribed “  Libertd, Egalitd, 
Fraternity.” The combination seems to violate all 
the ordinary rules of heraldry ; the central design has 
no special reference to France, being a symbol em
ployed in many other places to denote a republican 
form of government; and worse than all, the device 
has been so constructed that, at a little distance, it 
closely resembles the German Eagle ! This is too 
bad. Instead of the ancient Bird of Freedom and of 
France—

“  The Cock that crowed in the morn,
And waked the Priest all shaven and shorn ”—

a couplet distinctly prophetic of current political and 
ecclesiastical events in that country, we have a mean
ingless device, rigged up to resemble the Imperial 
Emblem of autocracy and oppression.

Offices in China.— One of our Continental con
temporaries chronicles the 2 c. and 40 c. of the 1905 
type of Indo-Cliina, surcharged for use in these offices.

2 c., claret on yellow.
40 c., black on azure.

French Colonies.— Guadeloupe.— This colony has 
been provided with a pictorial series of stamps, of 
similar style to those furnished of late to other French 
possessions, but of more artistic design. Three 
pictures are represented, each in a frame of the usual 
large oblong shape, inscribed “ GUADELOUPE” above, 
and “ REPURLIQUE FRAN5AISE” below, and with 
diverse accessories, in the shape of fruit and foliage 
at the sides. The figures denoting the lower values 
are, we are glad to find, accompanied by the letter 
“  c.”, an improvement that we have long advocated. 
The perforation is 14 x 13 .̂

I. View of a town, showing the main street and
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part of a harbour, with mountains in the distance. 
Value in right upper corner.

1 c., black on azure,
2 c., claret on pale yellow,

1  ̂ 4 c., brown on pale gt'ey.
5 c., green on white. 

io c ., carmine ,,
15 c., mauve ,,

2. View of a country road, with palm trees, etc.;
more mountains in the distance. Value in right lower 
comer. 20 c., red on green.

25 c., blue on white.
30 c., black ,,
40 c., red on pale yellow.
50 c., olive-green on pale yellow.
75 c,, carmine on azure.

3. View of wharf and harbour. Value in left upper
corner. 1 f, t black1 on green.

2 f., red on orange,
5 f-. blue ,,

The designs bear the signature “  PUYPLAT,”  in the 
right or left lower corner.

Holland.— A correspondent shows us an unused 
copy of the 20 c., yellow-green, of the 1891-7 issue, 
perf. 11 all round, a variety that seems to be un
catalogued. The perforation looks good, and the 
stamp has ample margins ; the paper is yellowish 
from the effects of the gum.

N icaragua.— We have received sheets of some of 
the recently chronicled provisionals— the long-suffer- 
■ wr -  . ing 10 c. of 1902, in various shades,
r  IM « 7 (5 O  overprinted as in the illustration 

given (“ 5 ” or “ 15”), in- divers tints 
‘  ~ of blue. The overprint is set up to

cover twenty-five stamps, as usual, in five rows of 
five. All apparently should have the three wavy lines 
below the surcharged value, but on one Of the sheets 
of 5 c. shown us these lines have failed to print on the 
twenty-second stamp. On each sheet of each value 
the cancelled “ c ” is inverted on the fifth, tenth, twenty- 
fourth, and twenty-fifth stamps.

N orw ay. —  In consequence of the dissolution of 
partnership between this country and Sweden, which 
has recently been announced, we place Norway under 
its own letter of the alphabet. The polite notice to 
quit that was given to King Oscar by his Norwegian 
subjects is to be followed by the immediate removal 
of his head, not from his shoulders, but from the few 
Norwegian stamps on which it occurs. In the mean
time, since without an issue of provisional stamps no 
modern revolution is complete (and this was a revo
lution, though of a peaceful nature), the three stamps 
of October, 1878, have been withdrawn, and are re
placed by an issue of the remainders of the 2 skilling 
stamps of the series of 1867-8, overprinted with the 
required values, in divers colours, as follows :—

“  Kr. 1.00,” in green, on 2 sk., orange (100,000).
“  Kr. 1.50,” jn blue, on 2 sk. ,, (50.000).
“  Kr. 2.00,” in carmine, on 2 sk. ,, (50,000),

It is stated that there are half a million more of 
these 2 skilling stamps in stock, so we trust that no 
speculators will be able to corner this issue.

It is evident that one of the results of the spread of 
Philately is the shedding of printer’s ink, instead of 
blood, in modern revolutions; and the expression

“ Off with his head” becomes a comparatively harm
less one.

Peru.— We gather from Mekeel's Weekly that we 
were right in supposing that the 1 c. on 50 c., 
chronicled in March, was a Parcel Post label; also 
that the 20 c. of the same scries has been similarly 
treated. Parcel Past Stamp. 1 c. on 20 c., rose.

Portugal.— W e have received the 50 r. Postage 
Due stamp in two very distinct shades, which might 
almost be termed rose and carmine, respectively.

A  Continental contemporary reports that the 25 r. 
postage stamp has been issued in new colours.

25 r., yellow, value in red.

Boum am a.— This is a country of surprises, new 
varieties are always turning up ; the latest is the 
50 bani of 1890, watermark Arms, with compound 
perforation, a copy of which was found in one of our 
publishers’ old stock books !

50b, orange; wink. Arms; perj. 11^x13}.

Siam.— We have seen used specimens of the “  1 
Att.” on 14 atts recently chronicled, on a letter ad
dressed to our publishers. The English overprint is, 
as usual, across the upper part of the stamp, but the 
Siamese portion consists only of the character for 
“  1 ” in the left lower corner, and the characters for 
“ a tt” in the right; it does not extend across the 
stamp as hitherto. We understand that the over
print of the “ 2 Atts ” on 28 atts is arranged in the 
same way.

The Af. C. states that a variety without stop after 
“ Att ” occurs on the sheets of the lower value.

We are shown the following varieties of the 1894-5 
issue with double overprints.

3 Atts on 12 atts, No. 63.
4 „  12 „  „  66.

Spain.— A correspondent in Madrid sends us a 
specimen of the new 15 c., together with a copy of 
the older colour for comparison. The latter, which is 
termed lilac in the Catalogue, is of a dull purple 
tint, while the new stamp is in blight violet, almost 
identical with the violet-blue of Mr. Warhurst’s Colour 
Dictionary.

E l Madrid Fila/e/ico chronicles the new 20 c. stamp 
for Express Letters, which we referred to in April. 
It is of oblong shape, with a Winged Horse and Coat 
of Arms in the centre, and is inscribed “ cokrespon- 
DENCIA URCENTE” at top.

Express Letter Stamp. 20 c., red.

Sweden.— From an interesting article on “ The 
Postal Issues of Sweden,” by Hilmer Djurling, in 
ALekeels Weekly, we extract the following

“ A reprint issue on thin paper has appeared this 
year, embracing the skill bco stamps, the stamps of 
the coat of arms type, the local stamps, the lion type, 
and the 1 riksdaler perf. 13. This entire issue has 
been fraudulently printed from the original plates, 

_and thus have no value to collectors. Any further 
issues of reprints will not be needed, nor can they be 
made, because the plates have been made useless, 
although they are still in the possession of the Postal 
Department.”

The word “ issue” is probably an incorrect trans
lation of the original ; none of the reprints of Sweden
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were issued, so far as we are aware, and the latest 
edition should have the same value for collectors as 
the former ones. It is satisfactory to learn that there 
can be no more.

Switzerland.— We are shown some varieties of the 
current issue, Type to, which may be added to the 
present lists, with the numbers given in brackets.

There are two distinct shades of No. 137 to be 
listed as—  30 c., pale chestnut (137).

30 c., deep ,, (1370).
The 3 fr. exists perf. 1 x 11. _

3 fr., bistre-brown (163a).

There are two more shades of the 1 fr., carmine—
1 fr., rose-carmine (173a).
I fr., bright carmine (173 )̂.

United States.— A correspondent, Mr. A. M. 
Pinkerton o f Hadleyburg, remonstrates with us for

our neglect of the “ precancelled ” stamps, which are 
so much in fashion on the other side of the Atlantic. 
He kindly starts us with an interesting variety that, 
he says, is probably unique ; he took it off himself 
and knows that it is all right. The postmark (we beg 
pardon, “ precancellation”), instead of consisting 
merely of the name of the town in which it was used, 
is formed of a curious device, a Noah’s Ark over two 
Handsaws, crossed, which our informant declares 
denotes one of the States of the Union, but he does 
not tell us which.

Uruguay.— A  correspondent of Ewen’s Weekly 
states that the 1 c. on 10 c. Postage Due stamp exists 
with the surcharge inverted.

W e are amused at seeing that one of our contem
poraries remarks that there is “ an apostrophe for the 
‘ i ’ in ‘ centimo’ ” in the surcharge. The word, of 
course, is not “ centimo,” but “ centesimo,” contracted 
to.“ cent’mo.”

CJ\ve ^o^\a\ Sssue*, oj \Yie Wie ^Vulvpipuve .̂
By L. H AN CIAU .

A L L  R I G H T S  R B S E R  V E D .

(Continued from page 252, vol. xv.)

*  *

f N the 30th September, 1868, it was decreed 
at Madrid that the Postage and Telegraph 
stamps and all the stamped papers should 
be surcharged across each stamp with the 
words11 H A B IL IT A D O  I'OK i .a  N ACIO N ,” 

and for this purpose a large number of handstamps 
were prepared at the Mint, in order that the officials 
at the various post offices might apply this overprint 
to the stamps under their charge. On the 21st 
October, 1868, twenty-seven of these handstamps 
were despatched to Manilla for use there, and in the 
early part of J869 the stamps were issued with this 
surcharge.

Issue o f February (?), 1869.

Ha BILIT A O O  StamPs of 1864, with the surcharge 
ro* Lk shown in the annexed illustration, 

N A C I O N .  impressed in black.

31 c., black on buff {pale to deep).
61 c., green, bright green, on rose.

12I c., blue, deep blue, on salmon.
25 c., red, vermilion, on rose.

Varieties, with the surcharge inverted.
3J c., black on buff.
68 c., green on rose.

12$ c., blue on salmon.
25 c., vermilion on rose.

' * * *
A want of stamps led to another provisional issue:— 

“ Ministry o f the Colonies.
“ Y.E. In view of the notification of Y.E., dated 

April 12th last, informing this Ministry of the decree 
putting in use and on sale the green stamps, litho
graphed in the Colony, of the value of one real plata 

fuerle, of which 25 copies were enclosed, this measure 
being rendered necessary by the want of stamps and

*  ★

the fear that they might be forged, His Highness the 
Regent of the Kingdom, to whom 1 have communi
cated the notification referred to, has been pleased to 
approve the measures adopted by Y.E., with the 
understanding that so soon as the stamps despatched 
by the National Factory are received, the green 
stamps will be withdrawn from circulation, after hav
ing been exchanged in accordance with the regulations 
relative to that subject.

&c. &c. &c.
“  Madrid, September 6, 1870.

(Signed) “ S. Mo r e t .
“  To the Civil Governor of the Philippines.

“  Manilla, November 12, 1870.
“  To be complied with, passed, published, and regis

tered. (Signed) “  La T o rr e .
“ True copy.

(Signed) “ C l e m e n t e .” 

Issue o f A pril \ 2th, 1870.
The 1 real stamps listed under “ March (?)” and 

“ end o f  1863,” surcharged “  H A B 1L 1T A D O  POR LA 
N A CIO N ,” as in 1869.

I real, grey-green ; of March (?), 1863.
I ,, apple-green ; of end of 1863.
I ,, yellow-green (pale to deep) on yellowish ; 

of end of 1863.

Variety, with surcharge inverted.
I real, yellow-green; of end of 1863.

* *  *
The arrival of stamps from home put an end to the 

use of those in circulation, which were replaced in 
March, 1871, by the stamps announced in the follow
ing document;—
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“ Secretariat oj the Chiej Civil Government o f the 
Philippines. ■

“ Manilla, February 7, 1871.
“ In view of the report from the Treasury Depart

ment upon the necessity for issuing to the public the 
postage stamps of the values of five, ten, twenty, and 
forty centimos de escudo, recently received from the 
Peninsula;

“ Upon the report of the General Post Office D e
partment, and by the advice of the Council of 
Administration, the Chief Government ordains :—

“ 1. The Treasury Department is authorised to issue 
for public use the postage stamps described below. 
The same Department will give notice, as soon as all 
the offices for the sale of stamps have received 
supplies, of the exact day upon which the sale of 
these stamps is to commence, also of the date and 
the method to be employed for the withdrawal from 
circulation of the stamps at present in use, indicating 
at the same time the manner in which those that may 
be in the hands of private persons may be exchanged.

“ 2. Until the Chief Government makes fresh ar
rangements, the present tariff for the prepayment of 
postage on correspondence between the islands, for 
the peninsula and adjacent parts, and for the provinces 
beyond the seas, will remain in force, at the rate o f :—  
one real fuerte for each four drachms of weight, or frac
tion of four drachms, making use of the stamps of five 
and of twenty centimos de escudo to make up one' real 
fuerte, and of those of ten and forty centimos to make 
up two reales fuertes. The above-named Department 
will give such orders as may be considered necessary, 
so that the persons charged with the sale of the stamps 
may make themselves acquainted with the manner in 
which the said stamps are to be used, in combination, 
according to the weight of the letters.

“ 3. For correspondence within the same Island, it 
is decided that from the day on which the Department 
shall put in circulation the new stamps, the tariff shall 
be as follows:— for a single-rate letter, up to 4 drachms 
inclusive, a stamp of 5 centimos de escudo, or four 
cuartos will be used ; from 4 to 8 drachms, a stamp 
of 10 centimos de escudo, or two of 5 centimos, equiva
lent to 8 cuartos; from 8 to 12 drachms stamps of the 
value of 12 cuartos must be affixed, and so on pro
gressively. A stamp of the value of 4 cuartos, or 
5 centimos de escudo, must be added for each 4 drachms 
or fraction of 4 drachms.

“ 4. Upon Registered letters, either for the interior, 
for the Peninsula, its possessions and adjacent Islands, 
or for the provinces beyond the seas, one stamp of 40 
and anotherof 10 centimos de escudo must be affixed, in 
addition to those required for the postage of the letter.

“ 5. The Treasury Department will take the neces
sary steps for providing the General Post Office with 
the specimen stamps that may be required for pur
poses of comparison.

“ To be passed, published, and a report rendered to 
the Ministry of the Colonies.

(S ign ed) “ L a  T o r r e .
“ True copy.

(Signed) “  C l e m e n t i .”

Issue o f March, 1871.
Allegorical figure of Spain, represented by a female 

head bearing a mural Crown, surmounted by a Star, 
and facing towards the left, on a 
ground of horizontal lines within 
an o va l; a rectangular frame [of~~ 
wavy outline] inscribed “ c o r r e o s ” 
above and with the value below, on 
curved labels.

Engraved by E. Julia (whose 
initials “ e. j .” are to be found on

the edge of the neck of the effigy), and surface-printed, 
at Madrid, in colour on white paper, in sheets of too, 
ten rows of ten ; perf. 14.

5 cl de e?, blue (pale to deep).
10 ,, deep green, green, bright green.
20 ,, brown (pale lo full), yellowish brown.
40 ,, carmine, bright carmine, rose.

Essays*
I have only seen the following

10 cl de e“, deep green ; imperforate.
12 c. de peseta, carmine; perf 14.

* •* *
“ Manilla, the 15th November 1871.

“ In accordance with the proposal of the Public 
Treasury Department of these Islands, the Chief 
Civil Government Decrees.—

“  1. Authority is given for the circulation of the 
postage stamps for use on the correspondence of the 
public, that have been recently withdrawn, provided 
that they bear : Habilitado por la Nacion.

“  2. The stamps now in use will continue in circula
tion, together with those authorised by the preceding 
paragraph, until the Chief Government arranges for 
their being exchanged or for their sale being sus
pended.

“ 3. The price of these stamps will be the same as 
that which they bear [indicated upon them], except 
that of the 6g centimos, which will be worth only 
5 centimos or 4 cuartos, the lowest rate for corre
spondence in the interior of the islands, according to 
the Decree of February 7th of this year.

“ 4. The Department will take the necessary steps 
for forwarding to the General Post Office specimens 
of the said stamps, which are about to be put in cir
culation, and will at the same time take all proper 
precautions for safeguarding the interests of the State.

“ To be published and returned to the Department 
of Taxes. (Signed) “ Izquierdo .”

A s the result of this Decree the surcharged stamps 
of 1869 were reissued, together with the 65 c. stamp 
mentioned in the third paragraph, to which was given 
the value of 5 centimos or 4 cuartos, without any 
alteration being made in them. W e have no occasion 
therefore, to say more about them.

But here we have another Decree :—
“ Chief Civil Government of the Philippines.

“ Manilla January 24, 1872.
“  In compliance with the statements laid before us 

by the Public Treasury Department, which prove the 
absolute necessity for placing at the disposal of the 
public postage stamps of the value of 4 cuartos, this 
Chief Government, in virtue of the powers that it 
possesses, ordains:—

“ 1. Authority is given for the putting in circulation 
of the postage stamps existing in the general depots 
of the revenue Department, that had been withdrawn 
from circulation, [stamps] of red colour, and similar 
to those which were forwarded to the central Revenue 
Department on the 13th instant, provided that they 
bear : Habilitado por la Nacion; those for which this 
formality has not been complied with will not have 
legal currency. '

* In the book by Messrs. Bartels and Foster, and Captain 
Palmer, published at Boston, it is stated that “  proofs of all 
four denominations exist in blue on white cardboard. Of 
the same design there is also a 12 c? DC PTA. carmine-red 
on white paper, perforated." The same work says, “ These 
stamps were in use from early in 1870 to the end of 1871,” 
but quotes no authority for this statement, which is (he more 
curious as Mr. Mencarini gives the correct date in his little 
book, which is one of the authorities quoted by the authors 
of the later and larger work.— El). M. J.

9
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“  2. The stamps at present in use will continue in 
circulation together with those mentioned in the 

•preceding paragraph, this Chief Government post
poning a definite decision upon this subject until the 
special circumstances which render necessary the 
measure taken by the present Decree shall have come 
to an end.

“ 3. The price of the stamps, the sale of which is 
authorised, will be 4 cuartos, irrespective of that 
indicated upon them, in accordance with the provisions 
of my Decree of February 7th of last year.

“ 4. The Department will be good enough to make 
the necessary arrangements for providing the General 
l’ost Office with specimens of the stamps that are 
to be put in circulation, and will adopt ail measures 
required in the interests of the State.

“ To be published and returned to the Department 
of Taxes. (Signed) “ Izqu iek d o .”

Although only one value is mentioned, there were 
others which made their appearance at the same 
period, viz. :—

Issue of January 24th, 1872.*
Surcharged in black with the words “ HAIil L ITAD O  

t’OR l.A N A C IO N ’’ [as shown under “ February(?), 
1869”].

(<i) Stamps of January, 1855.
1 real plata, green.
2 reales ,, brick-red [carmine].

(b) Stamps of January, 1863.
5 cuartos, vermilion.

These 5 cuartos stamps, as we see from the Decree 
given above, were sold at 4 cuartos. “

(<r) Stamps of . . . 1864.
1 real, purple.
2 reales, blue.

* *  *
“ Chief Civil Government of the Philippines.

“ Manilla, May 8th, 1872.
“  This Chief Government taking into consideration 

the absolute necessity for always having on hand a 
full supply of stamps of all kinds for the franking 
of correspondence, sufficient to meet the requirements 
of the service, and knowing that the quantities lately 
received from the Peninsula are not sufficient to admit 
of the exchange of the old stamps and the withdrawal 
of the latter from circulation, and the stamps for the 
franking of correspondence for the interior of the 
islands bearing the value 16 centimes de peseta (5 
cuartos), whereas the postage has been reduced to 
12J centimos de peseta (4 cuartos) by my decree of 
February 7, 1871, seeing that such was the value 
indicated upon the stamps of that class received in 
August, 1S70; in accordance with the propositions of 
the Treasury Department of these Islands, decrees :—

“ 1. Authority is given for putting in circulation the 
postage stamps recently received.

“ 2. The stamps at present in use will continue in 
circulation, at the same time as those authorised by 
the preceding paragraph, until the Chief Government 
gives orders for their being exchanged, or for their 
sale being suspended.

“  3. The price at which these stamps will be issued 
will be that expressed upon them, with the exception 
of those of 16 centimos de peseta, the value of which

• Various authorities agree in placing all the five stamps 
under the same date; it is curious that one stamp only is 
apparently mentioned in the Decree, though paragraph 3 
seems to contemplate the issue of stamps bearing various 
values, but all at the one price, 4 cuartos. Stamps to be 
employed for that value alone were authorised by the Decree 
of January 24, 1872.— Ed. M. J.

will be 12J centimos or 4 cuartos, the charge for the 
franking of correspondence for the interior of the 
islands, in accordance with my decree of February 7, 
1871.

“ 4. The Department will be so good as to make 
the necessary arrangements for providing the General 
Post Office with specimens of the said stamps, and 
will adopt all measures required in the interests of the 
Treasury.

“  Report upon this Decree to be rendered to the 
Chief Government of His Majesty, &c. & c.

(Signed) “  IZQUIERDO.”
■ (To be continued.)

0̂ )u\is\\ ^ecYiuaua\ati&.
T H E  H A L F P E N N Y  OF 1897.

By C. M cN A U G H T A N .

[H IS interesting little issue, the last of British 
Bechuanaland, has recently received an 
addition, in the form of a new variety (to 
be numbered 42a), variety c, of the type 

of surcharge. It is curious that this is only just 
chronicled, as l have a pane of this variety on which 
the original owner has marked in the margin “  1st 
surcharge,” and I think that this must be the case. 
The three types of surcharge do not occur on the 
same pane, but are distinct printings. They are in 
small black, sans-serif capitals, very similar to the 
type used upon the id., vermilion, of 1887, but the 
height of the letters is 2 mm. instead of 1 J. Varieties b 
and c are similar, except that the words are 10J and 
13} (nearly 14) mm. apart, respectively. Variety a is 
from another fount of type altogether, the letters much 
thinner and the setting of “ Br it ish ” very uneven ; 
“  bech uanalan i) ” is 16 mm. long, and the space 
between the words not quite 13 mm.

Variety c of the surcharge was set up in a horizontal 
row of six, repeated down the pane, as the fifth stamp 
in each row has a letter “ h ” with the foot of the 
second stroke broken off. There are no errors or mis
placed letters, and the printing is bold and clear.

Variety a of the surcharge was set up in a block of 
twelve, repeated down the pane. The fourth stamp in 
the first, third, fifth, etc., rows has a dot between the 
feet of the “ R,” making it look like a second “ b ”  in 
“  BRITISH.” On the sixth stamp in the same rows 
the word “ BRITISH ” is set very unevenly, and is much 
more to right, in reference to the word below it, than 
in the others.

The sixth stamp in the fourth row of this setting has 
a damaged letter “ T,” the top stroke sloping down 
from left to right; 1 have two panes in which this 
occurs, which seems to prove that the setting of twelve 
overprints was reproduced, probably by stereotyping, 
so as to make up a forme covering a whole pane at 
a time. I believe this to be an unusual method, but 
there seems to be no other way of accounting for the 
repetition of certain varieties in each block of twelve, 
and the existence of one variety in each pane.

Both the setting and printing seem to have been 
done carelessly, and the defective letters “  H " and “  R ” 
and missing letters “ 1” are due to this cause, as in 
a pane where the ink has taken properly these are all 
correct. All these surcharged stamps are scarce used.
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^ ^ ^  S)ou9eti\v̂. ^ ^
REMINISCENCES OF A VETERAN.

By PIERRE M AH E.

(Alt rights of reproductions strictly reserved.)

t E A R  M r . P h i l l i p s , — Y o u  have been so 
kind as to ask me to put down on paper 
for the Monthly Journal some of my 
souvenirs and the incidents, happy or 
otherwise, grave or gay, and sometimes 

comical, which have_ occurred in a long career spent 
in the world of stamps. It is with great pleasure that 
1 respond to the honour you have paid me in opening 
to me the columns of the Monthly Journal, and I 
shall esteem myself very fortunate if its readers can 
find any interest in my simple tales.

The chronological order observed at the commence
ment cannot always be followed, and it will be by fits 
and starts, as the facts come back to me, that in due 
course my communications will reach you.

P i e r r e  M a h I

How I Became a Stamp Dealer.
When I began to busy myself with stamps, in 1862, 

1 continued, nevertheless, to retain my employment 
as manager of a printseller’s business, and it was with 
the full knowledge of my employers that this was 
clone, for, in my absence, they themselves received 
the parcels of stamps addressed to me and paid the 
postage. Indeed, those same employers were de
lighted, and rubbed their hands at seeing me take 
up this line; for they said to themselves, “ If M. 
Mahe manages to make money with his little bit of 
trading, he will not think of asking us to raise his 
salary." As a matter of fact, my mind was occupied 
with quite another idea, which was, How can I free 
myself from slaving under an employer at all ?

We shall see what unlooked-for circumstance led 
me to start a stamp business.

Several of the employees of the firm, having taken 
up the idea of collecting, had begun by asking me for 
permission to rifle the baskets into which were thrown 
the empty envelopes. Then, becoming more am
bitious, they asked for authority, which was easily 
given them, to search through the old letters which 
came without envelopes and which had been banished 
to the loft. And they did not stop there. With 
appetites whetted by their success, they begged me 
to take action on their behalf with our correspondents 
abroad. At first 1 refused point-blank ; then I thought 
it over, and soon 1 might be seen, whenever 1 had to 
write a letter, transformed into a beggar of old 
stamps.

My requests produced much more effect than 1 
should ever have supposed. Wishing to gratify me, 
the customers vied with one another in sending me 
supplies, which were not long in becoming so im
portant that one of my employees, a young Frenchman 
educated at New Orleans and the most enthusiastic 
of them all, said to me one day (how many times has 
it been repeated to me !), “  But, M. Mali<5, why should 
you not sell the stamps?” That idea seemed to me

one of the very strangest, and 1 begged the young 
Franco - American to leave me in peace with his 
nonsense.

However, 1 was soon to arrive at the same notion, 
and this is how events were hastened. # One morning 
I received from a generous correspondent, as a gift, 
a little lot (several hundreds) of Spanish 6 cuartos 
stamps, of the years 1850 to 1854, used. There were 
too many to be distributed among my collectors, and 
all I did was to give them a few of each kind. But it 
occurred to me to make a little profit out of the stamps 
for their benefit, and to that end I sent all the rest by 
my pseudo-American to the best-known dealer of those 
days, and asked him how much he would give for 
them by the hundred. The stamps were being sold 
at a franc each, and at this price they were quoted six 
months later in the first catalogue published by the 
said dealer. But the latter, seeing that a considerable 
quantity was brought to him, and supposing, perhaps, 
that he was dealing with some one who knew nothing 
about stamps or who was hard up, dared to offer me 
six francs per hundred. When my messenger brought 
back the stamps and told me of this ridiculous offer, I 
flew into a furious rage, and remembering all at once 
what the young man had said to me so often, “ But, 
M. Mahd, why do you not sell stamps?” my deter
mination was soon made u p ; on the morrow I was a 
stamp dealer.

Thai’s the way things happen here below.

Laying a Foundation.
Before making any formal announcement it was 

necessary to supply myself with goods, and to lay 
in a stock as large and varied as 1 could, with a 
capital which was by no means enormous. For the 
moment I had only my lot of Spanish stamps, which 
was certainly less than enough to meet the orders of 
all kinds which would not fail to pour in as soon as 
I had set up shop. Thus I had to leave no stone 
unturned. I began an unlimited correspondence: 
everybody must do something for me. I applied 
to all the leading business houses with whom my firm 
had dealings, and asked them no longer for a few 
stamps now and then as a present, but for large and 
constant consignments, for which I was willing to pay 
cash, and I left it to them to fix a fair price. All, or 
nearly all, replied to my appeal favourably, some still 
wished to send stamps only as a gift. In a few months, 
thanks to what I had received, mainly from Italy, and 

- to  loans from the wholesale trade in England, Ger
many, and Belgium, together with what I had picked 
up in Paris, I was able to get together a rather nice 
little stock, which enabled me to throw open my door 
to collectors and to call myself at last “ Dealer in 
Stamps.” A  few visits to the Stamp Bourse soon
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brought me into connection with collectors and 
dealers, and the former, including the biggest people 
of the time, soon learned (and they never forgot it) 
the way to the Rue des Canettes, where at No. 18 I 
had established my first modest shop.

The start is always hard, especially when one has 
to keep within the bounds of a small purse. In spite 
of all, however, the success of the business was beyond 
my hopes, and I was soon able to see my dream of 
liberty realised. I gave notice to leave my employ
ment, and then (oh, human nature !) my masters, who 
for fourteen long years had let me hang out my tongue, 
made me splendid offers. They feared to see me exer
cise my talents (1 had some) with some one of their 
competitors, several of whom had offered me brilliant 
situations ; but I am what is called “  a creature of 
habit,” and 1 had refused them, which was a very 
foolish thing on my part. My employers’ offers, 
tempting as they were, had no effect on me— they 
came too late. 1 did not wish to hear anything 
about them, 1 was inflexible, 1 withdrew, and I have 
never had occasion to repent.

Free of all cares, henceforth 1 devoted all my time 
to my own business, which grew as quickly as could 
be expected with the means at my disposal, the latter 
being, as I have said, very limited.

Things progressed rapidly, and in less than a year 
I had a traveller! A traveller was a luxury that 
no dealer had allowed himself until then. I used to 
give him, whenever he set out on his round, sheets 
containing too stamps all at one price, and he sold 
them as they were ; then he took other sheets, at 
various prices, from which selections could be made, 
and on his return they were made up again or replaced 
by others for the next trip. This system of sale proved 
a complete success and gave very good results, but 
unluckily my traveller died prematurely, and as I had 
no trustworthy person to take his place, I had to give 
up that source of income, which was by no means to 
be despised.

These were the first steps of my career. Since 
those days I have made some progress !

*  **
An Abundant Harvest.
Tbe Stamps of Italy.
As I have said above, it was the various States ot 

Italy that supplied the main part of my stock when 
it was first formed. Numerous consignments had 
reached me one after another. It was no longer only 
the post which brought them to me in letters, but 
also the railway in little parcels and even in small 
boxes. There was a little of everything, of everything 
that was good, and there was a lot of it that was very 
good 1 Piedmont, Modena, Parma, Tuscany, issues 
Royal, Ducal, and of Provisional Governments; a 
few from Naples, Sicily, and the Roman States; but 
altogether a wonderful mixture, and all of it in 
quantity.

Consequently I became a specialist in Italian 
stamps, and as that country had not then any 
dealers (they were not long in coming), I could treat 
with a high hand the foreign dealers, who had not 
then established relations with Italy. Those were 
good times 1

I have not mentioned the prices at which these 
stamps were offered to me. Perhaps it will seem 
incredible, but all of them, mixed, good and bad, and 
there were few of the latter, cost on an average 
IS francs per 100, carriage extra. And the most 
amusing part of the business was that the sellers con
gratulated themselves at having been able to sell, so 
easily and at such good prices (for I took everything 
that was sent), old stamps which they had hitherto 
supposed to be of no value. It was for them so much 
money picked out of the gutter. And it worked out w ell!

In stamps, as in everything else, there is a limit, 
and it must not be supposed that in these lots, large 
as they were, one could find dozens of the \  torne’se 
of Naples ; of the 80 centimes of Modena and Parma, 
used; of the 2 soldi, the 60 crazie, and the 3 lire of 
Tuscany. No; with occasional rare exceptions, such 
stamps did not turn u p ; that would have been too 
fine. But if those values were absent from my pack
ages, it was not because they had been put on one 
side in reserve for better prices; it was that they were 
at all times rare in their own countries, and the old 
letters of my clients did not bear them.

The latter could not distinguish between the common 
stamps and the rare. Such distinctions did not exist 
for them. When they had counted ten times a hundred 
stamps, that made a thousand, which, at 15 francs the 
too, was 150 francs, and that ended the matter !

To show more plainly how profitable at the present 
day would be the price of 15 francs the too that I 
paid for the old Italian stamps— and it was a remunera
tive price even in those days— I give a list of their 
average prices at present. The great rarities only 
made their appearance in the parcels very exception
ally, and in most cases were completely absent.

Modena. 5 to 40 cent. . . . fr. 1.75
'Errors the least rare, used . 
9 cent., “ B.G.” (in numbers) .

62.50
>> 3.10

9 cent., “ B.G.” . . . 30.00
>» Provisional Government. 5 to

40 cent. . . . 1 5.00
Naples. 2 to 20 gr. (few of the 50 gr.) . 3-75

Provisional Government. £ to
20 g r .. . . . 2.50

Parma. tst issue . . . 3-75
2nd „ . . . . 7.50

„ 3rd „ . . . . 12.50
Provisional Government. I 

cannot value these, as I can
not find them quoted, used.

Sardinia. 1st issue . . . 50.00
2nd „  . . . 13.00

»» 3rd „ . . . 12.00
Sicily. Very few. Will return to them 

in a later article. I had not 
then struck the vein.

Tuscany. 1st issue . . . 7-5°
2nd „  . . . 20 00

JJ Provisional Government issue. 3-75
268.60

One can see from this total that the sale of the 
stamps at their present prices would give a profit of 
about 1700 per cent. But as, naturally, the cheaper 
kinds were the most numerous, we must reduce this 
figure at least by half, but that would still be very 
good business, when one remembers that it was a 
case of large quantities.

(To be continued. )
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r̂\\\s\v 2>oxtva\\\awA..
LIST OF ERRORS AND VARIETIES OF OVERPRINT IN THE  

SECOND ISSUE, WITH NOTES.

By H E R B E R T  W. H AW KIN S.

*  *

[N ote.— T he following additions may be made to 
the list of varieties of the First Issue, published in 
December:—

The letter ‘‘ 1.” in “ l a n d ”  has too short a foot. 
On No. 6, 9th row, upper pane.

6 annas.

The first letter “ I ” in “  BRITISH ” too brood. This 
does not appear to arise from the same cause as the 
so-called thick “ n ” variety. On No. 1, 4th row, 
lower pane. 4, 2, 3, 12 annas.

The letter “ I .”  in “ s o m a l i ” with a skeleton foot. 
On No. 3, 4th row, upper pane.

4, 2, 24, 3 annas.

The letter “  I) ” always prints very thickly on the 
8th stamp, loth row, upper pane, of the lower values. 
This is excluded from this list of varieties, as it would 
seem that the variety is caused by some foreign matter 
having settled on the type for that particular letter. 
Nor need any described allusion be given to the few 
stamps that are to be found with smeared overprints, 
as this would be devoid of interest.]

t HE second issue is composed of Indian 
stamps, with the Queen’s Head for the 2[, 
6, and 12 annas, and 1, 2, 3, 5 rupees values, 
and the King’s Head for the 1,2, 3, 4, and 
8 annas values, overprinted horizontally in 

two lines, generally near the bottom, with “ BRITISH 
So m a l i l a n d ” in small sans-serif capitals. A few of 
the settings are of course irregular, but the two chief 
varieties of these differ in the spacing of the word 
“ BRITISH” :—

a a a a a a a a a a a a

a a a a a a a a b a a a

a a a a a a a a 1) a a a

a a a a a a a a a a a a

a a a a a a a a a a a a

a a a a a
a a a a a a a

a
* a a a a a a a a a a

a a a a a a a a a a a a

a a a a a a a a a a a a

a a a a a a a i> a a a a

Upper Pane.

a a a a a a a a a a a a

a a a a a a a a a a a a

a a a a a a a i> a a a a
a a a a

a
a i, i> b b

b
1,

a a a a a a h l> a b i> l>

a a a a a a b 1> b b I, a

i) i) i, a a a h a a a a a

a a a
a a

a b
b a 1. a* a

'■ b
it a

”
b b h a* b

h i) i> h i> i) 1) b b a a a*

(a) The w ord is 10 mm. long, and  the upright stroke 
o f the letter “ B” is o ver the left-hand stroke o f the 
“ M” in “ SOMALILAND.”

(b) The word is 10J mm. long, and the “ B” is over 
the space between “ OM.”

The last stro k e o f  the “ h ” is o ver the first stroke o f 
the “  M ” in both  varieties.

All the stamps, up to I rupee inclusive (with the 
exception of the 6 annas), were in sheets of 240, com
posed of two panes of 120 placed one above the other. 
The overprint was set up to cover the whole sheet at 
once. Both panes contain the two varieties, which 
were distributed as shown in the following diagrams.

I 2

3 4

Lower Pane.
(* These are rather irregular.)

The 6 annas stamps were in sheets of 320, 
composed of 4 panes of 80 (10 horizontal rows 
of 8), arranged thus :—

The setting used for the other values was 
apparently altered to fit these sheets by removing 
four vertical rows from each pane, and overprinting 
half the sheets (panes 1 and 3, or panes 2 and 4) at a 
time. Therefore we have in each case an upper and 
a lower pane only to refer to, in describing the posi
tions of the other varieties.

The four vertical rows at the right of each pane 
appear to have been removed, the only alteration made
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in the remainder being that the right-hand stamp in 
the third row of the lower becomes variety (a) instead 
of variety (b). .

It appears from the above that in the 6 annas sheets 
there are 264 of variety (a) to 56 of variety (b), and 
that in the sheets of the other values there are 194 of 
(a) to 46 of (b).

These two varieties of the setting are only referred 
to in the following list when the same variety of 
lettering is found in both settings:—

The first letter “  I ” in “  BRITISH ” is sometimes in
visible. On No. 1, 2nd row, upper pane.

12 annas.

Letter “ t ” in BRITISH too small (the letters “ r ” 
and “ H ” are too small also, but they frequently print 
imperfectly). On No. 2, 1st row, upper pane.

4, 1, 2, 24, 3, 4, 8, 12 annas.
I rupee.

Letter “  H ” in “  BRITISH ” too small (the letter “ H ” 
is generally found unbarred); variety (a). On No. 11, 
9th row, upper pane. -

4, 1, 2, 24, 3, 4, 8, 12 annas.
I rupee.

Letter “  H ” in BRITISH too sm all; variety (b). On 
No. 1, 6th row, lower pane.

4, 1, 2, 24, 3, 4, 8, 12 annas.
I rupee.

Small letter “  1 ” or figure “  1 ” fo r  first “ I ” in 
“ BRITISH”. (The small “ 1” is raised; on the 1 anna 
the “ 1.1” in “ SOMALI” are raised, and the small “ 1” 
prints very faintly sometimes); variety (a). On No. 4, 
3rd row, upper pane.

4, t> 2, 24, 3, 4, 8, 12 annas.
1 rupee. -

Sm all letter “  1 ” or figure “  1 ” fo r  first “  I ” in 
“ BRITISH ”. These all have the “  L ” too short 
in “ SOMALI” ; sometimes the “ b ” in “ BRITISH” is 
almost absent on the I anna. The figure “  1 ” is 
larger than in variety (a) ; variety (b). On No. 4, 6th 
row, upper pane.

4, I, 2, 24, 3, 4, 8, 12 annas.
I rupee.

Letter “ b” in “ BRITISH” dropped; variety (a) (letter 
“ a ” too small in “ SOMALI” in addition). On the 
1 anna and 2 annas the “ 1” in “  s o m a i .i ” is found 
occasionally to be practically missing. On No. 3 in 
the top row of the upper pane.

4 . 1. 2. 24. 3 . 4 . 8. 12 annas.
1 rupee. •

letter  “ b ” o f  “ BRITISH” dropped; variety (b). 
(Very prominent.) On No. 4, 3rd row, lower pane.

4, 1 ,2 ,  24, 3, 4, 8, 12 annas.
I rupee.

Letters “ b r  ” in “ BRITISH ” too widely spaced. On 
No. 1, 7th row, lower pane.

4, 1 ,2 , 3, 4, 8, 12 annas. _

Letters “ SH ” in “ BRITISH” too widely spaced. On 
No. 10, 9th row, upper pane.

4, 8, 12 annas.

Letter “ H ” in “ BRITISH” dropped. On No. 9, 1st 
row, lower pane.

4, 1, 24, 3, 4, 8, 12 annas.
I rupee.

Letters “ t i s h ”  in “ Br i t i s h ”  raised. On No. 7, 
3rd row, lower pane.

2, 24, 3, 4, 8, 12 annas.
1 rupee.

letters “ r i t ” in “ BRITISH” too widely spaced.

(The space between “ r i ” is generally the wider, 
especially is this the case in the 2̂  annas.) On No. 9, 
6th row, lower pane.

4, 1, 24, 3 annas.
Il I rupee.

Letters “ BR ” in “  BRITISH ” too widely spaced. 
(Also has first “  I ” in “  BRITISH ” too short and very 
thick.) On No. 1, 3rd row, lower pane.

4 annas.

Letters “  IT ” in “  BRITISH ” too widely spaced. On 
No. 9, 6th row, lower pane.

4, 8, 12 annas.

“ BR'TISH ” fo r  “  BRITISH.” (This only occurs occa
sionally.) On No. 10, 7th row, upper pane.

4 anna.

On No. 12, 5th row, upper pane.
1 anna. '

“  b r it ’sh ” fo r  “  britisji ” ; sometimes found on 
No. 5, 1st row, lower pane.

4 anna.

Letter “  R ” in “  BRITISH ” too small. (This has the 
letter “  S ” in “  BR ITISH ” too narrow in addition.) On 
No. 9, 3rd row, upper pane.

4, 1, 2, 24, 3, 4, 8, 12 annas.
1 rupee.

Letter “ r ”  in “ BRITISH” too small. On No. 9, 
3rd row, upper pane.

4, 1, 2, 3, 12 annas.

Jitter  “ R ” in “  BRITISH ” with the lower half of 
the first limb missing. In the case of the 1 anna 
quite three-quarters is missing. (This variety is not 
quite clear, or it does not exist at all, on the values 
not mentioned.) On No. 10, 6th row, lower pane.

4, 1 ,4 ,  12 annas.

Letter “ h ” in “ BRITISH” raised. On No. 5,2nd 
row, upper pane.

' 6 annas.

The same. On No. 6, 8th row, upper pane.
24, 3, 4, 6, 8 annas.

1 rupee.

The same. On No. I, 7th row, upper pane.
6 annas.

Letter “  s ” in “  BRITISH ” too narrow (small “  N ” in 
“ So m a l i l a n d ”  in addition). On No. 11, 2nd row, 
lower pane.

4, 1 ,2 ,  24, 3, 4, 8, 12 annas.
1 rupee.

Letter “ s ” in “ BRITISH” too narrow. On No. 3, 
3rd row, upper pane.

4, 1, 2, 24, 3, 4, 8, 12 annas.
1 rupee.

The first letter “ 1” in “ Br it is h ” too small. On 
No. 6, 5th row, lower pane.

4, 6, 8, 12 annas.
1 rupee.

The same. On No. 2, 2nd row, lower pane.
4, 1 ,2 ,  24, 3, 4, 6, 8, 12 annas.

1 rupee.

The same. (The letter “ o ” in “  SOMALI ” is too 
sm all); variety (b). On No. 11, 5th row, lower pane.

The second letter “  I ” in “ BRITISH ” too small. On 
No. 12, 7th row, upper pane.

4, 12 annas.
1 rupee.

The second letter “  1 ” in “  BRITISH ” invisible; 
this is but rarely found on the 1 anna._(There^are
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always small traces of ink in the place of the letter 
“ 1” ; substantial portions of the “ 1” appear on the 
unmentioned values, it should be noted.) On No. 12, 
7th row, upper pane.

I, 2, 2} annas.
I

Both letters “ i ”  in “ BRITISH” invisible. (This is 
only found occasionally. There are the smallest 
traces of ink imaginable in the place of the missing 
letters.) On No. 1, 2nd row, upper pane.

1 anna.

The letters “ BR ” and “ OM ” in “ BRITISH SOMALI
LA ND” too widely spaced. (This only occurs occa
sionally. The letter “ s ” in “ So m a l i ”  is dropped.) 
On No. 1, 2nd row, lower pane.

8 annas.

The whole overprint “  BRITISH SOMALILAND ” 
slightly arched. (Only occurs sometimes with the 
1 anna, but the 2J annas always has it thps.) On 
No. 1, 2nd row, lower pane.

I> 2, 24. 3. 4 annas.
“ SOMALILAND” slightly curved, the centre having 

dropped. (The “ b ”  in “ BRITISH” is also dropped 
considerably.) On No. 3, 1st row, upper pane.

6 annas.

Letters “  SO ” in “  SOMALI ” fa r  too widely spaced. 
On No. 1, 3rd row, lower pane.

8 annas.

Letters “  SO ” in “  SOMALI ” too widely spaced. On 
No. 1, 4th row, lower pane.

8 annas.

“ SOMAL.LAND” fo r  “ SOMALILAND.” (The stop in 
the place of letter “  I ” sometimes is very minute, but 
it always exists.) On No. 5, 7th row, lower pane.

4, 1, 2, 24, 3, 4, 8, 12 annas.
1 rupee.

The same; variety (b). (There are generally parts of 
the letter “ 1” showing on the values not given here.) 
On No. 7, 6th row, lower pane. -

4, 1 anna.

“ SOMALILAND” fo r  “ So m a l i l a n d ” is sometimes 
found. This error exists only on the pale-brown issue 
on white paper. (Considerable portions of the letter 
“  I ” appear on the earlier issue of this value.) On 
No. 8, 9th row, lower pane.

6 annas.

Both letters “ l ”  in “ SOMALILAND” too short. On 
No. 1, 10th row, lower pane.

4, 1, 2, 24, 3, 4, 6, 8, 12 annas.

The same. On No. 1, 2nd row, lower pane.
6, 12 annas.

Both letters “  A ” in “ SOMALILAND ” too small. On 
No. 9, 1st row, upper pane.

2, 24, 3, 4, 8, 12 annas.
. 1 rupee.

The letter “ I ” in “ SOMALI" invisible. (There are 
always just traces of ink in place of the " 1.”) On 
No. 5, 7th row, lower pane.

6 annas.

( 70 be co n tin u ed .)

^ [ e v l  ^ \ o c V  ^ > o o V s.

T h e  fo llow in g sto ck  b ooks h ave been rearranged  
sin ce the last list published  in the M. J.

The new stock books have been priced and re
arranged in accordance with our 1905 Catalogue, and 
the prices are those that have been adopted in that 

1 Catalogue.
Any of these—or of our other stock books (about 

280 in number)— can be sent on approval for five days 
to collectors known to us, or after the usual references.

To clients who purchase from any one volume for 
five pounds or upwards at one time a discount of 10 
per cent, is allowed. Special terms will be made to 
those desirous of making really important purchases.

These stock books cannot be sent out of Great 
Britain.

- V A L U E .

Swilzerland . . . . . .  { f in
Prince Edward Island . . . .  240
Newfoundland, New Brunswick, and Nova Scotia . 1570
Niger Coast, Falkland Islands, and St. Helena . 871
Egypt and Sudan . . . . .  203
Norway . . . . . .  310
Sweden . . . . . .  262
Philippine Islands . . . . .  788
Venezuela . . . . . .  213
Roumania . . . . . .  492
Hawaiian Islands . . . . .  396

C a t a l o g u e  P a r t  II.— This is now ready, and 
particulars and prices will be found in the advertise
ment on the cover.

W e have two little corrections to make in our last 
number:—

Page 246, AUSTRIA, line 10, fo r  “  where the issue 
first took place,” read “  when the issue first took place.”

I ndex, Baltus v. Levy, page should be “ 2 53,” instead
o f  “  243-”

We would recommend those of our readers who 
keep bound volumes to make these corrections in 
them.

We have also noted a couple of errors in the Index 
of Part II. of the Catalogue, which escaped notice in 
time for correction

Greece, page should be “ 233,” instead of “  203.”
Zurich, pages should be “ 477, 478,” instead of 

“ 478, 4 7 9 ”
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SPECIAL BARGAINS & NEW ISSUES.
A L L  U N U S E D  U N L E S S  O T H E R W I S E  S T A T E D .

B E LG IU M .
1905. N ew  types. s. d.

10 c . , rose . . . . 0 2
20 c., sage-green . . . . 0 3
25 c., ultramarine . . . 0 4
35 c., claret . . . . 0 5

B R IT IS H  N E W  G U IN EA .
1905. N ew  valve.

as. 6d., black and brown . . * 3 3

B R IT IS H  S O U T H  A F R IC A  

C O M P A N Y .

1905. Large oblong stamps with view 0/
Victoria Falls.

id ., carmine . . 0 2
a£d., ultramarine . 0 4
5d., purple . . 0 7
is ., green . . 4
2s. 6d., black . . 3 3
5s., violet . . 6 3

C E Y L O N .

1903-4. Service. King's Head. 

2 c., orange-brown . . . 7 6
2 c. „  . . used 4 0
3 c,, green . . • » 4 0
5 c., lilac . . S 0

5 c- .. • • . used 0 9
15 c., blue . ■ . „ 4 0
25 c., bistre . . 20 0
25 c. „  . . . used 20 0
30 c., violet and green . TO 0

30 ©♦  .. .. • . used 5 0
Set of six values, unused . 60 0

C H A M B A . *

1886-190S. Service. Queen's Head.

£ a., green . . . used 0 1
£ a., pea-green . . ■ „ 0 *

1905. Sendee. King's 

3 pies, slate . .

Head.
0 2

C H I L I .  

1905. New type.

3 c., brown . . 0 1
5 c., blue . . 0 2

E A S T  A F R I C A  A N D  U G A N D A . 

1903-4. King's Head. Single wmk.
1 a ., grey and carmine . . used o 3

X904. King’s Head. M ultiple wmk.
1 a., grey and carmine . . used o 2

E L O B E Y , etc.

T ype 1, w ith date altered.
1 c., rose . . . . 0 3
2 c., purple . . . . 0 3
3 c., black . . . . 0 3
4 c., orange-red . . . . 0 4
5 c., deep green . . . . 0 4

F A L K L A N D  I S L A N D S . 

1904-5. K ing's Head. M ultiple wmk.
ad., bright claret . . . 0
6d., orange . . . . 0
is., bistre-brown . . . 1

F E R N A N D O  POO.

1905. T ype 16, w ith date altered, s. d.
1 c.,* purple . . . . 0 3
2 c., black . . . . 0 3
3 c ., orange-red . . . . 0 3
4 c., deep green . . . . 0 4
5 c., blue-green . . . . 0 4

F R A N C E .

igoo. Type 12. Figures 0 / value printed  
separately.

10 c., carmine . . . . 0 9

G U A D E L O U P E .
2905. New Picture types. Large oblong 

stamps.
1 c ., black on azure . . 0 1
2 c., marone on yellow . . 0 I
4 c., brown on azure . . 0 J

5 c., green . . . 0 I
10 c., carmine . . . 0 2
15 c., violet . . . 0 3
20 c., red on green . . 0 3
35 c., ultramarine . . 0 4
30 c., black . . . 0 5
40 c., red on yellow . . 0 6
50 c. green on yellow . . 0 8
75 c., claret on azure . . 0

t fr., black on green . . 3
2 fr.j vermilion on orange. . 3
5 fr., indigo on orange . . 5 3
1 c. to 50 c ., set of eleven values. 2 6

G W A L I O R .
1905. King's Head.

4 as., sage-green . . 0 6

H U N G A R Y .
1905. Types 7 and%. Ne;v Croiutt wmk. in

each stamp
10 f., carmine . . . 0 2
50 f., lake . . . 0 7
50 f., claret (error), unused or used 2 0
60 f., sage-green . . . 0 8

2 kor., slate-blue . . 2 3

IN D IA .
1905. Service. King's Head.

1 rupee, carmine and green . used O 6

J A M A IC A .
*905. Queen's Head. M ultiple wmk.

3d., sage-green . . . O S

J H IN D .
Cat. No. 1885-96. Service Stamps.
502. 1 a., brown-purple . . used 0 2
516. £ a., green . . . „ O 1
517. 1 a., purple-brown . . t 0
5*7- * a. „  . . used O 3
528. £ a., pea-green . . ,, 0 2
53°. i »■  .. (K ing) . „ 0 1
531. 1 a., carmine ( „  ) . 0 2

N A T A L .
1905. King's Head. M ultiple wmk.

4d., carmine and cinnamon . 0 6

1905. Official. King's Head.
£d , green . . . . used 0 4
id ., carmine . . . „ 0 6

N IC A R A G U A , f
1904. Provisionals. T ype 15 surcharged, s. d. 

5 c. on i o c . ,  mauve . . . 0 3
5 c. on 10 c. „  v a r i e t y C "  inverted  2 6 

15 c. on 10 c. ,, . . . 0 9
15 c. on ro c . ,, variety, MC ” inverted  4 o

N O R W A Y.
1905. Provisionals. Type 5 surchatged.

1 krona on 2 skill., orange . . 1 9
1 kr. 50 Are on a skill., orange . . 2 6
2 kr. on 2 skill., orange . . . 3 6

P A N A M A  R E P U B L IC .
1905. New type, unsurcharged.

1 c., green . . . . 0 1
a c., carm in e. . . . . 0 2

R EU N IO N .
1900. Type 11.

10 c., rose-red . . . used  o 2
15 c , grey . . . . , , 0 1

S O U T H  A U S T R A L IA .  

x9°*"5 - Type 25.
105., green (No. 302) . . used 6 0

3<L, olive-green (No. 307). . ,, 0 4
6d.,, blue-green (N o. 313) . . ,, 0 8
p d .,.la ke  (N o 314) - • >> © 9

, 1900-3. Official.
id.., rosine (No. 653) . . ■ 1 0
2£d., deep blue (No. 655). . used 1 0
I S . , red-brown (No. 662) . . . to 0

S P A N I S H  G U I N E A . 

X905. Type 2, w ith date altered
1 c., black . . . . 0 3
2 c ., green . . . . 0 3
3 c., claret . . . . 0 3
4 c., slate-green . . . . 0 4
5 c ., dark brown. . . . 0 4

T A S M A N I A .

1903. Types 11 and  21. Wmk. V and Croton. 
Per/, ta£.

9d., blue . . . . t o
is., rose and green . . . 1 4

T R A N S V A A L .
1905. King's Head. M ultiple wmk. 

is., black and red-brown . . . 1 4

U R U G U A Y .

X897. Types 63 and  64.

2 pesos, carmine and ochre . . used 3 6
3 »» ,, brown-purple „  4 0

»9°® Type 43.
t peso, green .

V I C T O R I A .
*903. Per/. 11.

id ., rose-red . . . .
3d., orange-brown . . .
6d., bright green . . .

1903. Per/. Ta£x It or it  X 12$.

£d., green . . . .

Z A N Z I B A R .
1904. Provisionals.

1 on 4} a ., orange . 
t on 4$ a., blue-black
2 on 4 a., myrtle-green . Vset o f five 30 o 

2$ on 7$ a., mauve . 
a} on 8 a., grey-green

. used t 6

o 6 
o 8 
* 3

;f
S T A N L E Y  G IBBO N S, L IM ITE D , STAM P IM PO R TER S, 391, ST R A N D , LO N D O N , W.C.
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Addenda List of Odd Numbers of Philatelic Journals
l Wanted by the Earl of Crawford, K.T.

I

Offers, with the prices asked, to be made to Stanley Gibbons, Limited,
391, Strand, London, W.C.

Het Postzegelblad. Utrecht. Allvols. I .-V I.; VII., except 
No. I ; VIII., except Nos. 4, 12, 18, 21. 22, 24; and IX., 
except Nos. I, 2, 4.

Hungaria. Budapest. All Nos.
Internationale Samlerwarte. Trier, 1900. All Nos. 
Internationale Bier-Philatelist. All but No. 28.
Italia Filatelica. Torino, 1905. Any after No. 4. 
Internationale Briefmarken-Borse. Temesvar, Hungary, 

1900. Any after No. I.
Internationaler Publicationsorgan in Briefmarken, etc.

Regensburg, 1900. All Nos.
Investigateur Illustrd. Dijon, 1904. Any after II. No. 3. 
Intermediate des Collectionneurs de Cartes Postales 

Illustrdes et de T imbres-Poste. Paris, 1901. Nos. 
7, 9, it , and any after No. 16.

Intermediate des Collectionneurs. Liege, 1901-3. I.'year.
Nos. 4. s, 6, 7, 12. II. year. Any after No. 3.

Indicateur Philatelique et Commercial. Bains-les-Bains,
1897. Any after No.. 4.

Internationaler Briefmarken-Anzeiger. Zurich, 1899-3.
Nos. 1, 2, 3, 4, 7, 8, 9, to, 11, 12, 14, 15.

Journal of the Buffalo Philatelic Society. Buffalo, 1903. 
No I and any after No. 2.

John W . Scott's Junior W eekly Letter. New York, 1897.
Mar. 27, 1897, and any after Apl. 10, except Oct. 16, 1897. 

Keystone Stamp Bulletin. Titusville, Pa., 1892. All Nos. 
Literary Philatelist. New York, 1903. Any-after No. 1. 
Little Advertiser. Newton Center, Mass , 1901. Any after 

No. 1.
Morrison’s W eekly Stamp Collector. Smethport, Pa., 

1903-4. Any except No. 9.
Monthly Philatelic Advertiser. New York and Ogden, 

1890. No 1.
Mongibello Filatelico. 1898. All Nos.
Michigan Philatelic Monthly Advertiser. Detroit, Mich. 

1899. No. 3.
Museum Bulletin. Weirs, N.H., 1886-7. All Nos.
Monthly Stamp News. Webster City, Baltimore, 1896-8. 

All Nos.
New Century. Alton, 111., 1904. No. 1.
Noticiero Filatdlico. Mayaguez, Pto. Rico, 1904-5. Nos.

1, 4, and any after No. 11.
Nordisk Frimaerke Tidende. 1900-1. All Nos. 
Oesterreichische Correspondenz. Prag. Nos. 10-22.
Ohio Stamp Journal. Cincinnati, O., 1877. No. 1.
Our Stamp Circular. Cincinnati, O., 1888. No. 1.
Orient Philatdlique. 1897. All Nos.
Oesterreichische Briefmarken-Zeitung. Wien, 1905. No.

1 and any after No: 4.
Philatelic Advertiser. Ithaca, N.Y., 1904-5. No. 1' and 

any after No. 4.
Pennsylvania Stamp. Patterson’s Mills, Pa., 1896. No. 3. 
Philatdliste Beige. Boucherie, Gand., 1900. Any after No. 1.

Philatelists Annunciador. Porto, Portugal, 19:0. Any but 
No. 4.

Philatelic Star. Sawens, N.Y., 1889. No. 1.
Petites Annonces. Gondrecourt, 1904. Nos. 1, 2, 4, and 

any after No. 5.
Postzegelverzamelar. Delft. All Nos.
Petites Affiches. Paris, 1894. All Nos.
Philatelists Italien and Filatelista Italiano. 1898-9. All 

Nos.
Pacific Magazine. Riverside, Cal., 1898. No. 1.
Philatelic Newsletter, Minneapolis, 1897. Sept., 1897. 
Philatllique Oriental. Corfou, 1905. All except No. 4. 
Philatelisten. Ksbjerg, 1905. All Nos.
Philatelic Time and Tide. Bloomdale, O., 1905. All Nos. 
Philatelista do Occidente. 1898. All-Nos.
Philatelia. 1902. All Nos.
PostCard News. Detroit, Mich., 1905. Anya/(rrNo. 1. 
Philatelisten-Zeitung. 1904-5. Nos. 2, 6, 8, and any after 

No. 9.
Revue Philatdlique Franqaise. Index to 1903 and Nos. 

159-63 and after 167.
Rumanisches Briefmarken-Offertenblatt. Jassy, 1501. 

Any after No. I.
Revista del Francobollo. Rome, 1905. Vol. vii. Nos. 2, 3, 

and any after No. 5.
Roumante Timbrophile. Bacau, 1905. All except Nos. 2, 3. 
Reclame Philatdlique Lyonnaise. Lyon, 1900. All Nos 
Revista Filatelica Italian a. 1901. All Nos.
Revista Postal. 1901. All Nos.
Rerista Postal Dominicana. Santo Domingo, 1905. Any 

after No. 6.
Stamp Recorder and Collector’s Exchange. Charlestown, 

Natal, 1904-5. Any except No. 2.
Standard. Sawens, N.Y., 1889. No. 1.
Standard Topeka, Man., 1890. No. I.
Stamp Exchange. Bloomington, Ind., 1891. No. 1.
Stamp Collector’s World. Williamsville, Mass., 1888-9. 

Nos. 1, 2, 3.
Stamp Exchanger’s Directory. Toledo, O., 1893.

Nos. 1, 2.
Stamp Advertiser. Brooklyn, N.Y., 1896. Any after No. 4. 
Stampic America. 1899. Nos. 1, 2, 3, 5.
Skandinavisk Philateliste Offerteblad. Aalborg, 1903. 

All Nos.
Sammlerborse. Basel, 1902. All Nos.
San Marino Postal. All Nos.
Stamp Collectors’ Monthly Advertiser. New Zealand, 

1905. All Nos.
Stampus. Forest City, Iowa, 1904. Any after No. 1. 
Salesman. Wymore, Neb. Any after No. 1.
Stamp Visitor. New York, 1896. All Nos.
Venezuela Postal. Caracas, 1905. All but No. 2.

STANLEY GIBBONS, Limited, 391, STRAND, LONDON, W.C.
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Catalogue, Part II., Foreign Countries, 1905-6
NOW READY.

P r ic e  2 s .  9 d . ,  p o s t - f r e e .

T he chief alterations in the text of Part II. o f our 1905-6 Catalogue are as follows :—

COLOMBIA. _ '
The subheadings were formerly given in alphabetical order, but have now been 

reclassed, so that groups come under the name of_the parent State. For instance, Medellin 
will be found under Antioquia, of which it forms a part; and in like manner we have put 
Cucuta under Santander; but a reference to the index will enable any place to be found in 
a moment.

The 1886-7 issues of Tolima have been rearranged, following the article by Mr. 
T . W. Hall in the Monthly Journal of May, 1905, and some varieties have had to be 
omitted which are now believed to be fraudulent.

ECUADOR.
In 1902 there was a great fire at Guayaquil, and to prevent the use of any stamps that 

were'then stolen, the authorities ordered various designs to be overprinted on the stocks in 
hand in the different provinces. As we have now been able to get together a good stock of 
these stamps, we are able to catalogue and price them according to their relative rarity.

FRENCH COLONIES
have received special attention. Many large purchases have been made to fill up the slock 
of the numerous recent issues, and the Catalogue will be found to represent actual market 
value at the time of going to press.

PERU
has been considerably revised, and the lists extended by the inclusion of the four chief 
types of the triangles, and many errors that we now have in stock.

PHILIPPINE ISLES
have been revised and corrected by the latest published information.

SICILY
has been carefully revised and grouped after the information gathered from Dr. Diena’s
handbook. * *

*

The illustrations— as in Part I.— are now of the exact size of the stamps, and as far as 
we have had time, we have noted under each illustration the name of the ruler or cele
brated person depicted thereon, or the public buildings or events that are illustrated.

STANLEY GIBBONS, Limited, 391, STRAND, LONDON, W.C.



Establishes 1856, * (ap ita l $ 75, 000 .

R r r e , S T R M P S  , Bought. Bold or Exchanged. 
S T R M P  R L B U M 5 . 1J- to L 5  each 

MEW P R 0 5 F E C T U 5  of .Sets. Packets, Albums
and Catalogues, Sent post-free on application
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The monthly Journal Gibbons Stamp UJeekly.
TH E  SUBSCRIPTIO N

To this Journal is 2 /■  per annum, post-free.
T hb Journal is published on the last day of every month, and the volume 
commences with July. A ll Subscriptions begin with the first number 
o f the current volume, and if  same is received after July back numbers 
will be sent in order that each volume may be complete.

L’ABO NNEM ENT
A ce Journal est = fcs. 2 . 6 0  cts. par an, franco.

" T h e  Monthly Journal" paralt toujours k la fin du mois et le volume 
commence par le numiro de Juillet Chaque abonnement doit com* 
mencer par le premier numero du volume courant, et s'il est re<;u a pres 
le mois de Juillet, les numdros qui auront ddjk pant, seront envoyds, 
pour que chaque volume soil complet.

DAS AB O NNEM ENT
Auf dieses Journal Kostet M 2 .— per Jahr, franco.

Das Journal erscheint am letzten Tage eines jeden Monats, und bcginnt 
ein neuer Band stets mit der Juii-^'ummer. Alle Abonnements fangen 
mit der ersten Nummer des taufenden Bandes an, und wenn solche nach 
dem Monat Juli eintreffen, werden die bereits erschienenen Nummern 
des Bandes nachgehandt, damit ein jeder Band complet sei.

N O TIC E .— Publishers of Magazines, Ac., who exchange with 
this "Journal," are requested to be so kind as, in future, to 
send one copy of their publications direct to Major E V A N S , 
Glenarm.Longton Avenue, Sydenham, and a second to Messrs. 
S T A N L E Y  G IB B O N S, Ltd., 391, Strand, London, W .C.

BACK NUMBERS OF THE ‘ MONTHLY JOURNAL"
Can be had at the following prices, post-free:

S, d.
No. i . . . each 1 0
No. 3 . . . Out of print.
Nob. 3, 4, and s . each 0 9
No. 6 . . Out of print.
No. 13 . . each 1 6
No. *1 . . ■ Out of print.
No. 36 . . . each s 6
No. 31 - . „ 1 0
No. 38 . • M 3 O
Nob. 40 and 41 . . . Out of print.
Nob. 67 and 91 . . each x 0
No. 100 . • „ <6
Nob. sot and to» • ,t 1 0
Nos. 103 and 104 • ». 0 9
No. 115 . . Out of print.
Nos. 116 and 119 . each 0 9
No. 130 . . . Out of print.
No. 138 . . each 1 0

A l l  other back numbers except these mentioned in the above list 
can be supplied at 3d. each, post’/ree.

BOUND YEARLY VOLUMES.

Vol I. (1891-92). Out of print 

Vol. II. Price 10/-; post free, 10/6.

Vols. III., IV., V ., and VI. Each 7/-; post-free, 7/6.
Vols. V II. and V III. None on sale.

Vols. IX., X., X I., XII., X III., and XIV. Each 5/-; 
post-free, 5/6.

Prepaid Subscriptions can commence at any time, and 
can be for 3, 6, or 12 months at the following rates, 
post-free:—

Gt. Britain 
and

Colonies.

U.S.A.
and

Canada.

France, 
Italy, or 
Spain.

Germany.

3 months is. 8d. 40 c. fc. 2.00 m. 1.70
6 „ 3s. 3d. 80 c. fc. 4.00 m. 3.25

12 „ 6s. 6d. $1.60 fc. 8.00 m. 6.50

Remittances should be made by Cheque or Money Orders 
payable in London and to the order of Stanley Gibbons, Ltd.

Specimen copy i£d., post-free.

In Great Britain it will be cheaper for our readers to 
order Gibbons Stamp Weekly from their nearest Newsagent 
or Stationer, or from the Railway Bookstall. This will 
save postage, and the paper will be delivered flat, instead 
of folded as it would be if posted.

We shall be greatly obliged if our confreres in the trade 
will help to make this paper as widely known as possible, 
especially amongst the younger collectors : by this term we 
do not mean those young in age so much as those who are 
beginners in collecting and “ young ” in a philatelic sense.

We are trying to publish a paper that will be of real help 
and assistance to the beginners, and all dealers, we think, 
will join with us in the desire to secure new recruits to our 
ranks.

With this end in view we are prepared to supply the trade 
with Gibbons Stamp Weekly on the special terms of is. 2d. 
per quire of twenty-six copies—postage or carriage extra. 
Wholesale orders should be sent to

S i r  I s a a c  P i t m a n  a n d  S o n s , L t d .,

I, Amen Comer,
London, E.C.

Or those who have accounts with us and prefer to deal 
direct can send their orders to us.

N O T IC E .
Many clients are sending in orders for two, three, or more 
following numbers of Gibbons Stamp Weekly to be sent to 
them. We therefore give notice that we cannot enter any 
name for less than thirteen numbers (one quarter). Those 
who want a few numbers only can get them at the nearest 
bookseller’s.

Messrs. W. H. SMITH & SON
have agreed to keep Gibbons Stamp Weekly on all their 
bookstalls throughout Great Britain, and our friends will 
oblige us very much if they will order at the bookstalls 
whenever they are travelling.

STANLEY GIBBONS, Limited, Stamp Importers, 301 STRAND, LONDON, W.C.
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HE following letter from Mr. 
Henniker Heaton, which has 
already been published in some 
of the daily papers, well deserves 
a place in a periodical devoted 
to the interests of those who 

study, not only the postage stamps of all 
Universal nations, but, to some extent at
Penny all events, their postal systems
Postage. also:—

“  H o u s e  o f  C o m m o n s ,

11 August 5,1905.

“ D e a r  S i r ,— It is intended to form a league 
for the establishment of universal penny postage, so 
that any inhabitant of our planet, white, black, or 
yellow, may be enabled, for the sum of one penny, 
to communicate with any other, at the lowest 
possible rate, and the highest attainable speed; 
(Englishman with Frenchman, German, Italian, or 
Russian; European with American; Asiatic with 
Australian or African; so that when one soul has 
something to say to another, neither colour, nor 
religion, nor greed, nor diplomacy, nor national 
antipathy, nor latitude, nor longitude, nor poverty, 
nor any other barrier, shall stand between them.

“ The hour has struck for this grand yet simple 
assertion of the brotherhood of nations; of a change 
which threatens no interest, and benefits all man
kind. Since 1898, when Imperial penny postage 
was introduced, our outward mails have nearly 
doubled. Every Friday some 250,000 British 
'etters pass through France and Italy for India, 
Hong-kong, and Australasia— 12,000 miles. The 
postage on each of these letters is id. By the- 
same boat a few British letters are carried for 
residents in Calais— 21 miles, and on these letters 
the postage is 2 id. By what perverse ingenuity 
can such a distinction be justified ? Or why 
should a letter to New York cost 2id., and another

in the same bag be carried through that city, and 
1000 miles into Canada, for id. ?

“ That thought can be fairly taxed at a Custom
house none will affirm. Opium can be weighed ; 
whisky tested; but what scales are delicate enough 
to weigh the products of the human mind ? That 
an English letter should be taxed because it is 
addressed to a Frenchman is a policy unworthy 
of the age. This is not an arrangement for the 
benefit of the ‘ foreigner,’ since a letter benefits not 
only the addressee, but, even more, the sender. 
And, if so, can it be contended that 10,000 letters 
sent to Canadians benefit us more than as many 
addressed to Americans? I maintain that the 
trade and commerce resulting from cheap postage 
will amply compensate for any initial loss.

“ That the moment for action has arrived is indi
cated by the fact that my friend, Sir J. G. Ward, 
Postmaster-General of New Zealand, is to move 
a resolution for universal penny postage in the 
Postal Union Congress at Rome next year. It 
cannot be too soon or too clearly shown that 
this doughty reformer is speaking with the public 
opinion of the Mother-country behind him.

“ To you, as one o f those to whom our people 
look for guidance in great questions, I appeal 
for sympathy and support. I ask you to enrol 
your name in our league, and, if convenient, to 
give us a few words of encouragement. No pecu
niary liability will be incurred by members of the 
league.

“  Without venturing to introduce the Sovereign’s 
name in this appeal, we may confidently assume 
that no movement which aims at bringing the 
peoples of the earth into more frequent and closer 
correspondence and friendly intercourse can be in
different to King Edward VII., and that we have 
His Majesty’s silent good wishes.

“  I am, yours faithfully,
“ J . H e n n i k e r  H e a t o n .”
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W e sincerely wish Mr. Henniker Heaton 
every success in his fresh crusade, but it must 
not be forgotten that, although logically his 
arguments are unanswerable, there may be 
practical considerations that outweigh all 
logic. It seems absurd that if a letter can 
be conveyed from London to Hong Kong for 
a penny, it should cost 2$d. to convey a 
similar letter to Paris. But does Imperial 
Penny Postage pay its way? If it can be 
shown that it does so, then Universal Penny 
Postage should soon follow; but if the cost 
of conveying a letter from London to Hong 
Kong is defrayed in part by the profit on 
conveying letters from Charing Cross to Lud- 
gate Hill, then the matter becomes more 
difficult. Our Post Office makes an enormous 
profit every year, and can well afford to 
spend some of that profit in providing cheap 
communication between different parts of the 
British Empire. In other countries the Post 
Office business is not so prosperous, and those 
countries may be expected to hesitate before 
adopting a system which may reduce their 
profits or convert them into a loss.

In France the inland letter rate is only now 
about to be reduced to 10 centimes, and we 
fear that it will be some time before the 
French Post Office consents to even consider 
the question of an international rate of the 
same amount. Our own postal charges, 
liberal as they are in some directions, are 
greatly behind those of other countries in 
other respects. As we have pointed out on 
previous occasions, the British Post Office is 
one of the very few that will do nothing 
whatever for less than a halfpenny; it is a 
small sum, no doubt, but when we see that a 
letter is carried from one end of India to the 
other for a halfpenny, and a post card for 
half of that amount, whilst stamps of the 
value of one-tenth of a penny, or less, are 
found useful in several European countries, 
we are led to inquire, which is the more bene
ficial to the community, that a comparatively 
large weight should be carried for a penny, or 
a very much smaller weight for a very much 
smaller charge ?

There are other proposals which we gather 
are likely to be submitted to the next Postal 
Union Congress, including the much-discussed 
question of an international postage stamp, 
for the prepayment of a reply to a letter 
transmitted from one country to another.

The great obstacle to the introduction of this 
very useful stamp arises, as most people are 
aware, from the fact that the value of the 
stamp representing the regular international 
rate varies considerably in different countries, 
owing to rates of exchange and other circum
stances. Great Britain is badly off in this 
respect, partly from the excellence of its 
credit, and partly from the peculiarities of its 
currency. An English sovereign will buy 
only ninety-six 2 Jd. stamps, but it would buy 
a hundred 20 pfennig in Germany or 25 
centimes in France, and perhaps a hundred 
and thirty 25 centimos in Spain. Thus, if 
the stamps of each country were allowed to 
pay postage upon letters addressed to that 
country, it would be well worth the while of 
any English firm that had constant corre
spondence with France or Germany to buy 
the stamps of that country instead of English 
stamps, and it would be more profitable still 
for a firm that did business with Spain to use 
the stamps of that country in preference to 
those of any of the other three.

This difficulty has generallybeen considered 
insurmountable, and as regards a stamp for 
general international use— to be purchased in 
any country and used or exchanged at its 
face value in any other— we see no means of 
getting over it. But for a stamp to prepay 
a reply, we have a suggestion to make which 
might be practicable. Make the price of the 
international stamp substantially higher than 
the international rate, say 3d., 30 centimes, 
25 pfennig (in countries where the currency 
is much depreciated, it might be necessary to 
make it higher still); such a stamp might be 
allowed to prepay a letter from any country 
to any other, and there would be no induce
ment to purchase it for any other purpose 
than that of prepaying a reply to a letter, 
because the ordinary stamp of the country 
would always be cheaper. We offer this 
suggestion to postal reformers, as a solution 
of the “ stamp for a reply ” problem.

Another proposed reform is, in our opinion, 
not only unnecessary, but most inadvisable, 
viz. the abolition of the penalty for non
prepayment or insufficient prepayment of 
postage, and the collection of no more than 
the amount of the postage that should have 
been prepaid. The extra charge is perfectly 
legitimate ; it is true that it is collected from 
the wrong person, but that cannot be helped.
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Its abolition would lead not only to a vastly 
increased amount of postage being paid by 
the wrong persons, as there would be no 
special inducement to prepay postage, but 
also to an enormous increase in the work of 
the Post Office. It should be remembered 
that prepayment was one of the essential 
conditions of cheap postage; the cost of the 
collection of postage on delivery and the loss 
occasioned by the refusal of letters on which 
postage had not been prepaid were among 
the greatest obstacles to a reduction in the 
rates. Think what a delay would be caused 
in the delivery of letters, if the postman had 
to stop at every door to collect the postage ; 
the only safeguard against this is the extra 
charge for extra trouble given.

Colours. T h e  colour question is always 
with us to a greater or less 

extent. A  correspondent of The Philatelic 
Journal o f India, who deserves an honorary 
membership of the Statistical Society, has 
been reckoning up all the colour names, 
with their various modifications, that are 
employed in our publishers’ Catalogue, and 
the result, as might be expected, is pro
digious ! O f blue, green, and brown he finds 
from thirty to forty varieties each ; of the 
purples, violets, etc., about fifty ; and of the 
different kinds of red, rose, carmine, etc., 
nearly double that number. We suppose 
that every kind of work is good for some
thing, if only as an exercise of the patience 
of the worker; but unless all this counting 
up of names is to be followed by some 
practical suggestion for reducing the numbers 
and thus simplifying matters, we may almost 
regard it as labour lost. We fully acknow
ledge, and with the deepest regret, that far 
too many different designations are em
ployed ; that there are many cases where 
different names are employed to describe 
what are almost identically the same tints, 
and that there are probably as many cases 
in which the same name is applied to shades 
that are distinctly different But it is no easy 
matter to put these things right. O f course, 
one might go back to primitive methods and 
call a green stamp “ green,” and a red stamp 
“ red,” but every collector knows that there 
are varieties of shade, and every philatelist 
knows that some of these varieties are of

1821}

considerable interest in the history of the 
stamps, and that in many cases they differ 
as much in rarity as they do in appearance. 
Collectors want these varieties, and they 
want catalogues that will give them an idea 
of the varieties that exist.

Consistency we ought to have, but it is 
very difficult to attain. The work of the 
compiler of a catalogue is not an easy task ; 
even if he has the stamps before him as he 
writes, it is impossible for him to carry in his 
mind’s eye the minor varieties of tint of 
stamps of different countries. To refer back 
in every case of doubt to other stamps and 
other lists would be quite impossible, and even 
to track the shades through the most perfect 
of colour-charts would take far too much 
time; and what is he to do with the numerous 
stamps of which he has not got specimens 
at hand ? If our readers will study the 
stamps as well as the lists, and point out 
inconsistencies such as those we have men
tioned above, we will endeavour to correct 
them in future editions of the Catalogue. 
Over-elaboration of colour names is a thing 
to be avoided, but where there are numberless 
varieties it is necessary to have great numbers 
of designations for them.

Varieties of W e have ventured on pre
Obliteration. vious occasions to raise a 

gentle protest against the 
theory that the nature of an obliteration 
should make any very essential difference to 
the interest or value of the stamp to which it 
is applied. We would divide obliterations 
into two great classes only : light and heavy; 
those that are only just sufficient to cancel 
the stamp, without destroying its interest as 
a specimen, and those which so deface and 
disfigure it as to render it useless for pur
poses of study. Between these two extremes 
there are of course innumerable gradations, 
and the desirability of the specimen will vary 
accordingly. Strictly speaking, stamps ob
literated with the word “ SPECIMEN ” or “ CAN
CELLED ” would come into the more desirable 
class, and so in many cases would stamps 
cancelled in pen and ink, but there is a pre
judice against all three of these obliterations. 
The first two have been applied at various 
times to impressions of doubtful nature, un
issued varieties, special printings, reprints,
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etc., but where the stamps bearing them are 
portions of lots that were actually issued for 
use, they should be at least on a par with 
copies postmarked to order. Pen-and-ink 
cancellation is considered generally to imply 
fiscal use, but if the stamp is a postage stamp 
the manner of its use cannot alter its nature. 
For instance, a business man buys two penny 
stamps at the post office, one of them he 
uses in receipting a bill, the other he puts on 
the envelope returning the receipted bill to 
his customer. What difference can there be 
between the two stamps ? A private person 
cannot alter the nature of Government 
stamps, although he may be permitted to 
use them in different ways.

We are led to make these remarks by an 
article in The Australian Philatelist,' the 
writer of which deplores the fact that such 
stamps as the old Tasmanians, with pen- 
and-ink obliterations that were applied at 
some of the Post Offices, are quoted in the 
catalogues at far lower prices than specimens 
with ordinary postmarks. O f course this is 
altogether inconsistent; not only were the 
stamps postage stamps —  though also ap
parently used for fiscal purposes— but these 
pen-and-ink obliterations were in many cases 
postal, and the stamps bearing them had 
been used upon letters. But the extra
ordinary thing is that, in the very same 
article, the writer advocates special forms of 
cancellation being used for stamps affixed 
to parcels, in order to distinguish them ’from 
stamps used upon letters or newspapers, in 
order that collectors may reject the first of 
these as Parcel Post stamps. Can anything 
be much more inconsistent and unreasonable 
than this? The reason given is that "letters 
and newspapers come under the same cate
gory, both being the conveyancers of news. 
But the contrary is the case with parcels.” 
We have heard of purveyors of news and 
conveyers of news, but a “ conveyancer ” of 
news is something new to u s ; in any case 
what possible difference can the contents of 
a postal packet make to the stamps on the 
outside of it ? Letters do not always convey 
news, but that has nothing to do with the 
case ; the Post Office is not a conveyer of 
news alone, but of anything that may be 
accepted as a postal packet; the stamps 
affixed to that packet are postage stamps, 
and no special form of obliteration can make

them otherwise. The stamps affixed to 
parcels in this country are only too frequently 
obliterated in a terribly disfiguring manner, 
but that only makes them very bad speci
mens.

*  *  *

An Artistic WE have received a specimen
Album. page of the most wonderful

■ stamp album that we have 
ever seen. It is of the kind with spaces 
marked out for the stamps, and there is no 
special novelty about that portion of it, but 
the pages have very ample margins, and these 
are filled with Coats of Arms and other Heral
dic Devices, portraits of Sovereigns and other 
illustrious personages, and views of well- 
known places in the country, the stamps of 
which are provided for on the page thus 
adorned. The copy before us is the first 
page for the stamps of Belgium, seventy-six 
of which are to be accommodated upon it. 
In the centre at the top is a shield contain
ing a twentieth-century representation of the 
Belgian Lion, a most truculent-looking beast, 
imported direct,we should say,from the Congo 
State; he is rolling his eyes, lashing his tail, 
and grinding his teeth in a most terrific man
ner ; the rampant lions displayed on other 
shields abound the page look quite tame in 
comparison. These other coats of arms are 
those,we gather, of various provinces and cities 
of Belgium ; they are excellently drawn, and 
the heraldic colours duly indicated. They 
are supported by cupids of appropriately 
Flemish proportions, whose wings seem hardly 
capable of carrying their plump bodies. The 
whole design is a work of art, upon which 
we congratulate its designer and publisher, 
M. Frans de Veen, of Bruges ; we understand 
that the album was originally intended for 
his own private use, and that the pages have 
been reproduced at the request of his friends. 
The only fault we have to find with it is that 
the size is far too large for convenient use; 
the pages measure 14̂  x 22 inches, and would 
require a large portfolio or drawer to contain 
them. They are intended to be kept separate, 
and the descriptive list of the stamps is on 
the back of the page containing the spaces 
for them.
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Philatelic W e have received from India 
Literature? the first number of an extra

ordinary little publication, which 
we can recommend to collectors of literary 
curiosities, but not, we fear, to those in search 
of philatelic information. It is entitled The 
Young Postage Stamp Collector, and we should 
imagine that it is conducted by Beginners for 
Beginners. We feel especially interested in 
the statement that “ many native states in 
India use their own stamps, some are very 
rough designs and show sometimes portraits 
of rulers which are often ugly and struck by 
hand.” Here we seem to have cause and 
effect, the ruler of a native State would have 
every excuse for getting “ ugly ” if “ struck by 
hand ” ; it would be more prudent to use a 
weapon of longer range. Some excellent 
advice is given in the same column: “ (1) 
Never stick stamps down too tight, or they 
may get spoilt when you soak them off, such 
as Russians which come off when whetted.” 
This information might be useful to Field- 
Marshal Oyama, who knows that Russians 
will stand fire, but perhaps is not aware of 
the effects of “ whetting.” The second para
graph of advice is, however, the one that 
appeals to us most strongly: “ (2) Don’t

collect Bills.” W e can heartily commend it 
to the attention of our tailor, bootmaker, and 
other importunate persons, whose misguided 
efforts at collecting Bills deprive their letters 
of all pretensions to be considered “ news.”

If a Company, Limited, could blush, we 
should hesitate to reproduce the following :—  
“ (4) Deal of a reliable dealer, Messrs Stanley 
and Gibbons are very reliable, they are the 
publishers of the album I use.” But the re
marks are not all so complimentary: “ I 
have seen a very good paper called Gibbons 
Stamp weekly ediled by Mr. Nankivell who 
is a very littery gentlemen.” It is a fine 
thing no doubt to be an “ edile,” but “ littery ” 
is harsh; our friend Mr. Nankivell is not 
really much more untidy than many other 
philatelists.

“ There are many collectors in Bangalore, 
including Col. Perin who was a big collector 
and several others like Mr. Witherell have 
many stamps but they collect bills as w ell: 
Col. Perin keeps it in the bank.” We hesi
tate to make any remarks about a “ big 
collector,” and therefore will only say that 
people who “ collect bills ” are quite right to 
lodge the results in the bank, it is much the 
safest plan.

ssues atvA Janettes.
No t e . —  We shall be greatly obliged i f  our readers mill send, for description herein, any new issues or new varieties 

they may become acquainted with, addressing them to T h e  E d i t o r  o f  t h e  M o n t h l y  J o u r n a l , care of M e s s r s . 

S t a n l e y  G i b s o n s , L i m i t e d , 391, Strand, London, W.C. N.B.—Specimens of new Envelopes, Post Cards, etc.,
should no longer be sent, as we chronicle postal adhesives only.

Great Britain ,— Offices in the Turkish Empire.—  
We have received a set of stamps for use in these 
offices, the highest value of which seems to belong to 
the issue that commenced in 1902, it being the current 
5s. stamp surcharged “ 24 piastres,” as Type 163 in 
the Catalogue. The other values are all surcharged 
“ levant,” in large sans-serif capitals, and are plainly 
a new issue. The overprints are in black on all. 

Surcharged with value.
24 piastres on 5s., carmine.

Surcharged “  L E V A N T .”  

id ., pale green.
id., scarlet. v
lid ., purple and green, •
2d., green and scarlet.
2id., ultramarine.
3d., brown on yellow.
4d., green and brown.
Sd., purple and ultramarine.
6d., purple.
is., green and scarlet.

*  *

A ustralian  Commonwealth.— The following cut
ting from The Sydney Morning Herald, of July 4th, 
1905, kindly sent us by Messrs. J. H. Smyth and Co., 
seems to indicate that the authorities of the Common
wealth are still tinkering at stamp designs, instead of 
being content with really useful reforms :—

“ U N IFO R M  PE N N Y POSTAGE.
“ The Postmaster-General has invited designs for a 

uniform penny postage stamp. He sees no reason 
why he should wait for the expiration of the book
keeping period before making this innovation, as the 
name of the State could be printed on each stamp, if 
it were considered necessary, for the protection of its 
postal revenue.”

If it is still necessary to distinguish the stamps 
provided for the different States, for goodness sake 
let them remain as they are until a really uniform 
series can be introduced, instead of worrying after 
new stamps, like children after new toys.
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The last number of The Australian J . of Ph. con
tains some notes upon the perforations of the Postage 
Due stamps, which include details that are new to us. 
W e have also had a letter from Mr. J. H. Smyth, the 
editor of our contemporary, to the same effect as his 
article. It should be remembered that all the follow
ing applies equally to the perforations of New South 
Wales, which were fully dealt with by Messrs. Napier 
and Bacon in this magazine for May, 1904. Mr. Smyth 
states that, owing to their size, none of the Postage 
Due stamps were perforated with the comb machines, 
and we have therefore only to deal with the single-line 
machines. O f these, he tells us, there were three, 
producing gauges of 11, 1 i j ,  and 12, respectively. As 
a rule, the sheets were passed through two of these 
machines— one for the horizontal and the other for 
the vertical perforation— as this was quicker than 
putting them through the same machine, first one 
way and then the other ; therefore almost all these 
stamps have a compound perforation, 11 with 11^, 11 
with 12, or with 12. Finally, and this is a point 
upon which he lays great stress, the 11J machine was 
altered, according to his information, in October, 1902, 
and has since been used only for perforating initials, 
“  O. S. N. S. W .”, in the stamps for use in the public 
offices of New South Wales, and consequently there 
are no more stamps perforated 11J, and stamps with 
that perforation will be scarcer than those perfo
rated 12. This also, Mr. Smyth maintains, should 
throw out our publishers’ lists, which he supposes to 
include under “  Perf. n  J, 12,” two separate sets, one 
“  Perf. 11£” and the other “ P erf  12,” as well perhaps 
as a set “ Perf. 1 i j  and 12 compound.”

Now, as most of our readers are aware, this is not 
at all the meaning of the Catalogue. Perf. 11^, 12 
implies a more or less irregular gauge— nearly 11J in 
some places, and nearly 12 in others, but produced by 
the same machine. This is the gauge that is termed 
“ 12" in the earlier issues of New South Wales, and 
“  1 ti, 12 ” in the later, and more correctly, by Messrs. 
Napier and Bacon, “ barely 12.’’ There may have 
been two machines that produced this, but if so their 
perforations were practically identical. Messrs. Napier 
and Bacon could find no evidence whatever of a 
machine that produced either a uniform 11J or a 
uniform 12 perforation ; that is to say, in examining 
entire sheets and strips of stamps they could not find 
one single row of holes, produced by a single-line 
machine, that gauged either 11J or 12 throughout. 
Single specimens, of course, show perforations that 
are approximately one or the other of these gauges, 
and even if they had been perforated both ways by 
the same machine many would show a compound 
perforation.

The 11 gauge is, of course, quite another thing, and 
it evidently occurs most frequently in combination 
with the other ; but, unless an alteration has been 
made in the old single-line machine or a new one has 
been obtained giving a regular 12 perforation, we may 
expect to find combinations with n j  as plentiful as 
before. We may add that no sheets perforated 12, 
regularly, in either direction have yet reached us.

British Guiana.— Mr. Oswald Marsh tells us that 
he has received the 4 c. with the multiple Crown

and CA. Colours as before, but the lilac portion in a 
rather deeper shade.

4 c., purple and ul'ramarine; new wmk.

British Somaliland.— Mr. J. S. Summers tells us 
that he has found a variety of the overprint across the 
lower part of the Queen’s Head stamps, in whicli 
there is what appears to be an inverted letter “ c ” 
instead o f  the “ o ” in “ s o m a u i .a n d .”  He has seen it 
on the 3 and 5 rupees only, but does not know their 
position on the sheet. He thinks it probable that it 
occurs on the 2 rupees also. It is, of course, a case 
of a broken letter, or one that failed to print properly. 
Possibly it is the variety with “  upper portion o f the 
letter ‘ o ’ missing,” noted by Mr. Hawkins in ltis 
present paper, as found upon the 2 rupees.

British South Africa Company.— We give an 
illustration of the design of the Commemorative issue, 

which we described and 
chronicled last month.

A  correspondent tells 
us that he possesses a 
copy of the 5s. of 1890, 
in a light yellow shade, 
quite different from the 
usual orange-yellow. He 

also states that in May last an incompletely per
forated sheet of the 3s. of the 1896-7 issue was 
bought at one of the post offices in South Africa, the 
top row and the bottom row (twenty stamps in all) 
being entirely imperforate, while the adjoining rows 
were imperforate at top or bottom.

Ceylon. —  In June last we chronicled, on the 
authority of Ewen’s Weekly, the 3 c. and 5 c. stamps 
of the current issue with the overprint “ On Service” 
and the multiple watermark. Our contemporary now 
publishes the following letter upon the subject:—

“ From the Commissioner of Stamps.
“ To M r.----- , Colombo.

“ 3rd July, 1905.
“  Subject: Service Postage Stamps.
“  Sir,— I have the honour to inform you that no 

Service stamps with the multiple watermark were 
ever issued.

“ (Signed) W. VAN LA NGENBURG,
“ For the Commissioner.”

The discoverer of the stamps, however, maintains 
that he found them “ on a cover, issued by one of the 
Official Departments, affixed side by side with the 
single-watermarked O.S. stamps.” It now becomes .1 
question which is wrong, the Commissioner or the 
stamps? Looking through our back numbers, "e 
find that the “ On Service” stamps went out of use 
from October 1st, 1904; the first of the stamps with 
the multiple watermark were chronicled in that same 
month. It is therefore certain that some of them 
were in stock before the overprinted stamps ceased to 
be used, and possible that some of them might have 
been overprinted. One would like to know whether 
the Commissioner of Stamps noted the change in the 
paper, and kept the two varieties separate, because if 
he did not, it is impossible to say with certainty that 
a few sheets of the stamps on the new paper were not 
given out to be overprinted.
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Since writing the above, we have received, from a 
correspondent in Ceylon, the following letter, which 
may have some bearing upon the subject; but if the 
stamps found upon an official letter bore a forged 
overprint, these forgeries must have passed through 
the hands of some person employed in the Depart
ment from which the letter emanated.

“ Dear Sir ,
“ I must warn collectors and dealers against some 

forgeries of Ceylon ‘ On Service1 King’s Head 
stamps, which are now being widely circulated. There 
are two kinds :—

“ 1st. With surcharge in different type and ap
parently handstamped. Can be easily detected.

“ 2nd. A  very dangerous forgery, as the same type 
has been used, and the only point of difference 1 
could see is the distance between ‘ On 1 and ‘ Service.1 
In the genuine this is 4 mm., and in the forgery it 
measures from 4J mm. to 5 mm. I have come across 
the 2 c., 3 c., and 25 c. with the forged surcharge. 
Used copies are postmarked ‘ Colombo, September, 
1904.1 Yours faithfully,

“  G e o . E. A n t h o n i s z .”

Another correspondent tells us that he has ascer
tained that the last printing of the “ On Service” 
surcharge took place in July, 1904, and that the 3 c. 
with multiple watermark was first issued by the Com
missioner of Stamps on November 17th, and the 5 c. 
on November 29th. This should be conclusive, but 
we should still like to know whether the stamps on 
the different papers were in separate consignments, 
and whether they were kept separate, or could possibly 
have got mixed.

Cyprus.— In Ewen’s Weekly for August 19th we 
notice a remark, under the heading “ Morocco Agen
cies,” to the effect that “ the now famous 9 piastre 
Cyprus ” (referring, no doubt, to the variety with single 
CA) “ was never issued to the public.” This is quite 
a mistake. Our publishers received a few of these 
stamps and had them on sale at is. 6d. each, used, 
before it was realized that they were scarce. A  copy 
in their possession, on a portion of the original 
envelope, is clearly dated “  May 30th, ’04.” From 
inquiries we have made, we gather that between 
sixty and ninety of these stamps were used before 
the balance of the stock was bought up by a dealer. 
Hie stamp in a used condition is undoubtedly much 
scarcer than unused, which probably accounts for 
Mr. Ewen never having met with a copy.

Gambia. —  Messrs. Whitfield King and Co. tell us 
that they have received the 2^d., 3d., and is. stamps 
with the multiple Crown and C A  watermark.

2jd., ultramarine ; new vmk.
3d., magenta and ultramarine ; new wink.. 
is., violet and green ; new wmk.

Gibraltar. —  Morocco Agencies. —  We learn from 
The Ph. K. that the I peseta of the first issue has 
l«en found with the local overprint in blue, instead of 
bi-ick, like the 40 c; and 50 c. We have an idea that 
tins variety was chronicled some time back, but it has 
been omitted from the Catalogue for some reason.

Ewen’s Weekly chronicles the new 50 c. with 
multiple Crown and C A  watermark, and adds that 
the variety with wide-topped “ M ” is still to be found
on the sheets. . , ,

50 c., violet ; new wmk.

Our contemporary suggests that the 50 c., King’s 
Head, with single Crown and CA , the announcement 
of which we copied from the same source last month, 
was never issued to the public.

Hong Kong.— W e are shown a pair of the 10 c. on 
30 c., with small Chinese surcharge (No. 65 in the 
Catalogue), on one stamp of which the figures “ 10” 
are much wider apart than usual. In the normal 
surcharge there is a space of about 1 mm. between 
the figures ; in this variety the space is fully 1$ mm., 
so that the difference is quite visible.

India.— W e are shown a photograph of the 
on Js a of 1898, with the surcharge inverted, which 
appears to have done duty upon a post card. If such 
an error was issued, it is curious that it has not been 
heard of sooner.

Mr. Corfield tells us that we misinterpreted the note 
in The Ph. J. o f I. relating to one of the stamps 
to which we alluded last month. It appears that the 
2  ̂ a. On 4J a. has not been seen with the “ C. E. F.” 
overprint, but that there is a copy in the Government 
collection at Calcutta with “  2 J As.” at the top, instead 
of at the bottom; perhaps it is from a sheet misplaced 
in the press.

Jhind.— We find we made a mistake last month in 
chronicling the 6 a., 12 a., and r rupee with the 

s Service overprint. The announcement in The Ph. P. 
referred to stamps for ordinary use.

Indian Native States.— Holkar.— Messrs. Whit
field King and Co. send us a new 2 a. stafiip, in the 
type lettered “ INDORE.”  The perforation of the 
single copy before us gauges 13 .̂

2 a., brown.

Jaipur.— Messrs. Whitfield King and Co. also send 
us the three new values of this State, which should 
certainly be inscribed “ postage and revenue.” The 
4 a. we should term chestnut, and the 8 a. violet- 
mauve; we see no sign of puce about the latter.

Nepal.— Mr. Gordon Jones has kindly sent us tele- 
bhhe pairs of the 1 a., re-engraved type, on ordinary 
white wove paper, imperf. and pin-perf.

I a., grey-blue on white paper; imperf. andpitt-perf 
I a. ,, ,, varieties, tlte-btche.

Natal.— Mr. H. W. Hawkins points out to us that 
the high-value Queen’s Head fiscal stamps, which (as 
we noted in March last) appear to have been ad
mitted to postal use on the appearance of the new 
Postage and Revenue issue, have never been regularly 
listed. He has seen the following : — 

f t ,  green, yellow-green. 
f t  los., lilac, value in blue.
;  5. green, value in red.

They are lettered “ n a t a l  r e v e n u e ”  at top.

New Zealand. —  Ewen’s Weekly describes ami 
illustrates a strip of three of the current id. stamps, 
showing an extraordinary kind of perforation pro- 
Uluced by a l ’enny-in-the-Slot machine, for the sale of 
stamps, which has recently been brought into use at 
the General Post Office in this colony. The follow
ing paragraph from The New Zealand Times, of 
June 17th, tells us of the new machine, but does not 
explain its effect upon the stamps:—
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“ The automatic selling of postage stamps has 
hitherto been beset with special difficulties that have 
proved too great for the inventors to overcome. 
Messrs. R. J. Dickie, of the post office staff, and 
J. H. Brown, photographer, two residents of this city, 
have perfected a machine which by a new and simple 
device appears to have overcome difficulties and 
objections. The man who wants a penny stamp will 
now see in the vestibule of the General Post Office a 
pillar-shaped box, and on placing a penny in a slot 
can get the required stamp without trouble. Hundreds 
of people have already used the machine, which has 
been the centre of lively interest. The mechanism 
is strong and simple, and defies all attempts to ‘ beat 
the machine.’ Patent protection has been secured 
through Messrs. Park and Basley, and a company 
will probably be formed to secure patent rights 
throughout the world, and to develop the invention 
commercially.”

The strip of three to which we have alluded is 
intperf. at top and bottom, has a zigzag roulette at 
each end, and two rather large perforations, about 
15 mm. apart, between the first and second, and 
second and third stamps. W e gather from other 
sources that single stamps obtained from this machine 
have the zigzag roulette at each side, and that the 
strip described is the more or less unnatural result of 
purchasing more than one stamp at a time.

Orange River Colony.— The owner of the curious 
variety of No. 130, which we referred to last month, 
tells us that the stamp in question occupies the same 
position on the sheet as the error with “  I.” omitted. 
It is. the third stamp in the second horizontal row of 
the right upper pane ; the description given in The
L. P. left the position a little uncertain. According to 
The Ph. J . o f G. B., Mr. Poole found the same variety 
upon a left-hand pane, and described it in his book on 
The South African Provisional IVar Stamps.

Seychelles.— The West-End Ph. notes the existence 
of a copy of the 3 c. on 16 c. of 1901, with a double 
impression of the surcharge.

South Australia.— Messrs. Taylor Brothers show 
us a specimen of the 3d., perf. 12 (No. 311 in the 
Catalogue), in which a bit of extraneous matter has 
lodged amongst the type, producing the effect of 
a small apostrophe between the letters “ c e ” of 
“  PENCE,”

Straits Settlements. — Federated Malay States.—  
W e gather from Ewen's Weekly that the 5 c. of the 
current issue has appeared with the multiple Crown 
and C A  watermark.

5 c., carmine and green on yclltnv.

Sudan.— Ewen's Weekly tells us that the 1 mill. 
Official stamp exists with the overprint inverted; 
that is to say, with “ av.m v ” at right and “ o f f ic ia l ’’ 
at left. This error, of course, exists in the two 
varieties of type, and with a note of exclamation (“ ! ”) 
in the middle of the second word.

Victoria. —  Messrs. Taylor Brothers tell us that 
they have found a copy of the 2d. with “ emblems ” 
in corners (Type 6), watermark figure “ 6,” like No. 79 
in the Catalogue, but in red-lilac, instead of state.

P a r t  I I .
Abyssinia.— E v en ’s Weekly publishes some notes 

on the stamps of this country, taken from an article 
in the I. B. f . ,  which we may summarize as follows, 
premising that we do not vouch for the entire accuracy 
of the information given :—

The postal service was established on August 22nd, 
1899, but the stamps had been on sale, both unused 
and obliterated, for some years previously. In May, 
1899 (this date should probably be 1900 or 1901), the 
unsurcharged stamps were withdrawn from circu
lation, and replaced by the same stamps overprinted 
“ Ethiopie.” In April, 1902, the surcharge was changed 
to Bosla, in Amharic characters (Type 3 in the Cata
logue), and twelve months later to Malaket, in the 
same language (Type 4). ' In November, 1904, a 
further lot of stamps is said to have been overprinted 
Malaket, but in a smaller form ; according to previous 
information, however, our Type 5 is the latest form, in 
decidedly larger characters than before.

On January 1st, 1905, the stamps were issued with 
values overprinted in European figures, at first in 
various colours, and afterwards in violet on all except 
the 1 guerche, on which it was impressed in aniline 
red. We believe the so-called violet to be very vari
able. The 5 c. stamps without any other surcharge 
are stated to have been soon exhausted, and re
mainders of the J g. overprinted “ Ethiopie,” or Bosla, 
were also surcharged “ 05,” with or without a bar 
below the figures on the stamps with Bosta. Then 
came the £ g. divided and surcharged “  5 c/m ” on 
each half, and finally the 16 g. overprinted “ Ethiopie,” 
or Bosta, are said to have been surcharged “ 05” ; 
but we should suppose that the surcharge was 
“  5— centimes,” our Type 7.

We cannot honestly recommend Ethiopian issues ; 
they seem to be more of a variety show than any 
ordinary Christy Minstrel entertainment.

Austria.— Offices in the Turkish Empire.— Wc 
learn from I.e f .  des Ph. that two more values of the 
current Austrian issue have been surcharged for use 
in these offices.

5 c. on 5 h., deep green.
10 c. on 10 h., rose.

Belgium.— Messrs. Whitfield King and Co. send 
us three more values of the new series, with the same 
head as upon the others, but in various frames.

50 c., grey.
1 fr., dull orange.
2 fr., lilac-mauve.

We give an illustration of the design of the 50 c.
What constitutes a Typet We are 

led to ask this question by the perusal 
of an article in L ’Annonce Timbro- 
logique, copied from another journal, 
in which is given a description of what 
are supposed to be ten distinct types of 
the 10 c., green, of 1869! We turned 
to our publishers’ Catalogue, to sec if 
we could find anything about varieties 

of type of this well-known stamp, but we could only 
find two varieties of perforation and a good number 
of varieties of tint. Then we turned to the descrip 
lion of the ten types, only to find that Nos. 1, 2, 3

KUSlMBlfONUCHf
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differ from one another principally in shade, and to a 
certain extent in the clearness of the impression, the 
plate having gradually become worn. No. 4 is stated 
to be “ the result of a retouch of the plate,” but no 
signs of alteration are described, and we can easily 
understand that, as the old plate had become worn, a 
new one was brought into use. No. 5 differs from 
No. 4 “ only by the shade, which is a little deeper, 
and by the obliteration” (the italics are ours); and 
No. 6 differs from No. 3 also by having the same 
obliteration as No. 5 ! No. 7 appears to be from the 
new plate, like Nos. 4 and 5, but is on thin paper, 
instead of thick. No. 8 resembles No. 7, but is 
printed on so-called ribbed paper. Nos. 9 and 10 
differ from the preceding eight in being perf. 14, 
instead of 15, and from one another in shade and in 
the fact that the obliteration on No. 10 is in bluish 
black.

We thought we had gone rather far in some of our 
own researches into variations of type, but these 
Typical Developments are quite beyond us.

Chili.— We have received a specimen set of some 
of the higher values of the new issue, bearing two 
different portraits of Christopher Columbus, each in 
an oval frame, but again in the right lower portion of 
the design. The inscription “ chile correos” is at 
upper left, the Star in the right upper corner, and the 
value at left and below. The head is in black and the 
rest of the design in colour; on the four lower values 
there is an almost full-face portrait, in a hat; on the 
1 peso a very fine profile, with the head bare. En
graving, etc., as described last month.

The colours of the frames of the specimen copies, 
each of which has a hole punched in it to render it 
useless, axe—purple for the 15 c., scarlet for the 20 c., 
dark green for the 30 c., deep blue for the 50 c., and 
grey-green for the 1 peso; we do not list them in 
these colours, because the supply of the 20 c. received 
by our publishers has the frame in orange-brown, and 
therefore the colours of the other values when issued 
may turn out to be different from those noted above.

20 c., black and orange-brown.

In the top margin of the 20 c. sheet is the inscrip
tion, at left, in two lines, in black, “  FOR 15-20-30 & 
50 CENTAVOS— REPUHLICA DE CHILE,” which evi
dently marks the plate for the heads; over the fifth 
and sixth stamps are the words “ AMERICAN hank 
n o t e  c o m p a n y , NEW YORK," in the colour of the 
frame; above this is a register mark, an inverted 
“ T,” in both colours, and to right of this “  20 Centa
vos N ° ” again in the second colour. There are, no 
doubt, one hundred stamps to the sheet, in ten rows 
of ten.

We give illustrations of the design of the lower 
values previously chronicled, and of the two now 
described.

In May last we gave a diagram showing the ar- 
ent of the two varieties of the surcharge 
C e n t a v o s  ” on 30 c., on the upper half of a 

sheet from which five stamps, Nos. 1, 39, 40, 49, and 
50, were missing. Through the kindness of a cor
respondent in Montevideo we are now able to com
plete the diagram, as follows : No. 1 is, as we supposed, 
variety b, No. 39 is b, 40 is a, 49 is b, 50 is a, and the 
lower half of the sheet is thus :—

It is noticeable that in the upper part of the sheet 
the two varieties come in pairs, though not always 

N in the same order, whilst in the last four rows the 
arrangement is very irregular, and the final result is 
51 of a and 49 of b.

Colombia.—Panama.— We arc indebted to Mr. J. 
N. Luff for the following description of some new 
printings of the surcharged stamps :—

“ These new printings are of the surcharge Type 36 
in the Catalogue ; that is, with the word ‘ pa n a m a ’ at 
each side of the stamps and a bar across the top. The 
type seems to have been newly set up, not once, but 
several times. The first of these new settings had 
three noticeable varieties :—

“  1. ‘ pa n a a m ’ at the right side, on Nos. 41 and 46 
in the sheet.

“ 2. The word on the right side, on Nos. 15 and 20 
in the sheet, has the last letter ‘ a ’ below the line, 
and it is either a smaller letter than usual, or merely 
the top of a broken letter.

“ 3. The word at the right has the last ‘ a ’ much 
above the line. This has only been seen in single 
copies, so the position in the sheet is not known. It 
appears to have been very soon corrected.

“ It is said that this printing was intended to be 
surcharged ‘ Canal Zone.’ The few sheets that have 
been seen without the ‘ Canal Zone’ surcharge came 
from the city of David. This setting is only known 
on the 5 c. stamps.

“ The second of the new settings is found on the 
1 c. and 5 c., and has the error ‘ pa n a a m ’ only. A 
sheet of the 1 c. has been seen, on which No. 91 lacks 
the word ‘ panam a ' at the left. This was caused by 
the edge of the sheet being turned over. The missing 
word is printed on the back.

“ It was supposed that the so-called permanent ty|re 
(Illustration No. 47 in the Catalogue) had come into 
use for the 1 c. and 2 c. stamps, but, in addition to the 
1 c. just described, there has been a new surcharge 
on the old 2 c. About two weeks ago sheets were 
bought at l ’anama which arc surcharged in a brighter 
and thinner ink than before ; the ink is more of a red 
shade, instead of the carmine-lake heretofore used.

rangem 
“ D iez'
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There are no errors in spelling, but the word ‘ pa n am a ’ 
is 4̂  mm. from the bar instead of 3̂  mm.

“ Another setting on the 5 c. has the error ‘ panam a  ’ 
(this is an inverted ‘ W,’ not a ‘ w ’)on  Nos. 24 and 29 
in the sheet. The bar is 2  ̂ mm. wide instead of 
2 mm. The ink is a very deep carmine-lake. It is 
shiny, as if it contained varnish, and is quite soluble 
in water. You will remember that the sheets are 
surcharged in two impressions— one on the right half 
of the sheet and the other on the left. The bar was 
formerly 139 mm. long. The ends overlapped in the 
middle of the sheet, producing the effect of a con
tinuous bar across the sheet. Now the bar is 135 mm. 
long, and there is a space of about 4 to 5 mm. between 
the ends of the bars in the middle of the sheet. Single 
copies of the 10 c. have been seen with bar 2J mm. 
wide instead of 2 mm., and with ‘ p a n a m a ’ 3 mm. 
from the bar instead of 3$ mm. This is probably 
the same setting as that last described for the 5 c., 
but in this instance the surcharge appears to be in a 
dull brown-red, though some allowance should be 
made for the stamps having been soaked off letters.”

New settings of the surcharge, on I c., 2 c., 5 c., io c.
Errors.

I c . ,  g r e e n  ; with “  I 'A N a a m . ”
5 c., blue ,, ,,
5 c .  ,, ,, final “  a ”  dropped.
5 c. ,, „  ,, " a ”  high.
5 c. ,, ,, “  m ” inverted.

Stamps overprinted at Vavid. A recent number of 
Mekecl's Weekly contains some notes on the subject 
of these stamps, which seem to us to indicate that the 
supposed surcharge is really only a postmark. It 
appears that it is seldom, if ever, found complete 
upon a single stamp, and the only point in its favour 
is that it was not met with until the revolution in 
Panama. Hut as it is stated that there is only one 
white man in business in the town, it may well be 
that extremely few stamps were ever used there, and 
that it was only when the search for revolutionary 
stamps commenced that stamps with this cancellation 
were noticed. W e gather that it is only found upon 
stamps with one of the other Panama surcharges, and 
that these specimens bear no other cancellation ; if 
this is the case it should settle the question.

Corea.— We are shown a pair of the 5 poon, perf. 13, 
of the issue of 1896, surcharged with Type 7, in red, 
one stamp of which has a second impression of the 
surcharge in the centre, the two portions of it close 
together, and the lower portion above the upper (as 
might be expected); while the other stamp has a 
second impression of the upper portion of the sur
charge alone, struck diagonally in the centre. There 
is no trace of the other part of the second impression 
upon this stamp, though there is plenty of room for it, 
and it is perhaps a suspicious circumstance that we 
do not catalogue this 5 poon stamp with a red sur
charge at all.

Costa. R ica.— Mr. W. Houtzamer shows us a copy 
of the 10 c. Official stamp of 1887, in which the first 
letter “ I ” of the overprint is replaced by a figure “ 1” ; 
there is also no stop after the word. If this is a 
genuine variety it is curious that it has not been 
noticed sooner.

Denm ark.— I he King’s Head stamps issued last 
year were not conspicuously beautiful, but the design 
of a new 4 ore stamp, of which we give an illustration

below, is plain to the verge of ugliness. Its central 
feature seems to have been modelled upon the sur
charge applied last year to the 8 ore stamps, and the 
rest has been drawn to correspond. The stamps are 
typographed, in sheets of too, 10 x to, on white wove 
paper with the usual Crown watermark in each stamp, 
“ kgl. POST-FRMK.” in each margin, Crowns in the 
upper comers of the sheet, and Post-horns in the 
lower. Perf. 13, with a comb-machine.

4  o r e ,  l ig h t  b lu e .

Mr. H. Dethloff informs us that the stamp was 
issued on the 21st July, and that the design is the one 
that won the prize at a competition some years ago. 
What can the other designs have been like ?

Danish West Indies.— Our second illustration shows 
the design of the new Postage Due stamps chronicled 
in May. It seems a fitting companion to the first. 
These labels are perforated like those of the Mother 
Country, but the paper is not watermarked.

The Danish correspondent of Gibbons Stamp Weekly 
states that a bit is equal to a centime;  these are 
evidently much smaller bits than we were led to 
believe.

Judging from the illustrations given in some of our 
contemporaries, the new stamps for ordinary postage 
are singularly hideous. In the centre is a supposed 
profile of the King of Denmark, done in the style of 
the artists of former days who cut portraits with a 
pair of scissors out of a bit of black paper, while the 
surroundings are worthy of the lithographer of 
Bhopal.

Dominican Republic.— Mr. Luff tells us that he 
has met with ihe following varieties of the surcharged 
Postage Due stamps, No. 275, etc. Pair of 1 c. on 
4 c., with the figure “ 1 ” omitted on one of the 
stamps ; 1 c. on 2 c., with surcharge in black, instead 
of carmine; 2 c., with “ c e n t a v o s — CORREOS” at 
top, and “ r e p u b l ic a — d o m in ic a n a ” below, but this 
is probably a misplaced impression.

French Colonies.— Guadeloupe.— We give illustra
tions of the designs of the new issue chronicled last 
month.

Mount Iloullemonl, Passe I-a Sotiffribe.
Terre. ’

Pointe-lt-Pitre, Basse Terre.
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We are informed that the view on the Postage Due 
stamps, of which we gave an illustration in May, is 
Gustavia Bay, in the island of St. Bartholomew.

New Caledonia.— We have received a new series 
for this colony, in three varieties of design, which 
seems to be the prevailing fashion in these cases.

1. In the centre is the New Caledonian rooster— a 
peculiar-looking bird, with a bald head and a great 
hunch o f feathers, which look like borrowed plumes, 
stuck on behind. Inscriptions on scrolls : at top 
“ kf.p u b l i q u e  f r a n ^a i s e ” ; at sides “ p o s t e s ” ; be
low “  n o u v e l l e  CALEDON1E ET DEPENDANCES” ; ill
the middle, under the bird, the value in figures with 
letter “ C.” Ordinary size ; perf. 14 x 13$.

1 c., black on greenish.
2 c., chocolate.
4 c., blue on yellow.
5 c., green.

10 c., rose-red.
1 5 c . ,  mauve.

2. View of what appears to be a small harbour,
with a boat on the sea and two huts on the shore ;
name on scrolls above and below the view, “ postes” 
in right upper corner, “ R. F.” in a monogram at 
right, value at top. Same size and perf.

20 c., brown.
25 c., blue on greenish.
30 c., brown on orange.
40 c., carmine on greenish.
50 c. ,, orange.
75 c*» grey-green on toned.

3. Sailing ship with four masts in the centre; 
“ p o s t e s ”  on a scroll above, name on scrolls below, 
value in left upper corner, monogram in right, vases 
filled with fruit at each side. Large oblong shape, 
same perf. , fr> y ue 0n green. '

2 fr., carmine on azure.
5 fr., black on orange.

Guatemala.— We are shown a copy of the to c. 
(Type 19) on 75 c., of 1894, with a double impression 
of the surcharge. The two impressions overlap to a 
very considerable extent, the one being not more than 
i mm. above the other, but the fine lines can be seen 
plainly to be double.

Hayti.— W e have seen imperforate blocks of the 
two stamps of 1898, Type 7. They are on the water
marked paper, but show no sign of ever having been 
gummed, so that we may suppose them to be portions' 
of unfinished sheets, perhaps found in the stock with 
the other values that were not issued. We note that 
in the lower margin of the sheets, at the left side, is 
the inscription “ Compagnie Franijaise des Papiers- 
Monnaie, Paris.”

Holland. —  Surinam. —  W e gather from Le C. de 
T.-P. that the 10 c. of the current design (Type 12) 
has made its appearance.

10 c., slate ; new type.

Italy .— We understand that a forgery of the current 
10 c. stamp was found in circulation a short time 
back. It was not a very good imitation, lithographed 
upon unwatermarked paper, and perf. 11J.

Japan.— We have received a rather 
pretty stamp, which we are told is of 
the value of 3 sen, issued on the 
1st July to commemorate the taking 
over by Japan of the Corean Postal 
Service. It is for use in Japan and 
Corea only, and, we presume for that 

reason, has no European inscriptions upon it.
3 sen, rosc-red ; perf. 12J.

A correspondent at Tokio has very kindly sent us 
a copy of the following official letter relating to this 
issue

“ Y o k o h a m a , J u ly  27th, 1905.
“ S ir ,— 1 have the honour to ask you to be so kind 

as to acquaint the public with the following :—
“  ‘ A three Sen postage stamp for the Commemora

tion of the amalgamation of the Postal, Telegraphic, 
and Telephonic Services in Japan and Korea will be 
on sale from the 1st July next at the 1st and 2nd 
Class Post Offices in Japan or the Post Offices and 
postal agencies in Korea, as well as at the Japanese 

NPost Offices in China, but not at the 3rd Class Post 
Offices in Japan. It may be used only for the local 
mail deliverable in Japan and Korea or the Japanese 
Post Offices in China, and not for the mail matter 
intended for abroad.’

“  I have the honour to be, Sir,
“ Your obedient Servant,

“ (Signed) T. A o n u m a , 
“ Superintendent of Foreign Mails.”

Our informant adds that the inscription on the 
stamp means “ In Commemoration of the Amalga
mation of the Japanese and Corean Postal Services,” 
and the characters in the centre read “ San Sen” or 
Three Sen.

Nicaragua— The A. J . o f Ph. chronicles the usual 
monthly crop from this place. The 2 c. of 1900 sur
charged “ 1 cent.— 1904,” in two lines, in blue, both 
the right way up and the wrong; the 10 c. of 1902 
surcharged “  5 CENTS.”, in black; and the 30 c. (and 
15 c. ?) Telegraph stamps of 1900 surcharged “ Vale 
c. 10,” vertically, in black, and used for postage. Our 
contemporary had seen the 30 c. thus disfigured, and 
had heard of a 10 c. on 15 c., but was uncertain as to 
the type of surcharge on the latter.

I c.t in blue, on 2 c., orange-red.
I c. ,, 2 c. ,, inverted surcharge.
5 c., in black, on 10 c., mauve.

10 c. ,, 15 c., blue; Telegraph stamp.
ioc . ,, 30 c. ,, ,, ,,

Paraguay. —  A Continental contemporary reports 
^jthat the newest 5 c. stamp has been overprinted with 

the word “ o k ic ia i ..”
Official Stamp. 5 c., blue.

Portugal.— We have received the 50 r. and 75 r. 
in their new colours, and we find that the higher 
value has the numerals in carmine.
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Portuguese Colonies.—The surcharged varieties 
that we referred to in June have reached us at last, 
and we will endeavour to list them as briefly as 
possible. The overprint is in black, in each case, and 
consists of large numerals above the word denoting 
the currency, in capitals :—

Angola, Cape Verd, Guinea, Inhambane, Lourenzo 
Marques, Mozambique, Portuguese Congo, St. Thomas 
and Prince Islands, Zambezi a.—

“  5 0  r £i s ” o n  6 5  r., d u ll  b lu e .

Macao.—
“  10  a v o s ”  o n  12  a . ,  l i la c - r o s e .

Nyassa.— We learn from Eweris Weekly that the 
75 reis of the Camel issue has been found with the 
centre inverted. One sheet only is stated to have 
existed and the greater part was used.

Portuguese India.—
“ 2  t a n g  a s ”  o n  2 J  t . ,  d u l l  b lu e .

In December, 1894, we chronicled, on the authority 
of The L . P., a 20 reis stamp of one of the early 
issues surcharged with a figure “ 6,” like other stamps 
of the provisional issue of 1883. A  correspondent in 
India asks us why this variety is omitted from the 
Catalogue, and all that we can tell him is that the 
variety is an unlikely one, and that it is unknown to 
the best authorities here.

Timor.—
“  10  a v o s ”  o n  1 2  a . ,  d u l l  b lu e .

Roumania.— We gather from various sources that 
the 1 b., 1 1., and 2 1. stamps were to be issued in new 
colours on the 1st inst. W e will list these when we 
have seen them and are able to quote their perfora
tions.

We learn also that there is to be a' special stamp 
issued in commemoration of the fortieth year of the 
reign of King Charles. We have heard of Silver, 
Golden, and Diamond Jubilees; we suppose forty 
years constitutes a Philatelic Jubilee.

United states. —  Cuba.— According to Mekeel's 
Weekly fresh supplies of the stamps of this island 
are being printed by the American Bank Note Co. 
New plates are stated to have been made, showing 
(another journal says) “ secret marks.” MekeePs in
formant says that the old plates “ have been re
touched,” which seems unlikely, especially as the 
supposed retouching in the 2 c. has taken the form of 
removing the little ornaments at each side of the 
ovals containing the figures ; to do this all over the 
plate would have given more trouble than to make 
a new one. ’ There is, however, one prominent feature 
which will distinguish all the values, and that is that 
the paper is unwatermarked. The 2 c. alone has been 
seen at present, and it is in a new shade.

2 c., rose; no wmk.

Venezuela.— W e have received two of the Com
memorative stamps which we listed in June. They 

are of rather handsome design, 
but reproduced in lithography, 
which hardly does it justice. In 
the centre is a bust of the Presi
dent, in modern, everyday cos
tume, while on each side is a 
young lady, bending over, ap
parently to examine the top of 
his head. His forehead is be
coming somewhat high, and one 

can imagine the ladies remarking sadly that “ a hair 
on the head is worth two in the brush.” At top is the 
inscription “ e. e. u. u. de Venezuela,” on an arched 
label; below the bust is the word “ centimos,” with 
numerals at each side ; at foot “ Distrito federal." 
Perf. 11J, but the outer side of the stamps at top, 
bottom, and sides of the sheet are imperf. in the 
copies before us. We have only seen the 5 c. and 
25 c. at present, and we are shown a horizontal pair 
of the 5 c. imperforate between the two stamps.

REMINISCENCES OF A VETERAN.
By PIERRE M AHE.

(Continued from page 12.)
(All rights of reproductions strictly reserved.)

*  *  *  *

“ Oh ! Woman, in our hours of ease,
Uncertain, coy, and hard to please,
And variable as the shade
By the light quivering aspen made.”—Scott.

But still more changeable by far,
Of fine old stamps the prices are.— Trans.

HIsN owing to the first rush of business 
m il  | K  my stock was reduced very much, I feared 

that I might not be able to renew it under 
-ii- such advantageous conditions as at first, 

and thus I had to think about revising the 
prices. O f course that did not mean lowering them. 
I was master of the situation for some time to come,

and it would have been foolish enough not to profit 
thereby ; so prices were put up. Then the small 
buyer cried out, “ What, you ask me to pay five 
francs for a stamp which Baillieu sells at ten cen
times?” The 9 crazie of Tuscany, on white paper. 
To this I used to answer, “ If M. Baillieu sells at 
that price you cannot do better than go to him.”

I knew very well the prices quoted by Baillieu in 
his catalogue, and I knew also that he could not 
supply the Italian stamps at the prices which he 
quoted, and for the excellent reason, that of by far 
the greater part of them it would have been utterly 
impossible for him to get a single one on his terms. 
By way of curiosity I append a list of the prices of
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Italian stamps, all used, as quoted in Baillieu’s Cata-
logue:— Baillieu’s Present-da

prices. prices.
Modena. Lira 1 . . . fr. 2.00 fr. 100.00

» ‘ 80 cent., Provisional 
Government . . I.50 ... 150.00

Naples. 50 grana, rose . . 7 5 ... 75.00
» e tornese, blue, Arms fr 2.00 fr. 375-0°
t t i  „  „ Cross 2.00 ... 112.50

Parma. 80 c., Provisional 
Government . . 2.00 ...5000,00

J} gc., blue, Newspaper 
stamp . , 2.00 ... 500.00

Sicily. £ grana, orange . 
50 „  red-brown .

1.50 ... 7.50
t t 3.00 ... 75-oo

Tuscany. 2 soldi . . . 2.00 ... 200x0
jj 60 crazie . . . 2.00 ... 400.00
t t 9 „  on white . .10 ... 112.50
it Tre lire . . . 2.00 ...150000

As all the other values were in keeping, it was easy 
to see that the prices had not been ascertained, but 
marked by some one who had never had one of the 
stamps in his hands. The two £ tornese of Naples 
priced at 2 francs ; the 80 centimes of Modena and 
Parma at 1.50 and 2 francs, and so on ; it was absurd ! 
And the serious customers, people who knew what 
things were worth, smiled when they saw these prices. 
And since, as a rule, with regard to the stamps of 
other countries besides those of Italy, it was impos
sible to supply them, except at much higher prices 
than those quoted, people had begun to say that this 
catalogue was made for buying and not for selling. 
For the sake of comparison, I have given alongside 
the prices in Baillieu’s Catalogue those quoted to-day 
in the Stanley Gibbons Catalogue, and in the case of 
those not priced there I have given the average price 
at the present time.

The Tell-tale Sleeve. '
I need not say that the prices which I paid for the 

Italian stamps were not taken by me as a basis for 
their selling prices. That would have been too inno
cent.

For fixing the prices I applied to two collectors 
well acquainted with the values of stamps, MM. G. H. 
and E. R., who, as the reward of their services, asked 
to be favoured by the first look at the parcels received, 
a favour which I gladly granted them. You should 
have seen them in the evenings, the only time when 
they could hope to find me, plunging their hands into 
the boxes, looking for and finding stamps which made 
them as happy as possible.

And they went at it so eagerly that one of them,
M. R., came on the day after one of these nocturnal 
sittings, and said to me in the most serious tone, 
“ M. Mahd, I robbed you last night. I repent and 
bring back what I took, and I come to beg you to 
pardon my theft.” Astonished, I asked him what he 
meant. Then he told me, that on taking off his frock- 
coat the night before, some stamps had fallen from it 
to the carpet, and that having at once examined the 
sleeves of his garment he had found in the right- 
hand sleeve about half a score of Modena stamps, 
which had found their way thither during the excite
ment of the hunt and had stuck there. He brought 
them back to me, and among them were some errors,

which he wished to purchase, as he had not met with 
them before in the heaps that he had gone over. 
How we laughed, when he had finished his confession, 
can be more easily imagined than described.

An Act of Vandalism.
The Cutting up of the German Envelopes.

11 Mea culpa, mea culpa, mea maxima culpa !”

I had specially charged one of my travellers, who 
used to visit Germany, to look out for the old envelopes 
of that country, mainly in the smaller places. A l
though my friend, a Dutchman, was one of my best 
touters, I did not build great hopes on the results of 
his work ; but it will be seen that I was very much in 
the wrong to doubt his powers. Thus, on one occasion 
when he came back he brought one morning to my 
shop some packets of envelopes in immaculate con
dition : Baden, 12 and 18 kreuzer, first issue, small 
size ; sets of Mecklenburg-Schwerin, large size and 
with large inscriptions ; and Thurn and Taxis, small 
size, with inscription in lilac. He had gathered all 
these here and there, in out-of-the-way places, at their 
face-value— for a mere song.

Well, these envelopes, these treasures ; what do you 
think I did with them? It is horrible to relate. In 
those days Dr. Legrand had not inoculated collectors 
with the love of entire envelopes ; we used to cut 

4hem square, and sometimes even all round the stamp, 
so as to be able to stick them into the spaces in 
albums, such as those of Justin Lallier and Moens, 
in which there were frames for them. I did what 
everybody else did. I cut, I might say destroyed, 
these precious envelopes so that they could be put 
into the small envelopes in which I kept my stock. 
When I think of it— even to this day, when I write 
these lines— I weep with shame, rage, and regret. 
What a crime ! What a fortune they would represent 
to-day !

Those early albums, with their spaces, showing by 
lines or by dots the shape of the stamps on envelopes, 
led to incalculable loss. In the same way many 
people even cut off the perforations of the stamps 
under the plea of making their margins more even.
I shudder. For many years now, and very fortunately 
so, albums with movable leaves and without fixed 
spaces have put an end to such regrettable conduct. 
Still, I know even now a great collector of Paris— he 
even has the “  Post Office ” stamps— one who has 
spent hundreds of thousands of francs in adding to 
his collection ; yet, finding that entire envelopes take 
up too much room, he cuts them without pity, so as to 
be able to insert the stamps in his albums at the end 
of the corresponding issue of adhesives. Here is one 
who might be said to he behindhand. It must be 
admitted that this gentleman is a thousand times 
more culpable than I was. When I committed my 

-crime I was young ; Philately was still in its cradle; 
we were in the dark, and we were to be excused. 
But to commit such atrocities to-day, when we are in 
the full light, at a period when the real value of the 
things is known, is unpardonable !
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A  Bitter Disappointment.
The Vanished Treasure.

If you wish to thoroughly attain your object, you 
must, so to say, leave no stone unturned, neglect no 
means, great or small, and I have always acted in 
that way.

One of our travellers used to visit the whole of 
Spain twice a year. That was a mine of excep
tional richness to be worked, so I begged this traveller 
to insist, in the case of all the customers visited by 
him, that they would promise to overhaul their old 
letters and turn out their drawers and cupboards, just 
to see if they could find some private letters bearing 
stamps, for the latter might have been rare. This 
being asked as a personal favour, all, or nearly all of 
them, grumbling more or less, gave him their tribute. 
I had drawn the special attention of my traveller to 
the “  bear " stamps of Madrid, I and 3 cuartos, bronze. 
These were still some of the desirables of those days. 
One did not say much about the other Spanish 
stamps— little was known of them ; but the “ bear” was 
popular as well as rare, and thus it was one of the 
things most wanted by the public.

It appears that, after a great deal of trouble, he had 
managed to get together a nice little lot of these 
famous “ bears,” as also a certain number of other 
stamps of various values and issues, among them 
those with values in reales, including perhaps the Dos 
Reales of 1851-3, which I had specially recommended 
to him ; in short, he had made a splendid harvest, 
which he was happy and proud to bring back to me. 
But, here below, luck is everything ; at the moment 
of coming to me with his hands full, he perceived with 
despair that his hands were em pty; the envelope 
containing the stamps, brought together with so much 
trouble, had disappeared. Had he forgotten it, left it 
behind, or had it been stolen? He could never dis
cover, and no trace of it was ever found. As soon as 
he found out the loss of the envelope on reaching 
Paris, he wrote at once to the hotel where he had 
stayed last, but that was only lost labour, as might 
have been expected. No one had found anything, no 
one knew anything. There remained to my poor 
friend nothing but a few stamps, about half a dozen, 
among which, saved from the wreck, was a 1 cuarto 
“ bear” of Madrid, which had been picked up at the 
last moment.

Some time passed before he and I were able to 
console ourselves (especially myself) for this irrepar
able lo ss: the sources from which he had obtained 
them were then dried up.

To alleviate somewhat the pain caused by the loss 
of that little fortune, I had a good photograph made 
of the 1 cuarto “  bear,” the only copy that remained to 
me, and I sold a considerable number of the photo
graphs at 50 centimes each. But that was a feeble 
compensation.

* * *

( 7 o be continued. )

^ \ [o \ e s  a n d

By CH ARLES /. PHILLIPS.

Death of It is with great regret that I have to 
Mr. Grahame announce the death of an old friend, 
Taylor. Mr. Grahame Taylor, who died at

Port of Spain, Trinidad, on 29 July 
last. The late Mr. Grahame Taylor had been a col
lector for many years, and through his business con
nexions in Trinidad had in the past obtained a very fine 
lot of stamps of that country, which he disposed of to 
us on various occasions, and right up to a week before 
his death retained a keen interest in his collection.

M e s s r s .G l e n -  I h a v e  v ery  m uch pleasure in d raw 
dining and ' n8 sp ecia l attention to  th e  open in g

C o .'s  First sa*e t*le season by our auction 
* . branch, Messrs. Glendining and Co.,Auction. Ltd At thjs sale win be offered the

very important collection formed by Mr. C. A. Smith- 
Ryland, of Barford Hill, Warwick, who has taken up 
other hobbies, and is for the present disposing of his 
general collection, and who recognizes the enhanced 
prices we obtained last season through our large con
nexion with collectors, and has therefore decided to 
place his valuable collection in our hands for disposal. 
Mr. Smith-Ryland has been a collector for some 
fifteen years, and collected postage stamps only of all 
the world, and during that time he has secured some 
very fine things, amongst which, in the catalogue of 
which I have just received an advanced copy, I 
notice a number of French tete-beche, used and unused. 
In Great Britain, a fine copy of the V.R., the 10s., 
grey, waterrrjark Maltese Cross, mint. In Saxony, 
that extremely rare stamp, the 1851 |  neu groschen, 
error o f colour, pale blue, and a fine unused copy with 
gum of the 3 pf., 1850. In Switzerland there is a 
very nice lot, including three copies of the 4 rp. 
Zurich; the double Geneva, very fine; two copies of 
the 4 c. Vaud, and “ Poste Locale” without frame. 
In Tuscany there is an exceptionally fine copy of that 
great rarity the J  lire, unused. In Naples there is 
the J tornese, Arms, fine unused and also used, and 
the Cross, unused and used. In Ceylon there is a 
good lot, containing all the ordinary stamps and some 
of the scarce errors. British Central Africa, mint 
copies of the no watermark ^jto and ^25, and a 
superb specimen of that great rarity the id., red and 
blue, with inverted centre, of which I believe only ten 
copies exist. In the Cape o f Good Hope there are 
two or three extremely fine things, including a fine 
copy of the id., blue, woodblock, error; the 4d., 
woodblock, the rare variety with the retouched corner, 
unused, and 4d., deep blue, woodblock, unused, an 
extreme rarity. Mauritius, a fair lot of the early 
issues. Il'est Indies, some of the very scarce stamps, 
the Bahamas, no watermark, being a fine lot. British 
Guiana, the circular stamps, 8 c., green, and 12 c., 
blue, and a very fine lot of the issues of 1852, 1856, 
and 1862. Buenos Ayres, 5 pesos, orange, a fine copy 
on portion of the original letter. A good lot of Con
federate States, and a fine lot of Newfoundland, Nova
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Scotia, and New Brunswick, including no less than 
seven copies of the is. In Australia there are some 
of the scarce varieties in all countries.

On the whole, I conclude that this is one of the best 
sales with which the season has ever been opened. 
The collection is so extensive that the sale has had to 
be extended to three days, and will take place on Mon
day, Tuesday, and Wednesday, September 18th, 19th, 
and 20th, at the sale-rooms of Messrs. Glendining 
and Co., Ltd., 7, Argyll Street, Regent Street, 
London, W. *  *

Following Messrs. Glendining  and Co. in
Sales. form me that they have already

received a good number of important 
collections for auction, amongst which is worthy of 
notice the very fine collection formed by Mr. N. de 
Schoulepnikow, of Tour-de-Peilz, Switzerland. This 
collection is exceptionally strong in all the stamps of 
Portugal and Colonies, as the owner lived for some 
time in Lisbon and had unusual facilities. 1

Another collection is that of Mr. Sherring, of 
Bristol, particulars of which will be announced in 
due course. *  *  *

Various D u r in g  the summer months my firm 
Purchases. has made some very important pur

chases of fine specialized collections, 
amongst which I may mention, as now being ready to 
show to clients, a collection formed by Baron Anthony 
de Worms of the stamps of the West Coast of Africa, 
including Gambia, Gold Coast, Sierra Leone, Lagos, 
and St. Helena. This collection is exceptionally 
strong in stamps in blocks, and every copy is mint, 
as the owner did not have used stamps in this book.

Another important purchase recently was the fine 
specialized collection formed by Mr. H. R. Oldfield, of 
Colombia and all its States. Included in this I might 
note an especially fine lot of Tolima type-set stamps 
of the first issue, including a number of plates com
plete, and others partially constructed, as well as a 
large quantity of single stamps. In the rare first

issue of Antioquia there were no less than seven 
copies of the 2̂  c., five copies (including a pair) of 
the 5 c., four of the rare 10 c., and six of the 1 peso. 
This collection is in three volumes, and can now be 
sent on approval to all those who care to see it.

Other fine collections purchased include a highly 
specialized collection of the stamps of Tasmania, in 
which there are nearly forty copies of the id., blue, 
first issue, including three unused and a plate nearly 
complete. Of the 4d., octagonal, there arc a number 
unused, two plates partly remade, and a superb un
used copy of that great rarity the qd., on paper laid 
with wide lines. The later issues are remarkably 
complete in all shades, used and unused, and in all 
varieties of perfs. and watermarks.

Several other specialized collections have been 
purchased, but are not at present on sale.

N e w  T he following stock books have been
Stock Books, rearranged since the last list published 

in the M. J.
The new stock books have been priced and re

arranged in accordance with our 1905 Catalogue, and 
the prices are those that have been adopted in that 
Catalogue.

Any of these— or of our other stock books (about 
280 in number)— can be sent on approval for five days 
to collectors known to us, or after the usual references.

To clients who purchase from any one volume for 
five pounds or upwards at one time a discount of 10 

"per cent, is allowed. Special terms will be made to 
those desirous of making really important purchases.

These stock books cannot be sent out of Great

B r i t a i n - V A t U I .
Transvaal, 2 vols.. . . . .  ^2,760
Swazicland and Stellaland . . . .  367
Danish West Indies and Iceland . . . 331
Salvador, 2 vols. . . . . .  202
Straits Settlements to Johor . . . 730
Perak to Sungei Ujong . . . . 716
Queensland, 2 vols. . . . .  1,324
German Colonies . . . . .  252
Turkey . . . . . .  298

LIST OF ERRORS AND VARIETIES OF OVERPRINT IN THE 
SECOND ISSUE, WITH NOTES.

By H ER B ER T W . H AW KIN S.

(Continued from page 15.)

*  *  *

N o t e .—  In page 14, second column, between the 
sixth and seventh lines from the bottom, should be
inserted J, 1 anna.

H E Utter “ 1 ” in “ SOMALI ” invisible. (The 
1 anna generally shows distinct traces of 
the “  1 ” ; the 6 annas only very slight traces 
of ink.) On No. 7, 6th row, lower pane.

I, 6 annas.

The same. (Only to be found occasionally. There 
arc slight inkmarks visible in place of “  1.”) On 
No. 5, 6th row, lower pane.

2 annas.

The letter “ o ”  in “ S O M A L I” thickly bulged each 
side and thinned at top and bottom. On No. 9, 8th 
row, upper pane.

i, 1, 2, 2J, 3, 4, 8, 12 annas.
I rupee.
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The letter “ o ” in “ som ali” dropped. On No. 8, 
10th row, lower pane.

6, 8, 12 annas.
1 rupee.

Letter “ o ” in “ SOMALI” raised. On No. 9, 10th 
row, lower pane.

1, 2, 2 4: 3< 4, 8, 12 annas.
1 rupee.

The letter “ l ” ;'« “ somau ” too short. On No. 7, 
4th row, upper pane.

1 rupee.

Letter “ A ” in “ SOMALI ” too small. (There is also 
a broken letter “ R” in “ BRITISH,” which has the 
appearance of being too small.) This variety only 
occurs occasionally for the 8 annas; probably the same 
case refers to the 3 annas. It is not at all distinct 
on the ungiven values. On No. 1, 6th row, lower 
pane. ^ 8 annas.

The same. On No. 9, 1st row, upper pane.
4. 1, 3 annas-

Letters “ L i” in “ som ali” too short. On No. 7,
4tli row, upper pane. „ -  —

r 4, 8 annas.

Letters “  LI ” in “ SOMALI ” raised. (The letter “  L ” 
in “ la n d ” too short in addition. It is not at all 
distinct on the values unmentioned.) On No. 6, 7th 
row, upper pane.

I, 2, 2$, 3, 4, 12 annas.
1 rupee.

Letter “  I ” in “ SOMALI ” too small. On No. 5, 2nd 
row, upper pane. 4 annas-

Letters “ s o ” in “ SOMALI” dropped considerably. 
(This is only found occasionally.) On No. 5, 6th row, 
lower pane. 2$ annas.

“ SOMA” in “ SOMALI” dropped. On No. 3, 9th row,
upper pane. , , „

j , 1, 2, 24, 3, 4, 8, 12 annas.
1 rupee.

letter  “ L” in “ SOMALI ” loo short. On No. 9, 10th 
row, upper pane.

4, i, 2, 24, 3, 4, 8, 12 annas.
I rupee.

The same. On No. 3, 9th row, lower pane.
6, 8, 12 annas.

The same. On No. 4, 8th row, upper pane.
4, 1, 2, 24, 3, 4, 6, 8, 12 annas.

1 rupee.
Letter “ s ” in “ SOMALI ” dropped. On No. 7, 10th 

row, upper pane.
4, I, 2, 24, 3, 4, 6, 8, 12 annas.

1 rupee.

Letter “ M ” in “  SOMALI " with right-hand limb too 
short at bottom. (This is only found occasionally.) 
Position unknown. 1 anna

Letters “ m a” in “ SOMALI” too small. (The letter 
“ o ” appears always to be broken and the letter “ L ” 
too short; especially is this the case in the 2% annas. 
The letter “ s" in “ BRITISH” is too narrow.) On No. 9, 
2nd row, upper pane.

4, 1 ,2 ,  24, 3, 4, 8, 12 annas.
1 rupee.

Letter “ 1” in “ som ali” too small. (The letters 
“  L i” are slightly raised as well.) On No. 3, 8th row, 
upper pane. 4, 12 annas.

times. The word “  l a n d ” appears to be dropped on 
this stamp, and the letter “ a ” is too small.) On 
No. 10, 1st row, lower pane.

4, 1, 24, 4, 8, 12 annas.
1 rupee.

Letter “ l ” in “ l a n d ” has too short a foot. On 
No. 6, 9th row, upper pane.

6 annas.
The whole o f the first portion o f the letter “ L ” in 

“ s o m a l i” missing. This is only found occasionally. 
On No. 6, 3rd row, lower pane.

4 anna.

‘ T . " f o r  letter “ n ” in “ la n d .” T o be found 
sometimes. On No. 7, 4th row, lower pane.

4 anna.
Upper part o f  “  A  ” in “ somali ” defective, the only 

portion visible above the crossbar being a dot. To 
be found sometimes only. Position unknown.

4 anna.

Letter “ o ” in “ somai.i ” too small. On No 8, 
10th row, lower pane.

4, 1,2 , 3, 4, 8, 12 annas.
* ~ I rupee.

Letters “  OM ” in “  SOMALI ” fa r  too widely spaced. 
On No. 1, 2nd row, lower pane.

Z rupee.
Letters “ 1.1” in “ so m a l i” too widely spaced. On 

No. 9, 4th row, lower pane.
4, 1, 2, 24, 3, 4, 8, 12 annas.

1 rupee.
Letter “  m ” in “  somali ” too small. (And fancy 

“ n ” with right-hand limb too short in “ la n d .”) On 
No. 7, 8th row, upper pane.

4, I, 2, 24, 3, 4, 8 , 12 annas.
1 rupee.

The same. On No. 9, 4th row, upper pane.
1, 2, 24, 3, 4, 8, 12 annas.

1 rupee.
Letter “  L ” in “ so m ali” with foot too short. (This 

has not been caused in the process of printing this 
issue apparently, but has been filed by its appearance, 
hence its inclusion.) On No. 11, 9th row, lower pane.

4, I, 2, 24, 3, 4, 8, 12 annas.
1 rupee.

Letters “ LAN” in “ l a n d ” raised considerably. 
(This is only very occasionally met with.) On No. 5, 
6th row, lower pane.

2, 24 annas.

letters  “ i.a ” considerably raised. (There are only 
just traces of the letter “ 1” in “ so m a l i” to be seen 
in this variety, which very seldom is found.) On No. 
5, 6th row, lower pane.

2, 24 annas.
letter  “ d " dropped very considerably. (The letter 

“ 1” in “ so m a l i” is practically absent. This variety 
could occur but very occasionally.) On No. 5, 6th 
row, lower pane. zj  annas_

Fancy letter “ N,” the right-hand limb too short. 
On No. 8, 7th row, upper pane.

1. 2i ai. 3i 4. 8 annas.
1 rupee.

The same. On No. 12, toth row, lower pane.
4, 1,2 , 24, 3, 4, 8 annas.

The same. On No. 2, 4th row, lower pane.
8  annas.

Letter “  L ” in “  somali ” too tall. (The large letter The same, the left-hand limb too short. On No. 6, 
“ l ” in this case is 2 mm. high, whereas the normal 7th row, lower pane, 
variety is only i£ m m .; this is only to be found some- 4, 2, 24, 3 annas.
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The same. (The upper portion of the right-hand 
limb of “ h ” in “ Br it is h ” is always absent.) On 
No. 8, 6th row, lower pane.

6 annas.
Letter “ n ” loo small. On No. 12, 10th row, lower 

Pane- ' 12 annas.
1 rupee.

The same. On No. 4, 8th row, lower pane.
J, 1, 2, 24, 3, 4, 8, 12 annas.

1 rupee.
Letter “ D” too small (and dropped). On No. 8, 6th 

row, upper pane. 24 ,3l4annas.

Letters “ l a ” raised. This also exists on the 1 
rupee, but that is of minor importance. (The “  1.” in 
“ SOMALI” is too short in addition.) On No. 9, 9th 
row, upper pane.

4, i, 2, 2j, 3, 4, 8, 12 annas.
Letter “ d ” split through horizontally. On No. 9, 

6th row, upper pane.
4, I, 2, 24, 3, 4, 8, 12 annas.

1 rupee.
Letters “ ND” too widely spaced. On No. 12, 6thl 

row, lower pane ; variety (a).
4, 1, 2, 24, 3, 4, 8, 12 annas.

1 rupee.
The same. On No. 12, 4th row, lower pane ; variety 

W- 4, i, 2, 24, 3 annas. ,
Letter “ L ” in “ l a n d ” with the whole o f its fool 

missing. (A most conspicuous variety, therefore its 
inclusion.) Position unknown, but the stamps at 
each side are normal.

1 anna.
Letter “ l ” in “ LAND” loo small. On No. 6, 9th 

row, upper pane.
4, I, 2, 24, 3, 4, 6, 8, 12 annas.

1 rupee.
The same. On No. 4, 5th row, lower pane.

4,. 1, 2, 24, 3, 4, 6, 8, 12 annas. ■
I rupee. . ~

Letter “ N ” too small. (The right-hand limb of the 
letter is too short at the bottom on 2, 24, and 4 annas.) 
On No. 12, 8th row, upper pane.

4, 1, 2, 24, 3, 4, 8, 12 annas.
I rupee.

The same. On No. 4, 8th row, lower pane.
4, I, 2, 24, 3, 4, 8, 12 annas. _

I rupee.
Letters “ LA” raised. On No. 9, 9th row, upper 

pane. J, j, 2> 24, 3, 4, 8, 12 annas.
1 rupee.

Letter “ d ” too small. (The corresponding stamp 
exists with normal “  D ” and is found occasionally.) 
On No. 12, 1st row, upper pane.

4, 1, 24, 4 annas.
Letter “ l ” in “ l a n d ” loo short. On No. 3, 6th 

row, upper pane.
4, I, 2, 24, 3, 4, 6, 8, 12 annas.

I rupee.
The same. On No. 8, 8th row, lower pane. Variety 

(«• 4, «, 2, 24, 3, 4, 8, 12 annas.
1 rupee.

The same. (Letter “ s ” in “ SOMALI.” has a'very 
sharp tail.) On No. 3, 10th row, lower pane. Variety 
( t ) . 4, I, 2, 24, 3, 4, 6, 8, 12 annas.

Fancy letter “  N ” too small, and the left-hand limb 
too short. On No. 11, 3rd row, lower pane.

4, I, 2, 24, 4, 8, 12 annas.

Similar letter, but the right-hand limb too short 
On No. 7, 9th row, lower pane. Variety (b).

4, 1, 24, 3, 4, 8, 12 annas.
1 ru p e e .

In a single instance, on the 1 anna, the overprint is 
known out of place, too much to the left, so that the 
“ s ” of “ So m a l il a n d ” is completely cut through by 
the perforation, and the overprint reads “ BRITISH 
OMAI.II.AND.” This only occurs in a few cases in an 
upper pane. On certain specimens part of the over
print belonging to the adjacent stamp may be found, 
in addition to the normal surcharge, but this happens 
very seldom indeed.

Certain stamps of the lower values have the letter 
“ D” thickly printed. On No. 12, 8th and 10th rows 
(except in the 6 annas), and on No. 8, 10th row, all on 
the upper panes. As these varieties are probably occa
sioned by printing with dirty type, they are properly 
not included in a list such as this.

The 2, 3, and 5' rupees are in sheets of forty-eight, 
consisting of four panes of twelve (three horizontal
rows of fours), thus :—  ---------

There exist in a few cases very clear _[_| 2 
specimens of varieties (a) and (b) of the 3 | 4
setting ; but the variations of spacing are so ---------
irregular, as a rule, that I do not attempt to give a 
diagram to show their distribution.

The first letter “ 1” in “ Br it is h ” raised.
unknown. 5 r u p e e s .

Position

Letters “ BRl” in “ BRITISH" raised considerably. 
(The “ 1” in “ SOMALI ” is practically omitted.) On 
No. 4, 3rd row, 2nd pane.

S r u p e e s .

Letters “  R ” and “ T ” dropped considerably. (The 
“ a ” in “ SOMALI” is raised.) On No. 2, ? row, 2nd 
(or 4lh) pane. 3 rupees.

Letter “ t ” dropped considerably. On No. 2, row 
unknown, 2nd (or 4th) pane.

5 rupees.
Letter “  T ” too short (and letter “  A ” too small in 

“ SOMALI”). The first letter “ 1 ” in “ BRITISH” is 
broken, only the upper portion remaining. On No. 
unknown, 3rd row, 1st (or 2nd) pane.

2 r u p e e s .

The first stroke o f the letter “  R ” too short at the 
bottom. On No. 3, row unknown, 1st (or 3rd) pane.

2 , 5  ru p e e s .

First letter “ 1” in “ Br it is h ”  too small. (The “ s ” 
in “  BRITISH ” has a sharp tail.) Position unknown.

5 r u p e e s .

Second letter “ 1” in “ Br it is h " too small. On No. 1, 
row unknown, 1st (or 3rd) pane.

2 ru jrces .

Letter “ s ” in “ BRITISH” with a sharp tail. (The 
first limb of “ r ” is too short.) On No. 4, 1st row, 2nd 
pane. 2 rupees.

Letters “ SH " f a r  too widely spaced. On Nos. 3 
and 4, row unknown, 1st (or 3rd) pane.

2 rupees.
Letter “  H ” dropped (also fancy “ N ” in “  LAND,” 

left-hand limb too short). On No. 3, 3rd row, 1st 
Pane- 2 rupees.

Letter “ r ” with a straight tail. On No. 1, 1st row, 
3rd pane. 3 rupees.
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Letters"  h ’’ in “ Br it is h  ” and “ a n d ” in “ So m a l i
l a n d ” dropped considerably. On No. 2, tst row, 
4th pane. 3, 5 rupees.

“ SOMALILAND” slightly arched. On No. 2, 3rd 
row , 2nd pane. 3 rupees>

Letter “ A ” in “ SOMALI ” Jar too small. On No. 1, 
1st row, 3rd pane. 3 rupees.

Letter “ 0 ” too small. On No. 1, 1st row, 3rd pane.
5 rupees.

Letter “ 1.” in “ SOMALI ” too small. (The “ s ” in 
“ Br i t i s h ” has a sharp tail.) On No. 4, row un
known, 1st (or 3rd) pane.

2, 5 rupees.
letter  “ l ” in “ SOMALI ” too small. (The “ H ” in 

“ BRITISH” and the “ s ” in SOMALI” are dropped.) 
On No. 3, 2nd row, 4th pane.

3, 5 rupees.
The upper portion o f the letter “ o ” in “ SOMALI" 

missing. On No. 3, 1st row, 1st pane.
2 rupees.

Letter “ m ” in “ SOMALI ” too small. (The first 
portion of the “ M ” is damaged.) On a stamp un
known, 3rd row, 1 st (or 2nd) pane.

2 rupees.
Letter “ m ” in “ SOMALI" too small. (This has 

“ L ” in “  SOMALI ” too short in addition.) On No. 1, 
3rd row, 2nd pane. 3 rupees.

Letter “ s ” in “ SOMALI ” with a sharp tail. On a 
stamp unknown, 2nd row, 1st (or 2nd) pane.

2 rupees.
The same. On No. 4, 3rd row, 1st pane (for the 

2 rupees only, but probably this is also the position 
for the 3 rupees as well). .

\̂u\a\e\\c )̂oc\e\\es and. 
International Philatelic exhibition,

L O N D O N , 1906. J

T u b  prospectus of the Exhibition has now been practically 
completed, and will probably be issued early in September, 
1905, after it has been submitted to and approved by the 
General Committee, which includes many of the leading 
collectors, not only in this country, but also on the Continent 
and in America.

The Exhibition will l>e held under the patronage of Ilis 
Royal Highness the Prince of Wales, with the preseni 
Postmaster-General and the three preceding Postmasters- 
General as Vice-Patrons, while the Chairmanship of the 
Committee has been accepted by the Right Honourable the 
Earl of Crawford.

The continuity of the Exhibition with that held in London 
in 1897 is indicated by the fact that thej>uke of Norfolk, 
who was then the Postmaster-General and a Patron of the 
Exhibition, is now one of the four Vice-Patrons of the 1906 
Exhibition.

The Committee have done and will do everything in their 
power to make the Exhibition of 1906 at least as successful 

"as the one in 1897, and if they receive, as they anticipate, 
the co-operation and support of philatelists generally, there 
can be no doubt about the result.

Information as to the Exhibition can be obtained on 
application to the Hon. Secretaries at 13, Walbrook, London, 
E.C., and remittances by donors or guarantors can be sent 
direct to the Hon. Treasurer, F. Reichenheim, Esq., 29, 
Holland Villas Road, Kensington, London, W. The Com
mittee will be glad to receive further promises of financial 
support.

Donors and guarantors to the Exhibition will be entitled 
to tickets of admission*

H. R. O ldfield , Hon. Secretary.
L. L  R. H ausrurg, Assistant Hon. Secretary.

2, 3 rupees.
Letter “ l ”  in “ So m a l i  ” too short. On No. 3, 3rd 

row, 1st pane. 3 rupees.

Letter “ l ” in u SOMALi” too short. (The “ 1” in 
“  SOMALI ” is almost missing.) On No. 4, 2nd row, 
4th pane. ^ 5 rupees.

“ I . n fo r  “ l 11 in “ l a n d .1* On No. 1, row unknown, 
1st (or 3rd) pane. 2 rupees.

Letter “ n ” too small. On No. 2, row unknown, 
2nd (or 4th) pane. 3 rupees.

The same. (Sharp tail to “ s ” in “ BRITISH” as 
well.) On No. 3, 2nd row, 1st pane.

2 rupees.
Letters “  ND ” too 'widely spaced. On No. 2, row 

unknown, 1st (or 3rd) pane.

6la$gou> and West or Scotland 
Philatelic Society.

S ession 1905-6.
President: G u ybo n  H u t s o n , Esq., Culdees, Partickhill.

Vice-Presidents: Messrs. R e e s  P r ic e , J. J. F. X . K in g , p . b . s ., 
and R o b t . M . M a n n .

Committee:
Messrs. W . A. R. J b x  L o n g , J o h n  M u ir , A. W . S c o t t ,

T . A . C u n n in g h a m , J o h n  B r o w n , A. G. W a l l i s ,
J. R. H a n n a y , J . D. O a t t s .

Hon. Treasurer:
T h o s . N . W a l l a c e , E sq ., 37, Oswald Street.

Hon. Secretary :
D r. M a r c u s  C a l d b r , 186, B y a rs  R oad , H U lhead.

Wk do not know whether this is a newly formed society 
or otherwise, all that we have received being the above lisi 
of officers and a copy of its rules. We shall be glad to see 
the programme of next season.

5 rupees.
Letter “ D ” raised and fancy letter “  N,” the left-hand 

limb being too short. (The “ l ” in “ l a n d ” prints 
very irregularly.) On No. 4, 3rd row, 1st (or 3rd) pane.

2 rupees.
Letter “ l ”  in “ l a n d ” too short. On No. 1, 3rd 

row, 1st pane. 2 rupees.

Letter “ N ” with its first limb practically missing. 
On No. 3, 1st row, 4th pane.

3 rupees.

N .B.— Much of the type used has rounded corners, 
and has the appearance of having been filed.

These notes are compiled entirely from my own 
collection, so that the lists no doubt are incomplete 
(especially does this refer to the 2, 3, and 5 rupee 
values), but it is trusted they will prove useful in 
making, in time to come, a more perfect list.

Che Fiscal Philatelic Society.
MEF/riNG held June19th, 1905. Present—Mr. Schwabacher 
in the chair; Messrs. Corfield, Fulcher, Morley, South, 
Thomson, and Kay.

A letter was read from the High Commissioner for Canada 
announcing that the Canadian Government had presented to 
the Library of the Society the collection of Canadian 
Revenue Stamps sent for display at the recent Exhibition. 
A vote of thanks was unanimously passed for the very' 
acceptable gift, which comprises specimens of all revenue 
stamps at -present in use in the Dominion, including a fine 
series of Tobacco stamps, many of which are, as yet, un
chronicled.

The accounts for the Exhibition are now being made up ; 
unfortunately there is still a deficit of £\&y which must be 
met by the Committee should no further donations come to 
hand. It is hoped that members will make an endeavour to 
help the Society towards a more satisfactory settlement.

The American Exchange Superintendent reports that
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packets will not be circulated in his section till September 
next, owing to absence of many members from home.

Due notice will be given of the annual general meeting, 
which will probably be held on October 5th next.

For rules and information respecting the Society apply to 
the Hon. Secretary, A. B. Kay, 2, Haarlem Mansions, West 
Kensington, London, W.

Junior Philatelic Society.
O F F I C E R S ,  1905-6.

President:  F r e d  J . M e l v i l l e .
Vice-Presidents: W. D a r w e n  an d  B. W . H. P o o l e .

Committee:
J. F e e n e y , C . J. P a t m a n , P. C l a k b , W. A . Bois, H. L e e ,

£ . A. S m a r t , C. B. P ukd'o m , and R. S h e p h e r d .
’  Exchange Superintendent:

J a m e s  F e e n e y , 28, Hemberton Road, Clapham, S.W .
Superintendent 0/ Beginners' E xchange:

W . D a r w e n , 3J, Bickenhall Mansions, Gloucester Place, W.
L ibrarian:  E. A. S m a r t , 96, St. M ary’s Road, Peckham, S.E .

Counterfeit Detector:  C h a r l e s  N is s e n , 77, H ig h  H olborn, W .C .
E xp ert Comm ittee:

H . L e e  (Secretary), 3, Arbuthnot Road, N ew  Cross, S .E .
C urator o f  Perm anent Collection o f  Stamps:

R . H a l l i d a y , Kent Villa, Diamond Koad, Slough.
Hon. Auctioneer:  E. M. G i l b e r t -L o d g e , f . a . i. ;

A uditors:  R. H a l l i d a y  and R . S h e p h b r i '.
A ssistant Secretaries:  W. G. iN K P m an d  A. S b l in g b b .

General Secretary and Treasurer:.
H . F . J o h n s o n , 4, Portland Place North, Clapbam Road, London, S .W .

B E G IN N E R S* E X C H A N G E  B R A N C H .

T h i s  branch has been formed to enable young collectors to 
exchange their duplicates without the employment of cash 
as the medium ; that is to say, on the lines of exchange pure 
and simple. The age limit for members taking advantage 
of this Beginners’ Branch is eighteen.

Particulars and rules from the Beginners’ Exchange 
Superintendent, Mr. W. Darwen, 3J, Bickenhall Mansions, 
Gloucester Place, London, W.

P E R M A N E N T  C O L L E C T IO N  O F ST A M PS.

During the past season a general collection of stamps has 
been started by the Society, and it has been entrusted to the 
care of Mr. R. Halliday, Kent Villa, Diamond Koad, Slough, 
Bucks. Members are earnestly requested to send all the 
duplicates they can spare to Mr. Halliday for this collection, 
which will be available for examination and comparison by 
members. The collection, although only started a few 
months back, numbers over 1500 stamps, owing to the 
generosity of several members. All such donations will be 
duly acknowledged at the meetings and in the Society’s 
reports.

N. B.— Common stamps are required just as much as good 
ones in the present early stage of the collection, but common 
stamps should only be sent in good condition.

P U B L IC A T IO N S .

The first publication of the Society, The Postage Stamps 
of Great Britain, by Mr. Fred J. Melville, has been a great 
success, and it is proposed to follow this up with a similar 
handbook on the stamps of the United States. This will be 
issued as soon after October 1st as possible at the price of is.

E X T R A C T S  FROM  I9 O 4 - 5  R E P O R T .

New members elected, 335. Present membership, 420. 
Fifteen ordinary meetings were held during the season, the 
average attendance being sixty-six. Twenty-three Committee 
meetings were held, with an average attendance of six. 
Seventeen displays of stamps were given, and thirteen papers 
read, three debates, three lantern lectures, two auctions, a 
conversazione and dance, a visit to the Tapling Collection 
at the British Museum, and a highly successful exhibition of 
the stamps of Great Britain.

C O M P E T IT IV E  D IS P L A Y S .

It is hoped to introduce a few competitive displays at the 
meetings during the coming season I905~6» Full list of 
these will be given as soon as the programme has been 
completed.

B A D G E .

The Society’s badge is supplied to members only, and 
must be surrendered to the Committee on leaving the Society. 
The badge consists of a stamp-shaped pendant, bearing the

initials J.P.S. on one side, and with the reverse side blank 
for engraving the member’s own name or initials. The badge 
is supplied in nickel for 3d.; in bronze (recommended), 6d.; 
in silver, is. 3d.; and in gold, 7s. 6d. The Committee 
strongly recommend the bronze pendant as an elegant and 
suitable badge for general use at a very low cost.

L A N T E R N  SL ID E S  O N  H IR E .

For the purpose of assisting philatelic, literary, and 
scientific societies desirous of arranging at a small cost 
lantern lectures on stamps and stamp collecting, the Com
mittee has had made a set of over sixty photographic slides 
of fine specimens of English stamps, to illustrate a lecture, on 
“ The Stamps of Great Britain.” This fine set will be lent 
to any society at the low charge of 5s. for one lecture, con
ditional on their prompt return, on payment of carriage both 
ways, and on undertaking to replace any slides which may 
be damaged.

The Secretary has pleasure in announcing that he can 
book a limited number of engagements for the President, 
Mr. Fred J. Melville, to deliver his now famous lantern 
lectures on stamps and the Post Office, the titles of which 
are as follows :—

1. “ His Majesty’s Mails; or, How the G.P.O. is Run.”
Illustrated by 100 photographic slides.

2. “  Postage Stamps with Stories,” treating of the anec
dotal, historical, and romantic phases of stamp
collecting (70 to 90 slides).

3. “ The Romance of Postage Stamps.” New lecture
with 100 slides.

A fully detailed syllabus of any of the above lectures can 
be sent on application.

All communications to the Hon. Secretary, H. F. Johnson, 
4, Portland Place North, Claphani Road, S.W.

Durban and District Society.
A m e e t i n g  of the above Society was held at their rooms, 
25, Castle Arcade, on Friday, June 9th (?). The attendance, 
as a result of the notice convening the meeting, gives good 
promise for its future prosperity and usefulness. Mr, J. 
Wallace-Bradley was elected chairman, and his remarks 
enlightened all present as to the benefits to be derived by 
members of a Philatelic Society. The objects of the Society 
were the study of matters appertaining to Philately, the 
drawing together of local collectors, and the intercommuni
cation with philatelists in South Africa and abroad, the 
detection and prevention of forgeries and fraud, and the 
encouragement of non-collectors to become amateurs of 
Philately. Rules were discussed, and interesting debates 
followed. The basis of the Society’s exchange provided a 
long argument, but, in the end, Stanley Gibbons’ Catalogue 
was decided on as the standard for all exchanges. A disqui
sition by the Secretary, Mr. A. Guttesen, on “  Philately, its 
meaning and advantages,” was extremely interesting, and he 
pointed out why stamp collecting should be the foremost 
hobby, it being the most interesting and educative of 
pastimes.

In the rules of the Society the main feature is the 
moderate membership subscription, namely, 5s. per annum 
for senior members and as. 6d. per annum for junior 
philatelists. Lady members are exempt from subscription.

The Secretary announced that he was prepared to accept 
subscriptions from and give books of rules to those desirous 
of joining the Society, adding that the next meeting would 
be held at the rooms of the Society on Tuesday, June 20th, 
at 7.30 p.m., when all interested in Philately are invited to 
attend.

tv̂ vlcr̂  \o doomŝ oxidetv.̂ .
N O T E . — AH correspondence relating to subscriptions, missing 

numbers, changes o f  address, etc., should be addressed to 
-  M essrs. S T A N L E Y  G IB B O N S , L I M I T E D ,and not to the 

Editor.

A. J. M.—We will look up your Grenada varieties on our 
return home next month.

C o n s c i e n c e  M o n e y . — Our publishers beg to acknow
ledge receipt of £1 is., which reached them on the 17th inst.
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A N G O L A .
1904. Provisional. T y p e s  surcharged. s. d.

50 reis on 65 r , dull blue . . . . • °  5

B E L G I U M .
1905. New type.

50 c ., grey . . • • • . 0 8

B R I T I S H  P O S T  O F F I C E S  IN  M O R O C C O .
1505. Type 7 o f  Gibraltar overprinted as before. M ultiple wmk.

50 c., violet . . . • » • o 7

B R I T I S H  P O S T  O F F I C E S  IN  T H E  T U R K I S H  E M P I R E .
190s Great Britain% Type 94, surcharged.

34 piastres on 5s., carmine . . . . 6 6

Current stamps o f  Great Britain  overprinted “  l e v a n t .”

$d , pale yellow-green . . . . . o x
id ., scarlet . . . • . . 0 2

1 id ., purple and green . . . • . 0 3
ad., green and scarlet . • • • • o 3

2id., ultramarine . . . • . 0 4
3-!., brown on yellow  . . . . . 0 5
4d., green and brown . . . . . 0 6
$d., purple and ultramarine . . . . 0 7
6d., purple . . . . • . o f f "
is ., green and scarlet . . . ■ . 1 4

B R I T I S H  S O M A L I L A N D .
1905. Service Stamps. Type 2 overprinted “  o . h . m .s . "  

x a., carmine and grey-black . . . used 7 6
2 a., purple and dull lilac . . - . 10 o

C A P E  V E R D .
1905. Provisional. Type 4 surcharged.——* -  

50 reis on 65 r., dull blue . . . • . 0 5

C H I L I .
1900-x. Type 16. Rouletted.

3 0  c., grey (No. 60) . . . .  used o 9

1905. New type. Perf. 13.

ao c ,  black and brown . . . . . 0 6

D A N IS H  W E S T  I N D IE S .
1905. Postage Due Stamps. New type. Perf. 12$, 13.

5 bits, grey and vermilion (No. 105) . . . 0 2
33 ,, „  „  ,, ( „  106) . . . 0 4
30 „  „  „  „ ( »» 107) . . . 0 6
50 .1 ». „  „ ( n xo8) . . . 0 9

D E N M A R K .
IPOS- New type. Perf. xai, 13.

4 ore, ultramarine . 0 1

G E R M A N  E A S T  A F R I C A .
1905. Type C  2. Value in  "  heller." (No. 26, etc.) 

a i  h ., brown . . . . .
4 h., green . . . . .

7 i h., carmine . . . . .
15 h., ultramarine . . . .
so h., black and orange on bujfr . . *
30 h. ,, „  carmine . . . .
45 h. „  „  violet . . . .
60 h. ,, „  carmine on rose . . .

G U IN E A  (P O R T U G U E SE .)
1905. Provisional. Type 6 surcharged.

50 reis on 65 r., dull blue . . . . . 0 5

I C E L A N D .
1876-190S. Types 3, 4, and  9. Reduced Prices.

x6 aur brown (No. 20) . . used 0 6

3 - yellow ( , 3 6 )  . 0 3
4 ... grey and rose ( , 37) • • *1 0 4
5 M green ( , 38) . • •> 0 1

10 ,, carmine ( , 40) . 0 X

16 ,, brown ( , 4 0  • 0 9
3 1. buff (large “ 3 ”) ( , 5 0  • 0 4

o 2 
o 2 
°  4 
o 6
0 8
1 o 
1 *

IN H A M B A N E . j
1905. Provisional. Type 3 surcharged. s. d.

50 reis on 65 r., dull blue . . . . . 0 5

J A P A N .

1905.. New type commemorative o f  the Union o f  the Corean 
and Japanese P ostal Adm inistrations. P erf. i2i.

3 sen, carmine . . . . . . 0 3

L O U R E N Z O  M A R Q U E S .
1905. Provisional. Type 6 surcharged.

50 reis on 65 r., dull blue . . . . . 0 5

M A C A O .
190$. Provisional. Type 29 surcharged. 

xo avos on 12 a ., lilac . . . . . 0 6

M O Z A M B I Q U E .
1905. Provisional. Type 10 surcharged.

50 reis on 65 r., dull blue . . . .

N E W  C A L E D O N I A ,
1905. A ew Picture ty/es. P e r f  14X13^

1 c .  black on greenish . . . .  
a c., marone . . . . .
4 c., blue on orange . . . .
5 c., green . . . . .

10 c., carmine . . . . .
15 c., purple . . . . . .
3 0  c., brown on b u ff . . . .
25 c., blue os\ greenish  . . . .
30 c., brown on orange . . . .
40 c., lake on greenish . . . .
50 c. ,  red on orange . . . .
75 c.. grey-green . . . .

1 fr., blue o n . . . .
2 frs., claret on azure  . . . .
5 frs., black on orange . . . .

P O R T U G U E S E  C O N G O .
19C5, Ptovisional. Type 2 surcharged.

50 reis on 65 r., dull blue . . . .

P O R T U G U E S E  IN D IA .
1905. Provisional. T ) pe 25 surcharged. 

s Tangas on a i T . , dull blue . . .

P U T T IA L L A .
189a. Sendee Stamps. Queen's H ead surcharged. 

4 a., slate-green (No. 127) . . .

°  5

O ! 
O X 
O I 
O 2
o a 
o 3 
o 3 
O 4 
° 5 
o 6
0 8 
x o
1 3 
a 3 
5 3

o 5

o 5

x 6

1903-5. Service Stamps. King's H ead surcharged.

i  a., pea-green (No. 146) . used 0 t

1 a., carmine ( ,, 147) . 0 2
3 a., orange-brown (No. 149) 0 9
8 a., magenta . . 3 0

S T .  T H O M A S  A N D P R I N C E  I S L A N D S .
1905. Provisional. Type 7 surcharged.

50 reis on 65 r., dull blue . 0 5

T IM O R .
1905. Provisional. Type 7 surcharged'.

xo avos on 12 avos, dull blue 0 6

T R A N S V A A L .
I9°*  Type 45. Single wmk.

2«. 6d., mauve and black (No. 554) used 2 6
5s., bhek and mauve on yellow (No. 555) . . „ 6 6
xos., black and purple on red ( ,, 556) . . „ 10 0
as., black and yellow ( „ ss*) • • M 2 6

i»»4- Type 43. M ultiple -wink.
id ., black and carmine (No. 562) used 0 X

Z A M B E Z I A .
1905. Provisonal. Type 2 surcharged.

50 reis on 65 r., dull blue . 0 5

S T A N L E Y  GIBBO N S, L IM IT E D , STA M P IM PO R TER S, 391, ST R A N D , LOND ON, W.C.
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Agencies for the Sale of Publications.
' 1

r i are often asked by Clients out of London for the addresses of Agents 
who carry stocks of our Albums, Catalogues, Handbooks, etc., and 
therefore beg to state that any of the following Firms will supply whatever 

may be wanted in this way :—

BIRMINGHAM.— D. & M. D A V IS, 2 & 3 Livery Street.
MANCHESTER.— D. O S T A R A , 24 Corporation Street.
LIVERPOOL.— T A Y L O R  BROS., Oxford Chambers, 71 Lord Street.
LEEDS.—W. K. SK IP W ITH , 112 Albion Street.
GLASGOW.— J. V. CH ISH O LM , 122 West Nile Street.
E D IN B U R G H — A. BROW N, 36B Lauriston Place.
BRADFORD.— W. E. W H IT E , 5 Manor Terrace, Manningham.
BRIGHTON.— G. C. STE P H E N S, 60 Preston Street.
B R IS TO L— S O M E R SE T  STA M P Co., 5 Park Street.

a s s  .
N EW  YORK.— S T A N L E Y  GIBBONS, Incd., 198 Broadway.
BOSTON.— F. P. BROW N, 333 Washington Street.
CHICAGO.— U N IT E D  STA M P  Co., Marquette Building.
SAN FRANCISCO.— SE LL SC H O P P  & Co., 118 Stockton Street. 
WASHINGTON.— H. F. CO LM AN , 725 Eleventh N.W.

E S S

M O NTREAL.— C E N T U R Y , STA M P Co., P.O. Box 188.

B B S

BUENOS AYRES.— R O B E R TO  R O SA U E R , Rivadavia 522.

S B B

PARIS.— JU L E S BERN ICH ON , 4 Rue Rochambeau.
BERLIN.— PH ILIPP K O S A C K , 8 Burgstrasse, C. 2.
VIENNA.— RU D O LPH  FR IE D L, 6 F  -.rengasse, I.

B B

JOHANNESBURG.— A D O L F  SONN, P.O. Box 2619 and 26 Loveday Street.
CAPE TOWN.— T. M A SK EW -M ILLE R , 96 Adderley Street.
BOMBAY.— D. B. T A R A P O R E V A L A , SONS, & Co., Meadow Street Fort. 
SINGAPORE.— C. A. RIB E IR O  & Co., 3 Battery Road.
HONG KONG.— G R A C A  & Co., 58 Peel Street. '
S Y D N E Y — J H. SM YTH  & Co., 88 King Street.
M ELBOURNE.— C. B. DONNE, 346 Little Collins Street.
BRISBAN E— W. H. ROBINSON, 213 Queen Street.
LAUNCESTON.— CO CH R A N E  BROS., St. John's Street.
ADELAIDE.— W. L. PECK, Fliriders Street.
DUNEDIN, N.Z.—W ILCO X  SM ITH  & Co., P.O. Box 17.
W ELLINGTON, N.Z.— A. J. BEN N ETT, 104 Manners Street.

STANLEY Q/BBONS, Limited, 391 STRAND, LONDON, W.C.
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Catalogue, Part II., Foreign Countries, 1905-6
NOW READY.

P r ic e  2 s .  9 d . ,  p o s t - f r e e .

T he chief alterations in the text of Part II. o f our 1905-6 Catalogue are as follows :—

COLOMBIA. . ‘
The subheadings were formerly given in alphabetical order, but have now been 

reclassed, so that groups come under the name of the parent State. For instance, Medellin 
will be found under Antioquia, of which it forms a part; and in like manner we have put 
Cucuta under Santander; but a reference to the index will enable any place to be found in I 
a moment.

The 1886-7 issues of Tolima have been rearranged, following the article by Mr.
T. W. Hall in the Monthly Journal of May, 1905, and some varieties have had to be 
omitted which are now believed to be fraudulent.

“  ECUADOR.
In 1902 there was a great fire at Guayaquil, and to prevent the.use of any stamps that 

were then stolen, the authorities ordered various designs to be overprinted on the stocks in 
hand in the different provinces. As we have now been able to get together a good stock of 
these stamps, we are able to catalogue and price them according to their relative rarity.

FRENCH COLONIES
have received special attention. Many large purchases have been made to fill up the stock 
of the numerous recent issues, and the Catalogue will be found to represent actual market 
value at the time of going to press.

PERU
has been considerably revised, and the lists extended by the inclusion of the four chief 
types of the triangles, and many errors that we now have in stock.

PHILIPPINE ISLES
have been revised and corrected by the latest published information.

SICILY
has been carefully revised and grouped after the information gathered from Dr. Diena’s
handbook. * *

* •

The illustrations— as in Part I.— are now of the exact size of the stamps, and as far as 
we have had time, we have noted under each illustration the name of the ruler or cele
brated person depicted thereon, or the public buildings or events that are illustrated.

STANLEY GIBBONS, Limited, 391 STRAND, LONDON, W .C .



Options R R R E  S T U M P S ,  Bought,5 old or Exchanged. 
Stbm p  R l b u m s . 1f - to t,5 each  
Hew  Prospectus of .Sets. Packets, Albums

and Catalogues, sent post-free on application

StMlEY QIBBOHS LlMITEP

r

391, Strhnd, London.
(Opposite Hotel Cecil.)

a n p  198, BROADWAY, HEW YORK.
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The monthly 3ouimal.
TH E  SUBSCRIPTION

To this Journal is 2 /• per annum, post-free.
T he Journal is published on the last day of every month, and the volume 
commences with July. A ll Subscriptions begin with the first number 
of the current volume, and if  same is received after July back numbers 
will be sent in order that each votume may be complete.

L*ABONNEMENT
k  ce Journal est = fcs. 2 . 6 0  cts. par an, franco.

" T h e  Monthly Journal" paralt toujours h la fin du mois et le volume 
commence par le num4ro de Juillet. Chaque aboonement doit com* 
meucer par le premier numero du volume courant, et s’il est re$u aprfcs 
Ie mois de Juillet, les numlros qui aurout d ljh  pant, seront envoyfe, 
pour que chaque volume soit complet.

Gibbons Stamp Weekly.
Prepaid Subscriptions can commence at any time, and 

can be for 3, 6, or 12 months at the following rates, 
post-free:—

Gt. Britain 
and

Colonies.

U.S.A.
and

Canada.

France, 
Italy, or 
Spain.

Germany.

3.months IS. 8d. 40 c. fc 2.00 m. 1.7b
6 „ 3s. 3d. 80 c. fc. 4.00 m. 3.25

13 .. 6s. 6d. $1.60 fc 8.00 m. 6.50

Remittances should be made by Cheque or -Money Orders 
payable in London and to the order of Stanley Gibbons, Ltd.

DA8 ABO NNEM ENT
Auf dieses Journal Kostet M 2 .— per Jahr, franco.

Das Journal erscheint am letsteu Tage eines jeden Monats, und beginnt 
ein ncuer Band stets mit der Juli-Nummer. Alle Abonnemeots fangen 
mil derersten Nummer des laufendea Bandes ao, und wennsolche nach 
dem Monat Juli eintreffen, werden die bereits erschienenen Nummera 
des Bandes nachgesandt, damit ein jeder Band complet seL

Specimen copy i$d., post-free.

~  /
In Great Britain it will be cheaper for our readers\\to 

order Gibbons Stamp Weekly from their nearest Netysagent_ 
or Stationer, or from the Railway Bookstall. This will"' 
save postage, and the paper will be delivered flat, instead 
of folded as it would be if posted. '

N O TIC E .— Publishers of Magazines, Ac., who exchange with 
this "Journal," are requested to be so kind as, in future, to 
send one copy of their publications direct to Major E V A N S , 
Glenarm, Longton Avenue, Sy deuham, and a second to Messrs. 
S T A N L E Y  G IBBO N S. Ltd., 391, Strand, London, W .C.

BACK NUMBERS OF THE "MONTHLY JOURNAL"
Can be had at the following prices, post-free:

No. 1 .
No. a . .
Nos. 3. 4, and 5 
No. 6 .
No. xa .
No. t i  .
No. 16 .
No. 31 .
No. 38 .
Nos. 4oaod 41 . 
Nos 67 and 91 . 
No. too .
Nos. xoi and 10s 
Nos. 103 and 104 
No. i t s  •
Nos. 116 and 119 
No. 110 .
No. ia8 .

s. d.
. each x o
. Out o f print.
. each o 9
. Out of print.
. each t 6 
. Out o f  print.
. each 1  6
• ,, 1 0
• « a o 
. Out of print 
. each 1 o

• M <6
• n 1 0
• i> 0 9  
. Out of print. 
. each o 9 
. Out of print. 

,» each t o

A l l  ether bach numbers except those mentioned in the above list 
can be supplied at yd. each, post-free.

BOUND YEARLY VOLUMES.

Vol I. (1891-92). Out of print

, 1
W s shall be greatly obliged if our confreres in the trade' 
will help to make this paper as widely known as possible* 
especially amongst the younger collectors: by this term w»6 
do not mean those young in age so much as those who are 
beginners in collecting and “ young ” in a philatelic sense.

We are trying to publish a paper that will be of real help 
and assistance to the beginners, and all dealers, we think, 
will join with us in the desire to secure new recruits to our
ranks. '

%
With this end in view we are prepared to supply the trade 

with Gibbons Stamp Weekly on the special terms of is. 2d. 
per quire of twenty-six copies—postage or carriage extra. 
Wholesale orders should be sent to

S i r  I s a a c  P i t m a n  a n d  S o n s , L t d .,

I, Amen Corner,
London, E.C.

Or those who have accounts with us and prefer to deal 
direct can send their orders to us.

N O T I C E .
M a n y  clients are sending in orders for two, three, or more 
following numbers of Gibbons Stamp Weekly to be sent to 
them. We therefore give notice that we cannot enter any 
name for less than thirteen numbers (one quarter). Those 
who want a few numbers only can get them at the nearest 
bookseller's.

Vol. II. Price 10/-; poit-free, 10/6. *

Vols. III., IV., V., and VI. Each 7/-; post-free, 7/6, 

Vols. VII. and V III. None on sale.
Vols. IX., X ,  X I., X II., XIII., and XIV. Each 5/-; 

post-free, 5/6.

Messrs. W. H. SMITH & SON
have agreed to keep Gibbons Stamp Weekly on all their 
bookstalls throughout Great Britain, and our friends ŵ ill 
oblige us very much if they will order at the bookstalls 
whenever they are travelling. .

STANLEY GIBBONS, Limited, Stamp Importers, 381, STRAND, LONDON, W.C.
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tA r x A n §>3t\\or\a\.
*

E are glad to be able to set be
fore our readers, in the present 
number, the full programme of 
the International Philatelic E x 
hibition, as finally approved by 
the General Committee. A 

little unavoidable delay has been caused by 
the holiday season, but this is hardly to be 

. . regretted, since the prospectus

P^h^h^'*C nOW £ ° es 0Ut at t l̂e vefy tlme
ofX oo6 1̂0n Ŵ en c°Hectors are returning to 

their stamps and the Societies 
are ready to discuss philatelic matters, 
among which the coming Exhibition will 
certainly claim a very prominent place. In
tending exhibitors will realize, however, that 
they have no time to lose ; they have first to 
decide what they will exhibit— a task which 
is only easy to the very strictest specialists 
— and their leisure time during the six or 
seven months that intervene will be fully 
occupied in filling up the little vacancies 
that most of us have to deplore, and in add
ing a few of those minor varieties that are 
often more difficult to find than the greater 
rarities.

The list of classes and sections has been 
arranged upon novel lines in more directions 
than one. We alluded in July to the inten
tion of the Committee to mix up the con
tents of Parts I and 11 of our publishers’ 
Catalogue, and to classify them according 
to the individual merits of the countries or 
colonies, looked at from a philatelic point of 
' iew. The task was no easy one, as we then 
pointed out, and although great judgment 
has been displayed in its execution, the 
Committee cannot expect that their work 
"ill entirely escape criticism.

*  *

Another point that may be noticed is that 
this is to be strictly an Adhesive Stamp 
Exhibition ; with the exception of the class 
for exhibits by manufacturers of stamps, 
who may, we presume, show any examples 
of their work that they consider most attrac
tive, and of the final class for postal curiosi
ties of various kinds, the show will include 
adhesive stamps alone. For the first time, 
we believe, at any Philatelic Exhibition on a 
large scale, postal stationery of all kinds is 
rigidly excluded. We regret this very much, 
but at the same time we are not in the least 
surprised at it. Postal Stationery is a very 
unsatisfactory thing to exhibit; a highly 
specialized collection of envelopes, cards, etc., 
occupies an inordinate amount of space ; it is 
of no use to show the stamps only, the real 
interest of such a collection lies in the varie
ties of paper, size, shape, flap ornaments, 
inscriptions, and so-called minor details, 
many of which are far more marked than 
some of those that are considered of so much 
importance in adhesives. Unfortunately it 
is a fact that there are very few collectors of 
philatelic objects of this nature, and a small 
proportion only of those few have ever 
availed themselves of the opportunities 
afforded them of showing their collections 
at previous exhibitions. We are sorry to 
find that no encouragement is to be given 
them this time, but it is only the natural 
result of the cloud under which stationery 
has been lying for some years past.

A  further limitation of the scope of the 
Exhibition may be seen in the absence of 
all classes for Philatelic Literature, Albums, 
or Accessories. This is another new depar
ture, which doubtless was not decided upon
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without due consideration. Collections of 
philatelic literature have, of course, never 
been shown in full (there is a well-known 
collection in London which would occupy 
a large proportion of the space engaged for 
the whole show), and a skeleton exhibit is 
both uninteresting and unsatisfactory. We 
hesitate to suggest in these pages that either 
publishers or writers of philatelic works de
serve recognition on these occasions; both 
may be considered to be abundantly rewarded 
by the highly lucrative nature of their busi
ness ! Classes for Albums and Accessories, 
however, sometimes contain novelties that 
are well worthy of note; there are various 
little things in the way of simplified albums 
and catalogues which the general collector is 
still looking for, and which the prospect of 
immediate reward and advertisement might 
evoke.

Still, we must not be looked upon as find
ing fau lt; a Philatelic Exhibition is primarily 
an exhibition of stamps, the stamps are the 
things that people go to see, everything else 
is .a side show. We congratulate the Execu
tive Committee upon the completion of one 
very important portion of their work, and 
we hope that the rest of their labours may 
be equally successful.

_  VARIOUS learned persons have
from time to time given to the 

world their ideas on the subject of the Hun
dred Best Books, we have also seen what 
were said to be illustrations of the Hundred 
Best Pictures, and it was not altogether un
natural that some of our enterprising con
temporaries should have endeavoured to 
compile lists of the Hundred Rarest Stamps. 
The method adopted in one instance was an 
unscientific one, it is true, but it probably 
produced a sufficiently accurate result; it 
took the form of inviting collectors to send 
in lists of what they considered to be the 
rarest stamps, and then compiling a list that 
represented the results of the voting papers 
thus obtained. This would be a perfectly 
fair system of dealing with books and pic
tures, for it is a matter of opinion which is 
the best book or picture; but the comparative 
rarity of stamps is a matter of fact, not of 
opinion, and only those who are thoroughly 
acquainted with the facts as to the numbers

of the various rare stamps that are in exist
ence can compile an accurate list of them, in 
the order of their relative rarity. In reality 
of course no lists compiled in this way are 
entirely satisfactory, so far as actual rarity is 
concerned ; the most that they can do is to 
include the stamps that have fetched or are 
likely to fetch the highest prices, which is 
another thing.

The latest catalogue of this kind that we 
have seen is one published in the Illustrirtcr 
Briefmarken Journal, and copied into The 
London Philatelist; it is a list of the Forty 
Rarest Errors, and has been compiled by 
Messrs. Senf Brothers, whose opinion upon a 
matter of this kind is backed by long experi
ence. The compilers preface the list by the 
statement that “ errors of overprinting, whose 
numbers are legion, are not taken into con
sideration ; the errors here listed have at 
least a value of £$ apiece, such of less value 
not being enumerated.” The latter part of 
this statement requires a little explanation. 
Do Messrs. Senf Brothers mean that they 
found only forty errors that were worth more 
than £5 each, or that they omitted all errors, 
however rare, that would not in their opinion 
fetch £5 ? Because in the latter case the list 
is not that of the forty rarest errors, but of 
the forty errors that would fetch the longest 
prices —  a consideration that would affect 
both the contents of the list and their order.

It runs as follows :—

1. Spain, 1851, 2 reales, blue, instead of red. (r)
2. Austria, 1867, 3 kr., red, instead of green. (2)
3. Baden, first issue, 9 kr., on green, instead ol

rose. (4)
4. West Australia, 1854, 4d., blue, inverted

centre. (6)
5. South Australia, 1870, 4d„ blue, without sur

charge “  3 pence.” (5)
6. Saxony, 18^1, J ngr., on blue, instead ol

grey. (10)
7. U.S.A., 1869, 30 c., inverted centre. (9)
8. Cape of Good Hope, 1861, id., blue, so-called

woodblock. (13)
9. Spain, 1876, 25 m., blue and rose, inverted

frame. (3)
10. U.S.A., 1869, 24 c., inverted centre.
11. U.S.A., 1869, 15 c ,  inverted centre.
12. U.S.A., 1901, 4 c., inverted centre.
13. Cape of Good Hope, 1861, 4d., red, so-called

woodblock. (14)
14. Finland, 1891, 3 r. 50 k., yellow  and black,

instead of grey and black. (11)
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15. Great Britain, 1869, iod., red-brown, water
mark Emblems, instead of Spray o f Rose.

16. U.S.A., 1901, 2 c., inverted centre. (12)
17. India, 1854, 4 a., inverted frame. (7)
18. East Roumelia, 1881, xo p., black and rose.
19. West Australia, 1869, is., olive-broivn, instead

of green.
20. Finland, 1866, 5 kop., black on yellow, instead

of brown-lilac on grey. (8) |()|
21. New South Wales, 1856, 3d., green, water

mark “  2.”
22. Colombia, 1863, 50 c., red, instead of green.
23. Gibraltar, 1889 (10 c.), carmine, value omitted.
24. Mauritius, 1848, 2d., blue, “ penoe” instead

of “ pence.”
25. West Australia, 1865, 2d., lilac, instead of

yellow.
26. Colombia, 1863, 20 c., green.
27. Sweden, 1872, “ tretio  ore,” red, instead of

“ tjugo ore.”
28. Philippine Islands, 1854, 1 r. f., blue, “ cor-

ros,”  instead of “ correos.”
29. Switzerland, 1862, 10 c., blue, figures o f value

impressed twice.
30. Spain, 1855, 2 r., green-blue, instead of brown-

violet.
31. Peru, 1858, medio peso, red, instead of yellcrw.
32. Porto Rico, 1882, 20 c. p., olive-brown, instead

of lilac-grey.
33. Switzerland, 1867, 25 c., green, figures o f value

impressed twice.
34. Finland, 1866, 10 kop., brown-lilac. on grey,

instead of black on yellow.
35. Bulgaria, 1884, 5 st., rose, instead of green.
36. Guatemala, 1882, 5 c., red and green, inverted

centre.
37. New South Wales, 1851, laurel wreath, 3d.,

“  waces,” instead of “  wales.”
38. Spain, 1865, 12 c., blue and rose, inverted

centre.
3 9 - France, 1872, 15 c., brown on rose, instead of 

yellow.
4 °. Porto Rico, 1877, S c. p., carmine, instead of 

brown.

W e have added in brackets the num bers 
allotted to som e o f  the items, in a list o f  the 
fnirteen rarest errors, drawn up b y  the editor 
of The London Philatelist, than whom we 
could ask  for no better authority in m atters 
of this nature.

In som e rem arks upon the list, our confrere 
raises the im portant question o f  vVhat is an 
error. H e notes that very few  errors o f 
watermark are mentioned, and suggests that 
some o f  the stam ps o f N ew South W ales and

Victoria with abnormal watermarks might 
well have been included among the famous 
forty. The varieties with abnormal water
marks of New South Wales were, we sup
pose, the results of genuine mistakes, but it 
is very doubtful whether such was the case 
in Victoria; it appears certain that in the 
latter colony at some period (probably after 
it had been decided to use the same paper 
for all values), the special watermarked pa
pers were used indiscriminately, and the 
results of such use cannot be considered 
errors, but merely varieties. Even before the 
period we have suggested very great laxity 
must have prevailed, so much so that it is 
questionable whether the printing of one 
value upon paper originally intended for an
other was really a mistake, or whether it was 
considered permissible— perhaps in order to 
save the trouble and delay of drawing from 
store a fresh supply of the proper paper, when 
only a few sheets were required to complete 
an impression of a certain value. This may 
have happened in New South Wales also, 
and would account for the fact that some of 
the watermark varieties of that colony are 
quite common.

We may add that, according to our pub
lishers’ Catalogue, the so-called error “ W ACES” 
of the 3d., laureated, New South Wales, is by 
no means so scarce as the 2d. with “ W AEEs ” 
or the 6d. with “ WALLS ” of similar type, and 
that all three are priced lower than the 2d. 
Sydney View with ” CREVIT ”  omitted.

The editor of The L. P. asks, “ Did the 
engraver of the ‘ Post Office’ Mauritius not 
make an ‘ error ’ when he forgot or neglected 
to use the word ‘ Paid’ ?” This question we 
are confident may safely be answered in the 
negative. It must be remembered that the 
plates with “ OFFICE ” were engraved before 
those with “ PAID,” and there is no evidence 
whatever that any instruction to use the 
latter word was given in the first instance. It 
is difficult to understand why the alteration 
was m ade; “ Post Paid ” was not required in 
addition to “ Postage,” while “ Post Office 
Mauritius” was a reasonable inscription 
enough. We suspect that the word “ p a i d ” 
was introduced by the engraver simply be
cause it took up less space than “ OFFICE,” 
and gave him only four letters to cut, instead 
of six.
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issues atvA ^arieWes,
N o t e .—  Wt shall he grtatly obliged i f  our readers will send, for description herein, any new issues or new varieties 

they may become acquainted with, addressing them to T h e  E d i t o r  o f  t h k  M o n t h l y  J o u r n a l , care of M e s s r s . 

S t a n l e y  G i b b o n s ,  L i m i t e d ,  391, Strand, London, W.C. N.B.— Specimens of new Envelopes, Post Cards, etc., 
should no longer be sent, as we chronicle postal adhesives only.

Great Britain.— We had hoped that when the use 
of the paper with multiple Crown and C A  watermark 
had been extended to all the British Colonies, we 
should have little or no further trouble with varieties 
of paper in Part I. of the Catalogue, but we are sorry 
to find that such will not be the case. It appears that 
the patent fugitive colours of Messrs. De La Rue 
and Co. are not found to be quite a sufficient safeguard 
in the case of stamps used for both postal and fiscal 
purposes, or that -so many different values are now 
used for both purposes that it is impossible to find 
a sufficient number of different fugitive colours to dis
tinguish them. Consequently, the ordinary paper, 
both for the stamps of Great Britain and for those 
of the Colonies, is to be superseded by a chalk-surfaced 
paper, from which it will be impossible to remove any 
form of obliteration without at the same time removing 
the impression of the stamp. The watermarks remain 
unchanged for the present.

E  wetis Weekly notes the following values of the 
current issue as having already appeared upon the 
new p a p e r t d̂., ad., 91I., iod., is.

We shall have to chronicle stamps upon this paper 
as they appear, and no doubt they will find their way 
into the Catalogue ; but it is well to warn our readers 
that the chalk-surfaced, or enamelled, papers that have 
been used in some of the Australian Colonies, and 
elsewhere, are very variable in the amount of enamel
ling that they show, and that in used copies it is some
times impossible to detect it. Thus, as time goes on, 
we may frequently meet with stamps that must have 
been printed on chalk-surfaced paper, but which may 
show no sign of i t ; and under these circumstances it 
may fairly be considered a question whether this 
variety of paper is to be considered as having any 
importance except for the most advanced specialists.

Australian Commonwealth.— The new paper, 
which we described in May, has already come into 
use (see Victoria in this number), and it is possible 
that we may have to list all the stamps of each of the 
Australian Colonies upon this paper and with a few 
vagaries of perforation before the long-looked-for 
general issue makes its appearance. The paper of the 
copies we have seen is not chalk-surfaced, but that 
addition may be made later. The error in the 
marginal watermark has, we understand, been cor
rected.

We have received the |d. Postage Due stamp, 
Type 2, perf. 11.

id., emerald-green; pe’-f. n,

Barbados.— The following cutting from The Daily

*  *
M ail of the 19th inst. shows that even Nelson’s 
memory is not sacred to colonial speculators in un
necessary issues :—

“ In celebration of the centenary of Trafalgar a 
new issue of stamps, the design of which will repre
sent Nelson’s statue in Trafalgar Square, are to be 
brought out in Barbados on the anniversary- of the 
battle.”

We trust that every one of our readers “  will do his 
duty” to the extent of discouraging this assault upon 
his purse.

British Honduras.— Messrs. Whitfield King and 
Co. tell us that they have received the 1 c. with the 
multiple Crown and CA watermark.

1 c., green; new wink.

British Somaliland.— The Ph. R. chronicles some 
further values with the multiple Crown and CA 
watermark.

ia .,  green and dull green; new wmk,
2 a., purple and dull purple ,,

2j a., bright blue ,,
3 a., green and chocolate ,,
4 a., black and green ,,
6 a., violet ,, ,,
8a., pale blue and grey-black ,,

ift a., orange-yellow ,, ,,

Hong Kong.— We have received the 3 and 5 
dollars stamps of the King’s Head type, and find them 
to be on the paper with multiple watermark and chalk 
surface.

3 dollars, black and dull blue; chalky paper.
,, purple and dull green ,, ,,

India.— The P h .J . o f I. makes some remarks upon 
the supposed J a. on i  a. with inverted surcharge, to 
which we referred last month. Our contemporary 
points out certain little discrepancies in the shape 
of the figures of the surcharge, which confirm our 
suspicions that all is not quite as it should be.

Messrs. Whitfield King and Co. have shown us a 
fine block of nine of the Ja. of 1882, with a complete 
double impression, the two prints being equally clear 
and distinct and one at a slight angle with the other. 
The block is regularly perforated, and we are informed 
that it comes from a collection that was formerly tie- 
property of a collector in India, but it seems hardly 
possible that a sheet like this can ever have been 
actually in circulation.

A correspondent assures us that the current 2in  
and 3a. do not exist with the “ On H.M.S.” surcharge. 
These were chronicled two years ago, but we have 
never seen them.

Gwalior.— W e have received the 2J a. King’s Hear! 
stamp with the ordinary surcharge for this State.

2i a., ultramarine.
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Messrs. Whitfield King and Co. tell us that in the 
collection which contained the doubly-printed block 
of i  a. of India, they also found a strip of four of the

a. first issue of Gwalior, two stamps of which show 
the normal form of the overprint, with a space of 
13 mm. betwebn the two lines, while the other two 
have a space of only 9J mm., the Hindi inscription 
being set lower. The word r‘ Gw a l Io r  ” is on the same 
level on all four. In the same collection there were 
several specimens of the £ a., 7 a., and 2 a., with what 
appears to be a sans-serif letter “ I ” before the word 
“ CWa l i o r ,” but this can only be a raised space. We 
should suppose that all these abnormal varieties may 
have come from proof-sheets.

Indian Native States.—Holkar.— Messrs. Whit
field King and Co. send us a copy of the J a. of 1889 
(Type 3) surcharged quarter anna in Devanagri, in 
black. They add that they have also received the 2 a. 
and 4 a. of the current type surcharged “ s e r v i c e ,” 
and that they find on the sheets of the 1 a. official 
stamp one copy, No. 3 in the fourth horizontal row, 
with an inverted “  A ” for “ V ” in the surcharge.

i  a. on J a., purple.
Official Stamps. 2 a., brown.

4 a , blue.

Jamaica.— A correspondent of Eweris Weekly 
has discovered the existence of a defective block in 
the plate from which the Arms in the centre of the 
Id., id., 2id., and 5d. stamps are printed. On the 
second stamp in the fourth row of the left upper pane 
the letters “  Vi,”  in the word “ s e r v i e t ”  in the motto, 
tire represented by two or three dots only.

Natal.— Mr. H. W. Hawkins draws our attention 
to the fact that the “ Half-Penny” on 6d. of 1895, 
variety with long letters “  P,”  “ T,” and “ A ” in 
“ POSTAGE,” exists also without a stop after that word. 
O11 reference to the London Society’s work on the 
stamps of Africa, Part II, we find that there was one 
stamp of this variety without stop on each pane of 
sixty, and two stamps with the same letters and with 
a comma instead of the stop.

New Republic, South Africa.— Mr. Hawkins also 
tells us that he has seen the 2d. on blue granite paper, 
dated “ 2 DEC 86,” with the Arms embossed on the 
back, instead of on the front.

New South Wales.— We have some more Postage 
Hue stamps on chalk-surfaced paper to be added to 
the lists:—

id., emerald-green ; perf. 11.
3 d. „  „  I I X I l J t I2 .

North Borneo.— The clearance sale which com
menced last year is being continued, at still more 
alarming sacrifices ; everything in the window is re
duced to 4 cents. Whether the premises arc coming 
down as well as the prices, or whether the business is 
going to be taken over by new proprietors, we are not 
told, but we sincerely hope that something will happen 
before long to put an end to all these unnecessary 
issues.

The surcharge is Type 49 in the Catalogue, and 
the labels marked down are Nos. 84, 85, and 86.

4 c., in black, on $2, dull green.
4 c................... $5, mauve.
4 c. ,, ,, $10, browri.

4*

Northern Nigeria.—W e have received the id. 
current type with the multiple Crown and CA water
mark ; ordinary paper.

id., purple and carmine ; n e w  w m k .

Queensland. —  The Australian Ph. chronicles the 
discovery of a copy of the id. of 1868-74, wmk. trun
cated Star, perf. 12 x 13, like the 2d. of the same issue, 

id., orange-vermilion ; perf. 12 x 13.

St. Vincent.— The L. P. chronicles the 6d. stamp 
with the multiple Crown and CA watermark.

] 6d., lilac and brown ; n e w  w m k .

Sierra Leone.— The Ph. R. announces the follow
ing with the multiple Crown and CA watermark, to be 
added to the |d. and id. already chronicled.

Jid., purple and black; n e w  w m k . 
2d. „  '
2|d. ,,
3 d- „
4 d. „
5 d- ,,
6d. ,,
is., green and black 
2s. ,, ultramarine
5s. ,, carmine

brown-orange; n e w  w m k . 
ultramarine 
grey 
rosine 
black 
purple

According to Ewen’s Weekly, most of the above are 
on the chalk-surfaced paper, and the |d. and id. exist 
on that paper also.

South Australia.— Our publishers have been shown 
a vertical pair of the is. of 1902, No. 299 in the Cata
logue, imperforate between the two stamps.

Victoria.— The id. of this colony is the first stamp 
to reach us on the Crown and A paper. The type 
and colour remain unchanged.

id., rose-red ; w m k . C r o w n  a n d  A ;  p e r f .  I2j.

Western Australia.— We have received a sheet 
of the jd., Type 15, printed upon the V and Crown 
paper, and curiously enough, although the value is 
evidently printed separately from the rest of the 
design, the word “ POSTAGE ” has not been inserted, 
as in the case of the <jd. of the same design.

3d., olive-yellow ; w m k .  V a n d  C r o w n  ;  p e r f .  12$.

The sheet consists of two panes of 60 (five horizontal 
rows of twelve), one above the other, with plate numbers 
“  1 ” sideways in the left-hand margin, alongside the 
second row from the top of the upper pane and the 
second row from the bottom of the lower, and there 
is a Jubilee line round each pane, and a space 5 mm. 
wide between them. The watermarks are sideways, 
and being intended for larger stamps, in one pane of 
120 (ten horizontal rows of twelve), do not fit very 
well. The words “ VICTORIA POSTAGE” are water
marked in outline letters in the sidd margins of the 
sheet of the stamps, at top and bottom of the sheet 
of watermarks.

P a r t  I I .

A byssin ia.— It seems evident that surcharges in 
this country (if indeed these surcharges are done in 
Abyssinia) are impressed with the first colour that 
comes to hand, and that such varieties may safely be 
disregarded by the general collector. We have re
ceived the following: —

“ 80,” in b lu e ,  on 4 g., claret.
“ 3.20,” in v i o l e t ,  on 16 g ., black.
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Austria.— Offices in the Turkish Empire.— The 20 
para on 5 kr., of the issue of 1890-2, is chronicled by 
The Ph. R. with a compound perforation.

20 p. on 5 kr., carmine ; perf. n |  x 10J.
Hungary.— The same journal notes the 5 kr. of 

1881 with a compound perforation, a variety that 
would appear to have been included at one time in 
our publishers’ Catalogue.

5 (kr.), carmine-rose ; perf. n j  to 12 x 12J to 13i.

Belgium.— L’Annonce Titnbrologique tells us that 
a new form of obliteration is about to be adopted in 
this country; instead of applying a postmark in the 
ordinary black ink, the stamps are to be perforated 
with the date. If this system is really to be adopted, 
our Belgian friends will have to be very careful how 
they enclose unused stamps in their letters, as the 
obliterating punctures will penetrate through every
thing.

Brazil.— A correspondent at Rio de Janeiro sends 
us an entire sheet of the 200 reis, on a new paper, 
with a watermark, which we gather is_to be used 
in future for all the stamps, as a safeguard against 
fraud. The watermark is one of those not very satis
factory ones, consisting of an inscription running 
through the whole sheet, and thus showing only one 
or two letters or portions of letters in each stamp. 
The entire inscription in this case is “ CORREIO 
FEDERAL REPUBLICA DOS ESTADOS UN1 DOS DO 
b r a z il ,” in single-line capitals 15 mm. high, and 
it runs vertically in the sheet before us. The whole 
inscription appears to be arranged in one line in the 
paper, but the alternate lines commence opposite the 
middle of the lines above and below them ; thus the 
first line on our sheet commences with “ DOS UNIDOS ” 
and the second with “ FEDERAL,” and so on, there 
being nine lines and part of a tenth in the width 
of the sheet, including margins.

The stamps are in two panes of fifty (ten horizontal 
rows of five), side by side, with a space about 17 mm. 
wide between them ; across the top and bottom mar
gins of each pane are two coloured bars, 14 mm. 
apart and the length of the row of five stamps, and in 
the top margin of the sheet are the inscriptions “ CASA 
— DA mof.DA ” above the upper bar, and “ 3. Emissao 
de 1905— Ordem n. 125” above the lower. The 
stamps are of the latest type, with wide spacing, 
described in February last.

200 r., deep blue ; watermarked; perf. 11, 11J,

Chili. — Messrs. Whitfield King and Co. tell us 
that they have received the remaining values of the 
new series, as issued, and we list them below. The 
1 c. and 2 c. are in the design of the 3 c., and the to c., 
12 c., 15 c., 30 c., and 50 c. in that of the 20 c.

I c., green.
2 c., carmine, 

ioc., black and grey.
12 c. ,, lake.
>5 c- „ purple.
3° c- .. blue-green
50 c. ,, olive.

1 P- .. brown.

Costa B ica .— Le f .  lies Ph. tells us that under a 
Decree of August 9th, 125,000 of the current 20 c. 
stamps were surcharged “ UN c e n t i m o ” (in black?).

I c. on 20 c., black and lake.

Denmark.— We have received three more values in 
the King’s Head design, Type 14 in the Catalogue; 
watermark and perforation as before.

25 ore, brown.
50 ,, deep violet, 

too ,, orange-buff.

Iceland.— Our publishers have obtained copies of 
the following errors, to be added to the long list 
already given Official Stamps.

1902. With “  ’03-03" for “ ’o2-’o3.”
5 aur, brown.

t  , 20 ,, green. •

France.— Offices in China.— We learn from Le J. 
des Ph. that the current 1 c. of Indo-China has been 
overprinted, like some of the other values, for use in 
these offices, and we have received the 10 c. similarly 
treated. 1 c., olive-green ; new type.

10 c., rose ,,

French Colonies.— Reunion.— W e learn from The 
A . J . o f Ph. that the 50 c. stamp has been issued with 
the name in blue, instead of red.

50 c., brown and blue on azure.

Holland.— Eweris Weekly chronicles a new high 
value, of the same design as the 1 gulden, etc. Pre
sumably it is perf. 11.

10 g., orange-red.
Curasao.— We have received the 15 c. of the current 

type, which we believe has only recently been issued ; 
it is in a warm shade of brown, or dark chestnut.

Dutch Indies.— W e have received the 20 c. of the 
current type, overprinted “ 10 cent.” diagonally, in 
black. 10 c. on 20 c., greenish slate.

I ta ly  .— W e are indebted to Dr. E. Diena for our 
first view of the provisional 15 c. stamp (issued on the 
1st inst.), which has been rendered necessary by the 
reduction of the inland postage from 20 c. to 15 c. 
The 20 c. stamps have consequently had their value 
reduced by means of a very simple surcharge, con
sisting of a letter “ C,” with a stop, in the left lower 
comer, and figures “ 15" in the right, both in sans- 
serif type, in black. We are told that the issue con 
sists of 42,140,000 copies, so this provisional is not 
likely to become rare, and we trust that there are no 
minor varieties in the surcharge.

15 c. on 20 c., orange.

Another correspondent, Mr. D. King, writing from 
Milan, also sends us a specimen of this stamp, and 
tells us that a complete new issue is in contemplation, 
adding that “  great difficulty seems to be experienced 
in selecting the designs ; they are to be, so the paper; 
say, really artistic.” This is a very difficult point. The 
search for the “  really artistic ” seems generally to 
result in the adoption of something far too elaborate 
for the purpose.

San Marino.— This Republic has been very quiet 
since its failure to float a special and peculiar issue ol 
Express Letter stamps some eighteen months ago, 
but we gather that it is recovering its spirits under the 
care of a well-known philatelist of those parts, who 
sends news of the following provisional issue to one 
of our contemporaries

15 c. on 20 c., brown-orange.
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Liberia.— We have examined an entire sheet of the 
2 c. on 4 c. Official stamp of last year, No. 143 in the 
Catalogue, and find two superfluous marks in the sur
charge, which may be worthy of note. The sheet 
contains sixty stamps, in ten horizontal rows ; there 
are no marginal inscriptions, but merely vertical or 
horizontal “  register” lines (m both the colours) in the 
centres of the top, bottom, and side margins. On the 
second stamp in the first and sixth rows there is a 
large, roughly, circular dot in the surcharge, which 
falls upon the letters “ T A ” of the word “ POSTAGE” ; 
and on the sixth stamp in the same rows there is 
a mark like a small letter “  v,” which falls just above 
the letter “ G ” upon the stamp. It is evident that the 
overprint covered half the sheet at a time.

Nicaragua.— Mekeel’s Weekly chronicles eight 
values of a new series, which we trust may, for a 
time at least, put an end to the continual surcharging 
that has been taking place during the last few years. 
The design is said to be of the size of Type 27, but 
with a coat-of-arms in place of the head. -t

1 c., green.
2 c., red.
4 c., orange.
5 c., blue.

10 c., yellow-brown.
15 c., olive-grey.
20 c., lake.
50 c., yellow.

An editorial in The A . J . o f Ph. draws atten
tion to the very doubtful nature of some of the more 
recent provisionals. The note might well apply to 
almost all these productions, but special mention is 
made of the stamps surcharged “ 1901,” which were 
first seen last year, and which appear to have been 
made in response to an order for the stamps of four 
years ago, the original supplies of which had been 
exhausted. Presumably this somewhat bejated edition 
was available for postal use, but no used copies have 
yet been seen, so probably the whole printing was 
exported. It would seem to be better business to omit 
dates and keep the type set up, with a few minor 
alterations from time to time just to maintain the 
interest. It was bad policy to antedate these hardy 
annuals.

We have received copies of the 5 c. on 10 c., 
which we chronicled last month ; the surcharge is 
“ 5 C E N T S.”, in large, heavy type, and our specimens 
were used on June 30th last.

Paraguay.— G.S. W. chronicles a 2 c. stamp of the 
type dated 1904 at foot.

2 c., orange ; Type 39-

Portuguese Colonies.— Angra.— We learn from 
l e C . d e  T. P. that the 50 and 75 reis have appeared 
in new colours, like the same values of Portugal. 
1 ’oubtless Funchal, Horta, and Ponta Dclgada will 
be furnished with similar novelties in due course.

50 reis, ultramarine and black.
75 ,, brown and carmine on yellow.

Azores.— We have received the 5 and 20 reis of the 
Postage Due stamps, and find that the description 
ifiven in the Catalogue requires some correction. The 
siamps are those of Portugal, with design and value 
in the same colour. The colour of the 20 reis is not

violet; pale mauve or rosy lilac is the best description 
we can find for it.

Mozambique Company.— Our publishers have seen 
an unused copy of the 10 reis, Type 2, perf. 11 J, which 
would come in as No. 191?.

10 r., mauve; perf. 11J.

Russia.— We have already reported, on the authority 
of some of our contemporaries, the discovery of varieties 
of perforation of the War Fund stamps, and we have 
now received two of these, and thus can vouch for their 
existence. The specimens we saw in January, of all 
four values, were perf. 12 x I2§ ; we now have the 3 (6) 
kopecks, perf. t i i ,  and the 7 (10) kopecks, perf. 13 to 
13 J. The lowest value has been chronicled perf. 1 3 I ; 
probably this is the same as our 13 to 13J, which may 
vary to a still greater extent.

Finland. —  A  short article in MekeeFs Weekly 
describes tests applied to certain tete-beche pairs 
of the issue of 1883, which survived triumphantly 
the boiling and microscopical examination to which 
they were submitted. W e allude to the matter here 
principally because, in addition to the 20 pen., orange, 
which is catalogued in this form, similar pairs of the 
25 pen., blue, are mentioned, and we suppose that this 
value should be added to the list.

Salvador.— W e have received the 1 c. on 2 c. 
provisional, which we chronicled in June, and we find 
that the surcharge is printed in black, across the lower 
part of the stamp. We have also another provisional 
1 c., likewise formed from the current 2 c., but the over
print in this case consists of “ 1 CENTAVO 1 ” across 
the bottom of the stamp, and a figure “  1 ” at each side 
of the statue in the centre, all impressed in blue.

We gather from Eweris Weekly that the 12 c. of the 
same issue has had its value reduced to 5 c., by means 
of an overprint of which no description is given.

1 c., in blue, on 2 c., carmine.
5 c. on 12 c ., slate

Spanish Colonies.— Philippine Islands.—  An in
teresting paragraph has been going the rounds of the 
papers, philatelic and other, stating that the inhabit
ants of these islands “ lay claim to having used the 
postage stamp of the smallest intrinsic value ever 
issued by any country.” Whether any such “ claim” 
was ever made we greatly doubt, and if it was it was 
certainly unfounded, and the grounds quoted in the 
papers in no way support it. In the first place it 
is alleged that one milesima is worth the fortieth part 
of a penny ; a peso is nominally equivalent to a dollar, 
and the thousandth part of it would be one-tenth of a 
cent, or one-twentieth of a penny. The currency 
would have to be depreciated by one-half to reduce 
the milesima to one-fortieth of a penny, and it would 
then be equal in value to the J centimo de peseta of 
Spain and Colonies, or the £ milesima de peso of 
Cuba; the latter'currency was probably worth no 
more than that of the Philippines, and therefore the 
Cuban stamp was the cheaper of the two by fifty 
per cent.

It is further stated that “ in 1878 a stamp of the 
value of -0625 milesima was issued, worth less than 
one-sixtieth of a penny.” A little knowledge of arith
metic would suggest that -0625 is 6J hundredths, or
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one-sixteenth of something. Such a fraction of a 
milesima would go 320 to the penny (or 640 if we 
take the peso at only half its nominal value). The 
real value of the stamp in question was '0625 of a 
peso, that is to say, 62J tnilesimas, or 6  ̂ cenlimos, 
about 3d.

Switzerland.— A letter in the Stamp Weekly 
announces the adoption of a paper with multiple 
watermark for the stamps of this country. The 
watermarks are Federal Crosses, 15 mm. wide, and 
are, we believe, distributed regularly over the whole 
sheet. The 30 c. is the first value to appear on the 
new paper. 30 c., chestnut ; new wmk.

We learn from L'Annottce T. that a Swiss philatelist 
has spent eleven months over the examination of 
53,000 copies of the three values of the Postal 
Jubilee issue, and has discovered 1045 varieties !

Turkey.— We have received a whole series of 
stamps in a new design, of which we 
give an illustration. The stamps were 
issued, we understand, on the 1st instant. 
There is only one set, apparently, for 
both inland and foreign postage, but the 
values up to 5 piastres are also issued 
with a surcharge in black for use upon 
printed matter, and two values are

printed in black on coloured paper for employment as
Postage Due stamps.

5 paras, yellow-buff, 
to ,, grey-green.
20 ,, rose.

1 piastre, bine.
2 piastres, slate.

2$ piastres, purple.
5 i f brown.

10 i t dull orange.
2 5 tt sage-green.
5° a mauve.

For Printed Matter.
5 paras to 5 piastres, inclusive, with black surcharge. 

Postage Due Stamps.
1 piastre, black on carmine.
2 piastres ,, ,,

United States.— Mekeel's Weekly says that the 
current 4 c. stamp is printed in a new shade of broivn, 
less like that of the to c. than hitherto.

Venezuela.— The A .J . o f Ph. records the existence 
of some of the values of our Type 33 (Nos. 273 to 
275) without the surcharge il 1900.”

1 b., grey-black.
2 (3 ?) b., red-brown.

10 b., vermilion. .
20 b., violet.

W e have received the 10 c. of the Commemorative 
issue, and find that it is in a deep blue tint ; we have 
also two distinct shades Of the 5 c., which might 
almost be termed vermilion and carmine respectively.

Cl\ve ^08\a\ oj W\e >̂̂ atv\sV\ <iSo\on\ o$ W\e ^YuU îpuve .̂
By L. H A N CIA U .

A L L  R I G H T S  R E S E R V E D .

{Continued from page io.) *

Issue o f May Sfk, 1872.

f O R T R A lT  of King Am
adeus, three-quarter face 
to right, in a rectangular 
frame, inscribed “CORREOS” 
at top, “  F!LiPINAS” at bot

tom, and with value at sides. En
graved by H. Fernandez, and surface- 
printed in colour on white paper, in 
sheets of loo, ten rows of ten. l ’erf. 14.

16 cents, de peseta, ultramarine, dull blue (pale to deep). 
25 ,, ,, grey-lilac, mauve.
62 ,, ,, lilac, mauve.

According to the Decree quoted above, the value of 
the 16 c. was really only 12$ c., or 4 cuartos.

* **

The following Decree announces the issue of further 
values:—

“ Chief Civil Government of the Philippines. 
“ Treasury. Manilla, October 15, 1872.

“ At the instance of the Treasury Department, and 
in accordance with its report, this Chief Government 
authorizes [that Department] to give the necessary 
orders for putting on sale one million, one hundred 
thousand postage stamps of the value of twelve

cenlimos de peseta, and fifty thousand of one peseta 
twenty-five centimos, recently received from the 
Peninsula per steamer Irurac-bas.

(Signed) “  IzyuiKRDo.”

Issue o f October l$th, 1872.
Additional values of the preceding series. Same 

type, impression, paper, and perforation.
12 cents, de peseta, rose (pale to bright), carmine, 
t peseta 25 cents., brown-bistre, yellow-bistre, reddish 

bistre, greenish bistre.

Essays and Proofs.

The first that I saw have no value indicated, the 
labels at sides being left blank :—

No value, black on thick tvhite paper.
„  .. glaeed „  „
,, lilac on thin ,, „

Colour proofs, with value indicated, on white paper ; 
imperf.

12 c. de p., black, bistre, rose.
62 ,, bistre, mauve, lilac, green, rose, carmine.

The same ; perf. 14.
12 c. de p., dull blue on white. 
t6 ,, blue on white
62 ,, rose, carmine on while.

1 p. 25 c., blue on buff.
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Error, or defective impression, with “  CENIS "for  
“  CENTS.”

I p. 25 c., blue on buff. *

In 1874, surcharging once more came into fashion. 
It is thus that we get the following: —

Issue o f  . . . 1874.

Stamps of various issues, including even the original 
one of 1854, surcharged “ H A B IL 1T A D O  POR LA 
N AC I ON,” in black, as before.

5 cuartos, vermilion ; of August, 1862. t 
10 ,, rose; of 1859.

1 real, violet-blue; of 185;.
Varieties.

With “ c o r r o s ”  f o r  “ C O R R E O S .”

I real, violet-blue; of 1854.
Surcharge inverted.

10 cuartos, rose ; of 1859.

A fresh supply of stamps from Madrid produced 
the following issue :—■

Issue o f Jtene (?), 1874. •

Seated figure, facing to the left 
aijd holding out an olive-branch, 
within a rectangular frame with 
the upper corners cut off; inscribed 
“ PILIPINAS" on a scroll at top; 
“ CORREOS” at each side ; and with 
value in “ c? de p e s e t a ” at foot. 
In the left lower corner are the 

initials, “  E. J.”, of the engraver. Engraved by 
E. Julia, and surface-printed at Madrid in colour on 
white paper; sheets of too, in ten rows of ten. 
Perf. 14.

12 c. de p., grey-lilac (pale to bright).
25 ,, ultramarine ( ,, ,, ).
62 ,, rose (pale to bright).

1 p. 25 c., yellowish bistre.

I'he accession of King Alfonso X II, in January, 
1875, naturally entailed a change of the stamps in use 
for others bearing his portrait. This took place in 
August, 1875.

* The Boston book adds some curiosities with double 
impression, one inverted, which are stated to have been 
obtained from “ printers’ waste,” and which we mention 
Here by way of warning : —

12 c. de p., green ; imperf.
12 ,, mauve and rose-carmine; imperf. ^
16 ,, blue; imperf. ,
50 ,, deep mauve ; perf.
16 ,, blue, and 62 c. de p., mauve ; perf.
62 ,, mauve, and I p. 25 c., brown ; perf.

We do not know whether the “ 50 c. de.p.” was an 
unissued value, or whether “  co”  is a misprint for “ 25” or 
'‘ 62.”— Ed. M. J.

1 Mr. Mencarini, who had access to official documents in 
•be Philippines, gives “ October 7,1873,” as the date of issue 
°f this stamp.— En. M. J.

Issue o f August, 1875-76.
Head of Alfonso X II to right in an oval, within a 

rectangular frame, lettered “ filipinas ,” between 
quatrefoils at top ; value in “ Cs DE 
peso” below; and “ CORREOS” in 
microscopic letters at each side, in 
the centre of a Greek-pattern border.
There are fleurs-de-lis in the spandrels, 
the Castle of Castile in left upper and 
right lower corners, and the Lion of 
Leon in the right upper and left lower.
On the edge of the neck are the initials of the 
engraver, “ j. G.” The stamps were engraved by 
Josd Garcia Moreno, and surface-printed at Madrid 
in colour on white paper; in sheets of 100, ten rows 
of ten. Perf, 14.

Aug., 1875. 2 c. de peso, rose, bright rose.
Jan., 1876. 12 ,, mauve.
End of ,, 20 ,, purple-brown.
March ,, 25 „  green.

Varieties.— The 2 c., 12 c., and 25 c. exist imperfo
rate, but these copies never reached the Philippines. 
They were found at the printing-office in this con
dition, and put on the market for the purpose of 
making a little money.

* * *
Issue o f August, 1877.

Additional values ; same type, etc.
6 c. de peso, orange.

10 ,, blue, bright blue.

Variety.— The 10 c. exists imperforate, and comes 
from the same source as the similar varieties noted 
above. *  *

Issue of fu ly  to December (?), 1877.
July.— The 2 c. de peso of 1875 y — 1 ^

surcharged, in black, “ H A B IL IT A D O  f  HABWTADO 
— 12 C? PTA ” in two lines, in an M 2  C.® PTA 
oblong frame with the corners bevelled.

12 c. de peseta on 2 c. de peso, rose.
Varieties.

12 c. on 2 c., rose ; surcharge inverted.
12 c. on 2 c. ,, ,, double.

December?— The 25 mils, de peso of the next issue, 
surcharged in the same manner, in black (Bk.), or in 
blue (B.).

12 c. de peseta on 25 m. de peso, black (Bk.).
12 .. 25 „  ,, (B.).

Varieties with surcharge inverted.
12 c. on 25 m., black (Bk.). 
t2 c. on 25 m. ,, (B.).

*  * * .
Issue o f end o f  1877.

Type, etc., of 1875 ; colour changed.
2 c. de peso, blue.

Variety.— This ia also found imperforate, and 
belongs to the same class as the imperforate copies 
noted above. Esmys and Proofs*

-  The following are known :—
2 c. de peso, carmine, lilac, green, orange, purple-brown. 

10 ,, bright violet.
25 ,, brown on green; perf. 14.

• The Boston book says that these impressions of the 2 c. 
and the 25 c. exist both imperf. and perf.— Ed. M. J.
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It was in consequence of a change in the currency 
that a new issue of stamps appeared in 1878.

Issue o f January, 1878.
Similar design to that of 1875, but 

the word “ f i l i p i n a s ” occupies the 
whole of the upper label, and the 
quatrefoils are suppressed.

Engraved by E. Julia, and surface- 
printed, at Madrid, in colour on white 
paper; sheets of 100, in ten rows of 
ten. Perf. 14.

1878.
April?
Jan , 1879.

1878.

Jan. ? 1879.
„  1878.

End of 1879. 
Sept. „

0,0625 de peso, grey-lilac, lilac. 
25 mils, de peso, black.
25
5°

ICO
100
125
200
250

green, deep green.
lilac.
carmine.
yellow-green.
blue, pale blue.
rose, deep rose, lilac-rose.
bistre, pale bistre.

Varieties.— All of the above, except the 125 and 
250 mils, de peso, are known imperforate, as in the 
preceding issue *  *

One would have supposed that, when a new denom
ination of currency had been adopted, it would con
tinue to be employed for some time at all events. 
But the contrary was the case ; certain stamps being 
required, those with values in milesimas were made 
use of to produce others with values in centimos.

Issue o f September, 1879.
Stam ps o f the preceding issue surcharged, in black, 

“  CONVENIO ” at left, “  UNIVERSAL DE” at top, “ COR
REOS’’ at right, and “  h a iiil it a d o — 2(8) ednt. de 
peso,” in two lines, at foot. Tw o varieties o f letter
ing

(a) With the letters of the surcharge close together.
2 c. de p. on 25 m. de p., green.
8 ,, 100 ,, carmine.

Varieties.
“ C O N V K N IO ”  fo r  " C O N V E N I O ."

8 c. de p. on 100 m. de p., carmine.
“ C O R K R O S”  f o r  “ C O R R E O S .”

8 c. de p. on 100 m. de p., carmine.
“ C O R R Z O S ”  f o r  “ C O R R E O S.”

8 c. de p. on 100 m. de p., carmine.

W ith on ly “  VENIO— h a b i l i t a d o ,” the rest o f  the 
surcharge being absent.

100 m. de peso, carmine.

W ith surcharge defective, “ CONVENIO— u n i ” being 
absent. 8 c. de p. on 100 m. de p., carmine.

UHIVERUL BE OWKfiSUU
&

i  8
tm 0 M pa ^ V

g  s m m
s  ® w S

uiurru* ummit
t ci&L At S e«t; to pi#

(«) (*)
(b) With the surcharge more spaced.

2 c. de p. on 25 m. de p., green.
8 ,, 100 ,, carmine.

Variety, with “ convinko” for “ convknio.” 
2 c. de p. on 25 m. de p., green.

Issue o f January, 1880.

Hjn r i/ y i  n ,*vr,

Head to right of Alfonso XII in an oval, enclosed 
in a rectangular frame, inscribed 
“ f i l i p i n a s ” between rosettes at 
top, and value in centimos lie peso 
at foot. An interlaced Greek pat
tern in the spandrels.

The design is that of the 1878 
issue of Spain, with the inscriptions 
altered. Engraved by E. Julia, and 

surface-printed, at Madrid, in colour on white paper; 
in sheets of 100, ten rows of ten. Perf. 14.

(a) Type I. The opening in the hair on the fore
head runs back almost to a point (see enlarged illus
tration given later); the oval is framed with a thick 
coloured line. 2 c. de p., rose, deep rose.

2  ̂ ,, deep brown. *
8 ,, red-brown.

Essays or colour proofs, on thick white paper, exist 
as follows :—  2 c. de p., lilac, blue.

2J ,, bistre.
1 ,, green.
8 „  blue. I

The 3 c. de peso was never issued.

*  . *

Issue o f January, 1881.

Fiscal stamps, inscribed “  DKRECHO JUDICIAL,” 
issue of 1878, as shown in the first illustration below,

HAMUTADO

U M

etftne«»
S I

overprinted “ h a b iu t a d o  p a r a  CORREOS,” in three 
lines, as in the second illustration.

(u) Blue surcharge, total height about 9 mm.
10 cuarlos, bistre.

(b) Red surcharge, total height about 13 mm.*
I real, green.

The same stamps, overprinted “ h a b il it a d o  p a r i

CORREOS 24/8 ” (or “ 8 ” ) “ CMS.” 
ranged in an oval form , in black.

24/8 c. on 10 cuartos, bistre.
2 4/8 c. on 2 reales, blue.
8 c. on 10 cuartos, bistre.

Varieties. Surcharge inverted, 
s 2 24/8 c. on 10 cuartos, bistre.

Letters “  H ’’ and “  B ” wider, “ CORREOS” in smaller 
etters.f 24/8C. on 10 cuartos, bistre.

Jr PARA v* 
C O R R E O S '

v e

* The Boston book gives a minor variety of this, with 
“  f a k a  ”  in smaller letters, and adds that there are other 
varieties due to the surcharge being set up with printer > 
type. The authors also state that they have not seen the 
10 cuartos of this issue. Mencarini adds a i real with 
surcharge, which we have not found elsewhere.— Ed. M. J .

t  The Boston book gives further ‘ varieties, showing 
differences in  the letters o f  " c m s . ” , and irregularities in 
the setting.— El). M. J.
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Issue o f March, 1881.
The same fiscal stamps.
(a) With the same surcharge as the last (s 2).

8 c. on 2 reales, blue.
(b) Similar surcharge, inscribed “ HA

BILITADO CO HR EOS 2  CENT? DE PESO,” 
in black (s.3). , . .

2 c. de p. on 10 cuartos, bistre.
[This also exists with inverted sur

charge, according to the Boston au
thorities.] * ■ *

Issue o f fu n e  (?), 1881.
A postage stamp of the 1880 issue, variety (a), with 

the same surcharge as the last, in black (S 3).
2 c. de p. on 2£ c., brown.

«. **
On the 27th October, 1881, an Ordinance was 

promulgated by the Treasury Department, under 
which further surcharged values were created, but 
some of these never made their appearance.

The following is the Ordinance in question :—•
' “  Public Treasury Department.

“ Manilla, October 27, i88r.
“  In accordance with the proposals of the Central 

Administration of the Revenues, and the report of 
the Treasurer-General, and in consideration of the 
fact that it is absolutely necessary to create stamps of 
various natures for the public service, this Department 
authorizes—

“ 1. The surcharging of 10,coo of the 2 reales 
‘ Judicial’ stamps now in use, and of light blue 
colour, in order that they may serve as postage 
stamps of the same value.

“ 2. The surcharging of 40,000 10 cuartos ‘ Judicial’ 
stamps, of light brown colour, in order that they may 
serve as postage stamps of the value of I real.

“ 3. The surcharging also of 15,000 submarine 
telegraph stamps, of deep brown colour, value 1 peso 
each, to serve as postage stamps for the Postal Union 
at the rate of 8 cents, de peso.*

“ 4. The surcharging in the same manner of 25,000 
of the 32 cuartos + stamps, which are used at present 
upon passports, to be employed as 2 cents, de peso 
postage stamps for the Postal Union.

“ 5. Finally, the surcharging of 15,000 ‘ Derechos 
de Firma’ stamps, of the value of 5 pesos, in order 
that they may serve as postage stamps at the rate of 
one peso each.*

“ 6. The legal circulation of 2154 ten cuartos 
postage stamps, now existing in the public archives 
and withdrawn from circulation as belonging to earlier 
issues That quantity will be brought on charge by 
this Department, adding to them the 12,095 stamps 
remaining, so as to make up the total of 13,249 
[14,249?] stamps of this nature which are shown as 
existing, having been withdrawn from circulation as 
rendered useless by a surcharge or deteriorated from 
other causes.

“ 7. The surcharges authorized will be applied to 
each stamp by means of an engraved die indicating 
fhe value and the purpose for which it is intended.
I he colour in which these dies are to be impressed 
"ill be: Red for the 2 rcales stamps; black for the 
1 real ; rose for those of 8 centimos ; yellow for .the 
-centimos ; and green for the 1 peso ‘ Derechos de 
I irma’ stamps.

“ The to cuartos postage stamps, referred to in 
paragraph 6, are excepted from the order for sur

* These were never made.
+ The value indicated upon these is 200 mils, de peso.

183c

charging, since neither their nature nor their value is 
to be changed. .

“ 8. In view of the urgency of the case, the operation 
of surcharging the stamps will be carried out by the 
Administration. . . .

“ 9 - • • • . t
“  10. When the work is finished, a report will be 

drawn up of what has been done, and the dies em
ployed for surcharging will be defaced in the presence 
of the committee. •

“  it . The Central Administration of Revenues will 
prescribe the necessary arrangements for the carrying 
out of this Decree, (signed) “ C h in c h il l a .

“ True copy. (Signed) “ Calvo Munoz.”

Issue o f  November, 1881.
Fiscal stamps, surcharged variously.

S4
1. “ Derechos de Firma” stamp of 1880. Surcharged 

“  HABILITADO P i U. POSTAL 2 CMOS.”, in yellow (S 4). 
2 c. on 200 in. de peso, green.
Varieties, Double surcharge.
2 c. on 200 m. de p., green.

Inverted surcharge.
2 c. on 2 C 0  m. de p , green.

Pairs are also known with one stamp surcharged and 
the other unsurcharged. According to the Ordinance 
quoted above there were 25,000 of these stamps.

2. “ Derechos Judicial” stamps, as
before.

P iC G R K C iS
(a) S u rch arg ed  “  HABILITADO Pd COR

REOS DE UN REAL,”  in black (s 5).*

* 0 q ^ I real on 10 cuartos, bistre.

s 5 Variety. Double surcharge. 
1 real on 10 cuartos, bistre.

(b) Similar surcharge, but with “ D O S  r l e s . ”  in 
place of “ U N  r e a l , ”  in carmine.

2 reales on 2 reales, blue.
Variety with double s u r c h a rg e F irs t , in error 

“ H A B I L I T A D O  P *  U . P O S T A L  8 C M O S .”  ( S 4 ) ,  i n  red; 
second, as a correction, the 2 reales surcharge de
scribed above, in carmine.t

2 r. on 8 c. on 2 r., blue.
There were 40,000 of the 1 real, and 10,000 of the 

2 reales, according to the Ordinance.
* The Boston book gives five varieties of type of this 

surcharge, occurring on various stamps. No doubt fresh 
dies were made for the different primings; the one used on 
this occasion is described as follows: “ Lettering rather 
sm all; ‘ n  ’ of ‘ UN ’ and ‘ R ’ of ‘ K R A I . ’ close together ; top 
of ‘ R ’ of ‘ R E A L  ’ narrower than base. Wide space between 
‘ s ’ of ‘ corkkos’ and letters above and below • • 11.1 ’ in 
‘ H A H I I . I T A D O ’ close together. No period after ‘ r ’ of
‘ p a ’. ” — E l). M .f ,  , , , •

t  This variety is listed in the Boston liook and m our 
publishers’ Catalogue, the 2 reales with single surcharge not 
being given in either. Mr. Mencarini lists both, and makes 
the stamp with double surcharge a variety of that with the 
single, which appears to be correct. Is it possible that all, 
or nearly all of the 2 reales stamps were surcharged 8 c. first, 
by mistake, and afterwards given the correct value ? To have 
surcharged them with the “  habilitado para correos 
overprint would have been sufficient in the first instance, as 
no alteration was to be made in the value.— E d . M. f .
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Issue o f January, 1882.

Type of the issue of 1880. Engraved, printed, etc., 
as before. Additional values.

Jan., 1882. 
End of ,, 
March ,, 
End of ,,

** ft
March ,, 
End of ,,

2$ c. de p., ultramarine (shades).
5 ,, pale blue, lilac-blue, slate-blue.
6| ,, green, deep green.

10 „  pale lilac, brown-lilac.
12$ ,, rose, salmon.
20 ,, olive-bistre.
25 ,, brown, bistre.

Essays, or colour-proofs, on thick, white paper. 
2$ c. de p., brown-red, blue,* brown.*
5 .. violet.
61  „ blue.

10 ,, violet.
!2| „ blue.
20 „ violet.
2S .. brown-red.

Printer’s trial sheet, with double impression, one 
inverted. 2$ c. de p., ultramarine.

* #*
Next we have some more surcharged varieties, 

announced by the Treasury Department, but it would 
seem that in ordering these the authorities took a 
pleasure in employing different designations of the 
values from those expressed upon the stamps. Thus 
the 250 mils, stamps are termed (Art. I and 2) 
“  2 reales ” ; the 5 c. de peso become “  50 mils, de 
peso,” in Art. 3 ; and the 1 real, in the same article, 
are called “  12$ centimos.” It is probable that with 
all this surcharging the heads of the Department had 
lost their own heads. [The different natures of 
currency must have caused a great deal of confusion. 
No doubt attempts had been made on various oc
casions to translate the values of stamps brought on 
charge into the currency in which the accounts were 
then being kept, and the stamps were now sent out 
under the designations in which they were entered in 
the books.— E d. M. /.]

“ Public Treasury Department of the Philippines.
“ Manilla, Feb. 22, 1883.

“  In accordance with the proposition of the Central 
Administration of Revenues and State Lands, and 
the report of the Secretary-General of the Treasury, 
and considering that the necessity for surcharging 
stamps of various natures for public use is manifest, 
this Department authorizes—

“ 1. The surcharging of 40,000 2 reales telegraph 
stamps, in order that they may serve as postage 
stamps of the same value.

“ 2. Likewise the surcharging of 10,000 2 reales 
telegraph stampst and 20,000 8 centimos Postal 
Union stamps, to serve as postage stamps of the 
value of 20 centimos.

“  3. Lastly, the surcharging of 30,000 8 centimos 
Postal Union stamps, 100,000 50 milesimas de peso! 
stamps of the same nature, and 20,000 10 cuarlos 
‘ Judicial’ stamps, to serve as postage stamps of the 
value of 12  ̂ centimos.§

“  5. In view of the urgency of the case, the work 
of surcharging will be done by the Administration.

“ 6. . . . • * * §

• Added by the Boston authorities.— Ed. Af, J.
t  These were not issued.
J These are the 5 c. de peso stamps. -
§ These were surcharged “  UN r e a l .”

“  7. When the work is completed, the required re
ports will be rendered, and the dies employed for the 
surcharging will be destroyed in the presence of the 
Committee.

“ The Central Administration of Revenues and 
State Lands will prescribe the arrangements necessary 
for the execution of this Decree.

(Signed) “ CHINCHILLA.” 

Issue o f March, 1883.
Various stamps surcharged “ h ab ilitado  Pi cor-

REOS DE UN REAL” (“  DE DOS RLES” or “  20 CMOS”), 
as in November, 1881 (S4 and S 5).

1. Postage stamps of 1880 and 1882. Four (?) 
varieties of surcharge in the 1 rea l:—  •

(a) Letters of “ UN r e a l ” spaced; a large dash 
under “ a ” of “ p a ” ; letters “ r ” in “ CORREOS” of 
unequal size.

( i )  “ UN r e a l ” as above; “ P*” with small dash; 
letters “  r ” of equal size.

(.*) Letters o f “  UN r e a l” closer together; “ pa” 
with large dash ; letters “  r ” as in (b).

( d )  “ un  r e a l ” still more compressed; “ h ” of 
“ h a b il it a d o ” thinner; tops of letters “  LI ” further 
apart. j rea^ in green, on 5 c. de p., blue (a).

1 I I  »» 5 „  .. W *
I 1' II 5 „  .. (<).
1 I I H s (d).
I I I  i || 8 ,, brown.

20 c., in black, on 8 it >>

There were thus converted into r real stamps 
100,000 of the 5 c. de peso and 30,000 of the 8 c. de 
peso, and into 20 c. stamps 20,000 of the 8 c. de peso.

Varieties, with inverted surcharge.
1 real, in green, on 5 c. de p., blue (a).
1 !■  5 .. .. (<■ )•

20 c., in black, on 8 „  brown.
With double surcharge.

1 real, in green, on 5 c. de p., blue (a).
20 c., in black, on 8 ,, brown.

2. Telegraph stamps of 1882.
2 rles., in carmine, on 250 m. de p., 

ultramarine.
2 rles., in brown-red, on 250 m. de p., 

ultramarine.
20 c., in black, on 250 m. de p., ultra

marine.
The last of these was not brought 

into use, but was employed in June, 1883, for the 
manufacture of 1 real stamps, by means of an addi
tional surcharge.

There were 40,000 of the 250 m. de peso stamps 
converted into 2 reales, and 10,000 converted into 
20 c.

3. Fiscal stamps, “ derech o  j u d ic ia l ,” of the 
same type as before.

1 real, in green, on 10 cuartos, bistre.

There were 20,000 surcharged.

* It is uncertain whether this type occurs in this issue.

(To be continued.)
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A. C. C o n s t a n t in id e z
W . C O R FIELD
A . COYETTE
II. J. C rocker
R. D alto n
C. J. D aun
D r. E. D ien a
H. J. D uveen
E. Egly
R. E h rbn bach
J. E lster  .

A. C. E merson  
E d. S. E st o p pe y  
Major E. B. E vans 
H. L. E w en  _
D. F ie l d  
R. W. F ind jah r
R. F r ie d l
L. W. F ulch er  
C o n su l  C. G eorge
G. F. II. G ibson 
F. K. G inn
M. G iw b lb
H. G r ie b e r t  
W. G r u n e w a ld
S. E. G w yer  
W. H a d lo w
T. W. H a l l
L. L. R. H ausburg  
H. L. H a im a n
F. H e n n ic k e

Gch. Oberposlrath

M rs. L. J. H e t l e y  
T. II. H inton  
A. H o l l a n d  
T. W ic k h a m  Jones 
W. L a n e  Jo v n t  
I)r. jur. Pa u l  K loss
G. J ohnson
H. F. Johnson  
A. B. K ay

Pa u l  K o h l  
P. K o s a ck  
W. K r a pp  
D r. meil. K u n k le r  
W. L a y c o c k  
Baro n  L eh m ann  

. T h . L em a ir e  
E. L en iz  
E. L e v y  
W  E. L incoln  
W. S. L incoln  
C. L in d e n b k r g

Landgerichts Praesident 

P. J. L lo yd  
M. H. L o m bard  
J. N. L u f f  
D r. L ux  
P. Ma h £
J. N. M arsden  
T. M a y c o c k  \
C. E. M c N au g h ta n  
Pa u l  M ira b a u d  
W. Moser  

_ _H. MOller  
E. J. N a n k iv e l l  
L ie u t . F. II. N a p iEr 
J. A. Nix 
H. R. O l d f ie l d  

'  F. H. O liv er  
W. II. P r c k it t

P. L. Pem berton  
C. J. P h illips 
F. R ansom 
F. K eich en h eim  
H erm an n  de la  

R en o tiere
B aron  A. 1 e R e u t e r - 

s k io i.d 
O. V. R use 
J. B. Robert 
V ernon  Roberts
A . R o . enberg
E. M. R uben
F. C. SIcarr
W . S C H W A B A C H E R
H . A .  S l a d e

B. T. K. S mith
G. H a m ilt o n -Sm ith  
A . H. S tam fo rd
E. S to ck
J. A. T ill e a r d  
R ev . C anon U sher  
A lphonse  V u ll ie m in  
J. W a l k e r
F. W ick s
C. S t e w a r t -W ilson  
W. T. W ilson 
B aron  A. de W orms
G. H. W o r th in g to n  
R. B. Y ar d lk y
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The following Societies have signified their approval of, and are according their cordial support to, the Exhibition:—

T h e  P h il a t e l ic  So c ie t y , L ondon  
T h e  P h il a t e l ic  S o c ie t y  o f  I n d ia  
T h e  B irm in g h am  P h il a t e l ic  S o c ie t y  
T h e  E n ter pr ise  P h il a t e l ic  So c ie t y  
T h e  F isc al  P h il a t e l ic  So c ie t y  
T h e  G lasgow  & W est  o f  S c o t l a n d  P h il a t e l ic  

S o c ie t y
T h e  H erts  P h il a t e l ic  So c ie t y
T h e  I n t e r n a t io n a l  P h il a t e l ic  U nion
T h e  I rish  P h il a t e l ic  C lub
T h e  J u nior  P h il a t e l ic  S o c ie t y
T h e  K en t  a n d  S ussex  P h il a t e l ic  So c ie t y
T h e  L eeds P h il a t e l ic  So c ie t y
T h e  L iver po o l  P h il a t e l ic  S o c ie t y
T he M a n ch est er  P h il a t e l ic  S o c ie t y
T iie  N orth  o f  E n g l a n d  P h il a t e l ic  So c ie t y
T h e  O xfo rd  P h il a t e l ic  So c ie t y

T h e  S h e f f ie l d  P h il a t e l ic  S o c ie t y  
T h e  Sc o t t is h  P h il a t e l ic  S o c ie t y  
T h e  W e s t  S ussex P h il a t e l ic  S o c ie t y  
P h il a t e l is t e n -Ve r e in  “ R u n d  um B e r l in ”  
I n t e r n a t io n a l e r  Postw er tzf .ic h e n h a n d l e r - 

V e r e in , B er lin
C o p e n h a g e n  P h il a t e l is t -K lub  
I n t e r n a t io n a l e r  P h il a t e l is t e n -V e r e in , 

D resden
S o c ie t y  F ran q aise  de  T im b r o lo g ie , P ar is  
G e r m a n ia -R ing
N ed e r lan jisch e  V e r e e n ig in g  va n  Po s t z e g e l v e r - 

z a m e l a a r s , T h e  H ag u e  
V e r e in  f u r  B r ie f m a r k e n k u n d e , K ie l  
S o c i£t £ L a u sa n n o ise  d e  T im br o lo g ie  
O e st e r r e ic h isc h e r  P h j l a t e l is t e n -K l u b , 

“ V in d o b o n a ,”  V ie n n a

W. Do r n in g  B eckto n  
M. P. C a s t l e , j.p.
R. E h renbach

executive Committee:
T he E a r l  o f  C r a w f o r d , k .t . (Chairman). L. W. F u lch er  

F. H. O l iv e r  W. H. P e c k it t

C. J. P h illip s  
H . A . S la d e  
G. H a m il t o n -Sm ith

■fcon. {Treasurer: F. R e ic h r n h e im , 29,'H o l l a n d  V il l a s  Ro a d , K e n sin g t o n , W. 
( to whom all remittances should be sent).

W a l b r o o k , L o n d o n , E .C .fjon. Secretarg: H. R. O l d f ie l d , \■fcou. asst. Secretarg: l. l. r. H a u s b u r g , /
(to which address all the other communications should be sent).

t Prospectus*
T  will be nine years in 1906 ^ince H .R.H. the Prince of Wales, k .g . ,  personally opened the last 

International Philatelic Exhibition in London ; and seven years having elapsed since the last 
of such Exhibitions took place in Great Britain (at Manchester in 1899), the Committee 
feel the time has now arrived to organize a third International Exhibition, to be held in the 

Metropolis, in compliance with the growing and gradually increasing demand which has been so fre
quently expressed among Philatelists during the last two years. ,

They therefore appeal to Philatelists all over the world to afford their cordial support and co opera
tion in order that the forthcoming Exhibition may worthily illustrate the progress made during the 
intervening years, and may show as great and substantial advance since 1897 and 1899 as did those 
Exhibitions over the one held in London in 1890.

The 1906 Exhibition will be held in the R O Y A L  H O R T IC U L T U R A L  S O C IE T Y ’S H ALL, 
V IN C E N T  SQ U AR E , W E STM IN STER, S.W. (see illustration on the last page of the Prospectus), 
and will be opened on W EDN ESDAY, the 23rd M AY, 1906. The Hall is eminently suitable for 
the Exhibition, being lofty and with a ground area of about 140 feet by 75 feet. There is ample 
light through a domed glass roof, which can be screened from the sun’s rays when necessary. There 
are two recesses, 50 feet by 25 feet each, on a slightly raised level, available for dealers’ stalls, and 
a tea room. There is also a raised band stand. On the first floor of the main building there is 
a lecture hall with three other rooms available for exhibits. The building is of fireproof construction 
and equipped with all requisite fire appliances. It is situate within seven minutes’ walk only of Victoria 
Station and Westminster Abbey, and five minutes’ from the Army and Navy Stores in Victoria Street and 
St. James’s Park Station on the Metropolitan Railway.

The Exhibition will comprise British, Colonial, and Foreign Postage Stamps, British Telegraph, Rail
way Letter Fee, and College Stamps, together with objects of interest in connexion with Philately, the 
Manufacture of Stamps, and the Postal Service. A  special feature will be the formation of two Champion
ship Classes, where exhibits that obtained Gold Medals in London in 1897, or at Manchester in 1899, 
must be entered for competition ; but these classes will also be open to other exhibits and exhibitors.

All stamps will be exhibited under glass in locked and sealed cases. Night and day watchmen will 
be employed, and every possible precaution will be taken to secure exhibits from damage or loss; but no 
personal responsibility will be undertaken by the Committee.

Arrangements have been made for insurance against risk of loss by fire or theft, further particulars 
of which will be found in the Rules and Regulations contained in this Prospectus.
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Philatelists and Collectors throughout the world are cordially invited to exhibit, and it is especially 
hoped that the leading Collectors in the British Colonies, on the Continent, and in all Foreign Countries 
will send exhibits, so that the Exhibition may be thoroughly representative and international.

Arrangements will be made to facilitate as far as possible the passing of exhibits from abroad 
through the! Customs without risk of damage, and for examination to be made in the presence of a 
representative of the Committee. . No duty is levied on stamps sent to Great Britain.

The Exhibition will remain open to the public from Wednesday, 23rd May, until Friday evening, 
the 1st June, 1906, and all exhibits will be returned to the owners on Saturday, 2nd June, or as soon 
as possible after that date.

Intending exhibitors are specially requested to send full particulars of their exhibits as early as 
possible, as by so doing they will considerably lighten the work of the Executive Committee and will 
enable them to devote the time and attention which are desirable for the preparation of the Official 
Catalogue.

The Exhibition will be held subject to the following Rules and Regulations, of all of which 
exhibitors will be deemed to have had sufficient notice.

Rules and Regulations.
1. — Exhibits in the Championship Class and in Classes I to V I must be mounted on cards, or 

loose sheets. Although no special size of cards is obligatory, it is hoped that exhibitors who may be 
mounting their stamps specially for the Exhibition will make use of one of the under-mentioned sizes, 
and so will assist the Committee in economizing space and securing uniformity.

The following are the sizes recommended as most suitable for use in the frames and cases :— 
Height, 10 inches; width, 8 inches or 12 inches.

„  15 inches „  12 inches.
(The sizes in centimetres will be 25 J x 20J or 30 ,̂ and 38 x 30J.)

Cards measuring 10 inches by 8 inches can be supplied at a trifling cost on application to the Hon. 
Secretaries.

2. — A charge for space, according to the size of the exhibits or of the cards or other material on 
which they may be mounted, will be made on the following scale:—

For each square fo o t......................................... 4d. (minimum charge 5/-).
For each album or volume of stamps—

in Classes VII and V III ................ 6/-
in Class IX ... ... ... ... 2/6

Arrangements will be made by the Committee for insurance against loss by fire or theft of exhibits 
while in their custody, either before or during the continuance of the Exhibition, and after the close of 
the Exhibition until despatched for return to the owners. An inclusive charge of 2s. 6d. will be made 
for each _jC ioo insured. Owners of exhibits desiring to insure, and paying the prescribed amount, will 
have the benefit of the Policy effected by the Committee to the extent of the value at which such 
exhibits are accepted for insurance, but no personal liability is incurred by the Committee in regard to 
any loss.

The charge for space and insurance (if any) will be payable by the exhibitor when sending in his 
exhibit.

All exhibits will be returned free of charge to their owners by post or otherwise, but transmission 
will in all cases be at the sole risk of the owner— insurance in course of transit (if any) being paid by 
him.

3. — Notice of the nature and extent of the exhibits, with the value for insurance, should be sent to 
the Hon. Secretaries as early as possible, but not later than the 20th March, 1906, on the form accom
panying this Prospectus.

4. — All exhibits must be delivered, post or carriage paid, between,the 1st and 10th May, 1906, at 
such place as may be notified to the exhibitor by the Hon. Secretaries. Punctuality in delivery is 
particularly requested, to ensure accurate description of the exhibits in the Official Catalogue.

5. — The right of refusing any exhibit, without assigning any reason for such refusal, is reserved by 
the Committee, as is also tlie right of showing such part of any exhibit as the Committee may decide, 
in case of there being insufficient space available for showing the whole.

6. — All exhibits entered for competition must be bona fide the property of the exhibitor. Joint 
collections must be shown in joint names, but no combination made expressly for the purpose o f the



Exhibition can be admitted for competition. Exhibitors in Class IX  must, if required,‘ furnish evidence 
of age to the satisfaction of the Committee.

7. — Albums and volumes of stamps will be exhibited at the most interesting pages, to be varied 
from time to time during the Exhibition by a member of the Committee. No albums will be allowed 
to be inspected (except by the Judges) without the permission of the owner, and at his risk, and then 
only in the presence of a member of the Committee.

8. — No price or other notification of sale may be affixed to any exhibit, but the owner may intimate 
to the Hon. Secretaries his desire to sell, and arrangements will be made to facilitate this being done, 
and, if necessary, to open a Register. No exhibit can be removed before the close of the Exhibition. 
In case of sale the price will be payable to the Committee, who will account to the owner for the 
purchase money, after deducting 2̂  per cent., to be applied towards the general expenses of the 
Exhibition.

9. — The Judges will be appointed by the Executive Committee, and their decision will, in all
cases, be final. They will be nine in number, of whom it is proposed that at least four shall be chosen 
from the representatives of Foreign Countries. ^

10. — No exhibits by any of the Judges can be entered for competition.
11. — The following scheme of competition has been adopted by the Committee, but all exhibits 

which the owners may desire to enter as “  not for competition ’’ will be so marked in the several classes 
for which they are eligible.

In making their awards the Judges will be requested to base the same upon a consideration of the 
following qualifications: Completeness, Rarity, Philatelic knowledge and research, Condition, Arrange
ment, and Neatness.

12. — Donors and Guarantors to the Exhibition will be entitled to tickets of admission upon the 
following scale: For each donation of £ 1  is. or each guarantee of £ 2 0  : one ticket for the opening 
day and eight tickets for use on any of the other days. Guarantors of ^ 1 0  to have the option of one 
ticket for the opening day, or eight tickets for any other day.
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CHAMPIONSHIP CLASS.
This Class will comprise exhibits that have obtained a Gold Medal at either the London Exhibition 

of 1897 or the Manchester Exhibition of 1899. Any exhibitor, showing an exhibit of the country in 
respect of which he may have taken a Gold Medal at either of these Exhibitions, must exhibit in this 
Class, but any exhibitor is at liberty to send an exhibit for this 'Class whether he may have previously 
obtained a Gold Medal for such exhibit or not.

SECTION 1.
Great Britain, or any of its Colonies, in separate exhibits.

SECTION 2.
Other Countries in separate exhibits.

AWARDS FOR EACH SECTION OF THIS CLASS.
One Cup and one Gold Medal The Medals, however, will not be given if there be less than 

three exhibits in the Section concerned.
No t e — The Committee reserve the right to decide whether any exhibit is substantially one to 

which a Gold Medal has been previously awarded, and they may refuse to accept such exhibit except 
for one of the Championship Classes. Their decision upon this point will be final and conclusive.

CLASS I TO CLASS VI.
To Consist of Special Collections of Adhesive Stamps of Various Countries,

in separate exhibits.

CLASS I.— G reat B r it a in .
SECTION 1.

Postage Stamps (including Official Stamps and Fiscals available for postage). Unused only.
Awards.— One Gold, one Silver, and one Bronze Medal.

SECTION 2.
Postage Stamps (including Official Stamps and Fiscals available for postage). Used only.

Awards.— One Silver and one Bronze Medal.
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SECTION 3.
Telegraph, or Railway Letter Fee, or College Stamps, in separate exhibits. 

Awards— One Silver and one Bronze Medal.

I
CLASS II.
SECTION I.

Afghanistan. Mauritius. United States of America (including
British Guiana. New South Wales. Postmasters’ stamps).
Hawaiian Islands. Switzerland.

Awards.— One Gold and two Silver Medals.

If over six exhibits, the Judges to have discretion to award additional Gold Medal.

SECTION 2.
Ceylon. France and all Colonies. South Australia.
Confederate States of America (including Germany and States. Transvaal.

Postmasters’ stamps). Italy and States. Victoria.
' New Zealand.

Awards.— One Gold and two Silver Medals.

If over six exhibits, the Judges to have discretion to award additional Gold Medal.

CLASS III.

Colombia and States. 
France.
French Colonies. 
India.
Japan.

SECTION 1.
Philippine Islands.
Portuguese Indies.
Roumania and Moldo-Wallachia. 
Spain.

Awards.— One Gold and two Silver Medals.

Straits Settlements
(including Jlangkok, Johor, 
Negri Sembilan, Pahang, Pe
rak, Selangor, Sungei Ujong, 
and Federated M alay States).

Tasmania.
Western Australia.

SECTION 2.
Bolivia. Cape of Good Hope. Fiji. Mexico. Peru. Sicily. Turks Islands.
Canada. Dominican Republic. Finland. Natal. Queensland. Trinidad.

Awards.— One Gold and two Silver Medals.

CLASS IV.
SECTION 1.

Greece. Orange Free State. Shanghai.
Griqualand. Orange River Colony. Turkey.
Modena. Portugal. Uruguay.
Nevis.

Indian States (viz. Chamba, Faridkot, Gwalior, Jhind, Nabha, Patiala). 
Awards.— One Gold, one Silver, and one Bronze Medal.

SECTION 2.
Argentine, with Cordoba Barbados. Grenada. Tuscany.

and Corrientes. Buenos Ayres. Newfoundland. Uganda.
Austria. Cashmere. St. Vincent.

Awards.— One Gold, one Silver, and one Bronze Medal.

SECTION 3.
Azores and Madeira. Naples. - Russia, with Livonia, Wenden,
Bhopal. Nova Scotia and New and Poland.
Brazil. Brunswick. Sweden.
Chili. Oldenburg. Wurtemberg.

Awards.— One Gold, one Silver, and one Bronze Medal.
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Austrian Italy.
Belgium.
China.
Dutch Indies, Cura9ao 

and Surinam.
Egypt, Sudan, and Suez Canal

CLASS V.
SECTION 1.

Any two German States not in 
Class IV  or in the other Sections 
o f this Class, and exclusive of 
Heligoland.

New Republic.
Norway.

Oil Rivers, Niger Coast, Northern 
and Southern Nigeria.

Russian Levant.
Russian Locals.
St. Helena.
Siam. Zanzibar.

Awards.— One Gold, one Silver, and two Bronze Medals.

British Central Africa. 
British East Africa. 
British South Africa. 
British Honduras.

SECTION 2.
Costa Rica and Guanacaste. Holland. Persia.
Cyprus. Hong Kong. St. Christopher.
Denmark and its Colonies. Labuan. Venezuela and La Guaira.
Heligoland. North Borneo.

Awards.— One Gold, one Silver, and two Bronze Medals.

Baden.
Bahamas.
British Bechuanaland and Protectorate. 
British Columbia and Vancouver.
Cuba, Porto Rico, and Fernando Poo. 
Hungary.

SECTION 3.
Any four or more Indian Native States not 

in Class IV.
Any two Italian States not in Classes III and IV. 
Lagos.
Luxemburg.
Any two Portuguese Colonies not in Class III, 

Section 1, or Class IV, Section 3.
Saxony.

Awards.— One Gold, one Silver, and two Bronze Medals.

St. Lucia. 
Servia.
Sierra Leone. 
Seychelles. 
Tobago. 
Tonga.
Virgin Isles.

Bosnia.
Denmark.
Ecuador.
Guatemala.
Hayti.

Abyssinia.
Antigua.
Bermuda.
British New Guinea. 
British Somaliland. 
Bulgaria.

Honduras.
Ionian Isles.
Leeward Isles and Cayman 

Islands.
Malta.

CLASS VI.
SECTION 1.

Monaco.
Montenegro.
Montserrat.
Nicaragua.
Paraguay.

Roumania (without Moldo- 
Wallachia).

Roumelia and South Bulgaria. 
San Salvador.
Swazieland and Stellaland.

Awards.— Two Silver and two Brpnze Medals.

Congo. '
Cook Islands.
Corea.
Crete.
Danish West Indies. 
Dominica.

SECTION 2.
Falkland Isles.
Gambia.
German Colonies. 
Gibraltar and Morocco 

Agencies.
Gold Coast.

Iceland. Prince Edward.
Jamaica. Island.
Liberia. Samoa.
Madagascar San Marino.

(British Consular Sarawak.
Mail). Zululand.

Awards.— Two Silver and two Bronze Medals.

CLASS VII.
To C o n sist o f  G en eral C o llectio n s in  P rin ted  A lb u m s. 

Section 1.— Without limit as to number.
„  2.— Containing from 5000 to 10,000 stamps.
„  3.—  „  not more than 5000 stamps.

Awards.— One Gold, two Silver, and two Bronze Medals in Section r. 
Two Silver and two Bronze Medals in Section 2.
One „  „ „  „  3.

See Note Class V III.

CLASS VIII.
T o co n sist o f  G en eral C o llectio n s in P la in  A lb um s.

Section 1.— Without limit as to number.
„  2.— Containing from 5000 to 10,000 stamps
„ 3.—  „  not more than 5000 stamps.

Awards.— Similar to those in Class VII.
N ote .— No Collection in Classes VII or V III will be considered to be a General Collection unless 

it consists of at least twenty-five Countries.
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CLASS IX.
FOR JUNIOR COLLECTORS ONLY.

To consist of General or Special Collections in any kind of Album.
' SECTION 1.

For Collectors aged from 16 to 21 years.
Division 1.— Collections containing over 5000 stamps.

„ 2.—  „  „  from 3000 to 5000 stamps.
» 3.—  „  „  not more than 3000 stamps.

Awards.— Two Silver and two Bronze Medals for Division 1.
)» tj ,) >* 2.

Two Bronze Medals „  „  3.

SECTION 2.
For Collectors under 16 years of age.

Division 1.— Collections containing over 2000 stamps.
„ 2.—  ~ „  „  under 2000 „

Awards.— One Silver and two Bronze Medals for Division 1.
Two Bronze Medals „  „  2.

CLASS X.
For Exhibits by Stamp Engravers and Manufacturers of Postage Stamps and

Telegraph Stamps.
Stamps shown in this Class must be limited to specimens of work done by the exhibitor’s own 

Firm or Company, and may comprise Stamps as issued, Proofs, or Essays, or all three.
Awards.— One Gold and one Silver Medal.

CLASS XL
Special Arrangements of Stamps, Proofs, Essays, Curiosities, and Objects of Interest 

in connexion with Philately and the Postal Service. •
v Awards.— Two Silver and two Bronze Medals.

No Special or Private Medals will be accepted by the Committee for this Exhibition, but a further 
limited number of Medals will be placed at the disposal of the Judges for award in any cases in which 
they may consider an exhibit specially deserving of recognition, and the Committee will also award 
Silver Medals for special services rendered to the Exhibition.

No exhibitor can take more than one prize in each Class, nor more than three in Classes II to VI 
inclusive, and no exhibit may be entered for more than one Class or Section.

The Committee much regret that owing to the limited space available, they have been unable to 
provide for the Exhibition of Envelopes, Post Cards, Albums, and Philatelic Literature.

PO SIT IO N  O F  T H E  R O Y A L  H O R T IC U L T U R A L  H A 1.L.
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(ArxJIn axiA
By CH ARLES J .  PHILLIPS.

*

A  Big I h ave much pleasure in announcing
Collection t*lat r̂m âs recent*y purchased the 

remarkable collection of the stamps of 
the United States of America, formed by Mr. John N. 
Luff during the past eighteen years. This collection 
is well known in America, but a short description of 
it may be of interest to some of my readers.

Throughout the collection special attention has been 
paid to varieties of colour and shade ; of some stamps 
there are twelve to twenty copies, and of many rare 
stamps Mr. Luff took a block of four as well.

Of the large 5 c. of New York, 1845, there is a fine 
page of unused and used, and some rare varieties in 
double impressions, etc. ~

Government issue of 1847, a very fine lot, all shades 
in singles and blocks.

In the 1857 issue Mr. Luff had superb specimens 
of the rare imperforate 24 c., 30 c., and 90 c.

In this issue two grand pages of varieties of the 
5 c., in all types and shades, are specially worthy of 
note.

Of the “ Premieres Gravures,” August, 1861, a nice 
page and some in blocks of four, but the set is not 
complete.

The grilled  stamps are exceptionally fine, many in 
blocks of four.

The 1869 issue is a very strong portion of the collec
tion, including singles in six to twelve copies of each, 
blocks of four of most values, and a block of the 30 c. 
in a wonderful colour. The rare set of the stamps 
without grille and with brown gum is complete, and 
there are beautiful used copies of the 15, 24, and 30 
cents with centres inverted.

The 1870 issue with grille is very strong, including 
three used 12 c. and two used 24 c.

In 1873 issue sets of used and unused on the ribbed 
and double papers.

1875 special printings: a good lot, some in blocks 
of four.

The Departmental stamps are very strong, several 
sets of each department being completed as far as 
possible in varying shades ; also sets of nearly every
thing with “  Specimen ” and about a dozen showing 
the rare error “ sepcim en .”

Two fine copies of each of the rare State Depart
ment $2, $5, $10, and $20.

The Carrier stamps are a grand lot, plated as far 
as possible and including all varieties of shade, stamps 
on letters, etc. The Baltimore, New York, and Phila
delphia are exceptionally strong.

The large Periodical stamps complete, including a 
mint set in pairs, and all the rare special printings.

This celebrated collection of United States stamps 
is undoubtedly the finest ever broken up in this 
country, and collectors now have an opportunity of 
filling up gaps in their collection that might otherwise 
be vacant for years.

*  *

These stamps being naturally in great demand in 
America, the collection (which prices to between 
£5000 and £6000) has been sent to our New York 
office, and American collectors can inspect it by 
appointment.

If clients in Europe will kindly send us “ want lists ” 
we shall be happy to quote prices and to submit copies 

1 on approval about three weeks after receipt of orders. 
* ** '

A fr ic a _ * h ave  much pleasure in announcing
P a rt I I L "  t*lat Philatelic Society, London, has 

entered into an arrangement with my 
- firm by which we agree to publish for the Society 

a certain number of Handbooks that have been in 
preparation for a considerable time. 1

The books will be issued as nearly as possible to 
match in size and appearance the other publications 
of the Society.

The first book that we shall publish under this 
arrangement will be the long-expected volume 
entitled—

“ A F R IC A — Pa r t  III.”

This is now ready for the press, and will, I trust, be 
published by the end of the year.

The Colonies and Protectorates included in this 
book will be—

Oil Rivers and Niger Coast Protectorate.
fllew Republic.
Northern Nigeria.
Orange Free State.
Orange River Colony.
St. Helena.
Seychelles.
Sierra Leone.
Southern Nigeria.
Stellaland.
Swazieland.
South African Republic.
Transvaal.
Uganda Protectorate.
Zanzibar.
Zululand.

As may be seen from this list, the work will be one of 
the most important that the Society has issued.

Special pains are being taken with the illustrations, 
which are of great importance, and form one of the 
chief essentials of books of this class.

I have made trial of a great many different processes, 
and with the assent of the Publishing Committee of 
the Society it has been decided to discard all mesh- 
work and autotypes for the entire plates and adopt 
the far finer process of photo-engraving, by which the 
most minute varieties can be exactly reproduced.

In the case of some of the surcharged stamps, such 
as Orange Free State, £d. on 3d., we have succeeded, 
by the use of coloured screens, in eliminating the
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whole of the design of the stamp, and have brought 
out the surcharge so dearly that there will be no 
difficulty in plating the smallest Varieties.

The process of producing plates by means of pkoto- 
1 ngrLiving Is Very expensive, as all the printing is done 
slowly, by special workmen, on hand-presses, and the 
cost of these plates will be nearly four times as much 
as that of those produced by autotyping, but I am sure 
that collectors will appreciate the result of the extra 
outlay when they see the new illustrations.

The work is being edited by Mr. E. D. bacon, and 
collaborating with him are Messrs. W. D. Beckton, 
C. J. Daun, T. W. Hall, A. de Reuterskiold, and R. B. 
Yardley.

The full-sized plates will be nearly thirty in number, 
and some hundred illustrations will be dispersed 
throughout the text.

Every member of the Philatelic Society, London, 
will be entitled to a copy of this book without any 
charge, and these copies will be posted immediately 
on publication. 1

The entire edition of the work will consist of 750 
copies; of these about 300 will be wanted for members 
of the Society and for other purposes, so that only 
about 450 will remain for sale.

Prepaid orders can be booked in advance at the 
net price of £ 1. 12s. 6d. per copy, post-free. On 
publication the retail price of the book will be ad
vanced to £2, post-free.

It will be advisable to order early, as similar publica
tions by the Society have soon been at a premium.
I might mention that IVcsi Indies has sold for £4 and 
North American Colonies at £$ 5s., and no copies of 
either are now on sale anywhere.

Glendining T he first auction of the season 1903-6 
and Co/s was held at Messrs. Gtendining and 
Auction. Co.’s Galleries, 7, Argyll Street, Regent 

Street, London, W., on September 18th, 
19th, and 20th. The bulk of the stamps sold con
sisted of the collection of Mr. C. A. Smith-Ryland, a 
well-known amateur of the Midland Counties. Prices
were considered to rule very good, considering the 
condition of the stamps, and the following are some 
of the chief items :—

France .

»> •

Great Britain
vv >1

Saxony .

Spain .

Switzerland

Tut cany

G ey Ion

1849, 1 franc, orange-brown, 
unused, no gum . .

1872, 10 and 15 c., bistre 
on rose, an unsevered pair 13 

id., “  V.R.*' . .
Board of Education, King’s 

Head, 5d. . . .
1851, error of paper, $ neugr., 

pale blue, unused . .
1865, 12 c., imperf.* frame 

inverted, used, slightly 
thinned . .

Zurich, 4 r., horizontal lines, 
used . .

Geneva, 5 + 5 c > yellow 
green, used . .

Geneva (Vaud), 4 c., black 
and red, used .

3 lire, unused, but rather 
short and not very fine 

3 lire, used, torn, cut short . 
6d., bistre - brown, water 

mark Star, rough perf., 
unused . .

are some

£ X. d.

10 0 0

■ >3 10 0
7 0 0

4 5 0

5® 0 0

r
4 10 0

»
9 10 0

. 18 0 0

14 10 0

• 5 " 0 0
. 22 0 0

1
. 8 10 0

Labuan . . 1879, 2 c.j blue-greetij un
used . . «

. 1879, 12 c** unused, no gum
B.C.A. . . 1895, no watermark, £io, 

vermilion, mint . .
u • ♦ Ĵ 95v ^25, brown, water • 

mark Crown CC . .
VV • . id., red and blue, cheque 

stamp with centre Inverted, 
unused, no gum . .

Cafe of Good Hope

VV IV •

' .. ' „  -

Seychelles . .

Uganda . .

Confederate States

I V VV

VV VV

Hayti .

Newfoundland 
Nova Scotia 
St. Vincent 
Turks Islands 
United States

New South Wales 

Queensland .

South Australia .

1861* woodblock, id., blue* 
error, used, cut into on left

4d., pale blue, retouched in 
one corner . . .

4d., deep blue, unused, but 
rather stained and dirty on 
face . . .

190I, 3 c. on 16 c., block 
of four stamps, two with
out surcharge . .

1896, vertical strip, contain
ing all values, 5 to too 
cowries, unused . .

Baton Rouge, 5 c., used on 
letter . . .

Lynchburg, 5 c., used on 
letter . . .

Nashville, 5 C., brown, used
on portion of original .

Petersburg, 5 c., on original.
50 c., purple, tltt'blche pair, 

unused . . .
2d., scarlet-vermilion, used .
is., violet, used . .
1880, 5s., rose-red . .
2jd. on is., lilac . .
1851, 5c., lake-brown, fine,

unused . . .
1869, 15 c., with inverted 

centre, used, but badly 
centred, design being cut 
into on left . . .

Periodicals, 1875, complete 
set . . .

1854, 5d., green, large square, 
imperf., unused . .

1862, no watermark, id.,
Indian red, unused . .

1862, 2d., pale blue, unused
9d. on iod., black surcharge 

inverted, used and badly 
centred, slightly damaged

£ j. 
3 7
5 10

16 0

37 o

47  o

38 o 

IS o

23 o

5 5

28 o 

7 °

6 o

2 17
1 18

3 10 
6 o

u  15 
9 10
5 15

6 10

12 10 

16 10

8 2

7 o 
4 15

9 o

d.
6
o

0

o

0

o

o

o

o

0

o

o

6
o

o
o
o
o
o

o

o

o

6

o
o

o

The total amount realized was just on /2000, and 
this was one of the largest and most valuable collec
tions that have been sold by auction for some con
siderable time.

Amalgamation 1 h ave much pleasure in announc- 
of Fred Hagen >ng that our so'e agents for Aus- 
and J. H. Smyth tra,ia’ Messrs- J- H- Smy<h and Co->
and Co have amalgamated with Mr. Fred

* Hagen, and the.new firm will be
known as Fred Hagen, Ltd., Mr. Hagen being 
Managing Director, and Mr. James H. Smyth Secre
tary.

The firm of F. Hagen was established about 1879 
by Mr. Edward Buckley, brother of the well-known 
collector, the late Mr. Henry Buckley, of Birmingham. 
The style of the firm was shortly afterwards altered to 
Buckley, Blunsum, and Co. Later on, when Mr. 
Vindin entered the business, the name was altered to 
D. A. Vindin and Co. In 1891 Mr. Hagen— who had 
been a collector for some years—joined the firm as a 
sleeping partner. A  year or two later certain events 
led to Mr. Hagen taking over the business almost
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against his wishes, and since about 1892 the firm has 
been known throughout the world as Fred Hagen.

One result of the amalgamation will be that one of 
the two Sydney papers, The Australian Journal of 
Philately, will cease to exist from the completion 
of Volume V, and Mr. J. H. Smyth will become editor 
of The Australian Philatelist, which will probably be 
considerably enlarged.

Our sole agency for Australia, for the sale of our 
publications, has been transferred to Messrs. Fred 
Hagen, Ltd., from whom our Australian friends can 
buy any of our publications at the same prices as 
those previously charged by J. H. Smyth and Co.

The new firm has secured very fine premises right 
in the heart of the city, and about 100 yards from the 
old offices of Messrs. J. H. Smyth and Co. The 
ground floor is about 16 feet wide by 100 feet long, 
and there are various rooms upstairs, together with a 
dome light for the back portion of the shop.

My readers will be glad to learn that Mr. Fred 
Hagen contemplates a European trip, and we shall 
look forward with pleasure to meeting him on his 
first visit to this country.

N e w  T he  following stock books have been
Stock Books, rearranged since the last list published 

in the M. J.
The new stock books have been priced and re

arranged in accordance with our 1905-6 Catalogue, 
and the prices are those that have been adopted in 
that Catalogue.

Any of these— or of our other stock books (about 
280 in number)— can be sent on approval for five days 
to collectors known to us, or after the usual references.

To clients who purchase from any one volume for 
five pounds or upwards at one time a discount of 10 
per cent, is allowed. Special terms will be made to 
those desirous of making really important purchases.

Victoria, 2 Vols.
Buenos Ayres, Corrientes 
Argentine Republic 
South Australia, 3 vols. 
Brazil .

-China .
Denmark .

VA LU E.

^ 3 2 5  
27 9 
257 

2695 
4 9 1 
233 
160 

I

'*SSS*‘

CJVie )̂\atn3p8 of some of \Vie ^N(a\We ^)\a\es of Sxv&ia.
By T H E  ED IT O R .

{Continued from page 261, vol. xv.)

*  *

LAS BELA.
HIS State appears to be known to European 
geographers as Lus, no doubt equally cor
rectly spelt “ Las.”

It occupies the south-east corner of Balu
chistan, and its capital city is Bela, or 

Beila, about 26° N. lat. and 66° 30' E. long. The 
ruler is entitled “  Jam.”

The following account of the postal arrangements 
in the State, obtained direct from the Wazir, was pub
lished in The Philatelic Journal o f India for January, 
1904 :—

“ There are no separate post offices in Las Bela 
State doing purely postal business like those in British 
territory, but every principal Thana (police station) in 
this State is treated as a post office, too, and the work 
of despatching, receiving and delivering of postal 
articles is done by the Thana Munshis. There are 
ten principal Thanas (excluding the Wakalat office at 
Karachi) in the State and three in the Levy tracts, 
which also perform the postal work connected with 
their respective jurisdictions, both in towns and vil
lages.

“ The general arrangement for despatching and 
receiving the mails from and to British India, as well 
as the local Thanas, is this, that the mail leaves Bela 
for Karachi every day at noon, and reaches there 
in 42 to 45 hours, taking and delivering postal 
articles at the intermediate Thanas, where the mail 
from the neighbouring villages and posts is collected 
and distributed. The articles, viz. letters, parcels, 
money orders, etc., meant for British India and 
Baluchistan, are made over to the Karachi Post Office 
by our Karachi Agency, otherwise called Wakalat 
office. Similarly, postal articles received from British

♦  *

India for the persons residing in the Las Bela State 
are taken delivery of by the Karachi Agency and 
despatched to Las Bela by our local dak, which leaves 
Karachi daily at noon and reaches the headquarters 
of the Sta’te in the same time as mentioned above, 
delivering and collecting the dak at the immediate 
Thanas. This arrangement has been working satis
factorily so far as the official and private requirements 
of this State are concerned.

“ As regards the performance of the various kinds 
of postal business, the work of receipt, despatch and 
delivery of letters, parcels, registered articles and 
money-orders is done, as closely as possible, on the 
same lines as in the British Post Offices in India, and 
the local rates of postage are also in conformity with 
the British Indian postal rates.

“ There is no local value-payable system, nor has 
any necessity hitherto arisen to introduce the same, 
but with the British Indian Post Offices this business 
is transacted through the Karachi Agency.

“ No Postal Savings Banks are maintained in Las 
Bela, nor do the people of this country seem to have 
any inclination to take advantage of this system. 
The British subjects, however, serving in this State, 
who wish to deposit their money in British Post 
Offices, send the same to Karachi and get it deposited 
with the Karachi Post Office through the State 
Agency there.”

It may be added that the postal issues of the State 
have been of the most modest and businesslike 
description, there being only two values— half and one 
anna— and only one of these has appeared in more 
than one variety. It is a model State from a phila
telic point of view. ■

It was in August, 1896, that I first heard of the 
existence of Las Bela, when I was informed that
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prepayment of postage was indicated there (as it is 
still indicated elsewhere, in cases where stamps are 
not employed) by means of a handstamp impressed 
on the letters. The mark Was stated to bear no indi
cation of any value, but merely an inscription which 
was translated as Government o f Jam A lt Khan 
Sahib Bahadur, Ruler o f the Las Bela State. This 
plainly did not concern collectors of stamps. The 
same mark may possibly still be used as an oblitera
tion. .

In June, 1897, I received specimens of the £ anna 
adhesive, which was no doubt issued in the early part 
of that month. If  the date given, in the list quoted 
below, for the first printing of this stamp is correct, 
the beginning of June is as early a date as can 
possibly be assigned to this issue; and as I was able 
to chronicle the stamp in the Monthly Journal pub
lished on the 30th of that month, specimens must 
have been sent me very promptly. This first issue 
was on white .paper; in the following year coloured 
paper was adopted, and since that time various shades 
of blue, grey, etc., have been used for the same value, 
possibly without any intention of making a definite 
change, as one of the earlier papers has been reverted 
to in comparatively recent printings.

All the stamps have been, I believe, produced by 
Messrs. Thacker and Co., of Bombay. '

Issue o f  June, 1897.
Nearly square design, 264 x 25 mm., composed of 

inscriptions within labels of various shapes. Hindo- 
stani inscription in the centre, 
in a lozenge, enclosed in a square 
with value in the triangular 
spaces in the corners, in Hindo- 
stani above and in English,
“ H A L F  A N N A ,”  below; this is 
surrounded by a square frame, 
lettered “ LAS B E L A ” at top, 
and “ S T A T E ” at bottom, and with inscriptions in 
Hindostani at each side.

This is not a type-set device, though it looks rather 
like i t ; I have an impression on card front the original 
die, which is evidently engraved in taille-douce, on 
copper or steel. The stamps, however, are litho
graphed, from stones produced by transfers from this 
die, and may be found in sheets of various sizes. From 
a list of printings sent me a few years ago by a 
correspondent in India, I gather that the following 
quantities of this issue were printed :—

May 27th, 1897 
Aug. 29th ,, 
Nov. 15th ,,

150 sheets of 20. 
248 „  20.
75 .. 20.

The colour of the paper of the third printing was 
uncertain, but it was probably white.

On December 4th, 1899, there was said to have 
been a further printing of 34 sheets of 30 stamps on 
uhile paper; no doubt from the same stone as a 

printing on coloured paper which took place at the 
came date. I know of no means of distinguishing 
this later edition on white from the earlier, except 
when found in entire sheets. I have not seen a sheet 
of 30, so do not know whether there was any difference 
in the paper used, but I have a single copy from a 
corner of a sheet, the paper of which is rather thinner

and more shiny on the surface than that of my entire 
sheet.

This entire sheet I obtained in June, 1897 ; it is 
therefore one of the first printing. The stamps are in 
four horizontal rows of five. The paper has a dull 
surface, it is soft and very brittle, tearing with un
necessary ease along the perforations.

These stamps are generally described as “  pin-perf.”, 
but I do not think that this is really the case. The 
perforation is very badly done, the disks of paper are 
very seldom cut out. clean, but I believe it is done 
with blunt punches, not with sharp points. Probably 
the pins of the machine are worn and have become, in 
many cases, much smaller than the holes in the bed
plate ; they would thus be unable to do their work 
cleanly, and this would account for pinholes and 
punched holes occurring in the same row. The gauge 
is 12 to 12J.

My early sheet is not perforated along the margins, 
but this does not appear to be characteristic of any 
particular printing. The rule seems to have been 
that if the sheet had good margins they were perfor
ated off, but if the margins were small they were let 
alone ; probably there are exceptions to this.

4 a., black on •white.

*  *  *

Issue o f A p ril (?), 1898.
No alteration was made in the design, but a pale, 

greyish blue, granite paper was substituted for the 
white. It is not easy to see that this is a granite 
paper, but if it is examined with a good glass, frag
ments of coloured thread (green, red, and blue) can be 
distinguished ; at first sight it appears to be a plain 
paper. I give the date of this as April, 1898, on the 
assumption that the printing of November, 1897, was 
on while, which almost certainly was the case.

The list of printings on the second paper was given 
to me as follows :—

April 6th, 1898 . . . too sheets of 20.
May 16th 
Nov. 8th ,, 
April 2nd, 1899 
July 30th „

500
167
400
417

20.
30.
25
24-

I first saw these stamps in January, 1899, when I 
was shown a sheet of 20, in 5 horizontal rows of 4 ; 
this may have belonged to either of the first two 
printings, and I have no evidence to show whether a 
printing on this paper was made from a stone arranged 
in the same manner as that which produced my sheet 
on white (in 4 horizontal rows of 5), or whether any 
of the stamps on white were in sheets of 5 rows of 4. 
I have not seen sheets either of 30 or of 24 stamps, so 
do not know how they were arranged, but I saw a sheet 
of 25 (5 rows of 5) in May, 1899.

The perforation remains the same.
4 a., black on greyish blue, granite paper.

'  *  *  *

Issue o f December (l), 1899.
-  The next printing, according to the list previously 
referred to, took place on December 4th, 1899, and 
consisted of 134 sheets of 30 on greenish grey, granite 
paper, and 34 sheets of 30 on white. The latter I 
have already noted; of the former I saw used copies 
in the early part of 1900, and supposed them to be
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discoloured or faded specimens of the greyish blue, 
but in July, 1900, 1 received an unused copy, which 
was evidently on a different paper. I have hot seen 
a sheet of 30, or indeed sheets of any of the early 
printings on this paper, which was probably used 
again for supplies o f :—

5344 i  a. stamps, June 19th, 1900.
3160 Ja. ,, Aug. 6th ,,

The first of these two lots was presumably in sheets 
of 16, and of these I have no account; my corre
spondent told me that he obtained a sheet of 20 ($ 
horizontal rows of 4) on the greenish grey, granite 
paper, in February, igot, which must have belonged 
to the printing of the previous August.

4 a,, black on greenish grey, granite paper.
it **

Issue o f  1901.
According to the same correspondent there were 

three printings in tgol,but in the case of both of these 
and of the supplies of 1900 he had no information as 
to the paper or the size of the sheets. The numbers 
and nature of the stamps were as follows :—

9808 1 a. stamps, April nth, 1901.
6128 J a. „  July I Ith ,,

10,060 $ a. ,, Dec. 14th ,,
These are the last printings of which I have any 

details at all.
The 1 anna stamp was first chronicled in August, 

1901 ; no doubt it had been issued a  few months 
earlier. The design is a rather 
more pretentious one, consist
ing of a plain circular band, 
inscribed with the name above 
and the Value in words below, 
crossed by a plain horizontal 
label, bearing an inscription in 
Hindostani ; the semicircular 
spaces above and below the 

label also contain native characters on a ground of 
lines; the circle is enclosed in a frame about 26 mm. 
square, with ornaments in the spandrels.

This is also lithographed in black on coloured 
paper, in sheets of 16 (4 rows of 4), and perforated 
in the same manner as the i  a.

The £ a. stamps of July, 190!, must also have been 
in sheets of sixteen, from the numbers quoted, and. 
part at all events of that printing was on a light grey, 
granite paper, without the greenish tinge ; my corre
spondent obtained a sheet of this description in 
September, 1901, which must have been from this first 
printing on that paper. He sent me a single speci
men, which 1 received in January, 1902, and which I 
think may safely be assigned to the printing of July, 
and not to that of December ; it happens that this 
specimen can easily be identified as being of the same 
printing as a sheet which 1 obtained at the same time, 
in which No. 10 has a defect in the upper part of the 
transfer, making the name read “  Bfla ,” instead of 
“ b e l a ” ; the inner frame line below the defective 
letter is also broken. Impressions from the same 
stone were also taken upon the greenish grey, granite 
paper, as 1 have a block of four on this paper, Nos. 9, 
to, 13, 14 on the sheet, No. 10 of which shows the 
defective transfer or error. There was at least one 
other printing on the light grey, probably later, as I 
obtained a sheet in June, 1902, arranged as described

above, but without the error and plainly not from the 
same stone.

J a., black on light grey, granite. 
la .  ,, orange.

Errors, lettered “ BEI.A ” for “  BELA."
4 a., black on greenish grey, granite.* 
ia .  „  light grey „

* **
Issue o f  1902.

If the numbers given for the printing of December, 
1901, are quite correct, the stamps should have been 
in sheets of twenty; but 1 have neither seen nor heard 
of sheets of that size, since the printing of August, 
1900, and I think it probable that the number should 
be 10,000, instead of 10,060. My friend received 
sheets early in April, 1902, which he believed to be 
from the printing of the previous December, and he 
sent one of them to me in the following month. It is 
on a pale, bluish green paper, which is perhaps also 
granite, strictly speaking, but the coloured threads in 
it are very inconspicuous, even more so than in the 
earlier, greyish blue, paper ; I can only find them with 
a strong glass, and therefore omit the word granite 
from the description. The sheets contain sixteen 
stamps, arranged as before, and the impression is 
from another new stone. Same perforation. 1

4 a., black on pale bluish green.

At about the same time I obtained the sheet on 
I'ghl S rey. granite paper, to which I referred above ; 
it is not from the same stone as the sheet on green, 
and therefore belongs to a printing done in the early 
part of 1902. *  *

In all the foregoing issues, the 4 a. stamps are from 
3 to 5 mm. apart, horizontally, on the sheets, and 
about the same vertically, the total size of the stamps 
between the lines of perforations being about 30 mm. 
square, or less. In the following the stamps are con
siderably wider apart.

Issue <7/1904 ?
I saw nothing new in 1903, but in June or July, 

1904, some sheets of 4 a. stamps were sold in one of 
the auctions in London, and these were both on a 
new variety of paper and in a new form. The paper 
is light blue, and the sheets contain 18 stamps, in 6 
horizontal rows of 3. I have one of the sheets that 
were then sold, and I have since seen others that were 
obtained by Messrs. Whitfield King and Co., and by 
the publishers of this magazine, and I have found im
pressions from three different stones, upon this paper 
and arranged in the same manner ; and in each case 
I have found corresponding impressions upon the 
greenish grey, granite paper, showing that the two 
varieties of paper were employed together in at least 
three distinct printings.

In all of these the stamps are 7 to 9 mm. apart, and 
their size between the lines of perforations is 33 to 
35 mm. square. The different stones can only be 
distinguished by small flaws in some of the transfers 
and by the irregular placing of some of them on the 
stone ; I can find only one marked variety, if such it 
can be called, in which the “ e ” of “ b e l a " has a 
very long top stroke. This occurs on the middle 
stamp of the second row in one of the printings.

Same perforation.
Stamps wide apart on the sheet.

4 a., black on greenish grey granite.
4 a. ,, light blue.

Variety, with long top stroke to “  E ” o f  “ BELA.”
4 a., black on greenish grey granite.
4 a. ,, tight blue. ■

* Normal impressions on this paper Cannot be dis
tinguished from those of the previous issue, except in sheets.

( To be continued.)
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Honorary L ib ra ria n :
J. C . S id e b o t h a m , 28, Great Ormond Street, W .C . 

Honorary A u d ito rs: G e o r g e  G a f f e , A . G. W a n e . 

Honorary Secretary and Treasurer:
. H . A . S l a d e , Nine Fields, St. Albans.

. Headquarters / o r  Monthly M eetings:
4, Southampton Row, London, W .C.

Annual Subscription, 5 s.
Entrance Fee, 5 s. L ife  Membership, £ 2  2 s.

MEETINGS DURING I9 O 4 -5 . 1

During the session 1904-5 the following meetings were 
held: Eight General Meetings, nine Committee Meetings, 
one Annual Dinner, one Audit Meeting.

Average attendance at General Meetings, thirty-three; 
at Committee Meetings, five.

PR O G R A M M E  F O R  2905-6.
*305. . . .

Oct. 17. Display with Notes— The Unpaid Letter, Newspaper, and 
F .M . Stamps of France. F r a n z  R e ic h e n iie im .

Nov. 21. Display with N otes— West Australia.
L . L. R . I I a u s b u r g .

Dec. 18. Display w ith  Notes— Liberia. H . I .. H a y m a n .
1906.

Jan. 16. D isplay with Notes— Ceylon.
B a r o n  A n t h o n y  u e  W o r m s . 

,, 16. Display with Notes— Rarities o f Mexico.
R u d o l p h  F k e n t z e l .

Feb. 20. Display with Notes— Straits Settlements. A . B a g s h a w e . 
Mar. 29. Display with Notes— Tasmania. R . B . Y a r d l e y .
April 17. Display with Notes— U ruguay (Second Part).

T it o s . W m . H a l l .
„  27. D isplay— Colonials. R o b t . R e i d .

M ay ? Annual Dinner.
,, 15. Annual Meeting.

Promises for Papers and Displays are regarded as con
ditional. Other meetings may be called at the discretion 
of the Committee.

Junior Philatelic Society.
P R O G R A M M E  O F  M E E T IN G S, 19056.

(Subject to Revision.)

Meeting Place.
Exeter Hall, Strand, W.C.

Time of Meetings.
The business of the meetings is taken at 8 p.m., but the 

hall is open from two to two and a half hours earlier, accord
ing to the time table, to enable members to meet and 
exchange stamps, and for auction sales of members’ dupli
cates.

Tea.
The Officials of the Society on meeting nights meet at tea in 

the refreshment room at Exeter Hall, and tables are reserved 
for them, and fdr any members who care to join them. 
Time, 5 o’clock on Auction nights; 5.30 on Bourse nights.

Bourse.
No charge or commission of any kind is made on 

exchanges effected among the members at the meetings. 
But the Committee earnestly hope that exchanging will be 
confined to the hours before or after the actual business, in 
courtesy to the philatelist who is lecturing or displaying his 
collection.

1905. Saturday, Oct. Jth,
6. o. Bourse.
8. o. Presidential Address.
8.20. Paper and Display. British Somaliland.

B. W. H. Poole, Vice-President.
9. o. Paper. “ The Gentle Art of Stamp Collecting.”

C. B. Purdom.

Oct. 21 st {Nelson Centenary).
6. o. Bourse.
8. o. Paper. “  Posts in Nelson’s Time.”

Fred J. Melville.
8.20. Paper. “ The Electric and International — A

Talk about British Telegraphic Companies and 
Stamps.” R. JIalliday.

8.40. Display. African Colonies I. Cape Colony.
9.20. Debate. “ Should great commemorations be sig

nalized by the issue of Special Stamps ? ”

Nov. 4tit (Competitive).
5.30. Auction Sale.
8. 0. Display. Great Britain. J. S. Higgins, jun. 
T w o Diplomas will be awarded for the best collection of 

Great Britain submitted to the Examining Committee by 
members (a) 21 years of age, {b) under 21.

Nov. iSth.
6. o. Bourse.
8. o. Paper and Display. Colombia, Republic and 

States. A. II. L. Giles, r. n .
8. o. Display. African Colonies II. Gambia and 

Gold Coast.

Dec. 2nd.
5.30. Auction Sale.
8. o. Paper and Display. Sarawak. B. W. H. Poole.
9. o. Display. King’s Head and Recent Colonials.

J. E. Heginbottom, B.A.

Dec. 16M.
6. o. Bourse.
8. o. Paper, “  Hayti for Beginners,” Fred J. Melville.
8.30. Humorous Paper, “ On Nothing in Particular,

Especially Stamps,”  W. E. Imeson.
9. o. Display. African Colonies III. Transvaal from

1878, Natal from 1859, and Orange River 
Colony.

LITERATURE NIGHT.
1906. Saturday, Jan. 6th (Competitive).

T w o Diplomas will be awarded, one for the best exhibit 
of philatelic literature or library accessories, and one for the 
best short paper {not to exceed ten minutes in the reading), to 
be read by a member to the meeting. Notice of such papers 
must be given to the Hon. Secretary by January jst. A 

further diploma will be awarded to the publisher exhibiting 
the best handbook, special or general, calculated to be of ad
vantage to junior philatelists. The special programme will 
include:

5.30. Auction of Philatelic Literature.
8. o. Paper, “ Early Stamp Catalogues,” R. Halliday.

Saturday, Jan. 20th.
6. o. Bourse.
8. o. Paper, “ Gibraltar and the Morocco Agencies,” 

H. W. Westcott. Display. Gibraltar. G. F. H. 
Gibson, Hon. Secretary of the Manchester 
Philatelic Society.

8.40. Display. \. African Colonies IV. St. Helena and
Sierra Leone.

9.15. Debate, “ Used and Unused.” Openers, C. J. 
Patman (Used); James Feeney (Unused).

Friday, Feb. 2nd.
Inauguration of the Manchester Branch of the Junior 

Philatelic Society, by the President, at the Athenaeum, 
Manchester. Collectors residing io or near Manchester can 
obtain particulars and tickets in due course fjrom Mr. J. J. 
Bernstein (local Hon. Secretary protem.)t 9, Albert Square, 
Manchester.
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6. o. Auction. Saturday, Feb. y i .
8. o. Display. Forgeries. A. B. Kay.
8.40. Display. African Colonies V. Lagos and 

Mauritius.
9.15. Paper and Display. Barbados. C. P. Rogers.

IHancbesier Philatelic Society.
E s t a b l i s h e d  1891.

S e s s i o n  1905-6. ;

Feb. 17 th.
Seventh Annual Conversazione in the Bijou Theatre, 

Archer Street, W,, when it is hoped to present a philatelic 
farce, entitled “  The Lady Faker,” for the first time. Full 
announcements will appear in due course.

5.30. Auction. Manh 3rd-
8. o. Display, The Fiscal Stamps of the United States

and Crete. W. Schwabacher, Chairman of the 
Fiscal Philatelic Society.

9. o. Paper. “  Philately in the Police Courts.”
C. B. Purdom.

Presiden t: W . D o r n in o  B e c k t o n . 

Vice-Presidents: J. H. A b b o t t , W . G r u n e w a l d . 

H on. Treasurer:
C . H . C o o t b , Holmefield, Sale.

Hon. L ib ra ria n :
G . L . C a m p b e l l , j u n .

• H on. Secretary:
G . F r e d  H. G ib s o n , Fairfield, Crumpsall, Manchester. 

A sst. H on. Sec. and Comptroller:
J. S. G e e .

Comm ittee:
R. F . C h a n c e , G. B. D u e k s t , W. W. M u n n .

March 10th.
2.3c. Third visit to the Tapling Collection of Stamps at

the British Museum.

6. o. Bourse. March ^ th'
8. o. Paper and Display. The College Stamps of Great

Britain. L. Savournin.
9. o. Display. African Colonies VI. N. and S. Nigeria,

Niger Coast, and Oil Rivers.

LADIES’ NIGHT.
April "]tk (Competitive). Ladies specially invited.

5.30. Auction.
8. o. Display. Cape of Good Hope, including the

triangular issues. Mrs. E. Field.
9. o. Paper. “  Philately in Fiction.” -T h e  President.
Two Diplomas will be given for the best small collection 

{general or special) submitted by lady members to the Examin
ing Committee (a) for ladies over 21, (£) under 21.

N.B.— Many ladies attend the meetings regularly, but it 
is hoped that on this occasion an unusually large number 
will be present.

6. o. Bourse. APril 2U/-
8. o. United States Competitive Display.
Tw o Diplomas will be given for the best collection of the 

United States issues submitted to the Examining Committee 
by members (a) over 21, (3) under 21.

9. o. Display. African Colonies. British Bechuana-
land, Somaliland, Central Africa, East Africa
and Uganda, and South Africa.

5.30. Auction. 5^*
8. o. Paper and Display. The Emperor’s Head Issues

of Brazil. Percy C. Bishop.
9. o. Paper and Display. Entires of Dutch Indies.

W. A. Bois.
5.30. Bourse. Ma> ^ th'
7.30. Annual General Meeting. _

June gth.
Annual Excursion or Garden Party.
Extra Meetings may be held from time to time as occasion 

arises, and due notice will lie given of same in the Press and 
at the preceding meetings. Suggestions for, and offers of 
interesting items should be addressed to the Hon. Secretary.

The interesting series of British African displays on the 
third Saturday of each month (except February, when the 
display will be given on the first Saturday) has been 
arranged by the kindness of Ernest Heginbottom, Esq., n.A., 
who has placed his vast collection at our disposal for study 
on these occasions. Young members, and old ones too, are 
particularly desired to bring their own collections of these 
colonies for comparison and reference.

This Programme in handy pocket form, with full parti
culars, 32 pp., may be had free from the Hon. Secretary, 
H. F. Johnson, 4, Portland Place North, Clapham Road,
S.W., to whom also all applications for membership should 
be addressed.

T he Meetings are held at the Grand Hotel, Manchester, every 
Friday evening, at 7 o'clock. *

___________  l

1 9 0 5 -

Sept. ag. 
Oct 6.

.. *3

,,

M *1.
N ov. 3.

,, 10.
» 17

>. 24.
Dec. 1.

„ 8 . 
„  15

1906. 
Jan. is . 

» *9*
„  36.

Feb. a. 
7 

,, 16.

.. 2 3 -
Mar. 3.

>. 9 
,, 16.

„  *3 -
». 3 °-

Aug. 6.

S Y L L A B U S .

Opening M eeting and Exhibition.
Elementary Discussion, “ A ntigua.”

Opened by J. H . T a y l o r . 
Display with Notes, “ T onga." J. H . A b b o t t .
Elementary Discussion, “  Barbados." '

Opened b y G. L . C a m p b e l l , ju n . 
Paper, “ C b ili from 1867." R . A l b r e c h t .
Elementary Discussion, “  Bahamas and Bermuda."

Opened b y J. H . A b b o t t . 
Display with Notes, “ U .S .A ."  W. W . M unn.
Elementary Discussion, “  Dominica and Jam aica."

Opened by J . S. G e e . 
Display with Notes, “  Orange Free State." W . D . B e c k t o n . 
Elementary Discussion, “ Grenada.”

Opened by R. F. C h a n c e . 
Paper, “  R ussia.” G. B. D u b r s t .
Elementary Discussion, “  Montserrat and S. Christopher.” 

Opened by J. H . A b b o t t .

Exhibition o f Errors (limited to twelve by each member). 
Elementary Discussion, “  N evis." Opened by C . H . C o o t b . 
Display with Notes, “  Wurtemberg." J. C. N o r t h .
Lecture by F. J. M e l v i l l e , Alhcnxum , 6.30 p.m 
(Wednesday) Dinner, 6.30 p.m.
Elementary Discussion, “  S. Lucia and Tobago."

Opened b y  F . J  B e a z l f .y . 
Paper, “  The Outsider’s View of Philately." J . H . A b b o t t . 
Elementary Discussion, “  S. Vincent.”

Opened by W . W . M u n n . 
Display with Notes, “  English Officials.” I. J. B e r n s t e i n . 
Elementary Discussion, “ Trinidad."

Opened by G. F. H. G ib s o n . 
Paper, “ Sicily ." W . D . B e c k t o n .
Elementary Discussion, “  Turks Islands and Virgin Islands.” 

Opened by W. W . M u n n . 
Display with Notes, "  H olland.” R. F. C h a n c e .

Members are particularly requested to bring to the meetings their 
stamps of the countries under discussion.

T H E  L IB R A R Y .

The lx>oks belonging to the Society are kept in a bookcase 
at the Grand Hotel, and may lie borrowed on application 
to the Librarian.

All books must be in the Library during the Ordinary 
Meetings of the Society. Members may borrow one book 
at a time, with the privilege of renewal at the end of 
a fortnight, unless it is required by another member.

Hon. Librarian : .
G. L. C a m p b e l l , j u n . ,

37, Duke Street, Southport.

T H E  E X C H A N G E  CL U B

Is in active operation from October to June, inclusive, and 
is open to Members and Corresponding Members for 
the Session, the packets of sheets circulating monthly. 
Details and Rules may be had on application to 

The Comptroller,
J .  S. G e e ,

96, Mosley Street, Manchester.
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Durban and District Socirtp.
P atrons:

His E x c e l l e n c y  S ir H e n r y  M c C a l l u m , a . d . c ., k .c . m . c .,
S ir  B b n j a m in  G r e e n a c k b , k . c . b .
President: J . W a l l a c e  B r a d l e y .

Vice-President: C. E . M c L a r e n .
Comm ittee:

S. O w en  T h o r n h il l , A . L y d d o n  A u s t in , W . R . W o o d r o f f e , 
J ,,S c h u l t z , P. L . J a q u e s .
H on. Sec. and Treasurer:

S. G u t t b s e n ,  35, Castle Arcade, W est Street, Durban, N atal, S.A. 
M eetings: First and Third Tuesday in each month.

T he seventh general meeting of the Society was held at 
their rooms, Bristow’s Buildings, West Street, on Tuesday 
evening, August 1st (?). Mr. C. E. McLaren, the Vice
President, was in the chair, the President, Mr. J. Wallace 
Bradley, being unable to attend until later in the evening. 
A few amendments to the existing rules were made, princi
pally one which now invites visitors in town to attend the 
meetings. The minutes of the last meeting being read by 
the Secretary, Mr. McLaren intimated his intention of 
awarding a prize of 5s. for the best collection exhibited 
at an exhibition to be held during June, 1906. Other 
prizes will also be offered and competed for. An exhibition 
is to beheld during December next, when a splendid variety 
of collections, sheets of stamps, etc., will be shown for the 
first time in Durban. Last month’s packet of stamps in 
circulation amongst the members is valued at over £40. 
For the disposal of stamps only 15 per cent, is charged, this 
commission going to the Society’s benefit. .

The Chairman urged the members to use every effort to 
bring the philatelic circle in Durban closer together, and, 
with such distinguished personages as His Excellency the 
Governor and Sir Benjamin Greenacre as patrons, all those 
having stamps, whether beginners or collectors of years’ 
standing, should make a point of not only attending the 
Society’s meetings, but of becoming active members.

The Society will be very glad to receive copies of 
philatelic publications of any kind for its library.

orrcs^oxvdcxvce.
To the Editor 0/ the “  Monthly Journal."

' * R o t h s a y , S t . G eorg e ’s H il l ,
W e y b r id g b , #

15 September, 1905.
D ear  S ir ,—With a view to obtaining the best possible 

plates for the forthcoming publication of the Philatelic 
Society, London, on. the stamps of New South Wales, 
l should be much obliged if you would find space for the list 
of Sydney Views still wanted to complete the plates. Ex
cluding the retouches of the stamps of the lower line of 
Plates I and II of the 2d. ; the two Plates of the id., the 
five of the 2d., and the 3d., make up a total of 195 stamps. 
Of this number we have 125 unused, 58 fine used, and 12 
not at all in fine condition. In the accompanying list, the 
letters against the figures denote as follows :—

N = have not got at all. 
u = have got used only, 
x^have got unused, but not fine.

S y d n e y  V iew s , Numbers required.
id., Plate II. sx, 6u, 14U, i6u, 2ox, 2 ix, 23X, 25U.
2d., Plate I. lx, 4u, 7 u, 8u, 9U, 12N, 13U, 15U, 17U, 

>8x, 19U, 20u, 2 iu , 22u, 23U, 24X.
2d., Plate I., retouched. 13U, 14N, 15U, l6u, 17.x, l8u, 

>9U, 20U, 22U, 23U. '
2d., Plate II. lx, 3U, 4X, 8x, 9X, i o x , iix , I4u, 15U, 

i6u, I7u. i8u, 19U, 20u, 2iu.
2d., Plate 11, retouched. 1311, 14U, 15U, l6u, i8u, I9U, 

20u, 2tU, 22U, 23U, 24U.
2d., Plate III. lu, 3U, 4U, 5N, 6u, 7u, 8u, 9U, 10N, 13U, 

Mu, 15U, i6x, 17X, 18N, 2ou, 2iu, 24X.
2d., Plate III, first retouch. 2N, 3N, 4U, 7u, 8N, 9N, 

ION, !lu, I5U, l6u, I9 U , 20U , 2 1 N, 22U, 23U, 24U.

2d, Plate III, second retouch. lu, 4U, 7N, 8u, 9U, lou, 
14X, 15U, 17U, i8u, 19X, 2ox, 2iu, 23X.

yd. 3X, 4x, 5x, 6x, 7x, iou, i6x, 17U, 20x, 2ix, 22u, 
23X, 24X.

If possible, it is preferable to send the stamps themselves, 
but if this cannot be done, we should be glad to have good 
negatives, actual size.

All communications, stamps, and negatives should be 
sent to me, or to the Secretary of the Philatelic Society, 
London, 10, Gracechurch Street, E.C., London.

I will send you a list of the Laureated stamps required
later- Yours faithfully,

L. L. R. H au sb u r g ,
Hon. Sec. “  Australia ” Publishing Committee.

D e a r  S ir ,— It was with great interest that I read the 
letter of “  Philetaire” in your journal for May. A per
manent album as suggested by your correspondent would 
be of great use to collectors. An edition from 1840 to the 
end o f Queen Victoria’s reign would be most suitable to a 
number of collectors in India. If the catalogue be rigidly 
followed except as regards (1) franks (vide Falkland Islands, 
Nos. I and 2), (2) tete-beche pairs (vide Nepaul, 14 to 16), 
(3) unofficial perforations (vide France, 63 to 71), I am sure 
this will meet with the approval of a large body of collectors. 
If Messrs. Stanley Giblx>ns and Co. intend to publish an 
album on these lines, with supplements as suggested by 
“  Philetaire,” I shall be very glad to register my name for 
a copy. I remain,

Yours faithfully,
Y oung  Co lle c to r .

INTERNATIONAL PHILATELIC EXHIBITION,
LONDON, 1906.
V il l a  Ma r g a r e t h e ,

29, H o l l a n d  V illa s  R o ad , 
K en sin g to n , Lo n d o n , W .,

22 September, 1905.
D ear  S ir ,— May I be allowed to impress through the 

medium of your Journal upon the collectors, and all those 
who take an interest in the forthcoming Exhibition, the 
necessity of having sufficient funds at the disposal of the 
Committee to make the Exhibition a success?

The appeal of the Committee issued in May last has so far 
not met with so large a res|>onse as the Committee expected, 
and further donations and promises of guarantees are urgently 
needed to meet the daily increasing expenses which must be 
incurred.

I may mention that the Committee have decided to offer 
for each donation of £1. is., or each guarantee of £20, one 
ticket for the opening day and eight tickets available any 
other day, and for each guarantee of £\o the option of one 
ticket for the opening day or eight tickets available any other 
day.

The Committee take the liberty of sending you a quantity 
of Donation and Guarantee Forms, and ask you to be good 
enough to insert one in each copy of your Journal in which 
you may publish this letter.

Thanking you for the support you have given to the forth
coming Exhibition,

I am, yours faithfully,
F R A N Z  R E IC H E N H E IM ,

Hon. Treasurer to the Exhibition Committee.

\o  JS orres^ou& etA ^.
N O TE . — All correspondence relating to subscriptions, missing 

numbers, changes o f address, etc., should be addressed to 
Messrs. S T A N L E Y  G IBBO N S, L IM IT E D , and not to the 
Editor.

K. E. P.— The Bahamas is., imperforate, is supposed 
never to have been issued. The letters in the “  Zanzibar” 
surcharge are very often unevenly set; such varieties are 
innumerable.

A. C.—We will look into the question of the Norwegian 
varieties, and endeavour to give you an answer next month.
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$ g., green 
red

1 g ., blue
2 g., brown 
4 g ., claret 
8 g ., lilac

x6 g ., black

i g . ,  green 
i  g ., red
1 g ., blue
2 g ., brown 
4 g ., claret 
8 g., lilac

16 g., black

A B Y S S I N I A .
1501. Surcharged in  blue.

xgoa. Surcharged in blue

40
80

1.60
3.90

black.

Reduced prices1905. Provisionals 
20 on x g., blue (No. 61)

2 g., brown ( „  63;
4 g., claret ( „  65)
8 g., lilac ( „  67)
16 g., black ( .. 68)

A Z O R E S .
1904. Postage D ue Stamps.

5 reis, brown . ' . . . ____ ._
20 ,, violet . . . . .

B O L I V I A .
1901-4. Type aa and  Type 19 redrawn.

10 c.t blue (N o. 103) . . , .
x c., claret ( ,, to5) . . . .

B R A Z I L .
1899- 1904. Va > ious issues. New or revised prices.

Unused, Used.

s. d.
used 0 9

X 0
1 6n 3 0,, 2 6„ 3 0
4 6

used 0 9
,, 0 9,, x 0lt 6„ 2 0
„ 3 0

5 0

J 9
2 0
a 6
3 6
5 0

0 r
0 a

0 5
0 1

Cat.
No.

287. 2ooo r. on 1000 r., yellow
3t7* too r.f carniine . . . . —  . .  o
319. 100 r. ,, . . . . o 4 . .  o
320. 200 r., blue . . . . o 8 . .  o
32L 200 r. „  . . . . 2 6 . .  o

_ 1905. Type “  D .” Per/, n ,  ix j. W ith  wmk.
300 reis, blue . . . . ,  . . 0

B R I T I S H  C E N T R A L  A F R I C A .
1903-4. T ype 12.

£ j t grey and carmine . . . .  used xa 
£10, grey and blue . . . . 130

C U R A C A O .
1903-4. Type ii .

12} c., blue .
15 c., deep brown .
25 c., violet .
30 c., red-brown .
50 c., brown-carmine

1892-6. Postage D ue Stamps.
30 c., black and green (Type 1) . .
5oc. „ „ ( „ ) • .

D E N M A R K .
1905. H ead 0/ King.

25 Ore, brown . . . .
50 „  purple . . . .

100 ,, orange-buff . . . . . 1 8
D U T C H  I N D I E S .

1902. Type xi.
50 c., lake-brown . . . . .  used o 8 

F R E N C H  O F F I C E S  IN  C H IN A .
1905. Stamps 0/ Indo.China  (1904 type) surcharged,

3 c., claret on yellow . . . . . 0 1
x oc., rose . . . . . . 0 2
40 c., black . . . . . . 0 6

G R E A T  B R I T A I N .
1901. M ilitary Telegraphs. Stam ps o f  O .F .S . surcharged.

Unused. Used.

°  5 
o 10

Cat.
No.
M 52. 3d., blue .
M 53. 6d. ,, .
M 54. is., brown 
M 56. 3d., blue .
M 57. 6d. „  .
M 58. is., brown

2} a., ultramarine

xo gulden, orange .

G W A L I O R .
190s. K in g 's Head.

H O L L A N D . * 
, 9°5* T ype 13.

16 aur, sepia and carmine 
20 „  „  green
50 ,, ,1 mauve

I C E L A N D .
Service Stamps. Type 53.

25 c. on 20 c., orange

I T A L Y .
1905. Provisional.

J A M A I C A . f
1903-4, Type 14. Variety w ith error in motto under Arm s,

SHR . ET fo r  SBKV1BT. s. d.
id ., carmine, in a  corner block of eight stamps, with margin and

plate number . . . . , 2 9
M A R T I N I Q U E .

1899-1904. Provisionals,
10 c. on 30 c., cinnamon on drab (N>
10 c. on 5 fr., lilac on pale lilac (
10 c. on 30 c., cinnamon on drab (
10 c. on 40 c., red on yellow (
10 c. on 50 c., carmine on rose (
10 c. on 75 c., brown on orange (
10 c. on 1 fr., green on toned (
19 c. on s fr., lilac on pale lilac (

6s)
66)

68 )

69)70)
M O R O C C O  A G E N C I E S .

1905. K in g ’s  Head. M ultiple wmk.
50 c., violet . . . . .

N A B H A . *
1903. Service Stamps. K ing's Head.

£ a., pea-green (N o. 124) . . .
1 a., carmine ( ,, 125) . . .

N O R T H  B O R N E O .
1905. Provisionals. Surcharged with  T yp e 49.

4 c. on $2, 4 c. on $5, and 4 c. on $to, set o f 3 .
N O R T H E R N  N I G E R I A .

1905. K ing 's Head. M ultiple wmk. 
id ., lilac and carmine . . . .

P A R A G U A Y .
1904. Postage Due. Stamps.

2 c., 4 c., 10 c., and 20 c., set of 4. . . used o 8
P O R T U G A L ,

2904. Unpaid Letter  Stamps.
S r., brown .

10 r .. red-orange 
20 r., violet .
30 r., green .
50 r., carmine .

100 r., blue .

used

R i f e  Club Stamps.

Per/. 12.
used

0 6 . 0 9 291.
1 0 . 1 0 291a
2 0 . 2 0 297.

>5 0 302.
20 0 3 04 -
>5 0 . 10 0 306.

1900-4.
1900. Green and brown . .
1901. Orange and blue . .
1902. Buff and carmine . .
1903. Orange and green . .
1904. Carmine and drab . .

Q U E E N S L A N D .
’ 1887-9. Wmk. Crown and  Q. 

id ., vermilion-red , .
S A L V A D O R .

1905. Provisional. T yp e 82 surcharged.
1 c ., on 2 c., carmine . . . , . 1 0

S IA M .
1891-5. Provisionals. Wide space between fg u r e  and word.

1 alt. on 64 atts., purple and brown (No. 54) . . 0 6
2 atts. on 64 atts. ,, ,, 55) . . . 1 0

S 1R M O O R .
1900. Official Stamps. Waterlow surcharge.

3 pies, orange (No. 89a) . . . . . 1 0
S O M A L I L A N D  P R O T E C T O R A T E .

1905. King's Head. M ultiple wmk.
1 a., carmine and grey-black . . . • . 0 2

S O U T H  A U S T R A L I A .
Cat. >902-4- N n v  and Revised Prices. t

Unused. Used-No.

is ., dull brown 
is ,, chocolate 
9d., lake .
105., green .
8d., ultramarine 
Cancel used price. 
3d., olive-green 
4d., orange-red 

_  ̂ 6d , blue-green 
314. 9d.,lake .
318. 9d., brown-lake 
322. 5s., carmine
324. id., scarlet 
327. 2d., bright violet

3” -
3 »2.
3>3-

20 c., vermilion
1905.

S P A IN .
Express Delivery. New type.

30 c., chestnut-brown

S W I T Z E R L A N D .
1905. New wmk. Per/. j iJ x i i .

S T A N L E Y  G IBBO N S, L IM IT E D , STA M P IM PO R TER S, 391, ST R A N D , LO N D O N , W.C.
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STANLEY GIBBONS

PRICED CATALOGUE »i the
Postage Stamps of the World.

Vol. I. G reat B ritain  and Colonies.
Price, post-free, 2/9.

Vol. II. T he Rest of th e  W orld.
Price, post-free, 2/9.

STAMPS AND 
STAMP COLLECTING.

By Major E. B. EVANS.

The young collector is frequently perplexed by the 
meaning of the various terms used in stamp collect* 
ing, and the fullest explanations of these will be 
found in this book.

Price a/9 In Paper Cover, or 4/3 strongly bound 
In Cloth.

A COLOUR
DICTIONARY. b . w . w a r h u r s t .

Specially prepared for stamp collectors, and illus
trated in fifty-eight colours.

Price a/8 In Paper Cover, or 4/8 bound In Cloth. -

THE STAMP
COLLECTOR. By BACON and HARDY.

All about Collecting— its Origin and Development, 
History in Stamps, the Stamp Market, Famous Col
lections, List of Philatelic Societies, etc. etc. etc

247 Illustrations. 294 Pages.
Price 4/10, post-free.

Re p r in t s . b* e- bacon.

Will be found of the greatest use to collectors, and 
^plains how to detect reprints and official imitations 
from genuine stamps.

f'rice 4/3 in Paper Cover, or 3/9 bound In Cloth.

THE “ IDEAL” 
PERFORATION GAUGE.

Can be carried in the pocket, and stamps measured 
without removing them from the album.

Price 7d. post-free.

I GUMMED
STAMP MOUNTS.

The “  S.G.” Stamp Mounts, in tin boxes, per 1,000, 
7d. post-free.

Better quality, in three sizes, per 1,000,
1/- post-free.

TWEEZERS
For Handling and Sorting Stamps.

No. 1. Blunt ends, post-free, 3/7.
No. 3. Round ends, post-free, 3/1.
No. 3. Pointed ends (in use in our offices, 

and highly recommended), post-free, 2/1.

STANLEY GIBBONS
H A N D B O O K S . Paper

Cover.
Bound 

in Cloth.
1. d . * d .

P o r t u g u e s e  I n d i a  ... .. . 4 9 .. .  6 3
S o u t h  A u s t r a l ia  ... .. . 7 9 ... 9 9
S h a n g h a i  ...................... .. . 5 3 -  7 9
S a i n t  V in c e n t  ............ ... s 3 ... 7 9
B a r b a d o s  ...................... ... 7 9 .. .  10 9
R e p r in t s  ...................... .. . 4 3 ... 5 9
G r e n a d a  ...................... ... 7 9 ... 9 9
S i c i l y  ............................... . . .  21 5, -  3° 5

“ MY DUPLICATES.”
A small but handy pocket-book, with slips 

to contain duplicates or new purchases. Very 
useful. •

Post-free, 1/1.

~ "A larger Pocket Collecting-Book,
with large pocket at back and patent fastening 
on flap.

Post-free, a/7.

STANLEY GIBBONS, Limited, 39t, STRAND, LONDON, W.C.
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STANDARD ALBUMS
For Stamp Collectors.

IMPROVED 
STAMP ALBUMS.

s. d.
No. 0  . . . post-free 1 3
„ 2 . . . „ 3 11
„ 3 . . . „ 5 6
„ 4 . . . „ 8 0

STRAND STAMP ALBUMS.
No. 14 . . . post-free 2 11

CENTURY ALBUM.
No. 21 . . . post-free 13 4 

„ 22 . . . „ 26 0

BRITISH AFRICA.
No. 25 . . . post-free 10 7

„ 2 6 ...........................  21 8

THE IMPERIAL ALBUMS.
Great Britain and Colonies.

No. 5 . . . post-free 10
„ 7 . . „ 15
„ 8 . . • „ 26
„ 9 • • - „ 51

Europe and her Colonies.
No. 65 . . . post-free 12

„ 67 . . . „ 18
„ 68 . . • >, 28

69 . . • „ 51

Foreign Countries.
No. 95 . . . post-free . 10

,, 97 . . • „ 15
,, 98 . . ' • „ 23
„ 99 - - - „ 45

“ LOCAL”
POSTAGE STAMP ALBUM.

J. d.
No. 75 . . . post-free 11 1
„ 78 . . . „ 23 2

ENVELOPES, Etc., ALBUM.
No. 85 . . . post-free 11 1

„ 88 . . . „ 23 3

BLANK ALBUM.
No. 31 . . . post-free 8 0

„ 32 . . . „ 11 3

THE KING’S OWN.
K. O. 1 . . . post-free 8 0
K. O. 2 . . . „ 21 8

BLANK ALBUMS,
W ith Movable Leaves, for Advanced Collectors.

ORIEL ALBUM.
Post-free . . 30 7 1

PHILATELIC.
A . . . . post-free 31 0 ,
B . . . . 51 0 1
C . . . . 101 0
D . . . . 51 0
E . . . .

\ ' *
25 9 1

The “ G. H.-S.” i
Post-free . . 41 0

VW  Full details and illustrations o f the above 
Albums will be found In our new 60-page Pro 
spectus o f Publications, which will be sent post
free on demand to any address.

STANLEY GIBBONS, Limited, 391, STRAND, LONDON, W<
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Ttie monthly 3ouitnal.
T H E  SUBSCRIPTION "

To this Journal is 2 /- perjannum, post-free.
T he Journal is published on the last day of every month, and the volume 
commences with July. AH Subscriptions begin with the first number 
o f the current volume, and if  same is received after July back numbers 
will be sent in order that each volume may be complete.

L’ABONNEM ENT
A. ce Journal est = fcs. 2 . 5 0  cts. par an, franco.

" T h e  Monthly Journal" paralt toujour* h la fin du mois et le volume 
commence par le numiro de Juillet. Chaque abonnement doit corn- 
men cer par le premier numero du volume courant, et s’il est retju a pres 
le mois de Juillet, les numlros qui auront ddjh paru, seront envoyds, 
pour que chaque volume soit complet.

DAS ABO NNEM ENT
Auf dieses Journal Kostet M 2 .—per Jahr, franco.

Das Journal encheint am letzten Tage eines jeden Monats, und beginnt 
eio neuer Band stets mit der Juli-Nummer. Alle Aboonements fangen 
mit der ersten Nummer des laufendeo Bandes an, uod wenn soiche nach 
dem Monat Juli eintreffen, werden die bereits erschienenen Nummern 
des Bandes nachgesandt, damit ein jeder Band complet sei.

N O TIC E .— Poblishers of Magazines, dte., who exchange with 
this "Journal," are requested to be so kind as, in future, to 
send one copy of thjrir publications direct to Major E V A N S , 
Glenara, LongtonAveone, Sydenham, and a second to Messrs. 
S T A N L E Y  G IB B O N S, Ltd., 39s, Strand, London, W .C.

BACK NUM BERS OF THE "M O N T H L Y  JO U R N A L "

Can be had  a t  the fo llo w in g  prices, p o st-free:

1. d.
No. 1 . . . . . . each 1 0
No. 2 . . . . . . Out of print.
Nos. 3, 4, and 5 . . . . . each 0 9
No. 6  . . . . . . Out of print.
No. 19 . ' . . . . . each 1 6
No. 9t . . . . . . Out of print.
No. 36 . . . . . . each 3 6
No. 31 . • • . . . „ 1 0
No. 38 . - • • . . ,, 3 0
Nos. 40 and 41 . . . . . . Out of print.
Nos. 67 and 91 . . . . . . each 1 •
No. 100 . ■ • • • . ,, 1 6
Nos. 101 and 109 • • . . ,, 1 0
Nos. X03 and 104 . . . „ 0 9
No. X15 . • • . . . Out of print.
Nos. xx6 and 2x9 . . . . . each 0 9
No. iso . . > ■ . . Out of print.
No. xa8 . . . . . . each t 0

A l l  ether back Humbert except thise mentiened in the above list
can be supplied at yd. eacht post-free.

BOUND YEARLY VOLUMES.

# Vol I. (1891-92). Out of print

VoL II. Price 10/-; post-free, 10/6.

Vols. III., IV ., V ., and VI. Each 7/-; post-free, 7/6.

Vols. VII. and V III. None on sale.
Vols. I X , X ,  X I., X II., XIII., and XIV. Each 5/- ; 

post-free, 5/6.

Prepud Subscriptions *can commence at any time, and 
can be for 3, 6, or 12 months at the following rates, 
post-free:— .

Gt. Britain 
and

Colonies.

U.S.A.
and

Canada.

France, 
Italy, or 
Spain.

Germany.

3 months is. 8d. 40 c. fc. 2.00 m. X.70
6 „ 3s. 3d. 80 c. fc. 4.00 m. 3.25

1* 6s. 6d. $1.60 fc. 8.00 m. 6.50

Remittances should be made by Cheque or Money Orders 
payable in London and to the order of Stanley Gibbons, Ltd.

Specimen copy i£d., post-free.

In Great Britain it will be cheaper for our readers to 
order Gibbons Stamp Weekly from their nearest Newsagent 
or Stationer, or from the Railway Bookstall. This will 
save postage, and the paper will be delivered flat, instead 
of folded as it would be if posted. ( _

l’
W e shall be greatly obliged if our confreres in the trade 
will help to make this paper as widely known as possible, 
especially amongst the younger collectors: by this term we 
do not mean those young in age so much as those who are 
beginners in collecting and “ young ** in a philatelic sense.

We are trying to publish a paper that will be of real help 
and assistance to the beginners, and all dealers, we think, 
will join with us in the desire to secure new recruits to our 
ranks. ,

With this end in view we are prepared to supply the trade 
with Gibbons Stamp Weekly on the special terms of is. 2d. 
per quire of twenty-six copies—postage or carriage extra. 
Wholesale orders should be sent to

S i r  I s a a c  P i t m a n  a n d  S o n s , L t d .,

1, Amen Corner,
London, E.C.

Or those who have accounts with us and prefer to deal 
direct can send their orders to us.

N O T I C E .
M a n y  clients are sending in orders for two, three, or more 
following numbers of Gibbons Stamp Weekly to be sent to 
them. We therefore give notice that we cannot enter any 
name for less than thirteen numbers (one quarter). Those 
who want a few numbers only can get them at the nearest 
booksellers. *

Messrs. W . H. SMITH & SON
have agreed to keep Gibbons Stamp Weekly on all their 
bookstalls throughout Great Britain, and our friends will 
oblige us very much if they will order at the bookstalls 
whenever they are travelling.

Gibbons Stamp (Ileekly.

STANLEY GIBBONS, Limited, Stamp Importers, 381, STB AND, LONDON, W.C.
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The Minor 
Variety.

HE Minor Variety and how shall 
we deal with it? is a question 
that seems destined to be al
ways with us. Every now and 
then it crops up, like the great 
Colour Question, and we are 

solemnly warned of the terrible consequences 
of the cultivation and study of 
minor varieties and of the mul
tiplication of varieties gener

ally, and there is much talk of Ideal 
Catalogues, and simplified Albums, and 
such like. And then somehow the dis
cussion seems to fizzle out, and when the 
effervescence has passed off the Specialist 
is found to be specializing still," in the old 
foolish and fatuous fashion, and he discovers 
a dot here and a dash there, just as if this 
dotted and dashed Philately had never been 
anathematized at all. And now and again 
these despised dashes and dots turn out to be 
of no small importance; for after all, when 
any really scientific work is wanted, it is from 
the intelligent student of the minutest details 
that we get it, and it is to the specialist that 
"e have to turn when we are troubled with 
doubtful reprints and really good forgeries.

Still there is a Minor Variety problem, and 
one that is by no means easy to solve. Real 
study of stamps, which no philatelist would 
" ish in any way to check, means study of 
them in all their smallest variations. Such 
study must involve the discovery of minor 
varieties, some of them possessing consider
able interest and importance, some having 
extremely little of either the one or the other.
1 he question is, how are we to avoid either 
discouraging research or overloading the 
catalogues ?

*  *

Much is expected nowadays of these 
catalogues. When we mention catalogues, 
we mean of course the regular, annual, Priced 
Catalogues of the Dealers; no others are 
talked of or constantly referred to. The 
discoverer of a variety, of however small 
importance, is no longer content to have it 
immortalized in a handbook or a magazine 
article, it must be catalogued, and priced, even 
though its discoverer believes his copy to be 
unique. Then comes the outcry, sometimes 
echoed in the most unexpected quarters, that 
the general collector is being choked off by 
the undue inflation of the lists, and that the 
young collector is never likely to grow up to 
be an old one if collecting is made so difficult 
for him ; and between the claims of the 
Specialist on his own behalf, and the claims 
of those who claim to have the interests of 
the young and the general collector at heart, 
compilers and publishers of catalogues find it 
extremely difficult to decide— and the more 
so because it is found, as we hinted above, 
that varieties, however interesting, receive 
no recognition from the general collector 
unless they are duly catalogued.

There is inconsistency in this. No one 
deplores more deeply than we do the fact 
that Stamp Collecting has become an ex
ceedingly difficult pursuit, through the 
enormous number of varieties that exist. 
We would gladly see all minor varieties 
(and we would give the term its widest 
scope) expunged from the catalogues and 
relegated to the stock books, which should 
continue to be arranged upon the most 
advanced lines. We would still more gladly 
see large numbers of things that are not 
minor varieties, but unnecessary rubbish,
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struck out of both catalogue and stock 
book, and consigned to a black book. W e 
are fully of opinion that minor varieties are 
for handbooks and monographs, and not for 
general catalogues. But what would be the 
result? A  minor variety may be described 
in a handbook or in a scientific paper, but 
unless it gets into the catalogue it is re
discovered periodically by those who take 
the catalogue for their sole guide, and who 
wish for no other; and in some instances, 
where the compilers of a catalogue have 
tried to reduce the length of the lists by 
classifying certain varieties together under 
one head, the results are not always re
garded as satisfactory.

Let us take a case in point. Varieties <3f 
perforation vary very greatly in interest and 
importance. If they are due to the use of a 
machine that is irregular, so that in a long 
line of holes there are parts that gauge 11J, 
parts that gauge I2j, and others that show 
intermediate gauges between these two, it 
must be evident that such varieties are of 
Very small interest, and of no~ importance 
whatever in the history of the stamps in 
which they occur. They are all produced 
by the same machine, and if the sheet of 
stamps is put through that machine, first 
one way and then the other, we may get an 
infinite number of combinations, very few 
stamps on the sheet showing exactly the 
same perforations. Such things have oc
curred. We can even remember a case in 
which long lists of such varieties were elabo
rately compiled. These varieties have no 
claim whatever to be separately listed, they 
should come under a general heading, such 
as " P erf 11J to 12J, simple and compound,” 
yet the general collector might well take 
a few of the most marked variations, just to 
show that they exist, and the specialist 
would take a complete strip of stamps, or 
perhaps an entire sheet, to show how those 
varieties are produced.

On the other hand, let us take the case of 
two separate machines. The first is pur
chased when the perforation of stamps is first 
introduced in a certain country, and it pro
duces a fairly regular perforation, gauging 
about 11J ; some years later a second 
machine is purchased, which gives a gauge 
of about I2j. The two machines continue 
in use together for a few years, sometimes

singly, sometimes in combination ; then the 
old machine becomes worn out and is.dis
carded, and the 12J machine is used alone. 
We get no wider variations than those which 
the irregular machine produced, though they 
will be more regular; but they are on quite 
a different footing, they mark definite periods 
in the history of the stamps, and they should 
certainly be listed in any catalogue which 
notes varieties of perforation at all.

Rather more than two years ago,in August, 
1903, we commenced the publication of some 
most valuable Papers on Perforations, by 
F. H. Napier and E. D. Bacon^in which this 
very question, of the classification of varie
ties of perforation, is fully dealt with. By 
study of those papers it is very easy to per
ceive the relative importance of the varieties 
that have, up to the present, been described 
in them, and we hope that in due course it 
may be possible to simplify to a certain 
extent the list of perforation varieties among 
the stamps of other countries. Still, enthusi
astic students will from time to time redis
cover varieties that are not listed, will bring 
them forward as something new, and will 
urge the subdivision of the lists.

A  case of this very nature has occurred 
quite recently. The perforations of New 
South Wales were described in the Papers on 
Perforations that appeared in our numbers 
for May and June, 1904, and we believe that 
most, if not all, of the questions connected 
with them were satisfactorily answered. 
Under the head of the guillotine, or single
line machines, it was shown that machines of 
this nature, producing four distinct gauges, 
were in use in the colony, those gauges 
being 10, 11, “ barely 12,” and “ barely 13,” 
respectively. O f these the “ barely 13 ” went 
out of use some twenty years ago apparently, 
and the 10 does not seem to have been used 
very recently, so that we are left with the 
“ barely 12 ” and the 11 gauges only, or 
those, at any rate, are all that we have to do 
with in the present instance. Unfortunately, 
the “ barely 12” is still given the old designa
tion “ 12” in the early portions of the New 
South Wales lists in the Catalogue, whilst in 
the later portions it is styled “ 11 12,” which
is more nearly correct; but the use of the two 
terms has perhaps given rise to some con
fusion of ideas.

In August last we received a letter from
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the editor of The Australian Journal of 
Philately on the subject of certain recent 
varieties of perforations found on the Post
age Due stamps of the Australian Cdmrhort- 
wealth (perforated with the machines of New 
South Wales), which showed that, in spite 
of the publication of the papers we have 
referred to, and of the fact that the per
forations of the stamps in cjUestion are 
accurately described in the Catalogue, some 
of oUr fellow-workers on the spot are still 
looking at these things from a mistaken 
point Of view. In gaugihg single Specimens 
we have no doubt that they have found copies 
that mdy fairly be described as perf. 1 11, 
perf. 12, add perf t t j  in combination with 
12, respectively, and from this they infer, hot 
unreasonably, the existence of two machines 
gauging, one i i £ and the other 12; whilst, 
as a matter of fact, these are all perforated 
by one machine, or by two machines that 
produce the same rather irregular gauge. 
Our correspondent went on to say that the 
11 k machine had been converted to other 
uses, and therefore we should get no more 
perforations of that gauge, Unmindful of the 
fact that in 1901 he stated in The Australian 
Journal of Philately that he had seen two 
machines, both of which gauged 12, and that 
he afterwards said that one of these was 
converted about October, 1902. This con
firms our conjecture as to the existence 
originally bf two machines of practically the 
same gauge, and affords a certain amount 
of ground for the notioh of an it£ machine 
and a 12 machine ; but the fact remains that 
no long line of holes produced by any New 
South Wales guillotine machine has been 
found to gauge uniformly either or 12, 
while Mr. Hausburg assures us that he has 
never seen a single stamp of which the per
forations gauged exactly i t |  of 12, and that 
the present *r i t 12 ” or “ barely 12 ” per
forations are just as irregular as before.

We have referred to this matter at some 
length, because we think that it bears dis
tinctly upon the question of the treatment 
°f minor varieties. Here is a case where 
eertain varieties, which we acknowledge to 
be minor varieties and yet not of the most 
microscopic class, have been dealt with in 
a scientific article, aHd classified with some 
degree of accuracy in a catalogue, and yet 
earnest workers and thorough philatelists 
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may be Said to have rediscovered them, and 
have elaborated them to an extent that is 
entirely unjustifiable, in view of the facts 
that have already been published. We cannot 
do away with these varieties; they exist, and 
no ohe Wbuld recommend evert the youngest 
collector to take hiS scissors, as in the 
gbod (?) old times, and trim hiS stamps 
down to the outer line of the design and 
thus abolish varieties of perfbration. Study, 
artd Philately is the study of stamps, thUst 
constantly lead to the discovery of minor 
varieties, and the only way to deal with the 
matter, in OUr opinion, is to embody the 
results Of such study in the catalogues that 
collectors work with, and thus make the exist
ence and nature of these varieties kttoWn to 
all, and prevent successive generations of 
students doing the same work over and over 
again.

Whether it is possible to persuade or to 
teach collectors to discriminate between the 
different classes of varieties is another ques
tion, and perhaps even a more difficult one. 
Varieties of perforation can be recognized 
by any one who possesses a perforation 
gauge and knows how to use it, and yet 
they are of comparatively small importance. 
There has been some discussion of late as 
to whether some recent varieties of water
mark and paper should be recognized by 
collectors, but if we consider the matter we 
must acknowledge that changes in these 
respects are of the very highest consequence. 
Where a special paper is employed, the 
nature of that papier and the watermark it 
contains are most important points, and no 
change in these would be made without 
authority. Whereas the gauge of the per
foration employed would be considered of 
no official importance, and irt days gohe by 
Messrs. De La Rue and Co. seem to have 
used their 12§ and 14 machines quite in
discriminately, and according to their own 
convenience. There were good and sufficient 
reasons for the cjianges that have been made 
of late; the multiple crown and C A  water
mark was adopted in order that the paper 
might be equally suitable for stamps and 
plates of various sizes, and to avoid the 
necessity for manufacturing papers with 
watermarks of different sizes and differently 
distributed. The chalk surface has been 
added as a further safeguard, to prevent the
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cleaning of stamps fiscally used and obliter
ated with the pen. It is a pity, from the 
philatelic point of view, that both these 
changes were not made at the same time, 
and that all the paper with multiple water
mark was not also chalk-surfaced; but unfor
tunately such is not the case, and thus we 
have a largely increased number of varieties. 
Of the two, we are inclined to think that the 
watermark is by far the more important 
(philatelically), as it is indeed the more pro
minent. As we have remarked on a previous 
occasion, we consider that the chalk surface 
need only be regarded by the specialist, and 
we may add that some of the less advanced 
collectors might do well in contenting them
selves with only one variety of the crown and 
C A  watermark.

* *
*

Doubtful W e publish in the present 
Varieties. number the first of, we hope, 

a long series of papers by 
Mr. C. J. Phillips, based upon an invaluable 
collection of Reprints, Fancy Impressions, 
Forgeries, etc., which he has been accumula
ting for some years past. The great useful
ness of such a collection, for purposes of 
reference and comparison, must be manifest 
to every philatelist, and descriptive notes 
upon many of the curious things contained 
in it will be found not only most interesting, 
but of much value in various ways. The in
formation included in this first instalment will 
lead to the elimination from the long lists of 
the stamps of Colombia of certain items, 
which without doubt are quite unworthy of 
the position that they have hitherto occupied, 
an immediate gain of no small importance.

issues axiA ^JaneWes.
N o t h .— We shall he greatly obliged if~ our readers mill send, for deserif lion herein, any new issues or new varieties 

they may become acquainted with, addressing them to T h e  E d i t o r  o p  t h e  M o n t h l y  J o u r n a l , care of M e s s r s . 

S t a n l e y  G i b b o n s , L i m i t e d , 391, Strand, London, W.C, N.B.—Specimens of new Envelopes, Post Cards, etc.,
should no longer he sent, as we chronicle postal adhesives only.

P a r t  I .
Great Britain.— A  correspondent of The P h .f .  o f 

G. B. reports the discovery, at Leicester, of a sheet of 
the current ^d., with six stamps in the centre showing 
an impression on the back as well as on the face. 
Whether the impression was reversed or not, we are 
not told, but we cannot imagine the possibility of such 
a thing occurring except by a set-off from a wet sheet.

Eweris Weekly states that the current 6d. and 
2s. 6d. have appeared upon the chalk-surfaced paper.

British Guiana.— Messrs. Whitfield King and Co. 
tell us that they have received the 6 c. stamp with 
multiple Crown and CA watermark.

6 c., grey-black and ultramarine; new wmk.
British Somaliland.—Mr. H. W. Hawkins tells us 

that a correspondent of his, in Bombay, states that he 
possesses the 1 a., Queen’s Head, with the surcharge 
inverted, and that the 2 a., Queen’s Head, Official, 
stamp, exists with the second “  I ” of “  B R IT IS H  " 
omitted.

Mr. Seymour Summers informs us that he has seen 
an entire sheet of the 3 rupees, and finds that the 
stamp with the letter “  o ” broken at one side, so as to 
resemble an inverted “ c  ” (we mentioned this variety 
in August), is No. 1, 3rd row, 4th pane. He adds that 
he has found the variety with upper part of the “ o ” 
missing, making the letter more like “ u,” on the 9th 
stamp, 2nd row, upper pane, of the J, 1, 2, 3, 4, and 
8 annas of the “ 2nd issue, Queen’s Head.” We do 
not know these values in the second issue with 
Queen’s H ead; possibly our correspondent means 
Kind’s Head,

Ceylon.— A correspondent at Colombo kindly sends 
us the following information, which should finally 
settle tlve question of the possibility of any of the 
stamps on the multiple Crown and C A  paper existing 
with a genuine “ On Service” surcharge :—

“ On further inquiry I find that the first lot of 
multiple watermarks were received towards the end 
of June, under seal, and were not broken open till 
September 13th, 1904, when only one value was put 
in circulation. A record was kept of each value as 
issued, and by no possible chance could ‘ On Service: 
have been printed on multiple paper.”

Gambia.— We have received the current id. stamp 
with multiple Crown and C A watermark, plain paper.

Jd., green ; new wmk.
Gibraltar.— Ewen's Weekly chronicles the current 

id. stamp on the new chalk-surfaced paper.
Id., purple on red; new paper.

Morocco Agencies.— We arc informed by the British 
postmaster at Tangiers that none of the current 50 c. 
stamps with single Crown and CA have yet been on 
sale there, and it would appear that the whole supply 
of that value on the old paper was sold at Gibraltar to 
collectors and dealers. W e do not know what is the 
status of “ Morocco Agencies” stamps sold at G ib 

raltar, but we presume they would be available lor 
postage in Tangiers, and that they occupy a similar 
position to that of the French colonial stamps sold in 
Paris.

With reference to the 1 peseta stamp of the 1898 
issue, with overprint in blue, to which we alluded in 
August (when we were away from home and froffl 
our back volumes), we find that it was first chronicled
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in this journal in February, 1899 ; it was rediscovered, 
we are told, some two years ago, was noted again in 
March, 1904, and now seems to have turned up once 
more. We, begin to believe that it really must exist, 
and had better go into the Catalogue to save further 
trouble.

The Ph. R. states that the error with unbarred “  A ” 
does not occur in the blue overprint.

Gold Coast.—-We have received the 3d., King’s 
Head, with the multiple watermark ; the paper is not 
chalk-surfaced at present.

3d., purple and orange; new wmk.

Hong Kong.— W e find that in our chronicle last 
month the figure “  5 ” was omitted at the beginning of 
the second line in the list. The paragraph above, 
however, stated what the two values were that had 
reached us.

India.— A  correspondent kindly sends us the follow
ing cutting from The P i o n e e r :

“ T H E  N E W  U N IF IE D  STAM P.
“ PEN-MARKING ABOLISHED.

“ S im la , 19 August.
“ The following official communique is issued :—
“ It has been decided, with the sanction of the 

State, to introduce one anna and half-anna unified 
stamps for postal and revenue purposes. Designs for 
these stamps are at present being prepared, but con
siderable time will necessarily elapse before the new 
stamps will be available for sale to the public. The 
Government of India are, however, of opinion that the 
introduction of a reform which they have reason to 
believe will prove acceptable to all classes of the com
munity should not be delayed solely on this account, 
and they have therefore decided that, with effect from 
1 October, i"905, the one anna and half-anna postage 
stamps at present in use may be utilised either for 
postal purposes or for the payment of the stamp duty 
in all cases in which one anna adhesive stamps are 
required under the provisions of the Indian Stamp 
Act, 1899. With effect from that date, the sale of the 
present receipt stamps to the public will cease, but 
these stamps may be used without limit as regards 
time in the payment of all dues for the discharge of 
which receipt stamps can now be legally employed. 
In order to permit of the introduction of this scheme, 
it is necessary that the prohibition which has existed 
for many years past against defacement by the public 
of postage stamps affixed to letters and postal articles 
should be strictly enforced.

“ The Government of India have given this question 
their careful consideration, and they are satisfied that 
no serious inconvenience will be experienced owing to 
the enforcement of the order. Instructions will, there
fore, be issued to the effect that from the 1st October 
pen-marked stamps, or stamps bearing on their faces 
dates or initials or writings of any kind, will not be 
accepted by the Post Office in payment of postage.”

We are very glad to see that the use of receipt 
stamps for postal purposes is not permitted, and we 
sincerely trust that any attempts made by our weaker 
brethren to use them upon letters will be promptly 
put a stop to. We gather from other sources thht thc_ 
enforcement of the order “ against defacement by the 
public of postage stamps affixed to letters, etc.,” is  not 
regarded by the public with quite the same equanimity 
as it is by the Government of India. The latter 
appears to forget that the stamps employed in its own 
nflices are secured to some extent by a species of de

facement, which we believe was originally applied for 
the same reason as the pen-marking commonly em
ployed by private persons, namely, to prevent theft of 
the stamps.

Gwalior.— Messrs. Whitfield King and Co. tell us 
that they have received the current 8 a. and 12 a. 
stamps surcharged for use in this State.

8 a., magenta.
12 a., purple on red.

Indian Native States.—  Duttia.—  Messrs. Ram 
Gopal and Co. send us copies of the I a. printed like 
the latest J a. and £ a. without the rouletting between 
the rows or round the sheet. They are in two horizontal 
rows, as before, but the rows are much further apart.

I a., black on white (Type 4); without rouletting.

Lagos.— We have received the 2|d. stamp with the 
multiple watermark, and find that the paper is chalk
surfaced ; we have also seen the 3d., which we chroni
cled in June, the paper of which is unsurfaced.

Ew en’s Weekly states that the id. has also appeared 
on the chalky paper.

id., purple on red; new paper.
2 jd., purple and blue on blue ; new wmk. and paper.

New South Wales.— A correspondent tells us that 
he has met with a horizontal pair of the is. of the 
1871-83 issue, Type 31 wmk. Type 33, which is perf. 
“ barely 12” at top and right, and perf. 10 at bottom, 
at left, and between the two stamps. This variety 
would come under the heading “ P erf 1 i l ,  12, anti 10 
compound”;  it was listed by Napier and llacon, in 
their paper in May, 1904, and should come into the 
Catalogue as No. 265a.

North Borneo.— Ewen’s Weekly chronicles some 
more rubbish attributed to this place :—

Various current stamps surcharged “  p o s t a g e  d u e ”  
horizontally (in black ?).

2 c., green and black.
4 c., carmine ,,
5 c., orange-vermilion and black.

Variety, or defective impression, with “  PUSIAGE ” for
“  POSTAGE.”

8c., brown and black.
There was a supposed dearth of 4 c. stamps lately, 

but there is always a sufficient stock for fancy work

Queensland.—  The S.C.F. gives an illustration of a 
curious variety of the id. of 1894, Type 12, on un
watermarked paper, with blue, bureUband on the back. 
The variety has a so-called “ pointed bust,” the end of 
the bust in front apparently projecting over the white 
outline of the oval and almost touching the “ e ” of 
the word “ on e .” A s far as we, can gather from 
the illustration, this seems to have been produced 
either by damage to one of the electrotypes or casts, of 
which the plate was composed, or, which perhaps is 
even more likely, by a small fragment of something 
adhering to the pfate or the paper at the' time of print
ing. If this variety were constant, it should have been 
noticed before now, as the stamp is not an uncommon 
one.

St. Lucia. —  Ewen’s Weekly chronicles the id. 
stamp on the chalk-surfaced paper.

id., purple and carmine ; new paper.
Sarawak. — The West E nd Philatelist announces 

the discovery of a copy of the i  t. of the 1895 type,
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printed in green, and perf. I2 |. It is difficult to say 
what this may be, but we should suppose it to be in all 
probability a colour proof. According to the history 
of the Perkins Bacon perforating machines, given in 
Bacon and Napier’s Handbook, Grenada, the 2 c. of 
this type, perf. 12$, was sent out by itself in July, 1895, 
the four values perf. 12 or 11£ having been despatched 
in November, 1894. Therefore, if an error could have 
taken place in the printing, it must have been in the 
earlier printing, and would have the perforation of that 
printing. It is possible that there was an intention to 
change the colour of the 2 c. to the Postal Union 
colour for that value, and that a sample sheet may 
have been submitted.

Sierra Leone.— We have received all the stamps 
chronicled last month, with the exception of the 5d., 
and our copies are all upon the chalk surfaced paper. 
We have also the id . and id. on this paper, lin en 's  
Weekly adds the remaining values of the current set. 

Sd., purple and black ; new wink, and paper.
£ i  „  on red „  ' ,, "

Straits Settlements.— Ewett's Weekly chronicles 
the 8 c., current type, with the multiple Crown and C A 
watermark. g Ci) purple on blue; new wmk.

Transvaal.— Ewen's Weekly chronicles the 6d. on 
the new chalk-surfaced paper, and, of course, with the 
multiple watermark, which had not previously been 
seen in this value.

6d., grey black and orange ; new wmk. and paper.
The same authority adds that the 2id. stamp 

chronicled in J une also exists on this paper. Our copies, 
however, are on the plain multiple paper.

We have since received the id. stamp, of the same 
type as before, but printed all in one colour. It has 
the multiple watermark, but the paper is unsurfaced, 

id., scarlet.
Trinidad.— We learn from MekeeVs Weekly that 

the id. and 2jd. stamps have appeared on the chalk
surfaced paper, and Messrs. Bright ahd Son tell us of 
the IS. 1 d. , black on red; new paper.

2$d., lilac and blue on blue ; new paper.
Is., black and blue on yellow ; new wink, and paper.

Western Australia.— By an unfortunate slip of the 
pen we stated last month that the panes of the new 
5d. stamps consisted of “ five horizontal rows of 
twelve” ; it should have been “ six horizontal rows 
of ten.”

P a r t  I I .
Abyssinia.— Le Coll, de T.-P. tells us that not only 

have two distinct types of the letter “ T ” been em
ployed for surcharging the ordinary adhesives, in 
order to convert them into Postage Due stamps, but 
there is also a third (and perhaps a fourth) series, 
bearing the words “ ta x e  a PERCF.voiR,” in addition 
to the “ T .” We are still waiting to hear the colours 
of all these overprints, though those details are not 
really of great consequence.

B razil.— We have received a sheet of the 20 reis on 
the new watermarked paper, described last month. 
The marginal lines and inscriptions, in orange, are the 
same as those upon the 200 reis sheet, except that the 
figure at the head of the Second inscription is “  2.”, 
instead of “  3.”, and the number at the end “  126,” in
stead of “  125.”

W e have since received the 50 and 100 reis on the 
same paper, also the 200 reis Postage Due stamp.

2 0  r., orange and blue; watermarked; perf. II , III.
SO r., green ,, ,,

l oo  r., carmine ,, ,,
Postage Due Stamp.

200 r., mauve ; watermarked; perf. II, 11).

Colombia.— We give illustrations of the designs of 
the 50 and 100 pesosstamps,chronicled some time back. 
The illustration given in May was in reduced size.

Crete.— We have received a curious set of labels, 
supposed to be stamps, which we understand have 
been published by the “ Revolutionary Government 
of this island. Whether the Government controls 
any Post Offices or not, we do not know, but it 
possesses stamps of course, and the specimens before 
us are all neatly postmarked “ Therison— Sep.— 1905,” 
though they bear no signs of ever having been affixed 
to a letter or packet of any kind. Postmarking to 
order is not unknown elsewhere, but when one hears 
that the issue is limited to 5400 copies of each value, 
it seems as if an unduly large percentage had been 
“ philatelized,” so to speak, on this occasion.

The design is a primitive one ; at top are the words
“  Prosorind Kubernesis— Kretes— Tach. Uper.” (Pro
visional Government of Crete. Postal Service) in a 
single-line oblong frame ; about 11 mm. below this is 
the value in large letters and figures ; these two por
tions are impressed in the same colour. In tic 
middle, overlapping the two parts described above, is 
a circular device (struck in the second colour given n 
the list) showing a winged figure of Victory, carrying' 
a laurel wreath, and inscribed “ Enosis ” (Union or 
Annexation).

Our copies are on irregularly shaped bits of thi i. 
white wove paper, imperforate ; perhaps they are cut 
from envelopes, in which case we need not trouble 
ourselves about them further.

5 lepta, blue-green and carmine.
10 ,, rose and green. -
20 ,, carmine and grey-blue.
So ,, mauve and green.

I drachma, blue and rose.
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Messrs. Bright and Son tell us that they have the 
5 lepta without the carmine addition ; doubtless other 
errors will be found to have occurred.

A  daily paper gravely adds the following remark to 
its description of these interesting “ stamps” :—

“ Until the revolutionaries can gauge the extent of 
the demand amongst collectors, they have contented 
themselves with the issue of something slightly over 
5000 stamps.”

This revolution is evidently conducted on the most 
cautious and business-like principles !

A Continental contemporary publishes a letter of 
warning with reference to these articles, which we 
fancy is by no means without justification. The writer 
states that the Revolutionary Government, so-called, 
occupies nothing but one village and a h ill; that the 
stamps are intended solely for the raising of the wind, 
and as it is added that they are printed in Athens and 
are sold in the streets there at waste-paper prices, it 
seems unlikely that the breeze will ever extend as far 
as Crete.

Denmark.— Danish West Indies.— We have re
ceived the new stamps that we chroni
cled in June, and are now able to give 
an illustration of the extraordinary 
design w hich has been adopted. They 
are on the same watermarked paper 
as the stamps of Denmark, and are 
perf. 13. The colours w*e find to be as 
follows :—  3 l>it, emerald green.

to ,, brick-red.
20 ,, deep blue (centre) and emerald-green.
25 bit, ultramarine.
40 ,, prey {rentre) and brick-red.
5° ,, ,, 1, yellow.

We have also some provisionals, formed from stamps 
of previous issues, by means of a surcharge reading 
" 5— ltlT— 1905,” in three lines, in biac£.

S bit on 4 c., blue and brown (No. 41).
5 ,, on 5 c., blue (No. 47).
5 ,, on 8 c., brown (No. 48).

Egypt.— In February, 1904, we gave some details 
as to the arrangement of certain sheets of the stamps 
of the 1872-75 issue, which contained inverted im
pressions. Some more sheets have turned up re
cently, and one of them, -which is described in The 
I ’h. It., shows more irregularities than any of those 
that we saw. It is a perforated sheet of the 1 piastre, 
vermilion, and contains the following inverted
stamps : The whole of row 1; No. 4 in row 12 ; and 
Mo. 1 in row 15.

French Colonies.— Indo-China.— We learn from 
Le Coll, de T.-P. that a decree was issued here in 
July, authorizing the production of the following pro
visional Postage Due stamps :—

5 c., in red, on 40 c., black ; 10,000 copies.
10 c. ,, 60 c. „  10,000 „
30 c. „  60 c. ,, 10,000 ,,

The stamps have not, we understand, reached 
l urope yet, which is something in their favour.

Reunion.— In the last number of Le Coll, de T.-P. 
"e find illustrations of some artistic designs that, we 
are told, have been adopted for a new issue of this 
colony. We do not attempt to describe them, because 
the illustrations are from photographs of the original 
drawings, and we do not know how far they may be

modified by the engraver. The correspondent who 
sent the photographs to our contemporary exclaims 
enthusiastically :— “ Now, when shall we have them ? 
The impatience of collectors ought to take possession 
of the workshop of the manufacturers.” But we fancy 
that, if the engravers and printers seek inspiration 
from any impatience on the part of the general body 
of collectors to add another long set to their pages 
headed Reunion, the delivery of the stamps may be 
somewhat delayed.

German Empire.— Offices in China.— We learn from 
the D. B. Z . that a new series of stamps for these 
offices was to be brought into use on October 1st, 
consisting of the “ DEL'TCHES REICH” stamps over
printed with the name “ China” and with values, in 
cents and dollars, as follow s :—

1 c. on 3 pf., brown.
2 c. on 5 pf., green.
4 c. on 10 pf., carmine.

10 c. on 20 pf., ultramarine.
20 c. on 40 pf., black and carmine.
40 c. on 80 pf. ,, „  on rose.

4 dollar on I m., carmine.
1 ,, 2 m., blue.
l i  ,, 3 m ., violet-black.
24 ,, 5 111., lake and black.

We add the 1 c. on 3 pf. and 40 c. on 80 pf. on the 
information of Messrs. Whitfield King and Co., who 
tell us that the values are the same as those of Kiaut- 
chou, listed below.

Offices in Morocco.— We understand that there is a 
new set here also, differing from the previous issue 
only in the fact that it is produced from the stamps 
of 1902.

Offices in the Turkish Empire.— We learn from the 
Le Coll, de T.-P.UxoX the stamps inscribed “ DEUTSCHES 
REICH ” have now been issued for use in these offices, 
but that those inscribed “ REICHS-I’OST” are available 
for use up to the end of the present year, and can be 
exchanged for the new ones during the following six 
months, after which they will become obsolete. We 
have thus to add another substantial list —

10 para ou 5 pf., green.
20 ,, lo p f., carmine.

1 piastre on 20 pf., ultramarine.
1J ,, 25 pf., black and orange on yellow.
14 3°  Pf- „  •• buff-
2 ,, 40 pf. ,, carmine.
2$ ,, 50 pf. ,, lilac on buff.
4 ,, 80 pf. ,, carmine on rose.
5 ,, 1 m., carmine.

10 ,, 2 m ., blue.
IS
25

3 m., violet-black.
5 m ., lake arid black.

German Colonies.— Kiautchou.— Messrs. Whitfield 
King and Co. send the lower values of a new set for 
this colony, in the currency to be used in China, and 
tell us that there are higher values corresponding with 
those previously in use. The designs are Types C 2 
and C 3, as before.'

1 c., brown.
2 c.| green.

— 4 c., carmine.
10 c., ultramarine.
20 c ., black and carmine.
40 c., black and carmine on rose.

4 dollar, carmine.
1 ,, blue.
1 1 ,, violet.
24 „  carmine and black.
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Ita ly .— San Marino.— W e have received specimens 
of the 15 c. provisional stamp chronicled last month, 
and find that the surcharge consists of the date “  1905 ” 
in the upper centre, and figures “ 15” in the right 
lower corner. One stamp in each sheet, or in each 
half-sheet of fifty, No. 4 in the first row, shows an 
abnormal figure “ 5 ” in the date, the tail of the figure 
falling below the “ o,” in place of being on a level with 
it, as on the rest of the stamps.

Nicaragua.— More rubbish keeps on coming from 
here ; it seems evident that any date is used that is 
likely to give a little variety to the proceedings and 
increase the proceeds. We have specimens of the 
“  1 cent.” on 2 c., described in August, and find that 
it exists, not only with the date “  1904,” but also with 
“  1901 ” and “  1902”— we are still waiting for “ 1903” 
and “ 1905.” The variety with “  1901 ” we have only 
seen with inverted surcharge, but doubtless it exists 
with the overprint the right way up. O f the one with 
“  1902” we have a block of six, in which the left-hand 
vertical pair has the surcharge horizontal, while the 
other four have it diagonally, which seems to show that 
these things are not regularly overprinted, but probably 
done by hand— perhaps “ while you wait,” and with 
any date required.

With the same “ t cent.— 1901” disfigurement we 
have a block of four of the 1 peso Official stamp of 
19C0, upon each stamp of which it is struck twice, 
reading upwards, in black, and dojwnwards, in red. 
This must have been done by extra special request; 
it would have been more interesting still if two 
different dates had been used.
“  1 cent.— 1901 ” , in blue, on 2c., orange-red.
“ 1 „  1902” „  2 c. „
“  I ,, 1901 ” , in black and red, on I peso, blue (Official).

The L. P. adds the following values to the list of the 
new issue which we chronicled last month.

3c., purple. I 2p., blue.
1 p., black. | Sp., green.

Paraguay.— I.e Coll, de T. P. tells us that the 1 c. of 
Type 39 has appeared in orange, and suggests that 
the 2 c., orange, of this type, which has been listed, is 
probably the Official stamp of similar design.

1 c., orange ; Type 39.
We gather from divers of our contemporaries that 

there are persons sufficiently sceptical to express 
doubts as to the absolute necessity for the overprint 
“ Gobierno provisorio,” that was applied to some of 
the stamps of this republic in August, 1904 ; it is 
now stated that this surcharge was not printed till 
after the Government had ceased to be provisional 
owing to the success of the revolution. But surely 
the leaders of a successful revolution may print what 
they please upon their stamps ; besides, if none but 
necessary stamps were issued, the chronicler’s occu
pation would be gone!

Persia.— According to I.e Coll, de T. P., two fresh 
provisionals have been issued here, and the surcharge 
in each case has been struck in two different colours, 
thus giving four varieties. It is to be noted also that a 
new spelling has been adopted for the surcharged value.

“  I CHAI,”  in black, on I kr., mauve.
“  I C H A I,”  in carmine, on I kr. ,,
“ 2 c h a is ,”  in black, on 5 kr., light brown.
“  2 c h a i s , ”  in violet, on 5 „  „

Portuguese Colonies.— Funchal— We learn from 
Le Coll, de T. P. that the colours of the 50 and 75 reis 
of this colony have been altered, as in the case of the 
similar stamps of Portugal and Angra.

50 reis, ultramarine and black.
75 „ brown and carmine on yellow.

Horla.— Messrs. Whitfield King and Co. tell us 
that the 50 and 75 reis stamps of this division of the 
Azores have also appeared in the new colours.

50 reis, ultramarine and black,
75 ,, brown and carmine on yellow.

Macao.— We have received the series of 1903, and 
find that the 12 avos is in reddish lilac and the i3avos 
in lavender.

Ponta Delgada.— We have received the 50 and 75 
reis in their new colours. „

50 reis, ultramarine and black.
75 ,, brown and carmine on yellow.

Portuguese India. —  We have received a set of 
stamps of this colony, and we find that No. 356 
should be :— 4 tangas, blue on blue.

Timor.— We have also a correction to make here: 
No. 122 should be 31 avos, instead of “ 30.”

Roumania. — Divers of our contemporaries have 
chronicled some of the stamps of the current types in 
new colours. We arc waiting to see these novelties 
before listing them.

R ussia.— We noted last month some varieties of 
perforation of the W ar Fund stamps, and mentioned 
one that we had not then seen. Mr. Breitfuss has 
since shown us specimens of this, the 3 (6) kopecs, 
perf. 13 to 13 .̂ We have also this value with com
pound perforation, 13, 13JX 11J.

We gather from a letter which our publishers have 
received 'from Mr. Breitfuss that the fund for the 
widows and orphans of the Russian soldiers has not 
received as much benefit from the sale of these stamps 
as had been hoped. He sends us a translation of a 
report upon the subject, which has been published in 
the Russian papers, as follows :—

“ The special postage stamps for the benefit of the 
orphans of fallen warriors, issued to the number of 
889,000 copies of all the values together, have pro
duced a net revenue of 17,780 roubles for the benefit 
of the said fund. Other stamps will not be issued, 
and after selling out the small remaining stock, which 
is still on sale in some of the post offices in the prin
cipal towns and a few of the provinces, these stamp- 
will have no other than a historical interest, and 
will have an especial value for collectors of postage 
stamps.”

It would seem probable that the Post Office has 
reaped most of the benefit, as no doubt but few of the 
stamps have been used for postage.

Salvador.— We have received several more sui 
charged varieties from this prolific source. The '■ 
centavo on 2 c., as described last month, comes with 
the surcharge inverted, and we have the same sur 
charge on the same stamp, but in very deep bln‘ 
instead of pale blue;  there is also a similar over 
print, “ 6 centavos 6,” and a figure at each side of 
the monument, on the 12 c. of 1902. This same 12 c. 
stamp has likewise been converted into a 5 c., as we 
noted last month ; but we find that two different over-
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prints have been employed, one consisting of “ 5 cen
tavos ” across the bottom of the stamp and the other 
of a large figure “ 5 ” in each of the lower corners.

1 c., in deep blue, on 2 c., carmine.
I c., in pule blue, on 2 c. ,, surcharge inverted, 
‘ '5  centavos,” in carmine, on 12 c., slate.
“  5 ----- 5,” in red, on 12 c. ,,
6 c., in dull blue, on 12c., slate.

besides these we have various stamps of the issues 
of 1900, Type 74, with or without surcharges, 
adapted to present use by adding “ 1905” in large 
figures of two sizes— (a) 5 mm. highx 17 mm. in total 
length, and (b) 5̂  mm. high x 15 mm.

3 c., black ; with “  [905 ” (b), in blue (no other surcharge). 
3 c. ,, with shield in purple (No. 355 ?J; with 1 1905 ” 

(a), in deep purple.*
3 c., black (as last), but with *' 1905 ” inverted. *
3 c. ,, with shield in black (No. 368); with “  1905 ” 

(a), in blue.
3 c., black (as last), but with “  1905” (A), in blue.
5 c., slate-blue, with shield, Type 81, in black ; with 

“  1905 ” (b), in blue.
5 c., bright blue, with shield in black (No. 369) ; with 

“  1905”  (a), in deep blue.
5 c., bright blue; (as last), but “  1905” (a), in pale blue.
5 c. ,, (as last), but “  1905 ” inverted.
10 c., blue, with shield in black (No. 370); with “  1905” 

(a), in blue.

The two items marked with a star (*) were reported 
to us by Mr. M. D. Senior, of New York ; all the rest 
we have seen.

The presumably genuine (if probably unnecessary) 
varieties are quite sufficient, but some dissatisfied 
person has proceeded to fabricate others, for which 
even less can be said. We have before us the 2 c. of 
1899, with Wheel (No. 218), and the 2 c. of 1900 (Nos. 
354 and 367), and the 2 c. of 1903, each surcharged 
with a large figure “  5,” in red, at each side, sometimes 
struck vertically, sometimes horizontally ; all of these 
are, we are assured, fictitious, and we quite believe it, 
more especially as one of the stamps thus adorned 
(they are all of them used) bears the postmark “  Nov. 
30. 1902."

MekeePs Weekly chronicles a 25 c. of the Postage 
Due scries of 1903, and tells us that the only values 
issued were 1 c., 2 c., 3 c., 5 c., to c., and 25 c. It is 
curious that all the unissued values should have been 
heard of two years ago, whilst one of those that were 
issued is only heard of now.

Postage Due Stamp. 25 c., greenish blue.

Spain.— W e give an 
illustration of the de
sign of the Express 
better stamp, which 
we chronicled in July.
It may be well to men
tion that it docs not 
represent Don Quixote tilting at the windmills, but 
Pegasus trying to hurry up the Spanish Post Office 
Department.

Switzerland.—We have received the 25 c. and 50 c,_ 
with the multiple watermark, and Ewarts Weekly 
chronicles the to c. on the same paper.

20 c., orange ; new wmh; perfl
25 c., blue ,, ,, ., i l j x t r .
50 c., green „  ,, „ „

A  correspondent sends us a cutting from the 
Liisterner Tageblatt, October 17th, 1905, of which the 
following is a translation :—

“ As will be remembered, the competition of 1901 
for a new design for the postage stamp came to no 
satisfactory result, although no less than 336 competitors 
entered with 541 designs. A first prize could not be 
awarded, but a second, a third, two fourth, and two 
fifth prizes were given. On October 14th, 1901, the 
Federal Council empowered the Postal Department 
to arrange a more restricted competition. The 
Department referred to recently commissioned three 
artists! to design new postage stamps. Each artist 
may send in three designs, and the best design of each 
will be rewarded with £pio. The design which the 
Department of Posts selects for use will receive a 
reward of ^40. The designs were to be submitted 
by the middle of October, 1905, and they have now- 
been handed in. According to the opinion of the 
Department of Posts the question will be decided 
this year.”

Turkey.— We omitted to note last month that the 
new stamps have a new perforation, which gauges 
about 12, instead of a little over 13, which was the per
foration of the previous issue. A correspondent of 
G. .S'. W. states that, as the new stamps were not allowed 
to be used before September 1st, a small quantity of 
some of the values of the 1901 type had to'be printed, 
in order to keep up the supply, and that these were 
perforated with the new machine. He says that 
10,000 of the 5 paras, 5000 of the 20 paras, and 2500 
of the 5 piastres were thus perforated, and that they 
are in different shades from those of the earlier print
ings. We gather that all three were of Type 21.

5 paras, dark violet (deep mauve?); perf 12.
20 „  red ; perf. 12.
5 piastres, bright red-violet (bright mauve?); perf. 12.

United States .— Ph Hip pines.— The following letter, 
a copy of which has been sent us by the J. M. Hartels 
Company, shows that the remainders of the Philippine 
Postage Due stamps are to be satisfactorily dealt 
with :—

“ 1197-5- O —
“ W ar  D epartm ent ,

“ Bureau of Insular Affairs, Washington,
“  September 20, 1905.

“ G en t le m en ,
“ Referring to your letter of the 17th of April, in 

which you protest against the prospective sale to the 
highest bidder of obsolete Postage Due stamps of the 
United States surcharged ‘ Philippines,’ I have the 
honor to inform you that your communication, which 
was referred to the authorities at Manila, has been 
returned bearing an indorsement showing that a com
mittee was appointed under an order dated July 21, 
1905, and that their recommendation that all but a 
small quantity of the stamps be destroyed has been 
approved.

“ The Executive Secretary states that a small supply 
of the stamps v̂ ill be kept on hand to be sold at face 
value to collectors who may desire them.

“ Very respectfully,
“ (Sgd.) F rank  M-Intvrk ,

“ Captain, 19th U.S. Infantry',
“  Acting Chief of Bureau.

“ J. M. Bartels Co.,
“ Old South Bldg.,

“  Boston, Mass."
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J^o\es Jrom our ereuce ^o\\ec\\oti.
By CHARLES J. PHILLIPS.

*  *
A, INTRODUCTION.

OR the past ten or twelve years I have spent 
a good deal of money, and occupied much of 
my spare time, in getting together a general 
Reference Collection of Reprints, Forgeries, 
Photographs, etc. etc., that might be of use 

to us in expertizing stamps. About five years ago, 
my friend Mr. E. D. Bacon rearranged the Reprints, 
and to a large extent used the collection in writing his 
handbook on that subject. Since that time ( have 
been able, by correspondence all over the world, to 
very largely increase this part of the collection, and 1 
have many reprints that were not known to us when 
Mr. Bacon wrote his book.

During the last year or so I have been rearranging 
this collection, and have amalgamated with it a con
siderable portion of my very large collection of 
Forgeries, photographs of rare stamps, forgeries, etc., 
and other material likely to be useful when expertizing 
stamps.

I am very desirous of obtaining specimens of all 
Reprints, good and new Forgeries, etc., and I shall be 
greatly obliged to any of my readers who will submit 
to me anything of this nature that they may obtain, 
and quote a cash price for it.

I believe that this collection is unique, and I am 
quite sure that such a collection is essential nowadays 
to the dealer who wishes to supply only genuine 
stamps to his clients.

I propose to publish from time to time in the 
Monthly Journal, as I can find time to compile them, 
short notes, with illustrations, upon reprints that are 
not described in Mr. Bacon’s book and upon good 
forgeries.

REPUBLIC OF COLOMBIA.
Before describing certain discoveries I have made in 

the stamps of this country', it is necessary that I should 
give some details as to what led to these discoveries.

Mr. William Theodore Curtis, a well-known Ameri
can collector, who died on 30 March, 1897, spent 
many years of his life in various parts of the Republic 
of Colombia, and while there formed a large and noted 
collection of the very interesting stamps of that country.

This collection I had an opportunity of examining 
in Boston, U.S.A., in 1895, but it was not then for sale.

Mr. Curtis died two years later, and the owner of 
the collection placed it in the hands of the New 
England Stamp Co. for sale, and I was luckily able to 
have a very early, if not the very first, pick from the 
entire collection.

Amongst other things I bought a large number of 
copies printed in different colours from those of the 
issued stamps. Both Mr. Batcheldorand I considered 
these to be colour trials or proofs, and I was pleased 
to be able to add them to my collection ; there they

*  ♦

remained until I commenced, some months ago, to 
rearrange this group, and I tften for the first time 
discovered that many of these things were from altered 
dies, plates, or lithographic stone?, as the case might be.
I his caused me to look more thoroughly into the 

matter, and, without making too long a story, I may 
say that 1 am of the opinion that 3 considerable 
swmber of the stamps of Colombia, of the issues 
between 1870 and 1883, that are to be found in our 
catalogue, and in those of a ll other dealers, only 
ex ist  as r e pr in ts  ; and I find further that reprints 
have come from various sources, all of which arc 
traceable back to Curtis. It would seem, therefore, 
that during his long residence in the Republic of 
Colombia he either had these things made or was 
himself the cat’s-paw of some high officials, and from 
what I have heard of the high esteem in which Mr. 
Curtis was held in Boston, I think that the latter is 
the most probable supposition.

i860.
1 peso, carmine ; 1 peso, carmine on bluish.

Gibbons’ Nos. 18 and 19.

Genuine. Reprint.
The background is com- The background is com

posed of thin wavy lines, posed of dots and dashes.
. There are exterior di- There are no exterior 

vidtng lines1 between all lines between the stamps, 
the stamps.

The colour is carmine, The colours are bi'own- 
pale to deep. ish rose or carmine-lake.

I also illustrate a well-known and old forgery which 
is often found in collections.

It is printed in brownish lake on thin, almost pelure. 
blue paper.

The background is composed of wavy lines, but 
the lines are too straight and not so wavy as in the 
originals.

* * *

i 86$-7P.

10 cenfg., violet, pmuve, etc.
Gibbons’ Nos. 87, 88, 89, 90.

There are two genuine dies of this stamp which 
may he found in irregular order on the same sheet.

The easiest test for distinguishing these dies is 
that—

In Die I, “ B” of “ COLOMBIA” is over the “ v ” in 
“ CENTAVOS.”

In Die II, “ b” of “ Colombia” is between the“ vo 
in “  centavos.”

For the reprints I find that a new plate \yas made 
by means of lithographic transfers from Die I re
touched, the chief points of difference being as 
follows:—



Genuine. Reprint.

Genuine. Type 1. Genuine. Type 2. Reprint.

S t a n l f .y  G ibb on s  M o n t h l y  J o u k n a l . — V o i.. X V I .— P a c e  74.



Reprint. Reprint.
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Genuine. Reprint.
In the left-hand upper In the same position 

corner, outside the floreate here there is a diamond- 
ornament containing the shaped projection in place 
Roman figure “  x ,” there of the dot. 
is a dot of colour below 
the lower left limb of the 
“ x.”

From the Curtis Collection 1 have this reprint in the 
following forms :—

1st. In blue, on stout, while wove paper.
2nd. In mauve, on thin, bluish wove paper.
3rd. In mauve, on thick, whitish, horizontally laid 

paper.
4th. In reddish mauve, on ordinary yellowish white 

wove paper.
1868-70.

JO cents., green. •
In the 50 c., green, I have found two quite different 

lots of alterations to the die, from which transfers 
have been made to fresh lithographic stones. I am 
also rather inclined to think that there may be even a 
third variety of reprint, but I am not ahle to prove 
this.

F irst reprint.
I have this from the Curtis Collection in pale blue 

and in carmine on thickish, white wove paper. . 
From other sources I also have this reprint—

1st. In green, on stout, yellowish paper, with hori
zontal laid lines rather wide apart.

2nd. I n pale emerald green, on ordinary paper, with 
horizontal laid  lines close together.

3rd. As last, but printed from a worn plate ; and I 
have a lete-beche pair of these, which is not 
known in the originals.

4th. In green, on ordinary, bluish wove paper, and 
with various fantastic postmarks in black 
and in magenta.

The best points by which to distinguish this first 
reprint are as follows :—■

Genuine.
The shading in the 

lower part of the shield 
consists of diagonal lines 
only.

T he figure “ 5” at right- 
hand side is properly 
rounded at bottom.

The letters “ o n ” in 
“ na cio nales” have a 
little space between them.

There is a little space 
between the tops of the 
letters “ NT” of “ c e n t s .” 
at left side.

Second reprint.
I have this second reprint:—
1st. In dark green, on thin, bluish wove paper.
2nd. In emerald-green, on ordinary bluish wove 

paper. ,
3rd. \n yellow-green, on stout, green wove paper.
A simple test for these stamps is that the head of the 

figure “  5,” in the left-hand side of the frame, is curved 
and touches the outer frame-line in the reprint; in the 
Kcnuine the head is straight and does not touch the 
outer frame-line.

The result of the examination of a large number of 
these 50 c. stamps, in m y own sfpek and in Mr. T. W. 
Hall’s collection, is that I am of opinion that Nos. 148, 
149, and 154 in our Catalogue, 1905 edition (the 50 c. 
on bluish and oil greenish paper), do not exist as 
originals ; about No. 163 I am inclined to think it 
exists genuine, as I have one copy that answers to the 
tests for the originals, and I find that this stamp was 
included by Major Evans in h's catalogue (1882-84), 
and was first chronicled in 1880, when there was no 
later type of 50 c. in use.

* •
•

1868-70.
I peso, rose-red, vermilion.

This stamp was first issued .about i86g, and the 
chief points to note are :—

1st. The spear-heads are thin and close to the 
circle.

( 2nd. The shading in the lower part of the shield 
consists of diagonal lines only.

In 1879 we find that a second type of this stamp 
came into use. The “ A rm s” were entirely remade, 
and the chief points to note are : —

1st. The spear-heads are thick and a little distance 
from the circle.

- 2nd. The shading in the lower part of the shield 
consists of horizontal lines, with a very few 
diagonal lines showing in early printings 
only.

This second type we find on wove and on horizont
ally laid paper.

It is from the second type that the reprints have 
been made.

From the Curtis Collection I bought a 1 peso stamp 
in blue, which 1 consider to be a reprint, and I find 
that it differs from either of the genuine types as 
follows:—

1st. On either side of the circular band there is a 
coloured bar, something like a thick figure 
“  1,” placed sideways, separating the two 
parts of the inscription. In the originals 
this is well centred in the white space sur
rounding i t ; in the reprints this bar is always 
joined to the upper part of the band of 
colour on each side.

and. In the reprints the shading in the lower part 
of the shield is composed of diagonal crossed 
lines. ,

3rd. In the reprints the central ornament in the top 
part of the shield is almost covered with a 
solid blob of colour, which is absent in the 
originals.

I find these marks of the reprints in all the speci
mens I have seen of the 1 peso on green paper, and 
1 peso on bluish paper, and, therefore, Nos. 159* and 
155 have to come out of our Catalogue.

* Major Evans draws my attention to the fact that a 
I prao on grey blue paper was heard of as early as 1879-80, 
which should undoubtedly be genuine, but is a quite different 
stamp from the one commonly sold as No. 150 in our 
Catalogue.— C. J. P.

Reprint.
This shading is of 

crossed lines.

The “  5 ” is fla t  at bot
tom, and badly drawn.

The letters “ ON” practi
cally touch.

The letters “ NT” of 
“ cen ts.” at left almost 
touch one another.
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My list of reprints is as follows :—
From the Curtis Collection.

1st. I peso, ultramarine, on stout, white wove paper.
2nd. I ,, carmine ,, „  ,,

From other sources.
3rd. 1 peso, red, on green wove paper.
4th. 1 ,, ,, thin bluish wove paper.
5th. I ,, ,, stout, bluish white, horizontally laid

paper.
6th. 1 peso, red, on ordinary white wove paper.
Some of the above may be met with bearing post

marks ; apparently those who foisted these things on 
the public some twenty years ago had no difficulty in 
obtaining either the original postmark dies or good 
imitations of them.

* **

1870-74.
1 c., green ; olive-green ; carmine.

From the Curtis Collection I got a copy of this 
stamp in bright ultramarine, and lately my friend Mr. 
J. N. I.uff has sent me a specimen in pale rose, which 
he got (with a number of others that I shall refer to 
later) from Mr. J. W. Scott, who in turn states that 
Curtis himself gave them to him as reprints— a very 
important point.

The best points by which to distinguish the reprints 
are :—

1st. In the reprints the “ a ” in “ COLOMBIA” has 
no cross-bar and appears to be an in
verted “  v.” ___

2nd. In the reprints the fine outer line at the left- 
hand side of the shield is broken and a part 
of it is entirely missing ; in the originals this 
line is clear and well defined.

1 have the following varieties of this reprint :—  
From the Curtis Collection.

1st. I centavo, ultramarine on thickish wove paper.
2nd. I ,, carmine ,, ,,

From other sources.
3rd. I centavo, dull green on horizontally laid white 

paper. .
4th. I centavo, olive-green on stout, bluish, horizontally 

laid paper.
5th. I centavo, dull rose on stout, bluish, horizontally 

laid paper.
6th. I centavo, dull rose on white wove paper.
I consider that Gibbons’ Catalogue Nos. 123, 124, 

125, only exist as reprints, and they will be removed 
from the Catalogue.

« *+

1870-74.
25 c., black on blue ; 25 c., green.

Mr. bacon mentions some reprints of these stamps, 
but as I have other varieties besides those that he 
notes, I give a list of all that are known to me.

In the reprints the head of the figure “ 2 ” in the 
large “  25 ” does not join the down-stroke.

In the reprints the feet of the large figures “ 25 ” 
almost touch the white outline of the containing label. 
In the originals there is quite a space between the 
feet of the figures and the outline of the label.

From Mr. J. W. Scott I have a block of—■
1st. 25 c., green on yellowish white wove paper, given to 

him by Curtis as reprints.
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From the Curtis Collection I have—
2nd. 25 c,, ultramarine on stout, white wove paper.
3rd. 25 c., carmine on stout, white wove paper.

From other sources I have—
4th. 25 c., dark blue on white wove paper.
5th. 25 c., green on thin, bluish wove paper.
6th. 25 c., green on stout, green wove paper.
7th. 25 c., green on stout, bluish, horizontally laid paper. 
8th. 25 c., black on bright rose paper. i .
9th. 25 c., black on yellow wove paper.

10th. 25 c., black on bright blue wove paper.
■ * *

•

1876-84.
5 c., mauve.

ioc., brown. 1
20 c., blue.

O f these starrfps Mr. Bacon correctly describes the 
io c. and 20c., but I am of opinion that the 5 c. on the 

greenish paper is equally a reprint, although I am un
able to find awydifference in the impression. The paper 
and gum are different from anything we find in use 
in Colombia at these dates, and I am of opinion that 
Gibbons’ Nos. 151, 152, and 153 only exist as reprints, 
and should come out of the Catalogue.

* *

1881.
Black on coloured paper.

1 c., green.
2 c., rose.
5 c., lilac.

The Catalogue fo r  Advanced Collectors lists a 
number of “ errors of colour,” but all such are 
reprints.

Mr. J. N. Luff kindly obtained for me a number of 
these things from Mr. J. W. Scott, who had them from 
Curtis as reprints.

In the impressions of the 2 c. and 5 c. I have found 
constant marks or scratches, that must have been made 
on the original die before new transfers were taken for 
the purpose of making reprints.

In the reprints of the 2 c. there is an extra curved 
line under the “ v ” of “ c e n t a v o s” in the corner 
ornament to the left of the figure “ 2.”

In the reprints of the 5 c. there are two fine lines 
drawn across the lower part of the figure “  5 ” in the 
left upper corner.

O f the reprints of this set I have—
I c., black on lilac.
1 c. ,, rose.
2 c. „  lilac.
2 c. ,, rose.
2 c. „  green.
5 c* ,, lilac.
5 c- ,, rose.
5 c. ,, green.

I add two plates of enlarged illustrations of tbe 
genuine and reprinted stamps, by means of which the 
differences can be clearly seen.

1 have to express my thanks to Mr. E. D. B a c o n , 

who has kindly checked over my discoveries in these 
stamps, and also to Mr. T. W. Hall for the loan of Ins 
fine collection of early Colombians.

(To be continued.)
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REMINISCENCES OF A VETERAN.

■ By PIERRE MAHE.
(Continued from page 30.)

(A !i rights of reproductions strictly reserved.)

My First Big Deal.
The Sheet of New Caledonia.

H E 1 o centimes stamp of New Caledonia,with 
a lithographed portrait of Napoleon 111, 
issued in 1859 at Port-de-France, interested 
collectors greatly as soon as it was known in 
Europe and a few copies had been seen in 

Paris. Who would believe nowadays that this stamp 
was as famous as were those of Reunion and the “ Post 
Office” of Mauritius, and perhaps even more so? Two 
collectors could not meet without asking each other 
the question, “ Have you the New Caledonia?” And 
the answer never varied, “  No ; not yet— it is so rare.’’ 
In fact, the rarity of this stamp was so great that only 
one copy was known to exist in the collection of one 
of the “ Princes of Philately ” of those days, that of 
M. G. Herpin ; a collection which, in 1866, went' to 
enrich the celebrated collection formed by Mr. F. A. 
l’hilbrick, which in its turn was merged later in a great 
Parisian collection.

M. Oscar Berger-Ldvrault, who lived then at Stras- 
burg, had indeed received some copies in 1861, and 
he had mentioned it to M. Alfred Potiquet to be 
noted in his catalogue ; this was not known until long 
afterwards, through a letter of M. O. B.-L. published 
in 1868 in the Stamp Collector’s Magazine. A very 
curious fact is stated in that letter, namely* that in 
1861 the General Post Office was quite unaware of 
the existence of the stamp in question, issued by the 
inland postal service of New Caledonia without the 
authorization of the head office. Thus, when this 
fact became known in Paris the stamp was ordered 
to be suppressed, and the plate was destroyed. 
Official returns show that not more than 1500 stamps 
"ere printed, representing only thirty sheets. This 
small quantity is explained by the little use made of 
them during their existence of two years, and at the 
same time it gives the measure of the rarity of the 
entire sheets of the first printing. The rarity of the 
stamp in those days is well seen in the fact that a 
dealer had had an imitation made (of the eighth 
variety, if 1 remember rightly), from a copy which had 
passed through his hands, perhaps the specimen in 
the Herpin Collection.

As was the case with all the other dealers, 1 used to 
lie asked daily, “  Have you the stamp of New Cale
donia?” It became a regular nightmare. I had to 
answer, and rightly, “  No.” I used to say that 1 ex
pected it, for one always says one expects a thing 
"lien one has not got it ; but that was of no use. As 
the result of these unceasing questions, 1 became so 
unnerved that I could stand it no longer, and one fine 
morning I said to myself, “ I must have some of these 
New Caledonia ; I will have them.” In saying this I 
had to find out ways and means of reaching the

object aimed at, and to keep the promise which I had 
made to myself. The matter was not of the easiest, 
for, like many other people, I had no connexion with 
the colony. What was to be done ? I knew not to 
which saint to pay my vow s; in those days St. 
Anthony of Padua was not practising. Finally, after 
having ruminated well and turned over in my head 
twenty projects at the same time, I chose this: I must 
get a small cheque and send it to a tradesman in 
Port-de-France, a bookseller, and ask him to be so 
good as to go to the post office and buy a sheet and 
send it to me ; there would be perhaps some of them 
left in some corner.

It seemed to me that all the difficulties ought to be 
got over in this w ay; but there’s many a slip ’twixt cup 
and lip. I called to my aid the young Franco- 
American of whom I have spoken already, and I said 
to him, “ Here are one hundred francs ; you must go 
to some banker, any one you like, and get a small 
cheque on Port-de-Franee.” I fancied that every
thing would go quite smoothly, but I was very much 
out. The first bank had no correspondent there ; the 
second bank could not give a cheque for such an 
insignificant sum ; at the third they laughed in my 
man’s face. Being put out by this, he determined to 
get it, and all at once a bright idea came to him : 
Suppose I try at the Comptoir d’Escompte? No 
sooner said than done. By no means timid by nature, 
he entered the place boldly, and— a thing unlooked- 
for, unheard-of, fabulous!— the first person to whom 
he applied, a Mr. Kresser (I shall never forget that 
name), turned out providentially to be the brother 
of the head clerk of Mr. Claude, the representative at 
Port-de-France of the St. Gobain plate-glass factory. 
Here was indeed something to prove the truth of the 
words : “ Seek and ye shall find.” Thenceforward all 
went well. Mr. Kresser gave my man a draft on his 
brother, to whom I hastened to apply, thanking him 
warmly beforehand for the service which he was about 
to render, and— I awaited events.

“  Everything comes to him who knows how to 
wait,” says the proverb, and proverbs, are sometimes 
right, for having waited patiently 1 saw at last the 
arrival of that for which I was wailing, although I 
must say it had taken a very long time about it. More 
than six months had slipped by. I had thought much 
about it ; I thought no more of it. I ho longer ex
pected anything, and I had finished by accepting my 
lot philosophically. However, one afternoon, as I 
returned with my spouse from our Sunday’s walk and 
was about to go upstairs, the concierge came after me 
with a letter in his hand, and said, “  M. Mahd, a letter 
for you ; 30 centimes.”

I paid it and took the letter, which I turned over 
again and again ; it came from Paris, and I did not
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know the writing. Quickly reaching the second story,
1 opened the letter which had puzzled me so much, 
and I pulled forth, folded into four, a letter accom
panying a sheet of the New Caledonia, which I had 
given up as hopeless. I need not say how great was 
our joy, and what castles we set ourselves to build, my 
wife and I, as we dined with unwonted appetite.

This is how M. Claude explained the delay in regard 
to my request. With great difficulty a sheet had been 
found in a merchant’s office; there was not another any
where, and as it was only obtained a short time before 
M. Claude’s departure for Europe, he had decided to 
bring it with him for safety’s sake. In spite of the 
long time which had passed between asking for it and 
getting it, no supply had arrived yet to lessen the 
rarity of these stamps; there had been only a few 
single copies. A whole sheet was a sensational arrival, 
so I proposed to put a high price on it.

Next morning chance brought to me one of the
leading Parisian collectors, M. P----- . Without saying
a word I put the sheet before him, and just said, look
ing at him, “ There 1” The collector, astonished greatly 
at seeing such a thing in the hands' of a small dealer, 
asked me, “ How much?” “ A thousand francs,” said 
I. “ A thousand francs. It is too dear—much too 
dear ; you will never sell it.” I did not wish to bate 
an inch, and he left me, repeating, “ It is too dear; 
you will not sell it.” That same evening another 
“ big w ig” came in. The same thing happened, the 
same question, “ How much ?” “ A thousand francs.” 
“ I take it,” said he wisely. The sheet was of the very 
first printing, grey-black, and as fine as one could 
expect a lithograph to be when it had been drawn and 
printed under the rudimentary conditions which we 
know existed. The next morning the first collector 
came back and said carelessly, “ Yes, I have reflected ;
I will take your sheet, although it is very dear.” “ I 
am very sorry, sir, but you come too late ; the sheet 
was sold last night to M. 1)----- ” lie  was broken
hearted, and asked me if I could not buy it back. I 
told him 1 might wait for a long time, and then it 
would be vain, for the fortunate owner was one of 
those persons to whom one does not make such 
offers. This disappointed client owed me a grudge for 
some time, on account of the bad luck which was due 
solely to his refusal, llut, as he was the best fellow 
in the world, the remembrance of it passed away.

This sale caused a great deal of talk, which even 
reached New Caledonia. A lithographed newspaper 
of Noumda— I think it was Le Voleur (The Thief)— 
published an article on it, and the article was copied 
into the great Parisian Press. Long afterwards 1 was 
offered some copies of a defective printing of the 
sheet, an early impression of which was known to 
have been sold by me for a thousand francs. These 
later sheets were said to form part of those printed in 
a grey, almost black shade, found, I was told, among 
the possessions of Sergeant Triqudrat, the maker of 
the stone, on board the vessel on which he died 
during the voyage home. Probahly the sergeant, 
before leaving Port-de-France, had managed to make, 
secretly, after the stamps had been demonetized and 
before the stone had been defaced, a supplementary

printing, from which he proposed “ to make a good 
filing” on his return to France. But pitiless death 
spoilt his calculations. Before handing the sheet to the 
collector vyho had bought it, I asked him for permission 
to have photographs taken, which at the time would 
have been a great success. Everybody would have been 
eager to possess the facsimile of the fifty varieties, 
then unknown to the public, very few of whom weie 
destined later to obtain the originals at 5 francs each, 
and the photographs would have sold like “ hot 
cakes.” The plate was made ; but before taking off 
any impressions, and in order to be on the right side 
with the authorities, I made the legal deposit at the 
Bureau of Engravings, and I was awaiting the author
ization to print off and sell, when, instead of doing so,
I received from the Ministry an order to destroy the 
block, I had to yield, and thereby I missed some
thing which certainly would have been profitable. 
Thus ends the tale.

* » *

“ A  Pearl on a Dunghill."
I must not leave the subject of New Caledonia 

without recounting an anecdote, and not at all a bad 
one, about a stamp of that country. A short time 
after I had received the entire sheet that I have men
tioned, one evening a little before nine o’clock I heard 
a ring at my door. I opened the door, and saw before 
me a man whose dress was far from being striking 
by its elegance, or, I might even say, by its cleanness. 
Then 1 saw on the landing, in the angle formed by 
the door, a wicker hamper. My caller was a rag
picker, a worker during the night. How he had 
succeeded in escaping the vigilance of my “ Cerberus,” 
1 knew not. In any case he must have been well 
informed of my address, for nothing outside indicated 
my business. This man, beyond doubt an outcast of 
society, spoke very nicely, and said, “ Excuse me, sir, 
for troubling you at this hour ; but it is the hour at 
which I begin my work, and I should not have dared 
to present myself before you in the daytime.” After 
he had entered my place, a thing he was persuaded to 
do with some trouble, he took out of his waistcoat 
pocket a piece of paper folded into four, which had 
been white perhaps once upon a time. Having un
folded it slowly, he took from it a stamp the state of 
which can be easily imagined. He held it out to me, 
and said, “ Just now, in going over my harvest of last 
night, I found among some bits of paper the stamp 
which you see ; it is nothing much, perhaps, but if it is 
worth anything, I will leave it to you to give me just 
what you please.” Now this stamp, which had escape d 
being torn up, w»as a New Caledonia. How it had 
managed to fall where the man picked it up was a 
mystery. However it was, I put a five-franc piece 
into the hand of this unusual seller of stamps, and he 
seemed to be agreeably surprised, as doubtless he 
expected no such a sum in exchange for his little bit 
of paper. Thereupon he went away, not without 
having thanked me warmly, while he bowed and 
scraped ceaselessly. Was it not a curious case, and 
one which, if it were not true, would be ben trovatoi 
But it is a true story, as will be all my little tales.

( To be continued.)
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By CHARLES J. PHILLIPS.

Another W e have much pleasure in announcing 
^arge that through our New York house we
Collection have purchased the well-known collec-

Purchased*
tion of Mr. W. H. Randall, of Boston,
Mass. This collection consists entirely 

of British Colonial stamps in absolutely mint con
dition— every stamp with full gum and well centred. 
Mr. Randall was well known to us as the most difficult 
man to please of all those with whom we did business. 
There was a good deal of competition for the collec
tion, but we were lucky enough to secure it at a price 
of upwards of £ 2000.

During October we have also bought several very 
nice specialized collections, which will be added to 
our stock in London in due course.

Our DURING October, Messrs. Glendining
Auction anc* C a , Ltd., of 7 Argyll Street, Regent 
Branch Street, London, W., have held two

very successful sales. The first of 
these was on 3 and 4 October, and consisted of the 
collection of Mr. Sherring, of Bristol, with other 
property. There were not many rarities, but a good 
lot of useful stamps, which were keenly competed for 
by the dealers. Some of the best prices were as . 
follows:—

Great Britain id., black, “ V.R.** .
O.W. Official, iod., Queen 

used . .
, „  . O.W. Official, iod., King

used . .
Cape of Good Hope 3d., error “  t h e . ee  ”

,, ,, 5s., watermark C A, fine used
block of four .

Swaziland . . id., red surcharge, inverted
,, id., red surcharge, double .

Canada . . id., Imperf., block of six
used on letter .

„ . . . 3d., iniperf., block of five
unused . .

Confederate States Baton Rouge, 5 c., used on 
letter . .

Nova Scotia . . is., violet, and 6d.t green,
used on pieceoforiginal, the 
is. being slightly clipped 
on one side . . .

T'inidad . . The Lady McLeod, used, but
heavily penstroked . .

Collections:—
In Imperial album, 6803 stamps . .
Of Portuguese Colonials, 2102 stamps . .
In Permanent album, 1487 stamps . .
In Senf album, 5831 stamps . . .

£ *■  
7 o

5
12

IS
14
to

5 1° o 

3 0 0  

S 5 o

1115 o 

6 1 5 0

72 o 
34 o 
15 10 
20 o

France

Great Britain 
Naples . 
Moldavia

Levant

2 16 o

Spain .

Stueden

Switzerland

Tuscany .

Philippine Islands 

Portuguese India .

Azores. , .

Guinea , .

Oil Rivers . .

Zanzibar

Brazil

1 franc, orange-vermilion, 
fine, used, on piece of 
original envelope . .

1872, large figure, pair, con
sisting of 10c., and error 15 
c., bistre on rose, but badly 
centred . . .

£5, orange, unused . .
i  tornese, blue cross, not fine 
27 paras, black and rose, cut 

to shape . . .
54 paraS, blue oh green, 

square, but rather short . 
Brown and blue, used . .
Blue ard red, used . .
1851, 2 reales, red, used .
1853, 3 cuartos, bronze,

mended in centre . .
1854, 1 real, light blue, fine,

used . . .
The error “ tretio” on 20 

ore, vermilion, unused . 
Vaud, 4 c., used . .
Poste Locale, 2i rp., without 

frame, used . .
3 lire, with triangular piece 

from the bottom of the 
stamp .

First issue, 2 reales, green, 
block of four, used . .

1881, 5 on 20, in a pair, one 
stamp with clear double 
surcharge . . .

Small surcharge, 150 r.. blue, 
perf. 12$, horizontal used 
pair . . .

First issue, small surcharge, 
an entire unused sheet in 
perfect condition . .

An unsevered double pair of 
the  ̂ on id., the upper 

' stamp being surcharged in 
violet and the lower in red 

£d. on 2jd. in green, No. 13, 
unused . . .

$d. on a&d. in black, No. 15̂  
French Consular Offices, 

1904, set of 9 varieties . 
Collection in Specialist’s 

album, 1017 stamps .

£ d.

7 10 0

13 10 
15 10

9  15

• *9

7 5 o

S 5

7 15

1 8 0 0

15 10 o

10 o o 
9 0 0

23

The Stanley has 
Gibbons 
Stock of 
Post Cards

the sale on 17 and 18 October was a more 
important one, ahd contained the collection of Mr. 
Le Lara Cohen, and a portion of the collection of 
Mr. Schlmenekow. A good many of the best stamps 
"ere not in fine condition, and the following were 
some of the best things, with the prices realized :—

£  s. ,1.
Bulgaria . . 1882, the error 5 s., rose . 9 0 0

,, . . 1884, 5 on 30 s., black sur
charge, used . . 5 10 o

1 inland . . The error 10 p., purple-
brown, in the colour of 
the 5 p. . . . 4 15 o

been placed in the hands of 
Messrs. Glendining and C o , Ltd.; 
for sale by auction without reserve. 
This slock of entires, accumulated 

. during the past thirty-five years, con- 
and envelopes (ajns many scarce and rare pieces, and 
consists of upwards of 700,000 varieties.

It is now some five years since we ceased to im
port any entires, confining our business to adhesive 
stamps only. Owing to the increase of our business, 
it is essential that we should clear out all entires, as 
the space they occupy is wanted for other branches 
of the business. We cannot as yet say how many 
sales will be necessary, as it will take some months to 
lot the whole of the goods. As far as possible, we 
shall arrange so that the rare pieces are sold singly, 
the medium rarities in lots suitable for collectors, and 
the common lots in large lots suitable for dealers. 
We hope to arrange to have one sale early in De
cember, and after that a sale about every six weeks, 
until the whole of the stock is cleared off. Every 
piece will be sold absolutely without reserve  ̂ and 
collectors of entires will have a chance of a lifetime 
of adding fine and scarce things to their collection 
at nominal prices.

We shall be glad to receive the names and addresses 
of those clients who would like the catalogues of these 
auctions as they are published.
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N e w  T he  following stock books have been
Stock Books, rearranged since the last list published 

in the M. J .
The new stock books have been priced and re

arranged in accordance with our 1905-6 Catalogue, 
and the prices are those that have been adopted in 
that Catalogue.

Any of these— or of our other stock books (about 
280 in number)— can be sent on approval for five days 
to collectors known to us, or after the usual references.

To clients who purchase from any one volume for

five pounds or upwards at one time a discount of to 
per cent is allowed. Special terms will be made to 
those desirous of making really important purchases.

Hayti . .
Bavaria .
Persia, 2 vols.. 
Paraguay .
Costa Rica .
Belgium and Congo, 2 
Cuba . .
Dominican Republic 
Western Australia

vols.

VA1H.
/80
I83
494
SO

146
363
202
419

1508

-i\xe ^os\a\ Q̂ ssuê  oj \Vve 3)Tpax\\s\\ Wie
By L. H AN CIAU .

ALL RIGHTS RESERVED. 
{Continued from page 48.)

R EE months later, in June, 1883, there was 
another stamp famine, with the usual Ordin
ance by the Treasury Department for sup
plying the want by altering the values of 
other stamps. Again, in Art. 1, mention is 

made of 2 reales stamps, which are the 250 mils, de 
peso, and of 4 cuartos, which are the 2J c. de peso; 
Art. 2 speaks of 32 cuartos, instead of 20 c. de peso ; 
of 8 cuartos for 5 c. de peso ; of 1 real for 12 J c. de 
peso ; and finally of 14 cuartos as equivalent to 8 c. de 
peso.

What a mixing up of currencies !

“ Public Treasury Department of the Philippines.
“ Manilla, June 4, 1883.

“ In accordance with the propositions of the General 
Administration of Revenues and State Lands and the 
report of the Accountant General, the necessity for 
the surcharging of stamps for postal purposes being 
fully shown; with a view to obviating loss to the 
treasury and the inconvenience caused to the public 
by irregularities in the postal service, this Department 
decrees:—

“  1. There is authorized the surcharging of 70,000 
postage stamps of the value of 2 reales, employing for 
that purpose 50,000 stamps of the same class and of 
the value of 4 cuartos, and 20,000 2 reales telegraph 
stamps.

“ 2. There is also authorized the surcharging of
50.000 postage stamps of the value of one real, for 
which will be employed 10,000 postage stamps of the 
value of 32 cuartos, 6coo 8 cuartos postage stamps,
10.000 1 real ‘ Judicial’ stamps, 4000 2 peso ‘ Derechos 
de Firma’ stamps, 10,000 1 peso ‘ Derechos de Firma’ 
stamps, and 10,000 of the stamps provided for the 
Universal Postal Union, of the value of two centimos 
de peso.

“  3. The surcharging is similarly authorized of 10,000 
postage stamps of the value of 10 centimos de peso, 
or 16 cuartos, for which will be utilized the 2 reales 
‘ Judicial’ stamps ;

“  4. And finally there is authorized the surcharging 
of 50,000 stamps for use in the Universal Postal 
Union, of the value of 8 centimos de peso, or 14 
cuartos, for which will be employed the stamps of the 
same class of the value of 2 centimos de peso. •

“  5. The authorized surcharging will be effected by 
applying to each stamp an impression from an en
graved die, denoting the use for which the stamp is 
intended and its value. The colours of the surcharges

are to b e :— Black for the 2 reales stamps ; red for 
those of I real; yellow for those for 16 cuartos, and 
green for the Postal Union stamps of 14 cuartos, in 
harmony with the colours of the said stamps.*

“ 6. In view of the urgency of the matter the sur
charging will be done by the Administration, and 
under the immediate supervision of a Committee com
posed of the Head of the Department, the Chief 
Cashier, and the Notary of the Treasury.

“ 7 - • • • . . .
“ 8. When the work is finished, the dies used for 

the surcharges will be destroyed in the presence of 
the Committee.

“ 9. The General Administration of Revenues and 
State Lands will make the necessary arrangements 
for the execution of the present Decree.

“ To be published, etc. etc.
(Sigqed) “ CHINCHILLA.”

Issue of June, 1883.
Various stamps with various surcharges :—
1. Surcharged “ HABILITADO P; CORREOS” and 

value, as in March (S 5).
Five varieties of surcharge of the 1 rea l:— (a), (i',

(c), (rf), as in March, the dies for which should have 
been destroyed, but evidently were not.

(e) Letters of “ UN r e a l ” spaced, the “ R ” slopes 
more to the left than in varieties (a) and (k) ; “ BIJ.l ” 
of “ h a b ilita d o ” more spaced, and letters “ r r ” of 
“ co r r e o s” thinner.

Five varieties of surcharge for the 2 reales :—
(a) All the letters comparatively small.
(t>) Similar to (a), but with the “ s ” of “ DOS” in

verted.
(c) Similar to (a), but with stop after “  RLES.”
\d) Lettering larger ; “ o ” of “  DOS ” wide.
(e) Lettering larger; “ o ” of “  DOS” narrow.
On Postage stamps of the issues of 1880 and 1882.

real, in red, on 2 c. de p. rose (<*)•
t t 2 > » M
t > 2 >* f t (r).
f 2 >1 f t W.

»> »» 2 »» ,, (e)•
1 1 »» 5 11 blue (<*)•
> 1 s 1 » *» (0.
a »« 5 >* tt (<*)•

* The meaning of these words is a little obscure, but 
probably the idea was to use such colours as would readily 
distinguish the different values.— E d. M. J,
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2 reales, in blacky on 2$ c. tie p., ultramarine (a).
2 ,, „ 2$ ,, ,, (£).
2 •> >> 2* ,, ,, (r).
2 „  „  2* „  „  (d).
2 „  ; 2i  „  „  (<0-

Varieties, with inverted surcharge.
I real, in red% on 2 c. de p., rose.*
I „  „  s „  blue (d).

2 reales, in black, on 2% c. de p , ultramarine {d).
2 „  „  2| „  „  (e).

With double surcharge.
I real, in red, on 2 c. de p.» rose.*

2 reales, in blacky on 2! c. dep., ultramarine (a).
2 „  ,, 2% y y „  {(f).

Errors.
I r., in black, on 2 c. de p. (a).

2 r. on I r. „ 2 ,, (a).
1 r. „  2$ „  (a).

I have seen the first of these three obliterated “ 1883.” 
Two stamps joined, one with and one without surcharge.

I r., in red, on 2 c. de p., rose.

There were 10,000 of the 2 c. de p. and 6000 of the 
5 c. de p. (termed 8 cuar/os in the Decree) converted 
into 1 real stamps, and 50,000 of the 2$ c. de p. 
(termed 4 cuar/os) converted into 2 reales.

On Telegraph stamps of 1882.
1 r., in red, on 20 c., in black, on 250 m. de p., ultramarine.

These were the 10,000 20 c. stamps manufactured 
in March, but not issued; they are termed 32 cuartos 
in the Decree.

2 reales, in black, on 250 m. de p., ultramarine.

There were 20,000 of these.
Variety, red surcharge inverted.

1 r., in red, on 20 c., in black, on 250 m. dep.
Error.

I r., in red, and 2 r., in black (b), on 250 m. de p.

On Fiscal stamps, “ d e r e c h o  j u d ic i a l ” of 1878, 
the same type as before (see illustration on p. 46, under 
January, 1881).

16 cuartos, in yellow, on 2 reales, blue.

On similar stamps of 1882, the same design, but 
values in different currency.

1 real, in red, on 12} c. de p., blue (a). —
t „  iz i  .. .. (b).
I »» »» 12$ »» >1 (rf).

Variety, with surcharge inverted.
I real, in red, on 12$ c. de p., blue.

There were 10,000 of the 16 cuartos stamps, and the 
same number of the 1 real.

On Fiscal stamps, “ DERECHOS 
DE FIRMA ” of 1872. There is no 
mention of this stamp in the Decree 
of June, 1883, or at all events in the 
copy that was sent to me.
1 real, in red, on to pesetas, bistre (a). 

On Fiscal stamps, of the same 
187. nature, of 1878 (see illustration on

p. 47, under November, 1881). .
1 real, in red, on I peso, green (a).
1 11 »» 1 n »» (̂ J*
I .> I » » («)•

There were 10,000 copies of this.

* The varieties of the surcharge have not been recorded.

On similar stamps of 7880, same type.
1 real, in red, on 200 m. de p., green (rf).

Variety, with surcharge inverted.
I real, in red, on 200 m. de p., green {d).

There were 4000 of these.
2. Surcharged “ HAB1 UTADO Pi U. POSTAL” and 

value (s 4).
On Postage stamps of the issue of 1880.

8 c. de p., in green, on 2 c. de p., rose.
Varieties, with double surcharge.

8 c. de p., in green, on 2 c. de p., rose 
With surcharge sideways.

8 c. de p., in great, on 2 c. de p., rose.
Two stamps joined, one with and one without surcharge.

8 c. de p., in green, on 2 c. de p., rose.
Double surcharge, Types s 4 and s 5.

X real, in red, and 8 c. de p., in green, on 2 c de p , rose.

There were 50,000 copies of this value.

- *  * *1

It was not many months before the Treasury Depart
ment found occasion to promulgate another lengthy 
Ordinance, which was published in the Caceta tie 
Manila, of October 4, 1883, as follows

“ Public Treasury Department of the Philippines.
“ Manilla, Sept. 29, 1883.

“ With reference to the measures adopted by the 
General Administration of Revenues and Taxes, for 
the purpose of rendering available for use stamped 
paper and stamps of various denominations :—

“ In view of the facts, that the quantity of stamps 
thus rendered available by the second Decree of this 
Department, dated 4th J une last, has been found in
sufficient to meet the demand ;

“  That the postage stamps of the value of 1 real and 
the revenue stamps of the value of 20 centimos de 
peso have all been used up, and that the stock of 
10 and 16 cuartos postage stamps is insufficient to fill 
the requisitions for consumption up to the end of the 
present year ;

“  That the stamped papers classed under the heads 
of ‘ Ilustrc’ and ‘ Sello Primero’ remaining in stock 
in the general depots amount to 61 and 60 sheets, 
respectively, which are not enough to fill the requisi
tions already received from the provincial offices;

“ And that a telegram from H.E. the Minister for 
the Colonies, dated the 26th inst., states that the 
various stamps intended for use in this island during 
the two years 1884-85 will not be despatched by the 
Printing Office before the 30th October next, and thus 
cannot arrive at Manilla before the commencement 
of December, even if they are sent by the mail packet 
leaving Barcelona on November 1st;

“  In view of the complete exhaustion of the stocks 
of certain stamps, and of the comparative scarcity of 
others, which has arisen during the last few months, 
owing to the increasing consumption, during the 

resent period of two years, of the stamps in question 
oth for postage and for contracts and other civil 

documents, rendering necessary the authorizations 
given by this Department, dated 22nd February and 
4th June last, as well as the issue of the present 
D ecree;

Considering that there is urgent necessity for pro
viding certain denominations of stamps and stamped 
papers, to replace those that have been or are on the 
point of being exhausted, and in order that the interests 
of the revenue may not suffer, nor the public be in
convenienced in the matter of the postal service or of 
commerce;

I
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“ Considering that the urgency of the Work to be 
done in these circumstances authorizes the Administra
tion to carry it out at once, dispensing with the usual 
formalities ;

“  In compliance with Article 56 of the Royal Decree 
of February 12, 1830, prescribing the use of stamped 
paper in these islands, and Article 4 of the instruc
tions of September 15, 1852 ;

“ In accordance with the proposals of the General 
Administration of Revehues and Taxes and the re
presentations made by the Accountant General, the 
Treasury Department decides as follows :—

“ j. Authority is hereby given for the provision of 
thirty-three thousand postage stamps of the value of 
one real by employing the ‘ Judicial’ stamps of the 
same value.*

“ 2. Authority is hereby given for the provision of 
ten thousand 16 cuartos postage stamps, which will 
be made by means of postage stamps of the value of 
4 cuartos.t

“ 3. Authority is hereby given for the conversion of 
ten thousand postage stamps for the Universal Postal 
Union, of the value of 2 centimos de peso, into 10 
cuartos postage stamps. _

“ 4. Authority is hereby giveh to convert ten thou
sand 2 reales Telegraph stamps into 20 centimos de 
peso fiscal stamps (Documentos de Giro).

“  5. Finally, authority is hereby given for the pro
vision of three hundred sheets of tne stamped paper 
‘ Ilustres ’ and three hundred sheets of ‘ Sello Prilheto,’ 
these two denominations to be taken from the surplus 
stocks of the same stamps which remain over from 
previous years, but which have never been either 
perforated (?) J or converted. _____

“ 6. The conversions mentioned herein will be 
carried out by the Administration, under the super
vision of a Committee composed of the Administrator 
of Revenues and Taxes, the Accountant General, and 
the Notary of the Treasury, presided over by the sub- 
Commissaty General.

“ 7. For the fofir conversions of postage and fiscal 
stamps, four dies will be engraved ort copper, for in
dicating in inks of different colours the new uses of 
the converted stamps.

“ 8. For the conversion of the ‘ Ilustres’ and the 
papers ‘ Sello Prirttero,’ one die will be ehgraved on 
copper with the inscription :— ‘ HabilitadO para el 
bienio de 1882 y 1883.’ Also three other hand- 
stamps with the signatures of the Gbmmissary 
General of the Treasury, the Accountant General, and 
the Chief Administrator of this Department.

“ 9. As sooh as the conversions have been com
pleted, the dies and handstamps will be destroyed in 
the presence of the Cbtnmittee, who will draw up a 
certificate to that effect.

“ io. The cost of these conversions wiit be paid On 
presentation of the account, certified by the Com
mittee, in accordance with Ch. 3, Art. 4, Seel. 5 of the 
estimates.

“  It is further ordered that this Decree is to be 
published in the Gacela de Manila, communicated to 
the Committee of Accounts, to the Office Of the 
Receiver, to the Auditor General of the Treasury, 
and then deposited in the archives of the General 
Administration of Revenues and Taxes for future 
guidance. (Signed) “ C h i n c h i l l a .”

• These were 12* c. de peso stamps.
+ THeSe were i t  c. de peso stamps.
? M. Hanciau Is uncertain as to the correct translation 

of the word “  taladrado,” which is used here. Possibly It 
means pierced In some way, like the stamps used ort tele
grams in Spain, so as to cancel the stamps on these obsolete 
papers.— Eo. M. J.

( To be continued. )
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Philatelic Society, tondon.
Council for the Year 1965-6.

President: H .R .H . T h e  P r in c e  o p  W a l e s , k .O ., e t c  
Vice-President: T tiE  E a r l  o p  C r a w f o r d , k . t .

N on. Secretary: J . A . T il l e a r d . •
Non. A ssistant Secretary: H. R. O l d f i e l d .

Non. Treasurer: C . N, B ig g s .
Non. Librarian: L . W . F u l c h e r .

' Comm ittee:
E . D . B a c o n . L . L„ R . H a u s b u r g .
M . P. C a s t l e , j p. ( Non. Vice-President).
C . J. D a u n . C . E . M c N a u g h t a n .
R. E h r e n b a c h . F  R b ic h e n h e im .
T. W. H a l l . R  B. Y a r d l e y .

1905.
• *3-

Nov. to.

Dec. 8.

1906. 
Jan. 5.

.. *9-

Feb. a.

„  16.

Mar. 2
i, 16.

» 3°*

April 20. 

M a y 4.

„  18.

June 8.

PROGRAMME OF THE SEASON.
The Earl ofC raw fbrd, K . t .  (Vice-President). A  Display. 

This meeting will be held at the residence o f the Earl of
Crawford, 2, Cavendish Square.
Mr. F. Reichenheim. Papers, with Displays. (1) The 

F. M. Stamps o f France. (2) 'The Newspaper Stamps 
of France. . _

Mr. L. L. R . Hausburg. A  Paper entitled “ Pftitalelic 
Researches in Australia," illustrated with impressions 
from dies and plates, and pulls from perforating and 
rouletting machines. *

Mr. B. D. Knox. A  Paper entitled “ The M alta Lotal 
Post and its Stamps,”  wuh Display.

Messrs. M. P. Castle and L. L. R . Hausburg. A  Paper on 
the Retouches of New Zealand, with Display and Lantern 
Enlargements.

Mr. R. Freotzel. A  Display of a portion o f Collection of 
the Stamps of Mexico, with Notes. ,

Mr. H. R . Oldfield. A  Paper on the Stamps o f Servia, 
with Display.

Mr. R. B. Yardley. A  Display of the Stamps o f  Criqua- 
(and, with Notes.

Mr. L. L. R . Hausburg. A  Paper on the Perforations of 
Victoria, with Display.

Mr. H. J . Duveen. A  Display of the Stamps of Switzerland.
Mr. T. W . Hall. A  Paper on the Stamps o f Uruguay, 

with Display.
Mr. C. F. pendv Marshall. Notes on used British Stamps, 

with a  Sketch History o f Postmarks from the Earliest 
Times.

Mr. A. Bagshawe A Paper on the Stamps o f the Straits 
Settlements, with Display.

Baron P . de Worms. A  Paper on the Stamps o f  Ceylon, 
with Display o f portion o f the Collection of Baron A. de 
Worms.

Mr. L. W . Flilcher. A  Paper entitled “  Studies in Plating 
the Stamps of Japan,” with Display. (1) The First Issue.

Annual General Meeting.

Birmingham Philatelic Society.
Honorary President:
W . B. A v e r y , E s q .

President:
R . H o l l i c k , E s q .

. Vice-Presidents:
T . W . P e c k , E s q . W . P im m , E s q .

Comm ittee:
M r. P. T . D e a k i n . M r . C . A. S t e p h e n s o n .
„  H . G r in d a l l . „  W . F . W a d a m s .

Non. Secretary am i Treasurer:
M r . G . J o h n s o n , b . a .

Official Address Birchfield Road, Birmingham. 
Bankers:

N a t io n a l  P r o v in c ia l  B a n k  o r  E n g l a n d , Six W ays Branch, 
Aston, Birmingham.

A donor of 50s. has the privileges of membership for life. 

Entrance Fee, 5s. Annual Subscription, 53.

This includes The Stamp Collector each month.
It allows members to participate in any one section of 

the Exchange. The others are Is. each per anhlim. Thtb 
a subscription of 7s. entitles the member to participate 
in all three packets for the whole year.

No commission is charged if members take exchange for 
what is purchased from their sheets, but $ per cent is de
ducted from the net cash balance paid over by the Hon. 
Treasurer. -
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Cash is paid immediately on the return of every packet.
A supply of the Society’s sheets (25 covers and 50 inside 

sheets) costs is. 2d.
Ail subscriptions commence on October 1st.

1905.
Oct. 5-

„ 17*
Nov. 2.

„ 30-
Dec. 7-

1906.
Jan. 4
Feb. 1.

22.
Mar. 1.

22.
April 5-
May 3-

P R O G R A M M E , 1905-6.
(Each meeting: commences at 7 p.m.)

Annual Meeting.
(Tuesday.) D isp lay; W est Indies. M r. W. B. A v e r y . 
Paper: “ Turkey." M r. P. T . D e a k in .
Auction at Acorn Hotel.
N otes on Odd Varieties. M r. G. J o h n s o n .

Lantern Display. Mr . J . A . Margoschis.
| Paper : “  Greece.”  M r. T . W. Morris.
t D isp lay: Seychelles. M r. J . W. H e a t h .
Auction at Acorn H o te l
D isp lay: British North America. M r. R . H ollick .
Paper: “ China.” M r. P . T . D b a k in .
Paper: “ St. Vincent.”  M r. W. P imm .
D isplay: African Colonies. Mr. C . A . Steph enson .

were put forward, and it was resolved to form a local branch. 
Mr. M. H. Horsley was elected Local President; Canon 
Cosgrave, B .D ., and O. K. Trechmann, Local Vice
Presidents ; H. T. James, Local Hon. Secretary; Geo. 
Sarginson and Thos. Thompson to act with the above to 
form a Committee.

. The President announced that he would be very pleased to 
give a paper on Colonial Stamps and show his collection of 
the same, and he had no doubt that Mr. Trechmann would 
also give a paper and an exhibition. Mr. James also stated 
that he would give a paper on stamp collecting, and, in con
junction with the President, an exhibition of British stamps. 
It was decided to hold meetings at regular intervals. Stamp 
collectors residing in or near West Hartlepool are invited to 
send for particulars of membership in the Junior Philatelic 
Society. Address the Local Hon. Secretary, care of Mr. 
M. H. Horsley, j . p . ,  Greenbank, West Hartlepool,

The two auctions and the displays of January 4th and 
February 1st will be held at the Acorn Hotel, Birmingham. 

All the other meetings will be held at 308 Birchfield Road.

enterprise Philatelic Socictp.
. P residen t: F. W . L a k e .

Vice-Presidents: E . A . K l a b b r , W. B. E d w a r d s , B.Sc. 
Hon. L ib ra ria n : A l b e r t  H . H a r r is , Buckhum  H ill, Essex. 

H on. Counterfeit Detector:
H . W. W e s t c o t t , 11 Dalkeith Road, Ilford, Essex.

Hon. Secretary and Treasurer:
A . C . C o n s t a n t in i d e s , “  Woodview,”  Archway Road, 

H igbgate, Loodon, N .
Comm ittee:

Messrs. B ig n o l d , C o n s t a n t i n i d e s , E d w a r d s , H a r p k r , H a r r is , 
E. A. K l a b b r , L a k e , G . H. S im o ns, and W e s t c o t t . 

Official O rgan: Stam p Collector's Fortnightly . 
Headquarters f o r  Monthly M eetings:

D e v o n s h ir e  H o u s e  H o t e l . Bishopsgate Street, E .C . (opposite 
Liverpool Street Station).

1905.
Oct. 18.

N ov. 1 5 .

D ec. a o .

1906. 
Jan. 17.

Feb. 2 1 .

Mar. 2 1 .

A pril ,8 .

M ay 16.

P R O G R A M M E . Season 1905-6.
General Business: Election of new members, e tc  
Paper aori Display : “  The Pictorial Stamps of New 

Zealand.” W . B. E d w a r d s , B .S c.
General Sale and Exchange.
General Display by members: British Colonial K ing’s 

Heads. (
Display with notes : Barbados. E . H b g in b o t t o m , b . a . 
Display o f the Society’s Collection o f Forgeries, Reprints, 

and Bogus Issues, with notes by the Hon. Counterfeit 
Detector.

General Sale and Exchange.
D isp la y: Rare Stamps. F. W1. L a k e .
Ten-minute Papers: Selected.
General Sale and Exchange.

Display with notes: Antigua, Bahamas, 'Bermuda, C ay.
man Is., Dominica. E . H e g in b o t t o m , b . a .

Paper: “  Recollections,”  accompanied by Display.
_ , „  , H . w. W e s t c o t t .
General Sale and Exchange.
Auction for disposal o f members' duplicates, etc.
Discussion: “  Is F inality  a Desideratum?”

. Opened by A . H . H a r r is .
General Display by members: The Far East.
General Sale and Exchange.
Display with notes: Grenada, Jamaica.

. E .  H e g in b o t t o m , b .a .
Ten-minute Paper: Selected.
D isp lay: A  Selection o f British Colonies. F. W. L a k e . 
General Sale and Exchange.
Display with notes: Leeward Is., Montserrat, Nevis, St.

Kitts. .  ̂ E . H e g in b o t t o m , b . a .
Paper: “ Fiscal N otes and Indications,” accompanied by 

Display o f the Fiscals o f the United States and Philip
pines W. S C H W A B A C H E R .

General Sale and Exchange.
Annual General Meeting.

Note.— The Exchange will be opened at each meeting by 
the Chairman, on the conclusion of the items preceding.

I ea will be provided in the hotel for the convenience of 
country and Other members in town for the meetings.

Junior Philatelic Society.•»
W E S T  H A R T L E P O O L  B R A N C H .

On Wednesday, October nth, 1905, a meeting Was held 
the residence of Mr. M. H. Horsley, Greenbank, West 

Hartlepool, to consider the formation of a local branch of 
the Junior Philatelic Society.

Mr. M. H. Horsley carefully explained the objects of the 
Meeting, the benefits of joining the Junior Philatelic Society

Suburban Stamp exchange Club.
F o u n d e d  in  1892.

N um ber  of members, upwards of 300. Four packets 
circulated on the 20th of each month. Average value of 
packets, about ^620. Average number of sheets in each 
packet, 40. Collectors of all grades are eligible for member
ship, but satisfactory references are indispensable. Members 
who do not contribute sheets, but are good buyers, are wel
come. No annual subscription. Entrance fee, 2s. On 
receipt of the packets from circulation, sheets are returned, 
and accounts submitted, with the least possible delay. 
Philatelists will find the Suburban Club a capital medium for 
the disposal of duplicates and for the acquisition of new 
varieties on advantageous terms. For full information as to 
rules, etc., application should be made to the Secretary, 
H. A. Slade, Nine Fields, St. Albans.

u o o T t e 8 ^ o x v d e x v c e .

To the Editor o f  the “  M onthly Journal."

SYDNEY VIEWS WANTED TO COMPLETE THE 
PLATES FOR THE LONDON SOCIETY’S FORTH
COMING PUBLICATION ON THE STAMPS OF 
NEW SOUTH WALES.
D e a r  S ir ,— With reference to my last letter to you on 

the above subject, I should like to add that if a collector or 
dealer has any fine copies of 2d. or 3d. Sydneys, but has 
not time to plate them, I should be glad to see them, and 
will plate them myself.

Yours faithfully,
L e s l ie  L . R. H a u sbu r g .

R o t h s a y , W b y b r i d g e , i 8 October,  1905.

\o «J0OTtC8̂otvActv\̂ .
N O T E .— 4// correspondence relating to subscriptions, missing 

numbers, changes o f  address, etc., should be addressed to 
Messrs. S T A N L E Y  G IBBO N S, L IM IT E D , and not to the 
Editor.

L. D.—Your £ a. India, Type 17, blue, has no doubt been 
chemically changed from green, by acid or perhaps by salt 
water. We do not think that the Mauritius stamps with 
defective surcharges are qf any special interest; in some of 
those you mention the surcharge seems merely to be off 
centre. We cannot say anything about the unwatermarked 
stamps without examining them ; we should suggest dipping 
them in benzine.

A.*C.— We believe it to be impossible that the large and 
small dies of Norway, 1883-4 issue, should exist on the same 
sheets, as the plates thus differing were made by different 
firms and different processes. The figures may vary in size to 
some extent on each plate, but we fancy that those on the 
large type are all larger than those on the small.
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SPECIAL BARGAINS & NEW ISSUES.
A L L  U N U S E D  U N L E S S  O T H E R W I S E  S T A T E D .

BRAZIL.
1905. Type 40. Per/. 1 1 ,1 1 } . W ith wmk, 

20 reis, orange and blue . . . .

1 leva, black and rose-red

2 c., orange-brown
3 c., green .
5 c., lilac .

15 c., blue .
25 c., ochre .
30 c .. violet and green 
Set of six . .

BULGARIA.
1887. Type 2.

CEYLON.
On Service. King's Head. Unused. Used.

to o 
60 o

CRETE.
1905. Provisional Government.

5, 10, 20, and 50 lepta, and 1 drachma, set of five
DANISH WEST INDIES.

1905. New type.
S, to, 20, 25, 40, and 50 bits, set of six . . . .

1905 Provisionals, w ith value surcharged in new currency. 
5 bits on 4 c., 5 bits on 5 c., and 5 bits on 8 c., set of three . .

190s. Unpaid Letter Stamps.
5,20, 30, and 50 bits, set of four . . . . .

ERITREA. ~
1893. Overprinted w ith Type 92.

$ lire, carmine and blue . . . .
1903. Type 30, overprinted with Type 91 

' ' urea. . . . .
FRANCE.

190a. Type 14.
20 c., brown-purple (No. 281) . . .

GAMBIA.
1905. K ing's Head. M ultiple wmk.

. used 4 o

1 c., brown, invertedsurch

. used 7 o 

. used 20 o

Jd., green
ajd ., ultramarine . . 0 4
3d., magenta and blue . . 0 5
5d., grey and black . . 0 7

GOLD COAST.
1905. K in g 's Head. M ultiple wmk. 

id ., lilac and carmine . . o 2 | * ‘

7$d., green and red 
tod., ochre ,, 

is ., violet and green 
2s., black and orange .

id ., scarlet (O102) 
$d., green (O107)

3 pies, slate .
4 a., green .
1 a., carmine .
2 a., purple .
3 a., orange-brown

3d., lilac and orange .
GREAT BRITAIN.

1903. Adm iralty Official.
. 4 o I id ., scarlet (O108) .
. 3 6 I 2d., green and scarlet (Oi

JHIND.
1905. King's Head.

4 a., olive-green .
6 a ., ochre . .
8 a., magenta . .
2 a., brown on red .
1 r., carmine and green

LABUAN.
1895. Stam p o f  North Borneo overprinted. 

50 c., marone (No. 8t) . . . .
LAGOS.

1905. K ing's Head. M ultiple wmk. 
2jd., purple and ultramarine on blue . . .
3d. „  ,, brown . . . .

LEEWARD ISLANDS.
1005. K ing 's Head. M ultiple wmk. 

3d., purple and black . . . .
L O U R E N Z O M A R Q U E S .

1903. Type 6.
25 reis, carmine . - . 0 3 I 75 reis, macenta . . 0 8
50 ,, brown . • • 0 5 1 400 „  dull blue . - 3 0

M A C A O .
1903. Type 29.

2 avos, grey-green . . 0 2 12 avos, red-hlac . . 0 8
3 „  slate . . . 0 2 13 ,, lavender . . 0 9
4 ,, carmine . . 0 3 18 „  orange on pink . 1 0
6 ,, red brown . . 0 4 47 ,, blue on straw . . j 3
8 „  grey-brown . . 0 s

M O Z A M B IQ U E .
1903. Type 10.

25 reis, carmine . . . 0 3 75 reis, magenta . . 0 8
50 „  brown . . . 0 5 400 ,, blue on cream . • 3 0

NATAL.
1905. King's Head. M ultiple wmk. 

id ., carmine . . . . . . . 0 2
4d., carmine and cinnamon . . . . . . 0 6
as. 6d., purple . . • . . . . 3 3

NEW ZEALAND.
1891. L ife  Insurance Department.

id ., violet (No. 55*) .u se d  o 2 I id ., blue (N o. 558) .u se d  o 3
id ., blue (No. 552) . „  o 1 | id. „  (No. 563) . „  0 2

N O R T H  B O R N E O .
1905. Provisionals. Surcharged w ith Type 49. 

4 c. on $2, 4 c  on $5, and 4 c. on $10, set of three .
N O R T H E R N  N I G E R I A .

1905. K ing's Head. M ultiple wmk. 
id ., lilac and carmine . . . .

O R A N G E  R I V E R  C O L O N Y . 
Various Issues. Reduced prices.

Cat. No. C at. No.
6. 6d., rose-carmine used o 4 I 152. is ., brown

51. 3d., ultramarine . „  0 6  153. 5s., green
110. is ., brown . ,, o 9 | 182. is., brown

P A T I A L A .
1905. K ing's Head.

3 pies, grey

2 a., purple 
8 a., aniline mauve

1905. Service. K ing's Head.

PONTA DELGADA.v
1905. Type 2.

. used 0

50 reis, ultramarine 
75 ,, brown and carmine . . . , , .

P O R T U G U E S E  G U I N E A .
1903. Type 6.

• • o 3 1 75 reis, magenta . .
. . o s |

P O R T U G U E S E  IN D IA .
190s. Type 25. Revised prices.

5 tangas, brown on straw . 
8 ,, violet on pink .
2 „  green ,, .

6 1 rupee, blue on straw .
9 2 rupees, grey-black on straw

S T .  L U C I A .
K ing's Head. M ultiple wmk.

. o 1 | 3d., purple and orange . .

. o 2 6d. ,, . . .
ultramarine o 4 | 5s., green and carmine . .

S A N  M A R IN O .
1905. Type 15 surcharged.

15 c. on 20 c., black on orange . . . . .
S I E R R A  L E O N E .

190s. K ing's Head. M ultiple wmk.

25 rets, carmine 
50 ,, brown

6 reis, green .
1 tanga, carmine .
2 tangas, brown .
2$ ,, dull blue .
4 „  blue . .

1905.
id ., purple and green . 
id . „  ,, carmine
aid. „

id ., purple and green . . 0 1 4d. purple and rosine . . 0
5 0 td. , ,  „  rosine . . 0 2 6d. , ,  , ,  purple . 

green and black .
. 0

30 0 lid „  „  black . . 0 3 IS. . 1
2d. „  „  orange. . 0 3 25. „  , ,  ultramarine . 2
24. „  „  ultramarine . 0 4 5s- „  ,, carmine . . 6

0 6 3d. . .  >. grey . . 0 5

, blue

SWITZERLAND.
N eivw m k. Per/. n i X i i .  

. o 4 | 50 c., green

TIMOR.
1903. Type 7.

3 avos, grey-green . . 0 2 13 avos, lilac . . . °
5 ,, carmine . . 0 3 *S , violet . . - 0
6 ,, brown . . . 0 4 22 ,, orange-brown on pink i
9 „  red-brown . . 0 5 31 ., brown on straw . . t

10 ,, grey-brown . 
12 ,, dull blue .

. 0 6 47 ., violet on pink . - J

. 0 7
TRANSVAAL.

1905. King's Head. M ultiple wmk. Colour changed. 
id., carmine and carmine . . . . .

TURKEY.
S paras, orange-brown 

10 ,, sage-green
20 „  lake .

1 piastre, ultramarine 
3 piastres, indigo

5 paras, orange-brown 
to „  sage-green 
20 ,, lake .

1905
1 piastre, black on carmine
2 piastres „  „

1905. Netv type.
' * i piastres, violet .

5 „  brown .
10 ,, red-brown .
25 „  yellow-green
So ,, purple .

1905. Journal Stamps. Black surcharge.
- t ------ o 1 I 1 piastre, ultramarine .

0 2 2  piastres, indigo .
o 3 | 5 ,, brown. .

Postage Due Stamps.

5 c., red 
20 c.t blue

id ., carmine

5d., olive-yellow

VENEZUELA.
>5. Commemorative Stam ps, dated  23 May. 
. . . o 3 I 25 c., yellow .
. . . o 6 | 25 c., orange .

VICTORIA.
1905. Type 61. IVmk. Crown over A.

WESTERN AUSTRALIA.
1905. Wmk. V and Croton. Per/. 12$.

S T A N L E Y  G IBBO N S, L IM IT E D , STA M P IM PO R TER S, 391, ST R A N D , LO N D O N , W .C.
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STANLEY OIBBONS

PRICED CATALOGUE °* «>•
Postage Stamps of the World.

Vol. I. G reat B ritain  and Colonies.
Price, post-free, 2/9.

Vol. II. T h e  Rest of th e  W orld.
Price, post-free, 2/9.

STAMPS AND 
STAMP COLLECTING.

By Major E. B. EVANS.

The young collector is frequently perplexed by the 
meaning of the various terms used in stamp collect
ing, and the fullest explanations of these will be 
found in this book.

Price a/9 in Paper Cover, or 4/3 strongly bound 
in Clotb,

A COLOUR
DICTIONARY. b . w . w a r h u r s t .

Specially prepared for stamp collectors, and illus
trated in fifty-eight colours.

Price a/8 in Paper Cover, or 4/8 bound In Clotb.

THE STAMP
COLLECTOR. By BACON and HARDY.

AH about Collecting— its Origin and Development, 
History in Stamps, the Stamp Market, Famous Col
lections, List of Philatelic Societies, etc. etc. etc.

247 Illustrations. 294 Pages.
Price 4/10, post«free.

REPRINTS. By E. D. BACON.

Will be found of the greatest use to collectors, and x 
p̂lains how to detect reprints and official imitations 

’rom genuine stamps.
Price 4/3 In Paper Cover, or 5/9 bound in Clotb.

THE “ IDEAL” 
PERFORATION GAUGE.

Can be carried in the pocket, and stamps measured 
without removing them from the album.

Price 7d. post-free.

GUMMED
‘ STAMP MOUNTS.

The “  S.G.M Stamp Mounts, in tin boxes, per 1,000, 
7d. post-free.

Better quality, in three sizes, per 1,000,
1/- post-free.

TWEEZERS
For Handling and Sorting Stamps.

No. I. Blunt ends, post-free, 2/7.
No. 2. Round ends, post-free, 2/1*
No. 3. Pointed ends (in use in our offices, 

and highly recommended), post-free, 2/1.

STANLEY GIBBONS
H A N D B O O K S .

Paper
Cover.

Bound 
in Cloth.

r. d . s . d .
P o r t u g u e s e  I n d i a  ... ... 4 9 .. .  6 3
S o u t h  A u s t r a l ia  ... ... 7 9 ... 9 9
S h a n g h a i  ...................... -  5 3 -  7 9
S a i n t  V in c e n t  ............. ... 5 3 ... 7 9
B a r b a d o s  ...................... ... 7 9 .. .  10 9
R e p r in t s  ...................... .. . 4 3 ... 5 9
G r e n a d a  ...................... ... 7 9 ... 9 9
S ic i l y  ............................... .. . 21 5 ... 3 ° S

“ MY DUPLICATES.”
A small but handy pocket-book, with slips 

to contain duplicates or new purchases. Very 
useful. «

Post-free, 1/1.

A larger Pocket Collecting-Book,
with large pocket at back and patent fastening 
on flap.

Post-free, 3/7.
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A F R IC A -P a r t  h i
!

T h irty  F u ll-p a g e P la tes  o f  Illu strations. O v er 200  Large Pages o f  R eading Matter.

WE have much pleasure in announcing that the Philatelic Society, London, has entered into 
arrangement with our firm by which we agree to publish for the Society a certain number 
Handbooks that have been in preparation for a considerable time.

The books will be issued as nearly as possible to match in size and appearance the other publicatio 
of the Society.

The first book that we shall publish under this arrangement will be the long-expected volto 
entitled—■

“ AFRICA-Part III”

This is now ready in the press, and will, we trust, be published by the end of the year.

The Colonies and Protectorates included in this book will be—

OIL RIVERS and NIGER COAST 
PROTECTORATE.

NEW REPUBLIC. — 
NORTHERN NIGERIA.
ORANGE FREE STATE. 
ORANGE RIVER COLONY.
ST. HELENA.
SEYCHELLES.
SIERRA LEONE.

SOUTHERN NIGERIA. 
STELLALAND.
SWAZI ELAND.
SOUTH AFRICAN REPUBLK 

TRANSVAAL.
UGANDA PROTECTORATE. 
ZANZIBAR.
ZULULAND.

As may be seen from this list, the work will- be one of the most important that the Society has issitf

The work is being edited by Mr. E. D. Bacon, and collaborating with him are Messr 
W. D. BecKton, C. J. Daun, T . W. Hall, A . de Reutershiold, and R. B. Yardle

The full-sized plates will be quite thirty in number, and some hundreds of illustrations wiU 
dispersed throughout the text.

The entire edition of the work will consist of 750 copies; of these about 300 will be wanted t 
members of the Society and for other purposes, so that only about 450 will remain for sale.

Prepaid orders can be booked in advance at the net price of £ l  I2S. 6d. per copy, post-free. ( 
publication the retail price of the book will be advanced to £ 2, post-free.

It will be advisable to order early, as similar publications by the Society have soon been Jt 
premium. We might mention that W est in d ies  has sold for .£4 and N orth A m erican C o l o n i  
at ^5S. 5S.) and no copies of either are now on sale anywhere.

STANLEY GIBBONS, Limited, 391, STRAND, LONDON, W.<
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The monthly 3ouimal.
TH E  SUBSCRIPTIO N

To this.Joumal is 2 /- per annum, post-free.
T he Journal is published on the last day of every mouth, and the volume 
commences with July. A ll Subscriptions begin with the first number 
of the current volume, and if  same is received after July back numbers 
will be sent in order that each volume may be complete.

~ L’AB O N N EM EN T
A ce Journal est = fcs. 2 . 5 0  cts. par an, franco.

" T h e  Monthly Journal" paralt toujours i  la fin du mois et le volume 
commence par le numiro de Juillet Cheque abonuement doit com- 
mencer par le premier numero du volume courant, et s’il est re$o apres 
le mois de Juillet, les numdros qui auront d^jh paru, seront envoy is, 
pour que cheque volume soit complet.

DAS AB O N N EM EN T
Auf dieses Journal Kostet M 2 .— per Jahr, franco. _ 

Das Journal erscheint am letrten Tage einesjeden Monets, und beginnt 
eio neuer Band stets rait der Juli-Nummer. Alle Abonnemenu fangen 
mit der ersten Nummer des laufenden Bandes an, und wenn solche nach 
dem Monet Juli eintreffen, werden die bereits erschienenen Nummeru 
des Bandes nachgesandt, demit ein jeder Band complet sei.

N O T IC E .— P ublishers o f M aga zin es, A c .,  w ho e x ch a n g e  w ith  
this "J o u rn a l,"  a re  requested to  be so kind a s , in future, to 
send one copy o f th e ir  publications d irect to M ajor E V A N S , 
G len an n , L o n g to n  A ve o u e, S yd en h a m .a n d a second to  M essrs. 
S T A N L E Y  G I B B O N S , Ltd ., 391, S tran d , London, W .C .

BACK NUMBERS OF THE "MONTHLY JOURNAL"
Can be bad at the following prices, post-free:

* x. d.
No. i . . . . . . each x 0
No. « . . . . . . Out o f  print
Nos. 3. 4, and 3 . . . ' . . each 0 9
No. 6 . . . . . . Out of pt inL
Mo. is  . . . . .  . . . each t 6
No. 9t . . . . . . Out o f print.
No. 36 . . . . . . e-ch 3 6
No. 31 . . . • • • „  1 0
No. 3» . . . . . . „  9 0
Nos. 40 and 41 . . . ■ . . Out of print.
Nos 67 and 91 . . . . . . each 1 0
No. 100 . . . ■ • > „  1 6
Nos. io i and 10* . • > . „  t e
Nos. 103 and 104 . • • .. 0 9
No. 115 . . . . . . Out of print.
Nos. xi6 and 119 . . . . . each 0 9
No. i9o . . . . . ~ . Out of print.
No. 138 . . . . . . each x 0

A l l  e th er  bmek num bers excep t these m entioned  in  th e  above l is t
can be su p p lied  at 3d . each , post-tree.

BOUND YEARLY VOLUMES.

Vol I. (1891-92). Out of print 

Vol. II. Price 10/-; post-free, to/d.

Vole. III., IV., V ., and VI. Each 7/■ ; post-free. 7/6.

Vols. VII. and VIII. None on sale.

Vols. IX., X ,  XI., X II., X III., and XIV. Each 5 -; 
post-free, 5/6.

' ' f

Gibbons Stamp Weekly.
Prepaid Subscriptions can commence at any time, and 

can be for 3, 6, or 12 months at the following rates, 
post-free:—

Gt. Britain 
and

Colonies.

U.S.A.
and

Canada.

France, 
Italy, or 
Spain.

Germany.

3 months is. 8d. 40 c fc 2.00 m. 1.70
6 „ 3s- 3d- 80 c. fa 4.00 m. 3.25

•2 6s. 6d. $1.60 fa 8.00 m. 6.50

Remittances should be made by Cheque or Money Orders 
payable in London and to the order of Stanley Gibbons, Ltd.

Specimen copy i$d., post-free.

In Great Britain it will be cheaper for our readers to 
order Gibbons Stamp Weekly from their nearest Newsagent 
or Stationer, or from the Railway Bookstall. This will 
save postage, and the paper will be delivered Hat, instead 
of folded as it would be if posted.

W e shall be greatly obliged if our confreres in the trade 
will help to make this paper as widely known as possible, 
especially amongst the younger collectors: by this term we 
do not mean those young in age so much as those who are 
beginners in collecting and “ young” in a philatelic sense.

We are trying to publish a paper that will be of real help 
and assistance to the beginners, and all dealers, we think, 
will join with us in the desire to secure new recruits to our 
ranks.

With this end in view we are prepared to supply the trade 
with Qibbons Stamp Weekly on the special terms of is. 2d. 
per quire of twenty-six copies—postage or carnage extra. 
Wholesale orders should be sent to

S i r  I s a a c  P i t m a n  a n d  S o n s , L t d .,

1, Amen Comer,
London, E.C.

Or those who have accounts with us and prefer to deal 
direct can send their orders to us.

N O T IC E .
M a n y  clients are sending in orders for two, three, or more 
following numbers of Gibbons Stamp Weekly to be sent to 
them. We therefore give notice that we cannot enter any 
name for less than thirteen numbers (one quarter). Those 
who want a few numbers only can get them at the nearest 
booksellers.

Messrs. W . H. SMITH & SON
have agreed to keep Gibbons Stamp Weekly on all their 
bookstalls throughout Great Britain, and our friends will 
oblige us very much if they will order at the bookstalls 
whenever they are travelling. "

ST ANT .BY GIBBONS. Lam 1 ted. Stamp Importers, 30], STRAND, LONDON, W.C.
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t A y J h

E have much pleasure in an
nouncing that the Lombardian 
Philatelic Society at Milan is 
making arrangements for an 
Exhibition of Stamps, to be 
held in that city next spring, 

n connexion with an Exhibition of Means 
of Communication which is to 
take place there next year.
We gather that the latter was

hilatelic 
xhibition

t Milan. originally fixed for this year, 
905, and that the Philatelic Society, so 
ong ago as February, 1903, decided that 

show of stamps would be a very fit- 
ing adjunct to an Exhibition of the nature 
ontemplated. The Transport Exhibition, 
owever, being postponed until 1906, the 
hilatelic Exhibition was put off also, and 
he work of preparation had to be com- 
nenced afresh. We understand that a date 
as been fixed such as will not in any way 
lash with that of our great show in London, 
he Milan Exhibition will be sufficiently 
arlv to enable collectors to display their 
reasures at both. We hear that some of the 
acting English collections are likely to be 
trongly represented at Milan, and we hope 
hat many of the other exhibits there, and 
heir owners, will come over to London in 
■ lay next. Philatelists who wish to avoid 

'he usual amenities of an English spring will 
I'ave an additional reason for going South 
next year, and we have no doubt that some 
few of them will find their way to the beauti
ful city of Milan.

The Secretary to the Exhibition Com- 
m'"ce is Captain A. E. Fiecchi, Via Torino 2, 
Milan, Italy, to whom intending exhibitors 
should apply.

*  *

Colours. In our number for August last, 
we alluded to a list of the 

colour-names employed in our publishers’ 
catalogue, which had been laboriously com
piled by a correspondent of one of our 
contemporaries, and which bore eloquent 
testimony, first, to the vast number of varieties 
of tint displayed in the stamps we love to 
collect and study; second, to the great in
genuity of the compilers of the catalogue 
who had found so many different names to 
express them ; and last, but not least, to the 
marvellous patience and perseverance of the 
compiler of the list in question. We fondly 
believed that stamps were some of the most 
variegated products of modern art, and that 
a general collection might be said to contain 
pretty well all possible colours and shades ; 
but we learn from a paragraph in a recent 
number of MekeeFs Weekly that stamp colours 
are a mere nothing in the matter of variety, 
and that, in that respect at all events, our 
collections occupy quite a minor position

In a very curious work of the celebrated Goethe, 
entitled Winkelmann und sein Jahrhundert, it is 
stated that about 15,000 varieties of colour are 
employed by the workers of mosaic in Rome, and 
that there are fifty shades o f each of these varieties, 
from the deepest to the palest, thus affording
750,000 tints, which the artist can distinguish with 
the greatest facility. It might be imagined that 
with the command o f 750,000 tints o f colours, the 
most varied and beautiful painting could be per
fectly imitated ; yet this is not the case, for the 
mosaic workers find a lack of tints even among 
this astonishing variety.

The lists of colour-names, all that the most 
diligent research can discover in the most 
recent catalogues, are infinitesimal when com
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pared with this gigantic total. Three-quarters 
of a million! And each one of them may 
perhaps in time be found upon a stamp. 
We can never hope to find separate names 
for all of them, but with a view to future 
developments we are making notes of any 
ingenious appellations that happen to catch 
our eye. From a recent list of fashionable 
colours for the present season, we cull the 
following:— American Currant, Automobile, 
Begonia, and Bordeaux. We do not know 
what American Currants are like, whether 
black, white, or red ; Begonia, again, may be 
a variable colour, whilst Bordeaux would be 
appropriate for a choice shade of claret. 
Automobile, however, should be singularly 
definite and distinct— we can all recognize it 
when we see i t ; it is the exact shade of the 
unmistakable perfume which the car leaves 
in its wake, to the joy of the humble way
farer on the country road. The early spring 
poet had this in his eye when he wrote:—

Stinkle, stinkle, little car,
How 1 wonder if you are
Always going to smell so high,
As you stinkle, stinkle by.

* *  *

The W ork T h e  last few numbers of The 
of the Firm Philatelic Journal of India have 
of De L a  been occupied to a considerable 
Rue> extent with articles upon the
work of the firm which produces so large a 
proportion of the stamps, both postal and 
fiscal, that are employed in Great Britain and 
British Colonies. Two series of papers deal
ing with this subject are running in the journal 
alluded to, and as they to some extent cover 
the same ground, we will endeavour to review 
them together.

O f the first of these, entitled “ The De La 
Rue Provisional Perforations,” by Mr. C. S. F. 
Crofton, two short instalments are before us, 
the earlier dealing with the so-called “ 12” 
perforation as applied in the early eighties, 
and the latter treating of the compound per
forations of a few years previously. The 
term ” provisional ” is perhaps correctly ap
plied to both of these, the compound perfora
tion being an unusual thing, and the “ 12” 
being an unusual gauge for that period ; but 
we must not forget that the very same 
machines had been used in earlier days, and 
the perforations then produced must be con
sidered normal.

If we refer to the “ Papers on Perforations," 
by Messrs. Napier and Bacon, in our volume 
for 1903-4, we find that in the early Dc La 
Rue period there were comb*-machines at 
Somerset House and single-line machines in 
the possession of the firm ; and the genera] 
rule seems to have been that stamps which 
fitted the comb-machines were sent to Somer
set House, to be perforated, whilst those which 
would not fit those machines were perforated 
with the De La Rue single-line machines 
gauging “ barely 12,” 13, or 12L. The single
line perforations produced under this rule (if 
we may so term it) would not be provisional 
perforations, and we are not sure- that Mr. 
Crofton intends to treat them as such—he 
does not deal with any of the early perfora
tions in the two articles before u s ; but it 
seems to us a question whether later per
forations done with the same machines should 
be regarded as different in class from the 
earlier ones.

The rule we have referred to was not very 
strictly adhered to ; a notable breach of it 
took place in 1868 or 1869, in the case of the 
stamps of British Columbia, some of which 
were perf. 14, at Somerset House, and some 
perf. 12J by Messrs. De La Rue. This wa.- 
not the only exception; the 3d. of Ceylon 
appeared, with the two varieties of perforation 
in 1867 and 1868, and the id. of Malta, perf 
i2 i, seems to have been produced about the 
same period. A little later, surface-printed 
stamps which had been, or could be, per
forated with the comb-machines became 
comparatively common perf. I 2 j ;  as if the 
rule, if any such rule really were ever followed, 
had been entirely abandoned.

About 1875 (1874-76) an event is believed 
to have occurred wiiich may be held to give 
a reason for considering some of the later 
varieties of perforation, irregular or “ pro
visional.” Messrs. De La Rue obtained a 
single-line machine which produced a 14 per
foration, and henceforth that became the 
normal gauge for all their stamps. lh|5 
single-line machine gives no trouble to col
lectors, for the simple reason that it produces 
practically the same perforation as that of 
the comb-machines previously' used for the 
stamps of ordinary size; in fact, collectors 
would be ignorant of its existence if it had 
not been used sometimes in combination with 
the old 121 machine. Why this happened
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nobody seems to know ; why it happened so 
seldom is equally a mystery. It must always 
have been a great convenience to have two 
single-line machines in use at once, and to be 
able to run the sheets horizontally through 
one machine and vertically through the other. 
If there were two single-line 14 machines 
ordinarily in use, and one of these was under 
repair at a certain period, that would fully 
account for the compound perforation, which 
might fairly (under such circumstances) be 
termed “ provisional." Mr. Crofton thinks 
that all the stamps showing this peculiarity 
were made in 1879, but Messrs. Napier and 
Bacon state that they saw a specimen of the 
id. of Malta, which was used in July, 1878 
(the date given in the Catalogue requires 
alteration). It is more than probable, how
ever, that all this compound perforating took 
place at about the same period, but we must 
allow that period to extend from some time 
in the first half of 1878 (for the Jd. of Malta), 
to near the end of 1879 (for the 2 r. 50 c. of 
Ceylon, issued in January, 1880).

The other perforation, which Mr. Crofton 
considers “ provisional,” is the old 12, or 
"barely 12,” gauge, as used in 1882, or there
abouts, for various stamps; the majority of 
them were of a nature to be unsuited to 
the comb-machines, but there was one, the 
2 c. of Hong Kong, which could have been 
perforated in the ordinary way. About this 
particular stamp some information is given. 
We are told that “ Messrs. De La Rue have 
explained this by stating that a number of 
years ago their perforating machine broke 
down, and that at that time some of these 
Hong Kong stamps were in process of manu
facture. In order not to delay the comple
tion of the order, the hand-needle perforating 
machine was employed. The above explana
tion was given in 1901, and unfortunately 
gives no clue to the date of the breakdown.” 
The stamps thus perforated at this period are 
assigned various dates in the Catalogues, 
ranging from 1882 to 1887. What certain 
foundation there may be for these dates we 
do not know; we can find nothing to prove 
that any of the stamps in question were 
issued before 1884, or to show that they were 
not all made at the same time. Mr. Crofton 
agrees with us upon the latter point, but puts 
the date of manufacture a little earlier.

Our observations upon the shorter of the 
185̂

two articles have run to such length that we 
have little time or space left for dealing with the 
longer. Mr. Wetherell’s papers on “ The 
Work of Messrs. Thomas De La Rue and Sons, 
Ltd.”, occupy no less than forty-eight of the 
large pages of our contemporary, and the 
end is not yet. We are filled with admira
tion and amazement at the enormous amount 
of labour that must have been expended in 
extracting, from the ordinary Catalogues, 
lists of all the De La Rue manufactures for 
the British Empire (exclusive of varieties of 
shade), and then arranging them in chrono
logical order, so as to show the work of the 
firm from 1855 to 1905. It is a marvellous 
array —  thirteen pages of small print in 
double column. But this is not al l ; the first 
list only includes stamps printed by Messrs. 
De La Rue from plates of their own manu
facture ; it is followed by similar lists of 
stamps printed by the firm from plates made 
by others, of stamps printed in the colonies 
from De La Rue plates, and finally of stamps 
manufactured by Messrs. De La Rue for 
foreign countries. It is unfortunate that lists 
of this nature afford scope for errors on the 
part of the non-philatelic printer, of which he 
is sure to take advantage. To this cause we 
must attribute the presence of two little lists 
of stamps of Great Britain “ perf. 12J,” which 
we only know perf. 14, in the first two pages 
of the chronological catalogue.

When we come to the second part of Mr. 
Wetherell’s paper, we find that the original 
long list was by no means complete, as it did 
not include stamps printed and surcharged by 
Messrs. De I-a Rue, and these are now divided 
into two classes : “ Stamps printed in new 
colours for the purpose of receiving an over
print,” and “ Stamps which have been sur
charged by the firm after having been printed 
in their original colours.” Here we venture 
to offer a little criticism, first, because we see 
no reason for thus dividing up the list; and 
secondly, because the lists as given are incon
sistent. As far as we are aware, all the 
stamps in question were printed “ for the 
purpose of receiving an overprint,” and in 
that case the colour in which they were 
printed is of no consequence to us ; it does 
not appear that any of them were printed 
with any intention of being used in an unsur
charged condition. Again, the first list in
cludes Bermuda, is., bistre, surcharged Gib
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raltar, as a stamp printed in a new colour, 
but its companions, the £d., green, and 2d., 
brown-lilac, are put in the second list, as 
printed in their original colours, though all 
three values made their first appearance in 
those colours at Gibraltar. Natal, 3d., grey, 
surcharged “ TWO PENCE,”  is given in the 
first list, it is on the same footing as the 
three Bermudians; it is accompanied by a 
“ is., grey” with the same surcharge, which is 
unknown to us. The Mauritius issue of 1878 
is consigned to the second list, under stamps 
“ printed in their original colours,” but the 
2 c. was simply a bicoloured stamp, there 
being no value expressed in the coloured por
tion of the impression ; the 6d. was printed in

an entirely new colour in order to form the 
25 c. ; the 9d., as used for the 38 c., was in a 
new shade, and so was the is. (50 c.), which 
is omitted altogether. These two lists might 
well have been made into one, and they would 
be easier to follow if they were arranged in 
some sort of order, either chronological or 
alphabetical ; the present arrangement re
minds us of the multiple watermark “A. O. P.” 

The patient labour bestowed upon the com
pilation of these elaborate papers is deserving 
of all praise; we doubt not that it was a 
labour of love to their author, and we trust 
that our observations will lead no one to 
imagine that we regard it as Love’s Labour 
Lost.

■ •wr

S ssu es  axvi ^ a n e W e s .
N o t e . —  We shall be greatly obliged i f  our readers will send, far description herein, any new issues or new varieties 

they may become acquainted with, addressing them to T h e  E d i t o r  o f  t h e  M o n t h l y  J o u r n a l , care of M e s sr s . 

S t a n l e y  G i b b o n s , L i m i t e d , 391, Strand, London, IV. C. Stamps sent are promptly returned, unless required 
for illustration, which may cause a little delay. N.B.—Specimens of new Envelopes, Post Cards, etc., should no 
longer be sent, as we chronicle postal adhesives only ; but the Editor will be glad to purchase for his own collection 
new Envelopes and Cards of Indian Native States.

'  *  *

P a r t  I.

G reat B ritain .— Mr. Hadlow has shown our pub
lishers an apparently imperforate copy of the id., red, 
1864 issue, Plate 79, used. The copy has good 
margins all round, and an extra large margin at left, 
being the left-hand stamp of a row ; it is lettered 
“ a  m— m A,” and the postmark is numbered “ 353,” 
according to which the stamp should have been used 
at Heme! Hempstead.

Offices in the Turkish Empire.— We have received 
the current 5d. surcharged “ 2 piastres,” in black. 
This replaces the 80 paras, and we understand that a 
1 piastre on 2ld. will be issued in a few weeks’ time.

2 pias. on 5d., purple and blue.

*  *  .

British Guiana.— We have received “ specimen” 
copies of the 96 c. and of a 2 dollars 40 cents on the 
latest variety of paper. The first of the two is in 
Type 28, but in new colours, and the second is in 
the same design, but has the value, in violet, on a 
plain label below ; it also originally had the word 
“  r e v e n u e  ” only, in violet, at top, but has been over
printed “ postage a n d — r e v e n u e ” in two lines, 
in black.

W e gather from The Ph. R. that the 8 c. has also 
appeared with the new watermark.

8 c., purple and rose ; new wmk.
96 c., black and red on yellow ; new wmk. andpapes.
$2.40, green, violet and black ,, ,,

W e understand that the 96 c. has been seen used.

Australian Commonwealth.— We find that the 
new watermark in the paper now 
brought into use is more correctly 
represented by the design shown in 
the accompanying illustration than by 
that given in our number for May 
last.

Bermuda.— Le Coll, de T.-P. an- ~ 
nounces a jd . stamp in the Arms type, but says 
nothing about the watermark or paper.

Id., violet and brown.

British Somaliland.— Mr. H. W. Hawkins tells us 
of a somewhat important variety to be added to the 
list of the second issue :—

Italic “ l ” in “ lan d .” On No. 4, 3rd row, 1st pane.

2 and 3 rupees.

Ceylon.— We have received the 5 c. on chalk
surfaced paper, which we are told was issued on 
October 10th ; and Messrs. Whitfield King and Co. 
inform us that they have the 30' c. with multiple 
watermark, but unsurfaced paper.

30 c., violet and green ; new wmk.
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We shall continue to note the chalky paper, as its 
use is gradually extended, though we do not list 
separately the stamps that are printed upon it.

A correspondent sends us the following extract 
from The Times o f Ceylon for October 5th

“ Booklets o f Postage Stamps.
“  To be issued by the G.P.O.

“ The Ceylon G.P.O. will shortly issue to the public 
a number of booklets— pocket-book size— containing 
six-cent and five-cent postage stamps to the value of 
R 1-20. The books are just now being bound at the 
(iovernment Printing Office and will be ready shortly. 
The public will be able to secure this convenience at 
the cost of R 1-20, plus a cent or two extra. The 
idea is being tried as an experiment, and, if successful, 
stamps of other values will also be dealt with.”

Mr. J. S. Summers informs us that he has met with 
a copy of the 15 c. on 16 c., lilac, of 1885, on which 
the first “ e ” in the word “ f if t e e n ” appears to be 
much smaller than the second, both narrower and 
shorter. If the surcharge is genuine, and the variety 
is not due to some defect in the inking or printing, it 
is curious that it has not been noticed before.

East Africa and Uganda Protectorates. — Ewen's 
Weekly tells us that the J a., 1 a., and 2 a. have appeared 
on the chalk-surfaced paper, and the 2  ̂ a. in a new 
shade of blue, but still on the unsurfaced paper.

2| a., cobalt-blue.

Falkland Islands.— We have at last seen the new 
js. stamp, which we chronicled from hearsay some 
time back. The design is the same as that of the 3s., 
and the colour is certainly not rose-lilac, as previously 
stated ; we should call it dull red. The watermark is 
the multiple Crown and C A, and the paper is uti- 
surfaced. '

Gibraltar.— Messrs. Whitfield King and Co. tell 
us that they have received the is. stamp with the 
multiple Crown and C A watermark.

is., black and carmine ; new wmk.

The Ph. f .  o f G. B. notes the Jd. on chalk-surfaced 
paper.

Grenada.— Le f .  des Ph. announces the receipt of 
“'the first values of a series showing us the vessel 
of Columbus (Conception) in sight of the land of 
Grenada.” We understand that this is a new design, 
"> the usual small size, not that of Type 21 in the 
Catalogue. ^  g[een.

id., carmine.
2d., orange.
2^d., blue.

Hong Kong.— Eweu's Weekly states that of the 
current issue the 2, 4, 5, 10, 20, and 30 cents, and the 

-. 3, and 5 dollars exist upon chalk-surfaced paper, 
" c  believe that wijh the exception of the 3 and 5 
dollars, and possibly the 1 c. and 12 c., the whole 
scries exists upon the unsurfaccd paper with multiple 
"atermark.

India.— We are shown an entire envelope, addressed 
,0 a London bank, franked by a 4 a. Telegraph stamp, 
°f the issue of 1890, and we are told that other packets 
similarly stamped have duly reached the same desti-
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nation. Has this use of Telegraph stamps been 
authorized ?

Telegraph Stamp used Postally. 4 a., light blue.

Mr. J. S. Summers tells us that the “  Madras Port 
Department ” uses stamps perforated with the letters 
“ M. P. S.”, instead of those surcharged “ On H.M.S.”, 
and that its Official envelopes are inscribed “ On 
Madras Port Department Service.” W e would suggest 
that if this Department does not use the surcharged 
stamps or the “ On H.M.S.” heading to its correspond
ence it is probably not entitled to do so, and that its 
perforated stamps are on the same level as those of 
any business firm.

Another correspondent tells us that he has seen a 
specimen of the £ anna, Type 5 (Die 11.), on a cover 
dated “ 1877,” and suggests that 1879 is too late a 
date for the issue of that variety. This is quite 
correct; in a catalogue published in 1882 the date 
assigned to this redrawn type is “ iS77(?),” and there 
is no doubt that it should be earlier still. The Supple
ment to the London Society’s book on India and 
Ceylon, by Mr. J. A. Tilleard, shows that the first 
plate of the altered type was registered on 21 May, 
1873, and it is more than likely that the stamps 
printed from it were in use before the end of that 
year. According to the same authority, the 9 pies, 
lilac, should also be put back a little, and come, with 
the 1 rupee, under 1874.

Puttialla.— A Continental contemporary announces 
the following additions to the present lists of King’s 
Heads

Ordinary Stamps. 4 a., olive-green.
Official „  2 a., purple.

4 a., olive-green.

Indian Native States.— Hyderabad.— In one of 
Mr. Hadlow’s recent sales we found a vertical strip of 
three of the 1 a., first issue, perf. 1 i l  at bottom and 
sides and with the other horizontal perforations 
omitted, the upper two stamps being thus imperf. 
horizontally and the third imperf. at top. In the same 
sale was a similar strip of three of the 1 a. of 1871, in 
a dull purple-brown tint, which appears to be im
perforate altogether; it-is cut a little close at the 
sides, but we can find no signs of perforation, except 
some doubtful traces at the bottom, both strips 
appear to have been used in ordinary course.

Travancorc.— A correspondent tells us that he has 
obtained a curious block of 12 (3x4) of the current 
J chuckram stamps, the left-hand vertical row of 
which shows only part of the impression of each 
stamp, another bit of paper having apparently been 
lying across the plate when this sheet was put through 
the press.

Lagos.— Eweii's Weekly states that the 2^d. on 
single Crown and C A paper exists with the value in 
dark blue, and in larger and thicker type than upon 
the" stamps first received. Is it possible that this is 
the result of an extra heavy impression ?

Malta.— W e have received the id . stamp with the 
multiple Crown and C A  watermark. The paper is 
unsurfaced.

STANLEY QIBBONS MONTHLY JOURNAL.

Jd., red-brown 1 new wmk.
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Natal.— Messrs. Whitfield King and Co. tell us 
that they have received the is. stamp with the 
multiple Crown and C A watermark.

is., carmine and pale blue; new wmk.

New South Wales.— A correspondent shows us a 
copy of the 4d. of the issue of 1871-83 (Type 23, 
watermark apparently Type 33), perf. 11 by 1 iL  It 
would come into the Catalogue as No. 2843.

North Borneo.— The printer is still at work pro
claiming the fact that the territory occupied by this 
stamp-trading company is a British Protectorate. We 
have the 1 and 2 dollars of the issue of 1894 over
printed with Type 48. One of the following is, we 
fancy, No. 133, the others have not been catalogued, 
though we chronicled the 2 dollars in April last.

$1, scarlet (No. 83) ; black surcharge.
Si ,, ,, red ,,
$2, dull green (No. 84); red ,,

We are shown two distinct shades of the 2 c. of 
1886 ; both copies are unused and with original gum, 
but one may have faded.

Orange Biver Colony.— The Ph. J . o f G. B.
chronicles yet another variety of surcharge to be 
added to the long list of war products. It is the |d. 
of the first series, with wide space between figures and 
letter “ d.,” a companion to Nos. 139 and 140 in the 
Catalogue.

A correspondent shows us a copy of the is. with 
raised stops, which also has rather more space than 
usual between the figure “  i ” and the letter “ s.”

Queensland.— Ewen's Weekly chronicles the id. of 
current type perf. 12. Has the old 12-gauge machine 
been again brought into use ?

id., red (Type 20) ; perf. 12.

A correspondent tells us that he possesses a copy 
of the id., Type 12, with the pointed bust, as described 
last month, on the ordinary watermarked paper of the 
issue of 1890-94, which seems to prove that this 
variety must have existed on the plate.

St. Kitts-Nevis.— Ewen's Weekly chronicles the 
2d. stamp with the multiple Crown and C A watermark, 
and on unsurfaced paper, and we have received the 
id. on the same paper.

id., purple and green ; new wmk.
2d. ,, brown ,,

St. Lucia.— Ewen's Weekly states that the current 
Jd. has appeared on the chalk-surfaced paper.

St. Vincent.— Ewen's Weekly assures us that the 
6d. with multiple watermark only exists on chalk
surfaced paper. Let us hope this is correct. We 
hear that the id. has also appeared on this paper.

South Australia.—According to Ewen's Weekly 
the 2s. 6d. exists in the type with “  postage ” in the 
larger letters. We chronicled this on the same 
authority in September, 1904, but we have not seen 
it yet.

Southern Nigeria.— From the same source we 
learn that the id. stamp has appeared on the chalk
surfaced paper.

Straits Settlements.—W e have received the 5 
stamp!with multiple Crown and C A  watermark (un. 
surfaced paper), and we are told of the 10 c. with the 
same watermark. Ew etts Weekly reports that the 4 c. 
has appeared on the new paper, and adds that the 
50 c. on single Crown and C A  paper has appeared in 
lighter shades than before.

50 c., yellow-green and rose; old wmk,
4 c., purple on red; new wmk. and paper.

I O C . ,, yellow; new wmk. {andpaper?).
$5, dull green and brown-orange; new wmk.

Tasmania.— We have received three values of the 
current pictorial issue on the new Australian paper, 
which, with a few varieties of perforation, seems likely 
to largely lengthen the lists.

id., carmine j new wmk.; perf. 12y.
id. ,, ,, „  n .
2d., purple » » I2 i
3d., brown .. » II-

W e are shown a copy of the 2d., Type 3, in a dull 
blue-green shade, with a very nice, clean-cut roulette 
at the sides, gauging 10, about which we hesitate to 
express an opinion.

Transvaal.— Just too late for notice last month we 
received the |d. stamp printed all in one colour, like 
the id. It is on the same paper as the latter.

id., dull green.

Victoria.— The Australian Ph. reports the dis
covery of the 5s. of 1868-81, variety without the blue 
line under the Crown, perf. 11J ; but is not this the 
“ barely 12 ” gauge, sometimes called “ 12,” and some
times “  n j ,  12,” which occurs on No. 161 ?

The same authority announces the current id., 
watermark Crown and A, perf. 11, and the 2d. with 
the same watermark and two varieties of perforation.

id., rose-red ; wmk. Crown and A ; perf. 11.
2d., mauve ,, ,, ,, 11.
2d. „  „  „  „  12J.

Western Australia.— W e have received the sd. 
stamp, watermark V  and Crown, with a second variety 
of perforation.

Sd., olive-yellow ; perf. 11.

Zanzibar. —  The Ph. f .  o f G. B. notes an un
chronicled variety of the 2J a. of the issue of Novem
ber, 1895, with the second “ z ” in the surcharge a 
small italic letter. The copy seen was in a pair with 
a stamp with normal surcharge, unused, and with 
margins showing that it came from the left lower 
corner of the sheet. The pair was in an auction of 
Messrs. Ventom, Bull, and Cooper.

P a r t  I I .
Abyssinia.— Referring to the current avalanche of 

surcharged varieties of various kinds, Lc TimbrophiU 
Beige very justly points out that there is still a stock 
of J guerche stamps available for overprinting w ith 

large letters “ T,” etc., and that therefore the recent 

provisionals of that value are even more unnecessary 
than had been supposed.

We have seen the J g. of the latest Postage Due set, 
and find that it is overprinted “ TAXE—a — P e r c e v o i R 

— T ”, in four lines, in violet. The rest of the ordinary 
series has, we believe, been disfigured in the same
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manner. It is possible that the third word may be an 
error for “ persevere,” which seems to be the motto of 
the country in matters philatelic.

Argentine Republic.— A  correspondent shows us 
a copy of the 4 c., chestnut, of 1873 (No. 34a) sur
charged with Type 102 for Official use.

Belgium.— We give illustrations of the designs of 
the 1 fr. and 2 fr. stamps which we chronicled a short 
time back.

Brazil.— We have received the 300 reis Postage 
Due stamp, Type 80, on unwatermarked paper, but 
in a new shade, which according to the Colour 
Dictionary seems to be slate-blue, or grey-blue.

Postage Due Stamp.
300 r., grey-blue ; per/. 11, n j .

We had not time last month to note that the num
bers in the margin of the 50 reis stamps are “  2 ” and 
” 202”, and in that of the too reis, “ 2 ” and “ 128”. 
The 200 reis Postage Due stamp has the inscription 
all in one line at top, with the numbers “  I ” and “ 158”, 
and has two long rows of ornaments in the top and 
bottom margins.

Chili.— We have received copies of the two pro
visional stamps of 1904, formed from the Telegraph 
stamps with portrait of Valdivia, with the overprints 
inverted ; we presume the variety with no star at left 
of “ c e n t a v o s ”  exists in the same abnormal position.

I c. on 20 c., blue; surcharge inverted.
12 c. on 5 c., red ,, ,,

These stamps were printed by the American Bank 
Note Company, New York.

We find that we were misinformed as to the colour 
of the frame of the 50 c. stamp of the new issue ; it is 
in blue, the same shade as the 5 c.

China.— We learn from Le T. Beige that the 5 c., 
the colour of which has undergone so many minor 
vicissitudes, has now appeared in an entirely new tint, 
"inch is not likely to cause confusion with any of the 
other values. $ c _ violet.

Colombia.— W e are shown some varieties of com
paratively early issues which are new to us : The 50 c. 
of the issue of 1886-89 (Type 41), in two very distinct 
shades, one of which no doubt is No. 212, we should 
cah them brown and red-brown, respectively ; and 
the 2 c. of 1890-91 (Type 51) on buff paper, instead of 
rose.

Panama.— Fresh errors of surcharge still keep 
turning up, so we suppose the overprinting press is 
still at work. Mekeel's Weekly reports that in the 
bottom row of some of the sheets of the 5 c., with the 
thick bar and the shiny carmine-lake ink, there is

a stamp with the word at the right side spelled 
“ pa m an a .” Now we want a variety with “ pamamma ” 
on one side and “ FANAn n a ” on the other.

Tolima.— The man who works the perforating 
machine here is doing his best to avoid monotony 
and amuse collectors. We have seen the following 
varieties of the 1903 issue: A block of twelve of the 
4 c., four horizontal rows of three, perf. all round, but 
with the second and third vertical lines and the fourth 
horizontal line of perforations omitted ; a vertical pair 
of the 50 c. and a horizontal pair of the 2 pesos, also 
perf. all round, but imperf. between the two stamps in 
each case ; and a vertical pair of the 1 peso com
pletely perforated and with an additional diagonal 
line of perforation across each stamp, from the right 
upper to the left lower corner. Are these intended 
for provisional 30 c. stamps, or merely to show the 
zeal and ingenuity of the operator?

Corea.—A  correspondent in Corea informs us that 
Japanese stamps and cards are now in use throughout 
that country.

Costa Rica.— The surcharge noted last month is 
in black (1 c. on 20 c .) ; it has also been seen inverted.

The A . J. o f Ph. asks for information as to a 
supposed provisional stamp, formed by surcharging 
the 1 c. of 1892 with a new value, “ 5 CTS.”, 
enclosed in a fancy frame, in vermilion. The con
version seems an unlikely one, and we can only sug
gest that this may represent an attempt to increase 
the value of some of the stock offered for sale in July, 
1904.

Crete.— The Revolutionary stamp business seems 
to be flourishing ; its promoters appear to be well 
satisfied with “ the extent of the demand amongst 
collectors ” (to use the words of the daily paper quoted 
last month), for they have published a second series 
of more artistic design, which we describe below. 
Opinions still differ as to the character of these labels, 
and we lay both sides of the question before our 
readers in the following letters.

A correspondent in Athens, who is usually well 
informed, says :—

“ In regard to the revolutionary stamps of Crete, 
the Decree of the Revolutionary Government estab
lishing the postal service and announcing the issue of 
these postage stamps is dated from Therisson, 30 
August, 1905, and bears the signatures of the Presi
dent, J. Pappajanakis, and the Secretary, C. Manos. 
Five post offices use these stamps— Therisson, Bamos, 
Authopyrgos, Castelli, and Atsipopoulos ; but the last 
two have been occupied by the Russian army, and the 
regular Cretan stamps now circulate in those offices. 
This Decree was published in the official paper of 
this Government and also in the newspaper of Athens. 
The same was the case with the Act relating to the 
destruction of the clichds,”

All this has a familiar ring about it, which phila
telists will not fail to note ; the official destruction of 
the dtea is a well-known feature in the proceedings.

Messrs. Whitfield King and Co. tell us that, being a 
little doubtful about the Revolutionary stamps, they 
addressed a letter of inquiry to the regular postal 
department of Crete, and received a reply, of which 
the following is a translation :—
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“ In reply to your letter of the 9th of this month” 
(October) “  I have the honour to inform you that the 
revolutionary stamps have no circulation in the in
terior, and do not in any way serve for the franking 
of letters. This species of stamps has evidently been 
published with the object of making money by their 
sale.”

It was hardly likely that the Cretan Post Office 
would acknowledge the stamps of the revolutionists, 
but in view of the fact that all the supplies seem to 
come from Athens, the Cretan criticism is probably 
not without foundation.

The dies of the first issue having been duly de
stroyed, a second issue makes its appearance, which 
our Athens correspondent states was lithographed in 
that city. The design is a far more elaborate one ; in 
the centre, on all except two of the values, is a device 
which, we are told, represents “ Crete, a Slave." This 
consists of a Female Figure, seated on a rock, and 
wearing nothing but a pair of trousers and a gun. 
The costume seems to imply a certain amount of 
Freedom ; we know of countries, supposed to be free, 
where a mere man is expected to add at least a waist
coat, even in the warmest weather, and cannot carry 
a gun at any time without a licence ; and where ladies 
ate only permitted to “ wear the breeches” metaphori
cally. Is it possible that there is a postal reference in 
the garment of the lady, and that it represents the 
mail-bags ?

On the 1 and 2 drachmai stamps the lady gives 
way to a portrait of the King of Greece, as a hint that 
Crete is anxious to become a portion of the dominions 
of that sovereign. The frame is the same in all, and 
has the inscription Prosorintf Kubernesis (in Greek 
capitals) at top and value below. The stamps are of 
large size, 26J x 35I mm., and are perf. 11J.

5 lepta, dull orange, 
to >1 grey.
20 ,, purple.
50 ,, pale blue.

1 drachma, mauve (centre) and rose-red.
2 drachmai, brown ,, and green.

We are shown a block of six (three horizontal pairs) 
of the 20 par., green, of 1898, in which the horizontal 
line of perforation between the second and third pair 
is missing. The stamps are obliterated with the name 
Erak/eion (in Greek letters), but have not lost their 
original gum.

Denmark.— Danish West Indies.— In August, 1902, 
we noted the fact that the Scott Stamp and Coin Co. 
had discovered a sheet of the locally surcharged 2 c. 
on 3 c- (No. 49 '11 the Catalogue) with the overprint 
in green, instead of black. The variety was not put 
into our publishers’ Catalogue, but Mr. Luff assures

us that it was quite right, having been found amongst 
sheets purchased at the Post Office. There are the 
same minor varieties of the figure “  2 ” as in the black 
surcharge.

2 c., in dark green, on 3 c., carmine and indigo (1902).

E-wen's Weekly chronicles three new stamps with 
values in francs; the design is said to be of oblon" 
shape, with a ship as the principal feature.

1 fr. , blue-green and steel-blue.
2 fr., orange-red and brown.
5 fr.? gold and brown.

Ecuador.— We are shown the 5 c. of the issue of 
1895 with the surcharge “ 1897 1898,” Type 33, in
verted.

France. —  Offices in China.— We have received 
some of the current stamps of Indo-China surcharged 
with Chinese characters only, without the word 
“ c h in e .” W e do not know whether this is a new 
issue, or whether these copies are to be regarded as 
errors.

1 5 c., deep green ; Chinese surcharge only.
10 c., rose ,, ,,
40 c., black on azure ,, ,,

French Colonies.— French Somali Coast.— We are 
shown some of the current stamps with the frames in 
new colours or shades.

4 c., black and carmine.
10 c. ,, red.
1 fr- >.

German Empire.— We have received part sets of 
the surcharged stamps chronicled last month, and find 
that in each case the words of the overprint are in 
Gothic, or German type, instead of the more ordinary 
European letters. The 3 marks stamps are surcharged 
in red, as before.,

Offices in China.— The figures in the corners arc 
cancelled by Stars, the new value is printed across the 
centre, or upper centre, and “  China” below.

Offices in Morocco.— The principal difference :n 
the overprint seems to be the Gothic type, and we 
regret to learn that a small (?) supply of the 5 |>f- 
“ r k ic h s p o s t ” type received this new form of sur
charge— in error! The German Imperial Printing 
Office seems to be peculiarly liable to accidents of 
this nature.

5 c. on 5 pf., green (Type 11) ; with Gothic sin charge.

German Colonies. —  Kiautschou.— Some of the 
values of the new issue are being printed on a water
marked paper showing a trellis-work pattern covering 
the whole sheet. At present we have only seen the 
i i  and dollars on both the plain and the water
marked paper; the other values are all upon plain 
paper.

Holland.— We are shown copies of the 1 c. and t c- 
of the 1877-95 issue, perf. 12}, on an apparently laul 
paper. The lines are very distinct, though rather 
close together, but we are inclined to believe that tin >' 
may have been produced in the process of printing.

Dutch Indies.— We learn from the D. H. Z. that a 
1 gulden stamp exists for this colony, and that it is in 
the large size of the higher values of the mother
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country. We are not sure that other than “ specimen” 
copies have been seen at present.

1 g., violet; perf. 11J {issued?).

Italy.— Eritrea,^-We have received the 15 c. on 
30 c., with the usual form of overprint (Type 91) for 
this colony.

15 c. on 20 c., orange. •

Mexico.— A  correspondent has shown us a used 
specimen of the 5 c. of Type 16, apparently printed 
in a kind of olive-green tint, on a slightly toned 
paper. The impression is evidently quite genuine— 
the question is whether the abnormal colour can have 
been produced from the ordinary ultramarine or blue. 
We showed the stamp to Mr. Frentzel, whose opinion 
upon it is favourable, and who very kindly lent us for 
comparison a somewhat similar copy from his own 
fine collection, which he believes to be an essay of 
colour upon tinted paper. Mr. Frentzel’s copy is 
unused and with full gum, which precludes the 
possibility of its having been soaked in any coloured 
fluid; and the only suspicious circumstance about it is 
the fact that the paper is a pale yellow. We feel that 
in matters relating to Mexican stamps Mr. Frentzel is 
far more likely to be right than we are, but we also 
feel that a green specimen on yellow paper, of a stamp 
that is usually blue, presents a somewhat suspicious 
combination.

Paraguay.— Senor Jose D. Campos, of Asuncion, 
writes to the Guia Fitatelica Mensual, of Mendoza, 
Argentine Republic, denouncing in the strongest terms 
the stamps surcharged “ Gobierno provisorio Agb, 
tqoq,” which he declares “  do not exist and still less 
have circulated.” If there are any such things “ they 
are forgeries made by some evil-minded person, who 
traffics with the stamps of Paraguay in such a shame
ful and impudent manner.” He states that the only 
revolutionary issue of Paraguay was the 10 c. stamp, 
Type 38, and that of this there are forgeries, printed 
in deep blue, the genuine copies being in light blue.

He adds that the 20 c. on 24 c., of 1902, only exists 
with the surcharge in red, in which case No. 72a 
should be struck out. Now we want to hear what 
the other side have to say.

Persia.— W e have seen the provisionals which we 
chronicled last month. The overprints consist, as 
usual, of the values in Persian characters as well as 
in European figures and letters, the latter being below 
the former; the coloured surcharge of the 2 chais is 
in magenta.

A correspondent at- Bagdad tells us of some un
chronicled errors:—

1886. 6 on 10 sh., surcharge inverted.
1902. Meshed issue. Type 32.

1 ch., black, with figure “  1 ” in right upper corner and the
Persian figure in the left lower, and the central oval,
with the letters “  V. C.”  inverted.

Peru.— Arequipa.— We arc shown a copy of the 
-3 carmine, with the figures “ 25” omitted in the 
r'ght upper corner.

Roumania.— W e have received some of the stamps 
in new colours, to which we alluded last month, to
gether with other fresh varieties, as listed below. All 
are on the unwatermarked paper, tinted pink  on the 
back.

I ban, black ; perf. 11J.
3 bani, red-brown ; perf. 13J.

, 5 ». light green ,, i t j .
5 .. .. .. I i* x i3 i.

10 ,, carmine ,, 11J.
I leu, black and blue-green ; perf. u j .

Our publishers have been shown the 2 bani, brown, 
Postage Due stamp, perf. 13J ; this would come into 
the Catalogue before No. 509.

Russia.— We are shown a used copy of the current 
1 rouble stamp, on vertically laid paper, perf. 114, a 
new perforation which has hitherto only been seen on 
the War Fund stamps.

Salvador.— W e regret to state that there are three 
varieties of the “ 1905 ” surcharge, instead of two only, 
as described last month. Those of our readers who 
specialize in Salvador will find a revised and enlarged 
list of recent rubbish in the new Supplement to our 
publishers’ Catalogue.

Siam.— We are informed that, in addition to the 1, 
2, and 3 atts of the rejected design (Type 44), a 4 atts, 
black and green, and a 10 atts, rose, are known with 
genuine postmarks. We note the information with due 
reserve.

The /. 13. J. reports a 4 atts on 24 atts, with overprint 
similar to that of the more recent provisionals.

4 atts on 24 atts, purple and blue.

Spain.— L ’Annonce Timbrologique announces the 
d isco very  o f a curious v arie ty  o f  the 12 cuartos o f 
1867, w hich is d escrib ed  as b e in g  lettered  “  CCOREOS ” , 
instead o f  “ CORREOS”. As the existen ce  o f such a 
varie ty  is p ractica lly  im possible, we venture to su ggest 
th at the specim en in question is  p ro bab ly  one in w hich 
a  little bit o f  extraneous m atter in the clichd caused 
the second letter o f  the w ord  to print lik e  a “  C  ”, and  
th at it does not read  “ CCOREOS”, but “ CCRREOS”, 
w hich m ight easily  occur.

Switzerland.— We are shown the 15 c., Type 6, 
with a black silk thread, and the 10 c. of the same 
type with thread of a purple-brown tint ; the latter 
may be an extreme variety of the red thread, but the 
former can hardly be a shade of the green or blue.

Turkey.— W e are informed that, among the sheets 
of the new 2 piastres stamps sent to the Post Office 
at Bagdad, there was one in which the fourth stamp 
from the right in the last row has the European figure 
“  2 ” in the left lower comer, but the Turkish numerals 
“ r e ” (25) in the right. Possibly the numeral “ ®” is 
merely a circular blotch formed in the printing, other
wise the variety should occur upon every sheet.

United States.—Cuba.— We learn from Mekeel's 
lVeekty~that the 1 c. stamp has been received on 
unwatermarked paper, and with the design altered by 
cutting off the comers of the label lettered “  C E N T A V O  ”.

1 c., green (Type 15 recut) ; no wmk.
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S n \c r  tva\\otva\ cJ\v l\a\e\\c  8>xYn\>i\\on
LONDON, 1906.

A t  the invitation of the Executive Committee the following 
gentlemen have consented to act as judges at the forth
coming exhibition:—

Messrs. Bacon, Beckton, Castle, Major Evans, Lieutenant 
Napier, r . n . ,  Dr. Diena, Dr. Kloss, Baron A. de Reuters- 
kiold. The Committee expect shortly to be able to announce 
the names of two other judges representing France and the 
United States of America.

Various questions having been raised as to the exact 
meaning of certain rules and regulations contained in the 
Prospectus, the Committee have directed their attention to 
the matter, and beg to offer the following observations for 
the guidance of intending exhibitors.

1. Those who have intimated a desire to enter the same 
exhibit in more than one class are referred to the note at the 
foot of the last page of the Prospectus. It is there clearly 
stated that no exhibit may be entered for more than one 
class or section, and it may be added that this rule applies 
to all classes, the championship included.

2. The cards which the Committee are prepared to supply 
to applicants will be charged for at the rate of is. per dozen, 
postage extra.

3. The General Collections referred to in Class VII must 
be contained in albums that provide printed descriptions for 
each stamp, the method whereby the pages ate- bound to
gether being immaterial. Supplements, issued in connexion 
with printed albums, if shown with the albums, must appear 
in Class VII, even although printed spaces for each stamp 
may not be provided in such supplements.

4. General Collections referred to in Class VIII must be 
contained in blank albums that have not been published with 
descriptions for stamps; it is immaterial, however, whether 
the albums have a heading on each page with the name of 
a country or not.

5. 'I he Committee have decided that the word “ country” 
is to include the word “ colony” ; exhibits therefore in 
Classes VII and VIII must consist of not less than twenty- 
five countries or colonies.

6. A question has arisen as to the meaning of the words 
“ without limit as to number” contained in Section 1 of 
Classes VII and VIII. The Committee rule these words 
to mean “ without limitation, provided the number exceed 
10,000” ; therefore exhibits exceeding 10,000 must be entered 
in Section 1, and exhibits of less than 5000 stamps must be 
included in Section 3.

7. To prevent misapprehension, attention is specially 
called to the note in the Prospectus which provides that 
Special Collections in Classes I to VI must be shown in 
separate exhibits. Thus, an exhibitor, showing more than 
one of the countries named in any particular section, must 
enter as many exhibits as he shows countries, except in the 
case of countries specifically named as being grouped to
gether; for example, in Class II, Section 2, where Italy 
and States and Germany and States, and in Class IV, 
Section 3, where Nova Scotia and New Brunswick are 
bracketed together, and in Class V, Section i, where Oil 
Rivers, Niger Coast, Northern and Southern Nigeria are 
placed together, etc. etc. Exhibits for the Championship 
Class must conform to the grouping as set out in the various 
sections of Classes I to VI. Collectors are requested to 
enter specialized countries in Classes I to VI and not to 
group them together for entry in Class VIII.

[N ov. 30, 1905.

The Executive Committee have much pleasure in notifying 
that the Philatelic Society of Sweden (Sveriges Filatelist. 
Forening) are giving their cordial support to the Exhibition 
and that Consul Sixten Keyser, and Mr. Hilmer Djuriing, 
the President and the Secretary of that Society, have joined 
the General Committee.

The Executive Committee propose to invite other phila
telists to join the General Committee, and the names of 
those who accept their invitation will be published at a later 
date.

By order of the Committee,
(Signed) H. R. Oldfibld, Hon. Sec.

L. L. R. Hausburg, Asst. Hon. Sec.
17 November, 1905.

^ [ o \e s  atvA
By CHARLES J. PHILLIPS.

Fiji Stamps. I AM endeavouring to obtain sufficient 
material to enable me to write a refer

ence list of the stamps of this country, and 1 shall 
esteem it a great favour if collectors will lend me fur 
a few days any of the following stamps they may 
possess:—

F iji  Times Express, any pairs or strips on either 
paper.

1874 issue, overprinted “ V.R.” in Roman or Gothic 
type, any pairs or strips, or any minor varieties.

Any varieties not noted in Gibbons 1905 Catalogue.
•  •

The Ideal 
Postage 
Stamp 
Album.

I h ave  much pleasure in announcing 
,the approaching publication of an 
entirely new album under the above 
title.

For some years past we have had a 
great demand for a simple album, fuHy illustrated, 
with squares for each stamp and omitting all minor 
varieties, and I trust that collectors and the trade will 
be pleased with this our latest production.

It is essential that an album of this description 
should be in one volume, and in order to make this 
possible we have had to print it upon both sides of 
the paper and to rigidly cut down varieties.

With the aim before us of producing a book to suit 
the great bulk of general collectors, we have, alter 
much consideration, decided to limit The Id e a l Album 
to the Postage Stamps o f the World, and to omit all 
such varieties as Postal Fiscals, Official or Sen tee 
stamps, Postage Due or Unpaid Letter stamps, etc. 
etc.

This album is arranged strictly alphabetically— thus 
Vathy will be found under the V’s and not in French 
Consular Offices, Aitutaki under the A ’s and not after 
New Zealand, etc. etc.

The size is royal 4to, about 9 l x t i | .  The retail 
price of the album will be 10s. each, handsomely and 
strongly bound.

The book is now in the printers’ hands, but on in;,' 
to difficulties in producing the stereotype plates wc 
shall not have it on sale before the end of January, 
but have decided to issue an advance notice of this
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new and up-to-date album, so that collectors who 
desire such a book may wait until The Ideal is 
published instead of paying more for inferior works.

* **

Sir William I am sure that every stamp collector 
B. Avery# will join with me in congratulating Sir 

William upon the high honour which 
His Majesty has bestowed upon him.

Sir William comes of a very old and highly esteemed 
Hirmingham family, his uncle, Mr. Alderman Avery, 
having been Mayor of Birmingham on several 
occasions.

I well remember nearly twenty years ago first meet
ing Mr. W . B. Avery. I was then Secretary of the 
Birmingham Philatelic Society, and at a meeting a 
member produced an embossed id. envelope with an 
advertisement round the stamp of the firm of W. and 
T. Avery. I was directed to write to the firm and ask 
if they would let the B. P. S. have a few envelopes for 
various members. I then had a letter from Mr. Avery 
asking me to call upon him, and he then told me he 
collected stamps, but did not know there was a 
Birmingham Society, although I found that several 
gentlemen well known to him, such as Mr. Edward 
Nettlefold, Mr. Henry Buckley, etc., were members.

In answer to a letter of congratulation that 1 wrote, 
Sir William has just replied saying :—

“ I can only say that Philately has been a real 
recreation and pleasure to me when worried and 
bothered with the cares of a large business some years 
ago. I know of few things which are so interesting 
and which attract one’s whole attention like our dear 
stamps.”

* *

Zanzibars. O n e  of my friends is plating the sur
charges of the Zanzibar printed on 

British East Africa (June, 1896). If any of my readers 
have any pairs or blocks of these stamps for sale, I 
should be glad to have them on approval at the lowest 
net price.

*

“ Album or, How to Detect Forged Stamps. The 
Weeds” } first volume of this important work 

by the Rev. R. B. Earde (containing 
A to L), has been entirely rewritten, and makes a 
large book of over 570 pages. The book is now being 
bound and will be ready for delivery about 15 Decem
ber. Prepaid orders at 8s. each, post-free, can now 
be booked. For details see back page.

*  *  *

Die following extracts are from Gibbons Stamp 
Weekly, 29 November, 1905 :—

Sale of the Messrs. Glendining and Co., Limited, 
Buckley 7 , Argyll Street, Regent Street, W.,
Collection announce that they have had placed

in their hands for sale by auction two 
exceptionally fine lots of stamps. The first consists 
°f the collection of the late Mr. Henry Buckley, of 
Birmingham. This collection consists only of British 
Colonials and of stamps of Norway. The whole to 
be sold without reserve. The stamps in this collection 
are in exceptionally fine condition ; a large quantity 
°f the Colonial stamps are in corner blocks, with the

plate number attached, and some rare plates will be 
found in the mixed lots.

A  Transvaal A ver y  large, important collection, 
Gold Medal that has been placed in the hands of 
Collection. Messrs. Glendining and Co., Limited, 

is the highly specialized collection of 
Transvaal of Mr. Alberto Philipp, of Hamburg. This 
collection gained a special Gold Medal at the Berlin 
Exhibition, and has been considerably added to since 
then, and is said to be one of the finest collections of 
Transvaals in the world. It contains magnificent 
picked specimens ; amongst them are some unique 
things, such as unused blocks of four with one stamp 
printed tite-beche, etc. etc. It is too early for a detailed 
list of these stamps, and the sale cannot take place 
before January next, as the catalogue has to be pre
pared and circulated throughout America and the 
Continent, where there are many buyers of these 
stamps.

Sale of the Messrs. G lendinjng  and Co., on 
Bevan 14 and 15 November, disposed of the
Collection. collection of the Rev. S. Bevan, of 

Brighton. The collection contained 
somewhere about 22,000 stamps, but was very dis
appointing in its poor condition and in the number 
of forgeries that were found in it. It appears that 
many of the stamps had been bought locally, and as 
far as Stanley Gibbons, Limited, could trace them, 
a large number of the forgeries were placed with 
local dealers by Monsieur Pinet, from Paris. While 
in Brighton, some little time since, a member of the 
firm took an opportunity of looking into this matter 
and was surprised to find a quantity of dangerous 
forgeries in the Brighton shops. Nevertheless, the 
firm consider the Brighton dealers were quite unaware 
of the class of goods they were selling. They are 
honest and well-known men of good reputation, and 
the imitations were so good that they would un
doubtedly deceive people who were not experts. 
Amongst the forgeries in this collection were the 
following :—

Forged surcharges on the 2, 3, and 5 rupee Indian, 
for Jhind, Patiala, etc., also all the stamps lettered 
JEEND. In the rarer surcharges of Ceylon, such as 
5 on 24 c., green, 10 on 24 c., green, 10 on 36 c., etc., 
there were some dangerous imitations. In the Straits 
Settlements there were also dangerous forgeries. In 
Bechuanaland the id., 2d., and is., Cape stamps sur
charged, with the error “ ritish ,” all forged. These 
have also been oflered'-in other quarters. It is not 
necessary to mention other things noted, but it may 
be well to emphasize what has been said on many 
previous occasions, and that is that collectors, in their 
own interest, should buy from responsible dealers who 
have a thorough knowledge of their business. They 
may have to pay a little more for the stamps, but it is 
better in the long run to pay for expert knowledge, 
not only in postage stamps, but in every other kind of 
bric-k-brac.
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Remainders S p e c u l a t o r s  will probably be sorry 
of British t0 see t*lat t*le Crown Agents for the 
Colonials Colonies are offering several very 

large lots of stamps for sale by tender 
at a minimum price of the nominal value.

Among these are the following :—
British Somaliland.

Queen's Head, surcharged at top.
All values except J and I anna, about 184,000 stamps.

Queen's Head, surcharged at bottom.
All values, about 101,000 stamps.

King's Heads, all values except J a., about 132,000 stamps.

Service Stamps.
“  On H.M.S.” on Queen's Heads.
All values, about 20,400 stamps.

‘ ‘ Service " on King's Heads.
All values, about 111,700 stamps.

“  0 .H.M.S." on current type.
All values, about 8500 stamps.

V irgin Islands. — —
Issue of 1899, Jd. to 5s., all values, about 275,100 stamps.

Lagos.
Queen’s Heads, Jd. to 10s., all values, about 878,160 stamps.

Here is a chance for all— offer big prices and the 
higher price you offer the larger remainders will 
the Government officials have for sale from other 
colonies ! '

This sort of thing should be enough to discourage 
the collector of new issues, and make him pay far 
more attention to the fine old postage stamps, which 
are becoming scarcer and scarcer every year.

Shortly, I suppose, we shall have the Crown Agents 
offering the unknown remainders of single C A  2s. 6d. 
and Ios. Lagos, Southern Nigeria f \ ,  and so on !!

[Nov. 30, 1905,

Supplement T h is , th e  first supplem en t to our cur- 
to the 19 0 5  rent C a talo g u e, is now  re a d y  and has

Catalogue. ,:>een sent to a" our c''ents w'10 have 
filled up one of the forms given in 

Part II of the Catalogue. Collectors or dealers who 
have not filled in the form can be supplied with 
the supplements at the price of 4d. each, post-free.

*  *•
N evtr T h e  following stock books have been
Stock Books, rearranged since the last list published 

in the M. J.
The new stock books have been priced and re

arranged in accordance with our 1905-6 Catalogue, 
and the prices are those that have been adopted in 
that Catalogue. »

Any of these— or of our other stock books (about 
280 in number)— can be sent on approval for five days 
to collectors known to us, or after the usual references.

To clients who purchase from any one volume for 
five pounds or upwards at one time a discount of to 
per cent is allowed. Special terms will be made to 
those desirous of making really important purchases.

VALl'I.

Nicaragua, 2 vols. . . . . /132
Fiji and Cook Islands . . . . 596
Tolima, etc. . . . . . 507
Cundinamarca to Panama . . . .  257
Antioquia lo Bolivar . . . . 608
Colombia (2 vols.) . . . . . 801
United States (4 vols.) . . . .  1479
France (2 vols.) . . . . . 46S
Bolivia . . . . . 139
Holland . . . . . 651
Gambia and Gold Coast . . . . —
Lagos and Sierra Leone . . . . —

CJ\ie ^os\a\ eJssue  ̂oj We >̂ipaxv\s\\ l0 o\oxv̂  We V̂uVvpipuvê .
By L. H A N CIAU .

A L L  R I G H T S  R E S E R V E D .

(Continued from page 82.)

♦  *

[ N o t e .— We find that the illustration given on page 
81 is incorrect, and represents a fiscal stamp of 1875, 
not that of 1872. The stamp employed was of similar 
design, but had the Arms in an oval shield and sur
mounted by a Royal Crown. An illustration of the 
correct type will be given later, in the list of Fiscal 
stamps used for Postage.— E d . M .Ji]

Issue o f October, 1883.

A R IO U S stamps surcharged “ h a b il it a d o  
JKjtL p a  c o r k e o s ” and value, as before (S 5).

On Postage stamps of 1880.
' Two varieties of the 10 cuartos sur

charge :—  '
(<j) With smaH figures.
(b) W ith large figures.

*  *

10 cuarlos, in green, on 2 c. de p., rose (a).
lo „  2 „  ,, (*)• .
16 ,, in red, on 2} ,, ,, ultramarine.

I
Varieties, with surcharge inverted.

10 cuartos, in green, on 2 c. de p., rose (a).

With surcharge sideways.
10 cuartos, in green, on 2 c. de p., rose (a).

With double surcharge, one inverted.
10 cuartos, in green, on 2 c. de p., rose (a).

l here were 10,000 stamps converted into 10 cuarios 
and the same number into 16 cuartos.

On Fiscal stamps, “  Derecho Judicial,” of 1882. 
Three varieties of the surcharge —

(ia) With small, oval letter “ c ” in “ CORREOS.”
(b) With inverted “ B” in “ habilitado .”
(c) W’ith large, square “ c ” in “ CORREOS.”
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1 real, in black, on 128 c. de p., blue (a).
1 » 1. 128 „  „  (b).
1 „  „  128 „  „  (<r).

33,000 stamps were thus treated.

Varieties, with surcharge inverted.
1 real, in black, on 12* c. de p., blue (a).
1 .. ,, 128 „  „  (b ).
1 „  ) 128 •> >> (0*

With double surcharge.
I real, in black, on 128 c. de p., blue (a).
I ,, „  128 „  „  (b).

Errors or essays, upon Postage stamps of 18S0.
I real, in black, on 2 c. de p., rose (a).
1 ,, ,, 28 ,, ultramarine (a).

Upon Fiscal stamps, “ Derechos de Firma,” of 
1882. 1 real, in black, on 10 pesetas, bistre (£).

A fresh supply of the 2J c. de peso stamp reached 
the Philippines before the end of the year. It was in 
the design of 1880, but redrawn to a certain extent.

Issue o f the etui o f  1883.

Profile of Alfonso X II, design of 1880 redrawn 
(see 15 of the illustrations given below of the corre
sponding varieties of Cuba).

A B C

Type II. The frame of the oval is a thin coloured 
line, except at upper right, where it is thick, whereas 
in the type of 1880 (A) it is thick throughout; in the 
redrawn type 115) there is a very prominent white 
frame, | mm. wide, surrounding the oval. The open
ing in the hair on the forehead is wider and more 
rounded, and the hair comes further down upon the 
face.

Engraved and printed as before. Perf. 14.
28 c. de p., ultramarine (shades).

Essay, printed in colour on thick white paper.

28 c. de p., blue.

Issue o f . .  . 1885 (?).

Design of 1880 further redrawn :—

Type III. This may be said to come between 
Type II (15) and Type IV (C). The opening in the 
hair is not so wide as in the latter, but is wider than 
,n ihe former (see illustration of the J de centavo, 
below).

Same engraving, etc.

28 c. de peso, blue.

In March, 1885, the Treasury Department ordered 
further overprinting, principally for the production of 
Fiscal stamps. This is the decree :—

“ Surcharging of Stamps.

“ The Administration of the Treasury has decreed 
as follows: —

“ In accordance with the recommendations of the 
Department of Revenues and State Lands and the 
report of the Office of Public Accounts ; in view of 
the evident necessity for proceeding to the prepara
tion by surcharging of various classes of stamps, in 
order that the interests of the revenue may suffer no 
injury, and that the postal service may not be dis
turbed, to the inconvenience of the public, this De
partment has made the following arrangements :—

“ 1. Authority is given for the production of 3000 
postage stamps of the value of 6g centimos, for which 
will be taken an equal number of 12$ centimos 
‘ Judicial’ stamps.

“  2. Authority is also given for the production of
25.000 stamps for passports, of the value of 20 centi
mos, for which will be taken postage stamps of the 
same value.

“  3. Authority is further given for the production of
25.000 telegraph stamps, of the value of 25 centimos, 
for which will be taken postage stamps of the same 
value.”

[Articles 4, 5,6, 7, relate to Fiscal stamps solely, and 
we have therefore thought it unnecessary to translate 
them.— E d. M. _/.]

“  8. The surcharging that has been authorized will be 
carried out by the Administration, under the super
vision of a Committee composed of the Administrator 
of Revenues and State Lands, the Treasurer General, 
and the Secretary of the Treasury.

“ 9. For the seven surcharges that number of dies 
are to be engraved upon bronze, with which will be 
impressed in various colours the new uses of the above- 
mentioned stamps.

“  10. When the surcharging is completed, the dies 
will be defaced in the presence of the Committee, who 
will draw up a report thereon.

“ ti. The expenses of this work will be repaid on 
receipt of an account verified by the Committee and 
approved by this Department, under Art. 7, Chapter 7, 
Section 5, of the regulations now in force.

“ Manilla, March 10, 1885.” 

Issue of March, 1885.

Fiscal stamps, inscribed “ D E R E C H O  ^ \ l . I £ 4 .

J U D IC I A L ,”  of the issue of 1882 (see ^  
p. 46), surcharged “ h a b i l i t a d o  CORREOS
C O R R E O S  6 1  CEN -? ”  (S  6).

65 c., in red, on 128 c. de p., blue. ^
s 6

Issue o f fanuary, 1886. 

Design of 1880, redrawn as in 1885 
for the 2$ c. de peso (Type III), but 
inscribed “ F l L l l ’ i ?  IM P R E S O S ”  at top./ 

Engraved and printed as before.
J de centavo, yellow-green.
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Issue o f November, 1886.

Postage stamp of 1885, Type III, 
surcharged “ HABILITADO U POSTAL” ^  X>
and value (s 7). Q  POSTAL

' *7
Issue o f April, 1887.

Profile to right of Alfonso X II, design of 1880, Type 
IV (C). The oval frame is that of Types II and III, 
that is to say, with the coloured outline thin, except 
at the upper right, and the white frame wide; the 
opening in the hair is almost semicircular and the 
other undulations less marked than in the previous 
types.

Engraved and printed as before.

50 m. de peso, yellow-bistre.

Issue of the end 0/1887. ■

The same design. The 1 c. and 6 c. are of Type IV, 
and the 10 c. of Type I.

1 c. de peso, grey-green, yellow-green.
6 ,, brown.

10 ,, yellow-green.

The 10 c. de peso does not appear to have been put 
in circulation. [It probably was prepared at an earlier 
date.— E d. M. / .]

Issue o f fanuary, 1888.

Postage stamp of 1883, Type II, sur
charged “ union  gral. postal h a b i- 
L IT A D O ,”  in an oval frame, with the 
value in the centre (s 8). There is a 
quatrefoil at each side, separating the 
two portions of the oval inscription.

(a) The quatrefoil at right almost 
touches the “ o ” of “ h a b ilita d o ” ; the figure “ 8” 
is narrow.

8 c., in red, on 2| c. de p., ultramarine.

Varieties, with double surcharge.
8 c., in red, on 2| c. de p., ultramarine. .

Defective impression showing “  3 ” for “  8.”
3 c., in red, on 2j c. de p., ultramarine.

(ib) Smaller quatrefoil at right, further away from 
the “ O " ; figure “ 8 ” more open ; a large dot after 
“ G R A L .”

8 c., in red, on 2$ c. de p., ultramarine.

Issue of fu ly , 1888.

Similar oval surcharge, inscribed 
“ HABILITADO PARA COMUNICA- 
CIONES,” with value in the centre (S 9).

(a) On a postage stamp of 1882, 
Type I.

2) c. de p., in carmine, on 5 c. de p., 
ultramarine.

(b) On postage stamps of 1887, Type IV.

2| c. de p., in carmine, on I c. de p., grey-green. 
2| ,, „  50 m. de p., bistre.

1888

(c) On a Telegraph stamp of 1888.

2} c. de p., in carmine, on 1 c. de p., bistre.

* * *

I am now able to quote an Ordinance of 4 October, 
1888, which announces further surcharges, but which 

.does not tell us that the 20,500 stamps for passports 
were of two different issues.*

“ His Excellency the Governor General has decided 
that 330,000 postage stamps of the value of 2| centimos 
shall be manufactured for issue, by employing for this 
purpose:—

! 10,000 postal union stamps of 10 centimos.
219,500 postage stamps of J „

20,500 passport stamps of 20 „

“ This change will be carried out by the method «»f 
the Administrator impressing on each stamp the words 
‘ Habilitado para comunicaciones 2$ centimes,’ for 
which purpose the Director of State Lands will issue 
the necessary instructions.

“ Manilla, October 4, 1888.”

Issue o f October 4///, 1888.

The same surcharge as in the last issue (S 9).

{a) On postage stamps of the design of 1880.

2$c., in carmine% on i  c, yellow-green (Type III.).
2jc. „  ioc. „ ( „  I.).

(b) On fiscal stamps, “ derechos de kirma,” of 
1883 and 1888 (see illustration on p. 47).

.2% c., in carmine, on 2co m. de p., green.
2fc. „  20 c. de p., brown.

* M. Hanciau does not appear to have obtained copies >f 
the Decrees authorizing the surcharges of November, 188", 
or of January or July, 1888. We do not know whether the 
authors of the Boston book were more successful in this 
matter, but they give some details which it seems worth 
while to quote. , Their dates differ in some instances from 
those of M. Hanciau, but in this connexion we may point 
out that they give the date “ February 24, 1885,” for the 
issue of the 6* c. on the I 2 f  c. de p., the authority f»r 
which is dated “ March 10, 1885,“ and for the stamps 
alluded to in the Ordinance of October 4, 1888, they gne 
“ September 29, 1888,” as the date of issue. At the same 
time they quote numbers, which must, we presume, have 
been obtained from official sources, and it is possible that 
the dates are those on which the various stamps were issued 
from store for the purpose of being overprinted, the Decrees 
being published after the work was done and when the 
stamps were ready for issue to the public. We should con
sider, however, that the dates of the Decrees were the re.d 
dates of issue of the stamps.

Returning to our Issue of November, 1886.-which the 
Boston authorities date “ September 11, 1886,” we find it 
stated that both Type II and Type III of the z\ c. de pe>o 
stamp were employed in this instance, and that there were
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two varieties of the 10 c. surcharge; the list being thus 
amplified to :—

un c. on 2! c. de p., Type II. 
un c. on „  „  III.
10 c. on 2| i , ,  ,, II. (two varieties),
io c  on 2$ ,, ,, III. (one variety).

And there are said to have been 50,000 of the t c. and, at 
first, 30,000 of the 10 c., with a second lot of 100,000 of the 
10 c. in November.

Our Issue of January, 1888, is dated “  December, 1887,” 
and there are stated to be four varieties of the surcharge, 
which are described as follows :—

(i.) “ The largest of the surcharges. Oval measures 
21 x  i8£ m m .  There is  n o  period after o r a l  or c e n t ; 
8 c e n t  in large type.”

(ii.) “ Oval measures 21 x 18$ mm. Lettering smaller. 
Period after o r a l . ,  none after c e n t . Colour of surcharge 
carmine.”

(iii.) “ Oval measures 20̂  x 17I mm. Period after o r a l . 
and c e n t . Space between L  of p o s t a l  and o  of h a b i l i - 
t a p o  4 mm. Rare.”

(iv.) “ The smallest and by far the commonest of the 
surcharges. Oval measures 20 x 17J mm. The lettering is 
smaller. There is a period after both G R A L .  and c e n t . ’

Again the two types of 2f c. de peso are said to have been 
used, and the list becomes :—

8 c. on 2$ c. de p.,, Type III (i.).
8 c. on „ „  III (ii.).
8 c. on 2i „ II (iii.).
8 c. on 2̂  ,, .. II (iv.).
8 c. on H  „ „  III (iv.).

With double surcharge.
8 c. on 2| c. de p., Type III (ii.).
8 c. on 2| ,, ,, III (iv.).

With inverted surcharge.
8 c. on 2f c de. p., Type III (iv.).

The number surcharged in all is said to have been 300,000.
Our Issue of July, 1888, is divided into two portions. 

First, dated “ February 27, 1888,” the 2} c. on 50 m. de 
peso, 34*225 copies. Second, dated “ June 27, 1888,” the 
2| c. on I c. de peso, 50,000 copies, said to exist also with 
inverted and with double surcharge; the 2! c. on 5 c. de 
peso, 50,000 copies ; and the 2% c. on 1 c. de peso Telegraph 
stamp, 98,000 copies, which is also said to exist with double 
surcharge. To this second portion is also added a 2! c. on 
200 m. de peso “  Derecbos de firma ” stamp (50,000 copies) 
which M. Hanciau places under the following issue. It is 
not for us to say which is correct. On the one hand the 
Decree of October 4, 1888, says “ 20 centimos” stamps, not 
“ 200 milesimas.” On the other hand the prices at which 
these two stamps are catalogued, as compared with those of 
the other varieties of this issue, of which there are said to 
have been 50,000 copies, lead us to suppose that the numbers 
of the “  Derechos tie firma” stamps must have been very 
much smaller; and knowing how vague these documents 
were in matters of currency, “ 20 centimos ” may well have 
been held to cover any stamps of equal value, though of 
different denomination.— Ed. M. J.

(To be continued.)

n s t  n e t A T *

REMINISCENCES OF A  VETERAN.
By PIERRE MAHE.

(Continued from page 78.)

(All rights of reproductions strictly reserved.)

J f *

*  *

The Stone of New Caledonia.
N finally quitting this country, which has de
tained the reader so long, I must not pass 
over in silence the fabrication, as malignant 
as it was grotesque, published in an American 
journal, The Philatelist, of Boston, over the 

signature of a certain Ch. Lyford. Mr. Albis, in an 
article on New Caledonia written for the Timbrophile, 
find mentioned my selling for 1000 francs, as 1 have 
related already, an entire sheet of the stamps of that 
country. The Stamp Collector’ s Magazine, in re- 
pmducing this statement, made a little mistake, and 
instead of “ plate”, which as applied to printed matter 
is the same as “ sheet”, translated “ une planche” by 
‘ one stone”, which is quite another thing, as every- 
fiody knows. Starting therefrom, this Philatelist infers 
■ fiat, “ according to M. Mahd himself he possesses 
one of the numerous ‘ stones’ from which were printed 
•fie stamps of New Caledonia, and he will certainly 
s"ear to their authenticity, etc. etc. . . .”

Did anybody ever see anything so immensely idiotic ? 
I need not quote the final reply, which is not called 
for here. » -

*  *

A  Good Bit of Business.
The Stamps of Luzon.

(It was under the name of “  Luzon ” that the 
Philippine Islands used to be referred to in the 
magazines and catalogues.)

When I was employed at a printseller’s, I had 
frequent dealings with the Jesuit Fathers of the Rue 
des Postcs and with those attached to the Seminary 
of Foreign Missions. When a missionary was about 
to set out, I used to have prepared for them some 
large-sized prints, coloured, mounted on cloth and 
varnished, which were rolled up on wooden rollers. 
Having arrived at the place where instruction was to 
be given, these pictures,'attached to a stake fixed in 
the ground, were unrolled and the missionaries ex
plained the subjects with comments to the heathen 
whose-conversion they aimed at. I had principally 
to do with the Provincial Father of the Spanish 
countries, and as I knew a few words in Spanish he 
W'ould not hear of one except myself waiting upon his 
young missionaries.

Some time after I had set up as a stamp dealer, I
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said to myself that I had a valuable acquaintance in 
the reverend Provincial Father, and 1 vowed I would 
make as much as possible out of it, which I was not 
long in doing. In consequence I appealed, officially,
to the Rev. P. C ----- , for whom I had been so lucky
as to get some documents relating to his fine work on 
The Pictures o f the Spanish Saints, and, as he had 
not forgotten me, he was so good as to receive my 
request very favourably, and he assured me that he 
would do all that was needed to secure its being duly 
carried out. I then, on the spot, handed him the 
detailed list of the stamps which I wished to be 
obtained for me. I retired, thanking him in advance, 
and . . .  I waited.

1 had to wait a long time ; but, fearing to make 
myself troublesome, I did not dare to refer to my 
request, and I resolved to be patient. At last I 
received one morning a few lines telling me that the
Rev. P. J----- , who had just arrived in France, was
the bearer of a packet for me containing some postage 
stamps, and I was invited to come and fetch it. At 
this news my heart b eat; the letter sounded well.

Next morning I called on the said Father J-----  in
the Rue de Sevres ; he gave me an imposing-looking 
package, which, trembling a little, I opened before 
him, and from which I drew forth a parcel containing 
twelve entire sheets of each of the two values, I real, 
blue, and 2 reales, green, of the Philippine Islands, 
issue of 1854 and 1855. None of the 5 or the to 
cuartos of the same issue could be found, but in-place 
of the former there were about ten sheets of the 5 
cuartos, red, of 1862, with coarse network in the 
spandrels, a rare thing even at that time.

The whole lot being reckoned at face value, it re
sulted that the sheet of the 1 real cost me fr.26.85, or 
£1. is. 6d., and the sheet of the 2 reales cost me 
fr.53.70, or £2. 3s. Need I say that these sheets went 
off as if by magic at the price of 400 francs each ? No

[N o v . 3 0 , ig o j

one had ever before seen the stamps of “  Luzon" 
otherwise than singly, a copy here and there, obliter
ated, and generally in very bad condition, which did 
not prevent people from struggling for them at high 
prices. But the forty varieties all together had never 
been seen so far ; it was a revelation, as in the case of 
the New Caledonia, when I received the first entire 
sheet of them, as related above.

In fixing the price of the sheet of the forty varieties 
at 400 francs, or 10 francs per stamp, scarcely one- 
third of the price of an obliterated copy, I was offering 
collectors a real gift ! Thus everybody flew upon the 
sheets like a hungry wolf upon a tender lam b; the 
collectors sought them whole for their albums ; the 
dealers wanted them for cutting up and selling retail 
at a respectable profit. Eleven sheets of each value 
were sold entire, and the twelfth was cut up for retail 
sale at the price of 30 francs per stamp, with the ex
ception, of course, of the error “ CORROS” of the 1 
real, blue. This was what, I think, may be called “ a 
good bit of business.”

Later on, Messrs. M. N ----- Bros., a firm of com
mission agents in Paris, had also the good luck to 
receive some of these same sheets, but the prices had 
undergone a great change. However, my colleague
M -----and I bought these last and very late comers.
To-day the 1 and 2 reales are quoted at 50 and 60 
francs each respectively, which would make the 
sheets, if any could now be found, worth 2825 francs

113) for the 1 real (including the error “ co rros” 
quoted at 375 francs), and 3C00 francs, or £  120, for 
the 2 reales. But it is all o ver; they will never turn 
up again. As to the 5 cuartos, red, which cost me 
about 40 c., although it was quoted at 50 c. by every
body who had not got it, they slipped from my hands 
at 3 francs each tp collectors and at 24 francs the 
dozen to dealers, who jumped at them. They are 
quoted now at 15 francs each !

(To be continued.)

THE

0$ some 0$ \\ve ^ (a \\9 e  2 > ^ es °$
By TH E EDITOR.

(Continued from pagt 237, vol. xv.)

*  *

NEPAL.
HIS important State is on a different footing 
from that of the preceding. It is not quite 
so independent, I believe, as Afghanistan, but 
although the Indian Government controls 
its foreign relations, the British Political 

Resident does not interfere in its internal affairs. 
Whitaker’ s Almanack describes it as follows:—

“ The Kingdom of Nepal, lying N. of British 
India and S. of Tibet, occupies the southern ranges 
of the Himalayas for 500 mdcs, and includes, among 
other lofty peaks, Mount Everest (29,000 ft.). Be
tween the wild, sterile ranges lie many fertile valleys.

*  *  • .
The lower hills arc covered with jungles, in which wild 
animals abound. Nepal has an area of about 54,01 0 
square miles, and a population of about 5,000,000. It 
is divided into four provinces, and these into fifteen 
districts.”

The present Sovereign is His Highness Maharaja 
Dhiraj-Prithvi Bir Bikram Jang Bahadur Shah 
Bahadur Shamsher Jang, who was born on August 8, 
1875, and succeeded on May 17, 1881. He is entitled 
to a royal salute of 21 guns in British India.

In the matter of postage stamps Nepal.has been 
very conservative : only four values of adhesives and 
one post card have been issued; there have been no
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changes in the designs of the stamps, only one distinct 
change in the nature of the paper on which they are 
printed, and probably no intentional variations in the 
tints employed. There have been some minor changes 
of type and inscriptions in the post card, and these 
are the only varieties that would give any trouble to 
the general collector, who will probably avoid them by 
not collecting stationery. The Nepal Post Office is 
therefore a model one, from a philatelic point of view ; 
not only does it not cater for collectors in any way, but 
there seems reason to believe that the Nepalese would 
much prefer that outsiders should leave them and their 
stamps alone, as they are very jealous of any inter
ference on the part of Europeans.

The stamps were first chronicled in The Philatelic 
Record for November, 1881, where a description is 
given which 1 cannot do better than copy, especially as 
it contains a slip o f  the pen which it is well to 
correct:—

“ We are indebted to the kindness of Mrs. Tebay 
for a sight of the three values issued for this state, one 
of which we engrave. The stamps are the same in 
design, varying only as regards the value inscribed in 
the side labels. Our cut represents the two anna* 
stamp, the inscriptions on which read :—

On the other two stamps the side labels are inscribed 
1 and 4 annas respectively. O f each value there are 
thirty-two stamps to the sheet, in four horizontal rows 
of eight. Each margin of the sheets is inscribed 
respectively ohe, two, or four anna stamp ; four, eight, 
or sixteen rupees the whole sheet. The stamps are 
lithographed on plain white wove paper, without water
mark, and one of the values— the 4 annas— is rouletted 
and gummed. Mrs. Tebay sends us three envelopes 
which have passed through the post, franked by the 
1 anna stamps. Her correspondent informs her that 
the addresses upon them are written in Nagri, and 
perhaps the inscriptions on the stamps are in the same 
dialect. The same correspondent says: —  ‘ The 
Nepalese Durbar has this year, 1881, organised a 
system of internal postage, and issued stamps of three 
values— 1, 2, and 4 annas—specimens of which are 
enclosed. The lines at present arranged for are 
between Katmandu and Ilam (a province close to 
Darjeeling), between Katmandu and Doti (a province 
close to Kumaon), and between Katmandu and Kerong 
and Kuti, on the Thibetan frontier. These lines are 
not in any way connected with the British Post Office, 
for all letters, parcels, etc., to and from British India 
the Nepalese use the British Post Office, which has a 
branch at Katmandu for the benefit of the Residency.’

“Adhesives. 1 anna, milky blue I • , .
2 „  purple i  ■ "'Prorate.
4 1, grass-green, rouletted cnpoints."

I he statement that the sheets contained thirty-two 
stamps troubled me at first, because all the early 
sheets that I have seen contained sixty-four, in eight 
rows of eight. But it is evident that “ thirty-two” is a 
mistake, as that number would not give “ four, eight, 
or sixteen rupees ” to the sheet. I may also add that 
•be tops of the letters of the side inscriptions arc out

* My illustration represents the 1 a.

wards, and they therefore read upwards on the left 
and downwards on the rig h t; and that the stamps are 
not lithographed, but surface-printed, probably from 
casts.

In the following February' (1882) The Ph. P. 
announced, on the authority of L 'A m i des Timbres, 
that all three values existed imperforate and roulctted.

Issue o f  October Q), 1881.

The actual date of issue of the stamps is not men
tioned in the account quoted above, but it cannot well 
have been later than October, 1881, and it may have 
been a few months earlier.

The design of the stamps is shown in the illustra
tion given above. In the lower part of the central 
device are two native knives, “ kukhris,” with the 
handles crossed ; in the upper part are some articles, 
the meaning of which is quite unknown to me— there 
are three circular objects, e tch -o f which seems to 
have ,a fringe of bells or loops below it, and a semi
circular hood above it. If clear impressions of the 
different values are examined, it may be seen that 
they were not all produced from the same die, but 
that there were three separate dies, one for each 
value. The circular objects on the anna each contain 

■ five dots, arranged thus the central circle on the 
2 annas has a large dot in the middle, surrounded by 
seven or eight smaller ones; and that on the4annas con
tains five dots, arranged thus The other two circles 
on the two higher values are usually very indistinct; in 
a few copies of the 4 annas I have been able to s«e 
five dots in each, arranged as in the 1 anna. The 
corner ornaments on the 1 a. and 4 a. are each in a 
white frame, on clear copies, those on the 2 a. are 
without the white frame. These differences are of no 
special importance, but merely prove the existence of 
three dies.

It should be noted that the original description 
given in The Ph. R. stated that the one value 
(4 annas), that was received rouletted, was also 
gummed ; so far as I have seen, these two additions 
always go together, my rouletted (or pin-perf.) copies 
all being gummed and my imperf. (and unused) copies 
all without gum. It would almost seem as if, at first 
at any rate, the stamps issued in the State may have 
been gummed and perforated, whilst those exported 
were left without such improvements, but most of the 
few used specimens that I possess are apparently im
perforate.

The paper is an ordinary thinnish, white wove, 
showing very distinct granulations.

The perforation is perhaps more correctly termed 
pin-perforation, from a philatelic point of view, but I 
have no doubt that it was done with a rouletting 
w heel; it gauges 15.

I now come to the question of plates, which is not 
a very easy one to deal with. The plates were 
evidently made up of separate casts, neither produced 
in one. large block, nor permanently joined together ; 
this is shown by the fact that inverted stamps occur 
in several printings. It is unfortunately impossible 
now to ascertain whether Mrs. Tebay received com
plete sheets, or only portions of sheets, but I think we 
may assume that the latter was the case, because if
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she had had entire sheets, she would not have failed 
to notice that they contained sixty-four stamps, instead 
of thirty-two. Possibly she had half-sheets of one or 
more of the values. We may probably also assume 
that there were no llle-blche pairs among those sent 
her. There was, however, an inverted stamp in a very 
early plate of the 2 annas, for I have an imperf. tlte- 
blche pair that is very clearly printed. I can find no 
record of the date when this variety was discovered ; 
the first mention of it that I have found is in the 
second Supplement (1886) to Moens’ Catalogue, sixth 
edition ; it was not in the first Supplement, published 
two years earlier, and I find no note of it in Le 
Timbre-Poste. I therefore conclude that it was dis
covered when the supplement was being compiled, 
and that it was not thought necessary to announce it 
elsewhere. Nothing is stated in the list as to whether 
it is imperf. or pin-perf., but in the subsequent edition 
it is placed under the pin-perf. ; very likely it exists in 
both conditions.

Again, although marginal inscriptions are mentioned 
in The Ph. R., there is no mention of a frame to the 
sheet of any of the values, and the frame, a comer of 
which will be shown later in an illustration, is so 
conspicuous and peculiar, that it could hardly have 
escaped mention if it had been present on any of the 
sheets or blocks then received. For this reason, and 
also because I know that sheets of all three values 
existed without the frame, while I know only the 
1 anna with the frame, I place first the printing with 
marginal inscriptions only.

First netting? Sheets of 64, eight rows of e igh t; 
the stamps are about 3$ mm. apart, both horizontally 
and vertically, and the rows are not very regular or 
even. Inscriptions in the margin on all four sides, as 
previously described ; the feet of the letters are to
wards the stamps, in each margin, and are 13  ̂ mm. 
from them on the 1 a., 14 mm. on the 2 a., and 15 mm. 
on the 4 a., so far as I have seen. I also find that the 
inscription commences opposite the first and ends 
opposite the last stamp in the adjacent rows on the 
1 a. (and I believe on the 4 a. also), whilst they are 
more compressed on the 2 a., commencing and ending 
opposite the second stamp from each corner (the top 
of the second stamp at the sides), in what I take to 
be the first setting of this value.

There were two settings of the 2 a., differing in the 
spacing of marginal inscriptions and, I suppose, in 
the fact that one of them contained an inverted stamp 
while the other did not. Inverted stamps are not 
certain indications, however ; the separate blocks were 
not all rearranged when the marginal inscriptions 
were reset, as is shown by the fact that certain 
damaged clichds retained their positions in the plates 
through various complete changes in the setting of 
the inscriptions ; whilst, in some of the later settings, 
inverted stamps varied in numbers without any 
apparent change in the inscription. Thus the fact 
that 1 have seen a sheet of the 2 a., with what 1 take 
to be the second setting of the inscriptions and no 
inverted stamp, does not actually prove that that 
setting never showed such a variety, or that the first 
setting always contained an inverted block.

I have, however, a tlte-blche pair, which, both from 
the clearness of the impression and from its colour,
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probably belongs to the first setting, but I have no 
idea what, part of the sheet it comes from.

In the second setting the inscriptions in the top and 
bottom margins are set much closer; they cover a 
space but very little longer than the width of|the four 
stamps in the centre of the row. The impressions 
I have seen are not quite so clear as those of the 
other setting, and that is my reason for placing them 
second. I have seen no perforated copies with 
margins, but the specimens 1 have met with resemble 
those of my first setting.

I find no trace of a second setting of the 4 a., or of 
the 1 a. without a frame to the sheet.

1. Gummed and pin-perf,
1 a., milky blue.
2 a., purple.
4 a., green, yellowish green.

Variety, iete-beche ?
2 a., purple.

2. Ungummed and imperf.
1 a., milky blue, dull blue.
2 a., purple, mauve.
4 a., green, yellowish green.

Variety, tlte-blche.
2 a., purple.

It is probable that the tlte-blche variety exists 
gummed and perf., but I have not seen it. The gum 
on the above is usually brown.

I can find no allusion in the magazines to the fact 
that sheets of the One Anna exist with an elaborate 
frame of square ornaments all round them, outside 
the marginal inscriptions, and an inner frame of 
lance-heads and the same square ornaments, at each 
side, inside the marginal inscription. A portion of 
this frame is shown in the following illustration, which

p  m m m m m m m m n

%  5 TT ’ H

represents, in full size, a corner of a sheet, on which had 
been written a translation of the inscriptions, similar 
to that sent to Mrs. Tebay ; but the specimen from 
which this illustration was made is not in the milky- 
blue shade quoted in The Philatelic Record. The 
lance-head devices between the square ornaments a:e 
not all like those shown in the illustration ; there arc 
two distinct kinds: (a) as illustrated ; (b) formed of 
two smaller, solid points, with three circles (two sol d 
and the middle one hollow with a solid centre) be
tween them.* Down the right side the ornaments

* Similar ornaments are used upon the post cards.
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are—a, b, a, a, b, a, b, a, a; down the left side 
they are— a, a, b, b, b, a, a, a, b, b, b. I have men
tioned these details, in case there should be more 
than one setting of the frame, though I do not sup
pose that this is likfely. 1 have never seen or heard 
of the 2 a. or 4 a. with a frame to the sheet.

Again we have specimens gummed and pin-perf. ; 
and ungummed and imperf. The gum is white on 
the copies 1 have seen.

1 1. Gummed ami pin-perf.
I a., ultramarine.

2. Ungummed and imperf. '
1 a., ultramarine.

1 believe the colour to be a safe test for this setting, 
in the case of copies showing no frame, which is of 
course the case with the great majority of specimens. 
In any case, the varieties of colour are very marked, 
and plainly indicate two separate printings.

1 should add that the marginal inscription shown in 
the above illustration is in the same type as that upon 
the unframed sheet of 1 a., which is slightly different 
from that used on the sheets of the 2 a. and 4 a.

( To be contimted. )
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Che international Philatelic Union.
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PR O G R A M M E F O R  S E A S O N  1905 6.

Monday.— 7.30 p.m. Social Evening and Smoking Concert, 
Anderton s Hotel, Fleet Street.’ ,

7.30 p.m. Lantern Display at Essex Hall.
8 p.m. D isplay: Cyprus, Gibraltar, Malta, with Notes.

Mr. J. E. H e g in b o t t o m , i l a .

8 p.m. Display : India and Ceylon, with Notes.
Mr. J . fc. H e g in b OTt o m , b . a .

8 p.m. D isp lay: Fiscals. Mr. W . S c h w a b a c h e r .
8 p.m . Display. , Mr. J . C . S id e b o t h a m .
8 p.m. Display with Notes : Japan Telegraphs and Fiscals.

_ Mr. L. W . F u l c h e r . ■
7.30 p.m. Annual General Meeting and Display.

Mr. H . L. H a y m a n .

The International Philatelic Union is the oldest exchange 
l̂ub. Circulates monthly exchange packets. Holds 

‘"eetings in London from October to May for displays, 
discussion, and exchange. The official organ, The 
Philatelic Journal of Great Britain, is sent post-free to all

members. Entrance fee, 2s. 6d. ; annual subscription, 5s. 
There are a limited number of vacancies for life member
ship at a fee of £z. 2s. Rules and application forms post
free from the Hon. Secretary, T. H. Hinton, 26 Croraford 
Road, East Putney, S.W.

Meetings are held at Essex Ilall, Essex Street, Strand, 
W.C. All members who can do so are invited to attend, 
bringing with them any new issues, novelties, or duplicates 
for exchange.

Country members who may be in town on these occa
sions, or any visitors, will be cordially welcomed.

Che fiscal Philatelic Societp.
S E A S O N  1905-6.

Honorary Members:
H is H o n o u r  J u d g e  P h il b r ic k . k .c .,

D k . A. L e g r a n d , J. B. M u e n s , E. R o u ssill o n .

President:
W . SCHWABACHEK.

H on. Vice-Presidents:
A . P. P e a r c e .

France: A. B a i l l i ^r e , A. S ch c e l l e r . In dia:  W . C o r p i e l d  (Ben
gal Pdy.), C. S. F. C r o k t o n  (Bombay Pdy.). Nciv Zealand: A. 
H a m p t o n . S . A fr ic a :  S. A. K l a g s b k u n . United States: A. E. 

L a w r e n c e .

Vice-Presidents:
W . M o r l e y , E . H . S e l w a y .

Com m ittee:
B. F. J . C o o p e r , W . H a d l o w , H . K o h l e r , O . M a r s h ,

A. M. S o u t h , H . T h o m f so n , D . T h o m pson .

Librarian :
L. W. F u l c h e r , B .S c . ,  37 Kempshott Road, Streatham Common, S.W . 

Secretary , Treasurer, and Exchange Superintendent:
A. B. K a y , 2 Haarlem Mansions, West Kensington, London, W. 

Continental Exchange Superintendent:
G . G i l b e r t , 51 Rue le Peletier, Paris, France.

Am erican Exchange Superintendent:
G . W. P e p p e r , Elmwood, Rhode Island, U .S.A.

PR O G R A M M E  O F  M E E T IN G S  FOR 1905-6.

■ Compilation of a Catalogue o f Adhesive Fiscal Stamps of 
Great Britain and Ireland.

. Display o f Fiscal Stam j* o f Dominican Republic and 
Guatemala. W . Morley.

As Nov. 1st.
Display of Fiscal Stamps of the German States, including 

Bremen, etc. W. Schwabacher.
As Nov. tst.
Display o f Telegraph and Fiscal Stamps ol Japan. L. W.

Fulcher.
As Nov. 1st.
Special Meeting during the Internationa! Philatelic E x 

hibition.
Display o f Telegraph and Fiscal Stamps of Ceylon. C. S. 

F. Crofton.

N ote. — O n those evenings for which a display is announced the . 
compilation of the Catalogue of the Revenue Stamps of Great Britain 
will oe proceeded with after the display, if  time permits.

1905.
N ov. t.

1906. 
Jan. 1. 
Feb. 7.

Mar. 2. 
April 4.

May 2.
May ?

June 6.

^ n ^ v J e r ^  \ o  C o r r e s p o n d e n t .

N O TE. —  A ll correspondence relating to subscriptions, missing 
numbers, changes o f  address, etc., should be addressed to 
Messrs. S T A N L E Y  G IBBO N S, L IM IT E D , and not to the 
Editor.

A. J. M.— We are sorry we omitted to refer to your letter 
sooner. The 2£d. without stop is noted in the Grenada 
Handbook, where it is statfcd that there are four specimens 
on each sheet, Nos. 28, 62, 87, 103. We do not doubt the 
existence of shades of No. 43. We never mention names 
unless il is desired.

Philetairk.— We fear that there is no immediate pros
pect of your suggestion being carried out.

). T. C.—You will have seen that we described a block 
of stamps similar to those you mention. We know no more 
about them.
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SPECIAL BARGAINS & NEW ISSUES.
A L L  U N U S E D  U N L E S S  O T H E R W I S E  S T A T E D .

ANGRA. BRITISH HONDURAS. NORTH BORNEO.
1905. Type 2. Per/, n j .  s. d.

50 ieis, ultramarine . . . 0 5
75 ,, brown and carmine . . 0 8

AUSTRIA
905. Type 1 5 {with value on white) and  

Type 17 ; w ith o u t  varnish bars.
Per/. 12$, 13.

5 heller, ultramarine and black . . 0 4
35 i» green . . . . 0 6

BARBADOS.
1904-5. M ultiple wink.

id ., grey and carmine . . . 0 1
id ., dull green . . . . o r

BELGIUM.
Cat. No. Various issues. Revised prices.

X. 10 c., grey-brown . . used 3
7 - 20 c., blue . . • n 3

20. 1 c., deep green . • ,1 3 0
28. 1 c., yellow-green . 2 0
49’ 1 fr., lilac . .

2 c., pale blue .
10 0

86. 0 4
87. a c., lilac-blue . 0 3

112. 4oc.,rosine . • »> 0 4
113. 40 c., scarlet . • M 0 4
116. 1 fr., mauvine . • 11 0
117. 25c., ochre. . 0 1
128. 50 c., grey-black . 6
«77- S c., green on pate rose 0 2
180. 25 c., blue on pale rose 0 4
186. 2 fr., lilac . . • 11 0 8
302. 2>c., ultramarine . . ,, 0 3
309. 10 c., carmine . • 11 0 1
402. 20 c., blue . . 0 4
403- 25 c., green . 0 3
404. 50 c., carmine . • 11 0 6
406. 1 fr., grey . . 5 0
411. 15 c., slate . . 0 8
413* 20 c., blue . . . used 0 6
4*4’ 90 c., ultramarine . ■ 11 0 8
4»4- 1 fr., purple-brown . • 11 0 9
430- 30 c , flesh . . • 11 0 2
43*- 40 c., blue-green . • 11 0 3
433- 60 c., violet . • 11 0 2
434- 70 c., blue . . 4 6
435’ 80 c., olive-yellow . 2 0
438. 2 fr., buff . .

1905. King's Head.

. used 0 5

1 fr. , yellow . . r 2
2 fr., lilac . . 2 4

BELGIAN CONGO.
1885. Type 2.

10 c., carmine (No. 3) . .u sed  o 6

1900-1. Type 9.
t fr., rose . . .u sed  o 5

B O Y A C A .
*9°3“5- Types 4, 5, 6, and?. Per/, is.

50 c., blue, error 0 / colour . . 4 0
1 p., red-brown, error o f  colour . . 5 0
5 p., black on rose, reduced to . . t  6

10 p., „  „  buff „  „  . . 2 6

1904-5. Tyfes 6, 7, a n i  8. I  super/.
10 c., orange . . . . 0 6

5 pesos, black on rose, reduced to . 1 6  
10 ,, ,, ,, buff ,, „  . 2 6

B R A Z I L .
>905. Types 40 and  41. With witti.

50 reis, green . . . . 0 2
100 „  caimine . . . . 0 3

1995. Unpaid. With wmk.
200 reis, purple . . . . 0 6

1905. Unpaid. No wink.
300 rets, indigo-blue . . . 0 9

1905. King's Head. M ultiple wntk.
s. d.

1 c., green . . . . 0 1

BRITISH LEVANT.
I9P5. K ing's Head.

2 pi. on sd., lilac and ultramarine . o 6

CAUCA.
1903. Type 7. Pin-per/.

20 c., black on orange (No. 11) . . 2 6

CEYLON.
1905. Kind's Head. M ultiple wtuk.

30 c., violet and green . . . 0 8

C H IN A .
>897. Issue 0/ 189* surcharged with larger 

figures.
i  c. on 3c., yellow (error “ C en," No. 65)

used 25 o
COLOMBIA.

Various issues. Revised prices.
Cat. No.
212. 50 c., cinnamon on buff .u sed  o 6
213. 1 p., lilac-rose . . , , 0 9
271. 50 c., mauve on lilac . . . 1 3
453. ro c ., mauve . . . 0 9
6*9, 5 c , rose, A R , unused or used . 2 6

CUNDINAMARCA.
1904. Types 21 an d  22. Imperfi 

29 c., blue (No. 43) . . . 2 0
40 c.  „  ( „  44) . . . 3 6

ERITREA.
1905. Italy Type 33 surcharged.

15 c. on 20 c ., orange . 0 3

F I N L A N D .
1901. L  ithographed.

2 pen., yellow (N o. j 55) • 0 4
5 ,, yellow-green ( ,, S6) . 0 3

10 „  carmine ( ,, 57) • 0 6
20 „  blue ( ,, 158) - 0
10 m., grey and black ( ,, 60) . 30 0

1901-3. Engraved
10 p., dull carmine (No. i 63) ■ 0 2
ao p., deep blue ( „ 64) . 0 4

1 m.. emerald and mauve ( „ 65) .
10 m. drab and black ( „ 66) . 12 6

F R E N C H  S O M A L I  C O A S T
1905. New  colours.

4 c., crimson-lake and black O t
5 c., blue-green ,, ,, O 1

10 c., red „  ,, O 2
t fr., scarlet „  ,, 3

GERMAN LEVANT.
<905. Stam ps o f  German Empire

surcharged.
>0 pa. 01 5 pf., green . . . o r
eo pa. on 10 pf.. carmine . . . 0 2

1 pi. on *0 pf., ultramarine . . 0 4
i j  pi. on 25 pf., black and orange on

yellow . . . . 0 5
t i  pi. on 30 pf., black and orange on

buff . . . . 0 6

MALTA.
19:5. Type to. M ultiple wmk. 

id ., red-brown . . . . 0 1

NATAL.
1904. Official Stamps. King's Head. 

M ultiple wntk.
id .,  green and black . .u sed  o 4

id ., carmine and black . . , , 0 6

1905. Nos. 83 a n d 8* overprinted “ British 
PROTECTORATE.”  s. d

$1, scarlet and black . , . 1 5
• t  „  „  red . I . 4  f,
9 ?, dull green and red . . . 6 6

PANAMA.
1893-96. Type 4. Per/. 12. Reduced 
20 c., violet . t . . 0 9
50 c., bistre-brown . . . 2 0

t p., lake . . . . 4 0

PERU.
*9° S  Type 42.

12 c., b lick  and blue . .used o ,

ROUMANIA.
*905 New colours or per/s. No wntk.

f grey-black ( p e r f .  „ J ) .  . O I
1,  deep brown (  I J « .  • O t

yellow-green ( , . « ' } ) •  • O I
„ (  „  I 1 * X I 3 J ) O 2

carmine (  „  n j ) .  ■ 0 :
mauve (  „  iiixiii) 0 4

black and green (  „  n j ) .  . I 6

RUSSIA.
1901-4. Vertically laid.

50 k., green and mauve (N o. 112) .used  o y 
70 k ., orange and bistre ( „  1 1 3 ) . „  1 o

x r. ,, „  brown . . , , 0 9
3 r. 50 k., grey and black . . „  5 0
7 r., yellow and black . . , , 5 0

ST. KtTTS—NEVIS.
1505. Type 1. M ultiple wmk.

Jd , lilac and green . . . 0 1

ST. VINCENT.
1905. King's Head. M ultiple wmk. 

id ., lilac nod green . . . o >
id. „  „  carmine . . . 0 2

SOUTH AUSTRALIA.
1905. Type 25, “  p o s t a g e . "  Type 27.

is .  6d., deep mauve (No. 321) . . 3 •

STRAITS SETTLEMENTS.
1905. King's Head. M ultiple wmk.

25 c., lilac and green . . . o
30 c .f grey and carmine . . . o 10

SWITZERLAND.
1505. New wmk. />*/. 11J x  11.

23 c., orange . . . . o

TASMANIA.
1905. Types 23, 24, and  26. Wmk. Crown 

over double- lined  A.
id ., rose-red (perf. ix) . . . o
id. „  ( „  12O . . . o
2d., purple ( ,, 125) . . . o
3d., brown ( „  11) . . . 0

TRANSVAAL.
1905. King's Head. M ultiple wmk. 

Colour changed.
id ., green and green . . . o

TURKEY.
1905. Type a i. Per/. 12.

5 p., mauve ; 20 p., carmine ; nnd 5 pi., 
rose-lilac (set of three) . . 7

VICTORIA.
1905. Type 66. Wmk. Crown over 

double-lined A.
2d., mauve . . . . o

WESTERN AUSTRALIA.
1905. Type is- Wmk. V and Crown. 

Per/. 11.
5d., olive-yellow . . . o £

STANLEY GIBBONS, LIMITED, STAMP IMPORTERS, 391, STRAND, LONDON, W.C.
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HE INTERNATIONAL 
PHILATELIC EXHIBITION,

I

LONDON, MAY, 1906.

W E have much pleasure in placing our services at the disposal 

of any collector who is desirous of exhibiting in May next.

If collectors will inform us what countries they wish to show, 

we shall be most happy to help them to the full extent of our

jower to make their exhibit as complete as possible. By means of

our Branches and Agencies in various parts of the world, we are

enabled to procure many fine things not generally found in the

lands of the trade.
»/■  ■

Having large storage accommodation in our strong rooms (fire 

and burglar proof), *we shall be happy to receive collections for 

exhibit, and see that same are properly shown, and reclaim and re- 

)ack them in a proper manner at the conclusion of the Exhibition.

Out-of-pocket expenses only will be charged.

•TANLEY QIBBONS, LIMITED.
Ibeab Office:

^ 9 1 ,  S T R A N D  ( opposite Hotel Cecil), L O N D O N ,  W . C .

Cits Branch: 97, GR.ACECHUR.Chl ST., E.C.
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IN THE PRESS. READY IN DECEMBER.

Entirely Revised and .Greatly Enlarged.

THE FIRST V O LU M E  (A  TO L ) OF THE

TH IR D  EDITION ^
OF

ALBUM WEED
By th e  Rev. R. B. EAREE.

Vol. I.—Afghanistan to Luxemburg. About 580 pages, demy 8vo.

T h is  W o rk  is an  ab so lu te  necessity to  th e  care fu l P h ila te lis t w h o  is n a tu ra lly  anxious to  ensure the absem 

o f  forgeries fro m  his co llec tion . A s  a w o rk  o f  reference , in  th is p a rtic u la r  respect, i t  stands e n tire ly  unrivai 

be ing  co m p ile d  b y  one w ho has ac q u ire d  a  w o rld -w id e  rep u te , an d  w hose sp ec ia lity  has fo r m a n y years been ti 

descrip tion  o f  forgeries. A n  im m en s e  a m o u n t o f la b o u r has been bestow ed on  th is  N e w  E d it io n , so as to s:i 

fu r th e r  increase its usefulness. E v e ry  en d eavo u r has been m a d e  by th e  A u th o r , in  th e  descrip tion  o f new ai 

dangerous forgeries, etc ., to  b rin g  th e  w o rk  fu lly  u p  to  date . A m o n g st th e  num erous ad d itio n s  may 

n oted  an  e la b o ra te  descrip tion  o f  tec h n ic a l term s m e t w ith  in  th e  course o f  co llec tin g . T h is  section w ill be four 

espec ia lly  usefu l fo r the  gu id ance o f  th e  no v ice  o r yo unger co llec to r. T h e  illu s tra tio n s  have been considerab 

au g m en ted , an d  a large and m ost in te restin g  series o f  postm arks, sp ecially  d ra w n , toge ther w ith  an index 

reference , w ill be found  in c lu d ed . A lto g e th e r th e  Pub lishers have no  h es ita tion  in  rec o m m e n d in g  this pubuc 

tio n  as a m ost va lu a b le  ad ju n c t to  a  P h ila te lic  L ib ra ry , an d  useful a l ik e  to  C o lle c to r  a n d  D ea ler.

Vol. I.—Price, bound in embossed gilt cloth, 7/6; post-free, 8 

Vol. II.—In the press, ready about Midsummer, 1906, price 8 -, 
post-free. (Orders, PREPAID, can now be booked.)

S T A N L E Y  G I B B O N S ,  LTD.,
391, STRAND (Opposite Hotel Cecil),

LONDON, W.C
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and Catalogues, sent post free on application
V

jfcmaar Qibboms Limited

S91, Strrnd, London
(Opposite Hotel Cecil.)

a n d  198, BROADWAY, NEW Y O R K .
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The monthly 3oumial Gibbons Stamp Weekly
TH E  SUBSCRIPTION

To this Journal is 2 /* per annum, post-free.
T h e  Journal is published on the last day of every month, and the volume 
commences with July. All Subscriptions begin with the first number 
e f the current volume, and if  same is received after July back numbers 
will be sent in order that each volume may be complete.

L 'ABO NNEM ENT
A. ce Journal est = fcs. 2 . 5 0  cts. par an, franco.

“ The Monthly Journal ” paralt toujours h la  fin du mois et le volume 
commence par le numiro de Juillet. Chaque abonnement doit com- 
mencer par le premier nutnero du volume courant, et s'il est re^u a pres 
le mois de Juillet, les numdros qui auront ddjh para, seront eovoyds, 
pour que chaqoe volume soit complcL

DAS ABO NNEM ENT
Auf dieses Journal Kostet M 2 .— per Jahr, franco.

Das Journal erscheint am letsten Tage ein«s jeden Monau. und beginnt 
eii- neuer Band stets mit der Juli-V u turner. Alle Abonnements fangeo 
mit dcr ersten Nummer des laufenden Bandes an, und wenn solche nach 
dem Monat Juli eintreffen, werdeo die bereits erschienenen Nummern 
des Bandes nachgesandi, damit ein jeder Band complet sei.

N O TICE .— Publishers of Magaxines, Ate., who exchange with 
th;s "Journal,” are requested to be so kind as, In future, to 
send one copy of their publications direct to Major E V A N S , 
Gienarm, Longton Avenue Sydenham, and a second to Messrs. 
S T A N L E Y  G IBBO N S, Ltd., 39s, Strand, London. W .C.

BACK NUMBERS OF THE "M O N T H L Y  JO U R N A L"

C a n  be had a t the fo llo w in g  prices, p o s t-free :

S. d.
No. 1 . . . . . . each 1 0
No. s . . . . . . Out of print
Nos. 3. 4, and 5 . . . . . each 0 9
No. 6 . . . . . . Out of pi ini.
No. 19 . . . . . . e-cri 1 6
No. 9t . . . . . ■ Out  of  pri nL
No.  96 . . . . . . e.-ch 9 6
No. 31 . . . . . • ,, 1 0
No. 3I . . <• . . . . „  9 0
Nos. 40 and 41 . . . . . . Out of print.
Nos 67 and 9t . . . . . . ench 1 0
No. 100 . . . . . • „  t 6
Nos. tot and tot . . . . „  1 0
Nos. 103 and 104 . . . . „  0 9
No. 115 . . . . . Out of print.
Nos. 116 and 119 . . . . each 0 9
No. 190 . . . . . . Out of print.
No. 19I . . . . . . each 1 0

A l l  ether' h *ck  num he*s excep t these m entioned

11.a

can he su pp lied  a t yd. each , post-free.

BOUND YEARLY VOLUMES*

Vol I. (1891-92). Out of print 

VoL II. Price 10/-; post-free, 10/6.

Vol*. III., IV., V ., and VI. Each 7/-; post-free, 7/6.

Vol*. VII. and V III. None on sale.
Vola. IX., X., XI., X II., XIII., and XIV. Each 5 - ;  

post-free, 5/6.

Prepaid Subscriptions can commence at any! time, and 
can be for 3, 6, or 12 months at the following rates, 
post-free :—

Gt. Britain 
and

Colonies.

U.S.A.
and

Canada.

France, 
Italy, or 
Spain.

Germany.

3 months is. 8d. 40 c. fc. 2.00 m. 1.70
6 „ 3s- 3d- 80 c. fc. 4.00 m. 3.25

12 >. 6s. 6d. $1 60 fc. 8.00 m. 6.50

Remittances should be made by Cheque or Money Orders 
payable in London and to tbe order of Stanley Gibbons, Lid. 

Specimen copy i£d., post-free.

In Great Britain it will be cheaper for our readers 10 
order Gibbons Stamp Weekly from their nearest Newsagent 
or Stationer, or from the Railway Bookstall. This will 
save postage, and the paper will be delivered flat, instead 
of folded as it woutd be if posted.

W b  shall be greatly obliged if our confreres in the trade 
will help to make this paper as widely known as possible, 
especially amongst the younger collectors: by this term we 
do not mean those young in age so much as those who are 
beginners in collecting and "young” in a philatelic sense.

We are trying to publish a paper that will l»e of real help 
and assistance to the beginners, and all dealers, we think, 
will join with us in the desire to secure new recruits to our 
ranks. *

With this end in view we are prepared to supply the trade 
with Gibbons Stamp Weekly on the special terms of is. 2d. 
per quire of twenty-six copies—postage or carriage extra. 
Wholesale orders should be sent to

S i r  I s a a c  P i t m a n  a n d  S o n s , L t d .,

1, Amen Comer,
London, E.C.

Or those who have accounts with us and prefer to deal 
direct can send their orders to us.

N O T I C E .
M a n y  clients are sending in orders for two, three, or more 
following numbers of Gibbont Stamp Weekly to be sent to 
them. We therefore give notice that we cannot enter any 
name for less than thirteen numbers (one quarter). Those 
who want a few numbers only can gel them at the neares1 
bookseller's.

Messrs. W . H. SMITH & SON
have agreed to keep Gibbons Stamp Weekly on all their 
bookstalls throughout Great Britain, and our friends will 
oblige us very much if they will order at the bookstalls 
whenever they are travelling.

STANLEY QIBBONS, Limited, Stamp Importers, 301, STRAND, LONDON, W.C.
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novel form.

Christmas
Greetings.

!e  have tendered Good Wishes to 
our readers on so many previous 
occasions that we fear they must 
have become stale by frequent 
repetition, and we feel quite un
able to present them in any 
They are the same old wishes, 
growing a little older, as we all 
of us must, but as hearty as 
ever, as we all would wish to be.

1 he only thing that does not seem to grow 
old is our favourite pursuit, Philately, which 
is ever new and yet ever the same in its ab
sorbing interest. O f novelty, indeed, the 
stamp-collector is never lacking: the general 
complaint is that novelties appear in too great 
abundance. Those who have not had occasion 
to keep quite so strict an account of the annual 
crop of New Issues as a chronicler is obliged 
to do, may perhaps have imagined that the 
various parts of the British Empire have 
been the chief sinners in this respect during 
the twelve months that have elapsed since 
Christmas last came round ; and it must be 
confessed that the new varieties of watermark 
and paper have provided specialists in the 
stamps of many of the British Colonies, with 
abundant opportunities for adding pages to 
their albums. But in spite of the fact that 
I’art 1. of our publishers’ current catalogue 
was published a few months before Part II., 
the aditions to the former in the recent Supple
ment occupy only six pages, as compared with 
twelve pages of additions to the latter volume, 
" c  wish to draw no odious comparisons 
l)etwcen the contents of the two portions, in 
regard to their philatelic interest, but we may 
venture to point out that if varieties of water
mark occupy an undue amount of space in 
I’art I. of the Supplement, varieties of sur-.

*

charge seem to be almost equally prominent 
in the second. In both cases the harvest is 
abundant, superabundant; we are told that it 
is to be accepted as a tribute to the popularity 
of philately, but it is a tribute which we would 
gladly dispense with.

There are quite enough old issues for us to 
study, and both philatelists and the general 
public would be quite content with far fewer 
new ones. If new issues were to cease, 
absolutely, for a few years, philatelists would 
be none the worse o ff; it might be that they 
would devote themselves with greater en
thusiasm than ever to the Cult of the Minor
Variety, which-----but we said all that we had
to say on that subject a couple of months ago, 
and the mere mention of it reminds us that 
our Mr. Tiisop has supplied us with a little 
fable, which he imagines to be appropriate 
both to the subject and to the season, so we 
suppose we must work it in

T H E  G E N E R A L C O L L E C T O R  AND T H E  
MINOR V A R IE T Y .

Once upon a Time there was a General 
Collector, who was brought into Contact, 
quite unexpectedly, with a Fine Unused 
Specimen of a Minor Variety. As a result 
of the Collision, he was led to consult an 
Eminent Specialist, who promptly relieved 
him of all Anxiety, and of the Minor Variety 
in question, giving him in Exchange a heavily 
obliterated Copy of the Normal Type. 
N.B.— The Value of the Minor Variety in 
the Latest Edition of the Catalogue of 
Messrs. Blank & Co. was Five Shillings, 
while that of the Normal Type was Six 
Fence.

Moral.— A Current Catalogue in the hand 
is worth two Eminent Specialists in the 
Exchange Club.
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Remainders. In our last volume we had 
occasion more than once to 

make some remarks on the subject of re
mainders, and whilst fully upholding their 
position, as differing essentially from that of 
reprints or facsimiles, with which they were 
classed by one of our contemporaries, we 
did not hesitate to reprobate in the strongest 
terms the system of manufacturing remainders 
which has sprung up of late in some of the 
British Colonies. About twelve months ago, 
a most discreditable transaction took place 
with reference to some so-called obsolete 
stamps of St. Helena; in using the word 
“ discreditable ” we do not refer to the pur
chase of those stamps by a firm of stamp- 
dealers, but to the fact that they were 
obliterated and sold after an undertaking 
had been given that all not disposed of at 
face value would be destroyed.

This fragment of history is now repeating 
itself, with a few alterations and aggravations. 
Mr. Phillips stated last month, in his Notes 
and News, that further large lots of remainders 
were being offered for sale by the Ciown 
Agents, including stocks of the stamps of 
British Somaliland, Lagos, and Virgin Islands. 
The last named are remnants that have been 
on the market for some time ; we referred to 
them in March last, but we learn from The 
Philatelic Record that they were advertized 
twelve months before that, and again in 
November, 1904, as well as in March and 
October, 1905. These things are evidently 
very heavy stock, but comparison of the lists 
published at various times seems to indicate 
that considerable quantities have been dis
posed of. Our contemporary states that 
between November, 1904, and March, 1905, 
the face value of the lot was reduced by over 
£3300, and that a further quantity, face value 
^54, has disappeared from the invoice since, 
leaving, we fancy, some £3450 worth still on 
sale. It will be interesting, principally to 
those who have already invested their money 
in Virgin Islands paper at par, to know what 
is going to be done with the rest of those 
valuable securities, which we can hardly 
recommend as gilt-edged.*

* We have since heard that all these Virgin Islands 
stamps are to be returned to the Colony, where they are to 
be kept on sale—we presume for postal as well as philatelic 
purposes. It seems that one of these little colonies has 
learnt a lesson.

The stamps that the Colony of Lagos is so 
anxious to dispose of are those with the head 
of the late Queen Victoria, all values from 
Jd. to 1 os., about 878,160 in all. We may 
fairly ask how this large number of Queen’s 
Head stamps comes to be on hand at all, at 
the present date. What quantity of stamps 
does Lagos dispose of in the course of a year 
in the ordinary way? If this was only a 
twelve-month’s supply, it should have been 
used up long ago ; if it is an abnormal supply, 
why was it ordered ? And in any case the 
stamps should have been used up.

The British Somaliland list is a more shame
less one still. There are some 184,000 of 
the Queen’s Head stamps surcharged at top, 
including all values except the J a. and 1 a. 
and 101,000 of the same stamps surcharged 
at bottom, all values (Nos. 18 to 24 in our 
publishers’ catalogue). Now it is quite evi
dent that there should be no considerable 
remainders in the first lot of the values which 
compose the second, because the former should 
have been used up before the latter were put 
on sale ; but to make this miserable farce more 
complete we find that there are also offered 
about 132,000 of the overprinted King’s Head 
stamps, all values except i a. ; so that these 
precious remainders include tw’o lots of every 
value, except the | a. and 1 a., none of which 
need, or should, have been declared obsolete, 
and all of which should have been exhausted 
before the corresponding values of the current 
issue were put in circulation. To declare 
obsolete these stamps bearing the King's 
Head is a gross insult to His Majesty', which 
should not be permitted. It is not a case of 
stamps that have long been out of stock, of 
w’hich a few specimens might remain in the 
hands of private individuals and the use of 
which might cause confusion ; here is a large 
stock of stamps, perfectly fit for use, with
drawn from circulation for no sufficient reason, 
simply in the hope of raising a little money. 
If postage stamps are really used in British 
Somaliland to any appreciable extent, of which 
the catalogues afford no evidence, all of these 
remainders should be used up. If there was 
any legitimate excuse for ordering them, the 
quantities mentioned above should not last 
very' long ; if there was no legitimate excuse, 
let them be destroyed and a more honest 
policy be adopted in the future.

There are some other lots of Somaliland

[D ec. 30, i 9o5.
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stamps on offer which we will only just men
tion here ; they seem to include all the stamps 
overprinted for official use. If this implies 
that the use of stamps of this class is to be 
done away with altogether, we have nothing 
to say against i t ; we do not even know 
whether these stamps ever came into use at 
all, and we believe the greater part of them, 
at any rate, may be classed as prepared for 
use, but not issued. It is worthy of remark 
that there are three distinct lots of every value.

Once again we have to ask ourselves 
whether it is any use trying to warn col
lectors against the attempts that are con
stantly being made to extract money from 
their pockets by illegitimate means ; possibly 
it is of very little use. Still, we think it our 
‘duty to speak out on all these occasions, and 
we most strongly urge our readers to take 
note of the names of places which render 
themselves conspicuous in this way; to put 
them upon a kind of Black List, and to say, 
We do not collect the stamps (or the future 
issues) of British Somaliland, Lagos, St. 
Helena, Virgin Islands. There are others, 
we regret to say (such as the rest of the 
Leeward Islands, which still persist in keep
ing two issues of stamps on sale at the same 
time), which may well be added to the list 
of those British Possessions whose petty 
robbery of stamp-collectors is a disgrace to 
the British Empire.

Philately in A ll of our readers are doubt- 
Berlin. less aware that the Postal 

Museum at Berlin contains—  
as all Postal Museums should— a very fine 
collection of Postage Stamps ; many of them 
are probably also aware that that collection 
has been made at very little expense to the 
taxpayers of the German Empire. It was 
formed, we believe, to commence with, from 
the stamps distributed as specimens from the 
headquarters of the Postal Union at Berne, 
and from current and obsolete stamps 
obtained from the Post Office Departments 
of other countries;- but it has also been largely 
added to by obtaining stamps from dealers, 
in exchange for duplicates of various kinds 
that came into the possession of the Curator 
of the Museum. We believe that we are 
right in saying that there was at one time 
a stock of the issues of some of the German

States and Confederation, which was a valu
able source of entire sheets, etc., for the 
Museum itself and of duplicates which were 
disposed of for the further enrichment of the 
collection. O f the multiplication of new 
issues, however, there is no end ; whilst re
mainders, however economically they may 
be employed, must eventually cease to remain 
any longer. Such was, naturally, the case at 
Berlin, but steps were prudently taken to fill 
the place of the obsolete remainders with 
stocks of modern stamps of the German 
Empire and its colonies, which might aid 
in keeping the collection up to date and 
in adding to its interest as opportunity 
offered.

So far everything was quite correct and 
proper, the collection was formed by perfectly 
legitimate means, and was maintained in a 
manner with which no one could find fault. 
O f late years, however, varieties of a more or 
less doubtful nature have been finding their 
way into the stamp market, and rumours 
arose to the effect that the Museum authorities 
had endeavoured to add to the value and 
interest of their exchange stock, by getting 
reprints (or even in some cases abnormal 
varieties) produced by the State Printing 
Works, and by ransacking the printer’s waste- 
paper basket. To such an extent were these 
reports spread, that, as we learn from a 
foreign periodical, “ the Philatelic Club of 
Berlin at last appointed a special committee 
to investigate ” the matter, and we have now 
before us the conclusions at which this com
mittee arrived, extracts from which will show' 
our readers what some of the doubtful varieties 
are, and what their origin is supposed to be :—

Imperforate copies are known of the 3 pf. 
and io pf. of the issue of 1900. The Com
mittee states that these come from printer’s 
waste, and that the assertion that copies in 
this condition were ever on sale at a post office 
is incorrect. It is added, however, that “ the 
Imperial Post Office, the Museum Authorities, 
and the State Printing Works, had nothing to 
do with the sale of these things.” On the 
other hand, it is staled that “ The Imperial 
Postal Museum ordered from the State 
Printing Works some sheets” of the German 
East Africa, 2 pesa, of 1900, “ imperforate, for 
trading purposes; ” and that an order W'as 
given for printers’ waste of German New 
Guinea, 1897, and Marianne Islands, 1899, to 
be sent to the Museum authorities, who thus 
obtained specimens of the 25 pf. of both
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those issues with inverted surcharge. Some 
rubbish of a similar nature is also said to have 
been returned all the way from Tsingtau, for 
the same purpose.

O f the issue of 1884 for the German Post 
Offices in the Turkish Empire, there are 
stated to be considerable quantities on the 
market of copies of the 1 piastre on 20 pf., 
with surcharge in blue. These are said to 
have been made at the Imperial Printing 
Works long after that issue had ceased to be 
in circulation; they are therefore undoubtedly 
reprints, but whether produced by official 
order or in some illegal manner the Com
mittee could not find out. In any case these 
things have come into existence and into the 
hands of dealers and collectors ; we are told 
that they can be distinguished from the 
originals bj' their colour, which is a fuller and 
deeper shade of blue, instead of being-ultra
marine. O f this same issue there are curi
osities, in the form of the 10 (and probably 
also the 20) para, and the i j  piastre, with the 
words “ ta r a” and “ piaster” inverted, but 
the numerals the right way up! The true 
origin of these is also said to be uncertain, 
but the Museum authorities are acquitted of 
all share in their production, in fact, the copies 
in the collection were obtained by exchange.

When the surcharged stamps were aboufto 
be introduced for use in the German colonies, 
it appears that trial sheets were printed with 
all the over-prints side by side on the same 
sheet, to show the effect. Presumably these 
sheets were handed over to the authorities of 
the Museum, for the latter had similar sheets 
produced subsequently, which we suppose 
might be termed reprints of proof impres
sions, or something complicated of that kind. 
In pairs, or blocks, these articles can, of 
course, be at once recognized, but in single 
copies it is said that they cannot be dis
tinguished from originals. Similarly, we learn 
that on the exhaustion of the supply allotted 
to the Museum of the first issue for the 
Marshall Islands, further quantities were 
ordered after that issue had been superseded, 
and the committee are of opinion that re
prints of other German colonial issues also 
exist.

Of the 25 pf. and 50 pf. of the first issue 
for German South-West Africa, we are told 
that only one thousand sets were originally 
printed, and we presume that the whole of 
these were sent to the Museum, as none are 
supposed to have been issued. When the 
second issue was being prepared, the phila
telic adviser of-the Museum suggested that a 
good stock of the first issue should be put on

[D f.c . 30, 1905.

onesideforexchange purposes,and accordingly 
5000 complete sets were handed over by the 
State Printing Works. For this purpose, 5000 
copies of each of the values mentioned above 
were printed off expressly; whether a special 
edition of the other values was likewise struck 
off is not known, but it is claimed that none 
of these were reprints, because the first issue 
was still in circulation. We do not quite 
know what to call them, and the committee 
seems a little dobbtful upon this point also.

We say nothing at present as to the channel 
through which most of the above, and other 
things of a similar nature, are stated to have 
come into the market. It is evident that they 
are not quite the sort of stock that a dealer 
careful of his good repute would care to 
handle; it seems to be also evident that a 
fine collection of stamps in a Postal Museum, 
run upon liberal lines, may not be quite the 
unmixed blessing to Philately that we had 
supposed it to be.

Sir John W e tender our warmest con- 
Henniker gratulations to Sir John Hen-
Heaton, niker Heaton upon the well-
K.C.M.G. deserved honour that has been 
conferred upon him, in recognition of his un
tiring exertions in the cause of cheap post
age. When Rowland Hill fought the battle 
of Uniform Penny Postage throughout the 
British Isles, one of the most sympathetic 
arguments in its favour was the self-evident 
fact that everything which tended towards 
greater ease and freedom of communication 
was not only an immense commercial advan
tage, but also helped to bring the people 
together, and to promote peace and good
will. It has taken years of hard fighting to 
extend the same boon from the British Isles 
to Greater Britain, and it may be some little 
time still before we see the Universal Penny 
Postage upon which Sir J. Henniker Heaton 
has set his heart. But come it must, in 
course of time ; an enthusiastic worker, en
couraged by past successes, is determined to 
have it, and won’t be quite happy till he get- 
it. We wish him every success in his efforts 
to promote a reform, which might well be 
considered the visible sign of an entetiU 
cordiale between all the nations of the world.
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3  ssues atvi ^arxeWes.
Noth.— We shall be greatly obliged i f  our readers will semi, for description herein, any new issues or new varieties 

they may become acquainted with, addressing them to T h e  E dit or  of t h e  M o n t h l y  Jo u r n a l , care of M essrs. 
St a n l e y  G ibbons , L i m i t e d , 3 9 1 ,  Strand, London, W.C. Stamps sent are promptly returned, unless required 
for illustration, which may cause a little delay. N.B.— Specimens of new Envelopes, Post Cards, etc., should no 
longer be sent, as we chronicle postal adhesives only ; but the Editor will be glad to purchase for his own collection 
new Envelopes and Cards of Indian Native States. ,

*  *  *  *

P a r t  I.
Great Britain.— A  dreadful suggestion found its 

way into some of our contemporaries, to the effect 
that the chalk-surfaced paper, upon which so many 
nf the current British and Colonial stamps are printed, 
contained lead in some form, which rendered it prob
able that in course of time the whole surface would 
become black, and that thus the mythical Disappear
ing Stamps might turn out to be a painful reality, as 
far as their design was concerned, at all events. 
Mr. P. C. Bishop consequently addressed a letter on 
ihe subjeet to Messrs. Thos. Dc La Rue and C o , 
Ltd., and received a reassuring reply, which was read 
at a recent meeting of the Junior Philatelic Society, 
10 the great relief of the audience : —

“ 110, Bunhill Row, K.C.,
„ I, r  ... . “ 1 Uec., 1905.

Percy C. Bishop, Esq.,
“ Dear Sir,— With reference to your letter of the 

-9th ultimo, we beg to inform you that there is no 
lead whatever in the preparation of the postage paper, 
and that therefore there is no danger of the paper
going black. “ Yours faithfully,

“ T homas D e L a Rue and  Co., Ltd . 
‘ (Signed) Thomas De La Rue, Director.”

British Guiana.— We are informed that the 8 c. 
with multiple watermark was inserted in error, in a 
list given in one of our contemporaries. That value 
has not yet been seen with the new watermark.

British Somaliland.—Mr. Seymour Summers tells 
us that there was, as we suggested, a slip of the pen 
ui bis letter which we made use of in our October 
number; “ 2nd issue Queen’s Head” should have 
been “ King’s Head.”

We gather from the lists of stamps offered for sale 
hy the Crown Agents, to which we allude on another 
page, that there were two distinct lots of the 1 rupee 
nllicial stamps, with the Queen’s Head, and that there 
"ere also manufactured 1 rupee official stamps, of 
11 l>c 3. The first 1 rupee stamp was overprinted with 
I ype 4 (No. 105 in the Catalogue), but there was also 
a supply of the same 1 rupee stamp (presumably with

iiRiit s h  SOM A I.I I, A N  j> ” at bottom), further over
printed with the word ‘ s e r v ic e ,” which was the 
surcharge applied to the King’s Head stamps, Nos. 106 
In 109. And it appears that the 1 rupee stamp, Type
3. (No. 41), was overprinted “ O.H.M.S.”, like the 1, 1, 
- and 8 annas of Type 2. As all these official stamps 
have now been declared obsolete, it is probable that 
"e shall be able to remove the great part (if not the

whole) of them from our lists, as never having been in 
circulation. We do not not know whether any of the 
British Somaliland Official (Service) stamps were 
brought into use.

Cayman Islands. — Ewetis Weekly reports the 
receipt of the id. with multiple watermark. The paper 
is not chalk surfaced, and there seems tobe some reason 
to hope that stamps inscribed “  p o s t a c .e ,”  only, will 
continue to be printed on ordinary paper.

I d . ,  c a r m i n e  ; new wmh.

Ceylon.— A  correspondent at Colombo, to whom 
we are indebted for information already published on 
the subject of the possibility of “ On Service” stamps 
with multiple watermark, has very kindly obtained for 
us a list of the dates at which the various values of 
the ordinary stamps on the two papers were put in 
circulation. He adds that every precaution was taken 
to keep the different papers separate, and not to issue 
stamps upon a new paper until the supply of those 
upon the older paper was exhausted.

The list is as follows :—

2  c.  .

3 e. •
4  c.  .

5 c- •
6  c.  .

12 C. .
15  C. .
2 5  c.  .
30 c. .
75 c .  .

R .  1 . 5 0  . 
R . 2 . 2 5  .

The only val 
paper is the 5 c., 
last.

Single wmk.
. 2 1 . 7 . 0 3  ..
. 1 1 . 6 . 0 3  ..

■ 2 9  5 °3  ••
. 2- 7-D3 ••
. 5 . 1 1 . 0 3  ..

. 1 3 8 0 3  ■
■ 2 . 7 . 0  3 ..
. 1 1 . 8 . 0 3  ••
. 2 9 . 5  0 3  ..

• 3 1 3 0 5
. 1 2 . 4 . C 4  ..

. 7-4-04
le yet issued on 
which appeared

Multiple wmk.
1 7 . 1 1 . 0 4  
17 .  n . 0 4
1 3 . 9 . 0 4
2 9 . 1 1 . 0 4
1 1 . 1 0 . 0 4
2 9 . 9 . 0 4
1 . 1 2 . 0 4  
n o  r e c o r d  

7 9 05
25-505
n o  r e c o r d  
n o  r e c o r d

the chalk-surfaced 
n the 5th October

The last printing of “ On Service” stamps took 
place in July, 1904, it is therefore evident that none of 
the stamps with multiple watermark could have re
ceived that overprint. Our doubts on the subject 
arose from the fact that we thought it possible that no 
special care had been taken, either in England or in 
.Ceylon, to keep the papers separate, and that one 
consignment might liavfe. contained the two varieties 
mixed. It is plain, however, that such was not the 
case ; the chalky paper seems also to be kept separate, 
and iL is not unlikely that the 5 c. will be the only 
stamp printed on that paper for Ceylon, as it is the 
only one used for both postage and revenue purposes.

Our correspondent tells us that he possesses the 
1 r. 12 c. stamp on blue, or blued, paper, which we may 
perhaps put down to the action of the climate upon
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the large Crown and CC paper, as in the case of the 
Jubilee stamps of Barbados; also the “ 2 Cents,” 
Type 30, on 4 c., lilac-rose, with double surcharge, one 
inverted ; the 5 c. on 15 c., of the same issue, with 
double surcharge, and the same value with the “ s ” 
of “ Cents ” inverted.

Gibraltar.— Morocco Agencies.— We have received 
the 1 and 2 pesetas of the King’s Head series, both 
on the single Crown and C A  paper and on that with 
multiple watermark and chalk-surface.

1 p , black and carmine ; old wmk.
2 p. ,, blue ,,
1 p. ,, carmine ; new wmk. and paper.
2 p. ,, blue ,, ,,

E-wen's Weekly tells us that the variety with wide- 
topped “  M ” exists in both printings, but that the one 
with a so-called hyphen in the middle of the word 
“ Agencies” does not occur in the second edition.

Hong Kong.— A  correspondent points out to us 
that a little rearrangement is required in one- portion 
of the lists in the present catalogue. Nos. 56 c, 56/, 
56 j ,  56 /, and 56 in, are varieties of No. 63, and should 
come after 63 a ; there is also, he says, another variety 
of No. 63, with Chinese surcharge at left inverted.

India.— Gwalior.— We have received the current 
3 pies stamp, in the dark or blue-grey shade, with the 
Service overprint.

Official Stamp. 3 pies, blue-grey___

Nabha.— We are shown a curious specimen of the 
current 4 a. with “ se r v ic e” surcharge. It has a 
distinct double impression of the words “ na bha—  
S T A T E ,”  with the exception of the letter “  A ” in the 
second word ; the top part of this letter is absent 
altogether, and of the lower part there is only a single 
impression. Are we to suppose that the top of the 
letter was broken off before the first impression was 
printed, and that the rest disappeared before the 
second ? '

Jamaica.— A new 5s. stamp is reported in a con
tinental contemporary ; it is in the Arms design and 
on the paper with multiple watermark, but whether 
it is chalk-surfaced or not is not stated. We have 
received the id. stamp on the latest variety of paper.

id., black and green ; new wmk. anti paper.
5s. ., violet; multiple wmk.

Labuan. — The following extract from The Standard 
of the 7th inst. will rejoice the heart of every philate
list ; now we want to know when the same thing is 
to be done with British North Borneo :—

“ T H E  G O V ER N M EN T OE LABUAN.
“ We are informed by the Colonial Office that an 

agreement has been concluded with the Sultan of 
Brunei, which provides for the appointment of a 
British Resident, with powers to control the general 
administration of the State. As a matter of con
venience in giving effect to this arrangement, it has 
been decided that His Majesty’s Government shall 
resume the responsibility for the government of the 
Crow n Colony of Labuan, the administration of which 
has been entrusted for some years to the British North 
Borneo Company.

“ A commission has been issued to Sir John Ander
son, K.c.M.c;., Governor of the Straits Settlements, 
and High Commissioner for the Federated Malay

States, appointing him to be Governor of Labuan, in 
addition to his present duties.

“ The new arrangement will come into force on 
January 1 next.” ,

N ew  South W ales.— W e har e received Ishcets of 
the id. and 2d. stamps, Types 51 and 52, on chalk
surfaced paper, with a Crown and “ A ” watermark, 
which appears to be peculiar to this colony. The 
“ A ” is a single-line letter, like that shown in the 
illustration we published in May last, but the Crown 
is not of the shape there depicted. Moreover the 
paper now before us seems to be intended for sheets 
of 120 stamps, in two panes of sixty side by side 
(though ours may be half sheets of the paper), and 
there is no watermark in the side margins, while the 
upper and lower are watermarked with the words 
“ N E W  SO U TH  W A L E S PO STA G E.” There is a 
thick, coloured frame line round each sheet, with the 
horizontal lines projecting beyond the side lines ; the 
marginal inscriptions are : “ postage— one  penny.' 
(or “ two  pence:.” at top of each pane ; a monogram 
in a circle, “ G .l,r. O.— N.S.W .”, in two lines, in an 
oblong frame with hollowed corners, and “ 1905” in 
a circle, at bottom of each pane ; and below the right- 
hand pane in each case is a number, inverted with 
reference to the stamps, “ No. 66795” on our id. 
sheet, and “ No. 243017” on the 2d. We may add 
that there is a wide break in the frame line imme
diately above this number on the id. sheet. In each 
side margin is the inscription “ D iamond  Jubii.i-i. 
Postage Stamp.— Price: id.” (or “ 2d.”) “ per Label. 
6d.” (or “ is.”) “ per Row of Six. 5s.” (or “ ios.) 
“ per Sheet of Sixty.” The id. sheet is perforated 
with a vertical comb-machine giving a gauge of 
i s x  11J, and the 2d. with a horizontal comb-machine, 
giving a very sirqilar gauge. The latter is no doubt 
the machine described by Messrs. Bacon and Napier 
in July, 1904. The long line of holes measures about 
250I mm., and containing 150 holes gives an average 
gauge of 12, varying very slightly in certain places; 
the teeth contain 12 holes each, not counting the hole 
in the long line, and the spacing of these holes is far 
more irregular, but the gauge may be said to be 
about 11|. Single specimens will be indistinguishable 
from those produced by “  Comb No. 2,” so fortunately 
there is no new perforation for the Catalogue.

The Australian PA. lists also the )(!.. qd., 6d., and 
is. on the same paper.
Jd., blue-green ; new wmk. 
id., carmine ,,
2d., ultramarine ,,

41b, brown ; new wmk. 
6d., orange ,,
is., purple-brown ,,

A correspondent at Sydney sends us specimens "I 
the id., watermark Crow n and N.S.W., chalk-surfaced 
paper, perf. 12 X 111, w ith pink gum on the back, and 
tells us that what happened was this: “ Three sheets 
were accidentally printed on the gummed side of the 
paper, and being noticed at the time the impression 
was cleaned off, leaving the gum coloured. They 
were then printed on the proper side. The three 
sheets were laid aside for the purpose of being subse
quently destroyed. While making up a bundle "I 
fifty sheets, one of these sheets was taken by mistake, 
and found its way to the Oxford Street 1’ost Office, 
where it was sold over the counter.”

We understand that this is the official explanation
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New Zealand.— A correspondent of The Ph. R. 
adds a fresh variety to the list of current stamps with 
“mixed” perforations. It is the 4d., brown and blue, 
watermark Type 41, perf. 14 at sides, 11 at top and 
bottom, and with an additional line of perforations at 
bottom, gauging 14, above the 11 line and quite clear 
of it. The copy was used in January, 1904.

Northern Nigeria.— Ewen's Weekly chronicles the 
following current stamps with multiple watermark, 
but paper not chalk-surfaced :—

Jtl., purple and green ; new wmk.
2 cl. ,, orange ,,

2 id. ,, blue ,,
5d. ,, brown „
6d. „ mauve ,,
is., green and black ,,

2s. 6d. ,, blue ,,

Pa r t  II.

Brazil.— We have received the loreis stamp on the 
watermarked paper; perf. 11, n£.

10 r., rose and blue ; with wmk.

China.—A  correspondent at Shanghai tells us that 
there are two distinct types of the Chinese character 
for “ 3 ” in the 30c. on 24c., No. 24, and of the 
character for “  1 ” in the 1 c on 3 c., Nos. 91, 92 ; that 
the 2 c. on 3c., No. 93, exists with inverted “ s ” in 
“ cents^; that the 1 c. of October 1897, No. 105, is 
found in golden yellow and in dull yellow; and that 
all the values of the current issue, except the 1 and 
2 dollars exist partly imperforate, vertically or hori
zontally— these last Varieties we do not generally 
catalogue.

Queensland.— A correspondent, who has a better 
memory than ours, aided perhaps by the possession of 
a ropy of the stamp, points out to us that the variety 
of the id., Type 12, with pointed bust (referred to in 
our last two numbers), is mentioned in a Reference 
Usl o f the Stamps o f Queensland, published in this 
magazine in January, 1896, according to which it ap
peared first in the issue of 1887-89, and only dis
appeared when Type 12 was superseded by Type 16. 
It was No. 93 on the sheet.

South Australia.— A correspondent has kindly 
shown us a used copy of the 2s. 6d. stamp, to which 
we alluded last month. It is in a deep mauve shade 
and perf. 12.

Straits Settlements.—M r. T. I’almer tells us that 
he has received the 25 c. on chalk-surfaced paper.

Federated Malay States.— We learn from Ewen's 
Weekly that there is some doubt as to the existence—  
at present— of the 5 c. with multiple watermark, 
chronicled a few months ago.

We arc informed that No. 80 exists without the bar 
cancelling the original value, but this may be only a 
case of a misplaced print.

Trinidad.— Le Call, de T.-P. chronicles the jd. 
stamp of 1896 surcharged “ 3d.”, in black; we hope 
and believe that this is merely a resurrection of an 
old story, which reached us early in 1900, when we 
were glad to learn that the provisional in question, 
though prepared for use, was never put in circulation. 
It is worthy of note that a stamp of this value does 
not appear to be required in Trinidad, except in the 
Postage Due set.

Ewen's Weekly describes a curious variety of the 
id., Type 10 (a), of 1896, in which the letter “ y ” of 
the word “ p k n n y ”  is conspicuous by its absence. 
We presume that it was not a case of a missing letter 
in the plate, but that the letter was not inked, or in 
some way failed to print on this particular specimen.

Victoria. —  The Australian Ph. chronicles two 
more values on the Crown and A paper.

id., green ; new wmk.
6d. ,, ,,

Western Australia.— The same journal lists the 
id. on the Crown and A paper of Victoria.

id., rose; neso wmk.

Colombia.— We have received the 10 c. of 1904, 
Type 79, perforated 12.

10 c., mauve ; ferf. 12.

Tolima.— We learn from L'Echo de la T. that the 
10 p., black on blue, and on green glazed paper, exist 
imperforate, like almost all the other items of the 
series of 1903. We are not surprised.

Crete.— The philatelic zeal of the revolutionary 
party seems really to be outrunning its discretion. 
There seems to be a fresh 
issue of stamps about once 
a fortnight, or oftener ; pos
sibly there is more than one 
revolutionary party in the 
stamp business, but we gather 
that they all reside in the 
capi tal of the country to w h ich 
they desire annexation, in 
preference to remaining in 
their own unfortunate island.
The latest stamps that have reached us are in the 
design of which wc gave illustrations in October, but 
instead of the circular hand-stamp there is a device in 
the centre (between the inscribed label and the value) 
which seems to represent a very much mutilated corpse, 
with an abnormally long nose at one end, and a very 
large foot at the other ; doubtless it is emblematic 
of a Cretan Atrocity of some kind. The w hole design 
is in one colour, printed on thick, white wove paper, 
gummed but not perforated.

5 lepta, green.
10 ,, red.
20 ,, blue.

At the last moment it has been revealed to us that 
the extraordinary article in the centre of the stamps 
is intended for a map of Crete ; and we arc glad to 
hear that the revolution has produced no atrocities, 
and we believe no bloodshed, partly perhaps because 
its most active directors'are superintending the issue 
of stamps at Athens.

Denmark.— We have received three more values 
in the hideous desi gn of the 4 ore, and with the same 
watermark and perforation.

1 ore, orange-yellow.
2 ,, carmine-red.

15 ,, pale mauve.
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Danish IVesl Indies. —  We have seen the new 
high value stamps chronicled 
last month, and find that their 
centres are in the second and 
frames in the first of the two 
colours given in the list, the 
frame of the 5 fr. is in yellow.

France.— Officesin China.—
W e  are inform ed that No. A 30 shoul d be headed  
“  Provisional issued at S h a n g h a i ,” and  that in the 
h ead in g over N o. A 31 “ 1’ E K IN ” would be m ore 
correctly  “  PUKING.”

L'Echo de la T. chronicles the 2 and 10 francs of 
the current issue of Indo-China surcharged for use in 
these offices.

2 fr., brown on yellow.
10 „  red on green.

French Colonies.—Indo-China,— The overprinter 
of the Parcel Post Stamps is a very ingenious 
gentleman, he seems to be capable of producing 
innumerable combinations and permutations of the 
necessary (?) inscriptions and initials, etc. We take 
the following fresh examples of misguided talent from 
L'Echo de la T.—

Postage Due Stamps o f the French Colonies. 
Surcharged “ Cote d’ Ivoire” at top, with a line 

below it, letter “  C." at upper left, “ P.” at lower right. 
50 c., lilac.

1 fr., rose on buff. ___
Surcharged“  Cote d’Ivoire ” at top, a large numeral 

followed by the word “ Francs ” below it, and “ C. P .” 
at lower right.

2 fr. on I fr., rose on buff.
4 »i 1 ,» 11 11
8 11 1 „  „  „

We presume that all these overprints are in black.

German Empire.— Ewen's Weekly chronicles two 
low values of the current series, Type 17, on water
marked paper.

3 pf., brown ; with wtak.
5 pf., rose „

We presume the design of the watermark is that 
shown in the annexed illus
tration, which we described 
last month as seen in some 
of the stamps of Kiautchou, 
and we should suppose the 
second of the two stamps 
listed above to be either 
10 pf., rose, or 5 pf., green.

Offices in China.— A correspondent at Shanghai 
tells us that No. C 9, 5 pf. on 10 pf., exists with double 
surcharge ; he adds that c 10 to c  16 should be headed 
“  Provisionals issued at Tientsin, with handstamped 

• s u r c h a r g e c  12, he says, exists with double sur
charge, and c  14 (probably this should be c  14a) was 
not officially issued or surcharged by the Post Office. 
He also states that the 5 marks in Type 16 was issued 
in September at Shanghai, overprinted with Type 23 
5 m., lake and black (Type 16); surcharged with Type 23.

German Colonies.— Kiautchou.— The same corre
spondent informs us that in the heading of the first 
issue “ Tsingtsau ” should be “  Tsingtau ” ; also that

[D ec . 30, 1905.

all six varieties of the surcharge exist without the 
letter “ g,” as in No. 7 ; that there is a variety with 
an additional figure “  5 ” struck over the small “ 5 pf" 
and an error surcharged “  5 fP.” instead of “  5 pf.”

Greece.—-We learn from divers sources 'that, with 
a view to raising funds for the Olympic Games of 
1906, a special issue of stamps is to make its appeal- 
ance on the 1st January, unless any unforeseen delav 
should occur. Some of the designs adopted are 
highly appropriate ; for example, “ Hercules bearing 
the World on his'shoulders, and Atlas bringing him 
the Golden Apples from the Garden of the Hes- 
perides,” plainly typifies the General Collector, no 
longer able to bear the burden of the whole World, 
and exchanging his Collection for the Golden Fruit 
gathered along the Strand. Again, the design of the 
5 drachmas represents, we are told, “ Three Torch- 
bearers, the Goddess of Victory, and Priests making 
their offerings for the Olympic Gaines it is evident 
that for “ Priests” we should read “ Philatelists, 
and doubtless with a magnifying-glass it will be 
possible to recognise the features of the Prince of 
Blank, the Earl of Dash, Mr. X. Wisehead, Messrs. 
Thingummy, Limited, etc., amongst the contributors. 
(N.B.— We propose to register the title “ Thingummy. 
Limited,” as appropriate for a firm dealing exclu
sively in adhesive stamps).

Holland.— Dutch Indies.— W e learn from l.e Coll, 
de T.-P. that the 20 c., Type 11, 
has appeared in a new tint, less 
likely to cause confusion with the 
10 c. stamp. L'Echo de la T. adds 
a new high value, of the accom
panying design.

30 c., olive.
2j guklfcn, slate.

Honduras.— We have received 
some abnormal specimens of stamps of this Republic, 
which must have been lying hidden for a number of 
years past.

1891. 2 p., black and brown ; imperf
10 p. green ; with centre inverted.

1890. Official Stamp. 20c., yellow; surcharge inverted.

J a p a n .— A correspondent at Tokio tells us that the 
supply of the 3 sen Commemoration stamps is ex
hausted, and that no more are to be printed.

Liberia.— L'Echo de la T. chronicles the following 
additions to the list of Official stamps overprinted 
with the word “ ordinary,” Type 34, for general use.

5 c., lake and black (No. 224).
16 c., lilac (No. 327).

M o n a c o .— The L. P. chronicles a set of postage 
stamps, which tire stated to have been supplied to the 
post offices in this principality, but had not been put 
on sale to philatelists. This seems odd, for one can 
hardly suppose that they have been m anufactured 
with any other object. Their design is said to re
semble that of the current Postage Due stamps »f 
France, with some necessary alterations in the in
scriptions.

1 c., olive. 
5 c., green. 

10 c., red.

Postage Due Stamps.
15c., brown.
30 c., blue.
50 c., orange on brown■
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Nicaragua.— We are informed that the colours of 
the new 1 and 2 pesos stamps are 
deep green and violet, respectively, 
instead of blue and green, as stated 
in October. We give an illustra
tion of the design of this new 
issue.

The Ph. Echo reports, on various 
authorities, the following additions 
to the lists : —
Surcharged “  HABIUTADO—vale -05 c .” in three lines.

5 c., in blue, on 1 c., lilac (Type 15).
Surcharged “  B. — Dpto.Zelaya” , in black.

20 c., brown (No. 186).
15 c., on to c., mauve (No. 268).

Surcharged “ CABO."
15 c. on 10 c., mauve (No. 268).

Persia.—According to the catalogue of Messrs. 
Yvert and Tellier there is a companion to our No. 400, 
2 tomans on 50 kr., green, in the shape of a 3 tomans 
on the same value, with overprint in Arabic as well as 
European type (as Type 46), and in each case the 
surcharge exists in two different colours, so that 
No. 400 may be spread out as follows :—

2 t., in Hue, on 50 kr., green.
2 t., in red, on 50 kr. ,,
3 t., in black, on 50 kr. ,,
3 t., in red, on 50 kr. ,,

L'Echo cie la T. now tells us that all the four exist 
overprinted with the word “ Service” in addition, 
The same authority notes our Nos. 369, 370, and 374, 
with their surcharges inverted.

Portuguese Colonies.— Angola.— A correspondent 
in this colony tells us that, in addition to the 115 reis

on 150 r., perf. 1 l i  (No. 130), he possesses the 115 reis 
on 150 r., perf. 12J, which he obtained from the post 
office at lienguclla On the other hand, he has never 
been able to obtain the 400 reis on 40 r., perf. 12 J.

Ayassa.— We learn from The Pit. R. that the 300 
reis of the current issue has been found with centre 
inverted. Doubtless all the values will appear in this 
condition in course of time.

Salvador.— We have a few more curiosities from 
here:— |

Stamps of 1900, surcharged with Ty]x: 81 in black, 
and with “ 1905," in blue.

1 c., green (No. 366); with “ 01905” (as Type 84) hori
zontally at top.

2 c., rose (No. 367); with Type 84 vertically at right.
2 c. ,, ,, ,, “ 01905” (aj Type 84) vertically

at right.
2 c., rose (No. 367); with Type 85 horizontally at top.
2 c. ,, ,, ,, ,, vertically at left.

10 c. blue (No. 370) ,, ,, inverted at foot.
“  5 ” , Type 89, in red, on 12 c , slate ; with “  5” in all four 

.corners.
I c , Type 87, in dark blue, on 10 c., dull lilac (Type 82). 

The Official stamps are also being disfigured. W.e 
have seen two values of Type 204 with the figures in 
the lower corners covered by circular blotches, and a 
numeral surcharged at each side of the statue in the 
centre, in black.

“ 2 ” on 5 c., deep blue.
“ 3 ” on 13 c., deep brown.

United States.— We learn from The S.C.F. that 
a sheet of the S c. (or is it the 4 c. ?— both values are 
mentioned), of the Pan-American issue of 1901, has 
been found with the frame in red-lilac, instead of broken 
(or purple-brown f)  Which is it, what is it, why is it 
thus i .

i ' 3
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^os\a\ o>ssue£ oj Wie ^^atusV <J2o\oti\ of Wie ^VuUipipute .̂
By L. H AN CIAU .

A L L  R I G H T S  R  E S E R  y E D .

(Continued from page 99.)

t HE prov dent Treasury Department, after 
having appropriated to revenue purposes 
large quantities of postage stamps, found 
it necessary to revoke its decision and bring 
into postal use the stocks that had been 

converted into fiscals. The same thing had to be 
done a couple of months later in order to provide 
n supply of telegraph stamps.

“ Government of the Philippines.
“ Treasury.

“ Manilla, January 29, 1889.
“ In accordance with the proposal of the Intendcnt 

General of the Treasury, and with a view to insuring 
n sufficient supply of stamps to the distributing offices, 
while awaiting the arrival from the Peninsula of the 
supplies ordered from the Ministry for the Colonics, 
1 have given orders that the 2J centimos stamps,

m b  .

*  *

which were surcharged under a decree of this Govern
ment, dated December 21, 1887, for the tax upon the 
consumption of tobacco . . . .*, and which arc still on 
hand in the general depots of the Department, shall be 
put on sale and restored to their original use, that is to 
say for postage, and for the value indicated upon them 
of 2j centimos, the [other portion of the] surcharge 
which they bear being consequently considered as of 
no authority.

“ This Decree to be published, communicated to the 
Ministry for the Colonics, and to the other offices con
cerned, and returned to the Treasury.

- 1-  “ (Signed) “ W kyi.kr .”

* Our translation here is incomplete. M. Hanciatt docs 
not possess a copy of the original Decree, and the French 
version supplied to him runs as follows:— “ pour /a taxe de 
la consommation dtt tabac sur Pimpl't des cAiulei fersonnelles " 
An expression which does not convey any definite meaning 
to either of us. — Elr. M. J.
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Issue o f January 29/h, 1889.

Postage stamps of 1880 to 1886, sur
charged “ rf.cargo  de  consumos 
habilitado  ” in an oval frame, with 
value, “ $o-o2|,” in the centre (S 10), 
restored to postal use, in spite of the 
surcharged inscription.

Five varieties of the surcharge sin
(a) Wide spaces between the word “ DE ” and the 

words before and after it ; the is narrow.
(A) Very little space before and after “  D E ,”  the three 

words being almost joined into one ; the “ S ” is 
wider.

(c) The letters “ O ” are more open than in (a) ; 
“  B ” of “  h a b il it a d o” wider ; second “ O ” of “ CON
SUMOS ” broken, and resembles a “ C ” ; figure “  2 ” 
very straight.

( d )  The space between “  H ” of “  Hauii.i t a d o ” and
“ R ” of “ recargo  * is 2 mm., as in (A), but there is 
a space before and after “ D E ” ; “ 8 ” narrower than 
in (A). ------

(e) The oval is formed of little dashes ; the letters of 
“ D E ”  are uneven; the “ c ” of “ CONSUMOS” is 
almost closed, like an “ O.”

The surcharge is in black on all.
2§ c. on J c., green (a).
2f c. on 1 c. ,, (a).
2§ c. on 1 c. ,, (A).
2j c. on 2 c., rose (a).
2$ c. on 2 c. ,, (A).
2} c. on 2 c. ,, (rj. ..
2| c. on 2 |  c., blue, Type III. (a).
2| c. on 2 | c. „  „  (A).
2| c. on 2 J c. „  ,, (c).
2»c. on 2 | c. „  ,, (rf).
2| c. on 2 1 c. „  „  (<).
2j c. on s c. „  (A).
2| c. on 12} c., rose (A).
2| c. on 50 m., bistre (a).
Varieties, with inverted surcharge.

2} c. on 1 c., green.*
2, c. on 2 c., rose.*
2$ c. on 50 m., bistre.*

With double surcharge.
2} c. on 1 c., green (o).
2g c. on 2 c., rose. •
2, c. on 2} c., blue (A).
2J c. on s c. ,, *
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Engraved, etc., as before.
1 mil. de peso, rose.
2 ,, blue.
5 ,, brown.

*  *  *
I

It now became the turn of Alfonso X III. to make 
his portrait known to his somewhat troublesome sub
jects in the Philippines, and the following series made 
its appearance accordingly; —

Issue o f January t st, 1890.
Profile of Alfonso, X I 11. to right in an oval, enclosed 

in a rectangular frame with inscription at top and 
value below. Engraved by E. Julia, and printed at 
Madrid as before on white wove paper : perf. 14.

(a) Headed “  fil ip as im presos.”
y de centavo, violet-brown-
1 m. de peso, deep violet.
2 .. „
5 »> »*

(A) Headed“  FILIPINAS,” between quatrefoils. 
2 c. de peso, brown-red.
2» „ ultramarine.
5 » deep blue.
5 )> bronze-green
8 .. yellow-green.

10 ,, blue-green.
'2 t .. green.
20 ., rose.
25 .. bistre.

The two varieties of 5 c. de peso were used for
different purposes^ the blue stamp being for inland
correspondence, and the green for foreign.

•  *  1 
•

Issue o f  . . .  * 1891.
Change of colour of certain values of series (A).

5 c. de peso, olive.
10 ,,» brown-rose.
20 ,>. salmon.
25 ,,, blue.

With double surcharge inverted (or one inverted).
2} c. on 1 c., green.*

O f the J c. and the 1 c. pairs are said to exist, 
one with the surcharge and the other without.*

The use of these stamps was discontinued from 
August 10th, 1889, as shown by the following notice : —

“ By a Decree dated May 22nd last (1889) the Gov
ernor General decided that the stamps with the sur
charge Habilitado should be admitted for the franking 
of letters and telegrams up to August 10th. We re
mind the public that all letters deposited after that 
date in the post offices or in the letter boxes and bear
ing Habilitado stamps will not be forwarded.”

*  *  *

Issue o f May 1st, 1889.
The design of 1880, with inscription “  FII.lP*s im 

presos” at top, as in the \ de centavo of 1886, but 
with head Type IV.

* The varieties starred are added from the Boston book.— 
Ed. M. J.

Issue o f January, 1892-93. 
Further changes of colour. 

(a). With “ FILlPil IMPRESOS.”
I de centavo, yellow-green.
1 m. de peso ,,
2 »» 11
5 ..  1.

(A) With “  FILIPINAS.”
I c. de peso, violet-brown.
2 M purple.
2| ** greenish grey.
5 II emerald-green
5 f t violet-brown.
6 i l tt

pale blue.8 *»
I2j I t flesh colour.
t5 • t brown-red.
20 M pale brown.
40 11 blue-grey. +
80 »» orange, t

* The Boston book says “  April 20.” —Ed. At. J. 
t  These were chronicled in the early part of 1892, to

gether with a 6 m. de peso, rose, but we have heard nothing 
of them since.—Ed. Af.J.
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Issue o f January, 1894. 
More changes of colour.
(a) With “ FILIP**. IMPRESOS.”

t  de centavo, yellow-brown.
1 m. d̂  peso, greenish grey
• it
5 *,

M »» 
>» »»

F1LIPINAS.”
I c. de peso, carmine.
2 ,, grey-brown.
6 ,, orange.
8 .. brown.

»5 rose.
2° „ brown-violet.
25 .. deep blue.

*
*

*

Issue o f January, 1896. 

Colours changed again.
(a) With “  FILIP** IMPRESOS”

J de centavo, blue.
1 m. de peso, blue.
2 ,, brown.
5 »» blue-green.

(b) With “  FILIPINAS.”
1 c. de peso, green.
*  .. ultramarine.
2 brown.
5 .. violet-brown.
5 „ blue-green.
6 carmine-rose.
8 red-brown.

10 „ orange-brown.
■5 .. blue-green.
20 „ orange.

The 2 c. and 5 c. in shades of brown were for foreign 
postage.*

Issue o f . . .  . 1897.

Completion of the foregoing series with higher 
values in new colours. •

40 de peso, violet.
80 ,, carmine.

Issue of June, (?) 1897. / cmrcos'
Stamps of the issues of 1890-95 sur- SIa a ,  

charged with a rectangular device, in- §  tmi\) jj 
scribed “ c o r r e o s” at top, “ 1897” at 5 CERT»> 
foot, “ habii.ttad o” at left, “ p a r a ” at L itl9'7 . 
right, and with value in the centre (s it). s n

5 c., in red, on 5 c., green (1892); 20,000.
5 c., in blue, on 5 c. „  ,, 1 53,385.
5 c., in black, on 5 c. ,, ,, / unknown.

>5 c., in blue, on 15 c., brown-red (1892); i2,oco.
15 c., in black, on 15 c. ,, ,, \ 11,690.
'5c., ,, 15 c., rose (1894) /unknown.
20 c., in blue, on 20 c., pale-brown (1892); \ 2,000.
20 c., in black, on 20 c. ,, ,, / unknown.
20c. ,, 20c.,brown-violet(t894) 1,400.
20 c. ,, 25 c., bistre (1890); 1,000.

Che figures given after various items indicate the 
numbers of the stamps that were surcharged. It is 
Possible that those of which the numbers are unknown

CORREOS

20
= c a m  ,

The 5 c., violet-brown, is listed also in the 1892-93 issue, 
*nd we believe that there are two varieties of this somewhat 
u* 'tain tint. We find that we chronicled, on the authority 
?f !•* Collectionneur de Timbres-Poste, a 5 c., brown-violet, 
|n July, 1893, and, on the same authority, a 5 c., lilac-brown, 
in March, 1896. The Boston book mentions one only, a 
5 c.. violet-brown, in two shades, under “ January I, 1896.” 
" E d. M. J.

should be included with those with which I have 
bracketed them. •

Varieties, with inverted surcharge.
15 c., in blue, on 15 c., brown-red.*
15 c., in black, on 15 c., rose.
20 c , in blue, on 20 c., pale brown.
20 c., in black, on 20 c., brown-violet.
20 c. ,, 25 c ,  bistre.

Somewhat late in the day, in 1899, the following 
varieties were announced, in which I have but very 
small confidence.t

5 c., in red, on 5 c., lilac-blue (1882).
5 c , in black, on 5 c. ,, ,,

Issue o f January 1st, 1898.
Profile of King Alfonso X III, to left in a circle, en

closed in a rectangle, with inscription on labels: 
“  FILIpSi?  1898 Y  99” at top, value in milesimas, 
centavos, or pesos below, “ CORREOS ” at left, “  TELE- 
GRAFOS” at right. Engraved by Maura (?), accord
ing to the initial on the base of the neck, and surface- 
printed at Madrid, in colour on white wove paper 
Perf. 14. Sheets of 100 stamps, in ten rows of ten.

I mil., yellow-brown. 
 ̂ » »*

3 .> 1.
4 >> »»
5 >> >.
1 c., deep purple.
2 c., blue-green.
3 c., chocolate.
4 c., orange.
5 c., rose.
6 c., ultramarine.
8 c., brown.

10 c., vermilion.
15 c., deep olive-green. 
20 c., carmine.
40 c., violet.
60 c., black.
80 c., light brown, 

t p., pale green.
2 p., deep blue.

•From the Boston book, which also gives a 15 c., in 
violet, on 15 c., rose, with normal and with double sur
charge. —En. M. J o

t According to the Catalogo Galvez, quoted in the Boston 
book, some thirty or forty thousand of these 5 c. stamps 
were surcharged by mistake, and were found in stock when 
the islands passed into the hands of the United States. 
The variety with black surcharge is not mentioned, but 
copies are known with a surcharge in apparently mixed 
black and red inks. The compilers of the Boston book also 
state their belief that reprints of some of the varieties of 
this issue were made with the original handstamps, and 
that impressions in violetblddt are certainly not originals. 
They list the following, as undoubtedly reprints:

5 c., in violet-black, on 5 c., blue-green (1896)*
15 c. ,, 15 c., brown-red (1892).
15 c. „  15 c., rose (1894).
20 c. ,» 20 c., pale-brown (1892).
20 c. ,, 20 c., brown-violet (1894).
20 c. ,, 25 c.t bistre (1890).

Of the above, the second in the list was only known with 
the surcharge inverted, while the rest had been seen with 
the surcharge normal and inverted.— Ed. M. J\
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Issues o f end o f  1898 (?).

The following curiosities were noted:—
1. Stamps of 1898 surcharged “ habilitado  p -

CORREOS HE DOS RLES.” (S 5).
2 reales, in green, on I mil., yellow-brown.
2 , 1  », 5 11 1*
2 ,,  in red, on I c., deep purple.

These belated surcharges appear to me suspicious 
in the highest degree, as it is unlikely that the lowest 
values would have been selected for the manufacture 
of a comparatively high one, by means of a surcharge 
which anyone could reproduce. On the other hand, 
it would be natural enough for fraudulent speculators 
to act in this fashion, as the low values cost little, and 
the profit is all the greater.

2. Stamps of the same issue, surcharged “ i 8q8 
— R E S E L L A D O — 18W,” diagon
ally, within a rectangular frame, 
with the letters “ C ” in the left 
upper corner, and “  T  ” in the right 
lower; theselettes stood for Correos 
and Telegrafos, and were quite un
necessary, as those words appear 
upon the stamps.

This was struck, in black, upon all the values, except 
the 4 mils., and the 4, 40, and 80 centavos.

[We do not reproduce the list of values, as there is 
no doubt that both the above sets were of a fancy 
nature, as were also the extraordinary varieties' referred 
to in the history given below, and authenticated by a 
supposed official document.— E d. M.J.\

These stamps are as mysterious as the preceding. 
Such a surcharge would have been employed in conse
quence of a theft, or of the confiscation of the stock 
of stamps by the Americans, during the war. In any 
case neither of these surcharges appears to be justi
fied, and the stamps bearing them may be safely 
rejected.

3. In this same memorable year, 1898, there was an 
avalanche of stamps, of various previous issues, 
adorned with divers surcharges. The late M.iKoussin 
received some of them, and wrote out to the Philippines 
for information, which came to him, as he stated in 
his journal for April, 1901, in the form of an official 
document, which he published, and which I quote 
here :—

‘‘ Province of La Union, City of San Kcrnando, 
Philippine Islands. No. 1,611,298, 175.

“ I, the undersigned Was Tadiar y Salvatera, 
Municipal Captain of this City of San Fernando, 
chief town of the Province of La Union, ’

“ CERTIFY, that it is more than two months since 
the postage stamps for sale have been exhausted, that 
we are afraid that no further supplies will be received 
from Manilla owing to the present circumstances, that 
the persons who come demanding to purchase stamps 
for the franking of their letters are innumerable.

“ For this reason I have been obliged to assemble a 
council to consider the subject of this demand, and 
the persons composing that council have decided to 
cause postage stamps to be made for sale to the 
public, after previous approval bv the government of 
this province, the proceeds of which stamps will be 
paid into the treasury of the municipality, for the use 
of the latter.

“ The old stamps remaining in the post office will be 
surcharged with values, in the denominations of 2, 3,

4, 5,6, 8, 10, and 25 cents, in black, violet, and red 
and as the old stamps and surcharged stamps are in 
very small quantity, it has been decided to surcharge” 
[i.e. to print the surcharges upon] “  various kinds of 
white paper, in the same values and colours. And for 
this decision which we have taken, we will be respon
sible, in case we do not possess the right to do this.

“ In attestation of which I sign this certificate, with 
the persons who compose the council and the secretary, 
with a view to its being transmitted to the government 
of this province for approval.

“ Done in the Municipal Office of San Fernando, 
Chief Town of the Province of La Union, June 1st, 
1898.
(Signed) “ B las T a d ia r , Municipal Captain.

Agapito  F lores , First Lieutenant.
Faustino  A l v ia r , Lieutenant o f Police.
E usebio Catuga , Sub-Director o f Market 

Gardens (P/pinieres). 
“ and the following Delegates :—

“ Damarso Aguirro, Vicente Carbonell, Josd Guzman, 
Timoteo Galvez, Lorenzo Galvez, Pedro Flores, 
Ramon Mendoza, Calixto Galvez, Gaspart Hirvet, 
Sabino Guertan, Juan Boriga, Pio Hafray.

Juan L ucero , Secretary.”

[M. Hanciau enters into an elaborate argument on 
the subject of this precious document, and the over
printed stamps and impressions on bits of paper, which 
it was supposed to authorize. In view of the fact that 
these thingsWere never, we think, seriously believed 
in by any collector or dealer of any standing, with the 
exception of the late M. Roussin, who would doubtless 
also have been convinced of their worthlessness had 
he lived a few months longer, we think it unnecessary 
to translate M. Hanciau’s observations in full, and 
content ourselves with a summary of them.— E d. M.J.]

The Decree or Certificate contains its own refuta
tion ; there would' have been no stocks of old stamps 
at San Fernando or any other provincial town ; obso
lete stocks were always returned to Manilla. It L 
dated June 1st, 1898, but it was not until some two 
years and a half later that the stamps were heard of by 
collectors ; they then turned up in Europe, and, in 
spite of the fact that the Island of Luzon had thin 
been in the hands of the Americans for over two years, 
not a single copy appears to have been heard of in 
the United States until sets were sent across the 
Atlantic in 1902.

The varieties seem to have been almost as “ in
numerable ” as the persons w ho clamoured for stamps 
for the franking of their letters 1 M. Roussin listed 
no fewer than 181 in his catalogue and his journ.d. 
M. Hanciau analyses the list as follows :—

The surcharge (which is described as consisting 
of the word “ c o r r e o s” struck diagonally across ti e 
stamp, accompanied by figures “  98 ” in the left upp> r 
corner, and the value horizontally at the lower righ 
is impressed upon—
Philippine postage stamps of. . 1864, 1882, 1881 .

1889-96.
„ telegraph „ 1888, 1890, 1893.

1896.
Cuba and I’orto Rico postage

stamps of . . . . 1857,1864,187c,
1871, '1876-78.

Cuba postage stamps of . . 1882, 1890-96.
„  fiscal „ “ Derecho
Judicial” o f .  . . 1866.
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Even if we could suppose that there was a stock 
of obsolete Philippine stamps on hand at San Fer
nando, it is manifestly impossible that there can have 
been any stamps ofi Cuba or Porto Rico. In the hope 
of making these impossibilities pass muster, the 
labels containing the name and value were removed, 
but it was easy to see that the colours were those, not 
of Philippine stamps, but of issues of other Spanish

Colonies. The whole is hardly worthy of serious 
notice as an attempt at fraud, but it is as well to put it 
on record as a matter of history. There is a touch 
of humour in the addition to the document of the 
signature of the “  Sub-Director of Pdpini^res ” ; it 
seems almost to be intended as a hint that the articles 
in question were of the nature of “ Calottes.”

(To he continued.)

■ma v '

' ^ o \ e ^  axvA
By CHARLES J. PHILLIPS.

c t e c K )

%
New T he following stock books have been
Stock B ooks, rearranged since the last list published 

in the M. f .
The new stock books have been priced and re

arranged in accordance with our 1905-6 Catalogue, 
and the prices are those that have been adopted in 
that Catalogue.

Any of these— or of our other stock books (about 
280 in number)— can be sent on approval for five days 
to collectors known to us, or after the usual references.

To clients who purchase from any one volume for 
five pounds or upwards at one time a discount of 10 
per cent is allowed. Special terms will be made to 
those desirous of making really important purchases.

Great Britain, unused . . .
V A L U S .

. £<*>'
,, used . . . • 394
,, used plate numbers . . • 42
„  unused officials . . . T 3 '9
,, used officials and Postal Fiscals . 360

Cape of Good Hope, 2 vols. . . • 1277
Tasmania, 2 vols. . . . . . 1302
Gambia and Gold Coast . . . . 506
Ceylon, 2 vols. . . . . • 1743
Lugos and Sierra Leone . . . . 856

* *

Absence I have to give notice that I shall 
from be away from London from about
London 2°th December until 2nd January, but

letters addressed to 391, Strand, will 
be fonvarded to me in due course.

Failure of lT is with great re8ret that 1 have 
* to announce that Mr. J. Westhorp

_  * has been obliged to call his creditors
Westhorp. together, and has been declared a 
bankrupt.

Mr. Westhorp has been knowm to many philatelists 
as a dealer in a quiet and retiring way, from whom 
they could generally obtain many varieties missing from 
their collections. His knowledge of British Colonials 
was especially good, and in Transvaal stamps he 
ranked as one of the best judges. His liabilities are 
considerable, and I am informed that his losses are 
caused by matters entirely apart from his stamp 
business. I am sure that all his friends will tender 
him most hearty sympathy and best wishes for a 
prompt return to prosperity.

^ x v  C\jLtvrecogtv\^e4 o j \\xe C\J[tv\\cA ^ > \a \e s .
By A . REINHEIMER.

t *  *

O assert unreservedly that a regularly-issued 
stamp of the series of 1857-60 of the United 
States of America has remained unknown, 
unrecognized, down to the present day, is 

perhaps rash, such a fact being at first sight impos
sible ; it is even likely that my readers will be tempted 
to believe that 1 am alluding to some simple variety 
dint has not been catalogued. '

Such, however, is by no means the case: the stamp 
of which I am speaking is duly listed in all the Cata
logues, and yet in reality is known to none of them, 
■ >nd is supplied by none of the dealers— an apparent 
paradox, upon which 1 base my declaration that it is 
unknown, or rather unrecognized.

*  *

I will explain myself. The rarity in question is the 
3 c., brown-redof the issue of 1857-60 in the condi
tion indicated by the Catalogues, that is to say, in the 
exact type o f the 3 c. o f  1851, but perforated. This 
stamp is of great ra r ity  1 only know of five or six 
undoubted copies of it.

That the difference which exists between the rarity 
in question and the specimens that take its place in 
all Catalogues and collections may be fully under
stood, some explanation and description are necessary, 
and these we will give.

The 3 cents stamp, imperforate, of the issue of 
1851-56, which we all know, shows definitely and 
clearly in its design the straight lines represented in
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the illustration given below (Type I.) ; that is to say, 
an exterior line framing the whole stamp, and, at each 
side, an inner, vertical line, forming a frame line to the 
engine-turned ground.

Now, this being the case, the copies of the 3 cents 
of 1857, which are described in the Catalogues under 
the heading “ The same, p e r fo r a te d should show 
these very same lines, but as a matter of fact they do 
not do so— except in very rare instances. Either they 
have the exterior line complete, without the interior 
line at each side, in which case we have the type with 
frame line at top and bottom ; or else the only 
remains of the lines of Type I. are the exterior lines 
at each side, in which case we have the type without 
frame line at top and bottom, the commonest of all.

It appears therefore that even those Catalogues 
which display the most minute exactitude in regard to 
the other values of the issues of 1851 and 1857 
require to be corrected as follows in the case of the 
3 cents:—

1851-6. Imperforate. ____
3 cents, brown-red.

Type I. With an exterior frame line surrounding 
the whole stamp, and an interior vertical line, at each 
side, framing the engine-turned pattern.

Type II.

Type II. As above, but without the interior, ver
tical line at each side.

1857-60. The same, per/. 15. 
3 cents, brown-red.

Type I. (as described above.)
» I I - ( ,, » )

...................... - ..............

Type III.

Type III. Similar to Type II., but without the 
exterior frame line at top and bottom.

This third type does not exist imperforate.

[D ec. 30, 1905.

Type I. perforated is, as I stated above, extremely 
rare ; a few years ago I hunted through a lot of some 
four or five thousand 3 c., which were lent me by
M. J. B. Moens, and did not find a single copy 1

I published some time ago an article giving a 
general account of the varieties of retouch that can 
be found upon the 3 cents stamps of 1851 to 1856. I 
have not lost sight of this subject since, and I can 
assure all those who take an interest in retouches of 
this nature that the opening for study is a vast one, 
the stamps in question having at some period been 
retouched in a most irregular fashion.

The retouches are indicated, almost entirely, by 
vertical lines outside or within the frame lines of the 
design. Copies may be found showing as many as 

fo u r  lines at one side, and only one at the other, 
etc.

The width of the space between the stamps on the 
sheet also varies greatly. But there is an extra
ordinary variety, which is sufficient in itself to 
prove beyond all doubt that the plates of this 
3 cents stamp were subjected to retouching.
In this variety, which is of considerable rarity, 
the exterior line at left, instead of being drawn IH  
so as to form a frame to the stamp as usual, is ( 1 1 
so misplaced that it runs right through the III 
rectangular ornament in the left lower corner, T  
as shown on a large scale in the annexed illus- I 
tration.

This curious irregularity can only be accounted for 
by a somewhat unskilful retouching of the plate.

[N ote.— T he question of the framing lines of these 
3 cents stamps, and of the numerous variations that 
they present, has received some attention in days gone 
b y ; but we do not think that it has ever been qu'te 
satisfactorily settled, and Mr. Reinheimer’s article, 
accompanied by his sketches of some of the most 
marked varieties, may serve as an excuse for re
opening it. W e agree with him in thinking that the 
variety with the inner vertical line at each side is 
almost as worthy of notice as the one without the 
horizontal lines at top and bottom, and the more sr 
because we believe that all these straight lines are due 
to the same cause, namely, touching up the plates 
before use (therefore not retouching in the ordinal y 
sense of that term).

The late Mr. J. K. Tiffany, in his History o f the 
Postage Stamps o f the United States o f  America, 
published in 1887, gave a very full description of the 
minor varieties of these stamps, including the more 
conspicuous variety which Mr. Reinheimer tern's 
Type I., and which we gather from Mr. Tiffany s 
list shows some minor variations in the length of th ■ 
inner side lines.

According to the last-named authority— and wv 
know of none higher— the first thing done in preparin,; 
the plates for these stamps was “ to mark out . . . the 
points at which the right vertical line of each vertical 
row of stamps was to come, by a dot at the top anil 
bottom of the plate. . . . These lines having been 
drawn, the next step in the process was to put in the 
body of the design,” by the well-known method ot 
rolling it in with a steel roller, and variations in the 
distance between the body of the design and the verti
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cal side lines are accounted for by the roller not having 
always been placed in exactly the correct position. 
Mr. Tiffany goes on to say, “ The top and bottom 
lines” (the horizontal frame lines) “ are practically 
always at the same distance from the labels, and one 
engraver maintains that they were engraved on the 
die. But specimens are plentiful in which (a) the top 
and [or ?] bottom line projects beyond the side line, or
(b) does not touch it, or rarely (c) is double or split, or 
again the side line (d) projects beyond the top or 
bottom line, or (e) does not touch it. Again, instead 
of the side line being (f) at the proper distance from 
the corner blocks, it is not infrequently (g) too far 
from one or more of them, or (h) too near to one or 
more of them, or (i) touches one or more of them. . . . 
Again, it will be found that there are added lines along 
the whole or part of either side line, making these 
double or even triple. Thus whether there is a distinct 
line as described, between the rosettes, etc.” (the inner 
side line of Mr. Reinheimer’s Type I.) “ or not, if the 
next line be called the frame line, there may be found 
varieties with an extra line outside the frame line, but 
(k) very near it, (1) farther from it,” etc.

Turning now to a more recent work, The Postage 
Stamps o f the United States, by Mr. J. N. Luff (another 
most competent authority), published in 1902, we find 
a different account of the origin of these lines. The 
description of the earliest type of the 3 cents stamp is 
as follows :— “ There is a thin, straight line of colour 
on each of the four sides of the stamp. In preparing 
the earlier plates of this value the surface of each 
plate was laid off in little upright rectangles. These 
were not formed by continuous horizontal and vertical 
lines ruled across the plate, but each stamp was pro
vided with its rectangular frame separated by a space 
of J to mm. from the adjacent frames. Into each 
of these rectangles the design was transferred. There 
were similar frame lines on the die, and it will be 
readily understood that they would frequently fail to 
fall exactly on the lines ruled on the plate, thus caus
ing some portion of them to appear double.”

It may be seen that the two authorities quoted 
differ considerably in their accounts of the origin of 
the lines that enframe these stamps, and we now give 
our reasons for believing that neither of the two 
accounts is entirely correct, and that neither the 
horizontal nor the vertical straight lines existed either 
on the plate before the impressions from the die were 
transferred to it, or upon that die itself.

Taking first what Mr. Tiffany terms the frame lines, 
which seem almost necessary to complete the design 
of the stamp, it is evident that if they existed on the 
original die they would always be in identically the 
same position with respect to one another and to 
other portions of the design, whereas Mr. Tiffany’s
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description shows that the positions of the side frame 
lines are very variable. About the top and bottom 
lines he says, “ one engraver maintains that they were 
engraved on the die,” but he evidently considers that 
statement open to question, and we find amongst 
specimens sent us by Mr. Reinheimer a copy which 
disproves it, as it has a top frame line which is clearly 
not parallel with the edge of the top label.

The inner side lines of Mr. Reinheimer’s Type 1. 
were also certainly not upon the original die. We 
have already stated that Mr. Tiffany mentions some 
minor varieties, and we can see variations in these 
lines upon some of Mr. Reinheimer’s copies.

We now come to the additional lines which, accord
ing to Mr. Luff’ s theory, are caused by the frame 
line upon the die or roller not always being fitted 
accurately into the frame line cut upon the plate. But 
if this were so, surely these additional lines would 
occasionally be found at top or bottom, instead of 
being, as far as we are aware, only found at the 
sides.

Both accounts agree in attributing some of the 
frame lines found upon the stamps to lines cut in the 
plate, as a guide for the placing of the transfers, and 
it may seem rash on our part to express a contrary 
opinion. A  few years ago we had occasion to make 
some inquiries into the method of producing steel 
plates for the printing of stamps, and as to the origin 
of certain lines found upon some of the Penny stamps 
of Great Britain. The information kindly given us 
by the Managing Director of Messrs. Perkins Bacon 
and Co., Limited, showed us plainly that no lines cut 
previously upon a plate, as suggested, could possibly 
survive the process of rolling in the impressions. In 
the course of that process, the metal displaced by the 
raised lines upon the roller rises up in ridges between 
the impressions on the plate, and these ridges have 
to be removed before the plate can be used. The 
frame lines were added, no doubt, when these ridges 
and roughnesses were removed, and the plates cleaned 
up and prepared for printing. W e may presume that 
the inner side lines were cut, as in certain cases of 
our own Penny stamps, when the extreme edges of 
the engine-turned pattern were not sufficiently well 
defined, which was perhaps more frequently the case 
in the earlier plates of the 3 cents stamp than in the 
later. The ridges referred to occur principally (or 
entirely) at the sides of the impressions, not at top 
and bottom, because the impressions on the rollers 
are so placed that the latter are rocked from side to 
side ; it is therefore possible that the extra lines, 
which are only found at the sides, were cut in order 
to hide the roughness of the surface in those places, 
or they may be merely the marks made by the tools 
in cutting away the rough metal.— E d. M. f . ]
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sslxua axid \\̂  postage
By L. G. D O R P A T .

N E  of the principal attractions of Philately is 
}) the acquisition and possession of objects and 

information which are uncommon and out of 
the way for the average individual. Intrinsi
cally a 2 cents stamp of the United States 

may be as good as a “  Post Office ” Mauritius or a 
circular British Guiana, yet the latter two attract 
stamp collectors much more than a whole hundred of 
the former, simply for the reason that they are rare 
and far removed from our every-day life. In selecting 
a topic for discussion in an article for the Monthly 
Journal— I was led by the consideration that the 
remote or uncommon is the most attractive, and my 
choice fell on Abyssinia and its Postage .Stamps, 
because, firstly, the country is one of those that lie far 
out of the way, and secondly, the stamps of this coun
try, though not of the rarest, are not often seen and 
seldom spoken o f ; besides that, Abyssinia heads the 
alphabetical list in our catalogues, and it is a good 
plan to begin at the beginning ; finally, in regard to 
inscriptions, Abyssinian stamps are unique, these 
alone showing the Amharic characters.

To get to Abyssinia we should have to take passage 
on one of the East India steamers that sail from New 
York, Liverpool, or Hamburg, through the Medi
terranean, the Suez Canal, and the Red Sea. At the 
Italian colony of Massaua (or Massowah), about four 
hundred miles from Aden, we should disembark, and 
after travelling about fifty miles due west we should 
strike the most northern part of Abyssinia, a country 
without a sea-coast and without any railroads, and con
sequently with very little direct intercourse with the 
outside world. It is a part of the ancient Aethiopia, 
and considered identical with Shaba (Saba, Sheba, 
Shoa), whose queen visited King Solomon at Jerusa
lem, who, as the Koran says, made her discover her 
feet by having the floor of his court made of glass 
which she mistook for water, thereby proving that her 
feet were not covered with long hair like a donkey’s, as 
Solomon had wrongly been informed. The present 
name, Abyssinia,is derived from the Arabian “ Habcsh,” 
mixture or confusion, and refers to the mixed character 
of the inhabitants, of which there arc about five 
millions, including some of the old Aethiopian stock 
as well as Jews, Arabs, and Gallas (a tribe which 
intruded from the south). The latter are Mohamme
dans, whilst the greater part of the remaining people, 
since 330 A .D . have been nominally Christians. The 
physical aspect of the country is that of a mountain- 
plateau, aboutsixthousand feet abovethesea,withpeaks 
rising to ten and even fifteen thousand feet, and nume
rous ravi nes, some of whi ch are two to three thousand feet 
deep. The climate is for the most part quite salubrious, 
and the products of the soil are varied and plentiful. 
In some parts (the province of Kaffa) the coffee tree 
grows wild. Herding and agriculture, though of

course in a primitive form, are the chief occupations 
of the inhabitants. The Bahr-el-Azrek, or Blue Nile 
commonly called Abai, is the chief river, and by it 
immense quantities of good fertile soil have been 
washed away for centuries, depositing in the valleys 
of Egypt a sediment of extra fertility and denuding 
not inconsiderable portions of the barren rocks in 
Abyssinia. As there are several tribes, so there are 
several languages ; the oldest is the Aethiopic Geez 
or Tigrd ; Amharic is the language of the court, the 
army, and the merchants ; Agow and quite a number 
of other dialects are used among the people. In the 
sixth and seventh centuries the Abyssinians conquered 
and held a considerable part of Arabia ; they then 
also carried on a large trade with India and Ceylon, 
and were in communication with the Greek Empire ; 
but when in the seventh century Mohammedan suc
cess prevailed, Abyssinia was cut off from the rest of 
the world and, as Gibbon says, “  encompassed by the 
enemies of their religion, the Ethiopians slept for 
near a thousand years, forgetful of the world by 
whom they were forgotten.” There was much division 
in the country itself, the “ R as” or chiefs becoming 
almost independent rulers of their districts, until l.ij 
Kassa, afterwards known as Emperor Theodore 111, 
succeeded in rising to general power over all his peers 
and competitors. His army is said to have been at 
one time 150,000 Strong. He finally got into trouble 
with the English, was defeated, and on 13th April. 
1868, he died by suicide. His successor was Kassai, 
crowned in 1872 as King Johannes. The present 
ruler is Menelik II, whose effigy appears on the 
postage stamps, issued first in 1894. He is both a 
ruler and a teacher ofhis people. In 1896 he defeated 
the Italian forces at Adua and raised his army again 
to 150,000, a figure which is considerably higher than 
that of the regular army of the United States, though 
his country comprises only about 200,000 square miles 
or one-eighteenth of the UnitedStatesarea. He is called 
“ Negus-Negesti,’’ King of Kings, a high-sounding 
title, but his arms and flag are hardly known in inter
national circles. About the Abyssinian postal ad
ministration I have not been able to ascertain anything, 
but if these notes should stimulate some-one, who has 
the opportunity of know ing, to tell us something about 
it, I shall be pleased. After all, one man cannot 
know all things, and we philatelists must always 
depend upon one another for additional information.

In 1894 Menelik II ordered a set of postage stamps 
from the printing office in Paris which makes the 
French stamps. They were printed in sheets of 30°. 
composed of twelve panes of twenty-five each, fire 
rows of five stamps. There are four values, i ,  J, ■ . 
and 2 guerche, with the portrait of the King,-and three 
values, 4, 8, and 16 guerche, with the figure of a Lion 
(the Abyssinians call him the Lion of Judah ; whether
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they have the correct knowledge of the Lion of J udah 
being the Messiah is not evident), seven values in all ; 
16 guerche are I taler, equal to 49 cents United States 
money. The inscription at the top of the stamps 
is the name of the country in Amharic characters, 
•WETHIOI’ IA ”  ; in the shield at the bottom is the 
value. In Webster’s dictionary is a table of the 
alphabet; but, unless one knows the language, the read
ing of the characters may cause some trouble. The 
stamps were first seen in Europe in the hands of 
French dealers, and it appeared that these dealers 
had obtained them direct from the printer, at least 
that was the opinion of some Italian philatelists, who 
claimed that the stamps were not made for actual use 
at all, but merely for sale to collectors. There is, 
however, sufficient evidence that the stamps were 
really used in Abyssinia. The Philatelic Journal 
of America of April, 1895, has the following, from 
Le Collectionneur tie Timbres Paste, accompanied by 
an illustration of an envelope with four stamps on i t :—

“ We have received a registered letter, a facsimile 
of which is given above. That letter, which left 
Harrar 29 January, 1895, provided with Aethiopian 
postage stamps, was remailed at Djibouti with a stamp 
of our (French) colony, so that it might circulate 
within the Universal Postal Union, l'he envelope 
I tears the Djibouti cancellating stamp of 7 February, 
and reached Paris on the 22nd of the same month, 
t he Aethiopian post not having yet joined the Postal 
Union, the stamps of that country are good only in 
the interior of the vast possessions of Emperor 
Menelik II. Our readers will recollect that it is the 
same for the stamps of Haiderabad, Juntmoo-Cash- 
mere, etc., whose stamps have course only within 
those territories. Our correspondent informs us that 
the postal service between Harrar and Djibouti was 
the first one organized to facilitate postal relations be
tween Aethiopia and Europe. It was agreed between 
the Aethiopian office and that of Djibouti that 
Abyssinian stamps would be recognized at the latter 
place, and that letters provided with them should 
be forwarded from there through the camel post. 
When Aethiopia shall have joined the Union, the 
expense of the camel post will be shared by the two 
administrations in proportions that will be determined 
later on. This first line being started, a further 
service is about to be inaugurated between Harrar and 
Entotta, the capital.

“ We see,then,that the organization of the Aethiopian 
post, a really pacific undertaking, has been delayed 
on account of preparations for war. Some political 
papers, knowing but little concerning Italo-Aethiopian 
questions, have announced that the Italians had con
quered Harrar. By referring to a map of the Eritrean 
rolony it will be seen that they are still about four 
hundred miles from it.”

It is said that the war between Italy and the Negus 
"as partly due to the latter’s application for admission 
into the Universal Postal Union, without the interven
tion of Italy, which, posing as a protector of Abyssinia, 
Wt slighted by such an independent move. Letters 
'0 the Abyssinian prisoners of war sent to Italy were

partly franked by Abyssinian stamps. If these stamps 
can be obtained on such letters, they are certainly 
worthy objects of collection, and may command a 
good price. The whole set, unused, can be obtained 
for thirty-six cents, which is less than half face value, 
a circumstance which clearly shows that the unused 
stock in dealers’ hands must have been bought at 
a large discount and in some irregular way, i.e. not 
from the Abyssinian Post and not at full face, else it 
could not be offered so cheap. Cancelled copies not 
on the original letter may never have been used and 
may never have seen Abyssinia, hence, as stamps can
celled to order, are of less value than the uncancelled.

In 1901 (after the admission into the Postal Union 
had been effected) we find the whole set surcharged, 
in violet, “ Ethiopie,” in Roman letters. In 1902 the 
same surcharge appeared in blue. In the same year 
we find an Amharic overprint of four characters in 
violet, Type 3 in Catalogue, reading “ Bosoto," i e. 
Post, and in 1903 another Amharic overprint, of five 
characters, in black, Type 4, reading “ Mah'katheJ 
i.e. kingdom of Abyssinia Scott lists another sur
charge of “KthiopieJ in script type, in violet or black, 
but I fail to find any further particulars regarding it. 
It is stated that all these overprints were applied 

. by means of handstamps, and hence they may be 
found in all possible positions, with all sorts of im
perfections common to such stamping. The object of 
applying such stamps seems to be to distinguish the 
stamps sold by the post from any others, which were 
in private hands, and from which the post derived no 
proper income. The prices for the surcharged stamps 
are a little higher, in some Cases vciy much higher, 
than the prices for the unsurcharged, and they should 
be, if the surcharge is genuine, as they are the regular 
article, obtained in the regular way.

In 1896 appeared a set of seven postage due stamps, 
all of the portrait type, with an Amharic inscription of 
five characters on a fancy band, surcharged cither 
in black or red. The word of the surcharge is un
known to me, but I presume that it means “  postage 
due,” ‘ taxe,” or something to the same effect. The set 
maybe had unused for thirty-six cents. The four high 
values, 4, 8, and 16 gucrche, may be found without the 
surcharge (they arc of the portrait type, not of the lion 
tj'pe), and are worth more in this condition.

Stamped envelopes there arc none, but there are 
three postal cards, J, J, and 1 guerche. They have 
the portrait stamp printed in the left upper corner ar.d 
the lion with crown and banner in the right upper 
corner. The inscriptions ate ail in Anthanc. The 
1 g. is listed both with and without expressed value. 
All arc said to be found with the same surcharges 
as the adhesives. The prices are low.

It may be added that a telegraph system was started 
about ten years ago, and that possibly the postage 
stamps may be used for the purpose of franking 
telegraph messages. InVthat case a study of the 
respective cancellations might be of interest.

The best plan for collecting the stamps of Abyssinia 
seems to be to get them all unused, in which condition 
they a w  rather cheap, or to take the used stamps on 
entire original covers only, in which condition they 
may be hard to get and may represent considerable 
value. A complete collection of them, small as it may 
be, is- certainly a thing not found in many albums, 
at least not on the western side of the Atlantic. Why 
not try and make one ?
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’ REMINISCENCES OF A VETERAN. '

By PIERRE M AHE.

(Continued from page ioo.) I

(Alt rights of reproductions strictly reserved.)

* *

The Stamps of the Sisters of Charity.
N 1867, when I had just installed myself at 9 Rue 
de Clichy, a young nun— I do not remember now 
to what order she belonged— called on me and 
asked if I wished to buy some stamps. Having 

received a reply in the affirmative, she informed me 
that the community to which she belonged received by 
every mail from its branches abroad a large quantity 
of letters bearing stamps, and the Mother Superior, 
having learned that such things were collected and 
that they were of some value, thought that something 
perhaps might be made out of them in aid of their 
good works. She therefore sent to ask me if I would 
agree to buy all the stamps received monthly on their 
letters. I said I would gladly buy all that came, if 
the price, which must be fixed beforehand, was to my 
liking, with the exception, however, of the-current 
stamps of Europe, which, as a rule, were too common, 
and for the time of no appreciable value. 1 added 
that the simplest way of coming to terms would be 
to submit to me a sample of the stamps, leaving out 
the Europeans ; that I w ould look at them and see 
what they contained, and-then we should be able to 
arrange matters.

The nun then left, saying she would inform the 
Mother Superior of the result of our talk, and that 
I should probably sec her again after the next mail. 
Some time afterwards this same young nun brought 
me half a dozen little sheets of silver paper, on each 
of which were stuck a certain number of stamps, all 
of foreign countries, some of them out of circulation, 
which had been hunted up, while others were stamps 
then in use either already known to me or new'. After
wards the sheets were sent to me regularly on the 
evening of the day on which the mail arrived.

These little sheets were made up of stamps coming 
from all parts of the globe. The English Colonial 
stamps were in a majority, and the remainder were 
almost exclusively the stamps of North and South 
America. The Mother Superior had fixed a uniform 
price of twenty francs per hundred stamps. I look 
everything, without haggling, and 1 told the young 
nun that, under the same conditions of quality and 
price, 1 would take all that they might bring me. I 
was very careful not to make any remarks, as the 
bargain was too good a one for that. These little 
sheets were truly miscellaneous ; there was a little of 
everything on them, and, most frequently, stamps 
of recent issues, which I thus got to know of long 
before they reached the business houses.

Matters went on in this fashion for a good long

*  *

time. Whenever the mail came in, the young nun 
arrived with the sheets. 1 used to look at them, count 
out the money due for them, and she went away tu 
return next mail. But one fine day— not so fine for 
all that— the nun, on bringing me the usual harvest, 
told me that the Mother Superior could not go on 
giving me all the stamps at the same price. She had 
been assured that a large part of those which she 
was sending me were worth more than the price 
originally fixed by her. In future there would be two 
kinds of sheets— some at the old uniform price, and 
others with prices marked separately for each stamp. 
As a matter of form, I commenced by objecting, but 
in the end I accepted these new terms, and I did very 
well, for I saw by the first consignment that followed 
that they were still extremely reasonable. On the 
sheets with separate prices I found, only to ment’ in 
one case, some Guadalajara, which at that time were 
very rare and sold at long prices, quoted at five francs 
each, whether imperforate or with the scalloped per
foration, and a large number of other stamps, which, 
in spite of the great increase of price, were still very 
good bargains.

With regard trt the stamps of Guadalajara just 
mentioned, there was a tragic-comical incident. One 
day the messenger from the community arrived, and 
after the usual greetings and while giving me the usual 
sheets, she said to me in a dejected way, “ Ah, sir, if 
you only knew the bad luck that we have had.' 
“ What is the matter, Sister?” 1 asked with sonic 
concern. “ Oh, sir, only fancy ! the Mother Superim 
let a rare stamp fall into the fire; it was marked the 
francs. It was when she was checking the sheets 
before I set out with them for you that the stamp flew 
up the chimney.” Then the nun told me that she had 
seen similar stamps on the sheets before, that it was 
“ white and black,” round, with big teeth all round it- 
I understood at once that it was a “ Medio real,” whitt, 
of Guadalajara, with scalloped perforation, the rarest 
of them all. The accident, more serious than she 
supposed, had disturbed the whole community. Just 
think of it— five francs ! It was a lot.

Everything comes to an end here below, even the 
best thing. From the moment that I left the Rue de 
Clichy for larger premises at No. 57 Rue dc Chateau- 
dun, 1 saw no more either of the good little nun or 
her excellent little stamps; and as I had not found out 
the name of the house which had sent her to me. a 
case of negligence and of discretion, matters ended 
there to my very great regret. -

*  *
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Another Disappointment.
The supposed Stamps of La Reunion.
If in the course of one’s life some few little bits of 

good luck turn up, there are other circumstances that 
ore quite devoid of pleasure. The following is a case 
in point. One afternoon I received from a business 
man, a commission agent, the following letter :—

“ Monsieur P ierr e  Mahe ,
“ One of my friends, who amuses himself by col

lecting old stamps, tells me that he has read in a 
newspaper that the stamps of the island of La Reunion 
are very rare and of great value. Now, in going over 
some old letters before sending them away to be 
destroyed, I have been fortunate enough to find some 
of the stamps in question on letters which came from 
St. Denis. My friend has advised me to apply to you, 
sir, in preference to any one else, and I therefore beg 
of you to be so good as to call on me to see what 1 
have found. You will find me here every morning 
f-o m 9 tou . “ 1 am, Sir, etc., X,

“ Place Cadet No.

Needless to say how delighted I was at the receipt 
of a letter so rich in promises. Without losing a 
minute I replied to the writer that I would call on him 
next day at the time mentioned, so as to lose no time. 
Appetite, sleep, and all else disappeared ; I thought 
but of one thing— the stamps of La Rdunion. I 
dreamed of them whilst awake. I pictured them 
stuck in my albums of rare stamps, quoted at 1000 
francs, 2000 francs, and buyers grabbing at them. At 
half past nine next morning I knocked at Mr. X ’s 
door; he was expecting me, and I was conducted to 
him at once. He opened a drawer, then another, as if 
looking for something. I was boiling !

At last he found a big envelope from which he took 
and handed to me some letters which had been indeed 
franked at St. Denis, but with stamps of the . . . 
French Colonies issue, with Imperial Eagle in a circle. 
I could have strangled the imbecile! I was almost 
ill with rage 1

( To be continued.)

A  REVIEW
By FRED J. M ELVILLE, President of the Junior Philatelic Society.

f
HE Postal Department of Sweden has cele
brated thisyear(i905)the fiftieth anniversary 
of the introduction of postage stamps into 
King Oscar’s dominions. An exhaustive 
work on the stamps of the country was 

entrusted by the department to the Swedish Philatelic 
Society, and the wisdom of selecting this body to 
produce the work is amply justified by the resulting 
volume, which I propose to consider in the present 
article.

To pass lightly over the external features of the 
hook, suffice it to say that it has been produced in a 
manner worthy of its admirable contents, and worthy 
"f M.K.H. Prins Gustaf Adolf, to whom it is dedi
cated and whose portrait appears as a frontispiece. 
I he Prince, it need hardly be said here, is a stamp 
collector, and the “ honorary member,” or, as we 
should style it, the “  patron ” of the Swedish Philatelic 
Society. .

Hie binding is handsome, and is a tasteful com
bination of the Swedish national colours, blue and 
yellow. At the top of the front cover is the title, 
“ SVERIGES F R A N K O T E C K E N ,” above the arms 
of Sweden, with the date “ 1855-1905” on a scroll 
below. At each side of the arms and below the scroll 
is the emblem of the Postal Department, the Posthorn 
surmounted by a Crown* and in the circles of the 
posthorns are the initials of the Philatelic Society, 
“ S.F.F.” (Svcriges Filatelist-Forening).

The typographical execution of the work and the 
^lustrations are all that could be desired.

Sv
* Sveriges Frankolcrken, 1855-1905. 
voges Filatelist-Forening.

. Published by the

*  *  '

The first part of the book is devoted to postal 
matters, and has been edited, I believe, by Mr. Ernst 
Oberg, of the Postmaster-General’s Department. 
The Trcffenbcrg claim to the original suggestion 
respecting the use of stamps for postal matters is 
dealt with at length, a portrait and some biographical 
details of Lieutenant Curry Gabriel Treffenberg being 
given. He was born in Gothenburg on March 6th, 
1791, and died in Stockholm, September 28th, 1875.

On March 3rd, 1823, Lieutenant (as he then was) 
Treffcnberg introduced into the Swedish Parliament 
a proposal to use stamped paper as a means of paying 
the postal fees.

“ The way in which the moneys from the various 
post offices in the country arc accounted for and sent 
in to the General Post Office is not a very safe one, 
and safety is what one ought to aim at in matters 
respecting official revenues. Even though the post
masters may not be dishonest, it is always a mistake 
not to prevent any possibility of that kind when the 
circumstances will allow.

“ The remittances from the post offices ought in my 
opinion to be abolished, and I would suggest a kind 
of stamped paper of different values, which could be 
bought anywhere just likq Chartae SigiUatne, to be 
used on letters, and letters with these stamped papers 
affixed should be received at any post office without 
any further charge, and after having been entered in 
the postlist be duly despatched.

“ I am aware that my proposal is not without faults 
as it stands —on the contrary, I feel certain that in 
many instances it could be altered to advantage, liut 
the chief point is to get a better way of controlling
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these revenues due to the Government, and, conse
quently, it seems to me this plan deserves the closest 
consideration.”

The lieutenant’s proposal is given in extenso in the 
book, and it is noted that “ thirty-two years after 
Treffenberg had given his proposal to the Parliament 
stamps were introduced into Sweden ; but before that 
stamps had made their entry into the world under the 
English flag.” An historical account is given of the 
introduction of the adhesive stamp into Great liritain, 
illustrated with a portrait of Rowland Hill.

A history of the Swedish Post Office department 
follows. It appears that the Post Office was started 
on the initiative of the Premier, Axel Oxenstjerna, 
and the official paper relating to this is dated 20 
February, 1636. AH the subsequent developments 
of the department are given in chronological order 
in a chapter full of historical interest. The rates of 
postage were, prior to 1830, charged for by stages, 
and subsequently by mileage. The following is the
tariff from 1830 to the introduction of 
A Swedish mile, it should be noted, 
6J English miles : —

uniform postage, 
is equal to about

3 Swedish miles . . 2 skilling.
3 i -5  • • 3 >>

5i - i°  • • 4 ..
IOj-20 „  . • 5 ..
20J_35 .. ■ • 6 „
35i - 5° • • 7 ■■
5° i - 7o „  . • 8 „
704-90 ,, . • 9 TT

90J-110 „  . ."to ,,
‘ ■01 -1 5 0  ,, . . 1 1  „

For further distances . • 12 >,
For the sea transport to Gottland a separate charge 
of 2 skilling was made.

The next chapter, “ Frimarkenas Inforande i 
Sverige,” deals with the legislation introducing post
age stamps. There was a proposal to introduce 
stamped paper, as a means of prepaying postage, put 
forward at a sitting of the Riksdag in 1850-1, but 
it was not adopted. It was 1855 before postage 
stamps were brought into use. The first order for 
stamps is given in facsimile in the book, together 
with a receipt for the printing paper.

“ No. 1.
“  Requisition for Postage Stamps. 

“ Herewith are ordered for the Royal Post Office, 
to be delivered printed, perforated, and gummed by 
the 2nd of June next.
„ r,v«f whole sheets) 
*'• of stamps at / 4 sk.
1,140 „ 8 sk.

360 .. 24 sk.
1,200 ,, 3 sk.

603 ,, 6 sk.
7, too whole sheets.

in value amounting to 1 
riksdaler banco j  

>»
> J 
I I

65.000
38.000
26.000
15.000
15.000

159,000
“ And herewith is delivered the necessary paper for 

7,100 sheets, receipt for which is to be given below.
“ Stockholm, the Postmaster-General’s Office,

“  13 April, 1855.
“ Confirmed. P. F. T. WiNROTH.

O . W .  C a m , H o l s t e i n .” *
Below follows the receipt:—
“ For printing the above ordered quantity of stamps, 

the undersigned has received 7,100 sheets of the paoer

* Postmaster-General.

specially manufactured for postage stamps, the order 
to be delivered by the 2nd of June next.

“ P. A. Sl’ARRE.
“ Sto ckh olm , 13 April, 1855.”

The progress of the stamp system in Sweden is then 
discussed at length, and an interesting chapter con
cludes with a portrait of the present Postmaster- 
General.

An extensive table gives full statistics of the number 
of stamps, postcards, and other postal stationerv 
issued, and an ingenious diagram shows at a glance 
the annual production of postage stamps during the 
fifty years of their existence. The envelopes and 
postcards are shown on the same diagram, from the 
first year of their issue, 1872.

The next chapter gives details of the distribution 
of the stamps and postcards to the public, and tells 
how they were used and obliterated. The types of 
the cancellations are illustrated, including two which 
were used for the Exhibition in Stockholm in 1897.

The total amount of money received for stamps 
during the fifty years is given as 252,329,384 kronor 
49 ore. The amounts of the takings are given for 
each year since 1855. As they show a regular in
crease with only two slight decreases in 1879 and 
1885-6, it will be sufficient to quote the two extreme 
years, viz :—

Year. Kr. Ore.
■ 855 • . 144,415 75
1904 . . 15,119,420 92

The postal section of the ltook occupies about 
ninety pages, the rest of the work of 324 pages deal
ing with the stamps from the point of view of the 
scientific philatelist. This section has, I understand, 
been edited by Mr. N. V. B. Holmberg, though Mr. 
Hilmer Djurling, ,the Honorary Secretary of the 
Swedish Philatelic Society, who is a careful student 
of the stamps of his own country, has contributed a 
good deal to the work. Mr. Djurling, together with 
Consul Sixten Kcyscr, the President of the Society, 
and Professor Albert Lindstrom, the owner of the 
best collection of Swedish stamps known, and an 
original member of the Society since its inauguration 
in 1886, formed an editorial committee appointed by 
the Society.

A curious table has been worked out on page 102, 
to show at a glance the perforations of each issue 
of Swedish stamps ; and the styles of stationery used 
for the post cards, letter cards, and envelopes are also 
shown by diagrams. Illustrations are given of a 
complete sheet of the Posthorns impressed on the 
back of the stamps, and of a complete sheet showing 
the arrangement of the watermarked Crown designs, 
also reduced facsimiles of separate impressions made 
from the two plates used for the bi-coloured 1 krona 
stamps, illustrations of dies, and of a sheet of 4 ore 
official stamps, said to be the very best sheet of 
Swedish officials the authors have been able to find 
in the post office as regards centreing. These long 
officials are notoriously ill-centred, due to some diffi
culty in the perforating of them.

Then follows a well-illustrated catalogue of the 
stamps, envelopes, post cards, reply cards, and letter 
cards in chronological order, giving denominations, 
colours, shades, dates of issue, dates of withdrawal,
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and the numbers issued. This is the most valuable 
feature of the book to the collector.

I give the figures of the early issues of adhesives
only:—

Arms Type.
1 skilling banco, green.
4 >• bjue.
ft 11 ii violet.
8 n >t yellow.

ji ,, „  brick*red.

1855-8.

t July, 1855 to 30 June, 1858. 
r Ju ly , 1855 to 30 June, 1858. 
1 July, 1855 to 30 June, 1858. 
1 July, 1855 to 30 June, 1858. 
x July, 1855 to 30 June, 1858.

Stamps.
315,600

6,984,900
266,900
788.800
231.800

1858-72.
Arms Type. Stamps.
5 5re, green. 1 July, 1858 to 30 June, 1872. 3,956,500
9 „  violet. 1 July, 1858 to 31 March, 186S. 1 073,300

12 ,, blue. t July, 1858 to 30 June, 1S72. 104,456,100
24 ,, yellow, t July, 1858 to 30 June, 1872. 9,230,400
30 ,, brown. 1 July, 1858 to 30 June, 1872. 6,077,400
50 ,, rose. 1 July, 1858 to 30 June, 187*. 3,771,600

Lion Type. Stamps.
3 Qre, light brown. 1 D ec., 1863 to 30 June, 1872. 10,098,800

17 ,, violet. 1 A pl., 1S66 to 30 June, 1872. 883,300
70  ,, brownish red. 1 A pl., 1866 lo 30 June, 1872. *,733,*00

Next follows a detailed study of the various' issues. 
An error 1 do not remember to have seen noticed 
before is the 4 sk. bco. with the value shown as 
“ KVHA,”  instead of “  f y r a .”  The explanation given is 
that the plate had been tampered with in such a 
manner that the “  r ” became a “  n.”

There is only one copy known of the error of colour 
of the 3 sk. bco., yellow  instead of green. The 
owner of this rarity is M. La Renotiire.

In the “ ore” series (1858-71) there arc errors 
with the letter “ f ”  instead o f “ f. ”  in “ o r e ”  in the 
24 ore, yellow, the 30 ore, brown, and the 50 ore, rose.

Of the 5 ore with the King’s portrait, an error exists 
in a brown colour instead of green. Only one copy 
is known in a private collection (Mr. Djurling’s, I am 
told), but fifty copies have been distributed among the 
collections of foreign postal departments. _

On page 277 is illustrated the arrangement o f the 
sheets of the 5 ore, specially prepared for making up 
into booklets of stamps.

There appears to have been some mistake in the 
continental catalogues, which have listed the 5 kronor 
stamps (with the picture of the General Post Office 
at Stockholm) as printed in two colours. It was only 
printed in blue. Probably this erroneous impression 
was due to the fact that, at the Exhibition in Stock
holm in 1903, proofs of this stamp were exhibited 
printed in two colours.

Newspaper tax stamps are next dealt with, and a full 
account of the official stamps rejoicing in the name 
of “ Tjansterfrimarken ” is given. The Postage Due 
stamps (Losenmarken) and “ entires” arc dealt with 
at length, and even the little paper bands which are 
wrapped round the packets of post cards for sale in 
the post offices are illustrated.

Another ingenious series of tables, coloured in a 
delicate green, shows by means of tinted squares (the 
sizes of which vary in proportion), the quantities issued 
"f the stamp represented by each square.

An interesting chapter is given to the reprints. 
I he first order for reprints was dated 26 March, 1868, 
thus settling the hitherto somewhat doubtful point 
as to whether reprints had been made prior to 1871. 
Mr. Westoby stated that such a reprinting had been 
officially denied, though M. Moens had received 
samples of the reprints in 1868. The reason given 
for reprinting is that the postal departments of foreign

countries wanted to have them for their official collec
tions, and at this period none of the skilling banco 
stamps were left in the Swedish General Post Office. 
So it was decided to reprint them. Applications for 
the reprints were also received from private persons 
in Sweden ; in all, they reprinted 150 whole sheets.

A  second reprinting took place on 19 September, 
1868, the order being for 500 sheets. This edition 
was delivered on 4 November, 1868, four sheets short, 
namely, 496 sheets. The following is a summary of 
the reprintings of the early issues up to 1885 : —

There is a curious set of reprints, of which the 
writers of the book under review say there are no 
examples in the Swedish Post Office, where they were 
not even known. This scries comprises all the stamps 
that were reprinted in 1885, and they are perforated 
13, as were the official reprints, but are on a very thin 
and glossy paper, and the colours are not the same 
as those of the official reprints. They are generally 
paler, especially in the case of the skilling banco 
stamps. How they were made is unknown, but they 
appear to have been printed from the same plates 
and perforated on the same machine as the official 
reprints. .

Essays (F6rsdksmarken)'form the subject of another 
well-illustrated chapter.

The handsome and interesting book concludes with 
a chapfer signed with the familiar initials “ H.D.”, 
standing for the Secretary of the Society, Mr. Hilmer 
Djurling, dealing with Philately in Sweden. It is 
illustrated with a photograph of the club-room main
tained by the Society, and a portrait of the present 
President, Consul Sixten Kcyser, who has held his 
office for the past ten years.
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The Swedish Philatelic Society is a large and 
flourishing institution. It has over 700 members 
having grown rapidly since its amalgamation with 
the Gothenburg Society. Its headquarters are at 
Stockholm, where it was inaugurated on 18 September, 
1886, but it has branches at Gothenburg, Norrkoping, 
Upsala, Malmo, and Helsingborg.

The publication of this work on the stamps of 
Sweden is a great credit to the Swedish Philatelic 
Society. A limited edition— 250 copies— has been 
prepared for members of the Society, illustrated with 
the 1885 reprints, which have been specially purchased 
from the Postal Department at face value, beyond 
these, which I believe were all subscribed for long 
ago, an ordinary edition, similar in every respect to 
the other save that the reprints are excluded, is avail
able to students of Swedish stamps and collectors of 
philatelic literature. Copies may be had post-free for 
12s. 6d. from Sveriges Filatelist-Forening, Grefture- 
gatan, 24a, Stockholm.

^ f l d e ,  *sf|ov\d.
By PHILOLOGOS.

M. S t i e v e n a k d  closed his shop, 9 Rue Turgot, 
Paris, on 12 July, and told his concierge that he was 
going away for a few days. As he did not return, the 
concierge informed the landlord, who, as the rent was 
owing, broke into the shop and sold its fittings. M. 
Stidvenard is still missing; nobody has heard from 
him, and his address is unknown.

*  *  *

T he high rate of inland postage in France has 
always seemed inexplicable to most people, for no
body could understand why the authorities should 
continue to refuse to make the letter-rate equal to that 
of most other countries, namely, one penny or ten 
centimes. Probably not all my readers are aware of 
the details of the recent reform in postage rates in 
France. Well, on and after 16 January, J906, the 
postage on letters circulating in France and its 
colonies, Algeria and Tunis, will be ten centimes in
stead of fifteen centimes. This lowering of the postal 
rate will lead probably to the 40 centimes stamp being 
suppressed and its place taken by one of 35 c., while 
the 15 c., green, Postage Due stamp, will no doubt be 
replaced by one of 20 c., to be used in denoting the 
charge on letters that have been posted unfranked. 
It may not be known generally that the 15 centimes, 
Postage Due, is used only in the case of unfranked 
letters sent by certain official departments, whose 
letters enjoy the privilege of a half-rate, by paying 
15 centimes the receiver repays the postman the 
postage of the letter, instead of repaying the depart
ment which wrote to him 15 c., as he would have to do 
if the letter had been franked ; at least, this is what 1 
learn from I.e Timbrpphile de France.

* * *
L'Annonce Timbrotogiquc says that an entire change 

is about to be made by the Belgian authorities in 
obliterating stamps ; it seems that the usual black ink 
is to be given up and in its place the stamps are to be

obliterated by means of very fine points, which will 
pierce them. Three advantages are claimed for this 
new process : the State will know that the stamps are 
obliterated more adequately ; commercial circles will 
benefit by having an indisputable proof of the date of 
posting the letter, for the obliterating perforator will 
pierce also the enclosure ; and for third parties the 
advantage will consist in the certain knowledge that 
violating the secrecy of letters will be made more 
difficult. This is all very well, but I fancy the general 
public will object' to having its missives, business, 
social, amatory and otherwise, pierced by the obliter
ating needle-points, to say nothing of the massacre of 
the enclosures.

* * *

A YOUNG lady living in Hamburg sent recently a 
picture post card to congratulate her sister on her 
birthday. In spite of its having been posted in due 
time, the card was delivered in Hamburg eight days 
after the birthday, and it was found to have had a run 
to Aix-la-Chapellc. It appears that a merchant living 
at the latter town found the erratic card had slipped 
in under the wrapper of a parcel travelling as book 
post matter, so he sent the card to its proper address, 
and added a few lines of hearty congratulations. Of 
course the lady had to acknowledge the receipt of 
both, and thus was started a correspondence, which 
has led to their betrothal. W e ll! W ell ! The lady 
says that this was certainly the “ correct card.”

*  * *
ALllKKT S e n E1NDI.1NG, of Libnii, in the Russian 

Baltic Provinces, informed the International Union of 
Stamp-Dealers in Berlin at the end of September, 
that lie had inherited a large fortune, which would be 
realized in four or five weeks, and that then lie would 
settle all his debts. W e sincerely hope that he will 
do so.

* * *
T h e r e  was a most gratifying decrease in the num

ber of new stamps issued during 1904 ; thus while the 
new issues in 1902 amounted to 1017, and in 1903 to 
1183, the new stamps of 1904 were only 766 in mini 
ber, and of these only 47 saw the light in Europe. 
It is clear that Europe sets the rest of the world ;i 
most excellent example of moderation in new issues.

^ \u \a \e U c  3 )0c\eVve8 an d  »i£\u\>s.

Glasaou) and West or Scotland 
Philatelic Society.

Tins following arrangements have been made for the future 
meetings of the Society this Session. These meetings urc 
to l>e held in the Religious Institution Rooms, 200 Buchan in 
Street, at 8 n m.

X9Q5 P R O G R A M M E .
Dec. 1 q. Displays and Remarks. Messrs. J o h n  B r o w n , E. M oser.

1906. and A. W. Sc»'vr.
Jan. 16. Some Remarks and a  Suggestion on the Colour Problem.

Mr. J. R. H annav.
Feb. 20 Great Britain. D r R ees P rice

Cireat Britain, and Queensland. Mr. J. J . F. X. K in g , p . e .s. 
Mar. 20. Display. Mr. J o h n  Mi'ik.

Exchange. M pmubr*-
Apl. 17. A n n ual Business M eetin g. -

Colonials. Messrs. R . Bo r l a n d , H . A. W ise, and
T . N. W a l l a c e .

J. D oug las  G a i t s , Secrcfary.

113 D o u g l a s  S t r e e t , G l a s g o w .
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o t te ^ o n & e tv c e .

To the Editor of the “ Monthly Journal'*
D ear  S ir ,— I fear your recent remarks on the colour 

question show a disposition to treat this very real difficulty 
in somewhat too flippant a spirit. I wrote to you a year or 
two ago on the subject and gave some views and suggestions, 
which you then met with a n o n - p o s s u m u s  reply, but I still 
think something might be done.

I do not complain, as one of your correspondents has done, 
of the number of different qualifications you apply to 
“ green,” “ blue,” etc., in fact, I should rather advocate 
their increase than their decrease, though this expression of 
an opposite opinion to that of your correspondent may 
strengthen your belief that you cannot please every one, also 
I am fully alive to the difficulties surrounding an attempt in 
every case to comprehend all the shades, which may be 
represented by one stamp in the Catalogue, in one designation.

This brings me to my first complaint, though not my chief 
one, namely, that in some countries the colour of the stamps 
which are designated by different names in your publisher’s 
Catalogue are barely distinguishable by the best expert in 
colour, while in others, where conspicuous variations in shade 
undoubtedly occur, other than those due to washing or 
fading, they are represented by one number in the Catalogue. 
This anomaly occur in other branches of science, botany for 
example, where one species may have half a dozen varieties 
which are with difficulty separable, while others, which really 
vary just as much or even more, have no varietal names 
appended to them. The explanation, no doubt, is that some 
countries, like some species of plants, have received more 
attention than others, and hence have received more hair
splitting sub divisions, or perhaps the expert who whites them 
up is an enthusiast on shades, while other countries are more 
neglected.

The next complaint is that of inconsistency, which may 
be considered under two heads. Firstly, the use of such 
terms as “ blue” and “ dark blue,” or “ pale green” and 
“ green,” to discriminate between two stamps which differ 
in intensity of colour, often very slightly, is confusing, 
because the “ blue” in one country may be much darker 
than the “ dark blue” of another, or the “  yellow-green ” in 
one is the “ green ” in another. I suggest two ways out of 
this difficulty, leaving you to judge of their practicability. 
One is to use such expressions as “ blue ” and “  pal*r blue,” 
“ dark blue” and “ dark*/* blue,” “ blue-green” and “ blu*r 
green” etc., which, (hough it has the merit of simplicity 
does not commend itself to me so much as my alternative 
suggestion to give numbers to the colour representing degrees 
of intensity. These two shades now called “ blue” and 
“ dark blue” might become “ blue 7 ” and “ blue 8” or 
“ blue 9,” each number representing a standard degree of 
intensity. Of course you would also have “ grey-blue 1,” 
“ grey-blue 2,” “ greenish-blue 1 and 2,” and so forth. It 
sounds complicated, and perhaps would be a little trouble
some to arrange, but once started, new issues could readily 
be made to conform. At present if I possess one stamp of 
which two or more shades arc catalogued, and of which I 
want the other, I have either to go to a dealer and get the 
contrast, which may not always lie convenient, especially if I 
lived far from London, or write and order the other shades 
only to find when I receive them, that one is that which I 
already possess.

The second and worse inconsistency I complain of is that 
identical stamps, when surcharged for other uses, appear 
miraculously to change their shades. Thus, only to take 
a few examples selected at random from your publisher’s 
Catalogue:—

Great Britain.
N o. 187, id ., slate-blue, becomes slate when surcharged 1 K official.

,, 196, is., d u ll green ,, green ,, ,,
,, 207, sd., lilac and ultramarine, becomes lilac and blue when sur

charged 80 paias.
Straits Settlements.
No. 18, 96 c., grej', becomes slate when surcharged for Bankok, No. 11.

,, 17, y ic .,p a tered , becomes orange-red when surcharged 7 c., No. 26.
„  17,32 c. ,, ,, ,, „  ,, 2 c. for Ban

kok, No. 12.

Cape of Good Hope.
No. 65, Ad., slate, becomes blaek when surcharged for B .S.A ., No. 44.

,, 67,2d., bishx „  brown ,, ,, ,, ,, 46.

I am not quite sure about the last mentioned, but my 
own specimen of B.S.A., No. 46, exactly matches C.G.II., 
No. 67. Possibly it was No 82 of Cape which received the 
surcharge, but many other undoubted examples might be 
quoted, excluding such cases as a * * deep rose ” and a * ‘ pale 
rose,” both becoming “ rose” on being surcharged, because 
it is obvious, or at least probable, that in many cases both 
shades were so treated.

Probably few of us care what names other people give to 
colours, of the names of which we already hold our own 
opinions; but it is of importance that we should know the 
meaning of the shades named in the Catalogue, though it is 
difficult, if not impossible, to do so if the same shade, even 
on (he same stamp, is called by different names in different 
parts of it.

A final suggestion which should remove most, if not all, 
the difficulties, is as follows: Let your experts classify or 
sort the stamps of their respective countries into as many 
shades as they think fit, subject, as l suppose they are now, 
to your control over excessive subdivision, but let the 
colours he named by a central board of authorities at your 
headquarters. By excessive subdivision, I mean not so 
much an undue lengthening of the list of shades— that 
cannot be helped if the stamp producers treat us to a 
number of variations—but rather the separation of almost 
indistinguishable colours, such as those of British Guiana, 
No. 174, 2 c., indigo and brown, and 174 a., 2 c., blue and 
brown, the difference between which is infinitesimal. A 
certain number of stamps, no doubt, are sufficiently rare 
not to be forthcoming for their shades to be named, but 
from their very raiity misdescription of the colours would 
not be of much importance, because they would probably 
only be available to those in possession ol large collections, 
whose knowledge of shades is no doubt far more extensive 
than that of the moderate collector.

I hope you will not pass lightly over these suggestions, 
or those of other correspondents who may suggest even 
better ones. The colour question has been my greatest 
stumbling-block ever since these shades began to appear in 
the Catalogue. I am constantly worrying my friends to 
decide on a debatable point of colour. I show them two 
stamps which are obviously “ mauve” and “ purple,” and 
say, “ Now, what would you call this one?” indicating one of 
some other country, which also exists in those two shades, 
and I often get the reply “ Neither” ; and when I protest 
that it must be one or the other, or a sort of hybrid between 
the two, I am told it is nothing like either, and I may put 
it to whichever I like, whereas one is priced at 10s., the 
other at id. The temptation to put it to the higher value 
appear to be quite irresistible to those who are making up 
sheets of duplicates for exchange, and it is only when I 
possess the obvious contrast in my own Collection that 
I can detect for certain the quite innocent deceit involved 
in such action. A u  \\'oi i.ey-Dod.

W a l t o n -o n -T  HA'IES.

\ o  * J 0 o r r e 8 ip o n d e x v \ ^ .

N O T E .  —  All correspondence relating to subscriptions, missing 
numbers, changes o f  address, etc., should be addressed to 
M e s s is .  S T A N L E Y  G I B B O N S ,  L I M I T E D ,and  n o t  to the 
E d ito r .

C. C.— We are very much obliged for your letter, of which 
we have made use. The varieties of type of the Queensland 
stamps are well worthy of collection and study, but they re
quire to be collected in blocks of four. It is hardly possible 
to give descriptions by which they could be recognized.
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SPECIAL BARGAINS & NEW ISSUES.
A L L  U N U S E D  U N L E S S  O T H E R W I S E  S T A T E D . ,

1905. Error , rtnv tyhe 0/sw  charge on stamp inherited 
* 'KBICHS P O S T.”

A U S T R I A .
1905. S im ila r to 19^4 issue, Imt without shiny bars. s. d.

3 heller, brown . . . . . . 0 1
6 „  orange . . . . . . 0 1

20 ,, brown and black . . . . . 0 3
30 ,, mauve and black . . . . . 0 5

B R A Z IL .
1905. Thin paper. K oivm k. Ter/. 11, n j .  Wide selling.

500 reis, blue and black . . . . . 2 6

1905. W ith new wutk. Per/, n ,  it} .
10 reis, rose and blue . . . . . . 0 1

C O S T A  RICA.
1905. T h e m e. 0/  1901 surcharged “  UN CRNTIMO ' in a /rame.

1 c. on 20 c., black and lake . . . . . 0 6

1503. Official Stamps.
4 c , black and lilac . . . . . . 0 3
6 c. ,, olive . . . . . . 0 4

25 c., I rown and li'ac . . . . . . 1 0

C R E T E .
1905. Revolutionary Government. W ith nnp 0/ Crete.

5 lepta, green \
10 „  red / Set of three . , . . . 6 0
20 ,, blue )

*905. Revolutionary Government. Kesv pictorial type.
5 lepta, orange .

,10  „  grey . .
20 ,, lilac . .
50 „  blue . .

1 drachma, red and violet
2 drachmai, green and brown 
Complete set of six values

D E N M A R K .
1905- Type 15.

1 ore, orange . . . . . .
2 carmine . . . . .

tS ,, lilac . . . . . .

G E R M A N  CH IN A.
1905. Current stamps 0/ German Em pire surcharged.

1 c . on 3 pf., brown . .
2 c. on 5 pf., green . .
4 c. on 10 pf., carmine . .

to c. on 20 pf., ultramarine .
20 c. on 40 pf., black and carmine 
40 c. on 80 pf. ,, ,, on rose

$ dol. on 1 m., carmine . .
t dol. on 2 m., blue . .

x i dol on 3 m., violet-black .
a j  dol. on 5 in., lake and black .

G E R M A N  L E V A N T .
X905. Current stamps 0/ German Em pire surcharged'.

2 pi. on 40 pf., black and carmine
2$ pi. on 50 pf. ,, lilac on buff

4 pi. on tk> pf. ,, carmine on rose
5 pi. on 1 m., carmine . .

to  pi. on 2 m., blue . .
15 pi. on 3 m., violet . .
25 pi. on 5 m., lake and black .

G E R M A N  M O ROCCO.
1905. Current stamps o f  German Em pire sutrharged.

3 c. on 3 pf , brown . .
5 c on 5 pf., green . .

to e . on 10 pf., carmine . .
25 c. on 20 pf., ultramarine .
30 c. on 25 pf., black and orange on yellow

’ 35 c. on 30 pf. ,, „  on buff
50 c. on 40 pf. „  carmine
60 c. on 50 pf. „  lilac on buff

1 p. on 80 pf. ts carmine 011 tose
1 p. 25 c. on 1 m., carmine .
2 p. 50 c. on 2 m., blue .
3 P- 75 c - on 3 m*» v*olet •
6 p. 25 c. on 3 m., lake and black

S c. on 5 pf., green 7 6

G R E N A D A .
f 1895 and  190s.

id ., lilac and green (Queen) . . .
J L  ». ,, (King) . . .

G W A L I O R .
1895 6. Service. Queen's Head. 

a a., blue (No. 104) . . .
1 r., carmine and green (fro. n o )  . .

1903. Sendee. K ing's Head.
3 pies, slate . . . . .

" H O N D U R A S .
189:. Type 14. Errors.

a pesos, black and brown ; irnper/, . ' .
5 „  „  v io le t; head inverted . .

to „  „  green „  ,, . .

1898. Type it). Error 0 / colour.
5 c., dull lilac . . . . .

1890. Official. E rror , without surcharge.
2D c., yellow

1902 4.
| a., green . 
t a., carmine .
2 a., purple .
4 a ., olive-green 
8 a., magenta 
x r., carmine and green

INDIA.
Service. King's Head.

J A M A IC A .
Type 14. M ultiple ivrnk.*905.

id .,  green and black . . . . , ,
id . „  (error *• skr-k r ”) in block of eight . .

K I A U T C H O U .
1905. Types as be/ore, but value in cents and dollars.

1 c., brown . .
2 c., green . .
4 c., carmine . .

10C., ultramarine .
20 c ., black and carmine .*
40 c. „  ,, on rose

i  dollar, carmine .
x ,, blue . .
iA „  violet-blick .
3J „  carmine and blue-black

M O R O C C O  A G E N C I E S .
1905. K ing's Head. M ultiple wmk.

1 peseta, black and carmine . . . .
e pesetas, black and ultram arine. . . ,

N E W  S O U T H  W A L E S .
X905. Types 51 and  52. ll'w k. Croton over A. 

id ., carmine . . .  . .
ad., ultramarine . . .  . .

P A T I A L A .
Service. K ing's Ilea  i.

2 a., purple

i S A L V A D O R .
1894. Type 27, surcharged with Type y>a. 

t c. on xt c., vermilion . . . .

1905. Provisionals.
6 c. on xa c., blue and slate (No. 427) . .
5 c. on is  c., slate, large figures in four comers .
a c., carmine, with black shield and "  01905 " .
2 c. ,, black shield and “  1905 ” downwards .
2 c. ,, ,, ,, “  1905 ” horizontally
2 c. „  ,, „  “  1905”  upwards .

190a-3.
id., rose red (No. 204)..

T A S M A N I A .
Lithographed. Per/, t i .

T R A N S V A A L .
1905. King's Head. M ultiple wink. 

td ., carmine and carmine . . .

S T A N L E Y  G IBBO N S, L IM ITE D , STAM P IM PO R TER S, 391, ST R A N D , LO N D O N , W.C.
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STANLEY QIBBONS’

Lists of Christmas Presents
PHILATELIC PUBLICATIONS AND REQUISITES.

“IDEAL” PERFORATION GAUGE ...............
THE “ S.G.” STAMP HINGES, 1000 in.tin box ...
THE “IMPROVED” STAMP ALBUM, No. 0; 176 pages 
“MY DUPLICATES” ... ... ... ...
“STAMP COLLECTING AS A  PASTIME” ...
STOCK ALBUM, No. 13, pocket size ... ... ...
TWEEZERS FOR HANDLING STAMPS, No. 2, small 
“STAMPS AND STAMP COLLECTING,” paper cover 
PHILATELIST'S COLLECTING BOOK, No. 17 ...
TWEEZERS FOR HANDLING STAMPS, No. 1, large 
THE “STRAND” STAMP ALBUM, No. 14 ...
TUCK CASE FOR WAISTCOAT, No. 70, morocco ... 
“VADE MECUM,” for mounting stamps ... ... ■.
“COLOUR DICTIONARY,” paper cover ... ...
STAMP CATALOGUE, BRITISH EMPIRE ...

FOREIGN
THE “ IMPROVED” STAMP ALBUM, No. 2 
LIMP MOROCCO LETTER CASE, No. 73 ...
IVORY POCKET RULE, inches and mm. ... ...
MOROCCO LETTER CASE, with book, No. 74 ...
GENT’S CARD CASE, No. 71 ... •• ...
“PORTUGUESE IN D IA” HANDBOOK, paper cover ... 
“REPRINTS OF POSTAL ADHESIVES,” paper cover 
“THE STAMP COLLECTOR,” in cloth. ... ...
THE “ IMPROVED” STAMP ALBUM, No. 3 ...
THE “STRAND” STAMP ALBUM, No. 15, with maps 
BEST MOROCCO LETTER CASE, N o. 75 ...
“SHANGHAI” HANDBOOK, paper cover ** ... ...
“ST. VINCENT” „ „ ... ...
DUPLICATE ALBUM, No. 11, 72 i>ockets ... ...
“MULREADY ENVELOPES AND CARICATURES,” cloth 
BEST MOROCCO PURSE, No. 76 ... ...
THE “ IMPROVED” STAMP ALBUM, No. 4 ...
“KING'S O W N ” STAMP ALBUM, K.O. I. -
BLANK ALBUM, N o. 31 ... ... ... ...
“SOUTH AUSTRALIA” HANDBOOK, paper cover ... 
SURCHARGE MEASURER ... ••• ■
DUPLICATE ALBUM, No. 12, 144 pockets ... ...
POCKET MAGNIFYING GLASS, 2 lenses ... ...
“BARBADOS" HANDBOOK, paper cover ...( ...
“GRENADA” „ „ ... ...
THE “ STRAND” STAMP ALBUM, No. 10 ...
“BRITISH AFRICA” STAMP ALBUM  ... ...
"IM PERIAL” ALBUM. No. 5, British and Colonies j_ ...

,, „ No. 95, Foreign (except Europe) ...

lice ;post-free
i Gt. Britain.

s. d.
0 7
0 7
1 3
1 1
1 3
1 7
2 1
2 3
2 7
2 7
2 11
2 7
2 7
2 8
2 9
2 9
3 11
3 7
3 7
4 1
4 7
4 9
4 3
4 10
5 0
5 5
5 8
5 3
5 3
5 4
6 4
0 7
8 0
8 0
8 0
7 9
7 7
8 11
7 7
7 9
7 11
9 0

10 7
10 9
10 9

For full particulars see Prospectus, post-free on application.

STANLEY QIBBONS, LTD., 391, STRAND, LONDON, W.C
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S T A N LE Y  G I B B O N S ’

CHRISTMAS* PRESENTS
Packets of Stamps.

No. of 
Packet.
2 0 2 40 varieties, used or unused Europe ... ... ! . .

Price post-free 
in Gt. tiriUfc. 

A i  

1 1
6 100 » W orld ... ... ‘ ... 1 7152 30 „ or unused Australasia ... \ ■ 1 77 100 tt tt W orld ... ... 2 1

14 25 a I t _  French Colonial ... 2 1
17 20 a tt Russian Locals ... 2 1
65 250 t t W orld ... ... 2 1

112 25 t t tt Asia ... ... 2 1
142 20 t t tt W est Indies ... 2 1
203 50 t t tt Europe ... ... 2 1
18 40 unused W orld ... ... 2 7

122 25 used or unused ? Africa ... ... 2 7
204 30 ,1 Europe ... .. 2 7
113 40 tt Asia ... ... • 0 3 7
205 50 tt Europe ... ... 3 7
66 500 tt W orld ... ... 4 1

117 30 i t Asia ... ... 4 1
153 30 t t I t Australasia ... 4 7

8 100 t t t t obsolete ... ... 5 1
9 200 t t t l Foreign ... ... 5 1

20 60 unused W orld ... . . .1 5 1
21 40 t l Russian Locals ... 5 1

114 40 used or unused Asia ... ... 6 7
70 500 t, tt Europe ... .. 7 7
71 125 ,1 i t Asia ... ... 7 7
72 125 »» i t Africa ... ... 7 7
73 105 t ”

)l
i t k Australasia ... 7 7

74 125 t l W est Indies ... 7 7
75 125 t l 1 1 South America 7 7
76 100 1 1 North America 7 7
77 100 It I t Central America ... 7 7

206
The last eight packets are 

60 varieties, used or unused
all different, and i f  ordered at one 

Europe ... ...
time cost only 55 0 

7 7
10 1 0 0 I t t t  - > W orld ... ... . 10 1
78 1 0 0 unused with the late Queen’s portrait on each 10 1

116 45 used or unused Asia ... ‘ ... 12 1
80 1 0 0 unused picturesque ... 12 7
67 1 0 0 0 used or unused World ... ... 15 0

115 50 „ I t  * Asia ... ... 10 7
11 200 tt W orld ... ... 21 0

118 40 t l tt Asia ... ... 21 1
79 100 unused with the late Queen’s portrait on each 30 0
68 1500 used or unused W orld ... ... 35 0
69 2000 
69A 3000

tt t i ... 60 0 
1 7 0  0

69B 4000 t t I t  ••• 280 0
For further particulars see Prospectus, post-free on application.

STANLEY GIBBONS, LTD., 391, STRAND, LONDON, W.C
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The monthly ^Journal.
TH E  SUBSCRIPTIO N

To this Journal is 2 /• per annum, post-free.
T hb Journal is published on the last day of every month, and the volume 
commences with July. A ll Subscriptions begin with the first number 
of the current volume, and if  same is received after July back numbers 
will be sent in order that each volume may be complete.

L’ABO NNEM ENT
A ce Journal est ss fcs. 2 . 5 0  cts. par an, franco.

" T h e  Monthly Journal" paralt toujours h la fin du m oiset le volume 
commence par le mimiro de Juillet. Chaque aboonement doit com- 
mencer par le premier numero du volume courant, et s'il est requ apres 
le mois de Juillet, les numdros qui auront ddjh paru, seront envoyfe, 
pour que cheque volume soil complet.

DA8 ABO NNEM ENT
Auf dieses Journal Kostet M 2 .— per Jahr, franco.

Das Journal erscheint am letzten Tage eines jeden Monats, und beginnt 
ein neuer Band stets mit der Juli-Nummer. Alie Abonnements fangen 
mit der ersten Nummer des laufenden Bandes an, und wenn solche nach 
dem Monat Juli eintreffen, werdeu die bereits enchicnenen Nuramern 
des Bandes nachgesandt, damit ein jeder Band complet sei

N O TIC E .— Publishers of Magaxines, Ac., who exchange with 
this "Journal," are requested to be so kind as, in future, to 
send one copy of their publications direct to Major E V A N S , 
Glenarm.Longton Avenue,Sydenham,andasecond to Messrs. 
S T A N L E Y  G IBBO N S, Ltd., 391, Strand, London, W X .

BACK NUMBERS OF THE "  MONTHLY JOURNAL"
Can be had at the following prices, post-free:

/. d.
No. 1 . . . each t 0
No. a . Out of print.
Not. 3, 4, and 5 each 0 9
No. 6 . Out of prinL
No. ta . each 1 6
No. at . . * . Out of print.
No. 96 . each a 6
No. 31 • . . •t 1 0
No. 3I . . \ . . u s o
Not. 40 and 41 . Out of print.
Noa. 67 and 9T . . . . each t 0
No. 100 . 11 1 6
Not. lot and 10a ii <0
Not. X03 and 104 ii 0 9
No. X15 . Out of print.
Not. 116 and 119 each 0 9
No. tao . Out of print.
No. ial . each x 0

Alt other buck numbers except these mentioned in the esbove list 
cesn be supplied et 3d. each, post-free.

BOUND YEARLY VOLUMES.

Vol I. (1891-92). Out of print 

VoL II. Price 10/-; post-free, 10/6.

Vols. III., IV., V., and VI. Each 7/-; post-free, 7/6.

Vols. VII. and VIII. None on sale.
Vol*. IX., X., XI., X II., X III., and XIV. Each 5/-; 

post-free, 5/6.

Gibbons Stamp CUeekly.
Prepaid Subscriptions can commence at any time, and 

can be for 3, 6, or 12 months at the following rates, 
post-free:—

Gt. Britain 
and

Colonies.

U.S.A.
and

Canada.

France, 
Italy, or 
Spain.

Germany.

3 months is. 8d. 40 c. fc. 2.00 m. 1.70
6 3s- 3d- 80 c. fc. 4.00 m. 3.25

12 .. 6s. 6d. $1.60 fc. 8.00 m. 6.50

Remittances should be made by Cheque or Money Orders 
payable in London and to the order of Stanley Gibbons, Ltd.

Specimen copy i^d., post-free. *

In Great Britain it will be cheaper for our readers to 
order Gibbons Stamp Weekly from their nearest Newsagent 
or Stationer, or from the Railway Bookstall. This will 
save postage, and the paper will be delivered flat, instead 
of folded as it would be if posted.

We shall be greatly obliged if our confreres in the trade 
will help to make this paper as widely known as possible, 
especially amongst the younger collectors: by this term we 
do not mean those young in age so much as those who are 
beginners in collecting and “ young’* in a philatelic sense.

We are trying to publish a paper that will be of real help 
and assistance to the beginners, and all dealers, we think, 
will join with us in the desire to secure new recruits to our 
ranks. 1

With this end in view we are prepared to supply the trade 
with Gibbons Stamp Weekly on the special terms of is. 2d. 
per quire of twenty-six copies—postage or carriage extra. 
Wholesale orders should be sent to

Sir Isaac Pitman and Sons, Ltd.,
1, Amen Comer,

London, E.C.

Or those who have accounts with us and prefer to deal 
{ direct can send their orders to us.

N O T I C E .
M a n y  clients are sending in orders for two, three, or more 
following numbers of Gibbons Stamp Weekly to be sent to 
them. We therefore give notice that we cannot enter any 
name for less than thirteen numbers (one quarter). Those 
who want a few numbers only can get them at the nearest 
bookseller’s.

Messrs. W . H. SMITH & SON
have agreed to keep Gibbons Stamp Weekly on all their 
bookstalls throughout Great Britain, and our friends will 
oblige us very much if they will order at the bookstalls 
whenever they are travelling. *

STANLEY GIBBONS, Limited, Stamp Importers, 381, STRAND, LONDON, W .C.
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MONG the foolish ideas on the 
subject of Stamp Collectors and 
their ambitions, which used to 
be current among those who 
knew nothing of the matter, in 
the early days of our hobby, 

was one which attributed to its followers 
S?am all kinds of revolutionary pro-
-p amp . jects, involving the overthrow of 
Australia governments and the downfall

’ of dynasties, merely with the
hope of seeing fresh issues of stamps! Even 
now we believe there are people, mostly in 
Government Offices, who fondly imagine that 
every new issue is welcomed by eager phila
telists, who gladly contribute to the expense 
of its production, and we sadly fear that col
lectors, and even chroniclers of New Issues, 
give them some excuse for holding this 
entirely mistaken opinion.

When the Australian Commonwealth was 
formed a few years back (it seems quite a 
long time ago now), philatelists fondly and 
fervently hoped that the separate issues of 
the various Colonies or States would soon 
be brought to a close, and that all would 
be replaced by a general Australian series, 
worthy of the great country that issued it 
and as permanent as the new Federation. 
We were a little disappointed at learning 
that a period of five years must elapse before 
the postal and other revenues of the different 
component parts of the Commonwealth could 
be finally amalgamated ; but we naturally 
supposed that during that period the previous 
system would work at least as smoothly as 
before, and that as few changes as possible 
would be made in the meantime. No one 
imagined that the whole time was to be 
spent in messing and muddling about; print

ing the issues of two of the Colonies on the 
paper of a third, adapting some of the ugliest 
of the designs of the latter to the uses of one 
of the former, and making confusion worse 
confounded every month. The only general 
design yet adopted is that of the Postage 
Due stamps of New South Wales, tinkered at 
so as to make it appear to belong to nowhere 
in particular, and the uniform watermark has 
appeared in three distinct varieties, two of 
which have already been brought into use !

According to the latest news received from 
Australia, the time for the general issue is 
drawing near, the principal sign of it being 
that a great fight is now in progress over 
the question as to which provincial printing 
office is to have the honour (and, incidentally, 
the profit) of producing the issue. One of 
the offices undertakes to execute the order 
at an incredibly low rate, provided that a 
considerable sum is first expended on new 
plant and machinery. It sounds a little like 
one of those municipal trading schemes, 
which show such fine results if the initial 
expenses are charged to some entirely differ
ent account, or are kept up because no one 
will acknowledge that the money spent has 
been entirely wasted. We presume that in 
the end each of the States will be allowed, 
in turn or all at once, to show what it can 
do in the way of the production of a uniform 
set of stamps, with secret marks or other 
more prominent variations, so that due credit 
for the worst workmanship may be given 
where it is due. It must be remembered 
that not one single stamp designed and en
graved in Australia is any great credit to its 
author. Compare the fine old steel engrav
ings of Perkins Bacon and Co., or the 
earlier productions of De La Rue, with any
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of the local work that either preceded or 
superseded them, and no one can fail to see 
where the advantage lies, both in design and 
execution. The more recent attempts show 
no particular signs of improvement; indeed, 
some of the earliest stamps of Australia 
showed a quaintness of design that was by 
no means unattractive; for instance, the 
representation of Queen Victoria, on the 
1850 issue of the Colony bearing her name, 
is vastly superior to the hideous profile on 
the current Nine pence or the coarsely drawn 
bust on the One shilling and Two shillings. 
We shall be curious to see what sort of crop 
the Adelaide printer will turn out at 2jd. 
per thousand, the offer we alluded to above, 
which competent persons state will not pay 
for the paper employed. Perhaps the gener
ous patronage of philatelists is relied upon 
to make up any loss !

* **

A T h e  talented director of the
Philatelic Revue Philati'lique Francaise
Museum. advocates in a recent number

the formation of a Stamp 
Museum, to be worked upon entirely new
lines. The writer tells us that there are two 
“ National Collections” of stamps in Paris, 
neither of which he considers worthy of much 
praise, and he acknowledges that there are 
in Berlin, London, and Rome, Museums that 
contain collections of stamps, all of which he 
believes to be gradually fading away from 
constant exposure to the light in glass cases 
— a belief which shows plainly that he has 
no present knowledge of the Tapling Col
lection in the British Museum. However, 
this is of small consequence, for what M. 
Marcevaux desires is something quite dif
ferent from any of these ; his dream is of a 
Stamp Museum pure and simple— in Paris, of 
course, for choice— where albums containing 
genuine specimens of all the great rarities, 
side by side with all the most dangerous 
forgeries, shall be open to the inspection and 
examination of students, under the super
vision of Professors of Philatelic Science, 
doubtless with liberal salaries provided by 
the State!

The dream is indeed a noble one ! We 
hardly like to suggest that constant handling 
by aspiring (not to say perspiring) students, 
who would naturally want to examine water
marks and original gum, might do almost as

much harm to the stamps as the light, to 
which they are not all of them exposed at 
present. It is the educational portion of 
the scheme that attracts us m ost; these 
comfortable Professorships would form such 
admirable retiring pensions for aged and 
deserving Editors of philatelic periodicals. 
Free Education is one of the great institutions 
of the present, day ; there are subjects far 
less useful and interesting than Philately 
taught in our primary and secondary schools. 
W e could conscientiously recommend any 
Government in want of a popular programme 
to place Free Philatelic Education at the 
head of the lis t; or any enlightened munici
pality, tired of baths and washhouses as 
means of getting rid of surplus income, to 
start a Stamp Museum, with the stamps in 
albums accessible to the public, and a few 
highly paid Professors. -

*  *  *

Scott’s W e are indebted to Mr. W. T. 
Standard Wilson for a copy of the current 
Catalogue, edition of this well-known work, 

with a request that we will 
review i t ; a request which, as usual, 
we feel quite incompetent to comply 
with. It is the sixty-fifth edition, and 
when we have said that, it should be 
hardly necesshry for us to say m ore; a 
work that has reached that stage requires 
no recommendation from us. The general 
arrangement is the same as hitherto, with all 
sub-varieties indicated by letters. The prin
ciple is a good one, as we believe we have 
said on a previous occasion, but in practice 
we should prefer to see some system of 
classification adopted which would group 
the different natures of varieties together, 
and do something to indicate the fact that 
they are not all of the same importance and 
interest. Still, conservative principles are so 
excellent, and, alas! so rare just now, that 
we hesitate to say anything in their dis
paragement, even though they lead to the 
retention of a few little mistakes in the lists 
of our favourite “ Native States”— mistakes 
that were pointed out a year or two ago.

* * *

Stamps of T h e  Junior Philatelic Society 
the United sends us another of the neat 
States. little handbooks, compiled by 

its energetic President, which
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are doing so much to popularize Philately 
amongst those For whom that Society especi
ally caters. Mr. Melville gives, in these 116 
small pages; a concise but most readable 
account of the various issues, with descrip
tions of the designs of the stamps, and inter
esting details as to many little points, which 
any philatelist may be glad to have by him 
in a handy form. The book is moreover 
illustrated by twelve collotype plates, con
taining 122 photographic reproductions of 
stamp designs, as well as a number of illus
trations in the text, thus rendering the de
scriptions still more intelligible and adding 
greatly to the attractive appearance of the 
work. A t the end is an appendix containing 
short biographical notes relating not only to 
the celebrities whose portraits adorn the 
stamps, but also to the artists whose pictures 
have been reproduced wholly or in part. It 
is a book that we could conscientiously rer 
commend for use in those schools where 
Philately is wisely recognized as an aid to 
the teaching of history and geography.

* *  *

The Stamp W e have received from Messrs. 
Collectors’ C. Nissen and Co a copy of The 
Annual. Stamp Collectors' Annual for 

1906, the third year of pub
lication. The present issue does not appear 
to us to be quite so much of a “ Year Book ”

13*

as the last, being almost entirely filled With 
interesting articles, which would have been 
equally appropriate in a Monthly or a Fort
nightly periodical; perhaps the most striking 
of these articles is that containing a Catalogue 
of the “ King’s Head Stamps of the British 
Colonies,” the lists of which occupy no less 
than twenty-two pages, and are growing every 
day. The Twentieth-century Collector has, 
indeed, a hard task set him already, and one 
that shows no signs of becoming lighter as 
time goes on. There is the usual list of 
Philatelic Societies and Exchange Clubs, 
with their Officers, etc. The 11 Index to 
Philatelic Literature,” which formed so pro
minent and useful a feature last year, was, 
we are told, unfortunately not ready in time, 
but we are promised a double instalment in 
the next volume.

* *  *

Milan W e have been requested to
Philatelic state that the Philatelic E x 
Exhibition. hibition, which was to have 

taken place at Milan in the 
early part of this year, has been postponed 
until September next. There is therefore 
no possibility whatever of its interfering iri 
any way with our London Exhibition in 
May, and we sincerely trust that many of 
the collections shown at the latter may after
wards find their way south.

■ JU  3  ssues and ^Janettes.
No t e . — We shall he greatly obliged i f  our readers will send, for description herein, any new issues or new varieties 

they may become acquainted with, addressing them to T h e  E d i t o r  o f  t h e  M o n t h l y  J o u r n a l , care of M e s s r s . 

S t a n i .e y  G i b r o n s , L IM IT E D , 391, Strand, London, W.C, Stamps sent are promptly returned, unless required 
for illustration, which may cause a little delay. N.R.—Specimens of new Envelopes, Post Cards, etc., should no 
longer be sent, as we chronicle postal adhesives only; but the Editor will be glati to purchase for his own collection 
new Envelopes and Cards of Indian Native States.

*  *  *  *

P a r t  I.
Great Britain.— A correspondent assures us that 

hr has a specimen of No. 194 in the Catalogue, in a 
" very deep dark greeh.” N o doubt there are varieties 
"f shade of all these green stamps, but sve doubt 
"hether they should bq added to the Catalogue.

Australian Commonwealth.— Etven's Weekly re-1 
l'orts the arrival of the 5d. Postage 
IHic stamp with the compound per
foration.

5<l.; emerald-green { perf. t ij , 12 
WM I i.

Future supplies no doitbt will have 
the Crown and “ A ” watermark.

187A

We give an illustration of the latest variety of it, used 
at present in New South Wales only.

Barbados.— We learn from Eseen’s Weekly that, 
although the Nelson Celebration labels have not yet 
made their appearance, the people of this little place 
are already contemplating another issue of unneces
sary stamps, to commemorate the tercentenary of the 
occupation of the island by the English. Can no 
ingenious person think of some more novel scheme 
than this? It is high time that the Commemorative 
Stamp trick was declared obsolete; picture post 
cards would be much triore suitable, and (five more 
scope to local artists.
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British Guiana.— Eweris Weekly notes the 1 c. on 
chalk-surfaced paper. We have received the 96 c. 
(as described in November) without the surcharge 
“ s p e c i m e n .”

British Somaliland. — Messrs. Bright and Son 
assure us that we were mistaken last month in ex
pressing doubts as to the Official stamps having been 
issued for use, as all values of the first and second 
issues have been met with in used condition. We 
are glad to hear that the case is not quite as bad as 
we had supposed, but at the same time we regret not 
being able to strike some very unnecessary issues out 
of the Catalogue.

Bast Africa and Uganda Protectorates.—A
correspondent in the Uganda Protectorate tells us 
that 1 a. stamps ran short in one of the post offices 
there, about the middle of November, and a few of 
the 2 a. stamps were consequently cut in half, by the 
postmaster, and used for 1 a. We note the existence 
of these curiosities, but fortunately our publishers do 
not catalogue them.

The L. /’ . chronicles the 4 a. on chalk-surfaced 
paper, and E-wen's Weekly adds the 3 a. on the same 
paper.

Gibraltar.— Morocco Agencies. —  We learn from 
Eweris Weekly that the 10 c. stamp has been issued 
with chalky surface.

Grenada.— Mr. T. Palmer tells us that he has 
received the following King’s Head stamps on un
surfaced paper, with multiple Crown and C A  water
mark. The id. was chronicled twelve months ago.

4d., purple and green ; new ivmk.
2d. ,, brown ,,
2jd. ,, ultramarine ,,
3d. ,, orange ,,
is., green and orange ,,

India.— Gwalior.— Messrs. Ram Gopal and Co. 
show us specimens of the |  a., Queen’s Head and 
King’s Head, with the Service overprint, on which 
the last character of the second word is so defective 
as to appear like a different character altogether. On 
the copy of No. 101 only the upper left-hand portion 
of the character is deficient, but on No. 128 only the 
upright stroke, with a short crossbar at top and a bit 
of curved line at bottom, is visible

Indian Native States.— Bhopal.— Mr. IS. Gordon 
Jones writes to us as follows : “ 1 send you a curious 
stamp to see. It was in use in Bhopal for a week 
only, and is a ‘ mourning’ stamp, issued at the time 
of the late Queen Victoria’s death, to commemorate 
the event. It is decidedly rare.” The stamp enclosed 
is new to us, but examination of it leads us to believe 
that our correspondent has been misinformed as to 
its history, and we should suppose that the story is 
intended to give additional interest to a new edition of 
one of the numerous resuscitations which Bhopal has 
been foisting upon collectors during the last few years.

The stamp is in the design of Type 13 in the Cata
logue, with curved lines in the spandrels, as redrawn 
recently, and printed in various colours—black, red, 
and green. It is not, however, from the same stone 
as the impressions just referred to ; the specimen 
before us has a margin which shows it to belong to 
the bottom row of a sheet, but it is not identical in

type with any ot the varieties in the bottom row 
of our sheets, and we therefore believe it to be from 
a new stone reproducing the same obsolete type. 
The impression is in mauve, on thick white laid 
paper, and the copy appears to be used, and on part 
of an original envelope. It also has the current form 
of embossing, a very important point.

Queen Victoria died in January, 1901 ; the late 
Bcgam of Bhopal died in the following month of 
June ; the current form of embossing came into use 
under the present Begam, it is dated “  1320” (April, 
1902, to March, 1903), and we first saw impressions 
of it in February, 1903. No stamp with that em
bossing could possibly have been issued at the time 
of the death of Queen Victoria! Besides, is it at all 
likely that an obsolete design, the most unsuccessful 
ever adopted by the State, would have been resusci
tated for such a purpose, or that, if a Commemorative 
stamp was issued in the early part of 1901, it would 
have remained unknown until now ?

Hyderabad.— We are indebted to Mr. S. A. Rahim 
for used copies of two new stamps, which appear 
to have been issued in this State in November 
last. The design is a close copy of that of Type 3 
in the Catalogue, but it is inscribed “ P O S T A G E ”  

in place of “ P O S T  s t a m p ,”  and the characters 
in the centre are on a plain white ground. They 
read, we are told, Sarkar Asfiya, in Tugra Urdoo, 
with the date “ 1322” (18 March, 1904, to 7 March, 
1905). The perforation seems to be 12$, as before, 
but it is badly cut and difficult to gauge.

i  a., blue; new type.
J a., orange ,,

Jammu and Kashmir.— We have recently been 
shown a collection of the stamps of this State, for 
which, we are told, its owner paid a very long price 
in India. Every one of them was a forgery, in one of 
the fraudulent circular and rectangular types described 
in this Journal.

Nowanuggur. — Mr.Phillips shows us two varieties 
of fairly successful imitations of the J anna, Type 1, 
of this State. They are not identical in type, one 
of them being apparently copied from the illustration 
in the Catalogue, while the other was probably copied 
from a clear specimen of the original ; but as the 
first is printed in brown and the second in dark green, 
and both have a nice, clean-cut perforation, they 
should deceive nobody. The only thing right about 
them is the paper. .

Jamaica.— We understand that the new 5s. stamp 
is on the chalk-surfaced paper, and we have received 
the id., Type 14, on this paper.

id., black and carmine ; new wmt. and paper.
Mauritius.— We have at last received the 15 c.. 

Type 36, in black on blue, with value in blue, single 
watermark, which was chronicled from a “  specimen 
copy so long ago as October, 1904. E-wen’s Weekly 
lists the 2 c. with multiple watermark (paper unsur
faced?). 2 c., lilac ; new wmk.

Messrs Bright and Son show- us a used copy of the 
2 c. on 4 c., No. 117 in the Catalogue, on which the 
beginning of the surcharge seems to have failed t" 
print, making it read “ VO CENTS,”  instead of “ TWO 
c e n t s ”
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Montserrat.— Ewen’s Weekly states that the 2id. 
stamp has appeared with the multiple watermark and 
unsurfaced paper, and the |d. and 2d. with chalky 
surface. 2jd., grey and ultramarine ; n e w  w m k .

Natal.— The Stamp Weekly chronicles the 6d. on 
multiple C A  paper.

6d., green and brown ; n e w  w in k .

New South Wales.— We have received the 6d. 
and is. stamps on the new paper described last 
month; they appear to have the same perforation as 
the id. and 2d. We understand that the Crown used 
here is of the “ Tudor,” or Imperial pattern, said to 
be preferred by His Majesty. The Australian Ph. 
adds the 2^d. to the list of values on this paper.

2A(1., deep blue ; new wmk.
Queensland.— Ewen’s Weekly chronicles the id. 

perf. 12, instead of 13.
Id., dark green ; p e r f .  12.

St. Lucia. —  Mr. T. Palmer tells us that he has 
received the is stamp on chalk-surfaced paper.

Sarawak. —  The W est-End Ph. reports the dis
covery of a copy of the 4 c. on 8 c. of 1899, with 
the stamp on laid paper, like that of the 12 c. of 1875.

4 c., in r e d , on 8 c ,  blue on b lu e  l a i d
Southern Nigeria.— Mr. T. Palmer tells us of the 

id. on chalk-surfaced paper, and Ewen’s Weekly adds 
the 4d. and 6d.

Straits Settlements.— Mr. D. fie ld  shows us a 
copy of the 10 c. on paper with the multiple water
mark and chalky surface ; and Mr. T . Palmer tells us 
of the 1 c. and 2 dollars on the sathe paper.

10 c., purple and black on y e l l o w ;  n e w  w m k . a n d  p a p e r .
$2 ,, ,, n e w  w m k . a n d  p a p e r .

In our last number the paragraph commencing, 
“ We are informed that No. 80 exists,” should come 
before the one headed “ Federated Malay States." It 
is No. 80 of Straits Settlements that is referred to.

Federated Malay States.— W e learn from Ew en’s 
Weekly that the 3 c., 8 c., and 10 c. have appeared 
on chalk-surfaced paper.

Mr. Field states, in The West-End Ph., that he 
recently obtained two unchroniclcd varieties, in the 
form of the 50 c. of Perak (instead of Sungei Ujong) 
and the 3 dollars of Perak surcharged with the name 
of this territory, as in 1900.

S ta m p s  o f  Perak s u r c h a r g e d  i n  black.
50 c., green and black.
83 ,, ochre.

Sudan.— L ’Annonce Timbrologique states that a 
full series of stamps, from 1 millieme to 10 piastres, 
has been issued with the overprint “ arm y se r v ice ,” 
instead of “ ARMY o fficia l .” Our contemporary 
adds that the values up to 1 piastre have the multiple 
Star and Crescent watermark, and the 2, 5, and 10 
piastres the rosace; but, unless the new surcharge 
has been applied locally, it is more probable that all 
have the multiple watermark.

O ff i c i a l  S t a m p s ,  s u r c h a r g e d  “ ARMY SERVICE. ”
1 m., brown and carmine.
2 m., green and brown.
3 m ., mauve and green.
5 in , carmine and black.

' 1 p., blue and brown.
2 p., black and blue.
5 p., brown and green.

10 p., black and mauve.

Tasmania.— The Australian Ph. states that the 
current 2d. on Crown and “ A ” paper exists perf. 11, 
and the 3d. perf. 12J.

2d., v i o l e t ; new wmk ; perf. 11.
3 d . ,  b r o w n  , ,  , ,  I 2 j .

Tobago.— Mr. Luff tells us that he has found a copy 
of the id . on 6d., orange-brown, No. 28 in the Cata
logue, with double impression of the surcharge.

Transvaal.— Ewen’s Weekly reports that the is. 
has appeared on the chalk-surfaced paper.

Trinidad.— The L.-P. chronicles the d̂ on chalk
surfaced paper.

Victoria.— We have received the 3d. stamp on the 
Crown and “ A ” paper, as well as the |cl. and 6d. 
chronicled last month. The paper is not chalk-sur
faced, and there seems to be no object in using that 
paper in the Commonwealth, as the stamps are not 
available for fiscal purposes. The perforation of the 
copies before us gauges 12J.

The Australian Ph. chronicles the £  1 and £ 1  
stamps perf. 11, instead of 12A, and adds that the id. 
with the new watermark also exists perf. 11.

i d . ,  g r e e n  ; new wmk., perf. 1 1 .
3 d . ,  o r a n g e - b r o w n  ; new wmk., perf. I 2 i .
£ I , c i r i n i n e ;  old svmk., perf i t .
£2, b l u e  , ,  „

A correspondent tells us of some very minor 
varieties of the stamps of this colony which may 
possibly interest specialists, but can hardly be con
sidered of catalogue rank :—

No. 90. With figure “ 4 ” at right double-printed.
No. 254. With the “ o ” of “ v ic t o r ia ” broken, 

or badly printed, so as to resemble a letter “ C.”
No. 266. With the line under “ po sta g e” de

fective, there being no line under the letters “ PO.” 
This is stated to be shown on the sixth stamp in the 
second row in each of the early sheets of this issue.

Western Australia.— Ewen’s Weekly chronicles 
the 2d. on Crown and “A ” paper, no doubt the Victoria 
pattern. 2d., yellow ; new wmk. (perf. ?).

P a r t  I I .
Austria.— The stamps of the types of 1904 are 

now being issued without the shiny bars, the utility of 
which has always been somewhat doubtful. Accord
ing to the D. It. the following values have already 
appeared unbarred : —

2 h , black.
3 h., pale brown.
5 h., slate green.
6 h., orange.

10 h , carmine-rose. 
20 h., brown.
23 h , ullramarine. 
30 h., mauve.

3 5  h - ,  g r e e n .

Our contemporary states that the 2, 10, 30, and 35 
heller are perf. 13 x 13], and the rest 13 x isfc, but we 
fancy the 12J, 13 of the Catalogue will cover them all
with sufficient accuracy.

Brazil.—We have received the 300 reis on the new 
paper, perf. 1 1, 11 .̂

300 r., emerald-green and black ; wrnkd.
Bulgaria.—  The West-End Ph. notes the discovery 

of a copy of the 15 st. of 1902 in the colours of the 
10 st., i.e. in rose and brown, instead of lake and 
black.
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Colombia.—  Mr. R. R. Thiele describes, in Mekeets 
Weekly, two varieties of type of the current 1 c., 

green, our Type 96, No. 458 :—
“ They are easily distinguishable by the maker’s 

imprint at the bottom of each stamp,— ‘ l it . j. L 
arango , MEDELLIN, COL.’ On the first variety (I.) 
this imprint is so close to the foot of the stamp that it 
almost touches, while on the other (II.) it is (juite 
1 mm. or more from the foot of the stamp. The indi
vidual letters of the two imprints differ considerably 
from each other. The letters of the inscription, ‘ UN 
cen tavo ,’ also differ. On I. they arc considerably 
larger and wider than on II .;  this is especially notice
able in the letters ‘ U.’ ‘ c.’ ‘ N.’ v.’ and ‘ O.’ Above the 
label containing this inscription there are small foliate 
ornaments; on I. these do not overlap the label, 
while on II. they overlap above ‘ CE’ and ‘ T.’ The 
lines of the background on I. are very fine, close 
together, and evenly drawn ; on II. they are much 
coarser, farther apart, and unevenly drawn (e.g. near 
the ‘ B’ of ‘ COLOMBIA’). I. is printed in a very bright, 
almost metallic green; II. comes in a much duller 
greyish green. 1 believe I. is earlier than^II. ; late 
specimens from there have been variety II.”

Le J . ties Ph. lists four new (?) varieties, which are 
described as follows :—

“ Types of 1904 (Nos. 561 to 569 o f the Catalogue 
o f the Twentieth Century), perforated.

“  10 c., brown on f l e s h .
20 c., blue on b lu e .

5 p., brown on f l e s h .
to p., deep blue on b lu e . ”

What the designs of these stamps may Be' we are 
unable to say, but we think it possible that the two 
high values are Nos. 465 and 466 in our Publishers’ 
Catalogue.

Denmark.— We have received a 3 ore stamp, in the 
type of the 4 ore, also the 5 ore with the King’s Head, 
the issue of which was announced in February last, 
and denied a few months later, lloth are perf. 13.

3 ore, grey.
5 .» green.

Ecuador.— The A. J. o f Ph. adds the following to 
the long lists of surcharged stuff of 1902 : —

Stamps of 1899 and 1901.
Overprinted with Type 49, in blue.

20 c., black and slate.
Overprinted with Type 50, in green.

20 c., black and slate.
Overprinted with Type 59, in violet.

20 c., black and slate.
50 c. ,, rose.
50 c. ,, pale blue.

Overprinted with Type 59, in red.
20 c., black and slate.

Overprinted with Type 60, in violet.
20 c., black and slate.

Egypt.— A correspondent has shown us a copy of 
the 5 piastres, slate, Type 20, on chalk-surfaced paper, 
completing the set on that material.

French Colonies.— Our readers have doubtless 
perceived that the paragraph headed “ Indo-China," in 
our last number, should have been headed “ Ivory 
Coast.”

Indo-China.— We learh from L. C. de T.-P. that a 
scandalous rumour is current in this colony regarding 
the recent issue of provisional Postage Due stamps.

It took place at the very time of the departure for 
France11 of the late Postmaster-General, and evil- 
minded persons hint that it was a kind of farewell 
“ benefit,” intended to provide for his travelling 
expenses 1 How unkind some people are !

Tunis.— According to Le Coll, de T.-P. a new 
issue of stamps is being prepared for this protectorate 
in the usual pictorial designs which are so eminently 
unsuitable for reproduction on a microscopic scale. 
Our contemporary gives some most attractive illustra
tions of the designs, as submitted, some five or six 
times the size of the stamps to lie issued, and adds 
that the three values that have appeared are very 
disappointing in comparison. As M. Maury very 
justly remarks, the principle of submitting drawings 
of stamps on a large scale is an entirely wrong one. 
The designs should be drawn first in the correct size, 
so as to show the effect, and can afterwards be 
enlarged, if necessary, for the purpose of inserting 
the inscriptions and minor details with greater 
facility.

We have since received the following :—
Ordinary size, with View o f a Mosque, perf. 

14 x 13 .̂ I (c.), black on yellow.
2 (c.), red-brown on toned.
5 (c.j, deep green on sp-ern.

Large oblong size, with View o f Ruins, centre in 
first colour; same perf.

35 (c.), light brown and olive-green.
40 (c.), brown-red and deep brown.
75 (c.j, carmine-red and lake.

Germany.—  Wurtemberg. — We gather from an 
advertisement of Messrs. Senf, in the D .B .Z ., that 
the stamps still in use in this kingdom— Municipal 
Service and Official—have beeh overprinted with a 
Crown and the dates “ 1806— 1906,” in commemora
tion of the Centenary of the foundation of the 
kingdom of Wurtemberg. Another argument in 
favour of striking Official stamps out of the cata
logues !

German Empire.— Ewen's Weekly tells us that the 
second of the stamps previously chronicled on the 
new watermarked paper was the 5 pf., green, not rose; 
the same authority adds that the 2 pf. and to pf. have 
since appeared with the watermark.

2 pf., grey ; wmkd.
10 pf, rose ,,

Offices in Morocco.— W e learn from Ewen's Weekly 
that the 5 marks, Type 16, exists with the surcharge of 
1900. 6 p. 25 c. on 5 m., lake and black (Type 16).

Offices in the Turkish Empire.— The same journal 
chronicles the 5 marks, Type 16, with the earlier form 
of the 25 piaster overprint. ■

25 pias. on 5 rn , lake ahd black (Type 16).

No. T 34 only exists, We believe, in Type 16.
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Holland.— The fact that the Postage Due series of 
the mother country does not include a 50 c. stapip, 
seems at last to have been realized by the authorities, 
and they have hastened to produce one by overprint
ing the 1 gulden label with “ 50 C E N T ,” diagonally 
in black. The copy before us is perf. 12j, no doubt 
No. 331 in the Catalogue. Let us hope that there 
were no sheets of No. 321 in stock.

50 c., in black, on I g., red and blue.

Japan.— We have received the 3 and 8 sen of the 
types of 1899, with varieties of perforation that are 
new to us. 3 sen, purple; perf, 13 x 13$.

8 „  olive ,, 13x124.

Probably these are produced by the 13 to 14 and 
the 12A machines.

Nicaragua.— The A . f .  o f PA. chronicles two values 
of a new issue of Official stamps, of which it is 
possible there may be a separate set for each province 
of the Republic. The design shows a coat of arms 
in the centre, with the inscription “ ESCUDO DEL  

d e p a r t a m e n t o  DE MANAGUA ” below it, enclosed in 
a rectangle lettered “ u. P. u.— N i c a r a g u a — o f i c i a l ,”  
in three lines at top, and “ c e n t a v o s ,”  on a label at 
foot, with numerals in each corner. Perf. 12.

Official Stamps. 5 c., blue. '
to c., yellow-brown.

In correcting last month our previous chronicle of 
the colours of two of the values of the new issue, we 
intended to say “ 2 and 5 pesos,” instead of “  1 and 
2 pesos.” The 2 p. is deep green and the 5 p. violet.

Mr. Power tells us that the 2 c. on 3 c. Official 
stamps of 1903, Nos. 548 to 554, exist with the over
print inverted, a whole sheet having been surcharged 
the wrong way up ; also that the 2 c. on 1 peso of 
1904, Nos. 576 to 580, exist with the surcharge on the 
back as well as on the face.

Portuguese Colonies. —  Nyassa. — I n August last 
we chronicled the 75 rcis stamp, of the Camel type, 
with inverted centre. We now find that we made 
a mistake as to the value of the stamp in question ; it 
should have been stated as 150 reis. We do not know 
why we took so large a discount off, but suppose it 
must have been due to the hot weather.

Boumania.— Ewen's Weekly chronicles the 2 lei 
stamp in new colours.

2 lei, black and brown ; perf. 11 J.

Salvador. — Mekeets News and Trade Circular 
gives a long list of surcharged varieties, from which 
we learn that the 5 c., bright blue, of 1900, which we 
noted in October with divers overprints, exists im
perforate, and our contemporary believes that this 
is a recent printing of the stamp itself, made to 
supply present wants. Me keel’s Weekly adds that 
the 5 c. and 13 c. of Type 82 exist with the same 
surcharges as the corresponding Official stamps noted 
last month ; but if there is a stock of 5 c. stamps of 
that issue, it was plainly unnecessary to reprint that 
value of the 1900 type.

Stamps of 1900 with Type 81, in black.
5 c., bright blue, imperf; with Type 84 in blue.
5 c. „  „  „  85 „

Type 82 surcharged with a numeral at each side of 
the statue, and a blotch covering the original figures, 
in black. 2 c. on 5 c., deep blue.

3 c. on 13 c., red-brown.

United states. —  The A . J. o f Ph. reports the dis
covery of a horizontal strip of three of the 3 c., var. (b), 
of the issue of 1857 to i860, imperforate vertically.

Cuba.— Mr. H. W. Hawkins tells us that he pos
sesses a copy of the 1 c. on 3 c., of October, 1902, 
with a distinct double impression of the surcharge.

cta\evtva\\oxia\ ̂ Vu\a\e\\c §>x\u\>\\ioti
LONDON, 1906.

HELD U N D ER  T H E  AUSPICES OF T H E  PHILATELIC 
SOCIETY, LONDON, AND SUPPORTED BY NUMEROUS 
PHILATELIC SOCIETIES IN GREAT BRITAIN, THE 
CO N T IN E N T, AND ELSEWHERE.

T h e  Executive Committee have much pleasure in 
intimating that Mr. P. Mahd and Mr. J. N. I.uff have 
consented to act as judges at the Exhibition as repre
senting respectively the collectors in France and the 
United States of America, so that the full list of the 
judges will now be :—

Messrs. Ilacon, Beckton, Castle, Dr. Diena, Major 
Evans, Dr. Kloss, Mr. J. N. Luff, Mr. P. Mahd, Lieut. 
Napier, R.N., and Baron A. de Reutcrskiold.

The preliminary arrangements for the Dealers’ Stalls 
at the Exhibition have now been completed. They 
will be fifteen in number— ten of them situate in the 
Annexe leading out of the Main Hall, and the remain
ing five on the first floor, where numerous interesting 
exhibits will be placed, and where the Lecture and 
Committee rooms are situate.

The Committee have decided to offer these Stalls 
by private auction at upset prices varying from £  1 5 to 
^65 each. Bids will only be received from firms of 
Stamp Dealers and Publishers, and others concerned 
with Philately, to whom a copy of the Catalogue has 
been supplied by the Committee. Intending bidders 
who may be unable to be present at the auction by 
themselves, or by their representatives, may com
municate their instructions to either of the Honorary 
Secretaries, and the same will be treated as in strict 
confidence. Such instructions can, of course, be to 
bid up to a certain amount for any particular Stall, and 
if that is not obtained, for some one or more alterna
tively of those remaining.

The Committee will in each case arrange for the 
name of the occupier of the Stall to be prominently 
displayed, and will also provide a Counter with glass 
case and lifting flap, shelves at the rear of the Stall, 
and two chairs. '.

The auction will take place towards the end of 
February, and descriptive Catalogues containing plans 
show ing the position and dimensions of each Stall will 
be ready before Christmas, and can be obtained on 
application to either of the Honorary Secretaries, 
13 Walbrook, E.C.

H. R. O l d f i e l d , Hon. Secretary.
L. L. R .  H a u s b u r g , Asst. Hori. Secretary.
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CJ\ve ^os\a\ a>8suê  0$ \\ie ^patusYi Ĵ oVoxv̂  of Wve ûlupipuvê .
By L. H A N CIAU .

A L L  R I G H T S  R E S E R V E D .  j

(Continued from page 117.) ,

*  *

[N o t e .— T here is a misprint on page 115. The 
last four lines of the list near the end of the first 
column should read thus :—
20 c., in blue:, on 20 c., pale brown (1892); 2,000.
20 c., in black, on 20 c. ,, „  \ unknown.
20 c. ,, 20 c., brown-violet (1894) / 1,400.
20 c. „  25 c., bistre (1890); 1,000.]

D.—  Various Stamps that have Franked 
gA. Correspondence.

IT H E R  through want of the proper stamps, 
4 3 ^, or through carelessness on the part of the 

Posta' officials, stamps other than postage 
” -4, stamps have been used for the franking of 

letters. The following are known to me :—

1. Telegraph Stamps.
1884-S6. Profile of King Alfonso XII. to right in an 

oval, enclosed in frames of various designs (see later, 
in the general list of Telegraph stamps); surface- 
printed in colour on white wove paper. _ Perf. 14.

250 mils, de peso, chocolate (of 1876).
25c- .1 ultramarine (of 1880).

1 peso, bistre (of 1881). —
25 c. de peso, bronze-green (of i8Su).

5 pesos, green (of 1886).

1886-87. Postage stamps with the same profile, sur
charged “ habii.itado TELEGRAFOS” and value, in 
black. Perf. 14.

20 c. de p. on 2j c. de p., ultramarine (of 1886).*
«n „  2-J „  ,, (of 1887).

1888. Similar design, without surcharge. Tele
graph stamps of that year, l ’crf. 14.

2j c. de p., yellow-brown.
5 ,, blue.

10 ,, mauve.
20 ,, violet.

* * *
2. Fiscal Stamps.

(a) “ Derechos de Kirma.”
1870 (?). Profile of Queen Isabella II. to right in an 

oval. Whitepaper. Perf. 14.
40 c. de esc., green (of 1809).

1870 (?). Allegorical figure of Spain. Same perfora
tion. 40 c. de esc., deep violet (of 1870).

1872 (?)-8o. Arms in various frames.

187a. 1878-80.

* This date is that of the issue of the stamp as a Tele
graph stamp.— E d . M . J .

*  *

5 pesetas, green (of 1872).
200 m. de peso, blue (of 1878).

1 peso, green (of 1878).
200 m. de peso, yellow-green (of 1880).

1888. Postage stamp of 1885, surcharged “ h a b i u - 
TADO DERECHOS FIRMA I PESO.”

I p., in black, on 2J c. de p., ultramarine.

(b) “  Derecho Judicial.”
1870 (?). Stamp of 1869, bearing the Scales and 

Sword of Justice in a Shield; surcharged “ habilitado 
POR l.A NACION,” in black.

$ real, blue.

1878-82 (?). Arms and inscrip
tions, as shown in the annexed illus- 
tion.

I real, green (of 1878).
12J c. de peso, lilac-blue (of 1882).

(c) “ Recibos y Cuentas.”

1879. Large stamp, with Arms in an oval band, 
surrounded by ornaments. Imperf. •

10 c. de peso, carmine.

1888. Postage stamp of 1886, surcharged “ h a b i i .i 

t a d o  p a r a  r e c i b o s  v  c u e n t a s ”  in an oval frame, 
with value in the centre.

10 c.', in violet, on } de c,, green.

II. S t a m p s  f o r  O f f i c i a l  C o r r e s p o n d e n c e .

“ Royal Ordinance directing that Official Stamps 
are to be employed fo r  the correspondence between the 
authorities in the Islands.

“ By your letter of 21st November last. Your Ex
cellency asked for stamps for franking official corre
spondence, 300 of one libra. 25 of one onza, and 300 
of a half onza. In reply to this request, there have 
been despatched by the last mail 30,000 J onza stamps,
90,000 1 onza, 40,000 4 otizas, and 20,100 1 libra. The 
conspicuous difference between the numbers asked 
for and those sent is due to the extreme smallness of 
the former. It may be gathered from the contents 
of Y. E.’s letter that these stamps are only used 
upon official correspondence addressed to the Penin
sula, but the intention of the instructions in force 
is that they should also be used for franking the 
correspondence between the central authorities and 
the officials in the Provinces.

“  By Royal Order.
“ Madrid, February 24th, 1858.

“ To the Governor and Captain-General of the 
Philippines.”

From the wording of the above Ordinance it would 
seem as if these stamps were already in use in the 
Philippines, and the Spanish Government desired to 
extend their use to all official correspondence.
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Issue of . . . 1858 (?).

Arms of Spain ami Bourbon in an 
oval, inscribed “ CORREO O F IC IA I .” 
above, and with the weight indicated 
below.

Engraved by D. Josd Perez Varela, 
and surface - printed at Madrid in 
black on coloured paper. Imperf.

J onza, black on yellow.
1 ,, ,, rose. ■
4 onzas 
I libra

green.
lilac-blue.

The stamps used in the Philippines can only be 
distinguished by the obliterations from those em
ployed in Spain and in the Colonies of Cuba and 
Porto Rico. Their use should have ceased in Sep
tember, 1866, when they were withdrawn from circu
lation in Spain and the Spanish West Indies.

* *
*

111 . T h e  T e l e g r a p h  S t a m p s .

The use of Telegraph stamps dates from 1874. It 
was always permissible to employ postage stamps 
for franking telegrams, which renders it the more 
difficult to understand the object of the issue of 
special stamps for telegrams within the Universal 
Postal Union. According to M. Roussin, fiscal 
stamps were also used for this purpose, and he noted 
such stamps thus employed as far back as 1864 !

Issue o f fanuary, 1874.
Arms in a Shield surmounted by a mural crown, 

enclosed in an oval band inscribed “ P i l i p i n a s  

if.l e g ? 1874 Y 7 5 ” above, and “  1 p e s e t a  25 c e n .”  

below.
Engraved by E. Julia, and surface-printed at 

Madrid on white wove paper, in sheets of 100, ten 
rows of ten. Perf. 14.

1 p. 23 c., pearl-grey, lilac.

I know of no Essays.
* * *

Issue o f fanuary, 1876.

Profile to right of Alfonso XII. 
in an oval ; enclosed in a rectan
gular frame inscribed “  T E I.E -  

g r a k o s ”  above and with value 
below. Engraved by Josd Garcia 
Moreno, and surface-printed at 
Madrid, as before. Perf. 14.

250 mils, de peso, chocolate.
Variety, imperforate.

250 m. de p., chocolate.

This imperforate stamp never reached the Philip
pines.

* * *

Issue o f . . . 1879 (?).
Same type, change of colour only. Perf. 14.

250 m. de p., ultramarine.

This stamp was not met with until 1882, but in all 
probability it was issued in 1879; it seems a con
tinuation of the previous issue, both in type and in 
currency.

Issue o f f  unitary, 1880.

Profile of Alfonso XIT. in an oval 
(as in Type I. of the postage stamps of 
1880, etc.) ; enclosed in a rectangular J 
frame inscribed “ T E l.E G R A F O s”  be
tween ornaments above, and with 
value below. Engraved by E. Julia, 
and printed as before.

25 c. de peso, ultramarine.

Essay, on thick white paper.
25 c. de p., ultramarine.

Issue of fanuary, 1881.

Type, etc., as last ; additional values.

1 peso, bistre.
2 pesos, green.
5 ,, ultramarine.

10 ,, rose.

Essays. I only know the following printer’s trial 
impressions:—

1 p., bistre; imperforate.
2 p., green ; perf. 14.
5 p., ultramarine ; perf. 14.

10 p., rose ; perf. 14, and imperf.

On the back, inverted, is the 5 c. postage stamp of 
Cuba, 1881.

*  *  *

Issue o f fu ly , 1881.

Fiscal stamp, “  Derecho Judicial” of 1878 (see 
illustration on p. 136),surcharged “ HABILITADO— PARA 
— TEI.EGRAFOS,” in three lines, the first and third 
curved.

2 reales, blue ; surcharge l in black.

An Ordinance dated March 10th, 1885, authorizes 
the creation of 25 centimos Telegraph stamps (see 
page 97).

Issue o f March 10th, 1885.
Postage stamps of 1882 surcharged ‘ h a h i u t a d o  

— TEI.EGRAFOS— 25 CEN T*,”  in three lines, the first 
and third curved.

25 c., in green, on 25 c., brown.

There were 25,000 copies of this.*

A 25 c., in carmine, on the 2* c. postage stamp of 
1883, has been chronicled, but I have never met with 
i t ; perhaps there has been some confusion with the 
5 c. on 2J c. of the following issue, t

* The Boston book adds a 20 c., in black, on the 20 c. 
olive-bistre, of the same issue, also to the number of 25,000. 
We do not know whether the authors saw this stamp, or 
where they got their information as to the numliers and the 
date which they give for it (February 24th), but it should he 
noted that the Decree of March 10th authorizes the sur
charging of 25,000 of the 20 c. postage stamps for use as 
passport stamps ; it seems possible that there is some con
fusion here.— E d. M.f.

t  The Boston book gives an illustration of this stamp, 
which we therefore suppose must exist, and lists it under 
the date “  September, 1885” ; we add it to the next issue.— 
E d. M.J.
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Issue o f March yth, (886.
Siiflilaf surcharge to the last, impressed upon the 

2 | f  0(5 'jjipsp postage Stamps of 1883. 
t P-, (9 hrttw'h °n 2i c-i ultramarine- 
i f  c., in carmine, oh 2j c. ,, '
| V M * ic . „

29 in black, on 2J c. „
?.’S fi-i 19 (Urmine, on 2j c. ,, (Sept., 1885). *

The same stamp surcharged, in red, “ HABU.ITADO 
— TELEGRAMAS— SUBM4RINOS—  i PESO,”  in four lines, 
the first and fourth curved. There are at least six 
varieties of the surcharge.

i. (a) The inscription is in large letters.
(b) Tall letters in “ HABILITADO,”  especially the 

first two ; the “ T ” has a small crossbar.
(t) The first and  last letters o f “ t e l e g r a m a s ” 

are d irectly  o ver the correspon ding letters o f “  SUB
MARINOS.”

( d )  T h e  first letter o f  “  SUBMAKINOS" is low er 
than the others ; the “  N ” is narrow .

(e) The second and third lines of the surcharge 
extend slightly beyond the ends of the first.

(/) The figure “  1 ” has only a very small serif. -  
(g) The head of the “ p ” of “ p e s o ” is very wide.

I peso on 2f c., ultramarine.

Varieties.
The figure “ 1 ” thinner and with a more perceptible 

serif; letter “ f ” wider; the second and third lines 
do not extend beyond the first line at right.

I peso on 2| c., ultramarine.
With the first line double..—
1 peso on 2f c., ultramarine.

The figure “ 1 ” and the letter “ p ” more on the 
same level than the letters “ ESO,”  which are too low.

I peso on 2| c., ultramarine.
ii. (a) As in i.
(b) Letters of “  h a h ii.it a d o  ” shorter and more 

open ; the “ t ” has a large crossbar.
(d) The first letter of “ SUBMARINOS” is not out 

of place ; the “ n ” is wide.
(e) The first three lines begin in the same vertical 

line and end in the same vertical line.
(/) The figure “  1 ” is thick, and has a short serif. 
(g) The head of the “ p ” of “ pe so” is found and 

less wide than in i. ; the lower part of the vertical 
stroke is shorter, and the letter is nearer to the “ e ” ; 
the “ s ” is inverted, and slants from above towards 
the left. Surcharge in red and bright red 

1 peso op at c., ultramarine.
Varieties. With the letters of the second and third 

lines double.
Surcharge in bright red.

1 peso on 2) c., ultramarine.
With thin figure “ 1 ” with longer serif; and the “ p ” 

of “ PESO ” more sloping.
Surcharge in red and brown-red.

1 peso on 2} c., ultramarine.
iii. (a) The inscriptions are very distinctly larger 

than those of i. and ii.
(b) The letters o f “  h a b i l i t a d o ” are taller.
(c) T h e  letter “ t ”  o f  “ t e l e g r a m a s ”  i§ oyer the 

first letter o f  “  s u b m a r in o s ,” but the last letter o f  the 
second w ord is m ore to the right than the letter above it.

* On the authority of the Boston book.— E d . AI.J.

( d )  The letters “ s ” of “ su b m a r in o s ’’ are inverted, 
the “ n ” is very narrow, the “ Q” wide, and the “ m ” 
has the central limb very short, as is ^lso die case with 
the “ M ” of “  TELEGRAM AS.”

(e) The second and third lines copimepce more to 
the left than the arched Jipe above {hem, but the upper 
line extends beyond them at right.

(/) The figure “  1 ” is very thin, and has a serif.
(g ) The letters of “  PESO ” are tall and thin ; die 

head of the “  P ” is round, the “  E ” is narrow.
Surcharge in brown-red.

1,peso on 2j c., ultramarine.

iv. (a) The inscriptions are in small letters.
(b) The letters “ HA” of “ HABILITADO” are open ; 

there is a space after the second “  I,” dividing the 
word into two ; the letters “  A ” are without crossbars.

(c) The “  G ” of “  te leg r am a s  ” is more like a “  c  ” ; 
the “ M ” is very wide.

( i f )  The letters “  s ” of “ su b m a r in o s” are inverted ; 
the “  M ” has the central limb very long ; the “  N ’’ is 
wide. ,

(e) The first three lines begin and end in the same 
vertical lines.

( f )  The figure “ 1 ” is thick, and has only a thin 
serif.

(g) The head of the “  p ” of “  peso * is wide.
Surcharge in brown-red.

1 peso on 2| c., ultramarine.

Varieties. With “ h a b il it a d o ” divided into three 
by the disappearance of the letter “ T,” thus “ habii. 
I ADO.” 1 p<;SO on 2{ c., ultramarine.

With the letters of the first line double.
I peso on 2$ c., ultramarine.

v. (ii) The inscriptions are in small letters.
(b) Letters of “ HABILITADO” wide.
(c) , ( d )  The first and last letters of “ su b m a r in o s” 

are not exactly under those of “ teleg r am a s.”
(e) The first and second lipes begin and end in the 

same vertical lines.
( f )  The figure “  1 ” is thick, and has only a thin 

serif.
(g) Letters of “ PESO ” small ; the letter “ p ” has a 

very short serif at foot apd a round head.
Surcharge in deep brown-red.

1 peso on 2} c., ultramarine.

yi. (a) The letters are very small.
(b) Letters of “ h a b ilit a d o ” wide and thick: 

“ h a ” more sloping than in v.
(c) The word “ TELEGRAMAS” extends slightly 

beyond the word aboye it at righ t; the “  M ” is very 
wide.

(d) The second word also extends to right beyond 
“ SUBMARINOS.”

(/) the figure “  1 ” is thick, and has a conspicuous 
serif.

(g) The “ p ” of “ p e s o " has a wide head, and 
a short serif at foot.

Surcharge in bright red.
1 peso on 2} c., ultramarine.

Variety, with the upper three lines double.
1 peso on 2} c., ultramarine. .

( To be continued.)
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a t i A  j \ e * y ) ^ .

By CH ARLES J. PH ILUPS.

r# k> r*J

T H E  M O S T  V A L U A B L E  C O L L E C T IO N  
O F  S T A M P S  E V E R  SO LD .

P U R C H A S E  O F  A  C O L L E C T IO N  
F O R  £ 3 0 , 0 0 0 .

I have much pleasure in announcing that our pub
lishers have just purchased the celebrated collection 
of European stamps formed by Mr. W. VV. Mann.

We have purchased this collection out and out, no 
commission business, but an absolute purchase for a 
sum slightly over ,£30,000 net cash.

1 need hardly say that this is by fa r  ike largest 
purchase ever made by any firm  o f stamp dealers in the 
whole world, and it is only a firm like our own— with 
branches and agencies throughout the world— that 
can handle collections of such magnitude.

Mr. W. W. Mann has been forming this collection 
for some twenty years, and it will be remembered 
that in 1900 he bought the celebrated collection of 
Europeans, formed by Mr. M. P. Castle, for what was 
then a record price ; but this collection is far more 
than the Castle Collection, as it is an amalgamation 
of what Mr. Mann then had with very much that he 
has bought during the past five years.

Most of the used stamps and the poorer unused 
copies have been weeded out and disposed of through 
Messrs. Glendining and Co., Ltd., and the collection 
we have bought is indeed a survival of the fittest.

It is almost impossible to describe a collection of 
this magnitude— it is contained in about eighty Oriel 
albums, well filled— the great bulk of the stamps are 
in unused mint condition, and of many scarce stamps 
there arc from twenty to fifty copies in singles, pairs, 
blocks of four, large blocks, and even in panes and 
sheets.

Every European country is specializedand I can 
honestly say that taken all round this collection is the 
most complete and finest lot of Europeans iiT the 
world. It is incomparably finer than the “ Tapling” 
Collection in the British Museum, and in my opinion 
in most countries is stronger and more complete than 
the celebrated collection of Monsieur Philip la Rdno- 
tiere, of Paris.

I am now commencing to price the collection, but 
this will take some months, and at present no part is 
on sale. If collectors who desire to see any particular 
countries will seBd me their names 1 will book same 
in the order I hear from them, and let them know 
when their particular countries are ready.

I may say that Mr. Mann is by no means giving 
up the hobby— be is, in fact, keener than ever, but 
mtends to devote his attention to countries in which 
there is still much to be done. His Europeans were 
so fine and complete that he could not find anything 
to add to them, and so they ceased to have interest 
for him ; and we were only too glad to have a collec
tion of such stamps, of which our stock has been 
almost exhausted during the past two years.

*

Another D uring  my visit to Paris at Christmas 
Large * was enabled to complete the pur-
Purchase. chase of one of the best-known French 

collections, the cost being several 
thousand pounds, but 1 have been requested not to 
make public either the name of the owner of the 
collection or the amount paid.

The collection is on movable leaves, and altogether 
makes up nearly twenty exceptionally large volumes.

The great strength of this collection is most luckily
in countries in which our stock is weak, and for this * ■ ■ 
reason the purchase is more than usually advan
tageous.

The collection throughout has been made on broad 
and bold lines, and in many countries one sees unused 
blocks of four, pairs, and perhaps two rows of used 
and unused singles in shades.

The best portion of the collection is naturally that 
of France and her colonies, and the following short 
details will only convey a small idea of the contents.

FR A N CE.
1849. 1 fr., orange-vermilion, single and pair unused, 

two singles and a pair used on letters, and two more 
loose singles— nine copies in all of this rare stamp.

The tete-bcche varieties are v ery fine, both used and 
unused, and 1 find the collection contains no less than 
twenty of these interesting errors.

The 1870 Bordeaux issue is very strong; of the 
20 c. first type there is an unused pair and two 
singles.

The error of 1872, 15 c., bistre on rose, is here in a 
pair with the 10 c., and also in a block of four, this 
block being very rare. Most of the French stamps 
are also represented in mint blocks of four, often in 
several shades.

French Colonies are also very strong, many rare 
provisionals being shown in panes of twenty-five, and 
even double panes of fifty, most of which we are 
breaking up to fill up our stock-

The first issue of Reunion is represented by the 
15 c. and 30 c., unused, and the 15 c., used.

The European stamps are also a strong feature of 
the collection.

First amongst these I must note the circular 
Moldavia ; here we have the 27 p. and 8! p., unused, 
and the 27 p., 54 p., and 108 p., used, all square and 
fine.

Switzerland is not so bad, as in the Cantonals 
there are such things as Geneva, 10 c., three copies, 
one of them being cut the wrong way and on envelope.

The British Colonials are not so strong as the 
French Colonies, but there are many rare and opt-pf- 
the-way things. Mauritius is represented by between 
forty and fifty of the old native-printed stamps, in
cluding some exceptionally early copies, and the 
older issues of other colonies are generally well repre
sented.
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Fifty Years U n d e r  the above title 1 have begun 
of Philately. a ser>es articles to commemorate 
The History j u^''ee ° f  our firm- These are 
of Stanle appearing each week in Gibbons 
~ , 'T , Stamp Weekly, and they will be 
Gibbons, Ltd. profusely illustrated.

The article will be divided into about eighteen 
chapters, and will give a complete and detailed 
history of the firm from its foundation in 1856 until 
the present day, short biographies of the chief 
officials, and a number of interesting facts that have 
never been published.

Album  T h e  Third Edition, Vol. I, containing
Weeds. from Afghanistan to Luxemburg, 587

pages, is now ready.
The author is— as for the earlier editions— the Rev. 

R. B. Ear^e, the well-known authority on forgeries, 
and he has been occupied for over two years on this 
book, which has entailed an immense amount of care
ful and laborious work. -----

The second volume is well in hand, and is now in 
the press. It has been written up to Spain inclusive, 
and we hope to publish it in the fall of this year.

N ew  Stock T he following stock books have been 
Books. rearranged since the last list published

in the M .J .  ___
T o meet the requirements of many clients, we have 

decided to include blocks 0/ fo u r  in all our stock 
books in future, as far as we have them in stock, and 
in the series of stock books of British Colonials, now 
being rearranged by three well-known philatelists, 
such blocks will be found in considerable quantities.

Any of these— or of our other stock books (now 
over 300 in number) can be sent on approval for five  
days, to collectors known to us, or after the usual 
references.

To clients who purchase from one volume for ,£5 or 
upwards at one time a discount of 10 per cent is 
allowed.

Special terms and allowances are made to those 
who are desirous of making important purchases, or 
whose purchases aggregate a considerable sum during
a year.

British Central and South Africa . . .
British East Africa and Zanzibar . . .
Bermuda, British Honduras, Dominica, aiid Turks 

Islands . . . . .
British Guiana . . . . .
British Somaliland . . . .
Barbados . . . . .
Canada . . . . .
Falkland Isles, Niger Coast, North and South

Nigeria . . . . .
Antigua, Bahamas, Nevis, and Seychelles . .
Guadeloupe to Indian Settlements . . .
St. Helena . . . . .
Bechuanaland and Zululand . . .
India . . . . . .
Grenada and St. Christopher . . .
Griqualand . . . . .
Gibraltar, Morocco Agencies, Malta, and Heligo

land . . . . .
Hong Kong . . . . .
Chamba, Faridkot, Gwalior . . .

V A L U E .

.£610
1227

1223
915
>39
802
652

526
1258
196
3 3 >
531
466
708
500

480
5°S

International The c° mn>ittee have just issued details 
and plans of the stalls that will be at 
the disposal of the stamp trade during 
this great exhibition in May next.

The stalls will be offered by private 
auction, by Mr. W. Hadlow, on 

February 23rd next.
There are fifteen stalls available in all, and the 

reserve prices are as follows :—

Philatelic
Exhibition.
Dealer's
Stalls.

3 Stalls at
2
1
2 
I
1
2
3

£
65 each. 
45
4 0  „  

35
3°  >. 
25
20 „ 
>5 ..

It is, however, hoped that the stalls will bring con
siderably more than the upset prices, and when it is 
remembered that at the last London Exhibition one 
stall was let at £  too, there is reason to believe that 
this will be the case.

I hear that some of my confreres in the trade com
plain of the reserve prices being high, but I can 
assure them that it is essential for the success of the 
Exhibition to obtain at least these prices.

It is calculated that the expenses will amount to 
some £2000, and it is difficult to see how we can 
raise this money.

It seems to me only right and just that the bulk of 
the money should be found by the trade, and not by 
collectors. Who is it that gains most by the Exhibi
tion, the dealer or the collector? The betting is all on 
the dealer— trade is stimulated for months in advance, 
and, no doubt, the general Press notices during the 
exhibition cause many people to commence to collect.

What do collectors gain ? A few, a gold medal, 
worth £6  to £10, and a few more, a silver or bronze 
medal— but beyond the honour, which is great, no 
doubt, the material gain is practically nil to the 
collector.

Now, my friends in the trade, let us one and all pull 
together, and all who can afford it take a stall, and 
also later on take a page or two of advertisements in 
the official catalogue, and instead of squabbling and 
encouraging petty jealousies, let us pull together and 
make up our minds that The Exhibition shall be a 
really great success in every way.

It w ill pay every one o f us to make it so.

Death o f ‘ the *T is with much regret that I have to 
Rev. J. A . record the death of this gentleman. 
Dunbar- "  ho was one of our oldest clients, and 
Dunbar - "'h° had been a collector for upwards

* of forty years.
The Rev. Dunbar-Dunbar lived at Sea Park, 

Forres, N.B., and formerly in Edinburgh ; he only 
collected “ old issues,” and had a very good collec
tion, and many things that are seldom to be met with.

By his will, which has been proved at over £  150,000. 
he left his collection of stamps to the Museum of 
Science and Art (now the Royal Scottish Museum) of 
Chamber Street, Edinburgh, where they will shortly 
be on view-.
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Note.— In heading on page 100 read : “ {Continued from 
page 6o),” in place of “ (Continued from page 237, vol. xv.).”

Issue o f  1886.
N the course of this year a very distinct change 
was made in the paper upon which these 
stamps were printed. It is noted in The 
Philatelic Record for November, 1886, as 

follows :—

“ Messrs. Whitfield King & Co. send us a set of 
stamps of the same designs as before, but printed on 
native paper, and in colours slightly varying in tone 
from the previous issue. The stamps are not perfor
ated or gummed.”

The colours are described as 1 a., dark Hue, 2 a., 
slate-violet, 4 a..,yellow-green. Unfortunately no one 
seems to have examined entire sheets, and I can find 
no record of their shape, or of the arrangement of 
the marginal inscriptions, or even a statement show
ing whether the first sheets on this paper contained 
any inverted stamps or not. The first mention I have 
found of tltebeche varieties is in the third Supplement 
to Moens’ Catalogue, sixth edition, published in 
1888-9, where the 1 a. and 2 a. are listed as existing 
in this form. The same two values, only, are listed 
tete-beche in the final edition of the same catalogue 
(1892); I think we may therefore safely conclude 
that inverted stamps existed on the sheets of the 
earliest printing of the 1 a. and 2 a. on native paper, 
and that tete-beche pairs of the 4 a. (which also exist) 
come from a somewhat later printing.

These different printings, or rather the various 
arrangements of the marginal inscriptions and the 
varieties shown in the sheets at different periods, I 
will endeavour to describe later. The colours of 
course varied somewhat in the different printings, and 
these varieties of shade I place together in the first list 
given below, which covers the period from 1886 to 
■ 899, at which latter date the stamps on native paper 
"ere first received perforated.

The colours of the 1 a. and 2 a. are dull, the blue 
varying to grey-blue or slaty blue; the 4 a. is always 
in a yellowish shade of green. The impressions also 
'ary greatly in clearness, some showing signs of an 
excess of ink and others of too little ; and many of the 
dichds of the I a. gradually became worn or clogged 
"ith ink.

The paper is of a similar nature to that used for the 
early stamps of Kashmir, but is wove, instead of laid. 
It is also, I think, usually thinner and softer than the 
Kashmir paper, but the stamps also exist on thick, 
stiff paper. It is very irregular in substance, all the

sheets I have met with containing large fibres dis
tributed through them, showing that the materials 
were not very carefully pulped. It varies in shade 
from a pate whity-brown to a dingy sort of buff, 
which modifies the colour of the impression to a 
greater or less extent. Writing of this paper in 1899, 
when perforation was again attempted, a correspon
dent said : “  They used to perforate when they printed 
on European paper, but they bought such cheap and 
nasty stuff that it broke when creased, and they gave 
up foreign paper. Their own paper will hardly tear 
at all, even when perforated. It is made of the bark 
fibre of a plant called Daphne, and is of marvellous 
strength. The Japanese silk paper approaches it 
nearest.”

All the stamps of this period are imperforate.

1 a., grey-blue.
1 a., dull blue (deep to paler).
2 a., dull purple (shades).
4 a., yellow-green „

Varieties, tlte-bcche.
I a., grey-blue.
1 a., dull blue (deep to paler)
2 a., dull purple (shades).
4 a., deep yellow-green (1894?).

The sheets of each value still contained sixty-four 
stamps, in eight rows of eight, and although a certain 
amount of resetting must have taken place (as shown 
by the fact that inverted stamps occur in different 
positions on different sheets), the blocks were evidently ' 
not all rearranged, as certain damaged specimens are 
found in the same position from first to last. For 
instance, there was a crack in one of the casts of the 
I a., producing a long white flaw down the right side 
of the frame of the stamp. This is the right-hand 
stamp of the sixth row in every sheet I have seen, 
from the first issue of all down to the time when the 
blocks for this value appear to have been re-engraved. 
In the 2 a. again the stamp in the right upper corner 
of several sheets has a semicircular dent in the left- 
hand side ; this probably was the case in the first 
issue, and certainly continued during the period I am 
now considering. I only mention these points to show 
that the plates were apparently never entirely broken 
up, and that the inverted stamps must have been caused 
by the settings becoming loose, single blocks dropping 
out, and being carelessly replaced upside down.

What I take to be the earliest setting on native 
paper has inscriptions in all four margins, in the same 
words as in the first issue, but with the heads of the 
letters next the stamps in each case. They are in
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the same type on all three values, that which was used 
with 2 a. and 4 a. of the first issue.

The spacing of the stamps is the same as before, 
and the spacing of the marginal inscriptions is very 
similar to that of the first setting described in the 
first issue, but not, of course, identical with it, as the 
whole must have been set up afresh.

In the sheet of the 1 a. there were at least two 
inverted stamps, No. 4 in the seventh row and No. 6 
in the eighth; and from examination of a mutilated 
sheet, I am inclined to believe that No. 5 or 6 in the 
sixth row and No. 5 or 6 in the seventh row may have 
been inverted also.

This 1 a. is in the grey-blue shade.
I have little doubt that there was also an inverted 

stamp in the 2 a. sheet, probably in the third or fourth 
horizontal row.

There was probably no inverted stamp in the sheet 
of the 4 a., but if there was one it must have been in 
the block of four at the lower right-hand corner.

The paper used in this printing was comparatively 
thin and smooth.

Later printings of all three values were in similar 
sheets of sixty-four, but with marginal inscription at the 
top only. The inscriptions are in the same words and 
the same type as upon the last sheets described, and 
are the same way up as the stamps, but the spacing 
of the inscription varies to a certain extent. I believe 
that the plate and the inscription at the top were 
enclosed by bits of rule ip all these later printings, 
but they do not always show in the margins of the 
sheets.

In what I take to be the earliest of them, I have 
only seen impressions of the frame lines at the sides 
of fragments of sheets of the 2 a. and 4 a., where 
they are 12 or 13 mm. away from the stamps, so 
possibly they were not always inked. I can trace 
a colourless impression in the side margin of a block 
of j a. The inscription at the top commences over 
the left-hand stamp of the top row in all three values.
1 do not possess a whole top row of the 1 a. In the
2 a. and 4 a. it ends over the space between the 
seventh and eighth stamps, or over the left corner of 
the eighth, and there is a variety of the\2 a. setting 
in which the inscription is more to the right, and ends 
almost over the centre of the eighth stanrp. The last 
two words of the inscription, which are shown almost 
completely at the top of the illustration on page 102, 
are joined into one in this setting, on the 4 a. and 
both the varieties of the 2 a. mentioned above ; I have 
no doubt that this was also the case on the sheets 
o f  the t a. This may be said to constitute an error 
in the marginal inscription, not of any great import
ance, but sufficient to distinguish a certain printing.

I find the | a, in a medium dull blue shade, and still 
printing with fair clearness ; the 2 a. in a pale purple, 
and the 4 a. in deep yellow-green, heavily printed. 
I do not know the positions of any inverted stamps 
in the t a. sheets, but probably such existed ; No. 21 
in the 2 a. and No. 54 in the 4 a. sheets were inverted.

After this 1 place some settings in which the frame 
lines are much closer to the stamps, and consequently 
are always printed ; they are 4 to 6 mm. away from 
the stamps at bottom and sides, and only 2 to 3 mm.

above the inscription at top. The latter begins over 
the space between the first and second stamps from 
the left, and ends over the left corner of the eighth 
stamp on the 1 a., and over the space between the 
seventh and eighth on the 4 a. The only sheet I have 
of the 2 a. has the frame line to mm. away from the 
stamps at left, 4 mm. at right, 1 1 mm. at bottom, and 
3 mm. above the inscription at top. The inscription 
begins over the space between the first and second 
stamps and ends over the right half of the seventh 
stamp. The last two words are separate upon all, so 
that the inscription as a whole is much less spaced 
than in the previous setting.

No. 21 is still inverted on the sheet of the 2 a. 
I have not got a 'complete sheet of the 4 a., so cannot 
say whether No. 54 remained inverted.

Of the 1 a. I have two entire sheets, and a large 
portion of a third, differing in certain particulars:—

(a) There is an error in the inscription at the top; 
the first character of the first word “ e k ” ( = one), 
instead of being similar to that shown in the right 
margin of the illustration on page 102, is similar to 
the first character shown in the upper margin, but 
with only a single accent over it and a dot below the 
loop ; I believe it is a form of the letter for “ p'!, 
instead of that for “ e ”. There is also no dash under 
the last character of the third word, but I do not 
know whether this is an error or not, as the earlier 
sheets are very irregular in this particular. In the 
first issue the dash seems to be present in some of 
the margins and absent in others ; in the first setting 
of 1886, it is present in all four margins of the 1 a., 
and uniformly absent in the other values. O f the 
sheets described so far with inscriptions at top, all 
have this dash, except these three of the 1 a. I har e 
not got an entire sheet o f this, and can only say that 
Nos. 47 and 52 are inverted. My fragments of a 
sheet are in deep blue, and the side frame lines are 
only 4 mm. from the stamps. In the two other sheets 
they are 6 mm. away.

(b) The first word of the inscription is correct, but 
there is no dash under the last character of the third 
word. Nos. 52, 59,* and 62 are inverted. I have this 
in deep blue.

(c) Inscription as in (b). Nos. 52, 59, 62, and 63 
are inverted. I have this in a paler blue, varying in 
depth all over the sheet.

1 cannot say in what order these sheets com e; 1 ba\ e 
placed them in accordance with the number of inverted 
stamps 1 know they contain, presuming that these 
errors would increase as time went on (though No. 27 
seems to have been put right). The impression of 
(a) is also clearer than that of the other two, which 
are about equal in indistinctness.

The paper of all my copies with inscription at top 
is comparatively thick.

Issue o f January, 1899-1900.

A stamp of a new value, H a lf Anna, and of a new 
design, was issued at the beginning of 1899 ; I was 
able to chronicle it in March of that year. The in-

# This was not inverted in (a).
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formation then given me was to the following effect : 
“ It is used at present solely on letters between the 
Maharaja’s camp, while he is on tour within the State, 
and the capital Khatmandu ; but it is possible that a 
general i  annajrate may be introduced before long, 
and then this value will come into ordinary use.” I 
do not fancy that the suggested reform was ever intro
duced, or the h a. stamp would have become common 
used, which it does not appear to be at present.

From other letters received early in 1899, I learn 
that correspondence between the Maharaja’s camp 
and Khatmandu used to be carried free, but that a 
short time previous to the issue of this stamp a charge 
was ordered to be made of a £ anna on each packet, 
irrespective of weight. Presumably this was first 
levied in December of 1898; as a letter from the post
master of Nepal says :—

“ This stamp was ordered to be used from the 6th 
December, 1898,but there was unusual delay in issuing, 
and consequently a provisional stamp was allowed to 
be issued from the camp to pay the postage for letters 
to Nepal, but which was not issued from Nepal to 
camp.”

As far as I can ascertain, this provisional stamp was 
merely an impression struck, in black, upon letters 
transmitted from the camp, upon which the postage 
was paid in cash. A  specimen was described to me 
as “ simply a black seal, three-fifths of an inch square, 
with what appear to be four lines of inscription, but 
too much smudged to make out.” This make-shift 
was stated to have been employed for a month only, 
and it was plainly not a “  stamp,” from our point of 
view.

The design of the A a. adhesive is shown in the 
accompanying illustration. There are the two kukhris, 
with handles crossed, in the lower, 
and a bow and arrow in the upper 
part of the central circle, with inscrip
tions on labels at top and bottom ; the 
one above appears to be the word 
Gorkha, as upon the other stamps, and 
the one below means h a lf anna.

These starhps are in sheets of sixty- 
four, eight rows of eight, like the other 
values, with a frame line surrounding the pane of 
the stamp,* but no marginal inscriptions.

The first sheets received were imperforate, and those 
I saw were comparatively clearly printed, on native 
paper of a good quality and light colour.

There were no inverted stamps in the first sheets, 
but in the middle of 1904 sheets began to reach 
England in which the seventh stamp in the top row was 
inverted; no doubt the corresponding block had 
dropped out of the setting and had been put in again 
the wrong way up.

1 saw no perforated A a. stamps until October, 1900, 
but the other values were supplied perforated in 
January, 1899, and all four have been obtainable since 
in either condition. It seems very doubtful, however, 
whether perforation is ordinarily applied to the sheets 
issued fdr use. A friend who kindly sent me sheets 
°f the t, 2, and 4 annas, ih March, 1899, said —

* "frie frame line does hot always show in the later im
pressions.

“  The sheets are perforated, because I asked some one 
to get it done for me, but they are not now perforated 
for regular issue, as the paper tears with difficulty.” 
As a matter of fact, the perforation is practically use
less.

Some resetting took place in the sheets of the 
higher values. There is a frame line, and an inscrip
tion in the top margin. In the 1 anna the inscription 
is in much smaller characters than before, but widely 
spaced, extending from over the right-hand corner of 
the first stamp to over the space between the seventh 
and eighth. The dash is present under the last char
acter of the third word. The frame line is about 
4 mm. from the stamps at sides and bottom, and 
3 mm. above the inscription at top. The inscription 
is 7 mm. away from the stamps, instead of 5 mm. as 
before. The blocks have greatly deteriorated, and 
(consequently?) more of them are inverted. Nos. 10, 
11, 15, 23, 27, 37, 40, 41, 51, 61, and 64 on the sheet 
are upside down, no less than eleven in all. The 
centre of the design is unrecognizable on the great 
majority of the stamps, one can still distinguish some
thing, but it is difficult to say what it is. There is one 
stamp, No. 24 on [he sheet, which shows signs of the 
block having been vigorously cleaned up, or perhaps 
touched up a little. When this stamp was first pointed 
out to me, I thought it was merely the result of rough 
cleaning, but in view of what we find later, I am in
clined to think it shows the first attempt at touching 
up the separate blocks ; the centre of the design is 
much clearer than in any other stamp on the sheet, 
and I believe there are fewer lines in the frame, but 
the lines are so broken and incomplete that I cannot 
speak with certainty upon that point.

My sheet is in light blue, on thin paper, and per
forated ; similar impressions must exist imperforate, 
and the paper may vary in thickness, but all the recent 
sheets that I have seen are of thin paper.

The sheet of the 2 annas has the inscription in the 
same large characters as before, but set rather closer, 
extending from over the left side of the second stamp 
to over the centre of the seventh. The size of the 
sheet having been reduced by one horizontal row, the 
fourth word in the inscription now means seven, in
stead of eight. There is no dash under the last 
character of the third word. The frame lines are 
10 mm. from the stamps at left, 9 mm. at right, 6 mm. 
below, and 4 mm. above the inscription at top. The 
sheet now consists of fifty-six stamps, in seven hori
zontal rows of e igh t; the blocks have all been cleaned 
up and print clearly, and none of them are upside 
down. That they are not new blocks, is, I think, 
proved by the fact that the stamp in the right upper 
corner of the sheet still has the dent in the left-hand 
side.

The colour is a dull purple, not conspicuously 
different from that of the previous printings, varying 
a good deal in depth, and my copies are on thin 
paper arid perforated.

The setting of the 4 annas has been very little 
changed, and the stamps differ from those that pre
ceded them principally in the thinness of tHe paper, 
and in the fact that some of the sheets were per
forated. The inscription at the top is in the same

A anna.
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characters as before, but the words are further apart ; 
it begins over the middle of the first stamp and ends 
over the middle of the last. There is no dash under 
the last character of the third word. The frame lines 
are about 4 mm. from the stamps at sides and below, 
and 3 mm. above the inscription at top. The blocks 
do not appear to have undergone either cleaning or 
rearrangement, No. 54 on the sheet being inverted, as 
in a previous printing.

I list these stamps as follows, leaving certain 
varieties to form a later issue :—

Thin, pale buff, native paper.

1. Imperforate.

4 a., sepia (shades).
1 a., light blue.
2 a., purple (shades).
4 a., yellow-green.

Varieties, tete-beche.

1 a., light blue.
4 a., yellow-green.

N ote.— O f the above I have only seen the J anna 
imperforate, but the others must exist. The 1 a. is in 
quite a different colour from that of any other printing 
of that value. Single copies of the 2 a. and 4 a. can 
hardly be distinguished from single copies of the 
earliest printing of the 1886 issue, which was also on 
thin paper, but probably included no 4 s r  tete-beche.

2. Pin-perf.

4 a., sepia (1900?).
1 a., light blue.
2 a., purple (shades).
4 a., yellow-green.

Varieties, tete-beche.
I a., light blue.
4 a., yellow-green.

Variety on the sheet o f the 1 a., with centre (and 
frame ?) recut. ;

I a., light blue (imperf. ?).
I a. ,, (pin-perf.).

Another printing of the 1 a. stamps must have taken 
place a little later, judging from the appearance of the 
impressions, the centres of which are, in the majority 
of cases, mere masses of colour with a few white 
specks, and the frames are almost solid also. The 
arrangement of the blocks was probably the same as 
in the last sheet described ; I only possess the first 
two rows and upper margin, but I find Nos. 10, 11, 
and 15 inverted. The marginal inscription is in the 
larger characters, and extends from over the right 
side of No. 1 to over the space between 7 and 8. 
There is no dash under the last character of the third 
word. Frame lines 4 mm. from the stamps at sides, 
and the same distance above the inscription at top. 
The impression is in a dull greyish blue tint, differing 
again from any of the preceding, and on thin paper ; 
and my part sheet is pin-perf.

I a., dull greyish blue (imperf. ?).
1 a. ,, ,, (pin-perf.).

Variety, tele-beche.
<1 la . ,  dull greyish blue (imperf. ?).

la .  ,, „  (pin-perf.).

It is probable that the recut variety jilso exists in 
this printing, which I take to have been the last of 
the 1 a. before the blocks were recut throughout the 
plate.

( To b e  c o n t i n u e d . )

^ V o \ e ^ a \ c  ^ J o r g e r f  o j

By HILM ER DJURLING.

(Translated from Svensk Filatelistisk Tidskrift.)

t HE Swedish Philatelic Society (Sveriges 
Filatelist-Forening) received a short time 
ago, from a well - known foreign stamp 
dealer, a quantity of old unused Swedish 

postage stamps, with a request that the Society would 
give its opinion upon them, as to whether they were 

originals or reprints.
The lot consisted of the following stamps :—

Issue o f  1858.
5 ore, yellow-green ; a block of four.
9 ,, dark blue, two shades ; four separate copies of each. 
9 ,, violet; three copies, a pair and one single.

12 ,, Prussian blue; a block of four.
12 ,, ultramarine ; two blocks, three and two.
24 ,, orange ; two blocks, four and three.
24 »> ' yellow ; a pair.
30 ,, brown » ,,
30 ,, red-brown ,,
50 „  pink „
50 ,, carmine ,,

Local Stamps.
Issue of 1856, grey-black ; a block of four and a pair.

,, ,, black ; a pair.
,, 1862, brown ; a block of six.
,, ,, yellow-brown ; a block of ten.

The first thing that attracted attention was the 
existence of single copies and blocks of stamps in 
such rare shades as the 12 ore, Prussian blue and 
ultramarine, 50 ore, carmine, etc., and on a closer 
inspection it was soon seen that the lot consisted of 
a number of extremely cleverly made forgeries.

The site of these forged stamps differs only very 
slightly from that of the originals ; but the dimensions 
of the printed surface are not identical with those of 
the original stamps. The latter have a printed surface 
of 17 by 20 millimetres, while the printed surface of 
the forged stamps measures on an average 17^ by 20J 
to 20  ̂ millimetres. The difference of size is thus only 
very small, and by itself could scarcely have been 
decisive as a test of the genuineness of the stamps. 
The chief points for distinguishing the forgeries are 
the paper and perforation. The various stamps sub
mitted, with the exception of the black Local stamps, 
are really printed on laid paper. But, as the black 
Local sent for examination is printed on ordinary 
paper, it does not seem unlikely that the b r o w n
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Local stamp and the stamps of the Arms series exist 
also on ordinary paper.

The perforation is extremely cleverly imitated, but 
it differs from that of the originals in being irregular 
and defective. Also the holes made by the per
forating machine are smaller > than those of the 
original perforation.

The colours are well matched, with the exception 
of that of the three 9 ore, violet, which are in a bright 
violet tint, a colour that is not known to exist. We 
find here dark lilac [dark blue ?], ultramarine, and 
brown, colours, in shades which are deceptively like 
the originals ; and since, in addition, we can discover 
no differences in the engraving, the forgeries are 
likely to be very dangerous.

It would seem that a forger, or perhaps a whole 
hand of forgers, of the worst type has to be reckoned 
with here, and when it is taken into account how 
exactly the stamps have been reproduced, and how 
great the cost of manufacturing them must certainly , 
have been, it does not seem improbable that, some
where abroad, there exists an entire printing office of 
extensive activity. Since in this instance it is a 
matter of imitating unused stamps that are still 
available for use, that is, not declared obsolete, the 
instigator or instigators of this piece of swindling, 
if caught, will be liable to very severe punishment.

The Sveriges Filatelist-Forening intends to make 
every effort to trace the source of the forgeries, and 
has already had warnings published in the leading 
foreign journals. The Society, moreover, declares 
itself ready to examine, free of charge, any early 
Swedish stamps, and it is therefore to the interest of 
every collector to make sure whether stamps of this 
kind, which he has bought lately or is thinking of 
buying, are genuine or forged. These investigations 
might perhaps lead also to the forgers being run down.

In a subsequent number we will state whether 
anything further has been discovered in connexion 
with this remarkable forgery case.

-

^ U a ^ e a r i t i g  3>^axtv^*

* r *
T  OM E three months since I was shown by a 

well-known dealer various specimens of the 
J j j ^J) British sixpenny embossed postage stamp of 

1854, one of which, on part of the original 
cover, took my fancy by reason of its brilliant 

shade. ■
On examination of this specimen, in one part there 

was noticeable an absence of colour that appeared to 
be caused by “ rubbing,” and to satisfy both the owner 
and myself as to whether there was really any damage 
of this nature, the stamp was placed in water for the 
removal of the paper at back.

Unfortunately the dealer placed the stamp face 
downwards, and when it was removed from the water, 
•o our amazement, the bright colouring matter had

completely vanished from the stamp and fallen away 
in small particles.

The impression being quite white, we were both 
puzzled as to the cause of this disappearance of the 
colour, especially as the placing of these stamps in 
water has not hitherto been attended by any such 
a result.

On reaching home I referred to the Philatelic 
Society’s book on the stamps of the “  British Isles,” 
and to my satisfaction soon solved the mystery, by 
reading on pages 57 and 58 that the gum was applied 
to the paper before the stamps were struck, and that 
by mistake a few sheets were embossed on the gummed 
side and issued before detection. Thus, as soon as 
water touched the face of the specimen (undoubtedly 
one of these varieties), the colour, being over the gum, 
came away as above described.

This incident only goes to prove how careful one 
should be in the examination and well acquainted 
with the history of a stamp before placing it in water.

C . S t u a r t  D u p l e y .

on \\\e ^  os\age \̂axwps 

o j  vi^Vvlna.

From  The Philatelic Journal of India.

tN 1876 the Customs Postal Department was 
extended and allowed to accept correspondence 
from the general public for transmission be
tween Treaty ports. Postage stamps being 

required for the purpose, a first issue was prepared, 
but only appeared in 1878, comprising a set of three 

values in the tael currency, viz. 1 candarin, green ; 
3 candarin, red ; and 5 candarin, yellow.

In 1885 a second issue took place, the stamps being 
of smaller size and different colours, but of about the 
same design and of the same values as in the previous 
issue, viz. 1 candarin, green ; 3 candarin, mauve ; and 
5 candarin, bistre. These were watermarked with a 
device known as “  shell.”

A third issue occurred towards the end of 1894, 
known as the “ Jubilee Issue,” on the occasion of Her 
Majesty the Empress Dowager's sixtieth birthday. 
It consisted of a set of nine different values, viz. 
1 candarin, geranium-red ; 2 candarin, olive-green ; 
3 candarin, yellow ; 4 candarin, rose ; 5 candarin, 
deep chrome - yellow ; 6 candarin, carmine-brown ; 
9 candarin, grey-green ; 12 candarin, orange ; and 
24 candarin, carmine. The first six values were of 
the ordinary size, but the last three of a larger and 
oblong form ; they were watermarked with the 
“yin-yang” symbol, and were printed in Japan after 
new and varied designs prepared by the Depart
ment in Shanghai.

When, in 1896, the Imperial Post Office was for
mally recognized by Imperial Edict, the currency was
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changed (Vom cahdarins (tael) to cents (dollar), and a 
new issue of twelve different values was ordered from 
Japan J but these were not ready before a year or two 
later. Owing to this delay, the 1894 issue had to be 
continued, but with surcharges marked in dollar-ccnt 
values, viz. J, 1, 2, 4, 5, 8, 10, and 30 cents, there were 
also revenue stamps surcharged for postage. This 
may be reckoned as the fourth issue, in use from 
January, 1897.

The fifth issue was lithographed in Japan in 1898, 
and the designs, though similar, were not identical 
with, and the colours were, in many cases, of different 
shades from, the current (i.e. the sixth) issue.

The sixth issue was brought out in 1899, engraved 
oh steel, printed by Waterlow & Sons in London, 
with perforations differing somewhat from the previous 
set. The stamps are more elaborately wrought (having, 
e.g., a geometrical background), and are of twelve 
values, viz. |  cent, seal-brown ; 1 cent, orange-yellow ; 
2 cents, cardinal-red ; 4 cents, red-brown ; 5 cents, 
salmon ; 10 cents, deep green ; 20 cents, light red- 
brown ; 30 cents, rose ; 50 cents, light green ; : dollar, 
red and pale rose: 2 dollars, yellow and red ; and 
5 dollars, green and pale rose. The 5 cents stamps 
issued during 1904 were inclined to orange-yellow, 
and some other issues approached the colour of the 
2 cents stamp ; and during 1905 will begin the issue of 
a new 5 cents stamp, mauvfe in colour.

A  set of Postage Due stamps was issued in 1904, all 
blue and of identical design ; their values are respec
tively J, 1, 2, 4, 5, 10, 20, and 30 cents.

The following table gives the number of stamps of 
each value that have been used in the first five issues, 
now all obsolete, and the blocks of which have all 
been destroyed .

F irst Issue, 1878.
N o of

Value. Stamps
issued.

1 candarin...206,486
3 „  ...558.768
5 .. . 239,610

Second Issue, 
1885.*

No. of 
StampsValue.

1 candarin 
3 »»
5 it

issued.
..508,667

850,711
348,161

T hird Issue, 1894.

i candarin

No. of 
Stamps 

Issued.t 
.100,077
• 78.404

3
4

$
9

12
24

188,494
44.689

• 32.779 
.. 54.247

58,523
33.509

• 34,03s

Fourth Issue, 1897 (surcharged).

Value. Surcharged on.

i  cent ... 3 candarin
‘  ... 1 candarin

... Revenue, 3 cts.

... 2 candarin

... Revenue, 3 cts. 
... 4 candarin 
... Revenue, 3 cts. 
... 5 candarin
... 6 candarin
... 6 candarin
... 9 candarin
...12 candarin 
...24 candarin 

• ... Revenue, 3 cts. 
... Revenue, tc ts .

Total No. 
Issued. 
440,728 .
387.7341
200,000 / ■ 
790,0751. 
349,600/.
344.5051 •
50,000/ . 

32 ,t575 • 
196,848 . 
20, 000*1

62,926 J  
50.366 
20,485 

5,000

Returned
and

Destroyed. 
.. 136,681 .

■ 177.402

"  280,000 .

;l >57.238.
>63.833

.. 125,828.

Net
Issue.

3<>4.o47
4lo »332

859.675

• 237.267 
>57.742

. 71,020

64.43* ... 151,308

24,040 . 
*3.236 •

26,326
7.249
5,000

* In addition Wei* issued, itt 1897; j8;boo of t cent 
surcharged on 1 candarin, 42,000 of 2 cent surcharged oit 
3 candarin, 56,840 of 5 cent surcharged on 5 candarin, of 
this issue;

t  Net iSUiifc, deductihg those fetilrned atid destroyed.

F ifth  Issue, 1898.
Value.
£ cent ... ...
1 , ,  . . .  . . .  . . .

2 ,, ... ... ...
4  ,, ... ... ...
5 » ••• ....................

10 ,, ... ... ...
20 „  ... ... ...
30 „  ... ....................
50 .. • ...................

1 dollar ... ... ...
2 ,, ... ... ...
5 ... ... •••
Postcard, rcent ... ...

No. o f Stamps issued. 
... 481,200
... 433*200
... 1,248,000
...|  912,000
. . . ” 360,000
... 360,000
... 168,000
... 168,000
... 360,000
... 51,600

12,930 
... 7,200
... 1,001,000

* The higher denominations were used chiefly for Remit
tance Certificates, and therefore did not enter into general 
circulation.

Ĥu\a\e\ic ^octettes axii J2>\u\)8.

Junior Philatelic Society.

A FLAY FOR STAMP COLLECTORS.

THE LADY FORGER,
A N  O R IG IN A L  P LA Y IN  O N E  A C T ,

Wili. be performed at the Junior Philatelic Society’s 
Concert-Conversazione at the Bijou Theatre, Archer Street, 
London, W., on Saturday evening, February 17th, 1906. 

The cast will be as follows:—

Emperor of Saraha . . E. M. G iI.brrt-Lodge.
Marquis of Copthall . . B ert H utchinson.
Bishop of Wilcheston . . A. BANisrgk.
Rev. Clarence Barrington Durdon, C. B. Purdon. 
Ebenezer Jonfcs . . . A. W. Browne.
Harry Goldflake . . . P. J. W. H arris.
Williel Plaster . , . G eorge Buck.
Emmelina Slotinki . . MRS. BEAUMONT.

Prices of admission to the conversazione and to the play : 
Stalls (numbered and reserved), 5s. and 2s. 6d.

A limited number of seats will be available in the balcony 
and in the body of the theatre at is.

All applications for seats should be made at once to Mr. 
H. F. Johnson, Hon. Sec., 4, Portland Place North, 
Clapham Road, S.W.

The seats for the other performances in the Studio Theatre, 
Oxford Street, are all taken, and no application can be 
accepted for seats except for the special performance at the 
Bijou Theatre on February 17th, and early application for 
these is necessary.

Plan of reserved seats may be seen at the Junior Philatelic 
Society’s meetings.

Berne Bap Philatelic Society.
A new society has l>een formed at Herne Bay, with Mr. 
Maclachlan, j. p., as President. The Vice-Presidents are 
Messrs. F. If. Barwood and G. Oyston; the Hon. Treasurer, 
Mr. Dukes ; and the Hon, Secretary, Mr. T. F. Newton.

The first monthly meeting was held on 12th December in 
Newton’s Saloon, 8 Promenade Central. Several members 
were present. •

An interesting and instructive Paper was given by the 
President, R. Maclachlan, Esq., J .P .on  “  paper,. Water* 
ttiairks, and t’eriorations.” MesstS. Moflattitid rabrg&n wfcre 
elected members.
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Che Stamp Crade Protection Association.
B A LA N CE SHEET.

N o v e m b e r  i s t , 1904, t o  O c t o b e r  31ST, 1905.

IReccipts.
Oct. v s t ,  1005—  £  s. d.

T o Balaoce brought forward from last Balance S h e e t.. 15 17 1
„  Subscriptions received during the past year, and

Commissions earned ..  . .  .. 76 7 4

* 5

BjpenMture.
Oct. 31st, 1905—  £  s. d

By Postages . .  . .  . .  . .  . . 8 2 4
„  Salaries . .  . .  . .  . .  . . 2 5 0 0
,, English and Foreign Enquiries . .  .. .. 9 19 o
,, Printing and Stationery. .  ..  . .  . .  2 15 9
,, Bonus . .  . . .  . .  . . 7 7 0
,, Commission to Agents, Fares, and General Expenses 7 10 3 
,,  Cash in hand. .  . .  - .. ..  31 to 1

£92 4 5

J. S. G. T e l f e r , Secretary.

I have examined all the books and accounts relating to the foregoing 
Balance Sheet, and find the statement represented therein to be correct.

R. W b s t h o r f , Auditor. 
J. H. T b l f b r , Director. 
E. J. B r id c e r , Director.

C o r r e s p o n d e n c e .

To the Editor of the “  Monthly Journal."

D e a r  S i r ,—With reference to your ‘ ‘ editorial” in the 
October number of Stanley Gibbons Monthly Journal, I 
wonder if you would find a corner for a few remarks on the 
same subject (The Minor Variety). You state, “ Varieties of 
perforation vary greatly in interest and importance. If they 
are due to the use of a machine that is irregular, so that in 
a long line of holes there are parts that gauge li£, parts 
that show 12&, and others that show intermediate gauges 
between these two, it must be evident that such varieties are 
of very small interest, and of no importance whatever in the 
history of the stamps in which they occur.”

Would you allow me to point out that in the case of 
Holland (to which doubtless you refer) there is a consider
able amount of both interest and importance connected with 
the u£ irregularity ?

In the first place, all the stamps of the 1872 issue were 
perforated by the machine which had the irregularity (on the 
left edge). Subsequently a machine was used which had 
not the i i £ irregularity; it may have been a different 
machine, or the old one modified. In either case the result 
is different, and consequently is, I maintain, of a certain 
amount of importance in “ the history of the stamps.”

It so happens that the two well-known microscopical 
varieties—namely, the 20 c. with a big dot under the value, 
and the 25 c. with a split “ t ” —are found only with the 
1 x 12 perforation. This at once proves that they occurred 
on the left vertical row of the sheet, and if a faker of minor 
varieties made green spots and split letters “  t  '* for the 
benefit (!) of specialists, and inserted these little points on 
stamps perforated 12^x12, his sin would find him out, or 
rather we should find him out. Now, there is no possible 
reason (except the suppression of the plate which showed 
these minor variations) why these two stamps should not be 
found with the 12J x 12 perforation of the second (or altered) 
machine. I have not found them, but should they exist 
they may be recognised at once as the product of the altered 
machine, as the holes produced thereby are very large ; but 
I think it more probable that the particular' plates which 
showed these flaws were discarded.

There is another point about extremely minor varieties in 
the Dutch stamps. In the case of the 5 cent, blue, of 1872, 
one stamp shows a small bald patch on the King’s head. 
This would be called an imbecility by a good many phila
telists, yet it is of interest since it is found with every variety

of perforation (except n j  x 12, as it was not a left-margin 
stamp), and, since these perforating machines were not abso
lutely concurrent, it proves that the identical plate was in 
use for a great many years—a noteworthy point when such 
a much-used stamp is considered. I have said the machines 
were not concurrent ; the earliest was the small-hole 
machine or machines (13 to 14 small holes). The 12$ x 12 
machine was the one most used, and the 13$ (clean cut) was, 
as far as 1 can see from the examination of many thousands 
of dated copies, only used to help the 12&X12 machine. 
There are only certain months of certain years common in 
the postmarks of the 13$ stamps, and these months are rare 
on the 12^x12 stamps, hence probably the 13̂  machine 
was only used when the several changes of punches were 
made on the 121̂  x 12 machine.

All this is something less than “ minor,” but even so, I 
certainly think that it does throw light on the history of the 
stamps, and for that reason is of some importance, and is, I 
think, far more important than the perforations of recent 
Austrians, or even, if I dare to say so, of the 11x12, 
12 x  n a n d  I 2 x  12 concurrent (in part) machines of New 
South Wales.

Apologizing for trespassing so much on your valuable 
space,

I am, dear sir, yours faithfully.
E . W . W E T H kR E LL .

[Mr. Wetherell has entirely mistaken our meaning. It 
was quite by chance that we used the figures n£ and !2£, 
and we did not intend to refer in any way to the perforations 
of Holland. This is, in fact, evident from the words that 
he has quoted—“  parts that gauge i i £, parts that show 12$, 
and others that show intermediate gauges between these two." 
This is not, we believe, the case with the Dutch perforations 
in question, which show a regular i i £ gauge for a short 
distance, and a regular 12$ in the rest of the row, and which 
have always been recognized as of special interest.

It is well, as a rule, not to be too hasty in jumping to 
conclusions, but we do not regret Mr. Wetherell’s action in 
this instance, since it has resulted in a very interesting letter, 
which we are glad to publish. —  E d . M.J.]

S ir,— With your permission, I am anxious to join in the 
desire recently expressed in your columns for a .set of really 
permanent Imperial albums with space provided for all 
stamps listed in your catalogues up to a given dale.

I would suggest that accommodation should be afforded 
for all British Colonials issued up to the death of the late 
Queen, with a blank page after each of the several colonies 
which issued new “ Queens Heads” in the present reign of 
King Edward the Seventh, as many philatelists who in the 
ordinary way do not collect new issues would feel that their 
“  Queen’s Heads ” were incomplete without the posthumous 
issues. For the stamps of foreign countries I think a halt 
should be made at the end of the nineteenth century.

For general collectors (who, after all, are the backbone of 
our hobby) printed albums are almost, if not quite, a neces
sity, as very few “ generalists” have the time to bother with 
blank albums, except for ‘ ‘ pet countries” : and, moreover, 
there are hundreds of collectors who much prefer printed 
albums, and who, like myself, find that the present Imperials 
would be perfect in all respects, if only they were permanent 
up to a certain point, and provided spaces for all stamps 
listed in the catalogues.

Trusting that this matter will receive your attention,
Yours faithfully,

G . H e r b e r t  D a n n a t t .

\o J0otte8̂ oxvActv\̂ .

N O T E . — A ll correspondence relating to subscriptions, missing 
numbers, changes o f  address, etc., should be addressed to 
M essrs. S T A N L E Y  G I B B O N S , L I M I T E D , and not to the 
Editor.

M. P. C.— The Japanese issues about which you ask are 
rearranged in the current (1905) edition of the Catalogue.
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SPECIAL BARGAINS & NEW ISSUES.
A L L  U N U S E D  U N L E S S  O T H E R W I S E  S T A T E D .

AUSTRIA.
1905. S im ila r to 1904 issue, but without shiny bars. 

2 h., black . . . . . .
5 h., slate . . . . . .

10 h., rose and black . . . . .
50 h., slate-blue . . . . .

BARBADOS.
1904-5. Type 6. M ultiple wmk.

2Jd., ultramarine . . .  . .
6d., mauve and carmine . . . •

7 c., olive-yellow 
10 c.. brown-lilac

5 pies, slate 
J a., green . 
z a., carmine .
» a., purple .
4 a., sage-green 
8 a., mauve .
1 r., carmine and green

CANADA.
1903-4. King's Head.

CHAMBA.
1901-5. Service. King's Head.

CHINA.
1898-1904. Type 31. I

5 r .,  blue 
8 c ., brown

Set of three

$t, carmine and salmon .

COLOMBIA.
•9° 4-5- Type 79- T .r f . vt.

10 c., mauve . . . . .  
10 c. »* pair, ituperf. vertically  . .

DANISH WEST INDIES.
1905. Provisionals.

5 bit on 4 c., blue and brown 
5 ' '
S

DENMARK.
«9°S- Typ* *5-

3 ore, grey . . . . .

HOLLAND.
1906. Unpaid. Provisional.

50 c. on 1 g., b'ue and ret . . .

.HONG KONG.
19:0-*. Queens Head.

10 c., ultramarine . . . .
1903. King's H e*d. Single wmk. 

8 c., grey-black and mauve . . .
10 c ,  lilac and ultramarine on blue . .
20 C., grey-black and chestnut . . .

HORTA.
1905. Type 2. New colours.

50 r., black and ultramarine . . .
75 r., carmine and brown on straw . .

ICELAND.
X90S-4. Type n .  Per/. 12J, 13. 

35 aur, green and brown 
40 ,, mauve . .
50 ,, slate and grey .

1 krona, brown and blue 
3 ,,  blue and olive-brown

3 avos, slate and black .

$ avo, blue-green 
1 „  yellow-green

MACAO.
1903. Type 29.

1904. Postage Due.

MAURITIUS.

. used

. used o 

. used o

ed o 5

. used 

. used

1905. Type 36. Single wmk.
15 c., purple and ultramarine on blue . . . .

MOROCCO AGENCIES.
1905. King's Head. Single wmk.

1 peseta, black and carmine . . . . .
3 pesetas, black and blue . . . . . :

N .B .— Only a sm all consignment 0 /these has been received, 
and prices may be fu r th er  advanced with next iot.

4  6

M O Z A M B I Q U E  C O M P A N Y . |H., green . . 0

1894-1905. Types. P e r f  i t j . ad., mauve .
2& r., olive-yellow and black . . . . . 0 6 3d., orange-brown . 0
to r., mauve and black . . . . . . 0 0 6d.. green . . 0

NEW CALEDONIA. •
1903. Centenary issue. Variety  “  1 ” in  “  c e n t e Na i r e  m omitted.

in block o f  s ix  4
6

1 c., black on azure .
2 c .. purple-brown on buff
4 c. ,, on g re y
5 c .,  green  . .
5 c., yellow -green  .
1 c. on 2 c ., purple-brow n on bu ff
2 c. on 4 c. , ,  od g re y
4 c. on 5 c., green  . .
4 c. on 5 c., yciloW -green .

10 c. on <5 c., grey . .

NEW SOUTH WALES.
1905. Types 40, 43, and  53. Wmk. Crown and A .  

2jd. d eep  blue . . . . .
6d., o ran ge . . . . .
is ., purple-brown . . , . . .

1 c.,
2 c.,
3 c-,
4  C-,
5  c-« 

IOC.,
1 5 c . ,
2 0  C.. 
50 C., 

I p ., 
ap., 
5 P-.

green 
red .
purple .
vermilion 
blue .
yellow-brown 
olive .
claret .
yellow .
black .
deep green 
violet •

NICARAGUA.
1905. New type. Perf. 12.

PARAGUAY.
1901-5. Type 30. Ter/, u } .  

z c., apple-green . . .
5 c., blue . . . .

RUSSIA.
X905. Type 11. P etf.  11J.

1 rouble, orange and brown

SALVADOR.
1903. Typers.

io c ., dull lila c .
12 c., slate .
13 c., red-brown 
34 c., scarlet .
26 c., yellow-brown 
50 c., yellow .

1 p., pate blue *

1905. Provisionals.
5 c., blue (of 1900), surcharged Arms and "  1903"
6 c., in blue, on 12 c. (of 1903), No. 427
6 c. „  ,, „  ,,
2 c., carmine (of 1900), surcharged Arms

figures, horizontally
3 c. on 13 c., brown (of 1903)
t c. on ro c., violet ( ,, )

. used o 1

. ,. o 1

. used o 9

. used 3 6

. . used
*1905 ’ in tail

SIAM.
1900. Type 44.

1 att, green (No. 84) . . . .
2 atts, green and red (No. 85) . . .

1905. TyP< 45 surcharged with new value.
1 a. on 14 a., violet-blue . . .
2 a. on 38 a., chocolate and blue . .

TUNIS.
1906. New pictorial types.

. used 10 0
• 9. 7 6

1 c ., black on ye llo w
2 c ., carm ine on pink .
5 c ., deep  green  on greenish 

35 c ., sage-green and brown 
40 c ., sep ia and red-brow n 
75 c ., claret and verm ilion

1 c., greenish blue
2 c., carmine .
4 c., violet .

to c ., deep blue 
20 c., orange .

URUGUAY.
190a. Postage Due. Type Uz.

VICTORIA.
1905. Wvtk. Crown over A . Perf. 12, 12$.

S T A N L E Y  G IBBO N S, L IM ITE D , STAM P IM PO R TER S, 391, ST R A N D , LOND ON, W.C.
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THE INTERNATIONAL

E have much pleasure in placing our services at the disposal

of any collector who is desirous of exhibiting in May next.

If collectors will inform us what countries they wish to show, 

we shall be most happy to help them to the full extent of our 

power to make their exhibit as complete' as possible. By means of 

our Branches and Agencies in various parts of the world, we are 

enabled to procure many fine things not generally found in the 

hands of the trade. •

Having large storage accommodation in our strong rooms (fire 

and burglar proof), we shall be happy to receive collections for 

exhibit, and see that same are properly shown, and reclaim and re

pack them in a proper manner at the conclusion of the Exhibition.

STANLEY QIBBONS, LIMITED.
1beat> ©ffice:

391, S T R A N D  (opposite Hotel Cecil), L O N D O N , W.C.

PHILATELIC EXHIBITION,
1

LONDON, MAY, 1906.

Out-of-pocket expenses only will be charged.

ctts JBrancb: 97, GRACECM URCIi ST., E.C.
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NOW  READY.

Entirely Revised and Greatly Enlarged.

T H E  FIRST VO LU M E (C O U N TR IE S  A to L) OF TH E

Vol. I.—Afghanistan to Luxemburg. About 580 pages, demy 8vo.

T HIS Work is an absolute necessity to the careful Philatelist, who is naturally anxious 
to ensure the absence of forgeries from his collection. As a work of reference, in 

this particular respect, it stands entirely unrivalled, 1 being compiled by one who has ac
quired a world-wide repute, and whose speciality has for many years been the description of 
forgeries. An immense amount of labour has been bestowed on this New Edition, so as to 
still further increase its usefulness. Every endeavour has been made by the Author, in the 
description of new and dangerous forgeries, etc., to bring the work fully up to date. 
Amongst the numerous additions may be noted an elaborate description of tech
nical terms met with in the course of collecting. This section will be found especially 
useful for the guidance of the novice or younger collector. The illustrations have been con
siderably augmented, and a large and most interesting series of postmarks, specially drawn, 
together with an index for reference, will be found included. Altogether the Publishers 
have no hesitation in recommending this publication as a most valuable adjunct to a 
Philatelic Library, and useful alike to Collector and Dealer.

VOL. I.— Price, bound in embossed gilt cloth, 7/6; post-free, 8/-.

VOL. II.— In the press, ready about Midsummer, 1906, price 8/-, 
post-free. (Orders, PREPAID, can now be booked.)

STANLEY GIBBONS, Limited,

Third Edition
O F

Weeds
B y  t h e  R e v . R. B. EAREE.

391, STRAND (Opposite Hotel Cecil),

LONDON, W.C



Rb r e  St r a p s  , Bought, Bold or Exchanged. 
STBP1P Rl b u m s , \f- to L,s each 
Mew  Prospectus of .Sets Packets, Albums

and Catalogues, sent post free on application
V

Stanley qibbohs Limited

391, Strrnd, London.
(Opposite Hotel Cecil.)

a n d  198, BROADWAY, NEW YORK
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The monthly ^Journal.
TH E  SUBSCRIPTION

To this Journal is 2 /* per annum, post-free.
T h e  Journal is published on the last day of every month, and the volume 
commences w ith July. A ll Subscriptions begin with the first number 
of the current volume, and if  same is received after July back numbers 
will be sent in order that each volume may be complete.

L’ABONNEM ENT
A ce Journal est = fcs. 2 . 5 0  cts. par an, franco.

“ The Monthly Journal" paralt toujour* h la  fin du mois et le volume 
commence par le numtro de Juillet Chaque abonnement doit com* 
meacer par le premier numero du volume courant, et s'il est requ apris 
le mois de Joillet, les numdros qui auront ddjk para, seront envoyts, 
pour que chaque volume soit complet.

Gibbons Stamp illcekly.
Prepaid Subscriptions can commence at any time, and 

can be for 3, 6, or 12 months at the following rates, 
post-free:—

Gt. Britain 
and

Colonies.

U.S.A.
and

Canada.

France, 
Italy, or 
Spain.

Germany.

3 months is. 8d. 40 c. fc. 2.00 m. 1.70
6 „ 3s- 3d. 80 c. fc. 4.00 m. 3.25

12 „ 6s. 6d. $1.60 fc. 8.00 m. 6.50

Remittances should be made by Cheque or Money Orders 
payable in London and to the order of-Stanley Gibbons, Ltd.

DA8 ABO NNEM ENT
Auf dieses Journal Kostet M 2 .— per Jahr, franco.

Das Journal erscheint am letxten Tage eines jeden Monats, uod beginnt 
etn neuer Band stets mit der Juli-Nummer. Alle Abonnements fangen 
mit der enten Nummer des laufenden Bandes an, und wenn solche nach 
dem Monat Juli eintreffen, werden die bereits erschienenen N um m en 
des Bandes nachgesaodt, demit ein jeder Band complet sei.

N O T I C E .— P ub lishers o f M ig r a n t * '  A c .,  w ho e x ch a n g e  w ith  
th is  44 Journal,'" a re  requested to  b e so kind as, in future, to 
send one co p y o f th eir publications d irect to  M ajor E V A N S ,  
G lenarm , L o n g to n  A v e o u e, Sydenham .and a  second to M essrs. 
S T A N L E Y  G I B B O N S , Ltd ., 391, S trand, London, W .C .

BACK NUMBERS OF THE 11 MONTHLY JOURNAL"
Can be had at the following prices, post-free:

/. d.
No. 1 . each x 0
No. s . Out o f print.
Nos. 3, 4, and 5 each 0 9
No. 6 . Out of print.
No. zs . each 1 6
No. 91 . Out o f  print.
No. s6 . each 9 6
No. 31 . 1, 1 0
Ho. } l  . „  9 0
Nos. 40 and 41 . Out o f print.
Nos. 67 and 9T . each 1 0
No. 100 . „  1 6
Nos. 101 and so* » t o
Nos. 103 and 104 » 0 9
N o. it$  . Out of print.
Nos. 1x6 and 119 each 0 9
No. iso  . Out of print.
No. tx l  . each x 0

A ll otkor bmek numbers except those m entioned in  the above lis t
can be supplied a t y l. each, post-free.

BOUND YEARLY VOLUMES.

Vol I. (1891-92). Out of print

Specimen copy i£d., post-free.

In Great Britain it will be cheaper for our readers to 
order Gibbons Stamp Weekly from their nearest Newsagent 
or Stationer, or from the Railway Bookstall. This will 
save postage, and the paper will be delivered flat, instead 
of folded as it would be if posted.

W b shall be greatly obliged if our confreres in the trade 
will help to make this paper as widely known as possible, 
especially amongst the younger collectors: by this term we 
do not mean those young in age so much as those who are 
beginners in collecting and M young ” in a philatelic sense.

We are trying to publish a paper that will be of real help 
and assistance to the beginners, and all dealers, we think, 
will join with us in the desire to secure new recruits to our 
ranks.

With this end in view we are prepared to supply the trade 
with Gibbons Stamp Weekly on the special terms of is. 2d. 
per quire of twenty-six copies—postage or carriage extra. 
Wholesale orders should be sent to

S i r  I s a a c  P i t m a n  a n d  S o n s , L t d .,

I, Amen Comer,
London, E.C.

Or those who have accounts with us and prefer to deal 
direct can send their orders to us.

N O T I C E .
M a n y  clients are sending in orders for two, three, or more 
following numbers of Gibbons Stamp Weekly to be sent to 
them. We therefore give notice that we cannot enter any 
name for less than thirteen numbers (one quarter). Those 
who want a few numbers only can get them at the nearest 
bookseller's.

VoL II. Price 10/-; post-free, 10/6.

Vols. III., IV ., V., and VI. Each 7/-; post-free, 7/6.

Vols. VII. and VIII. None on sale.
Vole. IX., X., XI., X II., XIII., and XIV. Each 5/-; 

post-free, 5/6.

Messrs. W . H. SMITH &  SON
have agreed to keep Gibbons Stamp Weekly on all their 
bookstalls throughout Great Britain, and our friends will 
oblige us very much if they will order at the bookstalls 
whenever they are travelling. .

STANLEY GIBBONS, Limited, Stamp Importers, 391, STRAND, LONDON, W.C.
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The
Philan
thropic
Facsimilist.

JHE January number of La Revue 
Philatelique Fran^aise contains 
some remarks upon a little piece 
of philatelic history, which un
fortunately repeats itself only 
too frequently. From the very 

early days of stamp collecting there have been 
ingenious persons who made 
imitations of stamps, not for the 
dangerous purpose of trying to 
defraud the Post Office, but with 
a view to supplying the wants 

of collectors. Some of them were content, we 
believe, modestly to lie low, and allow others 
to retail their wares, accompanied by such 
accounts and marked at such prices as the 
circumstances of the case permitted; some, on 
the other hand, proclaimed themselves boldly 
as benefactors, pointed out the extortionate 
prices asked for stamps, which differed from 
their own goods solely in being genuine and 
original, and claimed that their productions 
formed excellent space-fillers for collectors 
who could not afford anything better. These 
gentlemen seem invariably to be unable to 
appreciate the argument that what they sell 
to-day as “ facsimiles” may be offered to
morrow (by less honest people) as the real 
thing, and with equal unanimity they decline 
to disfigure their works of art with the word 
“ facsimile ” or any other mark plainly in
dicating the real nature of the things.

Some six months ago M. Maury announced 
in Le Collectionneur de Timbres-Poste that he 
■ vas informed by a correspondent that for
geries of all the Spanish stamps of 1850 to 
1854 were on sale in Barcelona, at a very low 
price, 24 or 25 pesetas for the complete set. 
The correspondent added: “ A t first sight

*  *

these stamps are difficult to distinguish from 
the genuine, and for my part I find no dis
tinct difference . . . these imitations are well 
obliterated.” Two months later M. Maury 
was offered a set of unused specimens of 
these same issues, which were brought to him 
by a commission agent— in perfect good faith. 
The agent had received them from a cor
respondent who wanted a long price for them 
“ as they are such fine specimens.” It is 
perhaps unnecessary to add that these also 
were imitations of a very dangerous class. M. 
Maury states that at about that time several 
similar sets were offered to him for sale or 
submitted by correspondents for his opinion.

It now seems that the authorship of these 
choice works is claimed by a Mr. S., of Bar
celona, who is quite shocked at the idea of 
their being termed forgeries— they are fac
similes, published with the purest and most 
excellent intentions. The following extracts 
from a circular, entitled The Truth about the 
Spanish 1850-4. Facsimiles, a copy of which 
reached the editor of La Revue Philatelique 
Fran^aise, illustrate the views that Mr. S. 
professes to hold more clearly than we could 
hope to express them :—

“ I have not started this business as a 
means of livelihood— I have other resources 
— I have done it solely from a love of art 
and of Philately, for if the majority of the 
dealers consider everything relating to fac
similes as an enemy, they are wrong, and 
that is where the trouble lies. A  wealthy 
collector will always prefer to pay accordingly 
and only to have original copies, but there 
are thousands whose purses do not admit of 
such luxury, and they find themselves with 
albums in which there are only a few stamps 
on each page, hence discouragement, soon
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followed by their giving up collecting al
together. When the time comes that dealers 
decide to give a more favourable reception to 
facsimiles, and to sell them as such to those 
of their clients who they know can never 
afford to spend the prices asked for the 
genuine stamps, I believe that Philately will 
lose nothing thereby. In all these matters, 
as in all trades, an evil-disposed person can 
derive a dishonest profit from the wants of 
others. It will be to the interest of all to 
study how one can fill the wants that arise in 
the business that interests us. I shall throw 
all my enthusiasm into this, and I shall be de
lighted if enlightened fellow-workers come to 
my assistance.”

Excellent! No one could profess higher 
principles or more disinterested motives ! But, 
alas ! when an “ enlightened fellow-worker ” 
suggested that the one improvement required 
was that these imitations should be marked 
plainly with the word “ facsimile,” Mr. S. 
seems to have turned a deaf ear, or at least 
to have contented himself with replying that 
all his stamps are exposed for sale in Barce
lona as “ Facsimiles,” which of course is all 
right until they happen to fall into the hands 
of some ignorant or dishonest person.

It cannot be too often repeated that there 
is no legitimate demand for articles of this 
kind sufficient in • extent to make it worth 
anybody’s while to produce them, and from 
his action in refusing to put any permanent 
mark upon his productions, it is evident that 
Mr. S. is as well aware of this as we are. The 
few persons who make collections of forgeries 
and imitations do so solely for reference 
purposes, in order to enable them the more 
readily to detect these frauds when offered as 
genuine stamps. The poorest philatelist does 
not fill spaces in his collection with things of 
this nature, except when he is taken in by them. 
If he wishes to know what the great rarities 
are like, he is content with photographs of 
them, or with the illustrations in the cata
logues and handbooks. So-called facsimiles 
he avoids, as he knows the danger of them 
only too well. These Spanish imitations are 

forgeries from a philatelic point of view, and 
it is quite evident that however excellent 
the intentions of Mr. S. may be, his wares 
are liable to be, and indeed have been, used 
to defraud.

Catalogue Y e a r  after year fresh editions 
Problems. of the catalogues of the principal

firms of stamp dealers are pub
lished, and we may fairly say. that; with each 
succeeding edition some attempt is made to 
improve the catalogue philatelically, and to 
make it more useful to collectors than the 
editions that preceded it. It is very seldom 
indeed that a new edition of our publishers’ 
Catalogue, for instance, shows nothing more 
than changes in prices and the addition of 
recent issues; there is always a certain 
amount of rewriting, rearrangement, and 
correction. A  vast amount of time and con
sideration are devoted to this work, but still, 
each time that the work is completed, those 
engaged upon it are bound to recognize the 
fact that there are certain problems connected 
with it which have not yet been satisfactorily 
solved. Perhaps the most prominent and 
difficult of these is the problem of colour- 
names, a subject upon which we have pub
lished not a few articles and letters in various 
volumes of this Journal; it is a problem with 
which we have wrestled for many years past, 
and we are no longer very sanguine about 
the prospect of ever arriving at a solution 
that is likely to satisfy any large proportion of 
those who are interested in it. The difficulty, 
so far as the Catalogue is concerned, becomes 
greater ever^ y e a r; not only do the varieties 
of shade increase in number, but with the 
growing tendency to specialism it becomes 
more and more impossible for any one person 
to deal with the stamps of all countries, and 
to compile all the lists. Even if one person 
could do all the work, and had time and 
opportunity for comparing every list with the 
stamps it referred to, it is unlikely that those 
lists would be absolutely consistent, for the 
trouble with minor varieties of colour is 
that the very same tint not only produces a 
different impression upon different people, 
but also seems different to the same person 
under different circumstances and in different 
surroundings. It is very easy to say, take 
a good colour chart, or form a standard 
collection of stamps showing all— or as nearly 
as may be all— the known varieties of tint, 
and then work by it. Industrious persons 
have sometimes employed their spare time in 
calculating the total number of stamps listed 
in the two parts of the Catalogue. Will any 
one kindly reckon how long it would take to
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compare every one of those stamps— or, say, 
every one that is priced— with a colour chart 
or a standard collection, and try to form some 
idea of what the eyes of the person doing it 
would be good for at the end of the task ? 
We fully acknowledge that there is abundant 
room for improvement in the matter of colour- 
names and their consistent use in the cata
logues, and we hope to see great improvement 
effected in time, but it will take time.

Another problem is that of minor varieties, 
of various natures : the desirability of listing 
them, and the possibility, or otherwise, of 
classifying them. There are varieties of tint 
of the impression, varieties of paper, varieties 
of watermark, varieties of perforation ; there 
are also principal and minor varieties in each 
of these classes ; and who is to decide where 
the line is to be drawn, a line that has to be 
drawn afresh in almost every fresh case that 
arises ? To the specialist every variety is of 
interest and importance, yet the specialist 
will acknowledge that some are of far greater 
interest and importance than others, and in 
many cases only a specialist can assign to 
each nature of variety its relative import
ance. It is for the general collector and 
the collector who does not aim at becoming 
an advanced specialist that some guidance 
in these matters is necessary. And how 
difficult it is to give that guidance! How 
frequently we are asked— Is so-and-so a 
variety? A  foolish question, gentle reader, 
if you come to think of it, though we would 
not venture to say so on any account. Every
thing that varies from the normal is a variety, 
and every variety is collectable as such. We 
do not catalogue them all, but that does not 
prevent them from being varieties, though 
there are a few cases in which it is difficult 
to answer the question— Why do you cata
logue this and why do you not catalogue 
that? We cannot have absolute consistency, 
even in Philately, and we sometimes fancy 
that the pursuit would not be quite so popular 
as it is if we had. In spite of modern 
tendencies to the cataloguing of everything, 
and to collecting by the catalogue, there is 
still a certain amount of scope for in
dividualism, and we are glad to believe that 
no two specialized collections of the stamps 
of the same country would be arranged on 
identically the same lines, and that the owner 
of each would probably find a good deal to

iS i

criticize— perhaps even to condemn— in the 
methods of the other.

In the matter of varieties there will always 
be a tendency, a tendency which it may 
sometimes be necessary to resist, to assign 
undue importance to those that can not only 
be easily seen but can also be easily de
scribed. It is thus, probably, that minute 
varieties of perforation have attained so 
prominent a position. Our advice to the 
non-specialist would be to disregard varieties 
of gauge altogether, and to recognize only 
stamps that are imperforate and stamps with 
various natures of perforation, such as roulet- 
ting, etc. It should not be forgotten that 
perforation merely renders the stamps more 
convenient for use ; if a sheet happens to get 
into circulation without being perforated, the 
stamps from it are none the less available 
for prepayment of postage. Watermarks are 
far more important, as the special paper is 
an essential part of the stamp ; and the fact 
that a country uses a special paper of this 
nature for its stamps is an important one; 
but it is a question whether a change in the 
pattern of the device watermarked in the 
paper is so important as philatelists are 
accustomed to hold. Unfortunately, no one 
but a thoroughly experienced philatelist is 
capable of discriminating in these matters, 
and of so restricting his collection as to make 
it a representative one, including the more 
important varieties and excluding the less im
portant ones, upon some definite and con
sistent plan ; and an experienced philatelist 
almost invariably develops into a specialist, 
and decides to restrict his collection in quite 
a different manner.

* • *

International W e venture to impress upon 
Philatelic our readers the fact that time, 
Exhibition, as usual, is flying, and that 

those of them who intend 
taking part as exhibitors in the Exhibition 
in London of this year must send “ notice of 
the nature and extent of their exhibits, with 
value for insurance,’' to the Hon. Secretaries, 
13 Walbrook, London, K.C., “ not later than 
the 20th March.” We have every reason to 
believe that the arrangements for the Exhi
bition are progressing satisfactorily, and we 
have no doubt that the show will surpass its 
predecessors as much as each of them in turn 
surpassed theirs.
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Swedish W e are requested by Mr. Hilmer 
Forgeries. Djurling, the Editor of Svensk 

Filatelistisk Tidskrift, to state 
that the paper on “ Wholesale Forgery of 
Swedish Postage Stamps,” which we pub
lished in our last number, was not written 
by him, but by Mr. Harry Wennberg, of

Stockholm. The mistake was not entirely 
our fault. Mr. Djurling kindly sent us a 
German translation of the paper in question, 
and as nothing was said about its authorship, 
we supposed it to be Editorial, which the 
final paragraph would seem to imply.

Sssues axvdt Janettes.
No t e . —  IVe shall be greatly obliged i f  our readers will send, for description herein, any new issues or new varieties 

they may become acquainted with, addressing them to T h e  E d it o r  o f  t h e  M o n t h l y  Jo u r n a l , care of M essrs. 
St a n l e y  G ibrons, L im it e d , 391, Strand, London, C. Stamps sent are promptly returned, Unless required
for illustration, which may cause a little delay. N.B. — Specimens of new Envelopes, Post Cards, etc., should no 
longer be sent, as we chronicle postal adhesives only; but the Editor will be glad to purchase for his own collection 
new Envelopes and Cards of Indian Native States,

*  *  *  *

P a r t  I.
Great Britain.— Even's Weekly stales that the 

4d. stamp has appeared on the chalk-surfaced paper.
Referring to the disappearing 6d. stamp, described 

in a note by Mr. Stuart Dudley in our last number, 
a correspondent writes to us protesting in the 
strongest terms against the iniquity of soaking a 
stamp, especially an embossed stamp;-in water. 
However, a righteous retribution seems to have 
befallen the perpetrators on this occasion ; to slightly 
garble the words of Mr. W. S. Gilbert—

“  The object all sublime 
Has been achieved this time 
Of making the punishment fit the crime,”

so we need say no more about it, especially as a very 
curious and interesting variety has thereby been 
brought to light.

British Guiana.— Even's Weekly chronicles the 
2 c. with chalky surface.

British Somaliland.— We have received the J a. 
stamp on chalk-surfaced paper.

Messrs. Whitfield King and Co tell us that they 
have obtained information from an official source to 
the effect that ten varieties of the Official stamps were 
put in circulation, viz.— the J a., 1 a., 2 a., 8 a., and 
1 r., Queen’s Head, Nos. 101 to 105 in the Catalogue, 
and the same values of the issue of 1904 surcharged 
“ O. H. M. S.” Nos. 106 to 109 in the Catalogue do 
not exist as there described ; these King’s Head, 
Indian, stamps were surcharged with the word 
“ s e r v i c e ,”  and so was a supply of the 1 rupee 
Queen’s Head, but none of the stamps thus surcharged 
were issued.

Cyprus.—  The Ph. A', states that the error “ h a l f  
p e n s  ” (letter “ Y ” absent) on id., of 1881, a copy of 
which was offered in one of Messrs. Glendining and 
Co.’s sales a short time back, existed on every sheet 
of the printing with the surcharge 18 mm. long, and 
that it occurred on the seventh stamp in the second 
horizontal row ; this variety was catalogued by 
Moens, but does not seem to have got into English 
lists.

Dominica.— E ven 's Weekly reports that the id., 
Type 9, has appeared on paper with the old Crown 
and “ C C ” watermark, and with the new chalky sur
face ! This really is adding insult to injury; the 
stamps themselves are purely wind-raisers, and we 
cannot understand the object of making chalk
surfaced Crown C C  paper, when the paper with mul
tiple watermark will suit all purposes.

Gibraltar.— Morocco Agencies.— W e have received 
the 20 c. with multiple watermark, but the paper 
unsurfaced.

20 c., grey-green and carmine ; new wmk.

E ven 's Weekly states that the 5 c. has appeared 
with chalky surface.

Grenada.— W e have received some of the values 
of the new Seascape series, which we chronicled in 
November, and we find that they have the multiple 
watermark but not the chalky surface.

India.— Pullinlla .— We learn from the The Ph. It. 
that three more values of the King’s Head stamps 
have appeared with the “  Pa tia la  s t a t e ” surcharge. 
The 6 a. has been already listed, but we believe it was 
not actually in circulation.

6 a., bistre.
8 a., magenta.

12a., purple on red.

Indian Native States.— Charkari.— In examining 
recently our publishers’ stock of these stamps, we 
have found specimens of the 1 a. and 1 a. in which 
the movable figures used for denoting the value-, 
are in quite different type from those employed in 
the earlier printings. The figure “  2 ” of “  | ” is much 
smaller than before and of quite a different shape, 
and the figure “ 1 ” of the higher value has no ser l 
at foot and only a short one at top.

Holkar.— We le a rn  fr o m  L'Echodc la T. th a t  the 
3 a.  s t a m p  h a s  a p p e a r e d  w ith  th e  “ s e r v i c e ”  ovc 

Pr*nt- Official Stamp. 3 a„ violet.

Montserrat.— E v en ’s Weekly notes the 2lid. on 
chalk-surfaced paper.
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New South Wales.—W e have received the }d. and 
4d. stamps on the new paper, as chronicled in Decem
ber. The perforation seems to be the same as that 
of the other current stamps. We have also the 9d., 
Type 55, oil the Victoria Crown and “ A ” paper, 
perf. 12J. 1 !

Ewen's Weekly tells us that the 20s. stamp has 
appeared with yet another variety of the Federation 
watermark, evidently intended for large square stamps. 
It consists of a Crown over a single-line letter “ A,” 
enclosed in a circle. It seems evident that a mul
tiple Crown “ A ” paper will be required before matters 
finally settle down. The paper is chalk-surfaced.

9d., brown and blue ; new wmi. ; perf. 12T 
20s., bright blue ; new wmi.;perf. 11 x 1 1}, 12.

New Zealand.—We are shown the 6s. “ st a m p  
d u ty” label, Type 54, perf. 11, instead of 12}, and we 
are told that the 2s. and 3s. of the same type have 
been found with the same perforation. These are not 
so recent as the date assigned in the Catalogue to 
Nos. 393 to 396 would imply, for the copy before us is 
postmarked “  22 D E  97.”

The S. C. F. tells us that the design of the postage 
stamps used by the Life Insurance Department has 
been redrawn, the letters “ V. R.” having been removed 
and other details changed.

Seychelles.— The P h .J .o f  G. II. records the dis
covery of a used copy of the 12 c. on 16 c., Die II. 
(No. 17 in the Catalogue) with a distinct double sur
charge.

South Australia.— We have received an entire 
sheet of the }d., and the lower half of a sheet of the 
ul., both with the so-called 12 perforation, which ac
cording to our measurements is really 12 x 11}. The 
horizontal perforation is almost exactly 12, 71 holes in 
120 mm.; there afe two extra holes in each side mar
gin of the sheet beyond the outside vertical lines of 
perforation, but there is a gap in the middle of the 
horizontal row of holes, so that the space down the 
centre of the sheet between the panes is not perforated 
across. It is a comb-machine, and the teeth of the 
comb contain 13 holes, and in every case gauge 
exactly 11}.

The entire sheets consist of the usual four panes, 
and the }d., Type 24, has no marginal lines, but has 
the plate number “ 1,” on a circular disk, over the 
second and eleventh stamps in the top row, and under 
the same stamps in the bottom row. It also has 
"id . 041687,” in red, in the right upper corner of the 
sheet. This value has the Crown and “ S A ” water
mark, Type 13, with “ S O U T H  A U S T R A L IA  P O S T A G E ” 

in the side margins and “ S O U TH  A U S T R A L IA ”  across 
Ihe centre.

The id. sheet has lines in the margins, similar to 
those described in May last year. There are the lined 
tablets in the bottom margin as we then supposed, 
and there is a similar but continuous tablet across the 
centre. The left margin also has these lined tablets, 
divided in the centre by a circular space, perhaps for 
•1 screw-head, and the lower one broken by a solid slab 
of colour, with a hole in the centre, evidently a register 
mark. In the right-hand margin are six short vertical 
lines, 40 mm. long, at the side of the third and fourth

rows from the bottom, with a circular space in the 
middle of them, and outside these are three, or more, 

continuous vertical lines, presum
ably the whole length of the plate.

This value is on the Crown and 
“ A ” paper, which we described last 
May under Australian Common
wealth, with the watermark of the 
type shown in the annexed illus
tration, and the error “AUSIRLAIA” 

in the side margins.
}d., green ; perf. 12 x 11}.
id., rosine ; new wink.: perf. 12 x 11T

Straits Settlements.— The Ph. R. chronicles the 
50 c. with the multiple watermark.

50 c., dull green and carmine ; new wink.
Ewen's Weekly reports the 8 c. with chalky surface.

Sudan.— Ewen's Weekly states that a couple of 
sheets of the 1 millii-me with Quatrefoil watermark 
received the “ a r m y  o f f i c i a l ”  surcharge, and this 
stamp must therefore have existed with both types 
of the overprint and with the error showing a note 
of exclamation in the centre of the word.

I m., brown and pink ; surcharged “  ARMY OFFICIAL.’’

The same authority confirms the statement that the 
2, 5, and 10 piastres Army Service stamps have the 
earlier watermark.

Transvaal.— We have received the 4d. with mul
tiple watermark and chalky surface, and the 2s. with 
the same watermark, but on unsurfaced paper.

4d., black and brown ; new wmk. and paper.
2s., grey and yellow ; new wmi.

Victoria.— We have received the old 9d. monstro
sity, Type 70, on the new paper, perf. 12 x 12}.

9d., brownish rose ; new wmi.

Why does not Victoria adopt the Britannia type of 
9d. which it inflicts upon others? It is better than 
this caricature of the Queen.

We gather from the following statement in The 
Australian Ph. that the perforation noted above is a 
new one, but thb holes appear to us to be as large as 
ever: —

“ The perforations of the current Victorian stamps 
have been brought under our notice by several col
lectors. The Victorian Government I’rinter is not 
very communicative on the subject; but inquiries have 
elicited the fact that there are now three kinds ot 
machines in use, viz. two single cutters gauging 11 
and 12} respectively, and one comb machine, 12 x 12}. 
The perfs. of the single cutters are large holes, those 
of the triple cutter (12 x 12}) being smaller. The 
former gauge of the comb machines was 12} all 
round, but it is supposed that the needles have been 
reset.” '

Our contemporary adds that the 2d. and 3d. with 
the new watermark exist perf. 12x12}. In single 
copies it is not always easy to distinguish this from the 
regular 12} gauge.

Western Australia.— The Aust. Ph. chronicles the 
new 5d. on the Victorian Crown and “ A ” paper.

5d., olive-yellow j new wmi.
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Zanzibar.— We have received a letter on the 
subject of the provisional stamps of 1904 from a 
correspondent who has a better opinion of them than 
we are able to entertain, but which we think it is right 
to lay before our readers. He states that the Post
master assures him that there was a dearth of 1 a., 2 a., 
and a. stamps at the time, and that these provi
sionals were necessarily issued, pending the arrival of 
supplies from England; that there was a great run 
upon them during the first day or two, but that he 
stopped this to some extent by making people bring 
their letters “ to the post office to be franked”— we 
presume this means, franked by means of the stamps 
in question. Shortly afterwards he detected a forgery 
that had been made by surcharging some of these 
stamps, “ and officials were dispatched all over the 
town to confiscate all forgeries offered for sale. The 
man who forged the stamps escaped from Zanzibar, 
but was arrested on his arrival at Bombay, where the 
case was tried, and the forger was sentenced to six 
months’ imprisonment.” I

Now all this sounds very well, but it also sounds as 
if the Postmaster took an unnecessarily keen interest 
in Philately. In the first place, if an issue of provi
sional stamps becomes really necessary, an experi
enced postmaster (and this is not quite the first 
provisional issue of Zanzibar) should know that the 
only sure means of preventing trouble is to arrange 
for a practically unlimited supply of the'provisional 
stamps. He need not have them all printed off, but 
he should have the surcharge kept set up, and let it be 
known that everybody who wants the stamps can 
have them ; if large quantities are bought up, so 
much the better for the postal revenue, and so much 
the worse for the speculators, who probably will not 
trouble him again after burning their fingers once or 
twice.

In the second place, if letters have to be brought to 
the post office to be franked, stamps (as we have 
stated on previous occasions) cease to be necessary at 
all ; their use saves no trouble to the public and very' 
little to the postal officials. The system of payment of 
postage in cash should be adopted in all cases when 
stamps run short; there is nothing novel or difficult 
about it, it is simply a reversion to the old plan, in use 
for hundreds of years before postage stamps were 
heard of, and it may very well be employed again in 
an emergency.
. Finally, we think that the Postmaster showed an 

excess of zeal in sending out officials to hunt for for
geries, which were in no way to the prejudice of the 
Post Office. If people chose to reduce the value of 
stamps for which they had paid full price, and used 
4 i  a. stamps as 1 a. and 2 a., it did the Post Office no 
harm, though if stamps with a forged surcharge were 
found upon letters, those stamps might have been 
regarded as already defaced and the letters treated as 
unpaid. But the action described was bound to give 
rise to suspicions that some one in the Post Office, or 
some friend of some one there, had a little stock of the 
provisionals up his sleeve.

P a r t  l l .

Argentine Republic.—A correspondent at Buenos 
Ayres tells us that the use of Official stamps was 
abolished from January 1st of this year.

Austria.— Hungary.— We have received some of 
the values of the current series, watermark Type 9, 
perf. 15, a gauge which is quite new to us as applied to 
Hungarian stamps. Presumably the rest of the set 
will be perforated in the same way as time goes on.

2.f., olive-yellow ; perf. 15.
5 f., emerald ,,

20 f., brown ,,
60 f., grey-green ,,

Belgium.— W e have received a fresh value of the 
Parcel Post stamps, Type 74 ; the letters “ FR.” are 
both the same size and are above the numerals de
noting the value.

fr. 1. to, deep rose, centre and value in black.

Colombia. —  Panama. —  (Canal Zone). —  Mekeel's 
Weekly reports the issue of the 2 c. stamp with “ 3rd 
Panama overprint corrected,” further surcharged 
“ ca n a l  ZONE,”  Type 93 ; 150,000 copies are said to 
have been thus treated, owing to the supply of current 
2 c. Panama stamps having run out. There is said to 
be a variety with an inverted “  M ” in “  panam a .” Is 
there an unlimited supply of old stock still on hand?

2 c., carmine ; with surcharges in carmine and black.

Ecuador.— MekeePs Weekly chronicles the 1 sucre 
stamp surcharged with Type 62.

Is., brown ; red surcharge.

France.— Offices in China.— We learn from I.'Echo 
de la Timbrolqgie that fresh varieties of the converted 
stamps of Indo-China (current type) keep turning up. 
The following are now listed :—

2 c., brown on buff; with Chinese surcharge only.
5 c., green ; with “ CHINE” only.

10 c., rose-red ,, ,,
5 c , green ; with “  CHINE ”  as in Type 4, only.

10 c., rose-red ,, ,, ,,
5 c., green ; with “ CHINE ’’ below the Chinese characters.
5 c., green ; as last. but “  c h i n e ”  as in Type 4.

The two types of the word “ ch ine  ” occur on tin 
same sheet. It may also be well to remind our reader- 
that these varieties are not very difficult to imitate.

French Colonies.— Ivoty Coast.— We have two 
more varieties of the Parcel Post stuff:—

Postage Due Stamps o f the French Colonics.
Surcharged “ Cote d’ Ivoire” at top. with a Uu< 

below it. and “  C.P.” at lower right, in black.

50 c., lilac.
I fr., rose on buff.

Madagascar.— We learn from I.e Coll, de T.-P 
that the Bull and Monkey type stamps of this colon; 
are printed from plates engraved in tail/e-douce, and 
are produced by a private firm. The authorities, how 
ever, decided, in consequence of certain little irregu 
larities which took place in connexion with tin 
stamps of Somali Coast (produced by the same O!
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another private firm), on having the stamps printed at 
the Government establishment; but the latter does not 
undertake that style of printing, so that new plates, 
and possibly a new design, have become necessary. 
Consequently the old adaptable colonial type has been 
again brought into use, and we are told that the 5 c. 
and 15 c. have been reissued in the usual colours, and 
that the 50 c. has appeared with name in blue, instead 
of carmine.

50 c., brown on ature; name in blue.

Germany.—  Wurtemberg.— W e have 
received the surcharged Official stamps 
to which we alluded last month, and we 
are able to list them as follows :—

Overprinted in black, with a Crown . .
at top, and “ 1806-1906 ” at foot. 1 8 0 C «• 1 9 0 6

Municipal Service Stamps.
2 pf., bluish grey. I 5 pf., green.
3 p f., deep brown. I 10 p f., rose.

25 pf., orange.

Official Stamps.
2 pf., bluish grey. |
3 pf., brown.
5 pf., green.

10 pf., rose.
20 pf., ultramarine.

25 pf., orange.
30 pf., black and orange. 
40 pf , black and rose.
50 pf., deep marone.

1 mark, violet.

German Empire.—  Messrs. Y vert and Tellicr list the 
40 pf. and the 5 marks stamps on the new paper.

40 pf., black and carmine ; with watermark.
5 m., lake and black ; with watermark.

Offices in the Turkish Empire.— The same authori
ties list the same two stamps surcharged with values 
in Turkish currency.

2 pias. on 40 pf., black and carmine; wmkd.
25 pias., s ni., lake and black ; wmkd.

German Colonies.— Camerootts.— We have received 
the 5 pf. stamp on the watermarked paper.

S pf., green ; with wmk.

Holland.— Dutch Indies.— We regret to learn from 
The Ph. R. that there are three distinct types of the 
figure “  1 ’’ in the surcharge “ 10 cent.” on 20 c.

Montenegro.— Something appears to have hap
pened here, and collectors are expected to pay 
damages as usual. We arc shown the complete series 
of ordinary and Postage Due stamps of 1902, together 
with the Returned Acknowledgment label of the 
same date, disfigured by means of a surcharge con
sisting of words in Russian at top and right, “ Consti
tution” at left, and “  1905 ” at foot, impressed in red 
or black, as indicated in the lists given below. If any 
improvement has taken place of late in the constitu
tion of the people of Montenegro, we are quite ready 
to congratulate them upon it, but we fail to see why 
we should be called upon to contribute towards the 
expenses.

I h.,, ultramarine; red surcharge.
2 h., mauve; black
5 h., green; red

10 h., rosine ; black
25 h., blue ; red
50 h., grey-green ,,

1 kr., purple-brown ,,
2 kr., bistre ,,
5 kr., dull orange ; black

Postage Due Stamps.
5 h., orange ; black surcharge.

10 h., sage-green ; red ,,
25b., mauve; black ,,
50 h., emerald ,, ,,

1 kr., greenish grey „  ,,

Returned Acknowledgment Stamp.
25 h., orange and rosine ; black surcharge.

Nicaragua.— Messrs. Champion and Co. show its 
the 6 c., io c ., 15 c., and 1 and 2 pesos of the new 
issue, surcharged “ B -D pto. Zelaya,” in black. We 
understand that the 5 pesos exists with the same 
interesting overprint.

L'Echo de la T. adds the following to the list of 
Official stamps, of which we chronicled two values 
last month ;—

Official Stamps. I c., green.
2 c., rose.

20 c., red.
1 p., carmine.
2 p., violet.
5 p., black.

Portugal.— Azores.— W e copy from The A . J. 
of Ph. the announcement that “ the new 50 r. and 
75 r. of Portugal have been surcharged for use here.” 
It seems unlikely, but we shall rejoice if a single 
series supersedes the three sets at present in use 
in these islands, even though that single series is a 
surcharged one.

Madeira.— The same journal states that the same 
stamps have also been surcharged for use in this 
colony.

Portuguese Colonies.— Mozambique.— Mr. R. B. 
Yardley tells us that he possesses a specimen of the 
5 r. on 40 r. of 1897, No. 93 in the Catalogue, with 
inverted surcharge.

Roumania.— Four partly postal and partly charit
able stamps have been issued here, and we suppose 
they have as much right to be 
chronicled as the Russian stamps 
of similar nature issued last year.
In the centre is a seated figure, 
stated to represent the Queen 
of Roumania, in the costume of 
the country, spinning with a 
distaff! the figure is partly 
surrounded by a circular band 
lettered “ ROM ANIA P O S T A ” 
in fancy capitals; at top is a 
scroll bearing the words “  timiiko-BINE-Fa cer e ,” and 
at bottom a microscopical inscription which, we 
believe, may be translated “ God guide our hand. 
E lizavita .” The stamps are sold at an addition to 
their facial value of 7 bani for the lowest and to bani 
for the three higher values. They are perf. 11 J.

3,(10) bani, red-brown.
5 X>5> .. ereen-

10 (20) ,, carmine.
IS (25) .. lilac-

From a letter received by our publishers we gather 
that we did not make it quite sufficiently clear in our 
November number that only two of the items there 
listed were in new colours, the others being varieties 
of perforation.

I5S
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The Philatelisches Echo notes the discovery of a 
copy of the 25 bani Parcel Post stamp on unwater- 
markpd paper. We do not know whether this could 
possibly come from the corner or margin of a sheet 
somewhat misplaced in the priming press. We gather 
that the paper is not tinted pink  on the back.

25 b., red-brown ; no wmk. ; perf 1 i j.

Salvador.— Messrs. Champion and Co. show us the 
12 c., Type 82, surcharged 6 c., as Type 87, in red 
(instead of black), said to be an etror in the colour of 
the overprint. W e have also seen a 1 c. on 2 c., with a 
surcharge similar to Type 87, but in larger figures and

1 1  1 1

l c n r r w o l  1 CENTAY0 J.

letters, the latter resembling those of Types 86 and 87, 
and a 1 c. on 13 c., Type 82, formed in the same 
manner as the 3 c. on 13 c. listed last month on the ~ 
other hand we gather that the 2 c. on 5 c. of the same 
type does not exist, but was noted in error for the 2 c. 
on 5 c., Type 204.

Mekcel’s Weekly tells us that the lowest value of a 
new set has made its appearance, and this will, we 
trust, put an end to surcharging for the present. The 
new stamp is of large size and has a portrait of some
local celebrity in the centre in b l a c k . ___

I c., in blue, on 2 c., carmine ; large surcharge. 
t c., in black, on 13 c., red-brown.
6 c., in red, on 12 c ., slate.
I c., black and green ; nevj type. .

Servia .— We gather from various sources that a 
new plate is being used for the 1 para stamp of 
current design, showing signs of some retouching or 
re-engraving of the die, which we will endeavour 
to describe more fully when we have seen the 
stamps.

Siam .— We have received a new series of stamps, 
in a rather artistic design, engraved, like the first issue, 
in taille-douce. In the centre is a profile of the King 
of Siam to left, on a circular disk, which is held up by 
two little boys (presumably the Siamese tw ins) joined 
together by a view of a city with a great pagoda in 
the centre— this portion is in the first colour given 
below. At each side is a pillar, with elaborate capital 
and pedestal ; at top the name, in Siamese and in 
European letters, on an arched label, and at bottom 
the value in the same two forms. Perf. 14.

1 att, green and yellow.
2 atts, grey and violet.
3 .. green.
4 ,, pale red and sepia.
5 ,, rose and carmine.
8 ,, olive-bistre and dull black.

12 ,, pale blue and blue.
24 pale and deep red-brown.

I tikal, bistre and dark blue.

The M. C. states that these stamps have been pro
duced by' Messrs. Waterlow.

Switzerland.— W e have received the 25 c., Type 
10, with the design re-engraved to some extent as in 
the case of the 40 c. of 1904. There is not, however, 
the same marked difference in the shape of the 
numerals as in the two types of the 40 c. ; in fact, 
the principal distinction, so far as the numerals are 
concerned, is that the head of the large figure “ 5 ” 
now covers the white outline of the central oval, 
instead of falling partly below it. The whole of the 
shading of the design is greatly lightened, as in the 
40 c . ; the vertical lines of the background of the 
central figure stem to have been entirely removed, 
leaving a ground of horizontal and diagonal lines 
only ; and the shading outside the ends of the label 
containing the word “ H e l v e t i a ”  has been much 
reduced also. The stamp has, of course, the water
mark, Type 13, and it is perf. 1 all roupd ; we have 
also the 40 c., with the same perforation.

25 c., light blue j Type 10 redrawn.

The following extract from the Luzerner Tagcblatt 
for January 30th, 1906, sent us by Dr. C. Adamson, 
Lucerne, seems to show that the new' designs about 
to be adopted for the Swiss stamps do not give full 
satisfaction to everbody :—

“ If the criticism now going the rounds of the Press 
is well founded, we shall not have great joy over the 
new designs for the postage stamps. The Berne 
correspondent of the Revue of Lausanne writes :—

“ ‘ For the 2, 3, and 5 rappen stamps Albert Welti's 
design has been adopted ; it is a small cupid, without 
any wings at all, who plays hide and seek behind a 
massive crossbow, and holds in his hand an apple 
pierced by a thick arrow. This is said to represent 
Tell’s son. For the 10, 12, and 15 rappen stamps the 
design of L’Epplattenier gained the prize. This is a 
wrathful Helvetia, unfortunate in that she has borne 
twenty-two children, whom she wishes to protect by 
means of a huge sword, of which only the knob of the
hilt can be seen. Why th e ----- does everybody insist
upon always depicting Helvetia as a corpulent dame 
with harsh features ? Switzerland can produce quite 
enough exquisite young ladies, and among the various 
designs there were beautiful and charming heads of 
young Swiss girls. But, they were not sufficiently 
motherlike to represent Helvetia ; people must have 
a serious-looking matron with wild, rolling eyes, and. 
thanks to her corpulence, of an imposing figure 
generally.’ ”

Turkey. — Mr. R. B. Yardlcy shows us specimens 
of the 1 and 2 piastres stamps of 1871, with a com
pound perforation which does not appear to have 
been noted. A  horizontal pair of the 1 piastre is 
perf. 7 to 11 at top and vertically and about 13$ at 
bottom, and a horizontal strip of the 2 piastres is 
perf. 7 to 11 vertically and about 13J horizontally. 
The 13J perforation, however, does not in either case 
appear to us to be identical with that used in 1869 
and again later ; it seems to Ire a pin-perforation, like 
the irregular work which we term 7 to ii,b u t with 
the holes much closer together. We do not know 
what sort of machine produced the 7 to 11 gauge ; 
possibly it resembled a sewing machine, and could be 
set to give small stitches or large, as required.
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-i\ie ôs\a\ Q̂ ssuê  0$ We ^patusYi »J0o\oxv̂  oj We V̂uUipipuiê .
By L. HANCIAU.

(
A L L  R I G H T S  R E S E R V E D .  

(Continued from page 138.)

*  *  *  *

Issue o f  . . .  . 1886.
Y P E , etc., of the issue of January, 1880 (see 

page 137).
25 c. tie p., bronze-green.

2 pesos, bistre.
5 .. green.

10 ,, blue. it

Essay, or printer’ s proof.— Printed upside down 
upon the 1 c., green, of Cuba, 1882, without date.

5 pesos, brown on green.
*

*
*

Issue of January, 1887.*
The 2J c. de peso postage stamps of 1883 (Type II. 

of the design of 1880, see page 97), surcharged 
“ H A B IU T A IX )— T E L E t iR A K O S ”  and value, in three 
lines, the first and third curved. The surcharge is 
similar to that of March, 1886, but in larger letters.

1 c., in black, on 2$ c., ultramarine.
2) c., in indigo, on 2} c. ,,

5 c., in brown, on 2| c. ,,
20 c., in red, on 2| c. ,,

[It should be noted that the Boston authorities not 
only assign a different date to this issue, but their de
scription differs also in other respects.’ They state that 
the type of this surcharge is the same as that of the 
overprint of March, 1886, differing only in the colours 
used. They place the 1 c., in black, and 20 c., in red, in 
the earlier issue, and 1 c., in brown, and the 20 c., in 
black, in the later. The 2J c. of the latter issue they 
list as existing in black on the 2J c. of 1883 and on 
the 2J c. of 1886 (M. Hanciau’s “ 1885(7)”), and in 
blue on a 2J c., the type of which they were unable to 
ascertain. Probably indigo covers both black and 
blue overprint, but we must suppose that it exists 
upon both Types II. and III. of the design.-T hey 
further state that the 5 c., in brown, and the 20 c., in 
red, are on Type III., not on Type II.

They also quote numbers, as follows :—
I c., in brown, on 2j c. 

2| c., in carmine ,,
5 c.

20 c., in black 
1 c. „

2S C .,

5 C.,
2 0  C .,

f indigo or 
( black /

in brown 
n red

20.000.
16.000.
10.000.
63.000. 

5,000.
80.000.
75.000.
10.000.

These numbers should be some guide to the relative 
rarity of the various items.— E d. AI.J."\

'  *  *  *

Issue of January, 1888. .

Design of the issue of January, 1880, but.with 
Type IV. of the head (except the 10 pesos, which

* The Boston Ixjok gives the date of this issue as “ Sep* 
teniber 17, 1886.” — El). .)/. J.

has Type I.). Printed as before, at Madrid, in sheets 
of 100, ten row4 of ten.

■ 1 c. de p., bistre.
2 j carmine.
2$ > yellow brown.
5 » blue.

10 t yellow-green.
10 1 deep mauve.
10 ,, yellow-bistre.
20 lilac.

peso. rose.
2 pesos, brown-red.
5 „  green.

10 ,, brown.

The 10 c. de p., green, was for use upon international 
(Postal Union) telegrams, for it seems that a special 
stamp for this purpose was absolutely necessary.

The Telegraph stamps having been employed for 
the manufacture of Fiscal stamps, it was discovered, 
alas ! too late, that there were no Telegraph stamps 
left, and therefore, in spite of all that they had under
gone to fit them for their new destiny, they were 
restored to their original employment by the following 
D ecree:—

“ Government of the Philippines.
“ Treasury.

“ Manilla, March 30th, 1889.
“  In accordance with the proposition of the 

Treasury Department, and with a view to providing 
a supply of Telegraph stamps, of which none have 
been received from the Peninsula under the supple
mentary requisition for stamped papers addressed to 
the Ministry for the Colonies.

“  Seeing that the stamps which were rendered 
available fdJ the tax upon the consumption of tobacco 
. . . .  *  and for the capitation tax on Chinese, corre
sponding with the first six months of 1888, have not 
been exhausted, and that a stock of them still remains 

•in the Treasury Store.

“ The Governor-General Decrees as follows :—
“ The stamps which were surcharged for the above- 

mentioned revenue purposes with the values in pesos, 
1-25, i-oo, 0-75, 0-40, 0-25, 0-17*, o -n g, 010, 0 07$, 
and o-oj, are to be used exclusively for telegraph 
purposes, and to be put on sale with that object and 
at the prices indicated, which are shown in the sur
charge impressed upon them.

“ 2. Similarly, the stamps rendered available for 
the said taxes, with the value of pesos o-2j, the price 
of w hich is shown'in the surcharge, will be employed 
also as Telegraph stamps of that value, with the 
exception of those that were put on sale by the 
Post Office, under a Decree of the Governor-General 
dated 29th January last, which will be used solely for 
postal purposes.

“ 3. The Treasury Department will issue the in
structions necessary for the carrying out of this

* See footnote on page 113.— Ei). M. J.
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Decree, of which a report will be rendered in due 
course to H.E. the Minister for the Colonies, for the 
approval of higher authority.

“ Duly published and noted at the Central Office of 
the Treasury. (Signed) “ W e y l e r .”

Issue o f March y>/h, 1889.
Surcharged, in black, “  RECARGO d e  CONSllMOS—  

HABIL1TADO,”  in an oval frame, with value in the 
centre (S 10, see page 114, where are also described 
the varieties (a), (b), etc., of the 2J c.).

1. On Telegraph stamps of the issue of January,
1888. 21 c. on 1 c.) bistre (a).

2| c. on 1 c. ,, (b).
2\ c. on 2 c., carmine (4).
2| c. on 21 c., yellow-brown {£).
2|c. on 2| c. ,, (0.
21 c. on 5 c., blue {b).
2* c. on io c., yellow-green (a).
2$ c. on io c , mauve (a).
2$ c. on 20 c., lilac (a).
2% c. on 20 c. ,, (<*).,
2| c. on 20 c. ,, ((J').
5 c. on 20 c.
7f c. on 20 c. 

to c. on 20 c.
The 5, 7 j, and to c. de peso surcharges are each of 

a distinct type.
2. On fiscal stamps, “ derech o  ju d ic ia l ” of 

1873, design a seated figure of Justice in a circle, 
with value on a curved label below ; imperforate.

1 i f  c. on 5 pesos, red on rvse. 
i7 i c. on 5 ,, „

3. On fiscal stam ps, “ DERECHO JUDICIAL," o f 1882 
(see p age 136).

I7| c., in carmine, on 5 p., deep green.
4. On fiscal stamps, “ GIRO” of 1880 ; tall, upright 

rectangular stamps, with Arms of Spain in an oval 
frame in the centre; “ ISLAS” above, “ f il ip in a s" 
below, “ g ir o ” (Hills.of Exchange) on a label at top, 
value on a similar label at foot. Perf. 14.

25 c. on 7 p. 50 c., green.
40 c. on (?) (?)
75 c. on 7 p 50 c., green.
] p. on 7 p. 50 c. ,,
1 p. 25 c. on (?) (?)

These stamps were only in use up to August loth,
1889, in accordance with the decree of May 22nd of 
that year, mentioned on page 114.*

* The Boston book lists all the stamps with surcharge 
s to as Postage stamps, with the exception of the five 
higher values (25 c. to I p. 25 c.), which it only lists as 
fiscals. It also marks the following additions to the various 
groups given above :—

1. On Telegraph stamps.
17 c. on 20 c., lilac.

. There seems to be no record of any 17 c. stamp; possibly 
this is a very defective impression of the 7| c. on 20 c.

2 On Derecho Judicial stamps of 1873.
111 c. on 5 p., red on rest.

This must surely be a defective impression, either of the 
i t |  or of the 17#.

Both the n | c .  and the I7tc. are listed with inverted sur
charge.

3. On Derecho Judicial stamps of 18̂ 2.
7*c., in black, on 5 p., green,

l i f e .  „  sp. „
i 7t c .  sp. ,,
I7t c., in b la ck  and magenta, on 5 p , green.

Also the I7| c. with magenta (or carmine) surcharge 
inverts/, or double. These last varieties are. of course, 
quite likely ; and the other values may equally probably 
have been impressed upon this 5 pesos stamp.— El>. M. J.

Issue o f funitary is/, 1890.

Arms of Spain in an oval shield, surmounted by a 
Royal Crown, enclosed in a frame similar to that of 
the Postage stamps of the same date; “ telegrafos ’ 
on a straight label at top, value on a similar label at 
foot. Engraved by E. Julia, and printed, as before, 
at Madrid, in sheets of too, ten rows of ten. Perf. 14.

I c. <le p. , blue-green.
2f *) violet-brown.
5 }f carmine.

10 i) brown.
•I2| it brown-rose.
20 >» deep blue.
25 ,, bistre.

I peso, bronze-green.
2 pesos, orange-brown.
5
5

10

yellow-green.
blue.
deep violet.

1 do not understand the reason for the existence of 
the two 5 pesos stamps.*

Issue o f fanuary is/, 1892. 

The same type ; colours only changed.

1 c. de p.,, carmine-red.
2* • » blue.
5 »> olive.

10 »» light green.
12J black-brown.
20 red-brown.
25 ,, dark green.

1 peso, orange.
2 pesos, light brown.
5 11 brown-violet.

10 ,, carmine.

Issue o f January is/, 1893.

Similar type, but lettered “ fii.ip«  t e i.e g r a f o s" 
at top. Same impression, etc.

. 1 c. de p., blue.
„  green.

5 ,, carmine,
to ,, grey-bistre.
I2| ,, brown-red.
20 ,, yellow-brown.
25 ,, blue.

1 peso, blue-green.
2 pesos, orange.
5 ,, brown.

' 10 ,, carmine.
- ‘ 4

Essays. I have seen all the values of this issue, 
printed in the colours given above, on thick, white 
paper.t

* Mr. Mencarini, in his book published in 1896, gives 
the 5 pesos, blue, as a separate issue, dated “  1890 (?), as 
if it had come out separately from the rest of the series. 
He adds that the sheets of this stamp were headed
** Filipinas. Correos y Telegrafos----100 sellosde 5 pesos.”
—Ed. A l.f .

t  The issue of 1893 is listed neither by Mr. Mencarini 
nor by the Boston authorities. Essays, or proofs, in these 
colours were chronicled in Lt 7 imbve-Paste for February, 
1893; it is possible that this series never <got beyond the 
Essay stage. Perhaps some of our readers who collect 
Telegraph stamps can tell us more about them. —Ed. M. J.
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Issue o f January is/, 1894.

The same type, etc., as the last, inscribed “ FiLip^j 
telegrakos.” Colours changed.

1 c. de p., brown.
2 | 11 yellow-brown.
S brick-red.

IO i t blue.
«*! t i green.
20 i t lilac.
25 1 1 carmine-red.

peso, deep violet.
2 pesos, ultramarine.
5 .. grey [or green ?].

to  ,, brown.

Issue o f January 1 st, 1896.

The same type, etc.
1 c. de p ., greenish grey.
2 | ,,  blue-green.
5 11 grey-brown.

10 ,, carmine-rose.
I2 f ,, yellow-brown.
20 ,, orange.
25 ,, deep violet.

1 peso, deep blue, ultramarine.
2 pesos, carmine, pale rose.
5 rose.

10 ,, blue, deep blue.

In 1899 (see Le Timbre-Posle for May of that year) 
the Madrid Fslatilico announced, with great joy, the 
discovery of a sheet of the 25 c. postage stamp of 
1890, surcharged with divers varieties of the 1897 over
print (s 11, see page 115). Seven vertical rows were 
surcharged 20 c., twelve copies having the surcharge 
inverted ; one vertical row was converted into 15 c. 
and another into 5 c., while the tenth row bore a 
similar overprint inscribed “ TELEGRAFOS " at top, 
instead of “  CORREOS,” and with no value in the 
centre. It is difficult to imagine that this could have 
been anything more than a trial sheet, rescued from 
the printer’s waste-paper basket, but it affords evidence 
of the existence of a Telegrafos surcharge of this 
nature, which is catalogued as having been applied to 
one of the Telegraph stamps of 1894. _

Issue o f June  (?), 1897.

Telegraph stamp of January, 1894, surcharged 
‘ HAlilLITAUO —  TELEGRAFOS— PARA— 1897,” in a 
rectangular frame, similar to S n ,  but without value 
in centre.* 20 c., lilac; black surcharge.

This was the last of the separate stamps for tele
grams.

IV. T he P ost C a r d s.

i. Single Cards.
Post cards were first issued in the Philippine 

Islands in 1879. I have not been able to obtain any 
official document authorizing their use.

* The Catalogs Galvet lists the 5 c. on 25 c. and the 15 c. 
on 25 c., among the Postage stamps, as errors, but it says 
nothing about the 25 c. postage stamp with Te/egrafos sur
charge, which occurred on the same sheet.— Eu. M. J.

Issue o f September, 1879.
Stamp, in upper centre, of the type of the adhesives 

of January, 1878, surcharged as in the case of the 
issue of September of that year (see page 46, over
print b) ; “ T A R J E T A ” at left, “ P O S T A L ” at right 
of the stamp. Four lines for the address, the first 
headed “  Sr. D.,” in script type ; and instruction in 
one line at foot. All within a double-line frame with 
fancy corners, 119 x 74 mm. Typographed at Madrid 
on buff card, covered with a network pattern, in 
which there is a space for the stamp in the centre 
above, and the words “ T A R JE T A  PO STAL,” in 
large fancy capitals, in the lower part. This ground
work is in orange;  the rest of the impression in 
carmine, and the surcharge upon the stamp in black.

3 c. de p. on 50 m. de p., carmine and orange on buff.

Varieties. With no stamp after “ Sr.”
3 c. de p. on 50 m. de p., carmine and orange on buff. 

With the surcharge omitted.
50 m. de p., carmine and orange on buff.

*  *  *

Issue o f January, 1881.
Stamp in right upper corner, Type I. of the design 

of the adhesives of 1880. Heading in five lines, 
“ U l t r a m a r -U N IO N  PO ST A L  U N IV E R SA L —
UNION POSTALE UNIVERSELLE— ESPASA.— En este 
lado se escribe solamente la direccion.” Three lines 
for the address, the first headed “ A ” in script type. 
No frame. Typographed at Madrid on thick white 
paper 132 x 91 mm.

3 c. de p., rose on white.
3 ,, ,, yellowish white.

*
*

*

Issue o f July, 1889.
Stamp in upper centre, of the type of the adhesives 

of 1883; inscriptions, frame, etc., as in 1879. Buff 
card without the coloured groundwork.

a  h
S  54 •

T A R J E T A  g g  P O S T A L

I f f :  & —

-------------- * •

2 c. de P-i brown on buff.

Issue o f January 1st, 1892.
Stamp in upper centre, type of the adhesives of 

1890, with profile of Alfonso X III. Formula as 
before. 2 c. de p., violet-brown on yellow.

3 „  orange „
2 ,, violet-brown on brown.
3 „  orange „
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Issue of January is/, 1894. ii. Reply-paid Cards.

Same type, etc., colours changed. .

2 c. de p., reddish lilac on yellow.
3 ,, deep blue ,,

Issue of January 1st, 1896. 

Further changes of colour only.
2 c. de p., blue an yellow.
3 .. grey.

!, Issue o f July, 1889.

Similar to the single cards of the same date. The 
two cards are joined together at the top, and have the 
impression on the first and fourth pages. ' There are 
additional inscriptions at foot— " L a  otra tarjeta es 
para la respues/a ” on the first half, and “  R ESPUESTA ” 
on the second. (

3 + 3 c. de p., carmine on buff.

* * *
Issue of January 1st, 1898.

Issue of January 1 si, 1898.

Stamp in upper centre of the type of the adhesives 
of the same date, with “ f i l i p s *5i 1898 Y 99” at top. 
Formula of the preceding issues. Same impression, 
an yellow-buff card.

5 milesimas, carmine-red.
1 centavo, deep blue-green.
2 centavos, deep violet.
3 1, brown-orange.

Type of the single cards of the same date, with the 
same additions and impression as the double card of 
1S89. Yeltow-buff card.

5 + 5 niilesintas, carmine-red.
1 -t-1 centavo, deep, blue-green. “ 
z + 2 centavos, deep violet.
3 + 3 ,, brown-orange.

This concludes, finally, the Postal Issues of the 
---- Spanish Colony of the Philippine Islands.

I

t A x A i

By CHARLES J. PHILLIPS.

*  *  *

T H E  £30,000 C O L L E C T IO N  O F E U R O P E A N  
S T A M P S .

F o r  the next few  m onths I propose to  g iv e  som e 
notes on this gran d  collection  and short d etails o f the 
con tents o f  the different volum es as I finish pricing 
them .

At the moment of writing I have finished and have 
now on sale the following groups :—

Austria, Austrian Italy,
Hungary and Bosnia,
F ranee,
Germany,

and I will note the groups in the order named. 

A U ST R IA .
1850. 198 unused stamps!! Amongst these I

draw attention to blocks of eight and twenty of the 
9 kr., blue ; block of nine of the 6 kr., red-brown ; a 
superb block of eight of the 3 kr., red, with four “  St. 
Andrew crosses ” attached, these being practically un
attainable unused.

This issue is divided into four  different classes of 
paper, and all are strongly represented by matchless 
mint copies.

1858. Here I note three unused copies of the rare 
2 kr., orange.

1867-77. A  strong lot of this issue, divided into 
sets with coarse and fine whiskers. The rare varieties 
of perforation are strongly represented, also stamps 
part perforated and bisected stamps used on letters.

The 1890-1 issue is exceptionally strong in per
forations and in errors, such as comer figures omitted, 
or printed on back, part perforated pairs, etc. etc.

The Newspaper Stamps are a good lo t; amongst 
them I note :—

(6 kr.) Bright orange, unused, and dull yellow, 
three unused and three used.

(6 kr.) Red, superb unused.
(30 kr.) Rose, brilliant unused, and four used 

copies.

A U ST R IA N  IT A L Y  (LOM BARD Y).
1850 issue. 107 superb unused stamps. Included 

in these there are no less than thirteen specimens of 
the very rare 45 centes., blue, in various types, and a 
number of blocks of the other values.

'■ ( H U N G AR Y.
1871. Lithographed, a superb unused lot of these 

stamps in matchless shades and in singles, pairs, and 
blocks ; ninety-five unused in this rare issue. The 
later issues are very strong, both in the rare perfora
tions, in errors, and in retouches.

FRA N CE.
This country is exceedingly fine. It occupies four 

volumes, and is no doubt one of the choicest portions 
of the collection. The numerous shades of all the 
issues are represented by a large number of blocks, 
strips, and single specimens. .

Amongst the rare things I will just noteas follows :—
The 1849-50 issue. 1 fr., orange-vermilion, two
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originals, unused, with gum ; a Vervelle pair, unused, 
no gum; two single stamps, used; orange-brown, almost 
as rare as the orange-vermilion, two superb specimens, 
unused, with gum, and one used, lightly cancelled. 
In the ordinary 1 fr., in carmine and carmine-rose, 
there is a block of four, two pairs, and eleven single 
specimens, showing all shades. The whole of this 
first issue is extremely strong, but I would draw atten
tion to the 25 c., blue. There are some wonderful 
blocks and pairs in the different shades, and splendid 
specimens of the 25 c., very pale blue, a very rare 
stamp in mint condition. In the 15 c., green, of the 
same issue, I note, unused, with gum, blocks of four 
and six, strip of three, and eight single specimens 
from dark to pale green. In the tetes-beches of this 
issue there are a block of six and a pair of the 20 c., 
black, and a pair and strip of three of the 10 c., bistre ; 
an unused pair and two used pairs of the 25 c., dull 
blue, and a fine strip of three of the 1 fr., carmine.

1852 issue. A pair, strip of three, and four singles 
of the rare 10 c. ; three blocks of four and a block of 
six, with single specimens of the 25 c.

1853-60 issue. The 10 c. are unusually strong, 
occupying no less than five pages, and showing a 
magnificent range of shades, from the rare first 
printings, in the colours of the 10 c., Presidency, 
and running through from the palest yellow-buffs to 
the darkest brown, colours that it is almost impossible 
to describe without seeing them. In the 1 fr. there 
are a quantity of single specimens, pairs, and blocks ; 
and a very rare item is the original 1 fr., lele-blehe, 
unused, and a used pair. In the 20 c., blue, of this 
issue there are some extremely rare shades, including 
several of the pale sky-blue, a stamp that is seldom to 
be found. The 80 c. are represented by several pages, 
including about fifty specimens. Amongst them there 
are three pairs of the 80 c., tete-bechc, in different 
shades, and a remarkable pair of the 80 c., rose, 
printed on very rose paper.

Following this issue, we have in 1861 several pages 
of the scarce private perforations both of the La Susse 
and the private roulettes that were used in the differ
ent towns. In the te/es-beches there are two pairs 
unused and a pair used of the 80 c., rose, and a 
number of the 20 c., blue.

The 1870 issue of Bordeaux are extremely fine, 
there being several pages of the 20 c., blue, in all 
types, including a number with gum of the rare Type 
1. The shades of the 40 c., from the scarlet to pale 
yellow-orange, are also extremely fine.

1870, perforated. There is about half a sheet of 
the 4 c., grey, containing a tetcbeche variety in the 
second row ; they are interesting and rare in this 
form. The ieles~bechcs of the December issue of 1870 
are very strong, and number nearly twenty specimens.

In the 1872 there are three pairs of the 10 and 15 c., 
bistre on rose, and a single specimen of the 15 c. 
error.

In the 1876, Typfe (<i), there are a quantity of shades 
of every stamp, and the whole of the. issues are 
strongly represented.

SAXO NY.

Here we have, in the 3 pfennig, from pale red to 
brownish red, no less than seven unused specimens,
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three single specimens, used, one being a wonderful 
copy, cut from the comer of a sheet, and with a 
margin of about half an inch on two sides, also a 
superb single and pair on original letters.

The issue of 1851 is very strongly represented in 
pairs, blocks of four, and single specimens, but the 
gem of this book is a unique block of four of the 
£ neu groschen, black on pale blue paper, being 
printed in error on the paper of the 2 neu groschen.

In the 1856 issue there are three pages of the 
51 ngr., varying from the rare brown stamps to the 
bright vermilion. The 10 ngr. is represented by a 
number of single specimens, pairs, and strips.

In the 1863 issue there is a very interesting page of 
these common stamps, but in the rare first printing, 
on toned paper, gummed with a thick brown gum.

T H E  IN T E R N A T IO N A L  
P H IL A T E L IC  EX H IBITIO N , LONDON.

Auction Sale T h is  sale took place on Friday, 
of Dealers* February 23rd, at 3 o’clock, at the 

Covent Garden Hotel, Southampton 
Street, Strand, London, W.C., and 

was conducted by our friend Mr. W. Hadlow, who was 
wonderfully successful in getting good prices out of 
the reluctant dealers, the following being the amounts 
realized and the names of the purchasers of the 
various stalls :—

. G R O U N D  F L O O R . £ s . d .

Lot 1. H. L’Estrange Ewen . . IOO O O

2. Stanley Gibbons, Ltd. • 75 O O

3. O .  Marsh . . . • 5° O O

4. IJ. L. Pemberton and Co. ■ 55 O O

5. H. Griebert and Co. . . 60 O O

6. Bright and Son . . 60 O O

7. Bridgcr and Kay . • 55 O O

8. W. T. Wilson . . • 52 IO O

9. I). Field . . . • 85 O O

10. W. H. Peckitt . . • 90 O O

The stalls on the first floor also sold very 
realized the following sums :—

well, and

Lot 11. Nissen and Co. . . • 27 IO O

12. W. Morley . . ■ 27 IO O

13. Bridger and Kay . . 20 O O

14. Bridger and Kay . . 22 IO O

15. Stanley Gibbons, Ltd. . 22 I O O

The total amount realized was • Z802 IO O

an amount that will, I think, be considered very satis
factory by the Exhibition Committee.

Personally I am very sorry to see that none of our 
confreres in France or Germany have taken a stall, as 
we should all of us have welcomed them heartily, and 
been glad to have seen them in our midst during the 
International Exhibition.

The
Lindenberg 
Medal 
awarded to 
Mr. E. D.
Bacon.

by The Berlin

I h a v e  much pleasure in announcing 
that the Berlin Philatelic Club have 
presented one of the Lindenberg 
medals to Mr. E. D. Bacon.

The following is a rough translation 
of the Statute of the Club in reference 
to this m edal:—

“ The Lindenberg medal was founded 
Philatelic Club in honour of its dis-
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tinguished founder, Karl Lindenberg, and it is intended 
as a mark of distinction for those who have won 
special fame in Philately by scientific investigation 
and numerous contributions to philatelic literature.”

The medal was designed by the Court Medallist of 
the Duke of Saxe-Coburg-Gotha, Herr von Kawac- 
zynski, of Berlin.

On the obverse is the bust of Karl Lindenberg, and 
the reverse carries the inscription, “  For conspicuous 
service to Philately.”

In awarding the medal annually in future, the 
voting power will be vested in :—

1 st. The holders of the medal.
2nd. The honorary members of the Club.
3rd. The Presidents (acting and past).

In order to form this jury, the Berlin Club in 
general meeting, with a majority of two-thirds of the 
members present, decided in January last to award 
four medals this year, and conferred this honour 
upon Mr. Theodor Hass, Leipzig; Dr. Legrand, 
P aris; Dr. E. Diena, Rome ; Mr. E. I)
London. I

books in future, as far as we have them in stock, and 
in the series of stock books of British Colonials, now 
being rearranged by three well-known philatelists, 
such blocks will be found in considerable quantities.

Any of these—or of bur other stock books (now- 
over 300 in nnmber) can be sent on approval for Jive 
days, to collectors known to us, or after the usual 
references.

To clients who purchase from one volume for ,£5 or 
upwards at one time a discount of 10 per cent is 
allowed.

Special terms and allowances are made to those 
who are desirous of making important purchases, or 
whose purchases aggregate a considerable sum during 
the year.

New Stock T he following stock books have been 
Books. rearranged since the last list published

in the M. J.
T o meet the requirements of many-clients, we have 

decided to include blocks 0/ four  in all our stock

New Zealand (3 vols.)
Trinidad 
Guatemala 
St. Vincent 

_ Mauritius
Bacon, —  Natal . . .

Indo-China to Martinique 
Nepaul to Wadhwan 
Jamaica, Montserrat, and Virgin Isles. 
Cochin to Nepaul.
Alwar to Bussahir 
Cashmere to Charkari 
Labuan .
Jhind, Nabha, and Patiala 
Cyprus and Uganda 
New South Wales, 1st vol. .

VALUE.

£1921
250
>°3
613
995
724
280
197
62S
■ 85
254 
658 
3 17 
334 
5 '5  

1789

* m F ~

j b t *

1

REMINISCENCES OF A  VETERAN.

By PIERRE M AHE.

(Continued from page 123.)

(All rights of reproductions strictly reserved J  

k  *  *  ♦  *

The Two “ Mercury” Stamps.
First. The Red Mercury. 

fH EN  I remember that I have had in 
my hands the red Mercury in blocks— 
yes, actually in blocks— and that I 
massacred them and destroyed their 

value, I begin to doubt that such a thing could ever 
have happened. However, nothing is more sadly true. 
1 shall be told, perhaps, that it is not of the most 
exciting interest to learn that, in days gone by, 
1 possessed blocks of the Mercury, and that it would 
be much more interesting to be able to say such a 
thing at the present day. But, as we cannot raise 
the dead, and even if, according to the laws of metem
psychosis, a soul can take leave of one body and take 
up its abode in another, no such union of two bodies 
can take place. And M ercury, our Austrian Mercury, 
does not possess a body, it has not even a bust, but 
only a head, so the blocks of Mercury are indeed lost 
for ever.

1 used to be told, when 1 was a little boy, a many 
years ago, when an effort was being made to instil 
mythology into me, that there was once a bird called 
a Phoenix, which, after having perished in the flame-, 
was born again from its own ashes ; but I could never 
believe i t ; it was too much for me I And, even 
admitting <this fabulous new birth, one would have to 
begin by burning the Mercury stamps in order that 
they might reappear among us as beautiful as ever, 
and I doubt very much whether we could find any one 
daring enough to try the experiment.

To return to the blocks of Mercury. This is ho" 
they came into my possession : One day a gentleman, 
who was unknown to me, but who announced himself 
as Mr. X, commission agent, Rue de Bondy, told me 
he had received from a correspondent in Vienna some 
Austrian stamps, which he was instructed to sell, an 1 
he inquired if I would buy them. On asking him to 
show me what these stamps were, he laid before me 
some portions of sheets of the Austrian Newspaper
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stamps, with embossed head in a rectangle, of the 
issues of 1858, blue, 1859, lilac; and of the issue of 
1862, grey, also with head embossed, in an oval. Also, 
in a separate envelope were some small fragments of 
a sheet of thejm f Mercury ! I cannot say exactly how 
many there were ; 1 think about fifteen ; a veritable 
treasure ! After a little talk, for form’s sake, we agreed 
upon a ridiculous price. I gave almost as much as he 
asked, some three-hundred francs, a mere nothing. 
What a bargain! So far as 1 can remember, the 
Mercury stamps came out on the whole at eight 
francs each. '

I must confess that at that time 1 was not well 
informed about many things. 1 was still somewhat 
innocent. I knew that these Mercury stamps were 
rare, but I did not know their real value ; and it was 
pure ignorance that led me to commit two enormous 
faults, the first being that of dividing the stamps. In 
those days one did not trouble about blocks ; people 
had not yet understood the interest of collecting four 
copies of one stamp. Further, I was obliged to do . 
as I did for a reason that will be understood but not 
excused; 1 did not wish to let people see— for it always 
has a bad effect— that I possessed so large a number 
of the stamps. The second fault, and perhaps the 
greater one from a certain point of view, was not 
knowing how to keep up the price, and not having 
profited so much as I ought to have done from the 
good fortune which had befallen me. Thus, the first 
copies went far below their value. Happily a client— 
a friend of mine— after he had bought one from me 
at the original price, said to m e: “  This stamp is priced 
much too low ; it is a great rarity and is worth a big 
price.” He spoke a little late; but better late than
never. I had only a few copies left, and I hastened 
to withdraw them from sale. Some time afterwards 
I brought them out again at a much higher price. 
Hut the big price I put on them even then was very 
far from what it is to-day, and my readers would no 
doubt smile in pity if I dared to mention it here.

And this proves indeed that if history sometimes 
repeats itself, on other occasions it is quite another 
thing. If, before that, I had met with some extra
ordinary opportunities, of which I had been able to 
take the fullest advantage, 1 was quite out of it in the 
matter of the red Mercury. But I was not caught 
again, not in the same trap 1

2. “  Sir, Ibis stamp is a Forgery." The red Mercury- 
stamp Caused one day a very comical scene between 
M. E. de Laplante, the first who established himself 
openly as a stamp dealer in Paris, and myself. I had 
of course heard of Laplante as a dealer of the highest 
standing, as indeed he was ; his name was on all lips 
and in everybody’s mouth, but I had never met him, 
and his appearance was entirely unknown to me.

One morning this very M. Laplante came to my 
place and asked to see my books of rare stamps. He 
came to reconnoitre, incognito, and to see if he could 
pick up some good things, either to sell .again or for 
his own private collection— for he had -a collection, 
which was sold at the Exhibition of 1867— or more 
especially for the collection of M. de Saulcy, a collec
tion which was under his care, and which he arranged 
and added to. After exchanging the usual courtesies, 
my visitor sat down at a table, and we placed before

him the pick of our goods. He had gone through 
almost all the books, picking out here and there any
thing that suited him, and had nearly reached the end 
of the last book, when he suddenly stopped, raised 
his head, looked at me and exclaimed, “  Sir, this 
stamp is a Forgery.” He referred to one of the red 
Mercuries, of which I have just spoken ; but as I did 
not know which of my stamps had provoked his 
exclamation, I asked him which he referred to. 
“ This one, sir,” said he with a triumphant air, 
pointing to the red Mercury in question. I began 
by assuring him that there was not a forged stamp 
either in my house or in my books. Turning to 
me again, he said, “ Sir, I am certain that this stamp 
is forged.” I replied that I guaranteed that it was 
genuine. “  Sir,” he answered, “  probably you do not 
know to whom you are speaking?” (That was quite 
true.) “ I am M. Laplante, formerly an engraver." 
“  And I, sir, am M. Mahd, chief employ^ of the firm 
of Turgis, and manager of its printing works,” said I. 
At the announcement of the latter qualification he at 
once became calmer, and after looking again at the 
stamp he acknowledged that he was wrong, and the 
comedy ended by his buying the stamp which had 
been the subject of such a warm discussion.

From that moment we became the best of friends, 
and we kept up our connexion, in spite of some 
interruptions caused by the rather peppery character 
of the gentleman in question, for he was the terror of 
the schoolboys, who always crossed the threshold of 
his shop in fear and trembling.

* **
Second. The Double Fink Mercury.

It is probable that nobody has ever yet been privi
leged to meet with the Double Pink  Mercury, and 
there is nothing surprising in that, for it is almost a 
certainty that it does not exist in a double impression. 
However, if the reader possesses patience enough to 
read this article to its end, he will be able to see how 
in one particular case the pink Mercury found itself 
doubled.

On closely studying the things of this wicked world, 
and it seems to be more especially the case with the 
study of stamps, one encounters from time to time a 
fact which appears to be contrary both to truth and 
reason. It is a kind of monomania ; a legend is 
handed down, and accepted without question, under 
which one stamp of a certain series becomes famous, 
while all the others are left in the shade. Thus, in 
the case of the Austrian Mercury stamps everybody 
looks upon the red stamp as the important one ; it is 
everywhere regarded as the rara avis of the set, and 
yet nothing is more incorrect. The red Mercury, it is 
true, has the peculiarity of being rare, both unused 
and used, and more especially in the latter state, while 
the pink  is found more often obliterated. But when 
we come to unused-stamps, it is quite another thing, 
and we find that if the rarity of the red Mercury is 
enormous, that of the pink stamp in the same condition 
is fabulous. And what may seem paradoxical is the 
fact that an unused, irreproachable copy of (he yellow 
Mercury is, perhaps, a still greater rarity than the two 
others put together. I shall be pardoned, I trust, for 
this digression, into which I have allowed my subject 
to lead me.
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The pink Mercury, which, even used, lias become 
a sufficiently rare stamp, used to be met with more 
frequently some forty years ago, although even 
then it was not regarded as a common stamp, far 
from it ; on the contraiy, it was a stamp that was 
very much desired and sought after.

One day in 1867, a photographer living in a large 
Venetian town sent me a little lot of pink  Mercury 
stamps, some more or less heavily obliterated 
and some very fine, which he offered to me at the 
price of 15 francs each, in exchange for stamps chosen 
from my catalogue. I thought this a very acceptable 
offer, and I set to work at once to execute the order 
which came with the stamps, to the great satisfaction 
of both parties. Other lots followed, and continued 
regularly for a certain time, until my customer sent 
me an order without sending the stamps beforehand 
as usual. Thinking that I had nothing to fear, I made 
up the order and sent it off. 1 waited for the Mercury 
stamps, which I was to receive to balance the transac
tion ; but nothing ever came. Then growing uneasy 
about my photographer, I made inquiries,' and learned 
that he had left the town, after having taken in a 
good many people there, and that nobody knew where 
he had gone.

I thereby lost about 400 francs, which largely 
increased the cost of the last Mercury stamps that I 
had received.

I had arranged them in three classes, according to 
their condition, that is to say, heavily~6bliterated, 
lightly obliterated, and very lightly obliterated. As 
is always the case, the cheapest went off first, as 
small buyers are always the most numerous. How
ever, the fine copies were not slow in going off, 
and there was only one left when a client, one of the 
most famous foreign Collectors, passing through Paris 
and calling to see if he could not find something to 
pick up at my place, saw this last copy in one of my 
books of rare stamps ; it was the least obliterated and, 
therefore, the dearest of them all. He took it, adding 
it to other stamps already chosen out of my stock of

rarities, and he told me to sen^ them all to him by a 
certain date. A few days after sending them off niy 
pink Mercury came back to me, with a letter in which 
the collector said that one of his friends, who had 
examined the stamp with a very strong ’magnifying- 
glass, declared it to be a forgery. I said all that 
could be said, but in vain; he would listen to nothing, 
and 1 had to take back my stamp.

The war of 1870 broke out, and people had other 
things to think of without bothering about stamps. 
Then, when peace came, and with it the Commune, 
all business was still suspended, for I was in the 
country.

When matters quieted down again, and business 
resumed its interrupted course, I set to work to look 
over and fill up my books. I then found my pink 
Mercury occupying the place it had held before its 
travels began. Reflecting that it had become rarer 
since its return, and was worth more, I raised the 
price by a certain amount. Now it happened that 
the collector who had rejected it was passing through 
Paris again, and he again saw this stamp in my book. 
He went into raptures over it,and said to me : “ What 
a beautiful copy ; I have never seen anything like it.” 
He jumped at it, without being shocked at the price, 
for he did not remember that he had previously had 
this same stamp in his possession, at half the price 
that 1 was then asking for it.

And this is how th£ pink Mercury, whilst remaining 
single, became double— in price 1 I hope 1 may he 
pardoned by my readers for this joke, it is not such 
a bad one : and in this life we must try to be a little 
merry from time to time, as occasion offers.

It may be thought, perhaps, that since it was the 
same person, I ought to have let him have the stamp 
at the price at, which he had had it before, but that is 
not my view of the case. The price had not been 
raised especially for him, but for everybody ; besides, 
the rejection, so ill-founded, surely merited some little 
punishment ?

( T o b e  c o n t i n u e d . )

JJ\ve ^)\amps some o$ \\ve ^[a\\9e ^)\a\es o$ e)xvd\a.
By TH E EDITOR.

{Continued from fagi 144.)

NEPAL —continued.
Issue of 1903-4.

H E varieties which I place in this issue vary 
somewhat in status :—

The 4  anna may be said to be merely a 
continuation of the previous issue, but there 

is marked deterioration in the printing; the sheets I 
have seen are on very inferior, rough paper, full of 
large fibres, and of a dirty buff tint. The seventh 
stamp in the top row is inverted, as previously men
tioned. The frame lines have ceased to print, or 
nearly so ; 1 find only traces of them on the sheets 
examined. The colour is nominally the same as before, 
and the sheets exist imperforate and perforated.

The t anna is practically a new stamp; the centre

*  *
is solid or mottled, there is no trace of any design on 
the great majority of the stamps on the sheet, and 
No. 24, the recut variety alluded to before, is the only 
one in which distinct traces of the design now exist. 
The lines in the frame of the design have been recut, 
and this seems to have been done to each separate 
block, so that 1 believe there are now sixty-four 
varieties on the sheet, which could be identified if the 
impressions were sufficiently clear. The lines are 
coarser, and there are, I believe, fewer of them in 
every case, but they vary considerably, and are not 
always easy to count. In the original design of the 
1 a. there were 31 coloured lines in the top of the 
frame ; in the sheet before me, taking two marked 
varieties, No. 56 has only 18 or 19 lines at top, and
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No. 62 has 28— in the case of the latter the original 
lines seem only to have been cleaned out, and are re
duced in number by a little extension of the corner 
ornaments, The rest may be said to vary between 
these two extremes. The inscriptions on the stamps 
are far less clear than before : it would almost seem as 
if the dirt cleared out from the lines in the frames 
had been allowed to accumulate in the lettered labels; 
it is really difficult in many cases to see whether the 
stamps are the right way up or not ; I find that 
Nos. 15, 18, 23, 27, 37, 40,41, 51, and 64 are inverted.

There is no marginal inscription, and I am doubtful 
whether there are regular frame lines ; the uncertain 
marks sometimes visible in the margins may be pro
duced by the edges of the frame that holds the blocks. 
The impression varies considerably in colour, and the 
native paper varies both in colour and in thickness.

A remarkable point in connexion with this issue is 
the fact that impressions from the recut plate of the 
1 a. are found upon ordinary white wove European 
paper. 1 have two tete-beche pairs, the positions o f 
which upon the sheet I can identify, in two distinct 
varieties of blue (therefore not printed at the same 
time), one imperforate and the other perforated. These 
appear to be scarce, and it is possible that they should 
be regarded as proofs, but 1 have no evidence that 
such is the case, and therefore list them as varieties.

The 2 annas stamp is of the same type as before, 
but there has been a resetting of the plate of fifty-six, 
which now has four inverted stamps, Nos. 8, 9, 19, 
and 49 on the sheet. No. 8 no longer shows a dent in 
one side; the original block has probably been replaced 
by one of those from the eighth row. There is no 
marginal inscription, and there are only doubtful im
pressions of frame lines, as in the 1 a. sheets described 
above. The impression is a kind of lavender tint, 
varying to a pale purple,on thin native paper, which 
also varies in tint. These exist both imperforate and 
perforated.

Whether there is a 4 annas stamp also without 
marginal inscription 1 am unable to say ; I possess a 
block of six, from thq right lower corner of a sheet, 
still showing No. 54 inverted and only differing from 
the last-described sheet of this value in being a rather 
worse impression, and in having the doubtful frame 
lines. Single copies could not be distinguished from 
the stamps of 1899. My block is imperforate.

The list will be as follows :—
1. Native paper.

(a) -Thickis/t, very rough, and a bad colour (1904).
4 a., sepia (imperf.).

; 4 a. ,, (pin-perf.).
Varieties, tite-beche.

4 a., sepia (imperf.).
4 a. ,, (pin-perf.).

(ib) Thin and fairly smooth paper, varying in tint 
(the 1 a. recut).

1 a., grey-blue, deep blue (imperf.).
1 a. ,, (pin-perf.).
2 a., lavender (imperf.) •
2 a., pale purple (pin-perf.).

Varieties, tete-beche.
I a., grey-blue, deep blue (imperf.).
1 a. ,, (pin-perf.).
2 a., lavender (imperf.).
2 a., pale purple (pin-perf.).

(a) Thick, almost white, smooth paper.
I a., slate-grey (pin-perf.).

Variety, tite-beche.
1 a., slate-grey (pin-perf.).

2. White, wove, European paper}
1 a., light blue (imperf.).
I a., dark ,, (pin-perf.).

Varieties, tete-beche.
1 a., light blue (imperf.).
1 a., dark ,, (pin-perf.).

In describing some of the above as imperforate 
only, and others as perforated only, I have simply 
been guided by what I have seen ; all shades may 
exist in both conditions.

This concludes the list of the adhesives, so far as 
I have seen them. The various settings are perhaps 
only of interest to collectors of entire sheets; still, the 
general collector may be glad to know something 
about, the relative rarity of titc-beche pairs. The 
variations in the native paper may be more irregular 
than would appear from my notes, which merely 
indicate what I have found, viz. thinnish paper at 
first, with inscriptions in the four margins ; thicker 
paper, sometimes very thick and stiff, for the stamps 
with inscription in the upper margin only, down to 
1898 ; and a return to thin paper, in 1898 or 1899, at 
first of good quality (especially for the l  a.), but after
wards very inferior. At this same period we find a 
return to perforation, at all events for stamps supplied 
to collectors and dealers, which may perhaps indicate 
a desire at last to increase the revenue of the Post 
Office. It is fair to add that any signs of such a 
desire have been singularly absent hitherto in this 
State.

Then we come to the recutting of the I anna plate, 
not by any means before it was wanted, but unfortun
ately done in a very rough manner ; with impressions 
from the recut plate, principally upon thin native paper, 
but also upon thick, and upon European paper, and, 
of course, with or without perforation.

(To e continued, )

axnes.
By B. W. W A R H U R ST.

t HE letter of Mr. A. H. Wollcy-Dod in your 
December issue is worthy of consideration 
and induces me to comment thereon, if you 
(and M. J . readers) are not wearied by my 
references to the subject on previous occa

sions during the past seven years. It seems to me 
that for the purpose of a general catalogue of stamps 
for collectors of all grades (above that of beginners or) 
from medium to advanced, a sufficient indication of 
variety of shades of one general colour can be arrived 
at by simply printing in one line— “ It., green, dk.”, or 
“ pa., It., green, 1>1.”, meaning that there are three 
clear divisions in the first instance, and four in the 
second passing through pale, light, normal, and bluish
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greens. The possibility of peculiar or intermediate 
shades of colour should be left to the dealers’ stock- 
books and not be coupled with apples, peas, or seas, 
that complicate the simplicity of a catalogue which 
aims at being a standard work of information in the 
briefest form for clearness. Where a special colour is 
rare, a separate line and price would necessarily be 
required.

To be perfectly safe, there should be a recognized 
standard of colour-names in the form of 50 or 60 to 80 
definite hues which can be expressed by the simplest 
names. This standard could be compiled (and pub
lished with every catalogue) by experts selecting six to 
ten stamps of one colour from different countries as 
representing the range of tint covered by, say, the 
three terms of blue, light blue, and dark blue— and so 
on for others like orange-brown, chestnut, brown, olive- 
brown, sepia, red-brown, purple-brown, etc. etc., the 
stamps selected being such as have not varied in shade 
to any appreciable extent. Taking the reds_as a pro
lific instance of clear varieties, there would be— light 
red, vermilion, scarlet, carmine, bright rose, dull (or 
“ old") rose, crimson (possibly lake), and marone— 
Venetian or brownish red as joining on to browns, 
with magenta as a connecting link with the red and 
blue compounds like purple, which might be taken 
roughly as 80 parts of red and 20 of blue, then mauve 
as 40 to 60 parts of both, and violet as 20 of red to 80 
of blue. Having these last definitely fixed, interme
diate mixtures of the compounds could be described 
from the blue side as violet-blue, “ violet-mauve,” or 
“  mauve-violet ” where the bluer or violet tint is more 
pronounced, then “  mauve-purple ” (or purple-mauve), 
and “  purple-red,” which would be what is now called 
claret (which it seldom resembles), with magenta be
tween it and the true purple.

As a matter of fact, these three names— violet, 
mauve, and purple— are the chief stumbling-blocks of 
colour-namers— excepting lilac— and yet they are as 
distinct and simple as yellow, red, and brown, or as 
blues and greens. It is quite safe to say that over two- 
thirds of the tints to which the term “ lilac’’ is applied 
in connexion with stamps, whether by itself or com
bined with red, rose, or brown, are radically wrong, 
for lilac as a colour-name belongs to the blue section, 
being between a deep lavender and light violet. In all 
the stamps where the word is correctly used for this 
class of colour, the prevailing tint is the same (with 
very few exceptions) and could not be described 
clearly by any other name. There are instances of 
grey-blue, dull ultramarine, and pale violet being called 
lilac, but they do not mislead any one, being so nearly 
right. When, however, distinct mauves of varying 
shades of intensity down to light purples and even dull 
reds are called lilac, they are misleading. The con
fusion is caused by taking the blossom of the lilac tree, 
which is often a full or pure mauve colour (where it is 
not a pale lavender), as the tint for the colour-name. 
Forty to fifty years ago I was frequently handling dyed 
or printed fabrics of almost all imaginable shades and 
tints, but nobody then applied the word lilac to such 
colours as it has been applied to since the large stamp 
catalogues have appeared.

Mr. Wolley-Dod refers to the many inconsistencies

there are in the stamp lists, which nobody can deny, 
but tl̂ e subdivision of tints and shades by the addi
tion of numerals as suggested would be no clearer 
than by the prefixes of pale, light, deep, or dark, etc., 
if  used correctly. In many cases the adjective “ pale” 
is as great a misnomer as the lilac above referred to. 
Three-fourths of the pales should be given as light 
(a word never or seldom used), and you then can get a 
better grading of tints, with or without the additional 
word “  very ” ; one stamp is described as pale green 
and deep green.only, both of which ate wrong, for no 
one can produce a copy that fits either name, only 
what an ordinary person would call green and light 
green. There are instances of “ deep green ” being of 
less depth than simple green, and it has become the 
fashion of late years to call light and dark greens by 
the terms “  yellow-green ” and “ blue-green ” when 
there is not a trace of a yellow tint or blue shade to be 
found in any copies of the stamps so described. Many 
of the 5 centimes of French Offices are very distinctly 
“  pale blue-green,” yet they are called “ yellow-green ” 
simply because they are lighter than a normal grass- 
green.

Turning to the specimen list of reds above given, 
the use of the prefixes named, as also bright and dull, 
with the standard colours, and occasionally the com
bination of two of the terms, as in “ carmine-rose,” for 
something between the two, every tint or shade can Ik  
fairly described, adding such terms as brownish, pur
plish, etc., where there seems to be a distinct leaning 
to those shades. Some muddled mixings of inks might 
have to be called simply red, with dull or even “ brick” 
as a prefix if you can settle what is the correct shade 
of a brick. Vermilion, however, is an unchangeable 
colour (if pure) and should not be preceded by orange; 
if there is a yellowish or orange tinge, it should be de
scribed as “ orange-red,” though light or deep may be 
correct.

Excessive subdivision should be avoided (being left 
to expert dealers’ stock-books), but with a fair mental 
groundwork of the standard colours advocated any 
intelligent person could compound a name of two or 
three words at most that would convey to another the 
kind of colour referred to. A  margin of to per cent, 
of intensity above or below, right or left of standard 
would be permissible and not misleading. Apart from 
the generally wrong conception most persons seem to 
have as to the differences between violet and purph. 
the fact that these colours are among the most expen
sive ones to manufacture, as inks, causes printers n> 
adulterate them with cheap blues or reds, or browns in 
the case of purples, and so there is a fearful complexity 
of shades varying in. different lights (as in Spanish 
Colonials) that no expert can feel sure of describing 
rightly, as the stamps seem to vary month by month f 
exposed to any light. Our American cousins, too, liar c 
a great fancy for calling light violet printings “ lilac 
and purples as magenta, which are not far wrong, bi t 
the deeper violets and mauves are classed as purph ■ 
and their mauves are frequently between red ami 
brown ; so that some conference of representative men 
on both sides the pond should take place to attain any 
degree of uniformity of description in colour nomen
clature.
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^Vv\\a\e\\c ^ocvetoes and <J0\u\>8.

Kent and Sussex Philatelic Society
The annual meeting of the Kent and Sussex Philatelic 
Society was held at the kind invitation of the President, 
Mr. Edward J. Nankivell, at C&manton, Camden Park, 
Tunbridge Wells, on Tuesday, January 2nd̂  1506, the 
attendance including Mrs. B. H. Collins, Miss R. M. 
Crothers, Miss A. L. Nix, the Rev. D. J. Stather Hunt, 
Mr. Edward J. Nankivell, Dr. W. Allan Harmer, Mr. 
Chas. Hepburn Scott, and Mr. Frederick Wicks (Hon. 
Secretary).

Captain G. Loyd Courthope, J.P., and Mr. George Beale 
Pinyon wrote regretting inability to attend.

Mr. Clare Fordham Harriss tendered his resignation, 
wishing the Society continued and increased success.

The Hon. Secretary presented the annual report and 
balance-sheet. The report stated that the Committee had 
pleasure in presenting a report of the second year’s working 
of the Society, which continued to make progress, and 
to provide entertaining and instructive afternoons for its 
members at its monthly meetings. Financially, the Society 
was sound, having a balance of £7 15s. 4$d. in hand, while 
in point of number there had been thirty-four members 
during the year, though five had now signified their inten
tion of retiring, owing chiefly to the distance of their places 
of residence from Tunbridge Wells. The Committee re
gretted this, and trusted that there would be more new 
members joining the Society during the year 1906. '

The balance-sheet for the year ended December 31st, 
*905* was as follows:— Receipts: Balance from 1904, 
.£3 is. 8d. ; subscriptions and donations, £6 16s.; making 
a total of £9 17s. $d. Expenses : Postages, etc., £1 os. o£d.; 
stationery, etc., 6s. lod. ; and printing, 15s. 5d., making a 
total of £2 2s. 3$d. There was thus a favourable balance
of £ 7  1 5 s -  4 i d -

The report and balance-sheet were adopted.
The election of officers resulted as follows:— President: 

Mr. Edward J. Nankivell; Vice-Presidents: the Right Hon. 
the Earl Sondes, Mrs. Collins, Major E. B. Evans, R.A., 
Captain G. Loyd Courthope, m . p. , j. p. ,  Mr. M. P. Castle, 
J.p.,the Rev. John Highwood, m.a ., d .c. l , Mr. W. W. 
Blest, and Mr. Vemon Roberts; Hon. Vice-Presidents: the 
Bight Hon. Sir Frederick Milner, Bart., p c . ,  Major A. G. 
Boscawen, the Rev. Canon C. C. Tancock, d . d .,  Mr. J. 
Henniker Heaton, m. p., Mr. A. Paget Hedges, m. p., and 
Mr. Edmund Eaton ; Committee : the Misses Nix, the Rev. 
D. J. Stather Hunt, and Mr. Chas. Hepburn Scott; Hon. 
Treasurer: Captain G. L. Courthope, m. p ., of Fair View, 
Hawkhurst; and Hon. Secretary : Mr. Frederick Wicks, of 
The Lodge, near Tudeley, Tonbridge.

The President displayed his fine collection of the stanqjs 
of the Sudan, and, contributing highly interesting notes 
thereon, explained the types of the overprinted Arabic 
characters-on the first issue.

A pleasant meeting then terminated.

Glasgow and West of Scotland 
Philatelic Society.

A m e e t in g  of the Society was held on the evening of 
January 16th, 1906, within the Religious Institution Rooms, 
Buchanan Street, Glasgow. Guybon Hutson, Esq., in the 
chair.

After the minutes of the previous meeting had been read 
and approved, Mr. J. R. Hannay read a paper on “ Some 
Remarks and a Suggestion on the Colour Problem.” After 
pointing out that the fundamental difficulty with the colour 
question is the want of colour-terms which can -be definitely 
defined, he advised members never to determine the shades 
°f a large number of stamps at one sitting, but to be content 
to compare a few specimens. When any difficulties of shade 
between two specimens had to be noted, it was necessary to 
l;ike care to examine them under exactly similar conditions, 
and always to make a rule to examine stamps in a good

diffused daylight. Stamps ought not to be examined in a 
bright sunlight, which is deceptive, the light from a clear 

. blue or grey northern sky being the ideal light for colour 
impressions. The lecturer also pointed out that it was a 
good plan to lay the specimens to be examined on a piece of 
dark green baize, similar to that used for covering billiard 
tables, as green helps to keep the eye fresh and alert in 
the detection of other shades. The paper was illustrated 
by colour-charts and diagrams, and it was urged that if 
colour-manufacturers could afford to send colour-charts to 
their customers free, it surely might be possible to get up a 
philatelic shade-chart fpr 2s. 6d. or 5s., to be used along 
with our standard catalogues. Our shades would then be 
referred in the catalogue to the corresponding number on 
the shade-chart, and the present vague colour-names either 
discarded or used only in conjunction with the reference 
number. After discussion, a vote of thanks was awarded 
Mr. Hannay for his paper.

Durban and District Philatelic Society,
T h e  meeting held on Tuesday, January 9th, was a special 
meeting for the election of Officers and Committee, when 
the following were elected :— Hon. President : Sir Henry 
McCallum, a . d .C .,  G .C .m . g . ,  Governor of Natal: Hon. 
Vice-President: Sir Benjamin Greenacre, c.B. ; President: 
J. Wallace Bradley ; Vice * President: T. Miljoen ; Com
mittee : R. K. Watkins, E. F. George, C. J. Jewitt, 
G. E. Maclaren, C. H. McKean; Auction Superintendent : 
J. Young; Exchange Superintendent: H. Roberts; Secre
tary and Treasurer: W. Percy Williams, 93, £lub Arcade, 
Durban.

The Committee were instructed to revise the rules of the 
Society, and bring them up for confirmation by the members 
at the next meeting, to be held on Tuesday, January 23rd, 
at 8 p.m. Future meetings will be held on the first and 
third Tuesday in each month. It is hoped at the next 
meeting to arrange a Syllabus of Exhibitions and Papers on 
Stamps by the members.

Several new members have been recently elected, and the 
membership now numbers over forty. •

The Secretary will be pleased to receive any gifts to the 
Library and to the Society’s Forgery Collection.

^\x\£v)et£ \o «J0orte8^oxvdetv\ .̂

N O T E . — A H  c o r r e s p o n d e n c e  r e la t in g  t o  s u b s c r ip t io n s , m is s in g  

n u m b e r s ,  c h a n g e s  o f  a d d r e s s , e t c . ,  s h o u ld  b e  a d d r e s s e d  to  
Messrs. S T A N L E Y  G IB B O N S, L IM IT E D , a n d  not t o  th e  
Editor.

F. E. W. — 1. We do not know Roumania 25 b., violet, 
Type 18, without watermark ; it may be from a corner of a 
sheet printed a little out of place, or a sheet may have been 
printed on unwatermarked paper. 2 and 3. The laid appear
ance in your 15 b. and 25 b. is no doubt due to something 
in the printing press. 4 and 5. Nos. 394 to 403 are tinted 
pink on the back ; the watermark you have noticed would 
be part of Type 23, showing in one case the large “  R ”  and 
the small “ r ”  of the word “ r e g a t u . ”  6. We believe 
that only the 5 c. War Tax stamps of the issue you mention 
were used upon letters; the other values have no claim to 
be considered postage stamps.

E. A. W .— 1. Th^-prices in the current Catalogue are 
the correct ones. 2. The stamp was struck out because it 
is believed not to exist. 3. The illustrations were made 
from used copies, and therefore show the postmarks. 4. 
'tire varieties were struck out as not being of sufficient 
interest to be fisted separately. -

A. N. E — Your Cyprus stamp is probably No. 27, but it 
is difficult to say without seeing it. We do not think that a 
merely broken figure can be held to form a variety of any 
special interest.
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SPECIAL BARGAINS & NEW ISSUES:
A L L  U N U S E D  U N L E S S  O T H E R W I S E  S T A T E D .

BOLIVAR.
1903. Type 25. L a id  paper. Itttperf.

5 pesos, carmine on yellow . . . reduced to

BRITISH GUIANA.
1905. Type 28. M ultiple wmk.

4 c., purple and ultramarine . . . . .
5 c., purple and blue on blue . . . . .
6 c., grey-black and ultramarine . . . .

BRITISH SOMALILAND. -
1905. K in g s  H ead. M ultiple wmk.

1  a., green . . 
z a., carmine and grey-black
2 a., purple and dull lilac
a} a., bright blue .
3 a., green and chocolate ”
4 a., black and green .
6 a., violet and green .
8 a., pale blue and grey-black

12 a., orange-yellow and grey*black
CAYMAN ISLANDS.

J905. K in g s  Head. M ultiple wmk. 
id ., green . . . . .  
id ., carmine . . . • .
aid., ultramarine . . . .

10 c ,  black and grey

CHILI.
1905. Type 27.

1905.
1 c ,  blue-green
2 c., carmine .

CUBA.
Type 15. N o wmk. Colour changed.

DUTCH INDIES.
190a. Type it .

used

. used

. used

. used

- 55

20 c., greenish slate
25 c ,  mauve . . . .
30 c., chestnut . . . .
50 c., lake-brown . . .
to c. on 20 c., greenish slate . •

FARIDKOT.
1886-94. Service.

4 a., great . . . . .
i a., plum . . . . .

FINLAND.
1902-3. Type 15. Engraved.

10 m., drab and black . . . .
GERMAN EMPIRE.

1906. Type it . With new wmk. 
xo pf., carmine . . . .

GERMAN MOROCCO.
1905. German Stam p surcharged.

5 c. on 5 pf., green (etror *' rkichs p o s t”) .
HONDURAS.
1903. Type 20.

a c., carmine-rose , . . . .
' IVORY COAST.

1905. P arcel Post. French Colonial 1894 Postage Due surcharged. 
50 c., 1 fr., 2 fr., 4 fr., and 8 fr. ; set of five .

JAMAICA.
1906. A n n s type. M ultiple wmk. 

id ., black and carmine . . . .
MOROCCO AGENCIES.

1905-6. K in g s  Head. M ultiple wmk. 
xo c ., purple on red . . . .
ao c., green and carmine . . .

NEW SOUTH WALES.
• 1905-6. Wmk. Crown and A .
Jd., green . . . . .
9L , brown and blue . . . .

20L, ultramarine . . . .
NICARAGUA.

1903. No. 902 surcharged in black.
1 p. on xo c., mauve (No. 237) . . .
5 P- m .. ( ,. *38) • • • . „  B

1901-5. Type 15 surcharged as Type 33, in blue.
1 c. on 2 c., orange-red (1901) . . . . . o
x c. on 2 c. ,, (1902) . . . . . o

1901-5. Stam ps o f  1900 surcharged with new value and date. 
x c. in black o n x p .,  blue (1901) . . . . . o

. in red on 1 p ., blue (1902) . • . . . o

. in blue on 2 p .. orange (1902) . . . . o
in red on s p ., black (1901) . . . . . o

. in black on a p., orange (1901) . . . . o

. in red and in mack on 1 p., blue (1901) . . . 4

. used 1

3 pies, grey .
3 a ., orange-brown

PATIALA.
1903. K in g s  Head. s. H.

2 c., scarlet
3 c., mauve .
4 c., deep brown
5 c ., blue .
6 c., lake .
8 c., grey-violet 

10 c., brown .
13 c., purple-brown 
15 c., olive-green ■ 
50 c., orange .
Sr, grey-black .
$a, blue .

1 c., blue-green

PHILIPPINE ISLANDS.
1903-4. U .S . ' 1 Series 1902” surcharged

o 3 
o 10

1905. Colour changed,

RUSSIA.
1903. Type 9.

3 r. 50 k ., grey and black (N o. 115)

---  SALVADOR.
1903. Postage Due. New type 

x c., deep green (N o. 590)
2 c., carmine (No. 531)
3 c., orange (N o. 552) .
5 c., deep blue (No. 553)

10 c., dull lilac (No. 554)
#5 c., green (N o. 557a) .

(Numbers 555 to  56a do not exist

. used 5

)
SIAM.

1885. Type t surcharged as Type 6. 
x tical on x lotte . . . . .

SOUTHERN NIGERIA.
1905. K in g s  H ead. M ultiple wmk. 

id ., green and black. . 
id . carmine ,, .
2d., orange-browo and black 
aid ., ultramarine „
48., olive-green ,,
6d., mauve „
is ., black and green .
2*. 6d., brown and black 
5s., yellow and black .
£ 1 ,  violet and green .

SUDAN.
1904. A rm y  Official. Error w ith  ! f o r  1.

1 m., brown and carmine (No. 203 addm.) . .u sed  5 0
1905-6. Type*. Surcharged  “  a r m y  s e r v ic e . 

x m., brown and carmine . . . . used o 2
2 m., green and brown . . . . , , 0 4
3 m., mauve and green. . . . . , , 0 5
5 m., carmine and black . . . . , , 0 2
1 p., blue and brown .
a p., black and blue .
5 p ., biown and green .

0 8
1 9 6 o

SWITZERLAND.
1906. Type 17. Wmk. Type 13.

23 c., pale blue (re-engraved) . . . . . 0 4
1906. P e r f  n i x  11. New wmk.

4 0  c., grey 0 ‘yP« »*) ♦ • • • . . 0 6
t fr., carmine (Type 10) . . . . . 1 3

TRANSVAAL.
x;o6. K in g s  H ead. M ultiple wmk.

4d., black and l rown . . . . . . 0 6
as., grey and yellow . . . . . . 2 8

TRINIDAD.
1906. Type 10. M ultiple wmk.

aid ., lilac and blue on blue . . . . . 0 4

VICTORIA.
1905. Wmk. Crown and A . ■

94)., rose . . . . . . . 1 0

WURTEMBERG.
>875-97. Official and M unicipal Service Stamps surcharged to 

celebrate Kingdom  Centenary.
2, 3, 5 ,10 ,and 20 pf., M unicipal; and 2, 3 ,5 ,and 10 pf., O fficial;

set of nine . . . . . used 3 0
23 pf., Municipal; and 25, 30, 40, 50 pf. and 1 m. Official;

'  ’ 7 'set of six 
Ditto, ditto . used 7 6

S T A N L E Y  G IBBO N S, L IM ITE D , STA M P IM PO R TER S, 391, ST R A N D , LO N D O N , W.C.
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THE INTERNATIONAL PHILATELIC EXHIBITION,
LO NDON, MAY, 1906.

WE have much pleasure in placing our services at the disposal 
of any collector who is desirous of exhibiting in May next.

If collectors will inform us what countries they wish to show, 
we shall be most happy to help them to the full extent of our
power to make their exhibit as complete as possible. By means of
our Branches and Agencies in various parts of the world, we are
enabled to procure many fine things not generally found in the
hands of the trade.

Having large storage accommodation in our strong rooms (fire 
and burglar proof), we shall be happy to receive collections for 
exhibit, and see that same are properly shown, and reclaim and re
pack them in a proper manner at the conclusion of the Exhibition. 

Out-of-pocket expenses only will be charged.

• STANLEY GIBBONS, Limited, 391, Strand, London, W.C.

Album . C ollecting M ade E asy.

I f you are a Beginner or General Collector, you want the simplest 
Album to be had.

You do not want to be bothered with Officials, Postage Dues, 
Registereds, or Varieties of Perforations, etc.

You want a real Beginner’s Album in which you can collect the 
Stamps of all Countries, and from which you can open out later 
on, if you care to do so.

We are now hard at work preparing this very Album for you, 
and we hope to have it ready some time in March, 1 9 0 6 .

It will include all ordinary Postage Stamps issued for general 
public use, and it will exclude Officials, Postage Dues, Varieties of 
Perforation, etc.

It will be fully Illustrated, will provide plenty of room for New 
Issues, and will comprise all New Issues up to' February, 1 9 0 6 .

It will be a handsome, strongly bound Volume of about 6 0 0  pages, size 9 J x Ilf  inches.
The price will be only 10s. 9d. post-free; or interleaved to prevent any chance of Stamps rubbing, 
in superior binding, 1 5 s. 9d. post-free. V
With every copy> o f  the first edition zee shall g ive  azeay a Collection o f  200 Stamps, a ll different, 

uhl, gue value nearly £ 1 .

1 repaid orders for this first edition may now be booked, and will be executed in priority of receipt.

STANLEY GIBBONS, Limited, 391, Strand, London, W.C.
C ity Branch : 97, G racechurch Street, London , E.C.

NEW YORK: S t a n l e y  G i b b o n s . I n c ., 198, Broadway.

The Ideal
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NOW READY.
~~ 1

Entirely Revised and Greatly Enlarged,

-------------- ------------------

T H E  FIRST V O LU M E  (C O U N TR IE S  A to L) O F  T H E

Third Edition
"OF

Album Weeds
B y  t h e  R e v . R. B. E A R E E .

Vol. I.—Afghanistan to Luxemburg. About 580 pages, demy 8vo.

T HIS Work is an absolute necessity to the careful Philatelist, who is naturally anxious 
to ensure the absence of forgeries from his collection. As a work of reference, in 

this particular respect, it stands entirely unrivalled, being compiled by one who has ac
quired a world-wide repute, and whose speciality has for many years been the description of 
forgeries. An immense amount of labour has been bestowed (on this New Edition, so as to 
still further increase its usefulness. Every endeavour has been made by the Author, in the 
description of new and dangerous forgeries, etc., to bring the work fully up to date. 
Amongst the numerous additions may be noted an elaborate description of tech
nical terms met with in the course of collecting. This section will be found especially 
useful for the guidance of the novice or younger collector. The illustrations have been con
siderably augmented, and a large and most interesting series of postmarks, specially drawn, 
together with an index for reference, will be found included. Altogether the Publishers 
have no hesitation in recommending this publication as a most valuable adjunct to a 
Philatelic Library, and useful alike to Collector and Dealer.

VOL. I.— Price, hound in embossed gilt cloth, 7/6; post-free, 8/-.

VOL. II.— In the press, ready about Midsummer, 1906, price 8/-, 
post-free. (Orders, PREPAID, can now be booked.)

S T A N L E Y  GIBBON S, Limited,
391, STRAND (Opposite Hotel Cecil),

LONDON, W.C
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T is with great regret that 
we announce the death of 
probably the oldest, and 
perhaps at one time the 
most widely known of 
English philatelists, which 

took place at Bath, on the 14th inst., in 
the ninety-fourth year of 

Death of his age.
Dr. Viner. Dn c . W. Viner was 
one of the survivors, alas! very few in 
number now, of those who commenced 
to take an interest in stamps half a cen
tury ago. We learn from a biographical 
notice of him in The Philatelic Record 

for January, 1882, that he began by col
lecting stamps for a friend about 1855, 
and after some five years of this dis
interested gathering of stamps he was 
himself attacked by the mania, and 
rapidly came to the front as an exponent 
of Philately in the highest form to which 
it had then attained. In 1862 he assisted 
Mr. Mount Brown in the compilation of 
his celebrated Catalogue, which ran 
through three editions in the course of 
that year; and in the beginning of 1863 
he became the first Editor of The Stam p  

Collector's M agazine, the parent of all 
the serious philatelic periodicals pub
lished in this country. Four years later 
Messrs. Stafford Smith & Smith dis
solved partnership, and Dr. Viner, 
severing his connexion with the older 
magazine, took up the management of 
The Philatelist, published by Messrs. 
Stafford Smith & Co., of Brighton,

which he edited as a monthly for ten 
years, 1867-76, as a quarterly for three 
years more, and finally in the form of 
an Annual, which made its first and, we 
are sorry to say, its last appearance in 
1881.

The editing of these pioneer period
icals was, however, by no means the 
whole of Dr. Viner’s philatelic work. 
His name (his magazine work was 
almost entirely anonymous) became 
known far and wide among the younger 
collectors, owing to his editorship of 
“ Oppen’s Album,” which he took over 
with the eighth edition, in 1865, and of 
which no less than twenty-four later 
editions (all that were published) passed 
through his hands ; ample testimony to 
the popularity of the work and the ex
cellence of its arrangement. We believe 
that its publication was finally aban
doned on account of the vastly increased 
number of pages necessitated by the 
constant fresh issues of later times.

It is no news to the majority of our 
readers that Dr. Viner was a prominent 
member of that little band of enthu
siasts, who used to meet in London on 
Saturday afternoons for the discussion 
of stamp topics, and doubtless a little 
exchanging of duplicates, and who be
came the founders of the Philatelic 
Society of London. Dr. Viner was one 
of the Committee of the Society from its 
foundation in 1869 down to July, 1891, 
when increasing years seem to have led 
him to think of abandoning our hobby.
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He resigned his membership of the 
London Society, but was at once elected 
an honorary member, and his name still 
remains on the list. It was a few years 
later, we believe, that he sold his collec
tion to Messrs. Hamilton Smith & Co., 
by whom it was dispersed, and we fancy 
that he then finally gave up the active 
pursuit of Philately. His interest in 
stamps had, however, by no means died 
out in 1899, when we had the pleasure 
of meeting him at Manchester, on the 
occasion of the Exhibition there, and 
when the active old gentleman, whose 
figure was almost as youthful as ever, 
was pointed out as the oldest inhabitant 
of the kingdom of Philatelia.

The old inhabitants die out, but there 
are plenty of young ones to take their 
place, and few have done more in years 
gone by to help the beginners than our 
old friend, who has now passed away at 
a ripe old age.

Philately We received from Mr. Wilmot 
in India. Corfield, just too late for inser

tion in our last number, a com
munication to which we are glad to give a 
prominent position in our columns. The 
inclusion of a public collection of Stamps as 
part of the contents of a Victoria Memorial 
Hall seems eminently appropriate when we 
remember that Postage Stamps (and of 
course Telegraph Stamps also) first came 
into being during the reign of the Great 
Queen whom that building commemorates. 
A good collection of the Postage, Telegraph, 
and Fiscal Stamps of British India, together 
with those of the various Native States, is no 
easy thing to get together at the present day, 
and we hope that the appeal to all classes of 
those who are interested in Philately will 
meet with a generous response. We would 
also express a hope that the Government of 
India may see its way to granting some 
financial assistance, without which it will be 
impossible to make the collection in any way 
complete.

“ A new departure has now been made by 
the Trustees of the Victoria Memorial Hall, 
Calcutta, in the admission of a collection of 
the stamps of India and the Native States,

as a permanent feature of the exhibition, and 
their decision is one that will doubtless com
mend itself to those interested in the Victoria 
Memorial Collections. Thecharm of Philately 
is now so widely appreciated that no apology is 
needed for the- recognition of the stamps of 
India as objects worthy of the Memorial and 
its aims. The bringing together of a com
plete collection will be a matter of time, but 
there seems no reason why that now in 
course of formation should not eventually 
rank as the most important of known Indian 
collections. An excellent beginning has 
been made from available Government 
sources with the ready assistance of Sir 
Arthur Fanshawe and Mr. Cogswell, and the 
stamps contributed have been carefully and 
scientifically arranged by Mr. Wilmot Cot- 
field, who has kindly undertaken to continue 
his services as others are received. The col
lection, as at present designed, will cover a 
fairly wide field and will embrace not only 
the Postal but also the Telegraph and Fiscal 
adhesive issues of Imperial India and the 
Native States. It will include essays, post 
cards, envelopes and wrappers of both the 
Victorian and Edwardian periods, together 
with all else of a philatelic nature acceptable 
to the serious Indian specialist. Two copies 
of the famous £ anna, red, of 1854 are 
already in situ. The well known ‘ Lion and 
palm tree’ essay of 1853 is also represented 
and the early essays have been accepted. 
The Trustees would be specially grateful for 
the donation of the notable red, white, and 
blue trio of 1851 known as the ‘ Scinde 
District Post’ stamps, the first Philatelic 
emissions in India and issued under the 
authority of the late Sir Bartle Frere. The 
several handsome series of Telegraph stamps 
are already shaping themselves towards com
pletion, the many Fiscals are showing up 
well, and will be classified as Receipts, 
Foreign bills, Customs, Share transfers, 
Special Adhesive, Petitions, High Court, and 
Small Cause Court, Calcutta Small Cause 
Court, Court Fees, Notarial, Forests, Postal 
Notes and Postal Service, and it is hoped 
that the beginning already made with the 
quaint and curious labels of the many Native 
States will be speedily and steadily added to. 
If Indian coins and medals are rightly con
sidered by the lover of the past as finding a 
well-deserved resting-place in the cases of the 
Hall, the same may surely be said for India’s 
‘ Paper Medals,’ as her stamps have not 
inaptly been termed. The earliest stamps 
did yeoman service in the fifties, and 
regarded merely as mechanical efforts reflect 
great credit on the skill and resourcefulness 
of the Postal officials of those far-off days. 
They represent too the first attempt to print
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in colour made in India. The changes in the 
form of Government indicated by inscrip
tions borne on later labels from time to time 
have their own tale to tell to students and 
historians alike, and it would be difficult to 
conceive of a fitter epitomised memorial 
of the spacious days of the great Queen- 
Empress than that which may be enshrined 
in an exhaustively representative range of 
the stamps of her reign. The collection at 
present is being arranged in album form. 
This is. inevitable until its evolution is more 
advanced ; later on the adoption of a system 
of preservation in a cabinet similar to those 
in which the ‘ Tapling’ Collection is placed 
in the British Museum will be considered.

“ It may be mentioned that His Royal 
Highness the Prince of Wales, President of 
the London Philatelic Society and an earnest 
philatelist, interested himself in the Hall's 
stamps during his recent visit to Calcutta.

“ With a view to the ultimate completion of 
the collection the Trustees would heartily 
welcome donations of stamps of all classes 
from the Governments of Native States 
and from collectors and dealers generously 
disposed to assist them; all such gifts will be 
acknowledged in the Philatelic Journal o f  
India. Intending donors are invited to com
municate with the Trustees through Dr. 
Denison Ross, Calcutta Madrassah, or Mr. 
Wilmot Corfield, 25 Mangoe Lane, Calcutta.”

*  *  *

International We are glad to be able to 
Philatelic report that all the arrange - 
Exhibition. ments for the coming Exhibi

tion are progressing most 
satisfactorily. The classes are filling up well,
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but the lists have not yet been finally closed 
and the Hon. Secretaries are still prepared to 
receive entries, provided that they are sent 
in at once, so as to enable the Catalogue to 
be prepared in good time. We are glad to 
learn that the entries already sent in include 
exhibits not only from collectors in this 
country, but also from those in other parts of 
Europe and inthe United States. Our colonial 
brethren will likewise, we trust, be strongly 
represented.

His Royal Highness the Prince of Wales 
has approved of a design for the medals to be 
presented to the prize-winners in the various 
classes. The obverse of the medals will bear 
a portrait of the Prince, with the inscription 
“ H.R.H. the Prince of Wales, K.G., President 
of the Philatelic Society, London,” whilst on 
the reverse will appear the Arms of the City 
of London, and an inscription giving the 
name of the Exhibitor and the Class in 
which the Medal is awarded. His Royal 
Highness has also offered to present one Gold 
and one Silver Medal, to be awarded to the 
two best exhibits shown by Ladies. It is 
unnecessary to add that this offer has been 
most gratefully accepted, and we trust that 
there will be great competition for these two 
prizes.

In regard to the Championship Classes, we 
are desired to state that only those Exhibits 
which gained Official Gold Medals at the 
Exhibition held in London, in 1897, or at that 
held at Manchester, in 1899, must necessarily 
be shown in those Classes.

-------------- ----------------------

ssues axvd ĴarleYxes.
Note.— We shall be greatly obliged i f  our readers will send, for description herein, any new issues or new varieties 

they may become acquainted with, addressing them to T he E ditor of the Monthly Journal, care of Messrs. 
Stanley G ibbons, L imited, 391, Strand, London, W.C. Stamps sent are promptly returned, unless required 
for illustration, which may cause a little delay. N.B.— Specimens of new Envelopes, Post Cards, etc., should no 
longer be sent, as we chronicle postal adhesives only ; but the Editor will be glad to purchase for his own collection 
new Envelopes and Cards of Indian Native States.

*  *  *  *

P a r t  I
Great Britain.— Imperium.— W e have been shown, 

in a collection of proofs and essays, a mysterious 
series of one of the De La Rue interchangeable types, 
bearing the word *• i m p e r i u m  ” at top and value at 
bottom. Whether there was ever any idea of substi
tuting a general issue for all, or some, of the numerous 
sets in use throughout the British Empire, we are 
unable to say. It would simplify matters greatly, no 
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doubt, and perhaps some day, when collectors have 
ceased to collect unnecessary stamps and there is no 
longer any object in issuing labels for other than 
legitimate use, some such universal series may be 
required. At present we can only suggest that the 
uniform heading “ p h i l a t e l i a ”  would be appropriate 
to a great majority of the infinitely various types now 
in circulation.

Australian Commonwealth. — The Australian
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Ph. chronicles the id, and 2d. Postage Due stamps 
on the Crown and “ A ” paper, New South Wales 
variety. The perforation is not stated.

Postage Due Stamps. Jd., green ; new wmk.
id. ,, ,,

Barbados.— At the last moment we learn that the 
Nelson Centenary issue has arrived, but only in time 
for us to list them this month. We hope to give an 
illustration of the design in our next number. The 
view in the centre is in the same colour on all. 

id ;, black and grey, 
id. „  „  green,
id, ,, ,, scarlet.
2d. ,, ,, dull yellow,

. 2 d̂. ,, ,, ultramarine.
6d. ,, ,, lilac,
is. ,, ,, rose.

British Somaliland.— Ewen’s Weekly tells us that 
the 2 a. King’s Head stamp, with multiple Crown 
and C A watermark, exists with the “ O.H.M.S.” sur
charge, and that a certain number of these stamps 
were used at Berbera.

Official Stamp. 2 a., purple and dull lilac ; new wmk.

W e learn from the same source that there is a variety, 
in all the values of this series, with no stop after the 
letter “  M ” of the overprint ; it is not a case of a stop 
having been omitted, but on certain stamps in the fifth 
vertical row of each pane this stop is indistinct, and in 
some instances it fails to print altogether.

British South Africa Company.—A correspondent 
in Cape Colony writes to us on the subject of the 
difficulty that he experiences, in not a few cases, of 
obtaining on the spot stamps that have been duly 
chronicled in the magazines, and are even on sale in 
London. This certainly does happen, not infrequently, 
and it must be acknowledged that Philately is at the 
bottom of it. Stamps are often chronicled from “ speci
men” copies, sent out to countries in the Postal 
Union, but supplies are also in some instances to be 
had in the mother-country before they are put on sale 
in the colony for which they are intended. Again, 
wholesale orders for new issues are sometimes filled 
by the authorities on the spot, before the stamps are 
put in general circulation. Our correspondent tells 
us that he is assured, on the very best authority, that 
the 5s., orange, No. 66 in the Catalogue, has never 
yet been on sale out there, and he sends us the 
following list of postage stamps on sale at post offices 
in Southern Rhodesia on the 15th January, 1906 :—

Jd , 1898-1903, green, 
id. ,, red.
2d. ,, bistre.
2$d. ,, cobalt.
3d., 1896-7, chocolate and ultramarine.
4d., 1898-1903, olive-brown.
6d. ,, red-lilac
8d., 1896-7, olive-green and violet on buff.
is., 1898-1903, ochre.
2s., 1896-7, indigo and green on buff.
2s. 6d. ,, brown and purple on yet tow.
3s. ,, green and mauve on blue.
4s ,, red and dark blue on green.
5s. ,, chestnut and green.
7s. 6d., 1898-1903, black,

I os,, 1896-7, slate and vermilion on rose.
£ t, 1898-1903, purple, 
is., 1905, green |
2s 6d. ,, black j Victoria Falls issue.
5s. ,, violet I

There is certainly a curiously mixed assortment on 
charge, but it is something to know that old stock is 
being used up. The 3d. and 8d. are probably those 
of 1897.

Cyprus.—Mr. T. Palmer tells us that he has 
received the 12 piastres stamp with the multiple 
watermark (unsurfaced paper). This stamp was 
chronicled twelve months ago, probably from a 
“  specimen ” copy, but we believe it has only now been 
issued.

Dominica.— Ewen’s Weekly notes the arrival of 
the 3d. on chalk-surfaced, Crown and C C paper, like 
the id. referred to last month.

East Africa and Uganda Protectorates.—Mr. T.
Palmer tells us that the 8 a. has appeared on the 
chalk-surfaced paper.

Gambia.— We have received the 2d., 4d., and 6d. 
with multiple watermark (unsurfaced paper).

2d., orange and mauve ; new wmk.
4d., brown and ultramarine ,,
6d., olive-green and carmine ,,

Gold Coast.— Messrs. YvertandTellier, in a supple
ment to their current catalogue, list a 2s. 6d. stamp, 
with multiple watermark, which we have not yet seen 
chronicled. 2s. 6d., green and yellow.

India.— Mr. B. Gordon Jones, in a letter to The 
Ph. J . o f  /., states that he has found a used copy of 
the 1 a., carmine, Queen’s Head, with the “ On H.M.S.” 
overprint inverted. He adds that this stamp is also 
known with double surcharge, and that the 1 a., plum, 
exists with inverted surcharge. We must note these 
for addition to the Catalogue when the time comes.

Official Stamps. I a., plum ; inverted surcharge.
I a., carmine ,, ,,
I a. ,, double ,,

Puttialla.— W e learn from Mekeel's Weekly that 
the 3 pies and 4 a. King’s Head stamps have ap
peared on chalk-surfaced paper. It may be so, but 
we should have expected to hear of these stamps first 
in their unsurcharged condition.

Messrs. Yvert and Tellier list the current 1 rupee 
stamp with the “  servick  ” overprint.

Official Stamp. I r., carmine and green.

Indian Native States.— Hyderabad.— We have 
been shown an entire specimen of an envelope im
pressed with a circular J a. stamp, in red, about which 
we should be glad to get a little further information. 
The envelope has all the appearance of being 
genuinely used, but it had an adhesive stamp on the 
flap, which probably paid all the postage, for we have 
grave doubts about the authenticity of the impressed 
stamp. The postmarks are plainly dated “ 1313,’' 
whilst the date shown on the stamp itself is “ 1317."

We have examined part of a sheet of the new i  a 
stamp, and find that there is a watermark, consisting 
apparently of Arabic characters, arranged so as to 
appear in each stamp, but it is not easy to distinguish 
in single copies.

Jammu and Kashmir.— Mr. W. T. Wilson shows us 
a very interesting specimen of the J a., black, Type 6. 
on an original envelope, with a date stamp of ‘ Seal 
kote DE. 11 66,” showing that this value, and of course
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the 1 a. also of the Kashmir series came into use 
before 1867. It is not improbable that the earliest of 
the Jammu rectangular stamps were also issued at 
the end of 1866.

Lagos.— We are glad to learn from the Stamp 
Weekly that, by an Order in Council, dated 16th Feb
ruary, the administration of the Southern Nigerian 
Protectorate is now placed under that of the Colony 
of Lagos, and that the name of that colony is changed 
to Southern Nigeria. Thus one issue of stamps dis
appears from circulation, but collectors would prefer 
that it should be that of the newer territory, rather 
than that of the older one. Mr. Cornelius Wrinkle, 
in the same journal, tells us that unless the remainders 
of the last Queen’s Head issue of Lagos are de
stroyed, there will be plenty for distribution, as the 
authorities, with unusual foresight, had ordered a 
supply sufficient to last for two hundred years ! We 
believe, however, that he is mistaken in stating that, 
“ The first printings show the old style of control 
numbers, on the sheets, of a figure enclosed in a lined 
frame. The later printings had, of course, the current 
control number in a circle of solid colour.” As far as 
we are aware, the sheets of Lagos, like the majority 
of those of other colonies, have always had the “  plate 
number’’ on a solid disc in two corners, and the ‘‘ cur
rent number” in a single-line frame in the other two.

Leeward Islands.— Eweris Weekly chronicles the 
Jd. stamp on unsurfaced paper with multiple water
mark. '̂1., lilac and green ; new wmk.

New South Wales.— W e have received the 2s. 6d. 
stamp on the new Crown and “ A ” paper, and with the 
same perforation as most of the other values. The 
Aust. Ph. adds the 8d. on the same paper.

8d., lake ; new wmk.
25. 6d., emerald-green ; new wmi. ; perf. 12 x i i j .

North Borneo.— Divers of our contemporaries are 
announcing additions to the set of Postage Due 
labels, in the form of 1 and 2 dollars stamps with a 
red surcharge and a 1 dollar with black surcharge. 
We fancy that this is a mistake, and that the stamps 
in question are those with the overprint “ BRITISH 
PROTECTORATE,” not “ POSTAGE DUE,” which we 
chronicled in November last. If we are wrong, per
haps some one will correct us ; if we are right, it may 
be well to stop the career of the erroneous announce
ment before these supposed Postage Due stamps get 
into the catalogues.

We are shown a horizontal strip of three of the 4 c. 
on 25 c. of 1899, No. 107 in the Catalogue, perforated 
all round, but with the two vertical lines of perfora
tion between the stamps omitted.

Orange River Colony.— A correspondent, writing 
from this colony at the end of January, shows us a 
used copy of the id. stamp with multiple Crown and 
C A watermark, paper apparently unsurfaccd, which 
had been in his possession for some two months be
fore he noticed the change. He also sends us a copy 
of the 2^d. in a rather deeper shade than usual, 

id., scarlet; new wmk.

The same correspondent states that he has found 
the old 6d., rose-carmine, of the Orange Free State,

surcharged in violet with a figure “ 4 ” differing from 
any of the types of 1877, this we should consider 
a very doubtful variety ; and he has also the Ad. 
“ V.R.I.” with mixed stops and small “ A,” but we 
believe that this is the usual combination.

Transvaal.— W e have received the 2d. and 3d 
stamps, Type 44, on the paper with the multiple 
Crown and C A watermark, and the chalky surface.

2d., grey-black and purple ; new wmi. and paper.
3d. „  sage-green ,, „

Trinidad.— It seems that all kinds of paper are 
being “ chKlked up.” Ewen's Weekly notes the dis
covery of the 5s. stamp of this colony, with what we 
gather is the same watermark as in 1896, but with 
chalky surface.

Victoria.— We have received the 4d., Type 68, on 
the Crown and “ A ” paper, perf. 12 x 12J.

4d., olive-bistre ; new wmi.

We find that we made a mistake in November last 
in chronicling the 2d. with new watermark perf. 11. 
The stamp mentioned in The Aust. Ph. was the 2d. 
wmk. “  V  ” and Crown, perf. 1 r.

Western Australia.— W e have received the 1 d., 2d., 
3d., and jd. on the Crown and “  A ” paper, Victoria 
pattern, and are now able to give the perforations, 

id., rose ; new wmk.;perf. I2j x 12.
id .................... „  II-
2d., yellow ,, ,, I 2 jx i2 .
3d., brown „ ,, 12A.
5 d ., olive-yellow ; new wmk.; perf. I2j.

P a r t  II.
Afghanistan.— A correspondent in India kindly 

sends us the following cutting from The Times o f India 
for February 27th :—

“ Collectors of postage stamps should note, says the 
Pioneer, that Afghan issues are likely to rise in value. 
The Amir has issued orders that in future letters 
posted in Afghanistan are not to be stamped, but to 
bear the impression of a metal seal. An envelope 
bearing such an impression has reached us, and it is 
certainly unstamped. It is not stated how the stamp 
revenue is likely to be affected by this change, but one 
would imagine that the Amir’s postal officials will see 
a new' opening for peculation. Existing stocks of 
postage labels are to be used up at a few of the 
principal towns.”

Collectors of Afghan stamps will rejoice if this news 
is true, not so much because the stamps are likely to 
rise much in value, as on account of the difficulty of 
accounting for the vagaries in coloured paper that 
have turned up of late years.

Argentine Republic.— The M.C. tells us that, “ A 
stamp was issued by the Postal Administration for 
the benefit of the Society of Ladies of Charity, and 
allowed to defray postage for the period between 
December 16th and January 1st. The design, em
blematic of Charity, shows a woman nursing chil
dren.” 2 c., blue.

The A .J .  o f Ph. says, “ A charity stamp has made 
its appearance here. It has no postal value what
ever.” We wonder which is right; let us hope the 
latter.
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Austria.— The D.B.Z. reports that the 60 heller 
stamp has now appeared without the shiny bars.

60 h., brown ; ferf. I2 j, 13.

Hungary.— The following additional values are 
chronicled with the new perforation : —

6 f., olive ; pcrf-15.
10 f., rose ,,

1 k ., red-brown ; perf. 15.

Bosnia.— The D .B.Z. states that the 35 heller of 
this province has been issued in darker blue than 
before, and with the numerals in somewhat different 
type. 35 (h.), dark blue and black.

Colombia.— Panama (Canal Zone).— A correspon
dent in New York kindly sends us a cutting from The 
Brooklyn Daily Eagle, which shows that the postal 
arrangements in this territory are somewhat abnormal. 
It appears that the mails are carried by the authorities 
of the Panama Republic, and that is the reason for the 
supersession of the United States stamps surcharged 
“ CA N AL ZON E,” the total revenue from which was 
retained by the United States. Naturally the people 
of Panama protested against having the greater part 
of the work, while receiving none of the profits. 
Under the present arrangement, the U.S. Govern
ment purchases Panama stamps at 60 cents to the 
dollar, overprints them “ C a n a l  z o n e ”  and sells 
them at full price, keeping the 40 cents out of each 
dollar for its trouble. We gather that this is still 
considered to be too much, though we presume that 
there are United States offices for the collection and 
delivery of letters, which cost something to keep up, 
and if ever a house-to-house delivery is established in 
any part of the Zone, 40 per cent, of the postage 
might not be too large a share.

Dominican Republic.— L'Echo de la Timbrologie 
chronicles the 4 c. Postage Due stamp surcharged in 
four lines “  r e p u b l i c .* —  D o m i n i c a n . * —  U N — cen
tavo.”

Ecuador.— We learn from The Ph. R. that a foreign 
contemporary lists a whole series of fiscal stamps, 
of 1901, 1902, surcharged with Type 49, in violet. 
If these are anything better than entirely fancy 
varieties, the surcharge does not necessarily make 
them postage stamps, so we do not copy the list at 
present.

Divers of our contemporaries are chronicling, as a 
recent issue, the very doubtful lot of fiscal stamps 
overprinted “  Correos — 5 cents.,” the history of which 
we gave in this Journal in January, >905. They are 
supposed to have been surcharged in 1895, so can 
hardly be called recent, and it is very doubtful whether 
they have any claim to be termed an issue.

We copy the following note from Mekeels News and 
Trade Circular:—

“ Collectors are advised that fraudulent surcharges 
of the line of rubbish catalogued under Ecuador by 
Scott. Nos. 153 to 254” (our Nos. 169 10292) “ are on 
the market and no catalogued variety has been over
looked. This is the kind of thing that brings stamp 
collecting into disrepute with people of intelligence. 
We regret to say that some of the regular trade have 
been taken in by these frauds.

“  The Ecuador surcharges of 1902-3, above referred 
to, were Control marks introduced at various post

offices. Numerous reasons have been given for their 
use : one of them was that extensive thefts of unused 
stamps had taken place, and stamps bearing these 
control marks were issued to protect the postal 
revenue, etc. Those of the control surcharges that 
were legitimately issued and used were of course 
interesting, but we doubt the propriety of cataloguing 
such stuff. And now that the whole outfit has fraudu
lently been made available for credulous collectors, it 
would seem that some use had been found for the 
stolen'stamps that could not be used for postage !

“ Our advice is to cut out the whole lot !  "

France.— Offices in Morocco.— W e have receited 
the 5 c., Type 4, in the blue-green shade.

French Colonies.—  Cochin China.— We think it 
well to warn our readers that fresh attempts are being 
made to put upon the market copies of the Postage 
Due stamps of France overprinted “ coch in  chine.” 
It was conclusively shown a few years back that these 
curiosities never had any official existence ; the story 
of their origin and of the investigations which proved 
their nature is given in the numbers of this Journal 
for June and October, 1897.

Djibouti.— We have received a copy of the 5 c. on 
40 c. of 1902 (Type 7 surcharged with Type 14) 
showing two impressions of the overprint, one hori
zontal and the other somewhat sloping and out of 
place. There is such ample room for extra impres
sions of the surcharge, that we wonder no more of 
these varieties exist.

French Congo. —  According to Le Moniteur dn 
Collectionneur a single sheet of the current 4 c. stamps 
was printed in carmine and red, instead of carmine 
and slate (in error ?).

Tunis.— We have received further values of the 
new issue, in two fresh designs :—

Ordinary siie, but oblong: view of native ploughing, 
with a European walking by his side to see that he 
does it. iq c.( rose-red.

15c., mauve on salmon.
20 c., brown on toned.
25 c., blue.

Large oblong size: view o f an ancient Galley.

1 fr., brown and red.
2 ,, olive-green and light brown.
5 ,, blue and mauve.

German Empire.—The Ph. Echo states that the 
20, 25, and 30 pfennig stamps have appeared on the 
watermarked paper.

20 pf., ultramarine ; wmkd.
2. pf black and orange on yellow ; wmkd.
3° pf. .. .. buff „

Offices in China.— The following values, also on the 
watermarked paper, are listed by Eweit's Weekly on 
the authority of a German paper.

1 c. on 3 pf., brown ; wmkd.
$2j on 5 ni., lake and black ; wmkd.
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Offices in Turkey.— Viz glean the following from 
the same source

l j  pias. on 30 pf., black and orange on buff; wmkd.

A correspondent of Mekeel’s Weekly possesses a 
copy of the 10 paras on 5 pf. of 1903, on which the 
figures at the right are “  16” instead of “ 10.” Perhaps 
some of our friends in Germany can tell us whether it 
is possible that this can be a genuine variety.

German Colonies.— Riven's Weekly takes the fol
lowing from the journal alluded to above :—

Cameroons.
I pf. (?); wmkd.

German East Africa.
2  ̂h., brown ; wmkd.

60 h., carmine on rose ; wmkd.
German South- West Africa.

5 m., carmine and black ; wmkd.
Kiautchou.

I m. ($J ?), carmine ; wmkd.

Guatem ala.— MekeeFs Weekly has been informed 
of the existence of a variety of the 2 c. on 1 c.> 
indigo, of 1902, surcharged “  NACON ALES,”  instead of 
“ nacionales.” One would like to know whether there 
is a space between the letters “ c  ” and “  o,” or not.

Liberia.— W e have received a very handsome new 
issue for this Republic consisting of a series of 
thirteen values, from 1 cent to 5 dollars, all save one 
bicoloured, designed, engraved, and printed from 
steel plates by Perkins Bacon and Co., Ltd., so well 
known for their beautiful productions since they 
engraved the first British Postage Stamps in 1840. 
Sir Harry Johnston, formerly High Commissioner for 
Uganda, has furnished some of the designs, from 
illustrations in his new book Liberia, giving lifelike 
portraits of birds, animals, and reptiles found in the 
Republic. Another design, from the same source, 
shows two of the native “  Mandingoes,” and makes 
one of the prettiest stamps of the series.

The Republican Flag, with the motto “  The love of 
Liberty brought us here,” and a minute portrait of 
President Barclay with a view of the Executive 
Mansions at Monrovia, serve for two of the stamps, 
but probably the 25 cents, with a beautifully engraved 
reproduction of the quarter-dollar coin with Head of 
Liberty, will be considered the gem of the collection. 
A Head of Mercury and another of Liberty, and a 
one-colour stamp of white line machine work, com
plete the list. The frames surrounding the vignettes 
are treated in a novel and unconventional manner, 
producing a decidedly pleasing effect, and the “  Lone 
Star” o f the Republic appears more or less frequently 
in every design.

The printing and gumming are of the high class 
to be expected from the firm mentioned, while the 
perforation is from comb machines, and gauges 14 
both for the ten lower values and for the three dollar 
values, which are slightly larger in size.

The colours chosen are very effective, and in most 
rases different ones are used for the Official stamps.
I he surcharge on the latter is “ O.S.,” in script type, 
and is placed in one of the upper corners of the 
stamps, so as not to disfigure the design. The 1, 2, 
and 5 cents, being most largely used, are printed in 
sheets of fifty, the others being in sheets of twenty.

Altogether, we think the Republic as well as the 
engravers may be congratulated upon the issue of a 
most artistic series of postage stamps.

The following is the official description of the 
designs and colours, the centre in each case being in 
the first colour :—

1 c. (African Elephant), black and green.

2 c. (Head of Mercury), black and carmine. 
5 c. (Chimpanzee), black and dark blue.

15 c. (Agama Lizard), dark green and purple.

20 c. (Great Egret), black and orange.
25 c. (Coin of same value), grey and Chinese blue.

30 c. (Figure of value and machine engraving), violet. 
50 c. (Liberian Flag), black and dark green.

75 c. (Liberian Hippopotamus), black and chocolate-brown. 
$1 (Head of Liberty), grey and pink.

$2 (Mandingoes), black and dark green.
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$5 (Head of President Barclay and Executive Mansion), 
dark grey and maroon.

Official Stamps.
1 c., black and green ; red surcharge.
2 c. ,, carmine; blue ,,
5 c. ,, dark blue; black ,,

10 c. ,, amethyst; red ,,
15c. ,, chocolate-brown; black surcharge.
20 c. ,, dark green ; red
25 c., grey and Tyrian purple ; red 
30 c., dark brown ; black 
50 c., green and terra cotta ; green 
75c., black and light blue ; black 
$ i, grey and dark green ; red 
$2, black and Tyrian purple ; blue 
$5, dark grey and orange ; black

do with the case we cannot quite make out. The 
first three seem to have some connexion with the 
vexed question of Pigeon Shooting, which has been 
agitating the authorities at Ilurlingham ; the three 
aggrieved members, as represented on the ten (ore ?) 
seem to emphasize their protest by the adoption of 
a very curious pattern for trousers. The next two 
evidently contain some allusion to 
the Oxford and Cambridge boat-race; 
while the influence of Japan is plainly 
indicated in the arrangement of the 
letters of the word “  POST,” on four 
out of the six values.

According to the Stamp Weekly, 
the annexed design was awarded the 
second prize, but it seems to us less unsuited to the 
purpose than any of the others.

P araguay.— A  correspondent at Montevideo tells 
us that the 5 c. of Type 39 has appeared in a new 
tint, that a 10 c. of the same type has also been 
issued, and that the 20 c. of 1903 (Type 36 probably) 
has come out in a new colour.

Nicaragua.—  The Ph. R. chronicles a few of those 
extremely doubtful varieties, surcharged with a new 
value and dates “ 1901” or “ 1902,” but which are 
only now coming into the market. W e cannot re
commend them. We fancy that the stamps thus 
afflicted are the Official labels of 1900, Type 58, but 
this we are not told, neither are the colours of the 
overprints mentioned. The following is the only item 
that appears to be new to our lists :—

“ 4 cent.— 1901 ” on 2 p., brown-orange.

Mekeels Weekly notes a 3 pesos Telegraph stamp, 
surcharged “ Vale 15 c.,” and used for postage, but 
does not tell us the colour either of the stamp or the 
overprint.

Messrs. Yvert and Tellier add another value to the 
list of Official stamps given in our last two numbers.

Official Stamp. 50 c., black-brown.

Norway.-—A prize competition for designs for new 
stamps took place here recently, and the result seems 
to have been even more grotesque than usual, if we 
may judge by the following illustrations, which are 
copied from The Illustrated London New s:—

The above series is stated to have won the first 
prize, but what five of these curious designs have to

5 c. (Type 39), light ultramarine.
10 c. ,, yellow-brown.
20 c (Type 36?), dark green.

He adds that some changes in postal rates appear 
to have been made, letters from Asuncion to Monte
video now bearing 45 c., and those from the interior 
of Paraguay 55 c., instead of 30 c. in both cases.

Persia.— We have received the 3 ch. of the issue 
of 1903-4 surcharged with Type 47.

1 ch., in magenta, on 3 ch., green.

Peril.— The L. P . copies the following description 
of a new stamp from an American contemporary, 
which we have not seen recently :—

“ Arms in arched rectangle, name above, value 
below, ‘ CORREOS’ on each side, numerals in upper 
corners. The stamp is a poor lithograph, and pro
bably as a precaution the stamps are overprinted in 
red ‘ provisorio  50 CENTAVOS’ in circle, the words 
enclosing a large numeral.”

50 c., ultramarine ; red surcharge ; perf. 11J.

Salvador.— We have a few more varieties from this 
place:— The 26 c., Type 74, dated 1900, surcharged 
with Type 81, in black (No. 374 in the Catalogue-, 
with the original value cancelled by circular blotches 
and numerals surcharged in the lower corners, in 
black, and further overprinted “ 1906,” as Type 85, in 
blue or in black; the 10 c., Type 82, surcharged 1 c. 
in the larger type of the two of which we gave illus
trations last month (we believe the 1 c. on 10 c. whirl) 
we chronicled in December had the smaller type "(* 
surcharge); the 12 c. of the same issue surcharged 
with large figures “ 5 ” (as Type 89), in bluex one at 
each side of the statue and one in each of the lower 
coiners; a 6 c. on 12 c., similar to No. 487, but 
having the word “ c e n t a v o s” in taller type than 
before (we have the last in a pair with a specimen 
showing the smaller letters, and we have also two 
copies of the 6 c. on 12 c., in which the “ 6 centavos 
6 ” is so smudged as to be hardly visible); and the 
13c., Type 82, surcharged 6c. (as Type 87, but the 
lower part of the overprint very indistinct).
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Mekeel's Weekly adds a 1 c. on 12 c., with a numeral 
on each side of the statue, and another in each of the 
lower corners, the overprint being in blue.

2 c., in black, on 26 c. (No. 374); “  1906” in blue.
3 c. ,, on 26 c. ( ,, ) ,, black.
I c., in dark blue, on 10 c. (No. 400) ; large surcharge.
1 c., in blue, on 12 c. (No. 401).
5 c., in pale blue, on 12 c. (No. 401); large figures.
6 c., in dark blue, on 12 c. (No. 401) : larger lettering.
6 c., in blue, on 13 c. (No. 402); as Type 87.

We have also received the 1 c. of the new issue 
which we chronicled last month ; it is a rather hand
some stamp, with a portrait of 
1’edro Josd Escalon in the centre.
Engraved in taille-douce, and perf.
11J. W e have this on thick paper 
with the frame in dark green, and 
on thinner paper with frame in a 
lighter and yellower shade.

Turkey. —  Since writing what 
we published last month, we have 
been shown various specimens 
of the 1871 stamps, with compound perforations, 
some of which confirm our theory as to the per
forating being done with a sewing-machine, or a 
machine of similar class. Several of the copies 
shown us bear on their backs the little marks of the 
mechanism which moves the material along under the 
needle of the machine, and by means of a machine

(to which we obtained access in the absence of higher 
authority) we succeeded in producing a perforation 
which closely resembles that of the Turkish stamps 
and is quite as variable in gauge.

Thessaly.— W e learn from the daily papers that 
large remainders, over a million copies in all, of the 
well-known octagonal labels, are being offered for sale ; 
£1500 is stated to have been bid for the lot, and we 
should think that the vendors would be wise in closing 
with that offer. The Standard says that these “ stamps 
are about to be withdrawn from circulation ” ; we 
fancy that the circulation ceased long ago, but perhaps 
it means that the retail sale is now to be stopped. 
Has the printing been going on all the time?

United states.— We learn from a letter of Mr.
E. B. Power in the Stamp Weekly that the mysterious 
stamp to which we referred in December is the 8 c. 
of the Buffalo issue, with frame in red-violet (mauve ?) 
instead of the usual brownish violet shade. We have 
a bad habit, which we suppose must be overcome, of 
confining our attention, when compiling our chronicle 
of novelties, to the similar columns in our contempor
aries, and thus Mr. Power’s note of this variety 
escaped us.

Mekeers Weekly claims to have seen the 2 c., 4 c., 
5 c., 6 c., and 8 c. of the current issue on distinctly 
la id  paper. W e should like to hear what the makers 
of the paper say, before deciding to list these varieties.

C$\ve
By H ER B ER T R. OLDFIELD.

*  *  *

t HE tragic death of King Alexander, the late 
ruler of this country, has brought its affairs 
more prominently before the public than 
would otherwise have been the case, but for 
a philatelist the stamps possess many attrac

tions, not only on account of the moderate prices for 
which they can be obtained, but also because of their 
intrinsic merits and comparative freedom from sur
charges and from speculative issues.

Scarcely anything has been written about them, and 
their market values have altered less than those of 
almost any other country in Europe. Indeed, with 
the exception of a few rarities, the prices of most of 
the stamps are much lower than in many other 
countries, and Servia may fairly be described as a 
cheap country' in which to specialize.

There is only one stamp with regard to which there 
have been violent fluctuations, and that is the so-called 
error of 1866, green on rose, 2 paras in value. In 
1895— just before or quite at the beginning of the boom 
in European stamps that came to an end some few 
years since and (as is usual in such cases) was followed 
by a depression, which still prevails— this particular 
stamp was priced in Scott’s Catalogue at 75 dollars ; 
it was not priced at all in Stanley Gibbons Catalogue 
for that year, but in 1897 was marked at £16, while in 
1904 the Catalogue price was £8.

The reduction in price as regards the Catalogue is 
mainly accounted for by the now generally admitted 
fact that this particular stamp is really an essay or 
proof, that in all probability it was never actually 
issued or used for postal service. Apart from this 
stamp, and although there has been a slight but 
irregular increase in value since 1895, there were no 
stamps catalogued at over £5 in 1904, and only three 
at more than 20s. It is true there are several 
stamps which are not priced, but if you leave out of 
account the 20 paras value of the issue of November, 
1866, with the “ c k ” inverted, it is still possible to 
acquire most of these at a much more moderate figure 
than would have to be paid if the values were inserted 
in the Catalogue.

Now compare these figures with those of some 
other countries and note the result.

Switzerland. In 1895 there had been an enormous 
increase in value as regards nearly all the Cantonal 
stamps ; e.g. used copies of the double Geneva and the 
4 rap. Zurich then stood at ,£28 and £20 respectively, 
as against about £14 and £7 some two or three years 
previously. Indeed, in 1891 I bought an ««used 4 rap. 
Zurich for ,£10. In 1897 the price for used copies 
had increased to .£30 and £32 respectively (the latter 
price being for the copy with horizontal red lines). 
In 1904 prices had fallen to £25 and £ 14  respectively.
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It is, of course, unnecessary to say that Switzerland 
is still a very expensive country to collect, and there 
are a considerable number of stamps catalogued at 
over 20s.

Denmark. If you compare the catalogue prices of 
1897 with 1895 y°u will find a rise of over 50 per cent, 
in most of the more expensive stamps, while in 1904 
the values had fallen and more nearly approximated to 
those of 1895. There are seven stamps catalogued at 
over 20s.

The same remarks will apply to most of the other 
European countries in a greater or less degree.

Servian stamps, however, possess other advantages 
besides that of being obtainable at moderate prices. 
They repay study, inasmuch as the difference in 
rarity between certain of the values in a used and 
unused condition, and the comparative scarcity of 
certain papers and perforations, is not fully appreciated.

There are slight variations in the design of the 
Newspaper stamps of which the earliest issues con
sisted ; in the succeeding issues defects in the printing 
are to be found, and a long range of shades, one at 
least of which is exceedingly rare.

Intricacies of perforation begin in 1869 ; these are 
most interesting, and not sufficiently numerous to 
become wearisome, while the difference in spacing 
between the stamps of the 1869 and those of the 
1879 issue presents a subject for comparison and 
study, the result of which will enable a collector to 
pick out at a glance copies which are scarce in one 
issue while common in another. ■—

The paper on which these issues are printed varies 
considerably in thickness and quality.

Even in the later issues there are certain features 
of interest to which I will call attention in due course.

The first stamps appeared in April, 1866. They 
were for foreign newspaper service only, and were not 
issued to the public, but affixed by the post office 
officials. They were not supposed to have been can
celled with a postmark, and this accounts for the 
absence of used copies— until very recently all post
marks that I had seen were on forged stamps. I 
have, however, obtained one which I have placed in 
my collection ; the stamp is genuine, but I do not feel 
able to pass an opinion upon the postmark.

The workmanship was badly done, and the printing 
of the stamps is poor. They were printed in sheets 
of twelve, in three horizontal rows of four each. The 
design consists of the Servian Arms in a circle of solid 
colour surrounded by a beading of white pearls, while 
between the rectangular frame and the inner circle 
there are horizontal lines of the same colour as that 
of the central circle. The figures of value appear in 
both the bottom corners, and each stamp is slightly 
different from the others. There are two values 
(1 para and 2 paras), printed in separate sheets con
taining twelve stamps. Although all twelve stamps

are different there are only six varieties in the 1 para 
value which appear to call for description.

No. 1 on the plate, where there is a small dot under 
the figure “  1 ” and between it and the bottom frame 
on the left.

No. 3 on the plate, where the left top corner of the 
outer frame is cut diagonally.

No. 5 on the plate, where there is a cut in the right 
side of the outer frame close to the top.

No. 6 on the plate, where there is a nick in the left 
side of the outer frame near the top.

No. 8 on the plate, where there are two dots at the 
left top corner inside the outer frame.

No. 10 on the plate, where a coloured dot will be 
found in most of the pearls round the central circle, 
especially at the bottom.

There are two stages of the plate which can be 
readily recognized from the condition of the horizontal 
lines outside the central circle. In the first these 
lines are solid, and in the second they consist of a 
number of small dots caused, no doubt, by continual 
use.

There were several printings between April and 
July, when the second issue, consisting of Vienna 
prints, appeared.

1. The stamps are printed in shades varying from 
dark olive or bronze-green to yellow-green upon paper 
rose coloured on the surface but white at the back.

Probably the olive or bronze-green is the earliest of 
all. I have one stamp in this shade in my collection, 
No. 5 on the plate, where the lines are very clear and 
distinct; while I have a complete sheet in thz. yellowish 
green shade, where the lines are clear and distinct in 
Nos. 4, 5, 7, 8, 9, and 11, and dotted in the other six 
copies, Nos. 1, 2, 3, 6, 10, and 12, thus showing that 
the plate was not long in use before it began to 
deteriorate.

There is a nice range of shades in this printing, of 
which I have selected three.

2. In the second printing the colour is green, the 
paper similar to that used in the first. The horizontal 
lines are quite clear, but are all more or less dotted ; 
the green colour varies from dark to light. I have 
two copies illustrating the two extremes of shade.

3. The third printing is also in green ink on a thick 
paper coloured deep violet throughout; the horizontal 
lines are, of course, all dotted, and the shade varies, 
as in the last printing.

4. The fourth and last printing is in the same 
colour, on a thinner paper of a paler violet colour, and 
the horizontal lines are still dotted, but much fainter.

In the plate of the 2 paras value there are only two 
varieties out of the twelve stamps which call for special 
notice.

In No. 6 there is a coloured dot in nearly all the 
white pearls round the central circle.

In No. 8 the outer frame is broken at the left top 
corner.

Presumably there are also two stages in this plate 
to be recognized from the condition of the horizontal 
lines, as in the case of the 1 para value ; but the first 
stage is apparently much rarer. The fact that in the 
so-called error these lines are not dotted, or only to a 
very small extent, lends colour to the suggestion that 
this stamp is really a proof. There can be no hesita
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tion in deciding that it is not a reprint. It will be 
remembered that this so-called error is printed on the 
rer^-coloured paper with white back, while the normal 
2 paras value are printed on paper l i l a c - g r e y  or b l u e -  

g r e y  on the surface while white at the back.
There were several printings of this value, of which 

I have noted three.
1. Printed in r e d  on l i l a c - g r e y  paper. I think this 

is the first printing, although in the copy I possess the 
horizontal lines present a more or less dotted appear
ance. I formerly owned an entire sheet, but the 
horizontal lines there were more or less dotted.

2. Printed in r e d  on b l u e - g r e y  paper.
3. Printed in b r o w n  or c h o c o l a t e  colour on b l u e - g r e y  

paper.
The proof or error that I possess is, I think, No. 11 

of the 2 paras value. It does not agree with any one 
of the twelve varieties of the t para value.

I have two forgeries of this issue, both of the 2 paras 
value : one, purporting to be the error, on rar^-coloured 
paper ; and the other, the c h o c o l a t e - b r o w n  colour on 
b l u e - g r e y  paper, the latter being postmarked. Both 
are easily discovered if you compare the position of 
the figures “  2 ” with the same figures on the twelve 
varieties of the genuine stamp.

The stamps of the second issue were sent from 
Vienna in July, 1866. They were typographed on 
white wove paper, perforated 12. The design con
sisted of a portrait of Prince Michael Obrenowich. 
There were three values, 10, 20 and 40 paras, in 
colours the shades of which vary somewhat. All three 
are somewhat scarce unused and in fine condition, 
more particularly the 10 paras. The copies were well 
printed and have a handsome appearance.

The third issue was produced at Belgrade in Novem
ber, 1866, from the plates which had been prepared 
in Vienna ; but the workmanship was nothing like so 
good, and there are many flaws, errors, and varieties. 
The stamps were perforated 9J.

There are five values, 1, 2, 10, 20, and 40 paras, 
printed on various wove papers, medium thin and 
medium thick white, medium thick yellow, and pelure.

It is possible that the yellow tinge in the thick paper 
may be caused by the gum which was used.

Taking the values separately :—
The 1 para is found on medium thin and medium 

thick papers, in shades of o l i v e - g r e e n .  There are three 
varieties.

( a )  With a small “ a ” to “ PARA.”
(b) With a dot and dash immediately after “  PARA,” 

the dot above and the dash below, —
(r) With a dash only after the same word.
The 2 paras is also found on medium thin and 

medium thick papers ; the colour varies from light 
b i s t r e  to very dark b r o w n .  There are several varieties.

( a )  With a full stop after the figure of value in 
bottom label.

(b) With dashes after the word “  pa re .”
(c) With the last letter of the word “ p a r e ” an 

“  F ” instead of an “ E.”
I understand that owing to a damaged transfer 

there is a variety where the figure “ 2” in the right 
bottom corner is defective.

The 10 paras is only found on pelure paper. I 
have not seen any varieties, but there is an immense 
range of colour and shade from light y e l l o w  to deep 
o r a n g e .  I used to own some ten or twelve copies in 
varying shades, but I have only retained three to 
illustrate the range of shades.

The 20 paras is found on all four qualities of paper, 
medium thin and medium thick, white and yellow, 
and pelure. The stamps were very badly printed 
indeed ; there are numerous defects in the printing, 
but, with one exception, no special varieties. There 
is again a long range of shades from pale to very deep 
r o s e . I have a pair of this value which are imperf. 
between, and similar pairs no doubt exist in the other 
values.

The variety before referred to arose from a defective 
transfer, the letters “ CK,” part of the inscription 
which should be in the curved label above the bead, 
being smudged out of their proper position, and ap
pearing upside down within and at the top of the 
circle which contains the portrait of the head of Prince 
Obrenowich.

I believe this variety or error is the rarest stamp in 
Servia, and one of the rarest in Europe, or even in the 
world, i have never seen or heard of another copy, 
although, no doubt, there m u s t  be others somewhere.

The 40 paras is found on the medium thin and on 
the pelure papers. I know of no varieties or errors. 
The stamp is printed in u l t r a m a r i n e  and in shades of 
b l u e  varying from light to dark.

( To be continued.)
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By CHARLES J. PHILLIPS.

*  # *

TH E  £30,000 COLLECTION OF EUROPEAN 
STAM PS.

1 H A V E  priced the following books since the last 
announcement:— BAD EN

It is only advanced collectors who understand how 
really rare are the issues of 1851 to 1858 in mint state, 
with margins and gum. Ordinary copies can be found 
in our stock and in the auctions, mostly those that 
have been taken out of old collections, but really fine 
specimens, in mint condition, are hardly ever to be 
met with now, and command a very high price.

O f this issue I note amongst the better things in 
unused:—  >

1851. 1 kr., on buff, a pair and three singles ; 3 kr.,
on orange, two fine copies ; 3 kr., on yellow paper, six 
copies ; 6 kr., on yellow-green, one brilliant; 6 kr., on 
blue-green, three copies.

1853. 3 kr., on green, a superb mint block of four 
with full gum, and eight single specimens ; 6 kr., on 
orange, two pairs and four single specimens.

1857. 3 kr., on blue, four unused pieces.

B A VAR IA .
There are three large books of this country ; almost 

all issues from the first to the last are shown IN  F U L L  

S H E E T S . All varieties of watermark are carefully 
marked out, and the different printings and shades are 
all strongly represented, nothing being missing.

B R U N SW IC K .
Here the most striking thing is a wonderful lot of 

the first issue, a group of which Mr. Castle was very 
fond, and of which he bought every fine specimen that 
came on the market during the many years he was 
collecting; these include the pick of the Ehrenbach 
Collection. In the 1852 issue, unused, 1 mention 
specially :—

Three copies of the 1 sgr., rose. Six copies of the
2 sgr., blue. Five copies of the 3 sgr., vermilion.

Included in this lot is one perfect set with gum, the
finest set that can possibly exist, in brilliant condition, 
unused and, I believe, almost unique.

The later issues of Brunswick are equally strong, 
and I draw attention specially to the 1853 1 sgr., on 
buff paper, a pair and eight single copies.

1853. 3 sgr., black on rose, no less than five copies,
two of them being the rare dark rose colour, a stamp 
that is very seldom met with unused.

H A N O VER.
A pretty little lot of an interesting and inex

pensive country. Amongst the better stamps I 
note

1850 issue. 1 guter gros. on greyish-blue paper, no 
less than six unused copies.

1853 issue. 3 pf., rose. There are some fine pairs 
and single specimens, including -some very scarce 
dark shades.

The issues from 1855 to 1863 are strong in singles, 
pairs, and blocks, and especially interesting are a 
number of copies with dates in the margins and num
bers at the side,'top, and bottom.

1861 issue. I draw special attention to a very pretty 
page of the to groschen, olive-green. A mint pair 
and nine single specimens, including some very scarce 
colours. H AM BURG.

The imperf. stamps are exceptionally strong, mostly 
with the full original brown gum, and include a number 
of pairs and strips. O f the rare sch., bright blue, 
there are five unused specimens, and in this value 
a marvellous range of six or seven pages of stamps in 
all shades, including some colours hardly ever met with.

Some little attempt has also been made at special
izing in postmarks, and there are a number of rare 
town marks on scarce values.

BE R G E D O R F .
In the first issue of 1861 there are two unused 

copies of the rare 1 sch., black on pale lilac, and one 
only of the 3 sch., black on rose.

In the used stamps of the next issue there are 
several specimens of each of the low values, some 
on portions of envelopes, one of the finest things 
being 3 and 4 sch., used on one letter from Berge- 
dorf to London, used Bergedorf on letters being 
extremely rare. This issue is also represented by a 
large number of unused sheets showing the tete-beche 
varieties and the make-up of the sheet in a very in
teresting manner. PR U SSIA

Fine pages of the early issues, a number of long 
strips showing the numbers on the edges of sheets, 
and many pairs and blocks, including scarce shades.

Perhaps the best stamps here are in the issue of 
1857 with the solid background. O f the 1 silb. gr. 
there are a mint horizontal strip of three and four single 
copies, and of the 2 silb. gr. five single specimens, 
several with full gum, and running from deep to pale 
blue.

At the end of this country there are some pages of 
envelope stamps cut out and used on letters and pieces 
of letters, having served as adhesives.

O LD E N B U R G .
This is one of the strongest countries in the whole 

collection, as will be seen by the following short sum
mary of some of the items contained in i t :—

1852 issue. 3*5 thaler, Type 1, three unused ; Type 
1 a, block of four and two singles, unused ; Type 2, 
six unused, including one very rare variety, bright blue 
on thick paper ; Types 1 and 2 joined, there is an 
extremely interesting and valuable block of twelve 
with full gum, also two pairs. j 1., thaler, rose. Type 1. 

five unused; Type 2, a mint pair, superb and very 
rare, with full gum, unused ; Type 3, two singles, 
unused, ^  thaler, yellow, four fine copies, unused.
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1859 issue. I silb. grosch., black on green, two 
pairs and five single copies. 2 grosch., black on rose, 
eight unused. 3 grosch., black on yellow, nine unused 
and a fine block of four used, besides single copies.

1861 issue. J grosch., moss-green, eight unused 
and three used. J grosch., blue-green, fourteen unused 
and three used. $ grosch., yellow-green, lithographic 
errors, eleven of these rare stamps, showing numerous 
errors and varieties that occur through defective trans
ferring. i  grosch., brown, different shades, twenty- 
nine specimens. 1 grosch., blue, four pages of these, 
including a mint block of four and thirty singles, un
used, in all shades and varieties, and a superb speci
men printed on both sides. 2 grosch., red, fourteen 
unused and a number used. 3 grosch., yellow, eleven 
unused and seven lithographic errors in transferring.

From this short list it will be seen how very strong 
this country is in the collection.

PO RTU G AL.
A highly specialized country, worked out tho

roughly in all details by Mr. Castle and consider
ably extended by Mr. Mann. Amongst the better 
things I note in the

1853 issue. 5 reis, thirteen unused of Die I., and 
three unused of the rare Die II. 25 reis, blue, an 
unused block of four, and a block of eight with full 
gum, and twenty-one single specimens. In the 50 r., 
green, same issue, a superb horizontal pair and four 
single specimens; and of the rare too r., three 
unused.

1855 issue. With the straight hair. There are no less 
than twelve specimens, unused, of the 5 reis, brown.

1856 issue. Curly hair. Three unused copies of 
Type I. of the very rare 25 r., blue. All these early 
issues are extensively worked out, and include quite a 
number of original sheets, blocks, strips, and some 
hundreds of single specimens, the whole of the issue 
being subdivided into the numerous minor types.

1866 issue. Embossed heads, imperf., are also 
very strong, and include a number of pairs and 
blocks. The later perforated stamps are practically 
complete in all varieties, except a few varieties of per
forations, which are missing.

RUSSIA.
In the 1858 issue, imperf., there are four undoubted 

unused, three of which have the original gum. This 
stamp is a rarity really unused, although plenty of 
cleaned specimens may be met with.

The same stamps perforated. Three sets and some 
odd copies.

The later issues are strongly represented by a page 
or two of each value showing all shades, varieties of 
paper, and blocks, the rare vertically laid papers being 
also strong.

R ussian Post O ffices in th e  Leva n t .
This is a very pretty and strong group.
O f the 1863 issue, the large square blue stamps, 

there are a pair and seven single specimens, showing 
all shades. Hut the strength of the collection is in 
the 1865 issue, the rare “ steamship” type. An attempt 
has been made at plating these stamps, and a number 
of stamps gathered together for that purpose, and I 
note amongst them :—

2 k., brown and blue. Six copies unused, a pair, a 
strip of three, and ten single copies—no less than 
twenty-one of these rare stamps.

O f the rather rarer 20 k., blue on red, there are 
three unused and twelve used spec mens.

The other issues are complete in singles, pairs, and 
blocks. L IV O N IA  (W e n d e n ).

O f the 1862 issue, the rare 2 kop., black on rose, is 
here, unused, and two used copies. The Griffin 
stamp, two used and four unused. All the other 
issues are equally strong.

SC H L E SW IG -H O L S T E IN .
Some nice pages of the first issue of 1850, including 

a pair and ten singles of the 1 sch., blue, varying from 
the brightest to the very palest blue, and a pair and 
eight single copies of the 2 sch., dark rose. The 
other issues are represented by blocks and sheets of 
all values. The scarce little stamps of 1864 are very 
fine, and a rarity is a specimen of the i|  sch., blue, 
rouleUed, and no less than five stamps of the rare 
Type 2. W U R T E M B E R G .

A  superb lot of this country, including many of the 
great rarities. The late Mr. Tapling used to say that 
the test of a really fine collection was the stamps of 
this country in an unused condition, and our ex
perience certainly proves this to be pretty correct.

The issue of 1851 has been divided into three sets 
by the different types of the inscription, which varies 
in length. The issue is exceptionally strong, and 
amongst others we note, all unused, 1 kr., on buff, a 
pair and eight single specimens ; 3 kr., on yellow, a 
block of nine, block of four, a pair, and thirteen single 
copies ; the very rare 3 kr., printed on orange paper, 
two fine unused (we believe both these stamps came 
from the Ehrenbach Collection); 6 kr., green, a pair, 
and eight single specimens ; 9 kr., rose, two unused.

The 1856 issues, with orange thread, are repre
sented by nine of the 1 kr., five of the 3 kr., a 
mint block of four and five single specimens of 6 kr., 
six of the 9 kr., and seven of the 18 kr. In the similar 
stamps, without the thread, we have two pages of the 
1 kr., including blocks, a superb pair and five single 
copies of the 3 kr., two copies of the extremely 
rare 6 kr., green, about the rarest Wurtemberg stamp, 
and no less than ten copies of the 9 kr., rose-carmine. 
The stamps with small perforations on thick paper 
are especially strong, there being three copies of the 
1 kr., six of the 3 kr., four of the 6 kr., and seven of 
the 9 kr. This is quite sufficient to show how strongly 
Wurtemberg is represented, and the later issues are 
here in every shade, and mostly in blocks.

BU LG AR IA .
A nice little book with almost everything in blocks 

of four and practically complete, including the errors 5 
in the colour of the 10, but nothing special to which 
I can draw attention.

SO U TH  B U LG A R IA  (Su rch ar ged  with  L ion).
A fine lot of genuine stamps with the types properly 

divided and including a number of unchronicled 
varieties, such as double and inverted surcharges, etc. 
In Eastern Roumelia a nice lot of blocks, also con
taining many unchronicled errors, such as “ R O ”. 
double, inverted, sideways, and so on.
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M O N T EN EG R O .
Blocks of nearly all the issues, in the various perfs.

and all shades. FIN L A N D .
This is an exceptionally strong book and one to 

which Mr. Castle gave a great deal of attention. The 
issues of 1866 are becoming very scarce in fine unused 
condition with the teeth all complete, and here collec
tors will have a chance of filling up many gaps with 
stamps in extra fine condition that are hardly ever met 
with in the market. Amongst the rare things we draw 
attention to—

The issue of 1856, small pearl in the post-horn, 5 
kop., blue, a mint block of four printed tete-beche ; also a 
single unused, and a pair used. 10 kop., rose, a superb 
block of six, with the stamps printed tete-beche, with full 
gum, and three single specimens, and two used copies 
on the vertically laid paper. With the larger pearls in 
the post-horn, there are one unused and three used 
pairs, as well as singles.

The i860 issue, with the value in kopecs, is very 
strong, and includes the different perforations and some 
magnificent shades, as well as all varieties of paper.

In the 1869 issue there is a superb lot of blocks, 
mostly unused, mint, and all varieties of perforation. 
Amongst the rarer items here we note on the laid 
paper, two copies of the error 10 pen., purple on grey, 
and one of the error 5 pen., black on buff, one of the 
rarest of the European errors. On the wove paper 
there are three copies of the error 10 pen. in the colour 
of the 5 pen.

In the 1875 and 1883 issues, there are a number of 
tite-beche, compound perforations, and blocks of 
almost everything in the ordinary stamps.

N e w  Stock T he following stock books have been 
Books. rearranged since the last list published

in the M .J.
To meet the requirements of many clients, we have 

decided to include blocks o f four in all our stock 
books in future, as far as we have them in stock, and 
in the series of stock books of British Colonials, now 
being rearranged by three well-known philatelists, 
such blocks will be found in considerable quantities.

Any of these— or of our” other stock books (now 
over 300 in number) can be sent on approval for five 
days, to collectors known to us, or after the usual 
references.

To clients who purchase from one volume for f t ,  or 
upwards at one time a discount of 10 per cent is 
allowed.

Special terms and allowances are made to those 
who are desirous of making important purchases, or 
whose purchases aggregate a considerable sum during
th e  y e a r .

VALUE.
S traits  Settlem ents (3 vols.) . . • £ 1273
A ustria . . . . • 250
A ustrian  Ita ly . . . . . 207
H u n gary . . . . . 126
Bosnia . . . . • 147

N o t e .— These last four books have been 
and the lists much extended and corrected.

rearranged

G erm any (Em pire and Confederation) . . 222
Queensland (2 vols.) . . . . 1125
T o n g a  and Saraw ak . . . . 280
O ran ge R iver C olony . . . . 917
T rinidad  . . . . • 655
N ew  South W ales (3 v o ls .) . . . . 2649
St. L u cia  and T o b a g o  . . . • 54°

^ o s \ a \  S s s u e ^  o j
By L. H A N CIAU .

A L L  R I G H T S  R E S E R V E D .

*  *

tD ID not expect to have to return to the subject 
of the Postal Issues of Finland, which I have 
already dealt with at considerable length in this 
magazine, but the translation of my paper into 
the Nordisk Filatelistisk Tidsskrift having 
given occasion for some criticism on the part of Mr. 

von Hertzen, I again take up my pen, not to complain, 
quite the contrary, but because I am enabled to rectify 
matters on which I had fallen into error, to record the 
judicious observations that have been put forward, to 
contest the points upon which I am not in agreement 
with my critic, and finally to take advantage of the 
good fortune that has befallen me, by laying before my 
readers the unpublished documents, gathered by Mr. 
von Hertzen from the postal archives, to which it would 
not have been possible for myself to obtain access.

I have great pleasure in acknowledging that the re
marks of Mr. von Hertzen have all been made in the 
most kindly spirit and with the utmost impartiality, 
and that his criticism has no other object than the dis
covery of the truth ; also that it is expressed with the 
greatest courtesy, and is free from all trace of imputa
tion or recrimination.

*  *

Without further preamble, let me proceed at once to 
the matters in question.

I. T he  A dh esive  Stam ps.
Issue o f March 1 si, 1856.*

According to Mr. von Hertzen, there should not have 
been an issue of 5 and 10 kopecs stamps, without the 
Pearls in the bells of the Posthorns, which 1 listed 
from a copy that had been in my possession, and the 
following are the reasons he gives :—

“ The Stamped Paper Office (Karla Stgillala Kon- 
torel), which was under the Treasury Department and 
which had previously provided the dies for the en
velopes, was called upon to print the adhesive stamps 
with the same dies. In order to guard against forgery, 
a secret mark was to be inserted in the stamps. The 
Post Office Department, which had nothing to do 
with the manufacture of the stamps, was directed by a 
letter from the Senate to give notice of the introduc
tion of the new stamps to the general public and to 
the post offices. This letter, which was received by 
the Director-General of Posts on February 22nd, 1856, 
was communicated to the post offices, as a special

* M o n t h ly  J o u r n a l ,  N ovem ber, 1503.
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instruction, by a circular dated February 26th.* This 
circular is a mere repetition of the letter of the Senate 
referred to above, and as in the latter there was not a 
word about the secret mark (which was only natural, 
as the mark was to be kept secret), there was also 
no reference to it in the circular of February 26th ad
dressed to the post offices.

“ How the Post Office Department was afterwards 
informed about the secret mark, and whether by the 
Senate or by the Stamp Office, it is difficult to say ; 
there is no document relating to this subject to be 
found in the archives of the Post Office. It is pos
sible that the information was given by word of mouth ; 
and this may explain the fact that the Post Office 
Department, which was not acquainted with the 
details of the engraving, made mention, in its confiden
tial circular to the post offices, dated the 28th, only of 
the secret mark in the bell of the Horn and not of 
that between the Crown and the Shield.

“ The reason why the Post Office Department sent 
out the confidential circular on the 28th, and not on 
the 26th, at the same time as the official circular of 
instructions, may have been either that the Depart
ment did not receive the information about the secret 
marks until after the circular of the 26th was written, 
or that the Department had not made up its mind how 
to communicate that information to the post offices, 
and that it only decided upon issuing the confidential 
circular when the stamps were ready to be despatched
to the offices.

“ About the 26th of February the Post Office Depart
ment must have been informed that the first supply was 
ready for delivery, for the accounts of the office Karta 
Sigillata Kontoret show that the first and immediately 
subsequent requisitions of the Post Office were filled
as follows 5 K o p e c s . 10  K o p e c s .

February 27 . • 5»ooo 10,000
M arch 1 . . 2,500 5,000

„  4  • . 2,500 5,000
,,  22 . . 5,000 20,000

“ After this there was' a considerable interval before 
the next lot was delivered: it was sent on May 5th, 
1856. We can therefore find no issue of ‘ April, 1856,’ 
such as M. H. would have us believe in.t

“  From what has been stated above it is evident that 
the Confidential Circular of February 28th, 1856, which 
led M. H. to admit an issue of adhesives without the 
secret mark, must have referred to the first official 
issue of stamps.

“ The stamp of 1856without the pearls in the horns, 
of which M. H. speaks, can be nothing else than a copy 
cut from an envelope or from some letter-sheet which, 
under the Ordinance issued by the Senate in 1849,+ 
might have been submitted to the office of the Karla  
Sigillata Kontoret to be impressed with a stamp.

“  In the same way, all the stamps on greyish white 
paper, inserted by M. H. in the issue of 1856, are 
derived from this same source, and may be classified 
as cuttings from different letter-sheets ; for in 1856, as 
is well known, the secret mark was introduced into 
the envelope stamps, which were impressed with the 
same die as the adhesives.

“ In regard to the stamp of 1856 upon vertically 
laid paper, it is difficult to form an opinion, and to 
decide whether it was produced in the manner just 
referred to. Hitherto it has been accepted as an 
adhesive, and, without further information, I am not 
inclined to dispute that theory. The paper, however, 
should not, properly speaking, be described as verti
cally laid, for there are sometimes horizontal lines to 
be seen, but as they are at a greater distance from one

* See M o n t h ly  J o u r n a l ,  vol. xiv. p. 101. 
t  “  W ould have us believe in .”  I put a query “ (?) 

after the d a te .— L . II.
i  M o n t h ly  J o u r n a l ,  vol. xv. p. to.

another, portions of them only can be found in 
certain copies.*

“ Paper of this kind has been found recently, in the 
Tervakoski factory, amongst old remnants. The ex
istence of this stamp may be explained by the fact 
the Karla Sigillata Kontoret, which had taken over 
the manufacture of the Finland stamps, had full right 
to decide what paper should be employed. No 
special arrangement was made in this instance by the 
Finance Pepartment, but control over the paper was 
introduced for the first time by the regulations for 
Finland from the Stempelkontor in the year 1894. It 
may have happened that the Karta Sigillata Kontoret, 
when paper of the usual kind was exhausted, supplied 
the deficiency with another paper from the same 
factory.

“ The issue of the 5 and 10 kopecs stamps on 
vertically laid paper may be assigned to the year 1858. 
The only copy known at present of the 5 kop. on this 
paper, which is in the possession of a collector here 
(Helsingfors), has the large pearls in the horns and 
was obliterated at Raumo in 1859.

“  It seems to me perfectly unnecessary to put in the 
catalogue te'e-bichc varieties of this issue, seeing that 
the stamps were printed in two rows, and that the 
relative position of these stamps” [in tete-biche pairs] 
“  is the normal one.”

Although the arguments advanced by Mr. von 
Hertzen appeared to be fully justified, it seemed to 
me that a little further information was necessary 
before accepting them, if only to dispel all doubt that 
might exist and to solve the problems once for all.

Setting aside all question of amour propre, 1 sought 
an opportunity of seeing once more the 10 kop. stamp, 
■ without pearls, which is in a collection in Paris, in 
order that I might be able again to carefully examine 
my discovery. This desire had only to be expressed 
to the fortunate owner of the stamp for the latter to be 
kindly placed at my disposal.

This fresh examination shows plainly that the copy 
has been used as an adhesive, there can be no doubt 
upon this point ; but the margins are unfortunately too 
small to enable one to decide whether it had been cut 
from an envelope or not. The colour corresponds 
closely with that of the adhesive stamp. The oblitera
tion is not very distinct, but I have been able to 
reconstruct it, thanks to a return of youth to my old 
eyes. 1 believe it to be Uleaborg, July 2, tSjd, a date 
which agrees with that of the adhesive stamps then in 
use, but which nevertheless tells us nothing. When 
we come to the paper it is another matter; it agrees 
exactly with one of those numerous varieties that are 
found among the envelopes, and of which I have now 
before me a copy obliterated Borga, August to, 1854. 
The colour of the paper is a yellowish white.

* Mr. von H ertzen has very k in d ly  show n us a p iece o f 
the paper, w hich is lielieved to be identical w ith  that 
em ployed for the stamps in question, and w e gather that the 
horizontal lines to w hich he alludes are those that, in all 
ordinary laid paper, cross the close lines at right angles, and 
are in fact the m arks o f  the cross w ires w hich held the close 
wires together These lines are not usually taken any 
notice o f in considering the nature o f the paper upon which 
stamps are printed, and, in our opinion, when stam ps are 
know n to exist upon l a i d  paper, the direction in which the 
lines run is not as a rule a matter o f  m uch consequence. In 
this particular instance, i f  the lines run either vertically  or 
horizontally it is a sufficient p ro o f that the stamp w as .not 
cut from an e n v e lo p e . — E d . M . J .  . .
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Since the paper is identical with that employed for 
some of the envelopes, it is plain, you will say, that the 
stamp in question was cut from one of them. This 
would indeed be proved, if there were not an opening 
for doubt whether the paper that was used might not 
have been either some that was in stock or some that 
had recently been supplied by the factory, since no 
special directions had been given on the subject of the 
paper.

This question, a difficult one to answer at the present 
day, may however be decided by a simple comparison 
of dates.

We know from Mr. von Hertzen that the first lot of 
stamps supplied to the Post Office Department was 
delivered on 27 February, 1856, and that it consisted of
5,000 5 kopecs and 10,000 10 kopecs, which were 
despatched on the following day, 28 February, to the 
various Post Offices in Finland, with the famous con
fidential letter, drawing the attention of the officials to 
the no less famous secret marks. Now, if the stamps 
did not contain these secret marks it is evident that the 
letter would not have been intelligible and would have 
been kept back until later. Therefore the first printing 
of 27 February cannot but have been composed of 
stamps with the pearls in the horns, and consequently 
no others can have existed.

This question therefore is answered, and in favour 
of the contention of Mr. von Hertzen.

The question as to the adhesive stamps upon thin, 
greyish white, wove paper, and upon vertically laid 
paper, is more easily solved. These cannot be cuttings 
from stamped letter-sheets, because the latter always 
have the stamps without the pearls, since the last 
sheets were stamped in 1855, a darn at which the 
pearls had not been thought o f ; neither can they be 
cuttings from stamped envelopes, because there never 
were any envelopes of the thin, greyish white wove 
paper, or with the laid lines running vertically through 
the stamps, the envelopes being cut in such a way that 
the lines must invariably be oblique.

This being the case, the list of these stamps would 
be as follows :—

Issue o f March 1 si, 1856.
White wove paper.

5 kop. ; with small pearls in the horns. 
to ,, ,, ,, ,, ,, ,,

Varieties:—  5 kop. ; tlte-blche.
to » „

Issue o f  1858.
(а) The same white wove paper.

5 kop. ; large pearls in the horns.
Variety :—  5 kop. ; tlte-blche.
(б) Thin, greyish white, wove paper.

to kop. ; small pearls in the horns.
Variety :—  10 kop. ; tlte-blche.
(.c) Greyish white, laid paper, with coarse laid lines, 

and blitonnl*
' 5 kop. ; large pearls in the horns.

10 „  smalt „  „  „
V Varieties: —  5 kop.;  tlte-blche.
. to ,, ,,
1 Mr. von Hertzen is of opinion that one should not 
catalogue these tlte-blche varieties, because such im
pression was normal. This is, indeed, the case with 
horizontal pairs, but it is not so with vertical pairs. 
In my opinion we ought to catalogue these, just as 
much as the similar varieties of Spain, France, 
Colombia, Roumania, etc. etc., or we ought not to

* We fancy that this refers to the cross lines found by 
Mr. von Hertzen, which we have dealt with in a note.— 
E d . M . / .

catalogue any tlte-blche varieties ; all are anomalies of 
impression, whether intentional or not.

We now know, from the information given by Mr. 
von Hertzen, that, upon the issue of the new stamps 
in January, i860, those of 1856 were withdrawn, and 
were returned to the Karta Sigillata Kontoret in the 
following quantities :—

50,000 of the 5 kopecs.
105,000 ,, 10 ,,

These were all burnt on April 30, i860.
Later on, a further lot was despatched by the Post 

Office to the same Department, and was treated in the 
same manner as the former on February 27,1862,viz.

1093 of the 5 kopecs.
2250 ,, 10 „

*  *  *

Issue o f  fanuary 1st, i860.
The following interesting details regarding this 

issue are extracted from Mr. von Hertzen’s article
The types from which the stamps were printed 

were of copper, fixed upon a base of lead 15 mm. 
thick ; they were separate, and were made up into a 
plate. As they were not all of the same height; the 
inequality was corrected by adding thicknesses of 
paper or of sheet lead. Arranged in a steel frame, 
they were clamped together by means of screws in the 
frame.

During the whole of the time that they were in use, 
there were one or two printings in each year, and after 
each printing the blocks were separated for the pur
pose of being cleaned. The same system was em
ployed for the issues of 1866-7, and it is to this 
manipulation that we owe the tlte-blche and other 
errors. No such errors are known in the issue of 
i860, in which probably more care was taken.

Mr. von Hertzen doubts the authenticity of imper
forate copies of the 5 and 10 kopecs, on the ground 
that he has never met with pairs in that condition. 
The argument does not appear to me conclusive, for it 
may very well have been that the sheets issued thus 
were completely (used up (distributed in single copies), 
and, seeing that the distance between the stamps, both 
vertically and horizontally, is very small, it seems to 
me that the serpentine rouletting, which extends fully 
from one stamp to another, would prevent the pro
duction of fraudulent imperforate copies. In relation 
to this perforation, Mr. von Hertzen tells us that a 
person was employed as “ paper-cutter” at the Karta 
Sigillata Kontoret, who was paid 100 silver roubles 
per annum for gumming and perforating the postage 
stamps ; and also, as I have stated, that there were 
two roulettes, which produced stamps the teeth of 
which varied in shape, tapering more or less, owing to 
the repairs done to the cutters, which frequently 
required sharpening.

1 alluded, without any very great enthusiasm, to a 
5 kopecs stamp which showed [a watermark of] wavy 
lines some distance apart. Mr. von Hertzen states 
that it is the 10 kopecs that is found thus (Mr. Breit 
fuss told me of the 5 kopecs). There are three wavy 
lines in the stamp, 8mm. apart, “ quite indistinct 
when one looks through the stamp against the light, 
but, on the other hand, very distinct when the stamp 
is held horizontally between the eye and the light.”* 
My critic considers that this is a variety quite worthy 
of collection : so be i t ; for my part I see no reason 
why it should not be collected. There are varieties, 
certainly of less interest, to be found in our albums.

* W e see that these lines are more visible on the surface 
o f  the paper than b y transparence, and therefore it is 
possible that they are not a true waterm ark at a l l .—  
E d . M . J .

- ( To be continued.)
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{Continued from page 165.)
NEPAL —continued.

Post C ards.
O little interest is taken in postal stationery 
at the present day, that I fear it would be 
considered a final condemnation of the 
issues of Nepal if I were to hint that the 

Post Cards are even more interesting than the ad
hesives. But the curious design of the stamp im
pressed upon the cards, and the peculiar changes 
that have taken place both in the design of the stamp 
and in the formula, should render them especially 
attractive to students of marked varieties.

Issue o f October (?), 1887. _
The first card was described in The Philatelic 

Record for November, 1887, in the following terms 
“ W e have just received a post card made of wliity- 

brown native thick paper, measuring 130x92 mm. 
Within a single-lined frame are inscriptions in Devana- 
gari in two lines. The first two words on the left in 
the first line signify NEPAUI. SIRCAR ; then comes a 
horse in full trot ; and after this POST CARD. The 
second line contains the instructions, to the effect that 
only the name of the addressee is to be written on this 
side. There are other indications on the card where 
the address is to come. The whole of the above is 
printed in black. In the right tipper angle is a stamp, 
in red, nearly square, with the cor
ners rut off, within which is a circle 
with a device within it of a rude 
description, of which we shall give 
an engraving in a future number.”
[I insert the illustration here.] “ On 
a small tablet joined to the bottom 
of the stamp is the value, 3$ pies, 
which we fsuppose represents the 
postage of j  anna,'.with a |  pie for the card.”

In Le Timbre-Poste for December, 1887, published 
at practically the same date as the above, a similar 
but somewhat more detailed description of the for
mula of the card is given, accompanied by a very full 
account of the objects represented upon the stamp; the 
Editor of The Philatelic Record considered the inters 
pretation a rather fanciful one. I quote it therefore 
with some reserve. It deals mainly with the curious 
things in the upper part of the circle, which are plainly 
the same as those upon the 1, 2, and 4 annas adhesives.

The device is said to consist of—

“ Two poniards crossed, surmounted by three lotus 
[flowers] or padmas;  the centre of each lotus is occu
pied by a chakra or disc, a favourite weapon of 
Krishna, which has become among the Buddhists a' 
symbol of perfection and happiness, as the name 
Fortune with us. Buddha bears these chakras im
pressed on the soles of his feet. It might well be, 
therefore, that all this, the two poniards and the three’ 
lotuses, form a Cripada, (he imprint of the sacred foot 
of Buddha. In any case, these three lotuses, with the' 
chakra, undoubtedly represent the triratnam, or three' 
jewels, that is to say : Buddha, Dharma, Sangha, or 
Buddha, the Law, and the Church.” 1

1 may add that the statement made above, as to a disc 
being “ a favourite weapon of Krishna,” agrees with a 
suggestion I received from an entirely different source, 
a friend who has served in India, to the effect that the 
circular objects upon the stamps might possibly repre
sent a form of missile still used to some extent by the 
Gurkhas ; it was described to me as a circular plate of 
steel, with one or more holes in it, and a very sharp 
outer edge, which is thrown somewhat like a quoit, and 
is capable of inflicting a severe wound, or even of.
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cutting o ff a m an’s head o r a lim b a t a short 
distance.

T h e  stamp, as already stated, is impressed in red 
in the upper righ t-hand  part o f the Icard ; the whole  
o f the rest o f the im pression (shown in fu ll in  the 
first illustration) is in black. I t  w ill be seen to  consist 
o f a  heading, w ith  a Horse in the  centre— the H orse  
seems to be a k ind  o f em blem  o f the State ; at each 
side o f the H orse is one part o f the first lin e  o f the  
inscription ; below each o f these portions are o rna
m ental devices, that on the r ig h t consisting o f tw o  
twists or skeins, and that on the le ft form ed o f s im ilar  
types to those used in the side fram e of the early  sheet 
o f I a. stamps. In  each co m er is one o f the  square 
ornam ents also used in the fram e of the sheet re 
ferred to. B elow  the line o f ornam ents and the  
H orse is the second line o f the heading, extending  
across* the card. Low er down still are w hat m ay be 
term ed headings for the address, consisting of four 
large brackets, w ith a character or group o f characters  
at the low er end o f each. Surrounding the whole is 
a single-line fram e o f rule, the righ t side an d  bottom  
lines being form ed o f two or m ore pieces, an d  none of 
them  very straight.

A lthough the stamp and the form ula o f the card are 
prin ted  in d ifferent colours, I  believe that they were 
prin ted  at the same tim e, the stam p die be ing  inked  
w ith  red and the rest w ith black, and then both im 
pressed together. 1 am  led  to  this conclusion by the 
fact that w here the form ula is identica lly  the same the 
stam p is always in the same position, an d  also by  
the existence o f specimens showing the o rnam ent in  
the rig h t upper com er o f the card, as w ell as ad
jacen t portions o f the fram e lin e, partly  prin ted  in 
red  and in black, as i f  the red in k  had been carelessly 
applied sometimes. I t  is for this reason th a t I m en
tion the position o f the stamp in the varieties described  
below . I f  the stamp were struck separately, its 
position would be irregular, and o f  no im portance.

T h e  m ateria l o f which the cards are m ade is a 
th ick, stiff va riety  o f the same k in d  o f native  paper 
as th at used for the stamps. I t  varies considerably in 
qua lity  and in co lo u r; always m ore or less buff in 
tin t, b u t a  very pale shade in the better qualities. 
T h e  card is roughly cut so as to leave a m argin  about 
5 m m . w ide a ll round outside fram e line, an d  m any  
specimens show traces along the edge o f the  card o f 
an outer line, which seems to have been intended (or 
used) as a guide in trim m ing them  to shape.

T h e re  are certain m arked varieties w hich m ay be 
considered as form ing distinct issues, and there are  
numerous m inor varieties in the form ula, indicating, 
no doubt, d ifferent printings for which the m ovable  
type was reset. U nfortunate ly  these changes do not 
appear to have been noted by collectors a t the periods

when they took place, and consequently, although I 
believe th at the order in  which I  am  placing the 
principal varieties is correct, I  am  unable to  assign 
dates to them with an y certainty.

T h e re  are three distinct types o f the s ta m p ; three 
equally distinct varieties o f the H orse in the upper 
centre o f the h e a d in g ; and four principal varieties of 
the inscriptions, etc. L u c k ily  there is no question as 
to the earliest o f these, which compose this first issue.

T y p e  I .  o f the stamp (see first and second illustra
tions). T h e  label contain ing the characters denoting 
the value measures 1 1 ^ x 4  m m ., and there is a com
parative ly w ide patch o f solid colour a t each end. 
before and after the characters.

T h e  outline o f the design a t low er rig h t does not 
jo in  the outline o f the label.

T h e  little  spaces at each side of the projections at 
the upper corners each contain a dot between two 
bulbs.

N ote  also the positions o f the points o f the knives, 
and the arrangem ent o f the balls hanging above them.

T h e  discs are fa irly  circular. ( I  describe several 
points because the details o f the stamp are  frequently 
indistinct, but some o f the above can always be 
recognized.)

T y p e  1 o f the H orse (see first illustration). The  
ground o f lines fills the whole o f the space under 
the an im a l’s body (except a small portion under the 
righ t fore-leg), and extends to the end o f the tail.

V a rie ty  i. o f the form ula. The leading character
istic o f  this is the position o f  the lower line o f  the 
heading, which extends considerably to the right 
beyond the ornament above it.

T h e  characters in the low er part o f the card are 
close to the ends of the brackets, those a t the lower 
righ t are w ell above the end of the bracket, and 
almost inside the curve.

T o ta l length o f the top line of the head ing  71 to 
72 m m .; o f the line o f ornaments 72$ to 73 m m .; of 
the low er line o f the heading 86 to 87 m m . T h e  left 
end o f the line o f ornam ents is over the sixth character 
in  the line below it, o r over the space between the 
fifth  and sixth ; the right-hand end is over the last 
character but one, or the space between the  last two 
characters.

T h e  fram e measures about—
119 m m . at top.
118£ „  at foot.
81J „ a t left.
82^ „  a t right.

T h e  stamp to 8 to 7 m m . from the top and side of 
the fram e.
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(« ) T h e  rig h t-h an d  character o f the low er lin e  o f 
the heading has a long slanting ta il. T h e  ornam ents  
in the com ers o f  the card are un ifo rm ly placed, 2^ to 
3 m m . from  the fram e lines, and a ll these ornam ents  
are com plete. I  have only seen this w ith  T y p e  1 of 
the H orse (see f ir s t  illustration ).

T y p e  2 o f the H orse {see second illustration ). 
The ground o f lines is cut aw ay so as to leave patches 
only between the legs ; the ta il is longer, and the 
ground does not touch it.

V arie ty  i. (b) o f  the form ula. T h e  long ta il o f  the  
character a t the end o f the inscription is gone (th is ta il 
never appears in  any o f the la ter varieties). T h e  
ornam ent in the rig h t upper corner o f the card is only  
i i  m m . from the fram e lin es ; the left low er co m er  
of this ornam ent is dam aged. 1 have on ly  seen this 
with T y p e  2 o f the H orse {see second illustration).

T h e  groups o f  characters in the low er line o f the 
heading are d iv id ed  thus 5, 2, 6, 6, 4, 6, 7, in both  
{a) and (3).

3 i  pies, red and black on buff.
1. Stamp Type I .  Horse Type I.  Formula Variety 

i. {a).
2. Stamp Type I .  Horse Type 2. Formula Variety 

• (*). * **
Issue o f  1889(F).

T h e  H orse m ust have been re-engraved at a  very 
early period in the history o f these cards, for we find 
Type 2 o f the H orse w ith  T y p e  I .  o f the stam p, as 
listed above, and the stamp itself was redraw n, prob
ably in 1889, ce rta in ly  as early  as the fo llow ing year ; 
I m entioned the  fact that there w ere tw o types o f  the  
stamp in a catalogue published in The Philatelic  
Journal o f  Am erica, in the portion w hich appeared in 
the num ber for N ovem ber, 1890, and which must have 
been w ritten  a few  months previously. T h e  second 
type o f  the stam p was not a  new th in g  to m e a t that 
tim e, or I should have described it in the M onthly  
Journal.

T y p e  11. o f the stamp {see third illustration). T h e  
label at foot measures 10A x 14$ ; there  is very little  
solid colour afte r the right-hand stroke o f  the inscrip
tion, and less than before at the left side o f the label.

T h e  outline o f the design and label is continuous at 
right, but broken a t left.

T h e  little  spaces at each side o f the projections 
above contain p la in  triangles, one in each space.

T h e  positions o f  the points o f the knives, and the 
.arrangement o f the little  balls, are d istinctly  d ifferent 
from the corresponding details in T y p e  I.

T h e  discs are again  circular.

T y p e  2 o f  the H orse, as before.
V a rie ty  i. o f the form ula :—
(c) S im ila r to  {b); but the ornam ent in  the rig h t 

upper corner is m ore dam aged ; and the fourth and  
fifth groups o f characters in the low er line o f inscrip
tion are jo ined , form ing a group o f  ten characters, 
w ith sometim es a  sm all b reak  afte r the first three.

(d ) . As (c), but there seems to be a split in the upper 
lin e  o f the fram e near the righ t-hand  end, causing it 
to p rin t as a double lin e  (the low er part curved), for 
about 20 to  25 m m . o f its length. ( I  th ink  it doubtful 
w hether this is w orthy o f  much notice, but the  
variation  exists, and I  find the double line very plain  
in  several copies.)

V a r ie ty  ii. o f the form ula. The upper portion o f  the 
heading is  shifted to the right, so that the right-hand 
end o f  the ornaments projects slightly beyond the line 
o f  inscription below it  ( see th ird  illustration).

T h e  characters in the low er p a rt o f the card a ll 
seem to be rather fu rther aw ay from  the brackets, but 
the ends o f some o f the brackets are broken o ff or do  
not p rin t. T h e  group a t low er rig h t is low er down, 
level w ith  the end o f the bracket, an d  2 m m . from  it.

T o ta l length o f top line o f heading 734 to 74J m m .; 
o f the lin e  o f ornam ents 73A to 74 m m . ; o f low er 
line o f heading 86£ to 87 m m . (practica lly  unaltered). 
T h e  le ft-hand end o f the line o f  ornam ents is over 
the space between the sixth and seventh characters in 
the line below i t ; the rig h t-h an d  end projects slightly  
beyond the last character.

T h e  groups o f characters run : 5, 2, 6 (o r 4, 2), 10 
(o r  3, 7), 6, 7.

T h e  dam aged ornam ent in  the righ t upper co m er  
has been replaced by a com plete one; it is IA m m . 
from  the top and side lines, as in i. {b), etc.

T h e  stam p is 7 m m . from  top, an d  6 to 7 m m . from  
the side fram e line.

{a) T h e  ornam ents in the left upper and lower 
com ers alm ost touch the side fram e l in e ; the bottom  
lin e  o f the fram e projects beyond the side line a t left. 
T h e re  is a  dot or dash after the low er lin e  o f the 
heading, which m ight alm ost be an im pression o f the 
lost ta il o f the last character.

{b) O rnam ent in  left upper corner, only, close to side 
line. N o  m ark afte r low er line o f inscription. F ram e  
line as in {a). ,

(c) O rnam ent in left upper corner 3 ram. from  side 
line, 3 i  m m . from  top line ; otherwise as {b).

(d) A s (c), but bottom  fram e lin e  compressed, the  
ends o f the tw o bits o f  ru le o f which it is form ed  
overlapping about 22 m m . from  right-hand end.

{To be continued.)
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SPECIAL BARGAINS & NEW ISSUES.
A L L  U N U S E D  U N L E S S  O T H E R W I S E  S T A T E D .

CHINA
Error o f colour.

s. d.

I9<>3
5 c., orange-yellow . . reduced to o 3

C Y P R U S.
1904-5. K ing's Head. M ultiple wmk.

£ p i., green and carm ine . . . used o  1
1 p i., carm ine and ultramarine . . , , 0 2
2 p i., blue and marone . . . , , 0 4
4 p i., olive-green and marone . . ,, o  8
6 p i., sepia and green . . . , , 1 0
9 p i., brown and carm ine . . . , , 1 6

DAN ISH  W E S T  IN D IE S.
*9<>5. Ship Design.

1 f r . , green and blue . . \
2 fr., orange-red and brown . . > Set o f three 10 o
5 f r ., yellow  and brown . . )

DENM ARK.
1904-5. Head o f late K ing Christian IX .

10 ore, scarlet . . . . used_ o 1
20 ,, blue . . . . , , 0 1

FR EN CH  M OROCCO.
1906. Type 4. Colour changed.

5 c., blue-green . . . . . 0 1
G IB R A L T A R .

1904-5. K ing's Head. Multiple wmk.
^d., dull green . . . . . 0 1
id ., lilac on red (C) . . . . 0 2
2 d ., green and carm ine (C) . - . . 0 3
is .,  black and carm ine . . . 1 4
2 s., green and blue . . . . 2 8

H O LK AR  (Indore).
1904-6. Types 4 and 5.

i  a . , orange . . . . . 0 1
3 a . , v iolet . . . . . 0 5
4 a ., blue . . . . . 0 6

HOLLAND.
1905. Queen's Head.

10 gulden, orange-red . . . . 21 o

H YDERABAD .
1906. Sm all type. Inscribed “  Postage."

I a., blue

i  a., blue
1 a., carmine
2 a., green 
4 a., brown 
8 a., violet
1 r., orange-yellow

JAIPUR. 
1904-6. Type 2.

KISHENGARH. 
1904. Type 12.

I a., carmine
i a., chestnut . . . . . o
l a., blue . . . . . o
4 a . ,  b r o w n  . . . . . o
8 a . , v io le t  . . . . . 1

MAURITIUS.
1905. Type 36. Single wmk.

15 c., purple and ultramarine on bluish . . o
MOROCCO AGENCIES.

X906. K in g s Head. Multiple wmk.
5 c., green (C) . . . . . o

N EW  SOUTH W ALES.
1905-6. Various types. Wmk. Crown and A. 

is., purple-brown . . . . . 1
2s. 6d., emerald-green . . . . 3

NORTH B O RN EO .’ s. d.
1905. No. 49 overprinted with T y p e  48 m carmine.

$1, scarlet, obsolete . price raised to 6 0
SALVADOR.

1903. Official. Type 204.
. used 0 21 c., deep green

2 c., carmine 
5 c., deep blue ,

10 c., dull lilac 
13 c , deep brown

X905-6. Types 74 and 82 surcharged.
3 c. on 13 c., red-brown (Type 82) . .
5 c. on 12 c., slate ( „  82) . .
6 c. on 13 c., red-brown ( ,, 82) . .

10 c., blue (type 74, dated 1900), ** 1905” v .
1905-6. Official. Type 204 surcharged.

3 c. on 13 c., deep brown . . .
1906. New type, with head in frame.

1 c., black and green . . . . o
SIAM.

1900. Type 44. Rejected die.
1 att., green . . . . used 10

SOUTH A U ST R A L IA  
1905-6. Perf. 12 x n j. Wmk. Type 13. 

id., green . . . . . o
1905-6. Perf. 12 x 11 Wmk. Crown and A . 

id., rosine . . . . . 0
SUDAN. 1

1905. Arm y Official.
I m., brown and carmine (large surcharge) . . o
1 m. ,, ,, (small ,, ) . . 8
I m. ,, ,, (variety with “ 1”) . . 10

TRANSVAAL.
1906. K ing's Head. Multiple wmk.

2d., grey-black and purple . . . . o
3d. „  sage-green . . . o

TUN IS.
Pictorial types.1906.

10 c., red .
15c., lilac on salmon 
20 c., brown .
25 c., blue .

1 fr., brown and red
2 fr., green and brown 
5 fr., blue and purple

URUGUAY.
1904. Overprinted “  I*az— 1904.” 

green, 2 c., orange-red, and 5 c., blue ; set of
three, used

V IC TO R IA
Wmk. Crown and A.

0 4

1906.
4d., ochre-yellow . . . .

W ESTER N  A U ST R A LIA  
1906. Wmk. Crown and A . Perf. 12$. 

id., carmine .
2d., yellow .
3d., brown .
5d., olive-yellow . 
id., carmine (perf. 11)

W URTEM BERG.
1875-97. Official and M unicipal Service Stamps over 

printed to celebrate Kingdom Centenary.
2, 3, 5, 10 and 20 pf., Municipal, and ( f • 6

2, 3, 5, and 10 pf., Official . I set ot nlne 4

STANLEY GIBBONS, LIM ITED, STAMP IMPORTERS, 391, STRAND, LONDON, W.C.
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THE INTERNATIONAL PHILATELIC EXHIBITION,
1 LONDON, MAY, 1906.

WE have much pleasure in placing our services at the disposal 
of any collector who is desirous of exhibiting in May next.

I f  collectors will inform us what countries they wish to show, 
we shall be most happy to help them to the full extent of our 
power to make their exhibit as complete as possible. By means of 
our Branches and Agencies in various parts of the world, we are 
enabled to procure many fine things not generally found in the 
hands of the trade.

Having large storage accommodation in our strong rooms (fire 
and burglar proof), we shall be happy to receive collections for 
exhibit, and see that same are properly shown, and reclaim and re
pack them in a proper manner at the conclusion of the Exhibition. 

Out-of-pocket expenses only will be charged.

STANLEY QIBBONS, Limited, 391, Strand, London, W.C.

The Ideal Album, Collecting Made Easy.

If you are a Beginner or General Collector, you want the simplest 
Album to be had.

You do not want to be bothered with Officials, Postage Dues, 
Registereds, or Varieties of Perforations, etc.

You want a real Beginner’s Album in which you can collect the 
Stamps of all Countries, and from which you can open out later 
on, if you care to do so.

We have prepared this very Album for you, and it is now 
ready for delivery.

It includes all ordinary Postage Stamps issued for general 
public use, and excludes Officials, Postage Dues, Varieties of 
Perforation, etc.

It is fully Illustrated, provides plenty of room for New Issues, 
and comprises all New Issues up to February, 1 906 .

It is a handsome, strongly bound Volume of nearly 6 0 0  pages, size 9 J x 11J inches.
The price is only 1 Os. 9d. post-free ; or interleaved to prevent any chance of Stamps rubbing, 

lr>d in superior binding, 15s. 9d. post-free.
With every copy o f the first edition we shall give away a Collection o f 200 Stamps, all different, 

utnhgue value nearly £ 1. .

STANLEY GIBBONS, Limited, 391, Strand, London, W.C.
City Branch : 97, Gracechurch Street, London, E.C.

NEW YORK: S t a n l e y  G ib b o n s , I n c ., 198, Broadway.
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NOW READY.

Entirely Revised and Greatly Enlarged.

TH E FIRST VOLUME (COUNTRIES A to L) OF TH E

B y  t h e  R e v . R . B . E A R E E .

Vol. I.—Afghanistan to Luxemburg. About 580 pages, demy 8vo.

T HIS Work is an absolute necessity to the careful Philatelist, who is naturally anxious 
to ensure the absence of forgeries from his collection. As a work of reference, in 

this particular respect, it stands entirely unrivalled, being compiled by one who has ac
quired a world-wide repute, and whose speciality has for many years been the description of 
forgeries. An immense amount of labour has been bestowed on this New Edition, so as to 
still further increase its usefulness. Every endeavour has been made by the Author, in the 
description of new and dangerous forgeries, etc., to bring the work fully up to date. 
Amongst the numerous additions may be noted an elaborate description of tech
nical terms met with in the course of collecting. This section will be found especially 
useful for the guidance of the novice or younger collector. The illustrations have been con
siderably augmented, and a large and most interesting series of postmarks, specially drawn, 
together with an index for reference, will be found included. Altogether the Publishers 
have no hesitation in recommending this publication as a most valuable adjunct to a 
Philatelic Library, and useful alike to Collector and Dealer.

VOL. I.— Price, bound in embossed gilt cloth, 7/6; post-free, 8/-. 

VOL. II.— In the press, ready about Midsummer, 1906, price 8/-,

STANLEY GIBBONS, Limited,

Third Edition
O F

Weeds

post-free. (Orders, PREPAID, can now be booked.)

391, STRAND (Opposite Hotel Cecil),

LONDON, W.C



R r r e  St r a p s  , Bought, 5old or Exchanged. 
St b m p  R l b u m s . 1f- to t5  each 
Me w  Pr o s pe c tu s  of .Sets. Packets, Albums

and Catalogues, sent post free on application 
Ix^ vr'-________ 'll______

091, Strrnd. London.
(Opposite Hotel Cecil.)

a n d 198, BROADWAY, HEW Y O R K
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1 The monthly 3outmal.
TH E  SUBSCRIPTION

To  this Journal is 2 /* per annum, post-free.
T h e  Journal is published on the last d a y  o f  ev e ry  m onth, and the volum e 
com m ences w ith  J u ly . A ll  Subscriptions b egin  w ith  the first num ber 
o f  the current volum e, and i f  sam e is received  a fter J u ly  back num bers 

w ill be sent in order that each volum e m a y  be com plete.

______  L 'ABO NNEM ENT
A. ce Journal est =  fcs. 2 .5 0  cts. par an, franco.

“ T h e  M o n th ly  J o u rn a l"  permit toujours h la  fin du  m ois et le  volum e 
com m ence par le  numdro d e Juillet. C h equ e abonnem ent d o it com* 
mencer par le prem ier numero du  volum e courmnt, e t  s ’il est re^u a p rts  
le mois de Ju ille t, les numdros qui auront ddjh p an t, seront en v o y4s, 
pour que chaque volum e soit com plet. -

DAS ABO NNEM ENT
Auf dieses Journal Kostet M  2 . — per Jahr, franco.

D as Journal erscheint am  letzten T a g e  ernes jed en  M onats, uod beginnt 
ein neuer B and stets m it der Juli-N u m m er. A lle  Abonnem ents fangen 
m it der srstoo N um m er des laufenden Band es an, und wenn solche nach  
dem  M onat J u li eintreffen, werden die b ereits  enchienenen N um m ern 
des Bandes nachgesaodt, dam it ein jed e r B an d  com plet seL

N O TICE .— Publishers of Magaxines, f t t ,  who exchange with 
this M Journal," are requested to be so kind as, in future, to 
send one copy of their publications direct to Major E V A N S ,  
Glenarm,Longton Avenue,Sydenham,and a second to Messrs. 
S T A N L E Y  G IB B O N S, Ltd., 391, Strand, London, W .C.

BACK NUM BERS OF THE “  MONTHLY JO U R N A L”

Can b e  had at the following; prices, p o st-free :

/ .  d .
N o . x . . . each 1 0
N o . •  . . . O a t o f  print.
N o s. 3, 4, and 5 . each 0 9
N o . 6 . . O a t o f  print.
N o . 19 . . each 1 f
N o . 9f . . O ut o f  print.
N o . 96 . . . , . each 9 6

N o . 31 . . „  1 0
N o . 3S . • l, 9 0
N os. 40 and 41 . . O u t o f  print.
N os. 67 and 91 . . each t 0
N o. 100 . - ,, 1 6
N o s. 101 and sos . ,, t o
N o s. 103 and 104 • .» 0 9
N o . 1x5 . . O u t o f  print.
N o s. 116 and 119 . each 0 9
NO. 190 . . O ut o f  print.
N o . 198 . . each 1 0

A l l  o t h e r  b o ck  n u m b c r t  e x c e p t  th e s e  m e n tio n e d  in  

com be s u p p lie d  * t  yd. e eu h , p oet-free.

313

BOUND YEARLY VOLUMES.

Vol I. (1891-92). Out of print 

VoL II. Price 10/-; post-free, io/d.

Vol*. III., IV., V ., and VI. Each 7/-; post-free, 7/6.

Vols. VII. and V III. None on sale.
Vols. IX., X ,  XI., X II., X III., and XIV. Each 5/- i 

post-free, 5/6.

Gibbons Stamp meekly.
Prepaid Subscriptions can commence at any time, and 

can be for 3, 6, or 12 months at the following rates, 
post-free:—

i)
G t. Britain 

and
Colonies.

U .S .A .
and

Canada.

France, 
Ita ly, or 
Spain.

Germany.

3 months IS . 8 d . 40 c. fc. 2.00 m. 1,70
6 3s- 3d. 80 c. fc. 4.00 m. 3.25

12 ,  >* 6 s . 6 d . $1.60 fc. 8.00 m. 6.50

Remittances should be made by Cheque or Money Orders 
payable in London and to the order of Stanley Gibbons, Ltd.

Specimen copy i£ d ., post-free. *

_ In  Great Britain it w ill be cheaper for our readers to 
order Gibbons Stamp Weekly from their nearest Newsagent 
or Stationer, or from the Railway Bookstall. This will 
save postage, and the paper w ill be delivered flaty instead 
of folded as it would be if posted.

W e  shall be greatly obliged if  our eonfrires in the trade 
w ill help to make this paper as widely known as possible, 
especially amongst the younger collectors: by this term we 
do not mean those young in age so much as those who are 
beginners in collecting and “ ygung ” in a philatelic sense.

W e are trying to publish a paper that w ill be of real help 
and assistance to the beginners, and all dealers, we think, 
will join with us in the desire to secure new recruits to our 
ranks.

W ith this end id view we are prepared to supply the trade 
with Gibbons Stamp Weekly on the special terms of is. 2d. 
per quire of twenty-six copies— postage or carriage extra. 
Wholesale orders should be sent to

S i r  I s a a c  P i t m a n  a n d  S o n s , L t d . ,

1, Amen Comer,
London, E.C.

Or those who have accounts with us and prefer to deal 
direct can send their orders to us.

N O T IC E .
M a n y  clients are sending in orders fo r  two, three, or more 
following numbers of Gibbons Stamp Weekly to be sent to 
them. W e therefore give notice that we cannot enter any 
name for less than thirteen numbers (one quarter). Those 
who want a few numbers only can get them at the nearest 
bookseller’s.

Messrs. W. H. SMITH & SON
have agreed to keep Gibbons Stamp Weekly on all their 
bookstalls throughout Great Britain, and our friends will 
oblige us very much if  they will order at the bookstalls 
whenever they are travelling.

S T A N L E Y  a iB B O N S , Limited, Stamp Importers, 301, STRAND, LONDON, W.C.
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T is no use our attempting to 
write about anything but Exhi
bitions this month: we have got 
Exhibitions on the brain, and 
we must work them off some
how. When we say Exhibitions 

we mean of course Stamp Exhibitions; we 
recognize no others, at least in the pages of 
_ . . . . . .  the Monthly Journal.
Exhibitions »T . .r .an(j , Next month, if we survive
Philatel t l̂e wear ar*d tear> we hope to 

’ fill our pages with a full and par
ticular account of the contents of what we are 
well assured will be the finest show of its kind 
that has ever yet taken place, and all those 
collectors who are so unfortunate as to be un
able to come up to London for it will be 
bemoaning their sad fate. In the meantime 
let us say a few words on the influence that 
these Exhibitions have upon Philately. It 
is, we believe, generally acknowledged that 
their effect is beneficial in almost every w ay ; 
it is true that there are some faint-hearted, or 
perhaps envious souls, who declare that the 
sight of the highly specialized collections, 
which win prizes at the shows, renders them 
discontented with their own little lot, and 
that they are oppressed by the feeling that 
they can never hope to rival these magnificent 
accumulations of rarities and minute 
varieties. But such a feeling as this, if it 
ever arises in the breast of the true philatelist, 
is an extremely evanescent one. It is true 
that, for want of time, or money, or oppor
tunity, we cannot all hope to possess great 
collections, but that is. no reason for being 
dissatisfied with the collections that we can 
make, and if, it is all. the more reason for 
enjoying the'opportunity of. examining these

great collections when they are exposed to view. 
We cannot all win prizes at Flower Shows, 
but each one of us, that has a taste in that 
direction, can take pleasure in the cultivation 
of his own little garden, and can admire with
out envy the rare and beautiful products of 
other people’s glass houses, and may go so far 
as to feel grateful to others for producing 
and exhibiting those beautiful things.

In the same way, a fine collection of stamps 
is an object of admiration to a philatelist: he 
is glad of an opportunity of seeing it, he can 
probably learn something from it, even 
though his own collection is upon quite 
different lines. He may readily be excused 
for wishing that he were able to make a 
similar collection himself, but he should in no 
way be disheartened; if he studies his stamps, 
as he should do, he will remember that there 
is as much real interest in many of the com
moner stamps as there is in the great rarities 
— far more so indeed in the majority of 
cases ; and if ever he arrives at completeness 
in any portion of his subject, he will probably 
realize the melancholy fact that it is the 
collecting, rather than the collection, which 
affords the real pleasure, and he will under
stand how it is that so many fine collections, 
that have cost their possessors years of happy 
toil and considerable expense, are eventually 
disposed of and dispersed. '

A  Philatelic Exhibition, such as that to 
which we are. now looking forward, means a 
good deal more than the bringing together of 
a number of fine collections of stamps; ft is 
attended by a collection of philatelists from 
all parts of the country and from many other 
countries also. Many-old friendships will be 
renewed, and there will, be an 'immense
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amount of stamp-talk. We Want to see the 
stamps, but we want to see their owners also. 
Stamp-talk! A  pleasure which those unfor
tunate non-philatelists can neither understand 
nor appreciate, but which can be enjoyed by 
the humblest collector as well as by the 
owner of a safe full of Stamp Albums.

An Exhibition is not only instructive to 
those philatelists who view it rightly, it also 
helps to spread a knowledge of philately 
among those misguided persons to whom we 
have referred above, the non-philatelists. Not 
a few of them come to a great show of 
stamps, brought by friends, or by curiosity to 
see what the things are like that are found so 
interesting by so many people, and for which 
such ridiculous prices are sometimes- paid. 
They ask questions, they pick up a little in
formation, that little knowledge which is such 
a dangerous thing, especially to those who 
wish to avoid the infection of philately. They 
take to looking for stamps, perhaps to help 
the friends who took them to the Exhibition, 
and so, as outsiders would say, they-catch the 
complaint, or as we should put it, they are 
converted to the pursuit of philately; they 
obtain a new pleasure, they find a hobby 
which, if ridden with judgment, will carry 
them safely and pleasantly for many a long 
day. Only let us remember that a hobby is 
not a race-horse, and that if we ride him a- 
hunting, it should be in the pursuit of pleasure, 
not solely for profit.

A t the same time there is a financial side 
to philately, which need neither be concealed 
nor unduly insisted upon. It is an undoubted 
fact that a collection, made with judgment 
and disposed of with due care, will return to its 
owner all that he has spent upon it and prob
ably with a fair rate of interest— with reason
able luck it may even return a considerable 
margin of profit. An Exhibition, by arousing 
the enthusiasm of collectors and by adding 
to their numbers, is good for business, of 
course, and therefore of no small benefit to 
those engaged in the stamp trade and to those 
collectors who from choice or necessity regard 
their hobby as a means of adding to their in
comes. We do not desire in any way to dis
parage this aspect of philately; there are 
many cases of true philatelists, who devote 
the most earnest study to their stamps, and 
who have done great things for the advance
ment of philatelic knowledge, but could never

have done so if their work could not -have 
befen made profitable. Still, in our own opinion, 
the greatest pleasure is derived by those who 
spend no more cash upon their collections 
thaft they can afford to spend upon a pleasant 
pursuit, and are not troubled with calculations 
of profits and losses.

To every one connected with stamp collect
ing a fine Exhibition should be a source of 
pleasure or profit, except perhaps to those 
who have all the labour of its organization 
and arrangement. Their reward must be the 
gratitude of philatelists, to which we are sure 
they are most fully entitled.

The T his being the last number of
Exhibition, the Monthly Journal to appear 

before the opening of the Exhi
bition, we give here the latest information 
obtainable in connexion with it, and repeat 
for the last time some of the information 
already published, so that there may be no 
misunderstanding.

The Exhibition will take place at the 
Royal Horticultural Society’s Hall, Vincent 
Square, Westminster, and will be open from 
May 23rd till June 1st, both days inclusive. 
The charge for admission on the opening day 
will probably be half a guinea, and upon the 
other days, except May 26th and 30th, a 
shilling. For the special benefit of the 
younger collectors admission will be free on 
the two days named, but only by tickets, 
which will be obtainable either from the 
Hon. Secretaries or from the principal stamp 
dealers; the latter can obtain supplies of 
tickets by application to the Hon. Secre
taries, and the tickets will be ready early 
in May.

To the list of Vice-Patrons given in the 
original programme we are glad to add the 
name of the present Postmaster-General, the 
Right Hon. Sydney Buxton, M.P., who has 
kindly consented to accept that office.

“ An Official Banquet will be held on Friday 
evening, May 25th, at the Imperial Restaurant 
liegent Street, W., which the Vice-Patrons a n o  
Judges will be invited to attend. The speeches 
will be strictly limited, in order to allow 
sufficient time after the Banquet for a special 
entertainment, which is now being arranged

“ Full Customs facilities will be granted to 
all exhibits arriving from abroad, and all
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vexatious examination of packages will be 
avoided.”

We are requested to draw attention to the 
fact that the Committee have decided to 
accept advertisements for insertion in the 
Official Catalogue of the Exhibition, of which 
an edition of at least five thousand copies is 
guaranteed. The charges for these adver
tisements will be as follows :—

The back page of the cover will be divided 
into quarters, of which not more than one 
will be allotted to any one firm, at £10  per 
quarter-page.

The second page of the cover, £10 for the 
page.

The third page of the cover, £8 for the 
page.

The pages facing the Full Title, the List 
of Patrons and Committee, the Introduction, 
the List of Classes, the Notices, the Cata
logue of Exhibits, the first and last pages of 
the Index, and the last page of matter, £ j  
each.

All ordinary inside pages, £4 per full page, 
£2. 5s. per half-page, £ 1. 5s. per quarter-page.

All applications and matter for advertise
ments must be sent in as early-as possible, 
accompanied by cash to the amount of one- 
half the charge, to the Hon. Secretary, H. R. 
Oldfield, Esq., 13 Walbrook, London, E.C. 
The balance of the charge must be remitted 
by May 15th, to the Hon. Treasurer, F. 
Reichenheim, Esq., 29 Holland Villas Road, 
Kensington, London, W. If the Committee, 
for want of space, or for any other cause, 
should see fit to decline any order, all money 
paid on account will be returned.

It is unnecessary for us to point out to 
those engaged in the Stamp trade the advan
tages of advertising in a work of this nature. 
The Catalogue of such an Exhibition as this 
is not only read by visitors, but is widely 
distributed also among collectors in all parts 
of the world, and will find a permanent 
place in all Philatelic Libraries; it will be 
consulted from time to time in years to come, 
as a reliable guide to the status of Philately 
in the year_i9o6, as showing the specialities 
of most of the notable philatelists, and— let 
us hope— as containing a list of the principal 
dealers of that period.

* *
*

190 b

Exhibition W e have received for publi- 
at Milan. cation the following notice re

garding the Philatelic E xhi
bition which is to be held at Milan later in 
the year, and to which we have alluded in 
some of our previous numbers:—

“ An International Philatelic Exhibition 
will take place at Milan in the month of 
September next (from the 16th to the 23rd) 
under the patronage of the Ministry of Posts 
and Telegraphs. The programme of the E xhi
bition will include competitions as follows:—  
For General and Special Collections of 
adhesive and impressed Postage Stamps, 
Fiscals, Essays, etc., of Ita ly ; General and 
Special Collections of the Stamps of other 
Countries ; Rarities; Philatelic Publications ; 
Stamps,etc., exhibited by their Manufacturers; 
Philatelic Accessories; Exhibits by Societies, 
and by Stamp Dealers.

“ His Majesty the King of Italy has 
graciously presented a Grand Gold Medal, 
which will form the Grand Prize of the Exhi
bition. The Ministry of Posts and Tele
graphs has also presented a Gold Medal, and 
the jury will have at their disposal at least 
fifty Medals, ten of which will be Gold.

“ Enquiries and correspondence to be 
addressed to the Mostra Filatelica Inter- 
nazionale, Via Torino 2, Milano, Italy.”

W e may add that ample and safe accommo
dation for the Exhibition has been provided 
in a magnificent public building, the whole of 
the ground floor of which has been lent for the 
purpose by the Municipality of Milan ; the 
committee thus have had the good fortune to 
obtain a fine suite of rooms free of charge.

We hope that the Exhibition at Milan will 
be as successful a display as the one in Lon
don promises to be. Collectors who have 
arranged their exhibits for the one may well 
send them on to the other, and we trust that 
the King of Italy’s Gold Medal will find a 
home in our own country.

*  •
*

Our N ext It is probable that our number 
Number. for May will be a few days late, 

as we wish it to include an 
account of the opening of the Exhibition, 
and a description of as many as possible of 
the exhibits, which our friend Mr. C. J. 
Phillips has promised to compile. We men
tion the fact that there may be a little delay 
in the publication of the number, lest our 
readers should fear that we have succumbed 
either to the toils or to the entertainments of 
the show. We hope to safely survive both.
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issues axvA Janettes.
N o t e . -  IVE shall be greatly obliged i f  our readers w ill send, fo r  description herein, any new issues or new varieties 

they may become acquainted with, addressing them to T h e  E d it o r  o f  t h e  M o n t h l y  J o u r n a l , care o f  M essrs. 
S t a n l e y  G ib b o n s , L i m i t e d , 391, Strand, London, IV. C. Stamps sent are promptly returned, unless required 
for illustration, which may cause a little delay. N .B .—Specimens o f new Envelopes, Post Cards, etc., should no 
longer be sent, as we chronicle postal adhesives only; but the Editor w ill be glad to purchase for his own collection 
new Envelopes and Cards o f  Indian Native States.

*  *  ♦  *  ,
Pa r t  I.

Great Britain.— Ew en's Weekly reports th at the 
3d. has appeared on chalk-surfaced paper.

Australian Commonwealth.—O u r chronicle last 
m onth was inconsistent; we first m entioned the id. 
and 2d. stamps as having the new w aterm ark, and we 
then lis ted the Jd. and id . T h e  first statem ent was 
the correct one. W e  have since seen the tw o stamps, 
and find that they are perf. 11J, 12 x 11,

id ., emerald-green; n e w  w m k .
2d. „  „

Barbados.— W e  give an illustration o f the design 
o f the C om m em orative labels w hich we lis ted last 
m onth. T h e  excuse for their 
issue appears to be the fact that 
the statue represented upon them  
was the “  F irs t M onum ent erected  
to  N elson’s m em ory, 1813.” T h ey  
have the Crown and C C w ater
m ark customary in stamps o f that 
size, and the paper is not ch alk
surfaced. A ll the values appear 
to have been prin ted  in sheets o f sixty, five horizontal 
rows o f twelve, b u t great excitem ent has been caused 
by the discovery that the bottom  row was rem oved  
from  a ll the sheets o f the 2d. stamps before they were 
sent out to the colony. T h is  is regarded, locally, as 
an insufferable o u tra g e ; one o f the colonial papers 
calls upon the Executive to ascertain the cause and  
m ake it  known to  the public. I t  is m anifest that, i f  
there was an interesting and valuable error in  this 
row o f stamps, local speculators ought to have had a 
chance o f co llaring it. W h a t are these issues for, 
except to raise m oney for im poverished colonies and  
deserving philatelists ?

Bechuanaland.— Protectorate.— W e  have received  
the Id .  o f G reat B rita in , K ing ’s H ead , surcharged  
w ith T y p e  7, in black; the stamp is in  the earlier, 
dark green, shade, so no doubt it was prepared some 
tim e back.

Jd., dark green.

British Honduras.— Ew cris Weekly has been in 
form ed that the 2 c. exists w ith chalky surface.

British Somaliland.— M r. H . W .  H aw kins  tells 
us th at a correspondent in  In d ia  states that he 
possesses the I,  2, and 8 annas, K in g ’s H ead , Ind ian  
stamps, w ith the surcharge “ s e r v i c e ”  postally used, 
w ith the postm ark of Berbera. A t the present day, 
unfortunately, a postm ark is not a  sure proo f o f postal 
use.

British South Africa Company.—T h e  corre
spondent, to whom  we w ere indebted for some in
form ation which we published last m onth , adds that, 
in  rep ly to fu rth er in q u iry , he has le a rn t th at the id., 
2,(d., and 5d. stamps o f the V ic to ria  Fa lls  issue were 
all sold out, and we presum e no m ore w ill be issued ; 
also th at “ Stam ps up to  the value o f  £ 1  on ly  are 
recognized by this ” (th e  Post O ffice) “ D epartm ent 
as available fo r postage purposes; it has, however, 
occasionally happened th a t letters have been posted 
w ith £ 5  or even ,£10 stamps attached, in  addition 
to the proper postage, and these have been defaced 
in  the o rd inary  course.’’ A nother instance o f the 
“  preciousness ” o f a  postal obliteration.

The Ph. R. notes the fact that a  sheet o f the is. 
V ic to ria  Fa lls  issue has been found w ith one o f the 
horizontal lines o f perforation m issing.

Ceylon,— M aidive Islands.— W e  much regret to 
learn from  E w en ’s Weekly that a  set o f Ceylon stamps 
surcharged for use in these islands has been, or is about 
to be issued. T h e  fo llow ing  are stated to have been 
overprinted w ith  the w ord “ M ald ives ,” and they are 
probably in circulation b y  this tim e :—

1 2 c ., orange-brow n.
3 c . ,  green.
4 c . , orange and ultramarine.
5 c . , lilac.

15 c . , blue.
25 c . , pale brown.

I f  stamps are rea lly  requ ired in these islands, it 
would presum ably be quite sufficient for business 
purposes to issue o rd inary  Ceylon stamps ; a  corre
spondent o f our contem porary rather gives the show 
aw ay by saying : “ I t  is not like ly  th a t m any letters or 
packages w ill be posted there, and therefore used 
stamps w ill, no doubt, go high in value." Used 
stamps m ay perhaps be scarce, but obliterated copies 
m ay be com m on enough ! T h e  principal use o f the 
stamps w ill, no doubt, be to collect revenue from 
co llectors; the very nam e, “ M ald ives ,” is o f  evil 
omen : any classical schoolboy would translate it as 
im p ly ing  ill-gotten  riches. I t  is som ething to  learn 
from  an Encyclopedia th a t “  the clim ate is unhealthy ” ; 
le t us hope that it w ill be found em inently unsuited 
to the cu ltivation o f Ph ila te ly .

Cyprus.— W e  understand that the 12 piastres with 
m ultip le w aterm ark, w hich was chronicled some twelve 
months ago (doubtless from  a “ specimen ” copy), has 
at last been issued.

East Africa and Uganda Protectorates. — E w en 's  
Weekly tells us that the 5 a. has appeared on the 
chalk-surfaced paper.
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Sold Coast.— W e  have received the 3d. on c h a lk 
surfaced paper.

Grenada.— W e  g ive an illustration  
of the design o f  the  C om m em orative  
labels issued a  few  m onths back.

Hong Kong.— W e  copy the follow 
ing from  The P h . J .  o f  In d ia :—

“ T h e re  is a  note in G ibbons’ Catalogue after  
N o. 205 to the effect th at most o f the postally used 
fiscals w efe unauthorised and bear fraudulent cancella
tions. W e  believe th at this does not describe the  
position quite accurately, and the note w ould be better  
i f  it  re a d : ‘ T h o u g h  a ll H o n g  K ong fiscals were for 
a short tim e authorised for postage, the b u lk  o f those 
offered as postally used rea lly  bear a fiscal cancella
tion.’ T h e  local H ig h  C ourt were engaged a t one 
tim e in investigating the best means o f  cancelling the  
fiscal stamps used fo r ju d ic ia l purposes, and they  
borrowed some disused date-stam ps from  the post 
office and experim ented w ith  them  for some years. 
O ne o f these date-stam ps was the w ell-know n ‘ Paid  
a ll,’ which had fo rm erly  been used for frank ing  corre
spondence s im ila rly  to the ‘ P a id ’ postmarks used 
in London. T h is  is usually found on the 12 cents, 
provisional. A nother, and the one which has given  
collectors the most trouble, is indistinguishable from  
the current H o n g  K ong  postm ark except in one p a r
ticu lar, nam ely, the absence o f the le tte r (usually A )  
above the date, which denoted the post by which the  
le tte r bearing the stam p had been posted. O b lite ra 
tions w ithout this le tte r are ju d ic ia l and purely fiscal, 
but they are not fraudu lent in any sense.”

A ccording to  the magazines, certain H o n g  K ong  
fiscals w ere perm itted  to be used for postage a t 
various tim es, ex tend ing  over a considerable period ; 
we do not doubt the  correctness o f the statem ent that 
“  a ll H o n g  K ong  fiscals were for a short tim e authorised  
for postage,” but we should like to have some p ro o f 
o f it (as it is co ntrary  to all our previous in form ation) 
and also to know  a t w hat date the au th ority  was given  
and at w hat date  the fiscal stamps ceased to  be 
available for postal use.

India.— W e  have received the 3 pies stamp in the  
blue-grey shade, w ith  the “ O n H .M .S .” overprint.

Official Stamp. 3 pies, blue-grey.

Nabha.— W e  have the same stamp w ith  the o rd inary  
overprint o f this State.

3 pies, blue-grey.

W e  have also the current 2 a. in tw'o very distinct 
shades, the o lder o f which we should term  mauve and  
the newer bright m auve; we should not be surprised  
to find that age and exposure would bring them very 
near together ; these tints are most unreliable.

Puttialla.— W e  have also the 3 pies in the second 
shade w ith the o rd inary  overprint for this State.

3 pies, blue-grey.

Indian Native States.— Hydera
bad.— W e  g ive an illustration o f the  
design o f the new- stamps recently  
chronicled.

W e  have received sheets o f both  
values, and find that, as before, they  
contain 240 stamps, in  sixteen horizontal rows of

fifteen. W e  find th at tw o plates o f  the J a. have been 
m ade, showing slight differences in the position o f 
the inscription in the top m arg in . O f  the £ a. we 
have only seen one sheet, w hich unfortunately had  
the top m arg in  deficient.

Lagos.— Ew en’s Weekly notes the 6d. on the ch a lk 
surfaced paper.

Malta.— W e , have received the 4d. stam p, on unsur
faced paper, w ith  m u ltip le  w aterm ark.

4d., black and brown ; new wmk.

Mauritius.— Ew en’s Weekly notes the new 2 c. on 
chalk-surfaced paper. Does it also exist unsurfaced ? 
W e  ga th er that it has the design in lilac  and value in  
violet, as before.

W e  are shown the 4 c. w ith m ultip le  w aterm ark  
and unsurfaced paper.

4 c . , black and carm ine on blue : new wmk.

Natal.— Ew en’s Weekly chronicles the 2s. with  
m ultiple w aterm ark ; nature o f paper unknown.

2s., dull green and m auve ; new wmk.

New South Wales.— W e  learn from The Australian  
Philatelist that the 10s., T y p e  35, which is still used 
for postal as well as fiscal purposes, exists on the 
chalk-surfaced paper, “ perf. 11 and 12, single and  
com pound.”

O ur publishers have since shown us this stamp, 
perf. 11J, 1 2 x 1 1 ;  it has the word “ p o s t a g k ” in 
blue. W e  have also the 8d. and the lod. w ith  the 
new w aterm ark, the form er in a k ind  o f magenta 
shade. Both are perf. 12 x 1 i i .

8 d., m agenta; new wmk. 
io d ., v iolet ,,

New Zealand.— W e  are inform ed that the current 
3d., 6d., and 2s. have been m et w ith perf. 14. T h e  3d. 
and 6d. have the w aterm ark (T y p e  41) sideways, 
whilst the 2s. has the w aterm ark intended for the 
long rectangular stamps, but uprigh t, so that in neither 
case does the w aterm ark fit.

3d., ye llow -b row n ; perf. 14.
6d., rose-carmine ,,
2s., blue-green ,,

The A  list. Ph. tells us that a id . Postage D ue  
stamp has been issued, in the type o f the id .  o f 1902, 
and presum ably w ith the same w aterm ark.

Postage Due Stamp, id ., red and green ; perf. 11.

A  correspondent shows us the 2d., L ife  Insurance  
D ep a rtm en t stamp, in  the new type which we noted  
in February. T h e  whole design has been redrawn, 
and differs from  the orig inal in a ll the details, as well 
as in the fact th at the letters “ V . R .” have been 
om itted. T h e  colour o f the new stamp, as w ell as 
that o f some copies o f N o . 570 sent us for comparison, 
seems to  us to be brown-red, ra ther than lake.

Life Insurance Department.
2d., brown-red ; new type ;  wmk. T yp e  41 ; perf. 11.

St. Lucia.— E w en ’s Weekly records the 6d. on 
chalk-surfaced paper.
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Sudan.— Messrs. T h . C ham pion and Co. show us 
the 10 piastres, w aterm ark Q uatrefo il, surcharged  
“ O .S .G .S .,” in  black, like  the rest o f  the O fficia l series 
o f 1903-4. T h e  centre o f the stam p appears to be 
in sepia, ra ther than black, when seen w ith  the intense 
black overprint.

Official Stamp, io  pias., sepia and mauve.

T o b a g o .—  W e  clip the fo llow ing from  M ekeel's 
W eekly:—

“ A  local paper last week printed a column concern
ing the island o f Tobago from  which one m arvels that 
there is or ever has been any particu lar need for 

ostage stamps. According to this narra tive  the island  
as never been inhabited to  any extent, although  

evidences have been found th at the b it o f land was at 
one tim e in the distant past inhab ited  by people o f  
in telligence.”

W e  w onder where the local paper picked up this in 
teresting piece o f  in form ation . A ccord ing  to Whitaker’ s 
Alm anack , a generally  reliab le guide, the population  
o f Tobago  in 1904 was about 19,000 persons ; we do 
not answ er fo r th e ir general intelligence, but in the  
not very  d istant past they had the good sense to cease 
issuing stamps o f their ow n, and have contented  
themselves since w ith the stamps o f T rin id ad .

T ra n s v a a l.— Pietersburg. — M r. O . M arsh  has shown 
us some unchronicled varieties o f the 2d. stamp, which  
appear to  us to be perfectly genuine, as they are  
in itia led  and they correspond w ith  certain types on 
the sheets o f the id ., some o f which contain sim ilar 
errors o r omissions :—

N o bar under figure in right upper com er; N o . 22 
on the s h e e t; im perf. (would come after N o . 69 in the 
Catalogue).

Error, “ 4 ” in left upper comer, and  “ A E R ." fo r  
“ A F R .” at left; N o . 23 on s h e e t; im perf.

N o stop after “ A F R ” at left;  N o . 2 on sheet; 
perf. (s im ila r to Nos. 550 and c, but perforated).

No stop after “ R E P ” at left;  N o . 7 on sheet; 
perf. (s im ilar to N o . 6 in , but perforated).

No stop after “  1901 ” ; N o . 11 on s h e e t; perf. 
(w ould follow N o . 109).

Error, “ 4 ” in right lower com er ; N o . 17 on s h e e t; 
perf.

N o apparent stop after “ A F R  ” at left; N o . 24 on 
s h e e t; perf. ■

T r in id a d .— The Ph. R. chronicles the 6d. w ith the 
m u ltip le  Crown and “ C A ” w aterm ark.

6d., lilac and black ; new wmk.

V ic to r ia .— W e  have received the is ., T y p e  76, 
with the Crown and “ A ” w aterm ark, perf. 12 x 12$. 

is., orange ; new wtnk. and perf\

Ew en's Weekly adds th at the Id .  Postage D u e  
stamp has appeared w ith the same w aterm ark, 

id ., yellow-green and rosine ; tiew wmk. ; perf. 12$.

W e s te rn  A u s t r a l ia .— The L. P . chronicles the 2d. 
with the new w aterm ark perf. 11, and The Anst. P h . 
m entions some other varieties to be added to the  
lists.

id ., rose; wmk. “ V "  and Crown; perf, 12 (x  12. 
id . „  „  Crown and “  A ”  ,, 12J.
ad., yellow „  „  „  ia j.
2d* „  ,, ,, ,, 11.

F o r  a description o f the d ifferent m achines in use at 
M elbourne , see note under “ V ic to r ia ” in  our February  
num ber.

Zanzibar.— The S . C . F . records the discovery of a 
specimen o f one o f the surcharged stamps o f 1904, 
showing an e rro r “  H la f ” for “  H a l f ” in the overprint. 
Perhaps this is one o f the forgeries th at so vexed the 
righteous soul o f  the Postm aster.

Pa r t  II.
Abyssinia.—Messrs. T h . C ham pion and Co. show 

us a whole series o f  stamps overprinted w ith  values 
in  French currency and fu rther surcharged with 
A m h a ric  characters, in  violet. T h e  I  g. has the 
value in centimes impressed in rose, while upon all 
the others it is in  violet. 1

Colombia.— Cundinamarca.— W e  are shown, by 
Messrs. C ham pion and Co., the 40 c. o f 1904 on buffi 

paper. 40 c j j,Iue on buff; imperf.

Panama (C an a l Zone).— M ekeel's Weekly describes 
a  new provisional, form ed from  the 1 peso stam p of 
1896. T h e  nam e a t the top and value a t bottom  
are cancelled w ith  th ick bars ; “  PANAMA,” in  small 
R om an capitals, is prin ted  at each e n d ; “ c a n a i . 
ZONE” across the m id d le ; and “ 2 cts” over the 
figure “ 1.” T h e  whole overprint, we understand, is 
in  black. A  1 c. s im ila rly  form ed from  the 20 c. 
m ay also be expected.

2 c. on 1 peso, lake.

Costa Bica.— Messrs. C ham pion and Co. show us 
the 20 c. w ith the “  UN CENTIMO ” surcharge (T y p e  42) 
struck d iagonally , instead o f horizontally, in  black. 
W e  do not know  w hether this is to  be regarded as a 
fresh issue or m erely the result o f  m isplaced in 
genuity. 1

M r . P eck itt shows us the provisional O fficia l stamp 
o f 1903, N o . 252, w ith the overprin t inverted. P re
sum ably 253 an d  254 exist in the same condition.

France.— W e  h ear th at the introduction o f Penny 
Postage in F ran ce  is to be celebrated by the issue o f 
a new 10 c. stam p, w ith an im proved picture o f the 
Sower. I t  is a  p re tty  p icture, certain ly, but we have 
never yet been ab le to understand in w hat way it 
is specially em blem atic o f France or significant of 
postal enterprise, except th at the sowing o f cheap 
postage m ay be expected to produce a largely increased 
crop o f letters.

W e  have since received the new stamp, the general 
design o f  which has not been altered
to  any very g rea t extent, as our readers 
m ay perceive from  the accom panying  
illustration.

MW

/ .f t  v < -

10 c., vermilion ; new type. n  1 -  S!
F re n c h  C o lo n ie s .— Indo-China.— I t  

is only tw o short years since this colony
10 A . • a. .

was provided w ith  an issue o f  stamps, the design of 
which was supposed to be everyth ing that was aesthetic 
and artis tic , and now our contemporaries on the other 
side o f the C hann el unite in  assuring us th at “ the 
present type, so unaesthetic, so absolutely ug ly  and 
ineffective, and the same for all the  values, is about 
to  give place to  new  types, different for each value.”
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The description given g rea tly  excites our curiosity ; 
on each value a d ifferent k ind  o f  T re e  is to be rep re 
sented, and under the shade o f each T re e  is to be 
shown a d ifferent k in d  o f W o m an  ! W e  m ay pre
sume th a t there  w ill be the  usual fifteen values, and  
therefore fifteen d ifferent types o f Fe m ale  B eauty, 
each shaded b y  a m ore o r less appropriate  T ree .

L e t no one suggest th at th ey  m ay be a ra th er  
“ shady’’ lo t !  O n  the co ntrary , “ A  D re a m  o f F a ir  
W o m e n ” is the idea th at presents itse lf to our eyes. 
Doubtless the series w ill com m ence w ith  the T re e  o f  
the K now ledge o f  Good and E v il ,  overshadow ing a 
lady in  the  costume o f E v e  before the F a ll, w hich we 
believe has not ye t gone out o f fashion in those parts : 
later w ould come the Sago P a lm , w ith  a proud and  
haughty lad y , w ith  outstretched hand— the sort o f  lady  
that w ould say “ G o ! ” ; the Cocoa-nut, w ith  our o ld  
friend A u n t S a l ly ; the B oot-tree, w ith  a “  bootiful ” 
damsel, and the  P lane-tree, w ith a lady whose charm s  
are not so conspicuous. T h e  M ahogany and the  
Ebony trees w ill o f course afford shelter to ladies o f 
suitable sh ad es; the B am boo w ill go w ith  some fa ir  
deceiver, accustomed to  bam boozle m ankind  ; but we 
cannot th in k  o f an y tree good enough to accom pany  
the L a d y  P h ila te lis t, who should surely occupy a  
conspicuous position in the series— it must be a  tree 
of great ra r ity  1

W e  have seen the three provisional Postage D ue  
stamps which we chronicled in N ovem ber. E v id en tly  
the Postm aster-G eneral has reached hom e.

Madagascar.— W e  are  g lad  to  learn from  Messrs. 
Cham pion and Co. th a t the 5 c. on 5 francs stamps, 
referred to some tim e back, do not exist. T h e  French  
M in is te r for the Colonies sent a telegram  to stop their  
production.

West A frica .— W e  have received copies o f some 
new stamps prepared for the benefit o f the F ren ch  
colonies in this part o f the w orld, w here ap parently  
the same designs are to  be em ployed for a ll, bu t w ith  
the nam es o f  the various colonies inserted as h itherto .

F o r  the low er values, up to 15 c., a large oblong  
type is em ployed, w ith  a p o rtra it o f a gentlem an in  
spectacles (G enera l F a id - 
herbe) in  the centre, sur
rounded by a circular band  
bearing the inscription  
“  AFRIQUE OCCIDENTALS 
KRAN9AISE” above and the  
name o f the colony below ; 
the w ord “  POSTES” is on a scroll above, portions o f a 
long bridge are shown a t upper righ t and le ft, the 
letters “ R F ” at low er left and the value a t lower 
right.

T h e  values from  20 c. to  75 c. are 
of ta ll uprigh t shape, w ith Palm  
trees in the centre, pa rtly  obscured 
by a  c ircu lar disc bearing  the va lu e ; 
inscriptions, as on the previous type, 
at top, “  R  ” and “  F  ” in  the upper 
cornets, and the nam e o f the colony 
at foot.

T h e  1, 2, and 5 francs are again  
of large oblong shape, w ith  a portrait

o f a baldheaded gentlem an (M ; B a llay ) at left, enclosed 
in  a c ircu lar band bearing  the inscription “  a k k iq u e  
occidentals FKAN9AISE— POSTES.” In  the r ig h t-  
hand portion o f  the design  
is a  native lady, upon whom  
the gentlem an is very  
properly tu rn in g  his back, 
as she seems to have just 
been tak in g  a tub on 
the village green, and is 
w rapped in nothing but a bath to w e l; she rests her  
hand upon a  label contain ing the value, and the nam e  
o f the colony is on a  scroll a t her feet.

I t  seems cruel to expect French  colonists in th at  
th irs ty  c lim ate  to lic k  one or m ore o f these large  
labels every tim e they wish to post a le tter, but p re 
sum ably they w ill not be much used in those parts.

T h e re  is also a Postage D u e series, which, w ith  
due regard for the feelings o f the postal officials, is o f 
ord inary  sm all oblong size. In  the 
upper part o f the design is a view o f 
a tow n on the sea coast, surm ounted  
by an arched label le ttered  “ a f r iq u e  
OCC*.L.B FKAN9AISE ” ; in  the low er 
part is the value, in the centre, w ith  
“ POSTES—CHIFFRE TAXE” above it and “ A PER- 
cevoir” below , and a portra it o f a native a t each  
side ; the nam e o f the colony is on a label at foot, 
and the letters “ R  ” and “ F  ” in the low er corners.

T h e  colours and values are as follows, the nam e  
being in the second colour given :—

1 c ., grey  and red.
2 c ., chocolate and red.
4  c. , ,  , ,  on a tu r e.
5 c . , green and red.

i o c . ,  rose and blue.
1 5 c . ,  m auve and red.
20 c ,  black and red on p a ie  b lu e .
25 c ., blue and red on sa lm o n .
30 c . , chocolate and red on p a le  b u ff.
40 c . , red and blue on p a le  a i u r e .
50 c ., v iolet and red on to n e d .
75 c ., blue and red o n  y e l lo w .

1 fr., b lack  and red on b lu e-g re y .
2 ,,  blue and red on p i n t .
5 , ,  red and blue on p a le  y e l lo w .

P o s ta g e  D u e  S ta m p s .

5 c ., green and red on g r e e n is h .
10 c ., red-brown and blue.
1 5 c . ,  blue and red on b lu is h .
30 c . , red and blue on p a te  b u ff.
50 c . , m auve and red.
60 e ., black and red on b u ff.

1 fr. „  , ,  to n e d .

O f  these we have seen a t p res en t:—
Ivory Coast—

1 c., 5 c., to c.
Senegal—

T h e  com plete set, ordinary and Postage Due.

Upper Senegal am i Niger—  -
5 c ., i o c . ,  15 c.

~  G e rm a n  E m p ire .— T h e  D . B . Z .  adds tw o m ore  
values to the  list o f stamps on the w aterm arked paper, 
and Messrs. C ham pion and Co. show us the 2 m arks.

50 p f., b lack and lilac on b u f f ;  w m te d .
1 m ., carm ine ; w m k e d .

. 2 m ., blue „  ' •
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Offices in  Morocco.— W e  learn  from  The P h . R. th a t  
the 3 c. stam p is now produced from  the w ater
m arked  3 pf.

3 c. on 3 p f., brow n j w i t h  w m k .

Offices in the Turkish Em pire .— A n o th e r value on 
the w aterm arked  paper is announced by L e M oniteur 
du Coll.

4 pias. on 80 pf., black and carm ine on rose.

German Colonies.— Kiaulschou .— W e  have seen 
the 1 do llar stam p on the w aterm arked  paper.

$1, b lu e; w i t h  w m k .

Greece. —  W e  have received specimens o f  the 
O lym pic Gam es issue, to  which we referred in 
D ecem ber, and we w ill endeavour to in te rpre t the 
designs (o f which we herew ith give illustrations) as 
actually displayed. M ost o f them  are quite easy 
to  understand ; for instance, on the 1 an d  2 le p ta  we 
have cricket, a gracefu l figure (ev iden tly  the W . G. 
o f classical tim es) w ithout e ither pads o r gloves, dis
porting h im self in a somewhat fantastic attitu de in

front o f an ancient form  o f wickets ; on the 3 and  
5 lepta a gentlem an in the scantiest o f rac ing  costume 
w alking against tim e, inside a hoop. O n  the 10 lepta  
is a W in g e d  F igure, seated, hold ing w hat appears 
to  be a  Caduceus— if  this is M ercu ry  we m ay suppose 
that the allusion is to  Postal rather than  to A th letic

Games. T h e  20 and 5° lepta show the picture of 
Hercules hold ing up the W o rld , w hile A tlas  brings 
him  the G olden Apples, which he seems to have 
gathered from  a cocoa-nut tree in the background. 
O n the 25 1. is a football scrum, in the course o f which  
the goal-posts have been knocked over, and the referee 
is va in ly endeavouring to  restore order. W restlers  
figure on the 30 1. ; on the 40 I. there is again  a seated

figure w ith wings, hold ing this tim e a Turkey-cock  
possibly an  allusion to Christm as games. Four 
runners appear on the 1, 2 and 3 drachm as stam ps;

we are inform ed th a t these gentlem en are “ after 
ancient tiles,” th is contest be ing  doubtless the fore
runner o f “ A  R ace for a  N e w  H a t ”— we would 
suggest th a t if  some o f the prizes consisted o f other 
articles o f w earing apparel, ancient or m odern, they 
w ould not be en tire ly  unacceptable or inappropriate ;

and fina lly  on the 5 drachm as is the p icture o f the 
Goddess o f V ic to ry , w ith  Priests, etc., m ak in g  offer
ings— w e seem to see Philatelists , w ith feathers in 
their caps, ev idently  w inners o f  prizes a t the coming  
E xh ib itio n  ; we cannot recognize them  w ith  absolute 
certain ty , but we fancy th at we see one o f  the ladies 
to w hom  w ill be aw arded the m edals given by the 
Prince o f W ales.

1 1., brown.
2 1., grey.
3 1., orange.
5 I., green.

10 1., red.
20 1., reddish m auve. 
25 1., ultram arine.

30 1., violet.
40 1., sepia.
50 I., brown-red.

1 dr., grey-black.
2 ,, rose.
3 , ,  olive-yellow . 
5 , ,  slate-blue.

W e  should add th at the stamps have been pro
duced b y  Messrs. Perk ins Bacon and Co., an d  are 
beautifu lly  engraved in taille-douce and p rin ted  on 
the paper w aterm arked  w ith  the C row n and letters  
“  E T .” T h e y  are perf. [3  to 14.

Hayti. —  W e  have seen tw o new provisionals 
form ed by surcharging two o f the values o f  the regular 
issue o f  1904, T y p e  16. T h e  20 c. is overprinted  
“ 1 — C E N T I M E , ” in tw o lines, in a double-lined  
hexagonal fram e, and the 50 c. bears “ 2 —  C E N 
T I M E S ” in a s im ila r fram e w ith seven sides; the 
overprin t is impressed in black.

1 c. on 20 c., orange.
2 c. on 50 c., brown-lake.

Holland. — Curasao.— W e  have a t last seen the  il 
and 2^ gulden stamps, chronicled tw elve months 
ago ; the 2^ gl. is in  a  k ind  o f grey-blue t i n t ; both 
are perf. 11 A.

Italy .— W e  have received a new 15 c. stam p, in 
a  p la in , clear design, w hich seems to us to  be 
em inently suitable for its p u rp o se; we 
consider it the best stam p design that 
we have received for m any a long day.
T h e  g rea ter part o f  it is occupied by 
a very finely engraved portra it o f the 
K ing  o f Ita ly , w hich we m ay suppose 
to be a  good likeness. A t top is a 
stra ight label, inscribed “  POSTE —  
i t a l i a k k ” in  the centre, “ C e n t” a t left, and “  15 * at
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right. T h e  on ly  portion o f the p icture th at appears 
to us not a ltogether congruous o r necessary, is the  
background o f the portra it, consisting o f the sea, 
smooth in fron t and ris ing into billow s at the back o f  
the head, w ith  a b lazing sun in the  rig h t upper corner, 
partly obscured b y  a R oya l C row n ; we do not quite  
understand the m eaning  o f  these details. T h e  stam p  
is beautifu lly  engraved in taille-douce, and prin ted  
upon unw aterm arked  paper, perf. about 12, w ith a 
single-line m achine.

15 c., grey-black.
W e  gath er, from  p a rt o f a  sheet shown to us, that 

the en tire sheets contain two (o r four) panes o f a 
hundred stamps each, in  ten rows. A t the top o f 
a le ft-hand upper pane we find a figure “  9 ” over the 
left-hand stam p, follow ed by the words “  FRANCOBOLLI 
I'OSTALI DA C ENTESIM I QU1NDICI,” a ll in the colour 
of the stam p. In  the left upper corner is a  Crown, in  
grey, and in the left m argin an inscription, also 
in grey, o f which we have on ly  the words “  DEL 
TESORO” along the upper h a lf o f the pane. I

Benadir.— A ccord ing  to L'Echo de la  71, two o f  the 
stamps provided for this place have been surcharged. 
O ur contem porary speaks of “  15 centesim i on 5 c.” 
and “ 40  centesim i on to  c.” Presum ably “ 5 c.” and  
“ 10 c.” should be “ 5 a .” and “ 10 a .” B ut are these 
stamps rea lly  in  use, o r is the dealer to whom the  
whole stock was said to have been sold try in g  to 
work them  off?

J a p a n .— In  our num ber for January we noted two  
stamps o f current types that were sent us as showing  
fresh varieties o f perforation. A  correspondent o f 
M ekeel's Weekly m entions two others, the 4 sen and  
5 sen, w ith  sim ilar perforation, and suggests that 
some a lteration  has been made in the m achine used. 
O f the copies we saw, the 3 sen was perf. 13 x 134, 
and the 8 sen perf. 1 3 x 1 2 $ ;  the 4 and 5 sen are  
both described as perf. 13 x 13$. T h e re  was a m achine  
in use a few years back which produced a perforation  
that was term ed “ 13 to 14” ; this m ight w ell be the  
' 3 x 13a w hich has now turned up on the current 
stamps, and there seems to have since been introduced  
a 12$ m achine, which, in  com bination w ith  the older 
one, m ight produce the 13 x1 2$ .

L u x e m b u rg .— A ccording to Le M oniteur du Coll., 
a rum our is current to the effect that the orig inal 
plate o f the 10 c. o f 1852 has passed in to  the hands of 
a party  o f so-called “  Philatelists,” who propose to 
produce reprin ts from  it, which w ill be the m ore  
dangerous on account o f the fact that the same 
persons possess over a hundred sheets o f the w ate r
m arked paper. Fortunate ly  the plate was defaced in 
some way, when the G overnm ent parted w ith it in 
1863, and, as our contem porary rem arks, it  rem ains  
to be seen w hether the defacing lines can be sufficiently 
successfully rem oved o r concealed.

Monaco.— W e  have seen the Postage 
D ue stamps listed in D ecem ber, and  
we give an  illustration o f  their design.
W e find th at the colour of the 10 c. is 
rose, that o f the 15 c. d u ll purple (th is  
is as near as we can describe it), and  
the 50 c. is brown on buff'.

M o n te n e g ro .— The BA. R. chronicles the following  
varieties o f perforation :—

1874. to nov., blue ; perf. 12 x 10J.
1898. 25 ,, indigo; perf. 10J.

N ic a ra g u a .— M r. O . M arsh  shows us a pa ir o f  
the 30 c. Postage D u e  stamps, surcharged w ith  T y p e  
22 (N o s. 187 and 195 in the C atalogue), w ith  double  
im pression o f the overprint. O ne o f the impressions 
is so fa in t and incom plete that there was reasonable 
excuse for in flicting  another— indeed, one o f them  m ay  
possibly be a “ set-off.”

T h e  fo llow ing list o f varieties, surcharged with the 
w ord “ C A B O " in large capitals, is copied from  
M ekeel’s W eekly :—

“  I c., green, surcharged horizontally, inverted.
“  1 c., green, surcharged vertically, double, reading up 

left, down right. *
“  I c., green, surcharged horizontally, double, one in

verted. '
“  2 c., carmine, surcharged horizontally.
“ 2 c., carmine, surcharged horizontally, inverted.
“ 3 c ., violet, surcharged diagonally, left to right.
“ 4 c .,  vermilion, surcharged diagonally, right to left, in

verted.
“ 4 c ., verm ilion, surcharged horizontally, inverted.
“ 5 c ., blue, surcharged vertically, double, reading up 

left, down right.
" 1 0  c., brown, surcharged diagonally, left to right.
“  10 c ., brown, surcharged horizontally, inverted.
“ 15 c., olive, surcharged vertically, double, reading up 

left, down right.
“ 15 c., olive, surcharged vertically, double, reading up 

right, down left.”

T h e  additional statem ent that “  the two 15 c. stamps 
are in a horizontal pair, and the two 2 c. stamps in a 
vertica l p a ir,” seems to show that a good deal o f  
misplaced ingenuity is displayed in the m anufacture  
o f these curiosities.

T h e  same journa l chronicles another Te legraph  
stam p used postally— a 1 peso, surcharged as T y p e  32, 
but w ith  the character for cent inverted and placed  
after the figures.

10 c. on I peso, orange.

P a ra g u a y .— W e  have received specimens of the 
three stamps which we chronicled last month, and  
find that the 5 c. and to  c. (T yp e  39) are engraved in 
taille-douce and prin ted  by the “ Com pania Sud- 
A m ericana de B illetes dc Banco, Buenos A ires,” while  
the 20 c. (T y p e  36) is lithographed by “  H . Kraus  
(Asuncion).” A ll three are perf. 11$.

P e rs ia .— I.’EcAo de la Timbrologie reports the 
receipt of a large label, 25 x 33 m m ., of a design 
composed entirely o f figures and inscriptions, about 
the status o f which there is apparently some doubt, as 
our contem porary th inks it necessary to state that 
it “ serves indubitably for the franking  o f corre
spondence.” 1 ch., violet.

P o rtu g u ese  C o lo n ies .— Macao.— A  correspondent 
at T o k io  tells us that he recently paid a visit to  
M acao, where he seems to have found the post office 
rather poorly supplied w ith stamps— perhaps as a
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prelude to a fresh outbreak o f  provisionals. T h e  
3 avos, N o . 205 in the Catalogue, had run out, and as 
this is the value used for in land postage some little  
inconvenience must have been caused, unless there  
was a stock o f  N o . 151 on hand. T h e  it, 1, 2, 4, and  
5 avos, Postage D u e stamps, w ere also not to  be had, 
supplies being exhausted. T h e  use o f special N ew s
paper stamps, we are g lad  to hear, has been g iven  
up, the o rd inary  stamps being used instead.

N y a s s a .— W e  learn  from  The P h . R. th a t the  
10 reis, G iraffe type, has now been discovered w ith  
inverted centre. L e t them  all com e, w ith  the whole  
m enagerie standing on its head !

R o u m a n ia .— W e  understand th at two m ore sets of 
C harity -P ostage labels have been issued here, w ith  
the sam e values and colours as those described in  
F eb ru ary , but in d ifferent designs, as illustrated here. 
T h e y  can only be used for local postage, and m ay  
fa irly , we th ink , be treated like  o th er “ Locals.”_

S a lv a d o r .— M e keel's Weekly chronicles a few m ore  
provisionals : the 10 c. o f 1900, our N o . 370, sur
charged “  1906” across the top in black, and the 2 c., 
and 3 c. o f 1900, overprinted w ith T y p e  201 (our Nos. 
751 and 752), also surcharged “ 1906,” but in blue; the  
copies seen o f the 3 c. had the official overprin t 
cancelled w ith a round blot o f purple  ink , but it was 
not know n w hether the  2 c. was s im ilarly  treated.

As i f  to  show th at a ll th is overprin ting  w ith  dates 
is qu ite  unnecessary, our contem porary notes the 
receipt upon a le tte r o f a specimen o f the 1 c. o f 1898 
overprin ted  “ 1900.” T h e re  is p la in ly  a lo t of old 
stuff on hand, a ll o f w hich could quite w ell be used 
w ithout fu rth er d isfigurem ent, and w ould be thus used 
i f  no one collected stamps.

W e  have seen the 2 c. o f  the new  issue.
10 c ., blue (N o. 370); surcharged “  1906,” in  black.
2 c., rose ( ,, 751) ,, , ,  blue.
3 c., grey-blk. (No. 752) „  „  „
2 c., black and scarlet; new type.

M r. P eck itt shows us a vertica l pa ir o f  the 5 c. 
(large figures in  blue) on 12 c., N o . 401, the top stamp 
o f w hich has a  figure “  5 ” in  each o f the lower 
com ers, w hile  the o ther has four figures “  5,” as 
described last m onth. E v id e n tly  these 'figures are 
dotted about a t the  fancy o f  the surcharger.

Siam.— W e  g ive  an illu s tra tio n  o f 
the design o f the  new issue.

Sweden.— W e  seem to  have o m it
ted to  note the  fact, announced in  
the Stam p W eekly a short tim e back, 
that a copy o f  the 12 ore O ffic ia l 
stam p, per/. 14, has been found sur
charged “  to  ore ” (T y p e  62) ; the 
stamps h itherto  know n thus overprin ted  are  a ll perf. 13.

Uruguay.— L ’Annonce Timbrologique announces 
the discovery o f  an erro r o f the current 5 c., lettered  
“ KFPUHLICA,” instead o f  “ REPUBLICA.” E v iden tly  
due to  a defective transfer. I t  is said to  occur once 
in each sheet. W e  have received this value in the 
same design as T y p e  84, but redraw n to the same 
size as that o f  the o ther values ; it  is unaltered in 
other respects— the same colour, the same m ethod o f 
im pression, the same cow even.

5 c ., b lue; design redrawn.

CJVie
By H ER B ER T R. OLDFIELD.

(Continued from page 179.)

H E  next issue was in August, 1868. I t  con
sists o f tw o values only, 1 and 2 paras, Ijoth  
im perforate, and it was, I believe, intended  
only for the newspaper service. U sed  copies 
are consequently somewhat scarce. T h e  

stamps were typographed, and the design is the same 
as before.

I  Para .— T h is  value is printed in yellow-green and 
in shades o f  green from  lig ht to  dark. I have one 
postm arked copy in the ord inary green shade, the 
date being 18 Septem ber, 1868. Specim ens are found

printed in ink having  an olive-green shade, which is 
somewhat scarce, and o f  which I  have one postm arked  
copy, but the real olive-green colour, which is exceed
ingly rare, is qu ite different and has much more o f a 
yellow tinge in it. T h e re  are three varieties.

(a) W ith  a sm all “ a ” to  “  Para.”
(b) W ith  a dot and dash immediately after “ PARA ”

as before, a-. .
( f )  W ith  tw o dots in the bottom  label on the right, 

after “ para.”
2 Paras.— T h is  stamp is printed in red-btown, and
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also in yellow-brown of  varying shades, the former 
being normal and the latter the exception.

T h e re  are presum ably three varieties, as before, 
although I  have not seen the first.

(a) W i t h 1 a fu ll stop afte r the figure “  2 ” in the 
bottom label.

(b) W ith  dashes after the word “  PARE.”
(c) W ith  the last le tter o f  the w ord  “  pa r e ” an “ F.”
I suppose the defective “  2 ” in the rig h t bottom

comer also exists, and I have a copy where the “ E ” 
of “ pare ” is defective and looks like an inverted 
“ f ” ( e).

T here  are several forgeries o f  the stamps o f this 
design, but I do not th in k  an y of them  are dangerous.

Ju ly , 1869.— T h is  is the date o f the fifth issue, and  
the design— a portra it o f the head o f  Prince M ila n  in 
profile— rem ained in existence for some eleven years, 
until i8 8 t .  T h e  stamps are  exceedingly interesting  
because w hile a t first sight the difficulties in classifi
cation appear to be enormous, they begin to vanish  
directly  you com m ence to  arrange them  upon a 
definite plan, a lthough there are num erous variations  
of shade, colour, and perforation m ixed up w ith  
papers, th ick, th in , oily, and toned, in quite bew ilder
ing confusion.

T h e  first step is to separate the earlie r issue (the  
fifth) from  the one which cam e out in 1879 (th e  seventh), 
which is done, firstly, by the difference in the spacing 
o f the stamps, and , secondly, by the shades o f colour 
and by the papers used.

T h e  sixth issue appeared in 1872 or 1873, and con
sisted on ly  o f one value, nam ely the 2 paras, which, 
although not included in the fifth issue, m ight alm ost be 
said to form part o f that issue, the spacing between the 
stamps being the same as in the fifth.

This fifth  issue comprised the fo llow ing  values : 
1, 16, 15, 20, 25, 35, 40, and 50 paras. Speaking  
generally, the stamps are printed on com parative ly  
thinner paper than  is the case w ith the copies o f 1879. 
Specimens arc always found on e ither m edium  th in , 
m edium  th ick, or on toned paper. T h e  copies on very  
thick, or on the th inner o ily  paper, are almost in 
variab ly  o f the 1879 issue.

T h e  same perforations, 9 I ,  1 2 ,  and 9 ^ x 1 2 ,  are  
found in both issues ; but notw ithstanding this, I have  
no hesitation in saying that the m achine gauging 9$ 
all round was the first to come in to  use, for I have not 
yet'seen the 1 yellow, w ith this perforation, and if  
it  exists it must be exceedingly scarce, w hile  it is found 
with both the other perforations. I f  the 9J was the  
first m achine to  be used, then this result is just w hat 
you would expect, because there would doubtless be a 
considerable stock left o f the t para, green , im perf., 
which was printed in 1S68.

Stam ps are found w ith other perforations, such as 
12$ X 12, and 12$ x 1 i i .  I have had copies, but have 
not retained them , because 1 believe they were made

by one o f the other machines before referred to, 
and that no special m achine was m ade gauging these 
last-m entioned m easurem ents.

W e  now come to  the m ain  distinction betw een the 
fifth and the seventh issues, nam ely  the spacing  
between the stamps, 2 m m . for the fifth, an d  from  
3 to 4 m m . for the seventh. I have stamps w ith  wide 
m argins, and pairs o f the seventh issue, w here the 
distance is 3 m m ., 3$ m m ., and 4 m m . respectively.

1 have arranged the stamps o f this fifth issue in 
the fo llow ing w a y : T h e  m ain  division is according  
to value ; each value is subdivided according to per
foration, and under each perforation I have noted the 
various papers. In  dealing w ith the 1879 issue I have 
made the m ain divisions correspond with the per
forations.

The 1 para  is found perforated 12 and 9J x 12, and  
in each case the paper is from  m edium  thin to  m edium  
thick. T h e  spacing is exactly 2 m m . T h e  colour 
varies from  lemon-yellow to deep orange. A ll the 
1 para stamps o f the 1879 issue are in the  orange 
shade, and this is also the colour o f those perf. 9A x  12 
in the 1869 issue. I am  inclined, therefore, to place 
the order o f use o f the perforating machine in the 
order in which I have arranged m y stamps, viz. 9J, 12, 
and 9 i  x  12.

The to  paras is an interesting stamp. I t  appears 
with a ll three perforations, upon wove paper, from  
m edium  th in  to m edium  thick. T h e  colour is brown 
in various shades. T h e  rare perforation is 9 A, but 
there is a special shade o f red-brown, which is only  
found perf. 12. 11 is very easy to make a m istake
about this stamp, fo r red-btemm is one of the colours 
o f the 1879 issue. I had one in m y collection which 
had passed m uster for several years, but when I 
decided to lim it the num ber o f copies and to reduce 
duplicates, I not only discovered that m any varieties 
were m issing, but I also made a much m ore careful 
exam ination o f each stam p, and am ongst o ther things 
found that m y 10 paras, red-brown, almost certain ly  
belonged to the 1874 issue, and that another rare 
stamp which I thought I possessed had still to be 
acquired.

I t  is astonishing how easy it becomes afte r a  tim e  
to recognize the spacing even in single copies. I t  is 
still easier in this value because, except for the red- 
brown stam p, the shades o f brown are en tire ly  d if
ferent in the tw o issues.

The 15 paras value is catalogued only in this 1869 
issue, and I have not seen a copy with the w ider 
spacing. T h is  is a fa irly  scarce stam p, both in the 9$ 
and the compound perforation, and it is very  rare  
perf. 12. I have not got and have not seen a pair, 
much less a strip or block. T h e  colour is orange, 
varying from  lig h t to a rich red shade. T h e  paper is 
m edium , and cannot be described as either th ick or 
thin.

The 20 paras is a somewhat difficult stam p to 
arrange, because you get no assistance from the colour 
or shade. Iden tica l colours are to be found in the 
1869 and in the 1879 issues, and for classification you 
have to rely on the spacing alone, except in  the case 
o f the specimens on very thick or on oily paper, all 
of which belong to the 1879 issue- T h e  paper varies
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from  m edium  thick to m edium  th in  ; the stamps are 
found w ith all the three varieties o f perforations, the 
9 !  being the rarest, although in unused condition the 
12 perf. runs it very close. I have a pa ir perf. 9J, used, 
w'hich shows the spacing.

T h e  colour is blue, in  a few shades, and grey-blue.
The 25 paras value is also d ifficu lt to arrange, but 

you do get a  little  help  from the colour, for, speak
ing  generally, the shades o f rose are much d arker  
or richer in the earlier than in the la ter issue. T h e y  
are found w ith all three perforations, and the paper 
used is m edium  th ick, m edium  th in , and actually  
thin. Copies on th in  paper are much scarcer than  
the others. T h e  rare perforation is again  9J, e ither 
used or unused, but copies perf. 12, unused, on th in  
paper are also very scarce. T h e  copies perf 9A X 12 
are quite common. I have not got a  pair.

F ro m  the above sum m ary you w ill notice how easy 
it is to secure the rare  variety a t the price o f the 
ord inary  one— IF you can fin d  it. W hen  I lim ited  
m y Servian collection I had two unpleasant surprises 
in selecting copies o f  this value to keep, for there  
appeared to be some doubt as to w hether my unused 
copy perf. was o f the 1869 or o f the 1879 issue. I 
was not a t all happy about it and am  not now, so m uch  
so that, although I  have not quite discarded it, I  have  
deem ed it wise to secure another specimen, about 
which there can be no doubt whatever.

A  s im ilar doubt arose w ith regard to m y unused 
copy perf. 12, and there also I purchased another. 
A ll doubt was rem oved, however, after I had satisfied  
m yself that the very thick paper (upon which the 
doubtful stam p was printed) was to be found in the 
1879 issue only.

The 35 paras stam p up to now has, like the 15 
paras, only been discovered in this issue w ith the  
narrow  spacing, and once more the 9A perf. is the  
rarest, the 12 a good way behind, but also rare  
unused, and the compound 9 ^ x 1 2  quite common. 
T h e  paper is, as before, m edium  th in  and m edium  
th ick, and the colour from  yellow-green to green.

The 40 paras value is also not known in the 
1879 issue ; it is found w ith all three perforations, and  
the 9 i  is the most scarce, but none o f them  are  
rare. T h e  colour is mauve, and the lighter shades 
are supposed to be better than the dark. I have a 
p a ir perf. 12 which shows the spacing. T h e  paper 
used is m edium  th in , but 1 th ink  some copies are to 
be found on the oily paper.

The 50 paras stamps are only catalogued in the 
1869 issue, but I have one copy, perf. 12, w ith the 
broader spacing, an d  it is therefore possible that 
other values, also not catalogued a t present, m ay  
eventually be found in  the 1879 as well as in the 1869 
issue.

T h e re  is another curious point about this and the 
preceding value : I have m entioned that the really  
th ick paper and the o ily  paper were only used in 1879, 
but as an exception proving the rule, some o f the 
40 paras and very m any copies o f the 50 paras— nearly  
all perf. 12, I believe— are found on this oily paper w ith  
the narrow  spacing. I have several pairs to show the 
spacing, one o f them being on the o ily paper.

I t  w ill be noticed that the colour o f the stamps is

green and som etim es a very deep green; the copies 
perf. 12 are in green w ith s light variation  o f shades, 
and the copies perf. 9 !  and 9)1 x [ 2 are  in the very 
dark green colour. These la tte r are m oderate ly scarce 
unused.

I  must not leave this issue w ithout a reference to 
the specimens on toned paper. I believe these are in 
variably perf. 9 ^ x 1 2 , and they exist in  a ll eight 
values.

The next issue was an in term ediate  one, in 1872, 
consisting, as I have already said, o f one value only, 
the 2 paras black, intperf., w ith  narrow  spacing. I 
believe I have seen or heard o f  a catalogue giving a 
1 para  value i m perf., yellow  in colour, and also with 
narrow  spacing, but this is ev idently  a m istake. Any  
such stamps would be part o f  the p rin tin g  o f the 
1 para  perf. 12 o r perf. 9 ^ x 1 2  w hich  had been 
om itted  to be perforated in error, but I  have not seen 
any.

T h e re  is no com m ent to be m ade about this 2 paras 
stam p, save th a t the le tter “ T ” in the inscription at 
the top is defective.

The seventh issue appeared in 1879 ; tw o values are 
im perforate, and the others are  perf. e ither 9J o r 12 or 
9A X 1 2 . T h e  spaces between the stamps vary  from  
3 to 4 m m . in w idth. O n ly  five values are catalogued, 
nam ely 1, 2, 1®, 20, and 25 paras. W h y  the 15, 35, 
and 50 are om itted  I do not know. I  have found a 
copy o f the 50 paras, in w hich the m arg in  on the left 
is 2 m m ., and th at on the r ig h t over 2 m m . wide. 
T h e re  is no sign on e ither side o f  the next stam p, and  
I should not be surprised i f  the  15 and 35 paras also 
existed w ith this w ider spacing.

T h e  im perforate values are the 1 para  and the 2 
paras only, in  orange and black respectively. They  
do not call fo r any further com m ent than that the 
defect in the le tte r “ T ” o f the 2 paras has been cor
rected. 1 he paper used is from  m edium  th ick to 
thick.

Perforation 9J. T h re e  values only are catalogued, 
viz. to , 20, and 25 paras. I have a pair o f  each o f the 
to  and 20 and a single im perf. copy o f  the 25, a ll of 
which show the spacing. T h e  last is an error, so I 
have not included it am ong the im perf. class, although, 
perhaps, I should have done so.

T h e  10 paras is apparently  only found in the red- 
brown colour w ith this perforation, w hich o f course 
distinguishes it  from  the rare stam p o f the 1869 issue.

T h e  20 paras is catalogued in blue and grey-blue, 
but I have on ly  seen the form er ; the 25 paras varies 
in colour from  pale to m oderately deep rose. T h e  
paper o f all three values is th ick, especially as regards 
the 25. I f  th is value does exist on th in  paper it 
must be very scarce. I have not found it in  any one 
o f the three perforations.
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Perforation  12. M ost o f the stamps o f this issue 
have this perforation, and the values catalogued are 
i, 10, 20, and 25 paras, but the 50 paras exists also.
I have several pairs and also single stamps which  
very clearly  show the spacing.

T h e  1 para is in  the orange colour, on th ick  
paper.

T h e  10 paras is on paper varying  from  th in  to th ick, 
in a ll sorts o f shades o f  brown, including the red- 
brown, which can only be distinguished from  the 
rarity  o f 1869 by the spacing, for it is also on thin  
paper w ith the same perforation.

T h e  20 paras is on paper vary ing  from th in  to 
m edium  th ick, and in m any shades o f blue and grey- 
blue.

T h e  other tw o values call fo r no special com 
ment.

Perforation 9 ^ x 1 2 . T hree  values only are cata
logued, viz. 10, 20, and 25 paras, but I  have also found  
the 1 para, o f which I have tw o copies in different 
shades, w ith this perforation. T h e  10 paras again is 
only in  the red-brown colour, and is a scarce stamp, 
especially in an unused condition ; the colour o f the  
20 paras is blue, or grey-blue, and o f the 25 paras 
light rose to rose.

In  the succeeding issue the design o f the stamps 
was changed, and it is in teresting to note that the 
profile portra it o f K in g  M ila n  existed on the stamps 
w ithout change from  1869 to 1881, some eleven to 
tw elve years. T h e  stamps issued during this period  
have been ju s tly  considered somewhat difficult to 
classify, distinguish, and arrange, but I  hope that these 
somewhat volum inous notes m ay assist other col
lectors, and convince them  that the bulk o f the d iffi
culties w ill vanish when the stamps are subjected to 
one or other o f the sim ple and easily applied tests 
w hich I  have suggested.

I  cannot help  saying that I  have derived a great 
deal more pleasure from  this country since I  m ade up 
m y m ind  to reduce the size o f m y  collection than I did  
before.

F orm erly  it spread itse lf out over from too to :oo 
sheets, and occupied m ore than one album . N o w  
it is comprised in  a com paratively small num ber of 
sheets, and illustrates, as regards Servia, w hat I  have  
ventured to term  “ lim ited  specialism.” I know that 
some o f m y brother collectors regard m y ideas on this 
subject w ith a k ind  o f pity ing, good-natured tolerance, 
but nevertheless it is a  fact that I  used to th ink  m y  
Servian collection was practica lly  complete, and it 
received some recognition at In ternation al and other 
Exhibitions. N ow  I  know  that it was far from possess
ing the attribu te o f completeness, and also that m any  
errors and m istakes were made in the arrangem ent of 
the various specimens. N one o f these have ever been 
pointed out to m e ; they were hidden am idst the 
accum ulation o f m ateria l which fatigued the eyes, 
dim inished the interest, and prevented a proper ap 
preciation o f the m ethod or arrangem ent.

I  m yself never saw or appreciated the num ber o f  
omissions and errors which existed and were passing 
muster am ong the m ultitude, until I resolved to prac
tise w hat I had been preaching, and I  still see cause 
to congratulate m yself on having done so.

1881. The stamps o f  the eighth issue are ty pographed  
and were printed in B elgrade on w hite wove paper, p e r
forated 13^0 13J. T h e  design is a three-quarter-face  
likenessof K in g  M ila n  IV .  T h e  stamps were prepared  
about N ovem ber, 1880, but not issued to the public 
until the early  part o f 1881.

I have some few proofs : some im perf. and some 
perf.

T h e re  are six values, 5, 10, 20, 25, and 50 paras, and  
1 d inar.

T h e  only noticeable feature about this issue is that 
it continued for a period o f about nine years, until 
1890, w ithout change, a fact which stands to the credit 
o f the Servian postal authorities. A p art from  the 
proofs, I  understand that one o r two values are to be 
found im perf.

T h e re  is a very considerable range o f colours and  
shades in a ll the values, but m ore particularly  in the 
5 and 25 paras ; and the 50 paras purple-brown and  
1 d inar mauve are somewhat scarce unused.

The ninth issue took place in February, 1890, in 
consequence o f the abdication o f K ing  M ilan  and the 
accession o f K in g  A lexander I ,  whose portrait figured 
in the design o f the stamps. T h e  paper used is white 
wove, and the perforation 13 to 13J. T here  are seven 
values, 5, 10, 15, 20, 25, and 50 paras, and 1 d inar.

T h e  1 d inar has been chronicled im perf., and I also 
possess a block o f the 20 paras im perf., which has 
never been chronicled a t all.

T h e  whole set is quite inexpensive, large rem ainders  
having been disposed of, but the range o f colour in all 
the values is very noticeable. I have taken them  in 
blocks o f four, to show the shades, and should like  to 
call special a ttention to  the 10 paras value in the rose 
or pink  colour, o f which I have no less than eleven 
different shades.

I  believe the issue was printed in B erlin , and it re
m ained in circulation for some four years.

Tenth issue. A t  the end o f  1894 a new design, 
consisting o f a fresh portra it o f the K in g  in a new  
fram e, was approved and the stamps prepared and 
issued to the public. T h is  design was continued
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w ithout alteration  until 1902, but there were various 
changes o f paper, colour, and perforation, and a small 
num ber o f surcharges.

T h is  issue is exceedingly interesting, and some un
suspected rarities m ay easily be picked up by collec
tors who are on the look out and are alive to their 
existence.

T h e  values printed are 1, 5, 10, 1 20, 25, and 50
paras, and 1 d inar. The  stamps natura lly  fa ll into  
various sets.

A . /  he first , consisting Of a ll the values from  ; to 
50 paras, was printed on w hite or on cream-coloured  

granite  paper, per/. 1 3 x 1 3 $ ;  there are some slight 
varieties o f shade, and one or tw o specimens are to be 
found w ith brtnun gum .

In  1896 the colour o f the 1 d inar was changed from  
green  to brown on blue or rts/zrc-tinted granite paper 
w ith  the same perforation.

I i .  A bout the same tim e various values began to 
appear on p lain w hite wove paper w ith the same per
foration, 13 x 13$ ; the only ones m entioned in the 1904 
catalogues were 1, 5, and 10 paras, but probably a full 
set, w ith  the exception of the I d inar, exists. I have 
already found the 15 and 25 and am looking out 
for the 20 and 50. These m ake up the second 
set.

C. In  1897 the third set began to appear, and 
different values came out a t varying  intervals down to 
1901, com prising eventually a ll the values from  1 to 
50 paras, also printed on w hite wove paper, but per
forated 11$. T h e re  are varieties o f colour in the 15, 
20, 25, and 50 paras values, but apparently these form  
a separate set, which appeared in 1902 and are 
referred to below.

D . T h e  fou rth  set made its appearance about the 
same tim e as the th ird , the stamps being now printed  
on granite paper w ith the 11$ perforation. T w o  
values only are  catalogued, 5 and 10 paras, but I have 
no doubt others w ill be found.

E . In  1901 the fifth  set was issued, in consequence 
o f the w earing o f the plates o f the 10 paras stamp, 
and we find the first surcharged stamps o f Scrvia, the 
20 paras, being surcharged “ to  paras.” T h e re  are 
ap parently  three printings, tw o only o f which are cata
logued ; in the first the figures o f value are sm aller 
and much closer together than in the second. ' In  
each p rin tin g  copies are found with three different 
perfs., 1 3 x 1 3 $ , 11$, and compound 13$ at top and 
sides and 11$ at bottom. Specimens o f the first 
prin tin g  are to be found surcharged in blue ink. In  
a n  interesting artic le , translated by M r . D uerst, and 
published in The Philatelic Record for Septem ber, 1905, 
I see it is stated that three types o f surcharge can be 
distinguished in the various printings, the distance 
between the figures o f value being $, 1, and 1$ m m . 
respectively, but the division into a first and second 
prin tin g  is, 1 th ink , much sim pler and m ore easily dis
tinguished. In  the th ird  prin ting , which is not cata
logued, the figures o f value only appear, the word 
“ p ar as” being o m itte d ; the figures “ 10” appear 
tw ice, in  each case over the figures “  20 ” a t the 
bottom  o f the  stamp.

In  1902 another surcharging took place, the 1 dinar 
value being overprinted “ 15 PARAS,” in black, o f  which

there are said to be two types, w ith  the figures o f  value 
$ and 1 m m . apart respectively.

F . T h e  sixth set was prin ted  in 1902, and until I 
saw the artic le  ju s t referred to I had always treated 
them  as fo rm in g  part o f the fourth set. T h e  colours 
o f the four values are 15 p., reddish violet, instead of 
l i la c ; 20 p., deep orange, instead o f orange; 25 p., 
ultramarine, instead o f blue, and 50 p., chestnut, in
stead o f dark brown. These stamps were, however, 
printed from  new plates and the distance between the 
stamps is s lightly  greater than is the case w ith the 
stamps w hich are comprised in the fourth set.

The stamps o f  the eleventh issue w ere being pre
pared and had begun to be issued w hile those o f the 
tenth were still in circulation, nam ely in January, 1901, 
and the values cam e out singly or in pairs at various 
dates between January, 1901, and A p ril, 1903, when the 
last value, 15 paras, came in to  existence.

T h e  design is a  d ifferent and sm aller portra it of 
K ing A lexander, in  a  fram e copied from  the Coat 
of A rm s o f the country. I t  is typographed on white 
wove paper and perf. 11$, the values being 5, 10, 15, 
20, 25, and 50 paras, and 1, 3, and 5 dinars.

T here  are some few shades o f colour to be found, 
and I have seen it reported th at the 10 and 15 paras 
values are to  be found perf. 13$ a t the top and sides 
and 11 $ at the ^ottom , but 1 have not seen them.

The twelfth issue, Ju ly , 1903. I t  is said that the 
K ing  was not pleased w ith the likeness on the stamps 
o f the last issue, and that in consequence a new series 
was ordered in Paris ; but before they were put into  
circulation the K in g  and Q ueen were both murdered.

T h e  stamps, however, were not destroyed, but were 
overprinted w ith the Servian C oat of A rm s in different 
coloured inks, the peculiar circumstances being a 
reasonable explanation for the second occasion in the 
postal history o f the country on which its stamps were 
surcharged.

T h e  values were I ,  5, 10, 15, 20, 25, and 50 paras, 
and 1, 3, and 5 dinars. A ll values up to 1 d inar were 
perf. 13$ and the 3 and 5 dinars 11$, but subsequently 
the 5 and 50 paras and 1 d inar values were also perf. 
11$; the 5 dinars was also surcharged 1 para, in red.

T h e  inks used for the overprints were :—
Blue  for the 1 and 5 paras, perf. 13$.
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Black  for the io , 15, 20, and 25 paras, and 1 d inar  
perf. 13J, and also for the 1 d inar perf. 11£.

Scarlet for the 50 paras perf. 13J.
Magenta for the 3 dinars, perf. 1 1J.
B lue  for the 5 dinars, perf. 11 £.
Violet fo r the 5 paras perf. 11£.
Red  for the 50 paras perf. 11 | .
T h e re  are also some very interesting varieties in this 

issue, v iz :—
Stam ps not surcharged : F ive values, from  1 to  25 

paras, are reported. 1 have seen only the 1, 5, and  
25 paras, but I have a block o f tw elve o f the 5 paras  
perf. 13J, six o f which are surcharged and six not, but 
on the backs o f  some o f these la tte r  the surcharge has 
been impressed. '

T h e re  are some stamps in w hich the portra it shows 
right through, and w hile  the surface o f the stam p is 
surcharged, the p o rtra it stands out c lear and distinct 
at the back. In  m y collection there are  tw o pairs o f 
the to  paras w hich illustrate this.

T h e  Coat o f A rm s is also found inverted , but only, 
1 believe, on the 1 para value.

T h e re  are some cases o f a  double im pression o f  the 
surcharge. T h e  value catalogued is 15 paras ; the 
25 paras is the only value m entioned in the artic le  to 
which I h ave 'p reviously  referred, and I possess the 
50 paras in this condition.

The thirteenth issue, 1904. Som e people consider 
thirteen an unlucky num ber. F o r  m e, personally, it has 
always proved particu larly  fortunate. W h e th e r K ing  
Peter I .  w ill prove a fortunate m onarch or not tim e  
alone w ill show', but this issue is the first on which his 
portra it appears, as w ell as the so-called “ death m a s k ” 
o f K in g  A lexander I . ,  so much ta lked  o f and so d ifficult 
to describe or to distinguish.

H ow ever, when once you have been able to see this 
“ death m ask,” you can always recognize it a t a  glance.

T h e  design o f the values from  5 to 50 paras consists 
o f a central m edallion w ith portraits o f K a ra  G eorge  
and o f  his descendant, K in g  P ete r I . ,  w ith the dates 
1804 and 1904 on the left and rig h t o f the m edallion  
respectively, w ith the arm s o f S erv ia below and the 
m otto in La tin , “  T h e  first hope to  me is G od.”

I f  you turn the stam p upside down you w ill see a  
likeness o f K in g  A lexander. T h e  chins and the  
shading below form  the forehead and ha ir, the mous
taches form  the eyebrows, and the line o f  the nostrils 
the eyes ; then comes the shape of the nose, w hile  
the eyebrows form  a m oustache, and the w hite space 
above, being a  part o f the forehead o f  K a ra  G eorge, 
form s the chin.

T h e  design o f the d in a r values is intended to illus
trate the revolt o f last century and the success o f the  
struggle fo r freedom. T h e  same arm s and m otto  
appear below the m edallion. T h e  stamps are prin ted  
on pelure paper, and the perforation is 11J.

The fourteenth issue was produced in 1905. T h e  
design contains a portra it o f K ing  Peter, and the 
stamps are printed on pelure paper, perf. n £ .  T h e  
values range from  1 to 50 paras and 1 to 5 dinars, and  
up to now the stamps call for no particu lar com m ent.

Postage D ue Stamps. In  1895 a set o f Postage D ue  
stamps w'as issued, typographed on granite paper and  
perf. 13 x 13 I. T h e re  were five values, 5, to, 20, 30, 
and 50 paras. T h e re  is an error o f colour o f the 
5 paras, w hich was printed in two d ifferent shades o f  
the colour used for the 50 paras.

In  1902 an d  subsequently tw o values, the 5 and 20 
paras, were issued on w hite wove paper, perf. 11J. 
T h e re  are tw o d ifferent shades o f the 20 paras, and  
one stamp in the sheet is printed upside down.

T h is  completes the history o f the Servian stamps as 
issued to date, and I th ink  you m ay search for some 
tim e before you find another country in which the  
respective issues furnish so m any features o f interest, 
and so much variety for study.
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By CH ARLES J. PHILLIPS. '

4 * y

T H E  MANN C O L L E C T IO N .

Since the last notice the following books have been 
priced, and are now on sale :—

S P A IN . VO L. I.
A n  extraord inarily  original lo t o f the early  issues, 

unused, including pairs, blocks, and a ll varieties o f 
paper, and m any blocks o f four, used, in d ifferent 
shades. These old stamps w ith  original gum  are 
getting  rare and are rap id ly  rising in value, and such 
an opportunity o f securing fine old stamps o f this 
country w ill probably never again  be offered. A  list 
o f the rarities in this country would be alm ost too long  
and occupy too much space, so we m ention only a few  
o f the more im portant things :—

In  the issue o f 1851, the rare 2 reales, red, is repre
sented by three fine unused and four used.

1852. 2 reales, pale red, five unused and four used.
1853. 2 reales, verm ilion, six unused, and a pair 

and three singles used.
1853. M a d rid , 3 cuartos, bronze, seven unused and  

three used. 1 cuarto, bronze, block of eight unused, 
a pair and four singles unused, and four singles 
used.

1854. i rea l, light blue, two pairs and tw o single 
specimens used.

1855. T h e  error, 2 reales, blue, in  a long strip.
1865. T h e  error fram e inverted , 12 c., rose and

blue ; im perf., one unused and four used ; perforated, 
a superb unused copy with fu ll gum. O ne o f the 
greatest rarities o f Europe.

1867. F ram e inverted, 25 m ils., rose and blue, 
superb used copy, only two or three other specimens 
being know n to exist.

1867. 10 mils., brown, a large block containing a
tete-beche pair.

R O U M A N IA .
T h e  first issue for M oldavia, the rare circular stamps, 

are represented by no less than two dozen copies. 
A m ongst them  are the following :—

T h e  27 p ar., b lack on rose, one unused and four 
used, one o f them  being from  the corner o f a  sheet 
w ith  enormous margin.

54 par., blue on green, two unused and ten used, 
including some wonderful shades and scarce post
marks.

81 par., b lue on blue, a  superb unused copy with  
large m argin a ll round and fu ll gum. O ne o f the 
greatest rarities.

108 par., b lue on pink, one unused and five used.
In  the sm all rectangular stamps of 1858 we note 

the 5 paras, b lack on bluish paper, used, and three  
copies, used, o f the 80 par., red on bluish paper. T h e  
la ter issues are very strongly represented in a ll values 
by singles, pairs, and blocks, and even full sheets o f 
m any o f the stamps o f  1866 to 1872.

The San I DREAD to th ink of the aw fu l disaster 
Francisco that has befallen this fine c ity , and the 
Disaster im m ense losses o f so m a n y  personal 

* friends. F ive  years ago I  spent two 
weeks in San Francisco, and had one o f  the most 
delightfu l tim es o f m y life  ; and I  then h a d  an oppor
tu n ity  o f inspecting m any o f the fine collections in 
th at city.

San Francisco has fo r the past ten or tw elve years 
been the th ird  greatest ph ila te lic  centre in  A m erica—  
rank ing  after N ew  Y o rk  and Boston— an d  now, I 
am  afraid , m any o f the finest collections have been 
lost.

T h e  greatest o f  all, th a t o f M r . W . H . C rocker, w ill, 
I trust, be found secure. M r . C rocker w rote  m e only a 
few days since from  N e w  Y o rk  that he hoped to be 
over here in M a y , and I  have no doubt that his 
collection would be deposited in his b an k  vaults ; and, 
although the C rocker B u ild ing  is destroyed, I have 
great hopes th at this collection w ill be found intact.

M r . H e n ry  J. C rocker has during the past tw o years 
parted w ith a g rea t p a rt o f  his collection.

O n m y persuasion he had decided to show his fine 
H aw aiian  Is lands at our E xh ib itio n  in M a y , and I 
heard from  h im  recently that the collection would 
reach m e early  in M a y . I  do most s incere ly hope 
that it was dispatched before the fire. T h e  rest o f his 
collection w ill, I am  a fra id , be lost. I t  was generally  
kept at his beautiful hom e on the heights above the 
town, but this d istrict o f  g rea t mansions seems to have 
been wiped out.

A m ongst o ther great collections th at w ould be in 
the burnt-out d istrict 1 can call to m in d  those o f m y  
friends Messrs. Osborn, W eb er, K o n ig , G ardener, 
Stoltz, Sutro, and m any others.

T h e  stocks o f the w ell - known stam p dealers, 
Messrs. Sellschop and Co. and Messrs. M a k in s , were 
all in the fire zone, and m ust have gone.

T h e  loss in rea lly  rare  stamps must be enormous, 
sufficient, in fact, to appreciably affect the values of 
those rem aining.

1 am afra id  th a t our own loss is very la rge, as we 
did  a lot o f business there , and constantly had  valuable  
approval selections w ith  d ifferent clients. H ow ever, 
as I cannot get any cables through, I cannot form  any 
idea as to our probable loss.

N e w  Stock T h e  fo llow ing stock books have been 
Books. rearranged since the last lis t published

in the M. J .
T o  meet the requirem ents of our clients, we have 

decided to include blocks o f  fo u r  in all our stock books 
in future, as far as we have them in stock, and in the 
series o f stock books o f British C olonials, now being
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rearranged b y  three w e ll-k n o w n  philatelists, such 
blocks w ill be found in considerable quantities.

A n y  o f  these— or o f  our other stock books (now  
over 300 in num ber)— can be sent on approval for fiv e  
days to collectors know n to us, o r after the usual 
references.

T c  clients w ho purchase from one volum e for £5  
or upw ards a t one tim e a discount o f 10 per cent is 
allow ed.

Special term s and allow ances are  m ade to those 
who are desirous of m akin g  im portan t purchases, or 
whose purchases aggregate a considerable sum during  
the year.

French Consular Offices . • . . .
VALUE.

£197
Norway . . . . . 170
Holland, vol. i , , . . . . . 397
Great Britain, special hook of alxvjt 800 2d. blue, no 

fines, many rare varieties . . . 193
Greece, 2 vols. . . . . . 583
Honduras . . . . . 96
Brazil . . . . . . 520
Hungary . . . . . 156
Belgium and Congo . . . 4 3 2

* * *

Death of It is w ith  very deep regret that I have 
Mr. S. C. to announce the sad death o f m y friend  
's k in to n  M r. Stacey Charles Skipton, o f Salis-

* bury. A s m any o f his friends well 
know, M r . Skipton suffered for m any years w ith  
rather pronounced heart disease. T h is  developed  
rather suddenly on W ednesday, A p r il 18th, and he 
passed aw ay on Saturday m orning, A p ril 21st, p racti
cally w ithout an y pain w hatever. So la te ly  as the 
previous Tuesday M r . Skipton was w orking on stock 
books for us. H e  arranged m any dozens o f them  during  
the past year, his w ork being w onderfully neat and  
accurate in every w ay ; and w-e found hint o f the very  
greatest use to us, and shall miss his services very much 
indeed . I t  w ill be rem em bered b y  m any o f m y readers 
that a num ber o f years ago M r . Skipton jo ined  
partnership  w ith  M r . W . Brown, o f Salisbury. T h is  
partnership  was broken up about a couple o f years 
ago, w hen M r. S kip ton  w ent into business on his own 
account, rem ain ing  in Salisbury, and I  believe that he 
was p re tty  successful.

T h e  la te  M r . Skipton was the only son o f D eputy  
Surgeon-G eneral S kipton, o f M o unt Shadwell, E a lin g , 
and had been trained fo r the m edical profession at 
G uy’s H o sp ita l, but, ow ing to the weak state o f his 
heart, had never been able to take his degree. H e  
passed aw ay in the forty-fourth year o f his age.

N O T E S  O N  T H E

osxv\a a tv A Ĉerxejĉ wva.
By F PHILLIPS.

. O S N IA  and H erzegovina are tw o provinces 
w hich are nom inally  subject to the Sultan o f  
T u rk e y , but w hich passed under the ad m in is
tra tive  control o f  A u s tria -H u n g ary  in  virtue  
o f th e  T re a ty  o f B erlin  in 1878.

T h e  provinces are situated on the northern coast o f 
the A dria tic , ly ing  to- the west o f Servia and M o n 
tenegro ; on the north the R iver Save divides them  
from  H u n g a rian  territory . T h e  capital o f  Bosnia is 
Sarajevo ; it w ill be noticed that nearly  a ll the earlier  
used stamps bear the postm ark o f this city.

T h e  first postage stamps were issued on A p ril 28th, 
1879, under the  control o f the m ilita ry  authorities. I t  
is a  curious fact that even up to the present day the 
postal service is a m ilita ry  o n e : this is shown by the 
w ording o f the postm ark, viz. “  K . und K. M il it .  Post ” 
(R o ya l and Im p e ria l M ilita ry  Post).

T h e  first issue was chronicled by Le Timbre-Poste, 
July, 1879, on the au thority  o f M onsieur P. la  
Rdnoti&re.

1 have learn t on reliab le authority  that the Bosnian  
stamps were lithographed, although at first sight the 
impression o f  the stamps hard ly  seems to indicate this 
method o f reproduction. T h e  p rin tin g  and perforating

were carried out in the Im p eria l printing office in 
Vienna.

F our panes, each o f too stamps, were printed at one 
tim e, but only one pane a t a  tim e was perforated.

T h e  w aterm ark a t first consisted o f the word  
“ B R 1E F M A R K E N  ” in double-lined capitals, 24 
m m . in h e ig h t; it occurs twice in each entire sheet, 
extending horizontally across the tw o top panes and  
the tw o bottom  panes. La te r on the w ording o f the 
w aterm ark was altered to “ Z E IT U N G S - M A R K E N ,” 
the arrangem ent being the same as before. I  have 
been unable to determ ine the exact date o f the change, 
but it probably took place about 1890; certain ly the 
stamps o f that year, perforated 10$, always appear 
with this w aterm ark.

A  curious point ^bout the w aterm ark “ Z E IT U N G S -  
M A R K E N ” is, that it generally  appears inverted, 
although it is sometim es found the right w ay up.

T h e  design o f the early  stamps o f Bosnia was com
posed o f the A ustrian A rm s on a background o f 
horizontal lines, w ith figures o f value in the upper 
corners.

A p p are n tly  two d ifferent m other dies were made 
(one o f which, in the case o f the 5 kr., was retouched
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By C H A R L E S  J. P H IL L IP S . . f

1t * h

T H E  M ANN C O LL E C T IO N .

Since the last notice the fo llow ing books have been 
priced, and are now on sale :—

S P A IN .  VOL. I.
A n  extraord inarily  orig inal lo t o f  the early  issues, 

unused, including pairs, blocks, and a ll varieties o f  
paper, and m any blocks o f four, used, in d ifferent 
shades. These old stamps w ith  orig inal gum are  
g etting  rare and are rap id ly  ris ing in value, and such 
an  opportun ity o f securing fine o ld  stamps o f this  
country w ill probably never again  be offered. A  list 
o f the rarities in this country w ould be alm ost too long  
and occupy too much space, so we m ention only a few  
o f the m ore im portan t things :—

In  the issue o f 1851, the rare 2 reales, red, is rep re 
sented by three fine unused and four used.

1852. 2 reales, pale red, five unused and four used.
1853. 2 reales, verm ilion , six unused, and a pa ir  

and three singles used.
1853. M a d rid , 3 cuartos, bronze, seven unused and  

three used. 1 cuarto, bronze, block o f eight unused, 
a pa ir and four singles unused, and four singles 
used.

1854. 1 real, light blue, tw o pairs and tw o single  
specimens used.

1855. T h e  error, 2 reale6, blue, in  a long strip.
1865. T h e  error fram e inverted, 12 c., rose and

blue ; im perf., one unused and four used ; perforated, 
a  superb unused copy w ith fu ll gum. O ne o f the 
greatest rarities o f E urope.

1867. F ram e  inverted, 25 m ils., rose and blue, 
superb used copy, on ly  two or three other specimens 
being know n to exist.

1867. to  mils., brow n, a  large block contain ing a  
tUe-beche pair.

R O U M A N IA .
T h e  first issue for M o ldav ia , the rare circular stamps, 

are represented by no less than tw o dozen copies. 
A m ongst them  are the fo llo w in g : —

T h e  27 p ar., b lack on rose, one unused and four 
used, one o f them  being from  the corner o f a sheet 
w ith  enormous m argin.

54 par., b lue on green, two unused and ten used, 
including some w onderfu l shades and scarce post
m arks.

8 t par., b lue on blue, a  superb unused copy w ith  
large m argin a ll round and fu ll gum . O ne o f the  
greatest rarities.

108 par., b lue on p ink, one unused and five used.
In  the sm all rec tangular stamps o f 1858 we note 

the 5 paras, b lack on bluish paper, used, and three  
copies, used, o f the 80 par., red on bluish paper. T h e  
la ter issues are very strongly represented in a ll values 
by singles, pairs, and blocks, and even full sheets o f  
m any o f the stamps o f  1866 to 1872.

The San I DREAD to th in k  o f the aw fu l disaster 
Francisco th a t has befa llen this fine c ity , and the 
Disaster im m ense losses o f so m any personal 

* friends. F iv e  years ago I  spent two 
weeks in San Francisco, and had one o f the most 
delightfu l tim es o f m y  l i f e ; and I  then had an oppor
tu n ity  o f inspecting m any o f  the fine collections in 
th at city.

San Francisco has for the past ten or tw elve years 
been the th ird  greatest ph ila te lic  centre in A m e r ic a -  
ran k in g  afte r N e w  Y o rk  and Boston— and now, I 
am  afra id , m any o f the finest collections have been 
lost.

T h e  greatest o f a ll, that o f M r . W . H . C rocker, will, 
I  trust, be found secure. M r . C rocker w rote  m e only a 
few days since from  N ew  Y o rk  that he hoped to be 
over here in M a y , and I  have no doubt that his 
co llection w ould be deposited in  his b an k  vaults ; and, 
although the C rocker B u ild ing  is destroyed, I have 
grea t hopes th at this collection w ill be found intact.

M r . H e n ry  J. C rocker has during  the past two years 
parted  w ith a  g rea t p a rt o f his collection.

O n m y persuasion he had decided to  show his fine 
H aw aiian  Is lands a t our E xh ib itio n  in M a y , and I 
heard  from  h im  recently  th at the collection would 
reach me early  in M a y . I do most sincerely hope 
that it  was d ispatched before the fire. T h e  rest o f his 
collection w ill, I am  afra id , be lost. I t  was generally  
kept a t his beautiful hom e on the heights above the 
tow n, but this d is tric t o f g rea t mansions seems to have 
been w iped out.

A m ongst o ther g rea t collections that w ould be in 
the burnt-out d is tric t I  can call to m in d  those o f my 
friends Messrs. Osborn, W e b e r, K onig , G ardener, 
Stoltz, Sutro, and m any others.

T h e  stocks o f the well - know n stam p dealers, 
Messrs. Sellschop and Co. and Messrs. M ak in s , were 
all in the fire zone, and must have gone.

T h e  loss in rea lly  rare  stamps must be enormous, 
sufficient, in fact, to  appreciably affect the values of 
those rem aining.

I  am  afra id  th at our own loss is very large, as we 
did a lo t o f business there, and constantly had valuable 
approval selections w ith  different clients. How ever, 
as I  cannot get any cables through, I cannot form  any 
idea as to our probable loss.

N e w  Stock T HE following stock books have been 
B ooks. rearranged since the last list published

in the M. J.
T o  meet the requirem ents o f our clients, we have 

decided to include blocks o f  fo u r  in all our stock books 
in  future, as far as we have them  in stock, and in the 
series o f stock books o f B ritish  Colonials, now being
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rearranged by three w e ll-k n o w n  philatelists, such 
blocks w ill be found in  considerable quantities.

A n y  o f  these— or o f our o ther stock books (now  
over 300 in n u m b er)— can be sent on approval for fiv e  
days to  collectors know n to us, or afte r the usual 
references.

T o  clients w ho purchase from  one volum e for £*> 
or upw ards a t one tim e a discount o f 10 per cent is 
allowed.

Special term s and allow ances are m ade to those 
who are desirous o f m aking  im portant purchases, or 
whose purchases aggregate a considerable sum during  
the year.

V A L U S .

French Consular Offices . - . . .
Norway . . . . •
Holland, vol. i . . , . . .
Great Britain, special book of alxvjt 800 2d. blue, no 
_ linos, many rare varieties . . .

Greece, 2 vols. . . . . .
Honduras . . . . .
Brazil . . . . . .
Hungary . . . . .
Belgium and Congo . . •

£197
170
397

193
583
96

520
156
432

*
*

*

Death of It is w ith  very deep regret that I have  
Mr. S. C. to announce the sa<I death o f m y friend  
o« • . M r . Stacey Charles Skipton, o f Salis-

’ ’  * bury. A s m any o f his friends well
know , M r . Skipton suffered fo r m any years w ith  
ra th er pronounced heart disease. T h is  developed  
rather suddenly on W ednesday , A p r il 18th, and he 
passed aw ay on Saturday m orning, A p ril 21st, p racti
ca lly  w ithout any pain w hatever. So la te ly  as the  
previous Tuesday M r. Skipton was w orking on stock 
books for us. H e  arranged m any dozens o f them  during  
the past year, his w ork being w onderfu lly neat and  
accurate in every way ; and we found him  o f the very  
greatest use to us, and shall miss his services very  much  
indeed . 11 w ill be rem em bered b y  m any o f m y readers 
that a  num ber o f years ago M r . Skipton jo ined  
partnership  w ith  M r . W . Brown, o f Salisbury. T h is  
partnership  was broken up about a couple o f  years 
ago, w hen M r . Skipton w ent in to  business on his own 
account, rem ain ing  in Salisbury, and I  believe that he 
was p retty  successful.

T h e  la te M r . Skipton was the only son o f  D eputy  
Surgeon-G eneral Skipton, o f M o u n t Shadwell, E a lin g , 
and had been trained fo r the m edical profession at 
G uy’s H o sp ita l, but, ow ing to the w eak state o f his 
heart, had never been ab le to take his degree. H e  
passed aw ay in the forty-fourth year o f his age.

N O T E S  O N  T H E

oj )̂ostua aw A, Ĉerxê oftxia.
B y F  P H IL L IP S .

$ *  * *

nl?
/ ^ jS W O S N lA  and H erzegovina are tw o provinces 

M  which are nom inally  subject to the Sultan o f 
j L  'J t  T u rk e y , but w hich passed under the adm in is

trative  control o f A u s tria -H u n g ary  in virtue  
o f the T re a ty  o f B erlin  in 1878.

T h e  provinces are situated on the northern coast of 
the A dria tic , ly in g  to- the west o f Serv ia and M o n 
tenegro ; on the north the R iv e r Save divides them  
from  H u n g a rian  territory . T h e  capital o f Bosnia is 
Sarajevo ; it w ill be noticed that nearly a ll the earlier 
used stamps bear the postm ark o f this city.

T h e  first postage stamps were issued on A pril 28th, 
1879, under the control o f the m ilita ry  authorities. I t  
is a  curious fact that even up to the present day the 
postal service is a  m ilita ry  o n e : this is shown by the 
w ording of the postm ark, viz. u K . und K . M ilit .  P o s t” 
(R o ya l and Im p e ria l M ilita ry  Post).

T h e  first issue was chronicled by Le Timbrc-Poste, 
July, 1879, on the au thority  o f M onsieur P. la 
Rdnotibrc.

I have learnt on reliab le au thority  that the Bosnian 
stamps were lithographed, although at first sight the 
impression o f the stamps hard ly  seems to  indicate this 
method o f reproduction. T h e  p rin tin g  and perforating

were carried out in the Im p eria l p rinting office in 
Vienna.

Four panes, each o f 100 stamps, were printed at one 
tim e, but only one pane at a  tim e was perforated.

T h e  w aterm ark a t first consisted o f the word  
“ I iR IE F M A R K E N  ” in double-lined capitals, 24 
m m . in h e ig h t; it occurs tw ice in each entire sheet, 
extending horizontally across the tw o top panes and  
the two bottom  panes. La te r on the w ording o f the 
w aterm ark was altered to “ Z E 1T U N G S - M A R K E N ,” 
the arrangem ent being the same as before. I  have  
been unable to determ ine the exact date o f the change, 
but it probably took place about 1890; certain ly the 
stamps o f that year, perforated 10$, always appear 
with this w aterm ark.

A  curious point about the w aterm ark “ Z E 1T U N G S -  
M A R K E N  ” is, that it generally  appears inverted, 
although it is sometimes found the right w ay up.

T h e  design o f the early  stamps o f Bosnia was com 
posed o f the Austrian A rm s on a background of 
horizontal lines, with figures o f value in the upper 
corners.

A p p are n tly  two different m other dies were m ade  
(one o f w'hich, in the case o f the 5 kr., was retouched
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o r redraw n), an d  from  each o f  these dies transfers 
w ere m ade to lithographic stones. W e  therefore get 
three types o f the 5 k r. and tw o o f each o f the other 
values, w ith  the exception of the J kr., which exists in  
T y p e  I I  only. T h e  varieties o f  type do not occur on 
the same sheets, but it seems preferable to say “ T y p e  
I , ” etc., rather than “ P late I , ” etc , because we do not 
know  how m any plates or stones m ay have been  
produced from  each die.

T h e  annexed illustrations show these three types en
larged to sixteen tim es the area o f the stamps.

T h e  ch ie f difference between T y p es  I and I I  is in the  
bottom  E ag le , on the diagonal b a r in the righ t-hand  
division o f the shield. (T h e  three w hite dots are  
rea lly  Eag les, a lthough they b ear a closer resem blance  
to  stars, o r even turtles.)

In  T y p e  I  the E a g le  is clear, w hilst in T y p e  I I  it 
shows a  line o f colour running upw ards from rig h t to 
le f t ; in  heavily prin ted  copies th is line often extends 
to  the m idd le E ag le .

T h e  redraw n T y p e  1 is easily distinguishable, but 
m ore especially so in the tail o f the large E ag le  ; the  
in te rio r lines o f colour are much m ore distinct than in 
the orig inal T y p e  I ,  and g enerally  fewer in num ber, 
an d, as a rule, the  poin t of the ta il does not quite touch 

•the inner fram e line.
T h e re  are m any other points o f difference in the  

types, but these vary very m uch according to  the 
heaviness o f impression.

In  the case o f the 2 k r. the figures o f value vary w ith  
the types ; in  T y p e  I the “ 2 ” is as Illustration  A , and  
in  T y p e  I I  as Illus tra tio n  B.

In  the 15 k r. there are two varieties o f the figures, 
both o f which occur in the sheets o f T y p e  I : C , th ick  
figures, and D ,  th in  figures. T h e re  is a m inor va riety  
o f the th in  “  15,” w ith a  white dot jo in ed  to the serif o f 
the 1, as in E . T y p e  I I  1 find w ith  th in  figures only.

T h e re  are m any m inor differences in the figures o f  
the other values, but they are not constant and do not 
appear to be o f any im portance.

O u r first division is from  1879 to  1890. D u rin g  this 
period T y p e  I  only was used, there  being undoubtedly  
m any printings and possibly m ore than one transfer o f 
each value, w hich, however, 1 have been unable to 
separate.

T w o  single-line perforating machines were used 
concurrently, one gauging from  I 2 |  to 13J and the  
o ther from  n j  to 12. In  both these machines the  
alignm ent o f the pins was very  bad, but about 1888 
this was p a rtia lly  corrected, and therefore some fa irly  
regu lar perforations are seen, w hich, however, are  un 
doubtedly the w o rk  o f the first machines.

T h e  paper is wove, and varies from  thick, soft, to  
th in , hard . A t  first a thick yellow ish  gum  was used, 
but as this caused the stamps to  crack, it  was changed  
for a  m edium  w hitish gum ; la te r  still a thin w hite 
gum  was u sed ; but I am  unable to  g ive any idea o f the 
dates a t which these changes w ere made.

REFERENCE LIST.
April 28th, 1879. Type I. Wmk '• BRIEFMARKEN.”

(a) r e r f .  12$ to 134, irregular.

1 (kr.), light grey.
1 . .  B r e y -
I „  g re y -b la c k .

2 (kr.) , orange-yellow (A).
2 »> orange (A).
3 i j deep green.
3 yellow-green.
3 ,, blue-green.
S M rose.
S rose-red.
S dark rose-red.

10 J) indigo-blue.
10 )) blue.
15 11 bistre-brown (C).
IS t i brown (D ).
25 ,, deep mauve.
25 • 1) mauve.
25 > 1 red-lilac.

(6 ) Perf. 11£ to 12.
I  (kr.), grey.
1 >1 g re y -b la c k .
2 II y e l lo w  (A ) .
2 ft o ra n g e  (A ) .

3 11 d e e p  gre e n .

3 »> y e llo w -g re e n .

3 11 b lu e -g reen .

s 11 rose.

s >1 rose-red .
s >1 d a rk  rose-red .

1 0 11 in d ig o -b lu e .
1 0 ,, b lu e .

IS ft b istre -b ro w n  (C ).

IS ft b ro w n  (D ).

25 ft d e e p  m a u ve .
25 ft m au ve.

25 re d -lila c .

T h e  1 k r .  occurs w ith  both perfs. in a greyish-violet 
colour. T h is  was never issued to the public for use on 
letters, but was sold ob literated  w ith  blue pencil. I t  is 
m et w ith postally used, w ith  the blue line cleaned off.

T h is  stam p m ay be a colour tria l, but is m ore prob
ab ly an unissued error o f colour ow ing to the ink  
having been w rongly mixed.

I t  is also know n im perf. horizontally.

1 (kr.), greyish violet (perf. I2 j  to 13J).
1 „  „  (perf. 1 i j  to 12).

Perf. 12J to IjJ vertically; imperf. horizontally.

1 (kr.), greyish violet.

As the first two perforating m achines were used 
concurrently, it  is quite natu ra l th at the stamps should 
appear w ith  a perforation compounded o f (a) and (/')•

(c) Perf. compound o f {a) and {b).

1 (kr.), pale grey.
2 II orange-yellow (A).
3 >1 deep green.
S f f rose.
5 ft rose-red.

10 t* indigo-blue.
10 f t blue.
IS ft bistre-brown (C).
IS ft brown (D ).
25 ft mauve.

A bout 1S88 the first m achine, gauging i2 i  to  13J. 
was overhauled and the pins straightened ; we there
fore find a much m ore regu lar perforation ; a t the same 
tim e the im pression o f the stamps is m uch finer and  
the paper th inner.
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Per/.-12$ to 13J, regular. Type I .
I (kr.), grey.
3 ,, deep green.
3 ,, yellow-green.

,10 ,, indigo-blue.
'10 „  blue.

,, brown (D ).
2$ „  red-lilac.

In  our next division T y p e  I  alone was still used ; 
we get the rare perforation gauging from  9 to g | ,  
which was done by the o ld  A ustrian m achine ; this 
machine was probably used to  perforate a  few sheets 
of the values most used, viz. the 5 and 10 k r., w hile  
the other m achines were being repaired.

W e  also get a  m achine gauging exactly 11, w hich  
gives a regu lar perforation w ith  large, clean-cut holes.

1890. Type I.  W m k. presumably “  B R IE F M A R K E N .” 
(a) Per/. 9 to 9J.

5 (kr.), rose-red.
10 ,, blue.

{6) Per/, u .
I (kr.), grey.
2 »> orange (A).
3 1 deep green.
3 >> dull green.
5 » rose-red.

10 blue.
IS ») brown (C).

W e  now come to the period when plates from  both  
1'ypes I  and I I  were used, also T y p e  I redraw n. T h e  
perforations are now o f a very different character from  
the earlier ones : the a lignm ent is good and the holes 
much cleaner. T h e  w aterm ark is now “ Z E IT U N G S -  
M A R K E N .”

1890-5. W m k. “ Z E IT U N G S -M A R K .E N .”
(a) Per/. 10J.

(i.) Type I.
t (kr.), drab.
1 „ pale grey.
1 „ dark grey.
2 „ orange-yellow (A).
2 „ orange (A).
3 . . dark green.
3 . . dull green.
5 rose.
$ .. rose-red.

10 „ indigo-bluc.
to  ,,- blue.
‘ 5 dark brown (D ).
>5 .. brown (D).
20 „ reseda.
20 „ olive-^reen.
25 .. dull violet.
2f  „ reddish purple.

Varieties. Imperf. vertically.
10  (k r.), blue.

Double per/, horizontally.
10 (kr.), blue. v
(ii.) Type I I .  _

£ (kr.), black.
I „  pale grey.
1 „  grey.
2 ,, orange-yellow (B).
3 ,, yellow-green.

3 (k r .), blue-green.
5 , ,  dull rose-red.
5 ,, rose-red.

10 ,, indigo.
10 ,, deep blue.
15 ,, bistre (D ).
20 ,, olive-green.
25 ,, dull mauve.

Variety. Irnperf. horizontally. 
5 (k r.), dull rose-red.

(iii.) Type I ,  redrawn.
5 (k r .), dull scarlet.

(b) Per/, u j .  
(1.) Type I .

1 ( k r .) ,  d ra b .

1 g re y .
2 , , o ra n g e -y e llo w  ( A ) .
2 , , o ra n g e  (A ).
3 , , d a rk  green .

3 . . d u ll gre e n . •

5 „ d u ll rose-red.

5 . . rose-red .
10 , , in d igo -b lu e .

10  „ b lu e .

IS „ b ro w n  (D ).
20  , , reseda.

25  „ d ee p  v io le t.

25 d u ll v io le t.

(it.)  T y p e  I I .
i  ( k r . ), b la c k .

■  >> g rey .
2 , , y e llo w  (B ).

3 „ y e llo w -g re e n .

5 „ rose-red .
10  „ in d ig o .

15  . . b istre  (D ).
20 „ o liv e-g reen .

25 red d ish  li la c .

( iii.) T y p e  I , re d ra w n .

5 (k r . ), d u ll sca r le t. •

(r) Per/, compound of (a) and 6).
J (k r .), black (Type I I ) .
2 ,, orange-yellow (Type I).
5 ,, rose-reef ,,

10 ,, deep blue ,,

In  the next div ision T y p e  I I  only was used, except 
in the case o f the 5 k r ., for which T y p e  I redraw n was 
used.

T h e  perforation is a  regular 12A, but the size o f  the  
holes varies considerably. T h is  is to  be accounted for 
in two ways : the pins m ay have w orn away the holes 
o f the bed-plate, so as to have necessitated red rillin g  
it and fittin g  la rg er pins, or several sheets m ay have 
been perforated tit once, in which case the top sheet 
would probably show larg er holes than the bottom  one.

T h e  w aterm ark rem ains the same as before, b u t the 
paper is much th in n er and m ore h igh ly  surfaced, and  
the gum  is very th in .

1895. W m k. as last, (a) Per/. 12}.
N i.) Type I I .

l (kr.), pearl-grey.
2 I t orange-yellow (B).
2 »» yellow (B).
3 I I bluish green.

10 ,, indigo.
10 blue.
15 I I bistre (D).
20 II olive-^reen.
25 I I dull violet.
25 II reddish lilac.
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Variety on ribbed paper. 
2 (kr.), yellow (B).

(ii.) Type I ,  redrawn. 
5 (k r .), dull scarlet.
5 ,, rose-red.

Varieties. Ribbed paper. Perf. t2 j .  
2 (heller), pearl-grey.

20 ,, pink.
25 ,, blue.
30 ,, bistre.
40 ,, orange. ||

{b) Perf. compound of lo j  and I2lj. 
Type I ,  redrawn.

S (k r .), dull scarlet.
5 ,, rose-red.

O n January 1st, 1900, the currency was changed  
from  kreuzer to heller, this o f course necessitating a 
new issue o f stamps.

A  sim ilar central design was made use o f to that 
appearing  on the first issue, but the fram e was en
tire ly  reversed, the figures o f value being at the bottom  
instead o f at the top. T h e  stamps from  1 to 50 heller 
w ere in the size o f the previous issues, and those from  
1 to 5 kronen were larger (see illustrations above). 
These stamps are  surface-printed, instead o f lith o 
graphed. — —

T h e  w aterm ark  rem ained the same as before, viz. 
“ Z E IT U N G S - M A R K E N  ” twice in a com plete sheet 
o f four panes.

January 1st, 1900. W mk. as before.
(a) Perf. 12J.

I (heller), grey-black.2 ,, pearl-grey.
2 ,, pale drab.
3 .. orange-yellow.
s >. yellow-green.
5 .. deep green.
6 „ bistre.

10 ,, red.
20 ,, pink.
25 „ blue.
30 „ bistre.
4°  „ orange.
5°  .. red-lilac.

1 krone, carmine.
2 kronen, ultramarine.
5 ,, deep blue-green.

(3) Perf. 104.
1 (heller), black.
1 »> grey-black.
2 „  pearl-grey.
3 ,, orange-yellow.
s ,, yellow-green.
6 ,, bistre.

10 „  red.
20 ,, pink.
25 ,, blue.
30 ,, pale bistre.

(c) Perf. compound of 12J and to j. 
3 (heller), yellow, 

to  ,, red.

T h e  fo llow ing values appear in an im perforate  
condition. A  num ber o f im perforate sheets were 
found, and I  have been inform ed on re liab le  authority  
th at such stamps were authorized fo r use by special 
decree. In  m y collection I  possess three envelopes 
franked w ith  im perforate stamps from  three different 
towns ; the  values used on these envelopes are the 
5 h. and 10 h., also the 20 h. o f the next issue with 
the figures o f value in b lack. These stamps appear 
to  have been used from  M a y  to D ecem ber, 1905.

Imperf.
I (heller), grey-black.
2 ,, pearl-grey.
3 it orange-yellow.
5 » yellow-green.
6 „ bistre-brown.

10 „ vermilion.
25 „ blue.

In  1901 certain values, from  the 20 he ller upwards, 
were provided w ith black figures of value in the  lower 
corners, also two new values, 35 and 45 he ller, were 
introduced.

1901-4. Perf. 12J.
20 (heller), pink.
30 ,, bistre.
35 ,, ultramarine.
40 ,, orange.
45 ,, greenish blue.

Varieties. Ribbed paper. Perf. 12$.
40 (heller), orange.

Imperf.
20 (heller), pink.

Postage D ue Stamps.

In  1904 there was an issue o f Postage D ue stamps, 
w ith a black fram e and red  figures o f value on .1 
yellow  o r green ground (see illustration).

1904. Perf.
1 h., black, red,
2 h . „  ,

124, 13.
and yellow.

3 h-
4 h.

7 h. ,,
8 h. „

to h. ,,
IS h. „
20 h. ,,
50 h. „

200 h.t black, red a n d  g r e e n .
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c5\ie ^os\a\ Sssue^ oj ÎtAaxvA.
B y L. H A N CIA U .

A L L  R I G H T S  R E S E R V E D .  

(Continued from page 184.)

. stop A J  Issue o f  January 1st, 1866, to 1867.
E  quote again  from  M r . von H ertzen  : — 

“ O n ly  tw o d ie s *  were engraved, one 
W; V  o f w hich was to  be em ployed fo r the

'F  tw o low er values and the other for the
tw o higher.

“ F o r  the purpose o f ind icating the values, divers  
value fram es were engraved, tw o for each die, which  
were attached to the central portion by means o f four 
screws, as is the case w ith  various stamps. R epro 
ductions w ere m ade in copper, and these were sepa
rate, like  those o f i860 . T h e  setting up o f the blocks  
to form  the plates, and the p rin tin g  also, w ere done in 
the same m anner as before.

“ T h e  p rin tin g  o f these stamps com m enced on 
D ecem ber 13, 1865, and in the course o f that m onth  
there were delivered to the Post Office D e p a r tm e n t:—

150.000 copies of the 40 penni.
100.000 ,, , ,  20 ,,
50.000 ,, „  10 „
50.000 ,,  ,, 5 ,,

“ T h e  use o f the stamps with values in kopecs was 
not forb idden, however, as had been the case ” [w ith  
the superseded stam ps] “ in i860.

“ T h e  need for stamps of various add itiona l values 
soon becam e apparent, and on February 5, 1866, the 
D irec to r o f  Posts la id  a statem ent before the Senate 
upon the d ifficu lty  o f paying the postal rates upon 
letters for places beyond Russia by means o f  the 
values then in use. H e  asked at the same tim e  
w hether instructions could not be given to the Karta  
Sigillata Kontoret to m anufacture stamps o f the value 
of 3 penni, and he added that, in order to obviate the 
necessity for using a  large num ber o f stamps upon 
the same le tter, for prepaym ent to foreign countries, 
which requ ired a h igh  rate, a stam p o f the value o f 
one m a rk  appeared to him  to be necessary.

“  In  the report upon this question, the Senate, how
ever, resolved, on February 21, 1866, to call upon the 
D irec to r o f Posts for further in form ation, w ith a view  
to ascerta in ing how fa r it would be possible, instead  
of m anufacturing stamps o f the value o f 3 penni, to 
atta in  the object proposed by means o f 8 penni 
stamps, in  which case those at 5 penni would become 
unnecessary. T h e  D irec to r o f Posts replied, on the 
28th o f M a rch , by observing that he considered th at the 
object could be equally well atta ined by the creation  
of stamps o f the value o f 8 penni, and in that case 
the m anufacture o f the 3 penni stamps m ight be given  
up, un til fu rther orders.

“ O n N ovem ber 7, 1866, the m atter was decided by 
the Senate, who resolved that stamps o f the values o f 
1 m ark and o f 8 penni should be prepared, for use 
upon letters.

“ W h e n  50,000 8 penni stamps had been printed
*  I  would remind my readers that I  stated, in my previous 

article, that, apart from the value labels, the types were 
those of the to  kop. envelope of 1867 for the 5 and to  penni, 
and of the 5 kop. envelope of 1865 for the 20 and 40 penni. 
There were not therefore two new dies, as M r. von Hertzen 
seems to im ply.— L. H .

they were to be im m ediately issued for use. A t  the 
same tim e the F inance D ep artm en t m ade p rep ara
tions for the m anufacture o f a 1 m a rk  stamp, for 
w hich  the D ire c to r o f Posts m ade application to the  
K arta  S igillata  Kontoret as soon as they were ready, 
but only to  a sm all extent.

“ A s m ay be seen by w hat is stated above, it  was 
supposed th at the 5 penni stamps would become super
fluous, but such was not the case, and although 50,000 o f  
the 8 penni stamps w ere printed on the 7th N o ve m b e r,*  
some tim e  elapsed before the delivery was m ade  
by the P rin tin g  O ffice o f the Senate to the K arta  
S ig illa ta  Kontoret for gum m ing and perforating. I t  
was not un til the 27th N ovem ber th at 25,000 copies 
w ere delivered  by the K arta Sigillata Kontoret to the 
Post Office D epartm ent, and on the 13th D ecem ber  
fo llo w ing  the rem ainder, also 25,000 copies. I t  m ay  
therefore be most safely ad m itted  that the 8 penni 
stam p was in  circulation from  the end o f i8 6 6 .t

“  O n  the o ther hand, the m anufacture o f the I m ark  
stamps m ust have been considerably delayed. In  
A p ril, 1867, 9 ,000 copies were printed, and these were 
not delivered  to the Post O ffice D epartm ent until 
the 9 th  o f M a y  following.

“  F o r these tw o values, 8 penni and 1 m ark, en tirely  
new  steel dies were engraved. M . H anciau  de
clares th at the 8 penni must have been produced 
from  the o ld  5 kopecs die o f i860 , by engraving new  
value labels, but this is not correct. I t  m ay indeed  
appear th at the die o f the 5 kopecs served as a pattern  
for that o f the new 8 penni, but the la tte r differs from  
the form er not only in the value and in the double-line  
fram e, but also in some o f the details o f the central 
portion. F o r  instance, the short lines o f shading near 
the centre o f the oval fram e surrounding the shield  
slope m ore towards the sides below in the engraving  
o f the 5 kop. than in that o f the 8 penni.J

“ T h e  paper o f the stamps o f 1866-67 varies much in  
thickness, shade, etc. T h e  greater part was supplied  
by foreign firms, but some also came from  m anu
facturers in F in lan d , such as T ervakosk i, Frenckell,

*  I t  seems impossible that this date can be correct; it is the 
date given for the decision of the Senate to have these 
stamps manufactured.— E d . M .J .

t  I  nevertheless adhere to the date “ January 1st, 1867,’* 
these stamps having reached me in the course of that month 
“  as having just made their appearance.”— L. H . [The date 
seems hardly worth disputing. I t  does not appear that 
there is any official notice to be found o f the actual day of 
issue. The new stamp was to be put in circulation as soon 
as possible after the notice of Novemlier 24, 1866 (see M .J., 
vol. xiv. p. 174).— E d . M .J . ]

J Simple comparison is sufficient to prove that the Shield 
of the type of i860 was used in this case ( I  had said the 
engraving, with the exception of the frame), and that the 
number of vertical lines is the sam e; they commence and 
finish at the same spots ; the position of the Lion differs 
in no respect, the shading and the Crown are the same, 
there is no difference in the Stars, and finally the vertical 
line under the second Star below, which ends slanting to the 
left, shows the same peculiarity in 1867 in the 8 penni. 
There is nothing, up to the Crown surmounting the Shield, 
which is not identically the same in the smallest details.
- l . a
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etc. I t  is im possible to find any inform ation in the  
archives o f the office o f the Stdm pel Kontoret as to  
the dates o f delivery, or to discover w hen the different 
kinds o f paper w ere used.

“ A t the end o f  1865 and beginning o f 1866 the  
stamps were still perforated w ith the same rouletters  
as were em ployed for the issue of i860. A t  the end  
o f 1866, however, rouletter N o . 1 was put out o f use, 
as being worn out, and a new rouletter was purchased, 
producing teeth 2 to 2J m m . deep. D u rin g  the period  
1867-71, only the tw o rouletters N os. 2 and 3 were 
em ployed ; it  is for this reason that.the 1 m a rk  stamp, 
issued in M a y , 1867, the errors th at appeared in  
1867-68, and the 5 and 10 penni o f 1870 on thin laid  
paper, are only found w ith these two form s o f rou le tte .* 

“ Com m encing w ith  1872, after the o ld  rouletter had  
been w ithdraw n and a new one brought in to  use at 
the K arla  Sigillata Kontorel, another new one, N o . 4, 
was obtained, the gauge, etc., o f w hich agreed very  
closely w ith those o f rouletter N o . 1 ; thus the stamps 
perforated w ith these two rouletters are classified 
together, so far as their perforations are concerned.

“ W ith  rouletter N o . 4, which was em ployed together 
w ith  N os. 1 and 2 from  1872, the reprints o f the stamps 
o f 1866, brought out in  1893, were also perforated.

“ A s in 1866, and after 1872, these three rouletters  
were used together for perforating the stamps, it  
sometimes happened that d ifferent roulettes were em 
ployed upon the same sheet, and single stamps m ay  
often be m et w ith  showing these d ifferent natures o f 
perforation ” [in  com bination].

“  N o  other rouletters besides those m entioned above 
were officially em ployed for the perforation o f the 
issues o f 1866-67. T h e  inform ation given by M . H . re 
gard ing an official perforation gauging io j ,  w ith  teeth  
2 m m . deep, cannot be accepted by me as correct. T h e  
8 penni exists, certainly, w ith this perforation, and it 
has been considered one o f the greatest rarities am ong  
the stamps o f F in lan d . I do not wish to dispute the 
fact, but 1 believe that the perforation in question is 
o f private orig in , and produced in the following  
m a n n e r:— O ne or more sheets were supplied by the 
prin ting  office to  the Karta Sigillata Kontoret in an 
imperforate condition, and were afterwards perforated, 
in  a  private m anner, by means o f the rouletter in 
question .! T h e  supervision a t that period was not 
very strict, and indeed so far as the paper intended  
for the printing o f the stamps was concerned, no check 
was introduced until 1894. I t  should also be observed 
that the stamps o f the local post o f th at date are per
forated w ith  a roulette precisely sim ilar to that o f these 
8 penni stamps.

“ O n the other hand 1 fu lly  agree w ith  M . H . on 
the subject o f the 40 penni stamps m achine perforated  
12J, which should be regarded as speculative pro
ductions.”

T h e n , in reference to the recent discovery o f a tele- 
beche variety of the 5 penni o f 1866, announced in the 
N or disk Filatelistisk Tidskrift, M r. von H ertzen re
m arks that such a  thing is quite possible, in view of 
the m anner in w hich the plates were m ade up of 
separate blocks, and he adds that, as the stamps of 
1886 have not yet been sufficiently studied, we m ay  
expect in tim e to hear of other surprises.!

* According to M . Hanciau’s paper (vol. xiv. p, I45), 
the s and 10 penni stamps on thin laid paper are only found 
with roulctting (a) and (4), but this may have l>een a slip of 
the pen on the part of the author or of the translator. We 
note that the catalogues agree in listing these stamps with 
rouletting (4) and (r).— En. M. J .

t  I  am entirely of the same opinion.— L. H .
t 1 have heard that in a well-known collection in Paris 

there is a t/te-Uche pair of the 10 penni, on vertically laid 
paper, with large serpentine roulette,— L. H . '

F in a lly , M r . von H ertzen  rem arks th at the roulette 
N o . 1, w hich I stated in m y artic le  m ight have existed 
on the tw o errors, could not be found w ith the thin 
la id  paper. * **

I stated in m y artic le  th at the late M r . G o ldner was 
the first, about the end o f  1868, to discover certain 
errors o f the 5 and 10 penni stamps, w hich were found 
in the sheets o f those values. M r . von H ertzen  made 
an investigation into  this m atter with the fo llow ing re 
suit :—  '

“  T h e  stam p accounts seem to show—
“ I.  T h a t the e rro r o f im pression o f the 10 penni, in 

brown, occurred in  two separate printings, each of
50,000 stamps, the first o f w hich was on ordinary laid 
paper and took place about the end o f 1867, and the 
other on thinner la id  paper, in  the m iddle o f 1868.

“  2. T h a t the erro r o f the 5 penni, in  black on buff 
paper, only occurred in one printing o f 50,000 stamps, 
on ordinary laid  paper, a t the end o f 1867.

“  3. T h a t in each case there  were two copies o f the 
error in each half-sheet o f  fifty  stamps.

“ O n  January n t h ,  1868, the 2,000 copies o f  the 
10 penni error, on o rd inary  la id  paper, were delivered  
to the D irec to r o f Posts, together w ith  565 o f  the 
5 penni. O n  M a rch  4th, 1869, in accordance w ith a 
le tter addressed by the F inance D epartm ent to the 
Senate, the rem ain ing  1,435 copies o f the 5 penni were 
burnt, and struck o ff  ch arg e” ( I  was therefore wrong 
in suggesting in m y artic le  that these stamps were 
picked out fo r the purpose o f being sold to collectors).

“ O f the second edition o f the 10 penni erro r 1,000 
copies were delivered to the D irec to r o f Posts a t the 
beginning o f  1870, and these were burnt after the 
stock-taking o f M a y  2, 1870.”

But i f  a ll  the errors were burnt, how is it that any 
exist in collections ?

In  connexion w ith  these errors, M r . von H ertzen  
tells us that he saw, in the autum n o f 1904, a t the 
m eeting o f  the Stam p Collectors’ Association at 
Helsingfors, a 40 penni stam p in the colour o f the 
5 penni, th a t is to say in violet-brown on lilac-grey 
paper. A s M r . von H ertzen  came to the conclusion, 
after exam ination o f  the stamp, that it  was not a 
chem ical variety , he supposes that a 40 penni must 
have existed in the sheet o f the 5 penni on wove paper. 
T h is  copy had the 7J roulette, and was obliterated  
Wiborg, M arch 21, iS y i. I t  was o f the p rin tin g  of 
January, 1871, delivered to the Post Office in February  
o f that y e a r.*

*  *  *

Issue o f  fit ly  1 st, 1875, t0 1881.
“ T h e  first supplies o f the stamps o f the period 

1875-81 w ere delivered to the Post Office D e p a rt
m ent,” says M r. von H ertzen , “ on the following  
d a te s :— t

“ 32 penni, carm ine ; July 1, 1875.
5 „ orange „  16 „
8 „  green „ 28 „
2 „ g re y ; Septem ber 6, 1875.
1 m ark, lilac ; January 16, 1877.

25 penn,i carm ine ; M a y  13, 1879.
10 „ brown ; Septem ber t, 1881.

*  I  much fear that this specimen was either a chemical 
forgery, or perhaps the lithographic imitation of which I  was 
tola some time ago.— L. H .

t  M r. von Hertzen says nothing about the 20 penni, for 
some unknown reason ; perhaps it was an oversight.— L . H .
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“  T h e  statem ent o f M . H anc iau , according to which  
the 1 m a rk  was put in  circulation on January 1, 1877, 
is not absolutely correct.”

January tst, was the date g iven, at the tim e o f the 
issue o f the stam p, by a correspondent o f  L e Timbre- 
Poste liv ing  a t H els ingfors . In  an y case, i f  the stamps 
were not delivered un til January 16th, 1877, the fact 
that the postal c ircu lar o f January 15th announced  
this stam p as “  ob ta in ab le” at that date, requires some 
explanation.

“  M . H an c iau  says that in the p rin tin g  o f  the stamps 
of 1875 in half-sheets, some w ere prin ted  tlte-biche 
w ith reference to  one another, thus producing ten tete- 
beche pairs w ith  an  in terval between the stamps, and  
that the 5 ,1 0 , and 20 penni are found thus. I  can add  
that I  have seen a  sim ilar pair o f the 1 m a rk . Tete-beche 
pairs properly so term ed, exist only in the 20 penni 
value o f the issue o f  1875, perf. 11. A fte r  1881 these 
tete-blche varieties w ere greatly m ultip lied . A t  this 
period the p rin tin g  o f the stamps was rem oved from  
the p rin tin g  office o f  the Senate to a new  factory, that 
o f the Karla Sigillata, and whereas the p rin tin g  office 
o f the Senate was not under the direction o f  the K arla  
Sigillata Kottlorel, the new prin ting  office was placed  
under the supervision o f  the la tter, w hich had h itherto  
only carried out the gum m ing and perforating o f the  
stam ps; and it  was there that, from  the end o f 1881, 
the whole o f the m anufacture o f the stamps was 
executed. T h e  new D irec to r o f the factory had the 
supervision o f the_ prin ting . It  seems, however, that 
from  the com m encem ent there was som ething abnor
m al in  the preparation o f the new stamps. Thus in  
the m aking  up o f the blocks into  plates for printing  
from , which was done in the same m anner as previously 
described, it  does not appear as i f  all the necessary 
care was taken, for from  this date sheets m ay often be 
found in w hich the stamps are not in straight h o ri
zontal or vertica l rows, but arranged most irregu larly . 
V e ry  often there are  coloured lines between the stamps. 
These are not, however, ‘ separation lin e s ’ as M . 
H anciau  term s them , being produced quite accident
ally . T h e  strips o f lead which w ere placed in between  
the blocks, for the purpose o f keeping them  in line, 
were, through carelessness, left too h igh , so that the 
upper edges w ere on a level w ith  the surface o f the 
blocks, and consequently when the p rin tin g  took place 
these edges produced coloured lines m ore or less 
distinct between the stamps. Inverted  stamps were 
not uncomm on also ; the following tile-blche varieties 
are known :—

Issue of 1881.

1885.

5 penni, perf
20 ft
20 >* ,,
*5 >> >,
5 H ft

20 ft 11

12J.
12J.
12* x I I .  
12*.
12*.
12*.

“ D u rin g  the years 1881-82 the factory o f the Karla  
Sigillata  tried  to use, in the p rin ting  o f the stamps, 
eosine colours, soluble in w ater. T h is  was done 
especially in the case o f the 5 and 25 penni. A t the 
same tim e a new perforating m achine, gauging 12^, 
was introduced, and this was em ployed together w ith  
the form er one, w hich gauged 11, producing divers 
varieties of these stamps. O f  the 5 penni, for instance, 
we f in d :—

present been included in  the princ ipa l foreign cata
logues, M . H anc iau  does not quote i t ; on the other 
hand M r . Breitfuss inserted it in the list o f the stamps o f 
F in la n d  contained in the Catalogue Officiel o f the  
Soci^td Franchise de T im b ro lo g ie , published in 1904.

“ A m o n g  the compound perforations o f 1S81 ” [o r  
1 8 8 2 ? ] “ M . H an c iau  says nothing about the 
fo llo w in g :—

25 penni, carmine ; perf. 11 x 12*.*
20 , ,  grey-blue ,, I2 * x l l .
25 , carmine ,, I2 * x i l .
25 ,,  aniline rose; perf. I 2 * x n . ”

“  R egard ing  the issue o f 1885 there is nothing to  be 
added to the lists given by M . H anciau . T h e  fo llow 
ing  are  the dates o f the first deliveries o f the stamps 
o f the year 1885 :—

5, 20, 25 penni, N ovem ber 8, 1884.
I m a rk  „ 15 „

10 penni, A p r il 27, 1885.
5, 10 m arks, N ovem ber 10, 1885."

“ O f  the stamps o f the 1889 issue perf. 1 4 x 13, only  
the 5, 10, 20, and 25 penni exist ; the 2 penni, 1, 5, and  
ro m arks w ere never perforated w ith  the new machines; 
the stocks o f those values perforated w ith the old 12$ 
m achines were so great, that there was no occasion to 
p rin t any o f them  after 1895 until the issue was w ith 
draw n in 1901.”

*  *  *

“  M . H an c iau  has inserted in his list, as indeed other 
philatelists have done, the 3 *  roubles, yellow  and  
black, o f the issue o f 1891, as an error. T h is  stam p  
should not, however, be so reckoned, but ought rather  
to  be considered a speculative variety , for the following  
reasons :—

“ 1. T h is  stam p was printed in entire sheets in the  
w rong colours, and it could not therefore be regarded  
as the result o f a  mistake or be attributed to  care- 
lessness.t

“ 2. A  single sheet only was sent to the Post Office  
D ep a rtm en t a t Helsingfors, in order that its authen
tic ity  m ight be confirm ed by postal use. H a rd ly  a 
single specimen from  that sheet got into circulation, 
before the Post Office at Helsingfors perceived that 
the colour was wrong and returned it to the Post 
Kontoret. A  few stamps from  this sheet afterwards, 
through the good nature o f the D irec to r of Posts, 
found their w ay into  private collections here, where  
they still rem ain ; the rest is in the possession o f the 
Post Office D epartm ent. H o w  then can it have  
happened that this stam p was offered for sale in  the 
stam p marts o f Paris and B erlin  ? it  is because there  
is a  stock o f them  at St. Petersburg and that a few  
copies have, from  tim e to tim e, been put on the  
m arket by enterprising speculators in stamps.” J

* * *
“ F in a lly , since the differences between the various 

types o f the tw o printings o f the lithographed stamps 
o f 1901 and the typographed stamps o f 1902 seem  
to  be still but little  known, I wish to conclude 
m y rem arks by rela ting  briefly the introduction o f  
these stamps and g iv ing  the reasons for their having  
at first been printed by lithography.”

5 p ., orange-red, yellow, brown-orange ; perf. 11.
5 p., orange-red (old eolour), orange (eosine), salmon 

(eosine) ; perf. 1 a*.
J p., salmon (eosine) ;  perf. 11 x 12*.
5 P* »  »  »t i2 jxn .

“ T h e  5 penni, orange-red (oldcolour)^ perf. 12^, is a 
very rare stam p, and for this reason has not up to the

*  I  noted this stamp, see Af. J .t vol. xiv. p. 196.— L. H . 
[W e gather that M r. v. Hertzen means the carmine stamp, 
of the shade of 1879, not the rose o f 1882.— El). Af, / . ]  

t  An error is an error, however it may have happened.—  
L . H .

X M r. von Hertzen notes the 4 kopecs of this issue 
on wove. I t  the paper really wove, or can it be a laid 
paper in which the lines are invisible?— L. H .
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Issue o f January 1st, 1901.

I am still quoting Mr. von Hertzen :—

“  From and after January 1-14, 1901, the stamps in 
the special designs of Finland were no longer to be 
used, it was therefore that the new stamps, in the 
Russian designs, had to be got ready by that date 
and delivered to the Post Office Department. No 
plates or original dies had been received from St. 
Petersburg, but only a stamp of each value, printed in 
that city, as a pattern.

“  The Post Office Department had to obtain plates 
or dies in accordance with these patterns, and they 
were ordered, with the consent of the Finance Depart
ment, from the only local firm that would undertake 
their manufacture, namely Messrs. F. Tilgmann and 
Co.

“ The dies were delivered at the beginning of 
December, 1900, but, on their being examined at the 
StdmpelKontorelfw. was found that they were engraved 
in so defective a manner that the impressions from 
them were very indistinct in parts, and these dies 
were cancelled. New dies were ordered from the firm 
of H. Berthold, at Berlin, but they could not be 
delivered in time for January 14, 1901, and thus it 
became necessary to prepare a provisional supply of 
the new stamps by lithography. The Finance De
partment ordered Messrs. F. Tilgmann and Co. to 
carry out the provisional, lithographic printing, until 
the Stdmpelkontoret was ready to undertake the 
manufacture of the stamps by typography, by means 
of the dies ordered from Berlin. The paper required 
for the lithographic edition was supplied by the 
Stdmpelkontoret, which also undertook the gumming 
and perforating. _̂_

“ The following values were thus printed from stone: 
2, 5, 10, 20 penni, and 1 mark. Also the firm of 
Tilgmann was ordered to print a provisional supply, of 
smaller extent, of 10 marks stamps, by typography, 
with dies made by them.*

“ As the proofs printed upon the paper supplied by 
the Stdmpelkontoret were not very satisfactory, it was 
decided to employ chalk-surfaced paper. All the 
stamps produced hy Tilgmann and Co., both by litho
graphy and (the 10 marks) by typography, were there
fore printed on this paper with chalky surface. The 
first lots printed (especially the 10 and 20 penni) were 
on paper thickly surfaced, so much so that the colour 
is liable to dissolve on contact with water.

“ At the end of the year 1901, the Stdmpelkontoret 
took up the printing of the stamps, with the blocks 
received from Berlin in August. These made up 
plates of 25 stamps each, four of which were printed 
together on each half-sheet of paper. The printing 
was executed by the Stdmpeltryckeriet (Stamp Print
ing Office) from 1902, and all "the stamps were typo- 
graphed in the ordinary way, on paper without the 
chalky surface. The blocks have certainly been 
touched up since they were newly made by the firm 
of Berthold, of Berlin, but no differences have ever 
been found between the present plates and the 
first ones supplied by Mr. Berthold. On the other 
hand, very distinct differences can be found between 
the provisional stamps of Tilgmann and Co. and 
those produced later by the Stdmpeltryckeriet, both in 
the shades of colour and in type. The perforation, 
however, is the same for all, having been done with 
the same machine, gauging 14x14$, or for the 10 
marks 13$.

“  The following points may be noted in the various 
values :—

“ (a) 1901. Printed by Tilgmann and Co.
“  All the values are on chalk-surfaced paper.

* This was not with the die of 1900, which had been 
destroyed, as stated above.— L. H.

“ (i.) Lithographed.
“ 2 p., orange-yellow; the figure ‘ 2 ’ below is vertical 

or slopes slightly to the left. ’
“ 5 p., yellow-green, grey-green, dull green; the 

Russian letters ‘ riEH’ are smaller than in the follow
ing issue ; the serifs at the foot are indistinct; the 
background is usually indistinct also, sometimes it is 
entirely wanting. Imperforate copies exist.

“ to p., carmine-rose; badly printed; the serif at foot 
of the figure ‘ 1 ’ is thin, and longer than in the typo- 
graphed stamps.

“ 20 p., blue; the figures ‘ 20’ are crowded up 
between the words at each side; the impression of the 
background is Sometimes defective.

“  1 mark, mauve, oval in yellow-green ; the figure ‘ 1 ’ 
after the Finnish word ‘ MARKKA’ has no lower serif.

“  (ii.) Typographed. Dies made by F. Tilgmann.
“  10 marks, blackand grey; the ground is in a decided 

grey tint ; the design is printed in particularly thick 
ink, and for this reason the black frame -surrounding 
the Shield appears to be w ider; the details of the 
design are not quite sharply defined, the colour of the 
ground not showing between the wings of the Eagle, 
and between the feathers of the wings. There are 
13 separate feathers in the right wing. These stamps 
were printed in panes of 25, upon each half-sheet of 
paper, enclosed in a double-line frame, in black. The 
figures ‘ o ’ of ‘ 10’ at the top and bottom are drawn 
with thin lines, whereas in the later printing, that of 
the Stdmpeltryckeriet, they are drawn with thick lines.

“ (b) 1902. Printed by the Stdmpeltryckeriet.
“ The paper is not chalk-surfaced. The stamps are 

typographed, with the blocks furnished by Mr. Berth- 
old, of Berlin.

“ 2 p., orange-red; the figure ‘ 2 ’ below slopes slightly 
to the right.

“  5 p., green (light or dark) ; the background is dis
tinct and light.

“ 10 p., carmine-red ; the knver serif of the figure ‘ 1 ’ 
is a little shorter and thicker.

“ 20 p., blue ; the figures ‘ 20 ’ under the central oval 
are not so much compressed as in the lithograph.

“ 1 m a r k ,  m a u v e ,  oval in b l u e - g r e e n  ; t h e  f i g u r e  1 1 ’ 
a f t e r  t h e  w o r d  ‘ m a r k k a ’ h a s  a  d i s t i n c t  l o w e r  s e r i f .

“ tomarks, black and grey; the impression is lighter 
than that of the Tilgmann production ; the colour of 
the ground shows a trace of brown-lilac;  there are 12 
separate feathers in the right wing of the Eagle ; and 
the colour of the ground shows clearly between the 
wings and feathers.

“ The stamps are printed in sheets of 100, without 
any frame line to the pane, and if the paper is some
what misplaced in the press, the stamps in the outer 
vertical row of ten at right or left may show- a water
mark consisting of portions of the words ‘ SUOMEN 
LEIMAKONTIORI ’ Or ‘ FINI.ANDS STAMPELKONTOR ’ 
‘ MARK to MARKKAA.’ ”

The 5, to, and 20 penni were printed during the 
autumn of 1901, and were delivered to the Post Office 
in 1902.

“  None of the impressions of the types of 1900, that 
are found in colours other than the correct ones, are 
errors ; they are fraudulent prints, intended to deceive 
the credulous collector; they are not upon the true 
paper, and they never passed through the hands of the 
Stampelkontorel, to which all the stamps officially 
printed by Tilgmann and Co. were delivered for the 
purpose of being forwarded to the Post Office De
partment.

“ The lithographed 10 penni of 1901, perf. 11$, 
comes from the same source, and although copies 
were postally used, these stamps are counterfeits, 
intended to defraud the Post Office. The paper of 
these is too thick, and the 11$ perforation was never 
employed by the Stdmpeltryckeriel."
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I I .  T h e  R e p r in t s  o f  1893.
With reference to these reprints, which were made, 

as I was told by the late Grand Duke Alexis Michael- 
ovitch, for the purpose of exchanging with other 
countries, in consequence of there being no copies of 
certain natures of stamps in existence, owing either to 
the stocks having been completely used up or to the 
remainders having been burnt ; we learn from Mr. 
von Hertzen that these reprints were produced by 
lithography,* by Mr. Brandstake, the Director of the 
Printing Office, in accordance with an order given by 
the Karla Sigillata Kon/oret, and from the old dies, 
in the following quantities :—

1.000 copies of the various values of 1856, i860, and 
1866.

1.000 copies of the 8 and 32 penni of 1875.
500 copies of the to p., 20 p., anc^25 p. of 1875.

But the clichds of i860 and 1866 having been 
destroyed earlier, and those which remained being too 
defective to be used, it was decided :—

That the adhesive stamps should be produced by 
lithography, whilst the Envelopes, Cards, and Re
turned Receipt forms should be stamped typographic
ally, with the old clichds that were on hand or with 
others which were to be newly made at the mint.t All 
these reprints, therefore, according to Mr. von 
Hertzen, are not reprints in the proper sense of the 
word, but an absolutely new edition, in lithography, 
which, although a very clever imitation, is none the 
less a counterfeit; the studious collector will further 
notice differences in the types, the paper, the perfora
tion, and the tints.

With due deference to Mr. von Hertzen, however, 
these reprints were not all of them engraved afresh on 
stone, as he has stated, but were produced by litho
graphic transfer, under the conditions described in my 
article, and with all the details of the official [or 
original] stamps.

To the list of reprints of the stamps of i8 6 0 , I must 
add :—

10 and 20 penni, imperforate and ungummed.

*  *  *

I I I .  T h e  S t a m p e d  E n v e l o p e s  a n d  L e t t e r  
S h e e t s .

The critique of Mr. von Hertzen goes no further 
than the Adhesive Stamps, and it will not be con
tinued. W hy? Because this work, which Mr. von 
Hertzen had been specially requested to undertake, 
has not met with any such encouragement as the 
author had a right to expect, and he has not even

* I omitted to'state this in my article.— L. H.
t  We have retained the word “ cliche’* in our translation, 

as used by M. Ilanciau in his MS., because it seems un
certain whether it here means original dies or the blocks 
used for printing from (or both). It is more than probable 
that the working dies and plates had been destroyed or worn 
out, and that it was not considered worth while to strike 
new ones for so small a printing as was ordered in 1893; 
but, from what M. Hanciau says a little later, we gather 
that he believes the reprints to have been made by means of 
transfers from the original dies, or parts of them, with fresh 
value labels added in some cases. If entirely fresh dies had 
been engraved, there would be some manifest points of 
difference in the details of the design between the originals 
and the imitations.— Ed. M. J.

received any thanks for it. Greatly regretting that this 
has been the case, I can only express an earnest hope 
that this decision, which appears irrevocable, may yet 
be reversed, and that Mr. von Hertzen may consent, 
in the interests of Philately, to continue his remarkable 
paper.

In the meantime I may publish the following frag
ments of information which I have obtained from him.

(a) The Envelopes.

I was. anxious to know what Mr. von Hertzen 
thought about the 20 kopecs envelope. And this is his 
reply :—

“ Your statements regarding the 20 kop., black, 
envelope of 1850 are, in my opinion, perfectly correct. 
There were, as you say, 3.500 of the 20 kop. envelopes 
printed in 1850 ; and I may add that there were 48,000 
of the 10 kop. envelopes and 20,500 of the 5 kop.”

If the 20 kop. envelopes were printed, it was cer
tainly not for the purpose of being destroyed after
wards, seeing that their issue was necessary to corre
spond with the postal rates.

(b) The Letter Sheets.

These were certainly stamped to order, in accor
dance with a resolution of the Senate, dated Novem- 
ber7, 1849, which authorized “ Also” the impression 
of stamps upon separate sheets of paper, submitted by 
the public, in order that they might be sent by post 
without envelopes ; and at the same time the Senate 
handed over to the Karla Sigillata Kontoret the 
business of manufacturing and stamping the envelopes, 
which had until then been carried out by an official of 
the Einance Department.

“  In regard to the external details of these separate 
letter sheets no special regulations were laid down, 
and the public could have the stamps impressed upon 
any kind of paper, except in the matter of size, which 
must not exceed certain dimensions.”

There should have been stamped, according to my 
previous statement, during the years 1850-55:—

1205 sheets at 5 kopecs.
3335  » 10 »

These numbers are confirmed in part by Mr. von
Hertzen, who, at my request, searched the books of
that period, with the exception of those of 1850 and
1851, which haf been destroyed He found as
follows:—

5 kop. 10 kop.
1855 . . 984 ... 996
1854 . . nil ... nil
1853 . . 40 120
1852 • • 72 ... 180

1096 ... 1296
Leaving for the years 1

I85O-5I . . ;  109 2039

— 1205 ... 3335

There was no stamping done after 1855, therefore all 
the stamped sheets had the stamps without the pearls 
in the horns, the alteration having first been made for 
the adhesive stamps of 1856.
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Glasgow and West or Scotland 
Philatelic Society.

T h e  annual business meeting of the Society was held in 
the Religious Institution Rooms, 200, Buchanan Street, 
City, on the evening of the 17th instant. Mr. Hutson and 
Mr. Rees Price having intimated that they did not seek 
re-election, the election of office-bearers for the ensuing 
season was proceeded with. A number of names having 
been proposed for the various offices, the undernoted were 
unanimously elected :— President, James J. F. X. King,
I, Athole Gardens Terrace, Glasgow; Vice-Presidents, 
John Brown, Robert M. Mann, John Muir; Committee, 
Murray Graham, Thomas Kennedy, W. A. R. Jex Long, 
James K. Riddoch, A. W. Scott, Isador J. Simons,
G. J. Taylor, A. G. Wallis; Hon. Treasurer, Thomas
N. Wallace, 27, Oswald Street, City; Hon. Secretary,
J. Douglas Oatts, 113, Douglas Street, City. —

Mr. Kennedy then proposed that a vote of thanks be 
given to the retiring office-bearers, which was given amidst 
much applause.

This concluded the business of the meeting.
The next item on the programme was a display by 

Messrs. Simons and Wallace. The following interesting 
stamps were shown :—

Ceylon, 4d., imperf., in fair condition.
Lagos, King’s Head, single wmk., complete set, mint.
Transvaal, id., carmine, surcharged the sur

charge inverted, postally used on original.
Reconstructed plates of the line-engraved series of Great 

Britain were shown, along with many other interesting and 
rare stamps.

The display was especially strong in mint copies. Votes 
of thanks having been awarded to the two exhibitors, the 
meeting concluded about 10 p.m.

Sheffield Philatelic Society.
T h e  Sheffield Philatelic Society, at the invitation of the 
Sheffield Literary and Philosophical Society, exhibited 
selections of stamps at the Conversazione held by the latter 
Society io the Cutlers’ Hall on the 15th March. There 
was a numerous attendance, probably about twelve hundred 
persons being present. It was a great surprise to many of 
the members and friends to see to what a science Philately 
has attained, and no doubt it cleared the minds of many of 
the very hazy ideas they have of stamp collecting.

Unfortunately, owing to the large number of scientific 
exhibits, the space allotted for stamps would only permit of 
a limited display, but although the quantity was com
paratively small, it was amply compensated for by the 
choice quality and increased value of the stamps shown, 
the result being that only realty splendid and representative 
selections of early and recent issues were exhibited.

The Society showed several sheets of forgeries, reprints, 
and chemical changelings, also copies of the unique and 
appropriate menu-cards which had been specially designed 
for use at their annual dinner.

Mr. J. E. Bartlett showed Great Britain (Victorian issues) 
complete; alsb a practically complete set of British East, 
Central, and South Africa, including all the high values up 
to ,£10.

Mr. J. IL Chapman’s exhibit consisted of unused stamps, 
and included Great Britain £$, o r a n g e ; Levant, King, $d. 
to 5s. ; Cyprus complete from 1882, including Queen, Die I, 
4 piastres, King, Single CA, 9 and 45 piastres; Gibraltar 
complete from 1889, including 1889 5 pesetas, King, Single 
CA, frd. to £\ ; Morocco Agencies, King, Single CA, 50 
centimos, 1 and 2 pesetas; Cape, 1896 and 1903 4d. to

5s. ; Natal, King, Single CA, |d. to 10s. ; New South 
Wales, various perfs. of 5?., 10s., 20s. ; New Zealand, 
London and Colonial prints, £d. to $9. ; Queensland 2s. to 
£ t t on thick and thin paper, 1895 ajd., c a r m i n e ; 1897 a$d., 
r e d  i  South Australia, long type, small and large “ p o s t a g e ,” 
3d. t o  £1 ; 1897 is., 2s. Star, od., is., 2s. S A ; Victoria, 
£ 1  and £ 2  perf. 12J, £ \  perf. 11, 5s. no “ p o s t a g e ” ; 
Tasmania, 1892 Jd. to 10s. ; Western Australia, 4d., ca r  
m in e , CC perf. 14; 6d., l i l a c  ̂ C C  perf. 12; 4d., c a r m in e , 
CA, perf. 14, and present issue 4d. to ^ i.

Mr. A. T. Nixon exhibited a fine selection of Newfound
land, including several of the pence issue; also a fine lot of 
King Edward stamps, both single and multiple watermarks.

Mr. A. Nixon showed an interesting series of Indian 
Native stamps.

Mr. J. F. Peace exhibited sheets illustrating the first and 
last issues of Great Britain, Austria, France, etc. ; also 
copies of the id. and 2d. Mulready envelopes and wrappers, 
set of Canada Jubilee up to 5 dollars, a set of Don Quixote 
stamps, Russian War Fund stamps, etc.

Mr. R. Sneath exhibited several sheets of triangular 
Capes, including •woodblock ; New Zealand, early issues 
to 1870; Niger Coast 1893 to 1901; Tonga practically 
complete, including the 1896 provisionals and the rare set 
of “  G F B ” officials.

Mr. R. W. Tiptaft showed several sheets of French 
Colonials, also a few Australasians.

Mr. C. B. Ward exhibited a fine lot of pence Ceylons 
also early Mauritius, Trinidad, Nevis, and the Virgin 
Islands.

Cbe Junior Philatelic Society' or 
Scotland.

O F F IC E -B E A R E R S , 1906-7.

President: S ir  J o h n  U s e  P r im r o se , Bart. 

Vice-Presidents: M r. R o b e r t  M . M a n n , Mr. J .  W ilso n  P a t e r s o n . 

Hon- Exchange Secretary: M r. J . L .  T h o m a s , 4, W arrcn d er 
P ark  T erra ce , E d inbu rgh.

Hon. Secretary and T reasurer: M r. R o b e r t  B o r l a n d ,
1 L o chsid e, M iln garie .

Com m ittee:
M r. E .  B a r r o n , D r. M . C a l d e r , M r. M . C a m p b e l l ,

M r. J . R .  D o n a l d s o n , M r. P . D u r a n d , M r. J . M . G r a h a m ,
M r. H . H a l l e v , M r. A . M a c k a v , M r. R . M it c h e l l , M r. H . A . W ise. 

T h e  President, V ice-P residen t, E x ch a n g e  Secretary, and S ecretary  
and T rea su rer, ex-officio.

M e e t in g s  are held at 562, Sauchiehall Street, Glasgow, 
on the first and third Wednesdays of each month from 
September to April inclusive, at 8 p m.

A m e e t in g  o f  the Society was held at 562, Sauchiehall 
Street, Glasgow, on Wednesday, 21st March, at 8 p.m., 
Mr. J. Wilson Paterson, Vice-President, in the chair. There 
were thirty-two members present.

The minutes of the previous meeting having been read, 
approved of, and signed, the Chairman called on Mr. 
Thomas to give a display of “  Foreign Countries.”

Mr. Thomas then produced his collection, consisting of 
about 11,000 varieties, mounted in an Imperial Album. It 
was not, he said, a prominent collection in any sense of 
the word j it contained none of the standard rarities, and 
no country was in any degree specialized. But it furnished 
a good example of what any steady, persevering collector 
could do, if he set to work systematically, without undue 
expenditure, and made a point of never letting a bargain 
pass.

He had literally collected from infancy, and this large 
accumulation was the result.

Until 1900 he took every postage stamp obtainable, but 
refused anything later than that date, and often wished he 
had stopped at 1895. '

Perhaps some of the junior members, when they observed
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the faultless completeness of Mr. Thomas’s pages of Salvador 
and other such countries, did not share his regret.

During the display Mr. Thomas gave many interesting 
notes, which were greatly appreciated.

On the motion of the Chairman, a hearty vote of thanks 
was awarded to Mr. Thomas for his interesting display.

Che Philatelic Society or India.
T hb  annual general meeting of the Society was held at 
Mr. Larmouris residence, Calcutta, on the 6th and 9th 
March, 1906. Mr. C. Stewart-Wilson took the chair on 
each occasion at six p.m., and there was a fairly good 
attendance of Calcutta members.

Mr. Larmour tendered the congratulations of the Society 
to Mr. Stewart-Wilson, the Society’s President since March, 
1897, on his appointment to the important position of 
Director-General of the Post Office in India. He referred 
to the long and distinguished services rendered to Philately 
by the retiring President, and in the name of the Society 
wished him all success in the high office he is about to 
assume, and concluded by asking those present to elect 
Mr. Stewart-Wilson Honorary President of the Philatelic 
Society of India. The meeting responded with acclamation.

Mr. Stewart-Wilson in reply said: Gentlemen, it is with 
a feeling of much sorrow that I address you to-day for the 
last tjme as your President, a post which, owing td your 
kindness, I have now held ever since the Society was 
started nine years ago. I do not require to be reminded of 
the shortcomings in my administration of the Society’s 
affairs, for perhaps no one knows them so well as I do. But 
still I feel that those years have not been without something 
to congratulate ourselves on. We are fairly old now, but 
when we began life we had a small membership and not 
verv sanguine hopes as to the future. Now we may say 
without any fear of being accused of undue pride that we 
hold an honourable position among the philatelic societies 
of the world. It is a source of natural pleasure to me to 
think that I have been associated with the Society during 
its healthy adolescence and that I may count myself as a 
contributor towards its present highly respectable position. 
But while my share has been specially prominent in the eyes 
of the philatelic public owing to the position m the Society 
which I have ofred to your very kind votes for so many years, 
I speak with no false modesty when I assure you that the 
credit I have had has not been at all commensurate with 
appearances. Never has a President had a more devoted 
body of office-bearers, and never, I would add, have these 
officers done so much good solid work quietly and un
obtrusively with the one common object of furthering the 
purposes of the Society. You will know in your minds the 
genttemen to whom I specially refer, without whom my

risition would have been an impossible one, and to whom 
owe my very best thanks and the Society owes even more.

I have thought it right not to again offer myself for the post 
of your active President mainly because, as you know, 
Government has seen fit to do me the honour of entrusting 
me with duties which seem to be inconsistent with holding 
any active position in a Philatelic Society. You need not, 
however, go far to find my successor, who is far better fitted 
than myself to take command. He has been ready to hand 
in the person of our distinguished Vice-President and 
Honorary Treasurer, Sir David Masson, who is not only 
one of the most remarkable philatelists of the day, but who 
has administrative abilities of a kind which are rarely found. 
Sir David enjoys the profound respect of philatelists in all 
parts of the world, and the gratitude of the Philatelic 
Society of India, and his election to the honourable post of 
President can Only shed lustre on us. I accept with pleasure 
the unique honour which you have just conferred upon me.

Now that Mr. Crofton is leaving India for a time the 
Honorary Secretaryship falls vacant. It is a post Which re

quires a great deal of hard work and self-sacrifice, and no 
one is better fitted to fulfil both of these conditions than that 
veritable “ pillar”  of the Society, Mr. Corfield, who is by no 
means new to the duties.

Progress on the Society’s magnum opus, the Adhesive 
Postage and Telegraph Stamps of British India, was reported. 
The work is practically ready for the printers, its authors 
being Messrs. C. S. F. Crofton, L. L. R. Hausburg, and C. 
Stewart-Wilson. It will be very fully illustrated, and is ex
pected to prove without exception the most complete and 
attractive philatelic literary production ever issued since 
stamp collecting began. The meeting approved the arrange
ments made by its authors for its publication before the end 
of the year by Messrs. Stanley Gibbons, Ltd., London.

Owing to the non-receipt of statements from the Society’s 
English Agent the annual accounts could not on this occa
sion be presented, but a provisional review of the financial 
position disclosed a fairly satisfactory result.

M. Bernichon, of Paris, and Signor Dr. Emilio Diena, of 
Rome, were elected honorary members of the Society.

Mr. Larmour was specially thanked for the gift of a 
handsome bookcase for the Society’s library, and it was 
announced that the Secretaryship of the Dum Dum Stamp 
Exchange Club had been taken up by Mr. A. G. Cardew, 
I . C .S . ,  Ootacamund.

Mr. Corfield exhibited, with the permission of the Trus
tees, the collection of the Postal, Fiscal, and Telegraph 
Stamps of India and the Native States now in course of 
formation for the Victoria Memorial Hall, and the beauty 
and extent of the collection elicited the admiration of the 
meeting.

After several other items of business had been disposed 
of, including arrangements for a change of the firm entrusted 
with the printing of the Philatelic Journal of India, the 
following honorary officers were appointed for 1906-7

Honorary President, Mr. C. Stewart-Wilson. i.e.s. ; 
President, The Hon. Sir David Masson, Kt. ; Vice-Presi
dents, The Right Hon. The Earl oftrawford, K .T . ,  Mr. 
Wilmot Corfield, Mr. L. L. R. Hausburg, the Hon. Mr. C. F. 
Larmour, and Mr. E. W. Wetherell; Treasurers, the Punjab 
Banking Co., Ltd. ; Secretary, Mr. W. Corfield; Librarian, 
Mr. T. Hoffmann; Editor the Philatelic Journal of India, 
Mr. E. W. Wetherell. Council: the above (ex-officio) and 
Major W. Barrett, D.s.O., i.s.c,, Mr. J. A. E. Burrup, 
Mr. J. T. Chamberlain, l.C.s., Mr. C. S. F. Crofton, i.e.s., 
Lieut.-Col. G. F. A. Harris, t.M.s., Lieut.-Col. C. P. 
Lukis, i . m . s . ,  and Lieut. A. E. Stewart.

\o  i0ovYeŝ otiden\2.

N O T E . — Alt correspondence relating to  subscriptions, mlssfkg 
numbers, changes o f  address, etc., should be addressed to 
Messrs. S T A N L E Y  G IB B O N S , L IM IT E D , and not to the 
Editor.

C. P.—There was a British Post Office at St. Thomas, 
Danish West Indies, where British stamps were used. 
Your stamp is probably postmarked %t c 51 ” or *‘ d 26.” 
It adds very little to the value of the stamp.

E. H. S.— The only way to distinguish the stamps is by 
measuring the perforations, one set is perf. 12& at top and 
bottom, the other is perf. 11} ; the colours are exactly the 
same, as the stamps were on the same sheets. There will 
be new editions of both parts of the Catalogue this year.

J. S. S.—The stamp you mention seems to be the 2 t. on 
2\ t. chronicled last year, with the surcharge very slightly 
misplaced.
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SPECIAL BARGAINS & NEW ISSUES.
A L L  U N U S E D  U N L E S S  O T H E R W I S E  S T A T E D .

xd.
2d.
2$d.

black and grey 
green 
red

B A R B A D O S .
1906. Nelson Monument.

yellow . 
ultramarine

t. d.

B R IT IS H  B E C H U A N A L A N D .
1904-6. K i n f s  Head.

$d., blue-green . . . * .
-  B R IT IS H  G U IA N A .

1905-6. Ship type. M ultiple wmk.
6 c., grey-black and ultramarine . . .

x2 c., purple and violet . . . .
34 c. ,, green . . . .
48 c.> grey and brown-lilac . . .

C R E T E .
*905. Types x6 and  x8.

2 lepta, violet (Diana) . . . .  
so „  red (Prince George) . . .

D E N M A R K .
1904. Provisional.

15 dre on 34 Ore, brown (No. 128). . .
F R A N C E .

_ 1906. Sower type, redrawn.
10 c., vermilion . . . . .

F R E N C H  O F F IC E S  IN C H IN A .
1906. Type 6 0 / Indo.China overprinted “  c h in s .” 

2 fr., brown on yellow . . . . .  
10 fr., red on green . . . . .

G O L D  C O A S T .
190476- K ing's Head. M ultiple wmk. 

id ., lilac and carmine . . . . .
ad. ,, orange-red . . . .
3d. „  orange (C) . . . .

G R E N A D A .
1906. New type, with ship. M ultiple wmk. 

Jd., green . . . . . .
id ., carmine . . . .  .
ad., yellow . «. . . . ,

ajd., ultramarine . . . . .

used

3 pies, slate
1906.

IN D IA .
Service. K ing 's Head.

IT A L Y .
1906. H ead o f  King Victor Em m anuel II I .

15 c., grey-black . . . . .
IV O R Y  C O A S T .

1906. Nesv type, with head o f  General Faidherbe. 
t c . , green and red . . . . .  . .
5 c., yellow-green and red . . . .

10 c., red and blue . . . . .
L IB E R IA .

1906. New pictorial types.
1 c., black and green (Elephant).
2 c. „  carmine (Mercury)
5 c. blue (Chimpanzee)

10 c. ,, maroon (Plantain-eater)
15 c., green and purple (Agaraa Lizard)
20 c., black and orange (Great Egret)
25 c., grey and blue (new $£ coin) .
30 c ., violet (figures o f value) .
50 c., black and green (Liberian Flag)
75 c ., b lack  and brow n (H ippopotam us)
$t, grey and pink (Liberty) .
$a, black and green (Mandingoes) . . .
$5, grey and' maroon (President Barclay and Executive Mansion) 

x c., a c., 5c ., aod 10 c. Set of four 
1 cM a c ., 5 Cm xo c., 15 c ., ao c., and 25 c
I C., 3 C ., 5 c . ,  t o e . ,  X5C., 20 c ., 3 5 c ., 30c 

o f  ten .- . .
$t, $2, aod $5. Set o f three .

Set of seven 
50 c., and 7s c

rchdrged O.S.■ ' 1906. Service Stamps. S u
1 c., black and green (Elephant) . 
a c. ,, carmine (Mercury)
5 c. ,, blue (Chimpanzee)

xo c. „  maroon (Plantain-eater)
15 c., black and brown (Agama Lizard)
30 c.. black and green (Great Egret) •

- 25 c., grey and purple (new coin)
30 c., brown (figures of value) . .
50 c., orange-brown and green (Liberian Flag)
75 c., black and ultramarine (Hippopotamus) 
i i ,  grey and green (Liberty) . . *
$2, black and lilac (Mandingoet) • . . .
#5 - grey and orange (President Barclay aod Executive Man; 

1 c., 3 c ., s c., 10 c. Set of four . .
x Cm  a c., s c., xo c ., i 5 c ., so c., and 35 c.. Set of seven 
1 c., 2 c., 5 c., io c .,  ts C., 20c., 25 c., 30c., 50c., and 75 c 

o f ten . . .  “
$x, $a, and $5. Set o f three .

Set

sion)

Set

°  4
o 7 
o 10

O 4

°  7 
o xo

M A L T A .
1906. K ing 's Head. M ultiple w/nk.f 

4d., black and brown . . . . . .

M O N A CO .
1906. Postage Due.

1 c ., 5 c., 10 c., 15 c., and 30 c-, set of five *. used
x c ., 5 c., to c., 15 c ., 30 c .t and 50 c.j set of six  . . ,,

M O N T E N E G R O .
1906. Constitution Celebration Issue.

1 b., ultramarine and red . . . . . . .
a h., lilac and black . . . . . .
5 h., yellow .green and red . . , . '

To h., carmine and black . • ., . . .
25 h., indigo and red J . . . . . .
50 h ., blue-green and red . . . . .
1 kr.,'chocolate and red . . . . .

1906. T he same. Postage Due. “  ‘
5 h ., orange and black . . . . . .

10 h ., sage-green and red . . . > . .
P A R A G U A Y .

1906. N ew  values and colours.

s. d. 
6

5 c., dull blue 
xo c., ochre 
ao c., green

3 pies, grey .
t  a., green .
x a., carmine . .
a a., purple .
3 a ., orange-brown
4 a., sage-green 
6 a., olive-buff

5 c . , red .

5 c. on 3o c., blue

P A T IA L A .
1903-6. K ing's Head.

P E R U .
1903- Type 41.

1897. Postage Due.

190s. Postage Due.

used

S E N E G A L .
1906. New pictorial and portrait types. 

x c ., green aDd red .
2 c., brown ,, .
4 c. ,, ,, on blue
5 c., yellow-green and red

i o c ., red and blue .
15 c ., purple and rpd .
So c ., black and red on bluish 
35 c., ultramarine and red 
30 c., brown and red .
40 c .( fed and blue .
50 c . , black and red . ■ .
75 c ., indigo and red on orange

t fr., black and red on bluish
3 fr., blue and red on salmon 
5 fr., ted and blue on yellow

1906. Postage Due. New type.
5 c., green and red . 

xo c., purple and blue .
15 c ., blue and red .
30 c., red and blue on yellow 
50 c., purple and red .
60 c., black and red on buff 

1 fr., black and red .

U P P E R  S E N E G A L  A N D  N IG E R . 
1906. New type, with head o f  General Faidherbe. 

5 c ., g*een and red 
xo c. * ‘ ‘ ‘
15 c.

red and blue 
purple and red 
- «

1906.

x I.,
3 1.,

ii::101., 
ao I., 
* 5. 1-, 
301-, 
40 I., 
50 1., 

1 dr. 
a dr. 

“ 3 dr. 
5 dr.

U R U G U A Y .
Type 84 redrawn, larger size. 

G R E E C E .
Olympic Games Celebration.1906.

brawn (Apollo) .
slate ( ,, ) .
orange (Atlas) .
green ( ., ) .
carmine (Victory) . 
mauve (Atlas and Hercules) 
ultramarine (Hercules and Antaeus) 
purple (The Wrestlers) 
brown (Pallas Athene) 
lake (Atlas and Hercules)
* grey (Ancient Greeks)
, rose ( _ „  )
., lemon( “  )
, indigo (Priestly O ffe r^ s )

S T A N L E Y  G IBBO N S, L IM IT E D , STA M P IM PO R T E R S, 391, ST R A N D , LO N D O N , W.C.
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THE INTERNATIONAL PHILATELIC EXHIBITION,
1 LONDON, MAY, 1906.

WE have much pleasure in placing our services at the disposal 
of any collector who is desirous of exhibiting in May next.

If collectors will inform us what countries they wish to show, 
we shall be most happy to help them to the full extent of our 
power to make their exhibit as complete as possible. By means of 
our Branches and Agencies in various parts of the world, we are 
enabled to procure many fine things not generally found in the 
hands of the trade.

Having large storage accommodation in our strong rooms (fire 
and burglar proof), we shall be happy to receive collections for 
exhibit, and see that same are properly shown, and reclaim and re
pack them in a proper manner at the conclusion of the Exhibition. 

Out-of-pocket expenses only will be charged.

STANLEY GIBBONS, Limited, 391, Strand, London, W.C.

The Ideal Album. Collecting Made Easy.

T;C !<

If you are a Beginner or General Collector, you want the simplest 
Album to be had.

You do not want to be bothered with Officials, Postage Dues, 
Registereds, or Varieties of Perforations, etc.

l i m i - m a w  _ You want a real Beginner’s Album in which you can collect the
________ Stamps of all Countries, and from which you can open out later

on, if you care to do so.
We have prepared this very Album for you, and it is now 

ready for delivery.
It includes all ordinary Postage Stamps issued for general 

public use, and excludes Officials, Postage Dues, Varieties of 
Perforation, etc.

It is fully Illustrated, provides plenty of room for New Issues, 
and comprises all New Issues up to February, 1 90 6 .

It is a handsome, strongly bound Volume of nearly 6 0 0  pages, size 9 J x 11 j  inches.
The price is only 10s. 9d. post-free ; or interleaved to prevent any chance of Stamps rubbing, 

wd in superior binding, 15s. 9d. post-free. '
With every copy o f the first edition we shall give away a Collection o f 200 Stamps, ail different, 

"dialogue value nearly £ 1.

x  i  ~

-V-

STANLEY GIBBONS, Limited, 391, Strand, London, W.C.
City Branch : 9 7 ,  C racechurch Street, London, E.C.

N E W  Y O R K :  S t a n l e y  G i b b o n s , I n c ., 198, Broadway.
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N O W  R E A D Y .

Entirely Revised and Greatly Enlarged.
---------------------------------

T H E  F IR S T V O L U M E  (C O U N T R IE S  A  to L) O F  T H E

Third Edition
______________________ 1_____________________________  1 •

— ------— OF —

Album Weeds
B y  t h e  R e v . R . B . E A R E E .

Vol. I .—Afghan istan  to  “Luxem burg. A bou t 580 pages, dem y 8vo.

T HIS Work is an absolute necessity to the careful Philatelist, who is naturally anxious 
to ensure the absence of forgeries from his collection. As a work of reference, in 

this particular respect, it stands entirely unrivalled, being compiled by one who has ac
quired a world;wide repute, and whose speciality has for many years been the description of 
forgeries. An immense amount of labour has been bestowed on this New Edition, so as to 
still further increase its usefulness. Every endeavour has been made by the Author, in the 
description of new and dangerous forgeries, etc., to bring the work fully up to date. 
Amongst the numerous additions may be noted an elaborate description of tech
nical terms met with in the course of collecting. This section will be found especially 
useful for the guidance of the novice or younger collector. The illustrations have been con
siderably augmented, and a large and most interesting series of postmarks, specially drawn, 
together with an index for reference, will be found included. Altogether the Publishers 
have no hesitation in recommending this publication as a most valuable adjunct to a 
Philatelic Library, and useful alike to Collector and Dealer.

1
VOL. I.— Price, bound in embossed gilt cloth, 7/6; post-free, 8/-.

VOL. II.— In the press, ready about Midsummer, 1906, price 8/-, 
post-free. (Orders, PREPAID, can now be booked.)

S T A N L E Y  G IB BO N S, Limited,
391« STRAND (Opposite Hotel Cecil),

LONDON, W.C



R R R E  .ST R A P S, Bought. .Sold or Exchanged. 
STBM P R LB U M S . 1/- to t 5  each 
He w  P r o s p e c t u s  of .Sets Packets, Albums

and Catalogues, sent post free on application

*391, Strrnd, London.
(Opposite Hotel Cecil.)

a n d  198, BROADWAY, NEW YORK.
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The monthly 3©ui*nal.
TH E  SUBSCRIPTION

T o  th is  J o u rn a l is  2/* per an n u m , post-free.

T hb Journal is published on the last day of every month, and the volume 
commences with July. All Subscriptions begin with the first number 
of the current volume, and if  same is received after July back numbers 
will be sent in order that each volume may be complete.

. ___ L’ABO NNEM ENT
A. c e  J o u rn a l c s t =  fc s . 2.50 c ts . p ar a n , fran co.

"T h e  Monthly Journal" paralt toujour* h la fin du mois et le volume 
oouuaeaee par le numiro de Juillet. Chaque abonnement doit corn- 
men cer par le premier nnmero du volume courant, et s’il est re^u aprfcs 
le mois de Juillet, les numlros qui auront d£jh paru, serout envoyis, 
pour que chaque volume soit complet.

DAS AB O NNEM ENT
A u f  d ieses  J o u rn a l K o s te t  M  2. — p er J a h r, fran co.

Das Journal erscheint am letzten Tage eines jeden Monats, and beginnt 
ein neuer Band stets mit der Juli-Nummer. Alle Abonnements fangen 
■lit der ersten Nummer des laufenden Bandes an, and wenn solche nach 
dem Monat Jufi eintreffen, werden die bereits erschienenen Nummern 
des Bandes nachgesandt, damit ein jeder Band complet sei.

N O T IC E .— Publishers of Magaxines, &c., who exchange with 
this “ Journal," are requested to be so kind as. in future, to 
send one copy of their publications direct to Major E V A N S , 
Glenarm,Lonrton Avenue, Sydenham, and a second to Messrs. 
S T A N L E Y  G IB B O N S, Ltd., 39*1 Strand, London, W .C.

B AC K NUMBERS OF THE “ MONTHLY J O U R N A L "

Can be had at the following prices, post-free:
/. d.

No. x . e a c h  t  0

H 0 . 1  . , . Out of print.
N o * .  3 , 4 ,  M id  5 e a c h  0  9

No. fi . Oat of print.
No. i t  . e a c h  t  6

No. sx . Out o f print.
No. e f i  . e a c h  s  6

No. } i  . „  t 0

No. 3 I  . i »  > 0

Nos. 4 0  m o d  41  . Out of print.
Nos. 6 7  a n d  9 1  . e a c h  s 0

No. too . >1 *  6

Nos. 101  o o d  x o * n  > 0

Nos. X 03  s a d  104 n  «9
N o. 1 x 5  . Out of print.
Nos. x t 6  a n d  1 x9 e a c h  0  9

No. is o  . Oat o f print.
No. x s l  . e a c h  x  0

A H  e t h e r  b e c k  n u m b e r s  e x c e p t  

cm *  b e  s u p p l i e d  a t

t h e s e  m e n t i e n e d  i n  t h e  a b o v e  l i s t  

yd. e a c h ,  f o x t - f r t e .

BOUND YEARLY VOLUMES.

Vol I. (1891-93). Out of print 

VoL II. Price 10/-; post-free, 10/6.

Vols. III., IV ., V ., and VI. Each 7/-; post-free, 7/6.

Volt. V II. and V III. None oa sale.

Vols. IX., X., X I., X II., XIII., and XIV. Each 5/- i 
post-free, 5/6.

Gibbons Stamp Weekly.
P re p a id  S u b sc rip tio n s  ca n  co m m e n ce  a t  a n y  tim e , and 

ca n  b e  fo r  3, 6 , o r  12 m o n th s  at th e  fo llo w in g  rates, 

p o s t - fr e e :—

G t. B rita in  

an d
C o lo n ie s .

U . S . A .

a n d

C a n a d a .

F ra n c e ,. 

I ta ly , o r  

S p a in .

G e rm a n y .

3 m on th s i s .  8d. 40 c. fc. 2.0 0 m . 1 .7 0

6 M 3s - 80 c. fc. 4 .0 0 m . 3 .2 5

I *  » 6s. 6d. $ 1 .6 0 fc. 8.00 m . 6 .5 0

* R e m itta n c e s  sh o u ld  b e  m a d e  b y  C h e q u e  o r  M o n e y  O rd ers  

p a y a b le  in  L o n d o n  a n d  to  th e  o rd e r  o f  S ta n le y  G ib b o n 's , L td .

S p e c im e n  c o p y  i^ d . ,  p ost-free.

In  G r e a t  B r ita in  it  w ill  b e  ch e a p e r  for o u r rea d ers  to  

““  o rd er Gibbons Stamp Weekly fro m  th eir n earest N e w sa g e n t 

o r S ta tio n e r , or from  th e  R a ilw a y  B o o k s ta ll. T h is  w ill 

s a v e  p o sta g e , an d  th e  p a p e r w i l l  b e  d e liv e re d  fla t, instead  

o f  fo ld e d  a s  it w o u ld  b e  i f  p o ste d .

W s  s h a ll b e  g re a tly  o b lig e d  i f  o u r confrires in  th e  trade 

w i ll  h e lp  to  m a k e  th is  p a p e r a s  w id e ly  k n o w n  a s  p ossib le , 

e s p e c ia lly  a m o n g st th e  y o u n g e r  c o l le c t o r s : b y  th is term  w e 

d o  n o t m e a n  th o se  y o u o g  in  a g e  so  m uch a s  th o se  w h o  are 

b e g in n e rs  in  c o lle c t in g  a n d  “  y o u n g  ”  in  a  p h ila te lic  sense.

W e  a re  tr y in g  to  p u b lish  a  p a p e r th a t w i l l  b e  o f  r e a l h elp  

an d  ass is ta n ce  to  th e  b e g in n e rs , a n d  a ll d ealers, w e  th in k , 

w ill  jo in  w ith  us in  th e  d e s ire  to  secu re  n e w  recru its  to  our 

ra n ks. \

W it h  th is  en d  }n v ie w  w e  a r e  p rep a red  to  s u p p ly  th e  trade 

w ith  Gibbons Stamp Weekly o n  th e  sp ec ia l term s o f  is .  2d. 

p e r q u ire  o f  tw e o ty -s ix  c o p ie s — p o stage  o r  ca rr ia g e  extra . 

W h o le s a le  o rd ers sh o u ld  b e  se n t to

S i r  I s a a c  P i t m a n  a n d  S o n s , L t d . ,

1 , A m e n  C o m e r , '

L o n d o n , E . C .

O r  th o se  w h o  h a v e  a c co u n ts  w ith  us a n d  p refer to  deal 

d irec t ca n  sen d  th e ir  o rd ers  to  us.

. N O T I C E .
M a n y  clie n ts  a re  se n d in g  in  o rd e rs  for tw o , th ree , o r  m ore 

fo llo w in g  n u m b ers o f  Gibbons Stamp Weekly to  b e  sen t to 

th em . W e  th erefo re  g iv e  n o tic e  th a t w e  ca n n o t e n ter an y 

n am e fo r less  than  th irteen  n u m b ers (one q u a rte r). T h o se  

w h o  w a n t a  few  n u m b ers o n ly  can  g e t  th em  a t th e  nearest 

b o o k se lle r 's .

Messrs. W. H. SMITH & SON
h a v e  a g re e d  to  k e e p  Gibbons Stamp Weekly o n  a l l  their 

b o o k s ta lls  th ro u g h o u t G r e a t  B r ita in , a n d  o u r  frien d s w ill 

o b lig e  us v e ry  m u ch  i f  th e y  w ill  o rd er a t  th e  b o o k sta lls  

w h e n e v e r  th e y  a re  tr a v e llin g .

S T A N L E Y  G IBBO NS, L im ited , Stam p Im porters, 391, S T R A N D , LO N D O N , W .C .
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E can say with confidence that 
the general opinion on the sub
ject of the International Phila
telic Exhibition of 1906 may be 
summed up in three words:—  
A  Triumphant Success ! There 

can be no doubt that it is not only the largest 
and most valuable collection of stamps that 

has ever been brought together,
_ . . . . . .  but that it is also the very finestExhibition. r , 7 . ,

from a purely philatelic point of
view. As time goes on stamps increase in 
number and the rarities increase in value; 
therefore, naturally, Exhibitions of stamps 
will occupy more space and their contents 
will be of higher value; but it is far more 
gratifying to be able to record the fact that 
succeeding Exhibitions show greater signs of 
real research and philatelic study, instead of 
merely greater accumulations of rarities. 
A careful examination of the whole of the 
exhibits would not perhaps justify us in 
asserting that what is termed “ bloating” has 
entirely ceased, but it is quite certain that 
a more rational and scientific form of collect
ing is rapidly taking its place, and we are 
glad to see that the leading collectors are 
beginning to recognize the fact that the addi
tion of a great number of actual duplicates of 
rare stamps takes away from the real interest 
of a collection, instead of increasing it.

The new method of classification adopted 
by the Exhibition Committee had the natural 
result of making the contents of the different 
classes far more miscellaneous than on pre
vious occasions, and this, we think, was not 
altogether to the advantage of the Exhibition, 
regarded as a Collection of Stamps. The 
endeavour to bring together in this way, for

competition, the stamps of countries that had 
1 never been classed together before, was a 

most interesting experiment, worthy of all 
commendation ; it introduced an entirely 
novel feature into the competitions, and there
by perhaps added somewhat to the difficulties 
of the judges, but the last consideration is not 
a matter of any importance. It was only 
when this system of classification came to be 
applied to the Exhibition itself that its dis
advantages became apparent. The exhibits 
were, of course, arranged according to their 
classes, and the arrangement must have been 
a great puzzle to many of the visitors. Col
lectors are accustomed to certain methods of 
grouping the different countries, and all their 
preconceived ideas were completely upset on 
this occasion. The British Empire and the 
Rest of the World have hitherto been the two 
great Divisions for British Collectors; these 
two have then been subdivided more or less 
geographically, both for collecting and for 
exhibition purposes, and also according to 
philatelic importance for purposes of competi
tion. In the present case relative philatelic 
importance was the one and only considera
tion upon which the arrangement depended ; 
we do not say that this was wrong, in a 
Philatelic Exhibition, but it rendered the 
arrangement extremely difficult to follow for 
the general collector, and possibly almost 
absurd to the outsider, whom we want to 
attract into the fold. To take an instance—  
the visitor who commenced with Afghanistan 
found himself next in British Guiana, and 
travelled thence through Mauritius and New 
South Wales to Switzerland and the United 
States. The connexion is hardly sufficiently 
obvious even to a philatelist, and whilst we
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heartily applaud the courage shown by the 
Committee in adopting a new system, we 
must confess our preference for a geographical 
arrangement tempered by philatelic considera
tions.

The Royal Horticultural Society’s Hall 
proved to be a magnificent building for an 
Exhibition of the kind ; it has only one fault 
— apart from the fact that it is out of the way 
of the general public— and that is that it is not 
large enough. It was the finest and largest 
show of stamps that has ever been on view, but 
there were very large portions of some of the 
exhibits that were not shown at all, because 
there was no room for them. W e believe 
that hardly a single exhibit was shown in its 
entirety, owing to lack of space, and in some 
instances only a small portion was shown, 
under the rule which provided that where an 
exhibitor desired to enter for competition a 
greater number of sheets than could be dis
played, a certain number of sheets could be 
entered for display and the remainder of the 
collection sent for inspection by the judges. In 
this connexion it is well to point cstrtthat some 
of the exhibits showed only samples, as it 
were, of the collections entered for competi
tion, and it was thus impossible for visitors to 
form an opinion upon their merits as com
pared with others that were more completely 
displayed. The difficulty of finding space 
on a future occasion for a really comprehen
sive Exhibition of stamps will be a very 
serious one; and it must not be forgotten 
that this has been an Exhibition of adhesive 
postage stamps, alone, and that neither 
stamped stationery nor philatelic literature 
and accessories were admitted. What can be 
done further in the direction of economizing 
space it is difficult to s a y ; but a Committee 
might well announce beforehand that no ex
hibit would be displayed which was arranged 
upon sheets with elaborate headings and or
namentation, occupying a large portion of 
their dimensions, or so mounted as to show an 
undue amount of blank space.

As a Display of Stamps and of Philately, 
in its best and highest form, the Exhibition 
has certainly been an unqualified success. In 
another part of the present number we give 
an account of the prominent features of most 
of the exhibits, but we cannot refrain from 
referring to one or two of them here. The

great collection of Great Britain brought 
together by the Earl of Crawford, which 
deservedly gained the gold cup in Section 1 
of the Championship Class, is a thing abso
lutely unique, constituting as it does a history 
of the Introduction of Postage Stamps, illus
trated with specimens of all the essays and 
proposals, and of the stamps as issued in all 
their numberless varieties. It may be termed 
an example, of the manner in which one col
lection of the stamps of each country in the 
world should be made, for retention in that 
country as a public record. In Section 2 the 
cup was awarded to the celebrated collection 
of Hawaii belonging to Mr. H." J. Crocker, 
the finest collection in existence of the 
stamps of a very difficult country; it con
tains no less than fourteen specimens of the 
so-called Missionary stamps, besides plates of 
the other type-set issues, the reconstruction 
of which is so arduous a task.

Foremost among the great attractions of 
the Exhibition were, of course, the One 
Penny and Two Pence “ POST O FFICE ” 
Mauritius of H.R H. the Prince of Wales. 
Curiously enough, the adjoining exhibit, that 
of Mr. H. J. Duveen, contained an almost 
exactly similar pair, the id. in each case 
being on an entire envelope and the 2d. 
unused, but the copy of the latter in the 
Prince’s cqllection is certainly the better 
specimen of the two, having fine margins. 
Each of the two exhibits also contained an 
unused specimen of the shilling, dark green 
Britannia, perforated. But to our mind the 
gem of the Mauritius collection was a mag
nificent, unused, block of four of the Penny 
“ POST PAID,” shown by Mr. Duveen ; it is a 
fine impression, in the earliest state of the 
plate, on the thick yellowish paper, and is 
from the left lower corner of the sheet, with 
huge margins on two sides. This was cer
tainly one of the finest things in the whole 
Exhibition.

We must leave it to our friend Mr. C. J. 
Phillips to pick out the rest of the plums, or 
as many of them as can be described in a 
single number of the Monthly Journal, and 
conclude this notice by tendering our warmest 
congratulations to the Executive Committee 
of the International Philatelic Exhibition of 
1906 upon the conclusion of their great work 
and its triumphant success. .
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The End of No, this is not a political article, 
British written from a pessimistic point 
Africa. 0f view, prophesying the down

fall of British rule in the dark 
continent; on the contrary, our desire is to 
offer our congratulations to the London 
Philatelic Society on the completion of the 
great work upon The Postage Stamps, &c., o f 
the British Colonies, Possessions, and Protecto
rates in Africa, the concluding part of which 
has just reached us. The publication has, it 
is true, been considerably delayed, but those 
who may be fortunate enough to obtain 
copies (for the edition is by no means an un
limited one) will find that they have lost 
nothing by waiting. The book has increased 
greatly, both in interest and in bulk, and 
those who have had the hard labour of com-1 
piling it must often have wished that it bad 
been completed ten years ago, soon after the 
issue of Part I. A  great deal has happened 
in South Africa during the years that have 
elapsed,and Part III. would have been shorter 
by nearly three hundred of its most interesting 
pages, if it had been published a fewyears back.

The issues of what is now the Orange 
River Colony are most ably dealt with by 
Baron A. de Reuterskiold and Messrs. E. D. 
Bacon and C. J. D aun; diagrams are given 
showing the positions on the sheets of the 
varieties of type of most of the Orange Free 
State surcharges, the only notable exception 
being the 4d. on 6d. of 1877, of which it was 
found impossible to reconstruct the setting; 
the more recent varieties of the Orange River 
Colony are equally fully described.

In Sierra Leone Mr. Bacon points out a 
venerable error— so venerable that it is diffi
cult to believe that it is an error— that has 
existed in English catalogues for over thirty 
years! He assures us that although the 6d. 
watermarked Crown and “ C C ” was chronicled 
more than once in the course of the seventies, 
it was not really issued until 1885. The 6d. 
was originally issued, we gather, in i860; it 
was one of the earliest colonial stamps manu
factured by Messrs. De La Rue & Co., and 
the plate was made up after the pattern of 
that of the 6d. o f Great Britain of 1856, that 
is to say, in twelve panes of twenty stamps, 
instead of four panes of sixty. The plate was 
therefore quite unsuited to the ordinary Crown 
and “ CC ” paper, and the only watermarked 
paper upon which this stamp was ever printed

was, according to Mr. Bacon, the paper with 
watermark \V 5 of our publishers’ Catalogue, 
which is intended for the larger size De La Rue 
stamps, and in which the watermarks are not 
divided up into panes. Our attention was 
drawn some six years ago to the fact that the 
6d. exists on this paper, which seems to have 
a tendency towards turning blue in some 
cases, and we remember that we were then 
unable to find this value on the ordinary 
“ CC ” paper ; we have no doubt that Mr. 
Bacon is quite correct in stating that it is 
only found with the watermark described 
above, and that it was not issued till 1885 
(which is also the date given by Moens); 
other authorities, however, have erred in good 
company, for the watermarked 6d. is listed 
in Dr. Gray’s Catalogue of 1875, as issued in 
1872!

But the most marvellous section of the 
whole book is that which treats of the numer
ous and complicated issues of the Transvaal. 
It occupies no less than two hundred and 
forty pages, and might almost have been made 
into a separate volume. This portion of the 
work was entrusted to Mr. R. B. Yardley, who 
has bestowed upon it an amount of care and 
labour that is beyond all praise. All that 
has been previously published on the subject 
appears to have been diligently studied— no 
small task in itself— and the pith of it is 
embodied in Mr. Yardley’s excellent “ Notes,” 
together with a mass of information due to 
original research and close examination of the 
stamps themselves. By means of flaws and 
blemishes in the plates, due to defective 
manufacture and to wear and tear, it has 
been found possible to identify the positions 
of many of the stamps on the sheets of the 
early types; and, by careful study and com
parison of the very minute varieties thus 
produced, much has been learnt about the 
different printings of the stamps and the 
arrangements of the surcharges that were 
printed upon some of them. It is by work of 
this kind that microscopic Philately justifies 
itself. The varieties by themselves are of little 
or no importance; no one would advocate 
their collection by the general collector, or 
the cataloguing of them in an ordinary 
catalogue, but the importance of their study 
lies in the fact that in certain cases it will 
enable us to say : This surcharge is a forgery ; 
this particular variety of it cannot exist upon 
that particular stamp.
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The whole history of the Transvaal stamps 
bristles with difficulties. There is the question 
of the early German prints, followed by the 
complications of the early local printings, of 
various degrees of excellence or the reverse, 
and on various papers. Then we have the 
printings and overprintings of the First British 
Occupation, about which many fresh facts 
have been discovered ; next we have the 
period of the Second Republic, not altogether 
free from varieties of surcharge ; and, finally, 
the Second British Occupation, when sur
charges reigned supreme for a time. It is 
possible that the problems have not all been 
completely solved even now, but an immense 
amount of good work has been done in that 
direction.

We must not omit to add that, in addition 
to a vast number of illustrations in the" text, 
the book contains thirty full-page plates of 
entire sheets, panes, etc., produced by the 
photogravure process, which is undoubtedly 
the finest that has yet been employed for 
such a purpose, showing the minutest details 
both of the stamps and the surcharges, and 
thus adding immensely to the value and 
interest of the book.

The work is a grand addition to philatelic 
literature, and a great credit to its compilers 
throughout. If we have said more about one 
portion of it than about the rest, it is princi
pally because that portion is a very prominent 
and attractive one.

*  *
*

A New W h en  Mr. E. Stanley Gibbons 
Departure, compiled the first edition of the 

Imperial Album , many years 
ago, the idea that he had in his mind, as we 
well remember his telling us some years 
later, was “ Stamp Collecting made easy.” 
Since that time many an effort has been 
made in the same good cause, and with 
every succeeding year such efforts become 
more and more necessary. It is easier, 
no doubt, at the present day to make a 
collection of a certain considerable number 
of stamps than it ever was before, and that is 
quite natural, since there are more stamps to 
be collected every year and the facilities for 
obtaining them have greatly increased also; 
such a collection will not contain any of the 
great rarities perhaps, but it may include 
a number of very interesting stamps, some of 
which are likely to increase in value, especi

ally if they have been obtained at a small 
cost. The prices of the old issues go up, in 
some cases very rapidly, so it is only fair that 
those of the current issues should be reduced 
to the lowest possible point, and this is what 
our publishers have decided on doing, in a 
new Department that they have just opened 
It has not been found possible to reduce prices 
actually to " prairie value,” because even the 
most enterprising Governments are not, so 
far as we have heard, offering their current 
stamps at any considerable discount, but at 
ten per cent, over nominal value the collecting 
of New Issues may be considered to have 
been made as easy as can well be expected.

W e are not amongst those who have un
limited admiration for New Issues and who 
regard every Novelty as pleasing; probably 
any one whose duty it is to chronicle New 
Issues and Varieties month by month, and 
who endeavours to do that duty conscien
tiously, will be likely to be a little bit pre
judiced against them. We believe that we 
have even been accused of persistently run
ning them down, but we do not plead guilty 
to that charge. Both New Issues and Old 
vary considerably in interest, but we cannot 
get away from the fact that in the case of the 
earliest stamps there could be no suspicion 
whatever of their issue being influenced by 
Philately, v^hilst among the more recent 
varieties there are only too many whose origin 
is more than doubtful, from that point of 
view. Still, when once a stamp has been 
duly issued it becomes a legitimate object for 
collection and study; we may deprecate its 
issue, we may— we do— regret the rapidly 
increasing length of the lists of stamps to be 
collected, but we cannot ignore them and do 
not attempt to do so— the length of our 
chronicle and the growing bulk of our pub
lishers’ Catalogue are evidence of that fact 
The new issues come, we cannot prevent 
them, and those who believe that the constant 
flow of novelties does more good than harm 
to Stamp Collecting may be more correct in 
their views than those who are doubtful of 
the benefit. At any rate, there can be no 
doubt whatever that when stamps have been 
issued it is an immense advantage that col
lectors should be able to get them both easily 
and cheaply, and that is the idea that our 
publishers have in view in the latest of their 
New Departures.
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issues axv4 ĴaneWes.
No t e .— We shall be greatly obliged i f  our readers will send, for description herein, any new issues or new varieties 

they may become acquainted with, addressing them to T h e  E d it o r  o f  t h e  M o n t h l y  J o u r n a l , care of M e s sr s . 
S t a n l e y  G ib b o n s , L im i t e d , 391, Strand, London, W.C. Stamps sent are promptly returned, unless required 
for illustration, which may cause a little delay. N.B.—Specimens of new Envelopes, Post Cards, etc., should no 
longer be sent, as we chronicle postal adhesives only; but the Editor will be glad to purchase for his own collection 
new Envelopes and Cards of Indian Native States.

P a r t  I.
Great Britain.— Offices in the Turkish Etnpire.— 

We have received the 1 piastre on 2|d., to which we 
alluded in November last.

1 piastre on 2jd , ultramarine.
Bahamas.— Ewen's Weekly announces the id., 

King’s Head, on unsurfaced paper with multiple 
watermark. id., carmine ; new wmh.

Barbados.— The Century Stamp Co. of Montreal 
kindly sends us a card disputing the claim of the 
Barbadians that theirs was the “ First Monument [ 
erected to Nelson’s Memory.” The statue in Barbados 
was set up in 1813, but on the card sent us is a picture 
of a much more imposing monument, with a figure 
of Nelson on the top, somewhat similar to that in 
Trafalgar Square, and bearing the following inscrip
tion on its base: “ In Memory of the Right Honour
able Admiral Lord Viscount Nelson, Duke of Brontd, 
who terminated his career of Naval Glory at the 
memorable battle of Trafalgar, on the 21st Oct., 
1805, after inculcating by signal a maxim that can 
never be forgotten by his country, ‘ England expects 
every man to do his duty.’ This monument pillar 
was erected by a subscription of the inhabitants of 
Montreal, in the year 1808.” It seems that Canada 
was first, and that we might well have been spared 
the Barbados labels. Nelson does not need stamps 
to keep his memory green. Our informants add—
“ Subscriptions to Montreal Monument started the 
night the news of Trafalgar reached the city.”

Bermuda.— Ewen’s Weekly chronicles the current 
id. stamp with multiple watermark, paper unsurfaced, 

id., brown and carmine ; new wmk.
British East Africa.— The M. C. says: “ The 

1 anna is reported with watermark c a c .” We are 
not quite sure what these mystic letters mean at 
the present time, whether “ C A  complicated” or 
“ C A  chalky,” and we hoped that the issues of British 
East Africa had efiased, on the amalgamation of that 
territory with Uganda three years ago. But if it is 
the 1 anna stamp of the united l ’rotectorates that 
is meant, we find that it was chronicled with multiple 
watermark in October, 1904, and with chalky surface 
in November, 1905, so we are a little in doubt as to 
the identity of the stamp now reported.

British Guiana.—  The L. /’. notes the existence of 
the 5 c. on chalk-surfaced paper, and another con
temporary adds live 4 c. and 12 c.

Ceylon. —  The L. P. chronicles, on the authority of 
an American contemporary, the 30 c. stamp on chalk
surfaced paper.

Gambia.— We much regret to learn that this colony, 
which has been guiltless hitherto in the matter of 
surcharging, has been employing the local printing

press, with a view, presumably, to getting rid of a 
superfluous stock of unnecessary values. A  correspon
dent tells us that he has received, from the Governor 
of Gambia, two provisionals, one formed by overprint 
ing the 2S. fid. stamp with the words “ HALF p e n n y ” 
in two lines, and the other by overprinting the 3s. 
with the words “ ONE PENNY” in one line; the former 
has the original value cancelled by two bars, on the 
latter the value is left uncancelled. Both have the 
single “ C A ” watermark, and the surcharges are, we 
suppose, in black.

Jtl. on 2s. 6d., purple and brown on yellow. 
id. on 3s., carmine and green ,,

Gibraltar.— We have received the 6d. on unsur
faced paper with multiple watermark, and the is. on 
chalk-surfaced paper.

6d , lilac and violet; new wmk.

Morocco Agencies.— We learn from the Pit. Echo 
that the 20 c., 25 r., and 50 c. have appeared on the 
chalk-surfaced paper; we have already chronicled 
two of these values with multiple watermark, so have 
now only to lis t:—

25 c., lilac and black on blue ; new wmk. and paper.

Gold Coast.— We have received the id. and the 
recently chronicled 2s. fid. stamps, both upon the 
chalk-surfaced paper.

Grenada.— A German contemporary reports the 
following values with multiple watermark, but says 
nothing about the surface of the paper.

6d., purple and green ; new wmk.
2s., green and ultramarine ,,
5s. ,, carmine ,,

ios. ,, magenta ,,

Hong Kong.— The following letter, from a well-
known philatelist in the United States, may be read 
with advantage by others besides those who collect 
Hong Kong fiscals usedpostally :—

“ S i r , — Referring to the clipping from The Ph. J. 
o f India in the Monthly of April 30th, 1906, page 193, 
regarding the use of fiscal stamps as postage at 
Hong Kong, I had a little experience when there that 
may throw some light on these cancellations, and show 
that only those should be collected which are obtained 
from reliable dealers who can vouch for them.

“ On visiting the post office at Hong Kong during 
or about the year 1893, I requested information as to 
whether fiscal stamps woulcl be accepted as postage. 
The reply was that'they were ‘ no longer’ so accepted, 
the answer of course implying that they had been so 
received at one time. The additional information 
was, however, vouchsafed to the effect that the re
striction did not apply to the postage stamps sur
charged ‘ S.O.’ or ‘ S.D.,’ as these being originally 
postage stamps it was deemed that the surcharge 
did not aflfcct their postal character. These latter 
stamps should therefore not be listed as fiscals used 
postally, but as ‘ postage and revenue.’
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“ But now to the principal part of my story. On 
asking a prominent dealer in Hong Kong if he could 
supply me with the regular fiscals used postally, he 
replied that he could do so with all issues, and handed 
me a considerable lot to select from, but all unused. 
On my telling him that these were of no use, as 
I wanted only postally used copies, he replied that 
that was all r ig h t: I was to pick out such as I wished 
used postally and he would take them to the post 
office, where he had a friend who postmarked them 
with any date he might direct, adding that he con
stantly did this for his customers. Naturally I had 
no use for this kind of stuff, but it rather shook my 
confidence in the ordinary run of Hong Kong fiscals 
‘ postally used.’

“ By the by, the $1.00 and $2.00 fiscals should also 
be really classed as postage stamps, as these were 
even then accepted as such, my former remark apply
ing only to the lower values below one dollar. If one 
asked for a complete set of postage stamps at Hong 
Kong offices, at any of the treaty ports, at that time, 
he would be handed a set including these two values, 
though I never had any other fiscals so included in 
the ‘ set.’ “  Yours, etc., W. C. E a t o n ,

“ Commander, U.S. Navy.”

India. —Jhind—\Ve have received the three pies, 
in the blue-grey shade, with the ordinary surcharge 
for this State. 3 pies, blue-grey.

W e are also shown a block of large oblong stamps,
I a., dull blue, of native manufacture, inscribed 
“ JEEND STATE,” but we have little doubt that these 
are fiscals of some kind.

Nabha. — W e learn from The S. C. -F. that the 
current 3 pies exists with the “ s e r v i c e ” overprint. 
The shade of the stamp is not stated.

Indian Native States.— Hyderabad.— A correspon
dent in India tells us that he possesses a vertical pair 
of the I a., first issue, imperforate horizontally, a 
similar variety to that which we described in No
vember last. We have also a horizontal pair of 
originals of this issue perf. all round and imperf. 
between the two stamps, and a similar pair of the 
reprints imperf. vertically.

Some months ago we quoted a statement regarding 
the relative values of the rupee of Hyderabad and 
that of British India, respectively, which Dr. Byramji 
Shavakshah has assured us is incorrect. He states 
that in 1904, on account of misunderstanding between 
the people and money changers and lenders, the 
Government of the State issued an order that for 
the time being (until further notice, presumably) 115 
rupees local currency were to be taken as equivalent 
to too rupees of British India. The expression 
“ hal-i-sicca” (this he says is the correct way of 
writing it, though it is given as “ hallee secca” on the 
sheets of the second issue) means practically “ current 
coin,” “ hal” meaning “ present” or “ current,” “ i ” = 
“ of,” “ secca ” = “ a coin,” thus “  coin of the present day.”

The history of this currency was given us by Dr. 
Byramji Shavakshah, somewhat as follows :— Some 
four or more different currencies have been in 
use in the State. Among these were “  Alumgiri ” 
rupees, when Alumgir, the Mogul Sultan, was ruler of 
Aurangabad, and “  Chulnee ” rupees, which super
seded them under the present dynasty. The title 
“ chulnee sicca” was given to the latter currency, 
“ chulnee” meaning “ usage,” and thus at that time

“ chulnee sicca” meant “ coin in use.” The “  chulnee1’ 
rupee, however, was found not to be of equal value 
with the “ Alumgiri,” and consequently a third series 
of coins was issued, under the designation “ hal-i- 
sicca,” of the same value as those of Alumgir. The 
last named, we gather, have practically disappeared, 
but the “ chulnee” coins are still to be met with in 
outlying parts of the State, and are reckoned at 109 to 
111 = 100 “ hal-i-sicca” rupees. The stamps have to 
be paid for at the “ hal-i-sicca” rate.

The rupee, as we know, is divided into 16 annas, 
and our informant states that the smaller silver 
coins in use in Hyderabad are 2, 4, and 8 annas, 
respectively. The poorer classes, however, prefer 
copper coins as being more substantial, and the rupee 
is further divided into 96 piesas (“  piesd ” is the plural) 
of copper or brass. A  Hyderabad piesa, he tells us, 
is an oblong bit of metal, about one inch long, half 
inch broad, and one-fourth to one-sixth inch thick ; 
these pieces vary in shape, size, and weight, weighing 
from £ oz. to 1 oz. each. The Doctor tells us that 
he once had to distribute about 10 rupees in pay 
to a number of coolies, and as they would not take 
silver he was obliged to obtain copper, which was 
brought to him from the bank in a wheelbarrow! 
More recently, he is glad to say, a regular piesa coin, 
about the size of a farthing, has been introduced. 
Four “  piese ” = one “ gunda,” a word which we are 
told merely means “ a group of four”; six “ piesd” =
I anna.

The “ piesa” of Hyderabad seems to be more or 
less on a par with the “ pice” or “ piasa” of other 
parts of India, which is equivalent to £ anna, and is 
itself divided into 3 pies.

Mr. Cassum Jeeva tells us that the watermark of 
the new stamps consists of an inscription which 
appears to beithe same as that in the centre of the 
earlier rectangular types, and is shown very plainly in 
the £ a. stamp of 1902. It reads Sarkar Asfia Sana 
1322; the characters for Asfia are, we gather, those 
that are uppermost in the centres of the stamps, but 
form the second row of those in the watermark. The 
inscription is very difficult to decipher in the latter.

Travancore. —  Messrs. A. Sivaramakrishna Iyer 
and Co. kindly send us specimens of two provisional 
stamps of this State, which has hitherto confined its 
surcharges to the post cards that so few collect 
nowadays. We have the £ chuckram surcharged 
“ £” (similar to Type 32 of India), and “ jj” (also in 
thick figures); both overprints are in black, and the 
stamps are in two of the very distinct shades in which 
the £ ch. id known, but probably there is no intention 
of distinguishing the new values by these colours.

“ £” on £ ch., violet-mauve.
“ | ” on £ ch., dull purple.

Lagos.— We have received the £d. and is. stamps 
on chalk-surfaced paper, in addition to the 6d. which 
we noted last month. The Ph. Echo adds the 2s. 6d. 
on the same paper.

W e copy from The S. C. F. the following description 
of some fraudulent varieties of the stamps of this 
colony which are said to be on the market:—

“ The higher values of the King’s Head stamps of 
Lagos, the 2s. 6d., 5s., and 10s., are being faked by 
a method already employed in connection with the
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stamps of Gold Coast. Stamps of lower values 
printed in colours exactly corresponding to the 2s. 6d., 
5s., and 10s. stamps respectively are acquired by the 
fakers ; their tablets of value are removed and 
cunningly replaced by tablets expressing the higher 
values. The work is executed with much delicacy 
and skill, and it is necessary just now to scrutinize 
one’s purchases with more than ordinary care.”

Malta.— The Ph. Echo  chronicles the 3d. with 
multiple watermark.

3d., grey and mauve; new wmk.
Natal.— MekeePs Weekly notes the id . stam p sur

charged  “ OFFICIAL” on ch alk-su rfaced  p a p e r; and 
we h ave rece ived  the 2s. with m ultip le  w aterm ark, 
and find that the p a p er is unsurfaced.

New Zealand.— W e learn from The Australian 
Philatelist that the penny-in-the-slot machine now 
supplies stamps that are imperf. top and bottom and 
have only two holes at each side ; also that the 2d., 
5d., and 5s. appear in new shades and perf. 14.

We have since received, kindly sent us by Mr. 
A. T. Bate, the 2d., 3d., 5d., 6d., and 2s., perf. 14, and 
the 5s. in a new shade, but perf. 11 ; three of these 
we listed last month, so we now add the following :—  

id., carmine; perf. 2 at sides.
2d., mauve ,, 14.
sd ., sepia „  ,,
5s., bright vermilion ; perf. 11.
5s. „  ,, 14.

Mr. Bate has also kindly shown us blocks of the 
current id. stamps, perf. 14, printed from four different 
plates, two of which, marked in the margin “  W 1 ” 
and “  W  2,” were supplied by Messrs. Waterlow, and 
the other two, marked “ R 1 ” and “ R 2,” by Mr. 
Royle ; the intention is to note which pair of plates 
wears the best and produces the best results.

We regret to learn that there is to be an issue of 
stamps to celebrate an International Exhibition 
which is about to be held in this Colony. ' We have 
no details at present as to designs or values, but our 
publishers have received the following letter :—

“ D ear  S irs,— I beg to advise you officially that it is 
proposed to issue a special set of stamps, commemor
ative of the New Zealand International Exhibition.

“ These stamps will be issued by the Postal 
Authorities of the Colony, and will be available for 
postal purposes over a limited area, which, however, 
will include the United Kingdom, the Commonwealth 
of Australia, and the colony of New Zealand.

“ The stamps will only be purchasable at the Post 
Office established within the Buildings of the New 
Zealand International Exhibition.

“  Yours faithfully, (signed) “ G. S. MUNRO,
“ Executive Commissioner.”

We note that it is proposed to commemorate the 
Exhibition before it takes place, but perhaps that 
kind of topsy - turvydom is to be expected at the 
Antipodes 1

E v en ’s Weekly reports the current 2$d. stamp 
overprinted “ O.P.S.O.” in violet.

L ’Echo de la T. adds the 2s. with the same overprint.
Official Stamps: 2 jd., blue (Type 27); perf. 11.

2s., green.
Orange River Colony.—  The Ph. J . o f G. B. tells 

us that we were in error in supposing (see our number 
for March) that the ^d., with mixed stops and small 
“ J,” is the “ usual combination.” The small is, 
we are told, more commonly found either with all the

stops level or with all raised, and there are thus three 
varieties with small “  J.”

St. Lncia.— W e have received the 2jd. on chalk
surfaced paper.

St. Vincent.— The E. P. chronicles the £d. on chalk
surfaced paper.

Seychelles.— E v e n s  Weekly announces the whole 
of the current series on unsurfaced paper and with 
the multiple watermark. The colours are stated to 
be those of our Nos. 53 to 63.

Sierra Leone.— W e have received the id., single 
“ C A ” watermark, in a much deeper shade of purple 
than that of the copies imported in 1903.

South Australia. — The Australian Ph. tells us that 
the 2d. has appeared on the paper watermarked Crown 
and “ A,” and the 8d. in the type with “ POSTAGE” in 
thick letters.

2d., violet ; new wmk; perf. 12.
8d ., b lu e; old wmk.; new type; perf. 12.

Southern Nigeria.— W e have received the 2s. 6d.
. on chalk-surfaced paper; and the Ph. Echo states that 

the 2d., 2^d., is., 2s., 5s., 10s., and £1 have appeared 
on that paper.

Straits Settlements.— We have received the 30 c. 
and 1 dollar on chalk-surfaced paper.

Federated Malay Stales.— According to the Ph. Echo 
the 1 c., 20 c., and 50 c. have also appeared on the 
new paper.

Sudan.— Mr. C. J. Smith shows us a specimen of 
the 1 millifeme surcharged “ Army Service,” on which 
the overprint is in ordinary small type with initial 
capitals and in two horizontal lines, not in small 
capitals with large initials as printed in one of our 
contemporaries. W e suppose the stamp shown us has 
the normal type of this surcharge. The colour of the 
frame is pink, more like that of the stamp of 1898, but 
the watermark is the multiple Star and Crescent.

Tasmania.— The Aust. Ph. reports the issue of the 
9d. on the Crown and “ A ” paper.

9d., blue ; new wmk., perf, 12J.
V icto ria .— We copy the following from Mekeel’s 

Weekly
“  Mr. F. S. Cook has made an interesting discovery- 

in the stamps of this State of what may be the 
engraver’s initials or secret mark. They appear on 
various stamps, and can be easily seen by any col
lector with or without a glass. Take for instance the 
id., green, of 1883. At the top of the design appear 
two Maltese crosses in small circles. In the centre 
of the left cross is printed the letter ‘ C,’ and in the 
right cross the letter ‘ H.’ These can be very clearly 
seen with a glass. The same letters appear on the 
id., rose-red, of 1901, with ‘ POSTAGE’ and also on 
the current stamp, watermarked Crown A.

“ The 2d, brown, and 2d., mauve, of the issue of - 
1881-3 have minute letters in the small spot of colour 
in each of the four extreme corners of the design, as 
follows : upper left comer ‘ A,’ upper right corner ‘ C,’ 
lower left ‘ C,’ lower right ‘ E.’ The same letters also 
appear in the corners of the 2d., purple, of February, 
1901, and the 2d., purple, of June, 1901, with ‘ postage.’
'  “ The 4d., carmine-rose, of 1881-3, Scott’s No. 145 

(our No. 187), has similar secret marks, though in this 
case they are printed in the lower margin, the letter 
‘ C ’ being found in the little patch of colour under the 
‘ F ’ of ‘ FOUR,’ and the letter ‘ A ’ at the right in a 
similar spot of colour under the last ‘ e ’ of ‘ PENCE.’
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The same letters appear on the 4d., olive-yellow, of 
February, 1901, and June, 1901, the latter with 
‘ POSTAGE.’ Curiously enough, Mr. Cook has not 
been able to find any marks on other values.”

We quote the above because the information con
tained in it will probably be new to the great majority 
of our readers ; but the discovery is not a new one, 
as these letters are described in the London Philatelic 
Society’s Oceania book, published in 1887. No ex
planation of them is given, but in the case of the 2d., 
the first to be issued, it is suggested that they are the 
initials of the engraver. Possibly a solution of the 
problem will be found in the book upon which the 
Society, assisted by able collaborators in Australia, is 
now engaged.

P a r t  I I .
Austria.— We have received some of the current 

stamps, on granite paper without the shiny bars, with 
a large perforation, resembling that in use some years 
back, except that on all the copies before us it gauges 
9, regularly, all round.

2 h., violet-black ; perf. 9. I 5 h., slate-green, perf 9.'
3 h., brown ,, | 6 h., orange ,,

The D. B .Z . chronicles an error, the 10 h. printed 
in mauve, the colour of the 30 h.

Offices i?t the Turkish Empire.— We have received 
the 10 paras, type of 190.4, without the shiny bars, 

to par., black and slate-green; perf. 13 x 13J 
Offices in Crete.— We have the 10 centimes, type of 

1905, without the shiny bars.
10 c., black and rose; perf. 13.

Bulgaria.—  The S. C. F. publishes the following 
warning in reference to forgeries of the Commemorative 
labels of 1902 :—

“ The large Commemorative stamps issued in llul- 
garia in 1902, and generally known as the Shipka 
Pass issue, have been wholly forged in complete sets 
of three, and apparently in huge numbers, as they are 
being furtively hawked in considerable parcels. The 
fact that the genuine stamps are still very common 
rather tends to make the forged specimens the more 
dangerous, since few people would think of suspecting 
fraud in connection with a series of ‘ gumpaps’ issued 
so recently as 1902. Once the fact of the forgery is 
made known, and the collector warned, much of the 
danger disappears, for the imitations are on noticeably 
thinner paper than the genuine stamps, and in all the 
forged specimens we have seen there is a curious mis
take in the inscription. The fourth letter from the 
right in the forgery is utterly unlike the corresponding 
character in the genuine stamp. On the other hand, 
the perforations of the forgeries are quite accurate.”

Colombia. — Panama.— We learn from Mekeel’s 
Weekly that provisional 1 c. and 2 c. stamps have 
been issued for the Republic generally, as well as 
for the Canal Zone. In the case of the former the 
overprints are all in red, and consist of a bar cover
ing the name “ colom hia” at top, “ 1’anamd” (thus) 
at each side on the 1 c., and “ p a n a m a ” (thus) at 
each side of the 2 c., with the new value “ 1 ct.” (or 
“  2 cts.”) just over the old.

1 c., in red, on 20 c., violet.
2 c- »» it 5° c-1 brown.

(Canal Zone.) The 1 c. on 20 c., to which we 
referred last month, has made its appearance ; the 
overprint is in Hack, and resembles that of the 2 c. 
on 1 peso. 1 c., in black, on 20 c., violet.

Costa Rica.— The Ph. R. chronicles the 1 c. on 
20 c. provisional of last year with overprint not only 
in abnormal positions but in abnormal colours also. 
In addition to the varieties with the black overprint 
struck upside-down or diagonally, as noted by us in 
November and April, our contemporary has seen 
copies with surcharges in gold  and in green, used 
on original covers. Probably these are proofs which 
some one has managed to pass through the post.

Counani.— All question as to the possibility of the 
existence of this supposed Republic may safely be 
regarded as put an end to by the following corre
spondence, published in The Manchester Chamber 
o f Commerce Monthly Record:—

“ Ma n c h e s t e r  C ha m b e r  of C o m m e r c e ,
“  17 March, 1906.

“ S ir ,— I am desired by the President of this 
Chamber to ask if you will be so good as to favour 
me with some information respecting the political 
status of the Independent Republic of Counani, situate 
— as I am informed— between Brazil and the three 
Guianas. Members of this Chamber have been ap
proached with regard to the formation of a company, 
having its field of operations in Counani. It is an
nounced that —as part of its work— it will enter upon 
the purchase of goods from Manchester merchants 
and others. This Republic is unknown here, but a 
map has been exhibited in Manchester, showing the 
important town of Manaos—situate near the conflux 
of the Amazon and Rio Negro—as being within its 
territory. I am therefore instructed respectfully to 
ask you what territory Counani comprises, and whether 
its existence has been recognized by Great Britain. 
Any other information which you can properly afford 
will be very welcome to the President. The necessity 
for an authoritative statement on the subject is urgently 
realized here, as merchants require to know whether, 
in case of need, they may rely upon British protection.

“ I have, &c.,
“ W a l t e r  S p e a r m a n , Secretary.

“ T he  R ig ht  IIo n . S ir E d w a r d  G rf.y , m. p.,
“  Foreign Office, London."

“  F or eig n  O f f ic e ,
“ 24 March, 1906.

“ S ir ,— 1 am directed by Secretary Sir E. Grey to ac
knowledge the receipt of your letter of the 17th instant, 
asking for information as to the political status of the 
‘ Independent Republic of Counani,’ and in reply I am 
to state that the so-called ‘ State’ is purely fictitious. 
Its political existence is indignantly denied by the 
Brazilian Government, within whose territory the cities 
and provinces claimed by the ‘ Republic’ are situated, 
and it has not been acknowledged by this country, 
nor, so far as His Majesty’s Government are aware, 
by any other Power. “  I am, See.,

“ T h e  S e c r e t a r y , “  E . G o r s t .
“  Manchester Chamber of Commerce.”

Denmark.— We have received the 10 ore, in the 
design with the late King’s Head, but re-engraved

14904. 1906.
and decidedly improved in appearance. All the lines 
of shading are clearer, and rather wider apart; the 
background of the central disk was originally com
posed of very scratchy and broken horizontal and
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vertical lines, in the re-engraved type the lines are 
horizontal and diagonal, all clear and complete ; the 
little designs, resembling the sheaves of pulleys, in the 
four corners and in the centre below, are now com
posed of fo u r  vertical lines, instead of five. Water
mark and perforation as before. Ewen's Weekly 
adds the 5 ore in the same type.

5 ore, green ; type re-engraved.
10 ,, scarlet ,, ,,

France.— We learn from Le Coll, de T.-P. that the 
new 10 c. stamp was first put on sale on April 13th, at 
the Post Office at the Chamber of Deputies, and that 
the Office of the Senate and others were supplied later. 
A slightly different design, showing the Sower not on 
the top of the world, so to speak, but walking up a 
slight incline, and with the sun rising (or setting ?) in 
front of her, had been prepared, we are told ; but at 
the last moment changes were made, as shown in our 
illustration last month, and a plate of fifty cliches was 
made up, from which the stamps first issued were 
printed. It is possible, therefore, that further modifi
cations may be made before the regular plates are 
completed ; our contemporary suggests one, which 
would certainly be an improvement— in front of the 
left arm of the figure and on a level with the breast, 
there is a white dash or projection, which is supposed 
to represent the mouth of the bag containing the corn, 
but it might well be done away with, as at present it 
looks more like a flaw in the background, or a dagger 
in the lady’s body.

The sheets of fifty have no date numbers in the 
margin. The stamps are stated to have been pur
posely made rather smaller than the previous type, in 
order to allow more space for the perforations.

Stamps are to be issued of the values of 35 c. and 
45 c., for registered letters, and a 20 c. l ’ostage Due 
stamp ; and the 30 c. and the 40 c. Postage and 15 c. 
and 30 c. Postage Due are to become obsolete when 
the stocks now on hand have been used up.

French Colonies.— French West Africa.— We glean 
from Le fournal des Philatelistes some details as to 
the French possessions in this part of the world, which 
seem to be now grouped together philatelically, and 
for which one series of stamps might well suffice.

In September, 1902, these territories were officially 
divided into the colonies of Senegal, French Guinea, 
Ivory Coast, Dahomey, and Senegambia and Niger ; 
to these has now been added, we are told, by the 
Postal Administration of the Colonies, a division 
termed Mauritania, the geographical position of which 
appears to be unknown ! Our contemporary assures 
us that the officials at the Colonial Office in Paris do 
not know where to send the stamps supposed to 
belong to this mythical colony. Uut surely that little 
detail should give them no trouble, the destination of 
all these labels is the same; a set more or less can 
make little difference to those who can afford to 
collect French Colonials. The whole stock of the 
Mauritanian issue should be consigned to the depart
ment which supplies stamps to collectors and dealers.

This new set is in the designs described last month, 
but inscribed “  m a u r i t a n i k .” We have seen the 
following values so far

Sc., 10 c., 25 c.

M. Bernichon tells us that Mauritania is situated 
between Senegal and Morocco, being the western 
portion of the Sahara ; it is separated from the sea 
by the Spanish Colony of Rio de Oro. It was in 
this territory that the well-known French explorer, 
M. Coppolane, was assassinated last year by the Moors. 
It would be only right that a portrait of M. Coppolane 
should appear upon the stamps.

Mohtli— The Sower seems to be sowing to some 
purpose ; fresh crops of stamps are springing up in the 
most unlikely places. Le C. de T.-P. tells us that 
Mohdli1 forms part of the Comoro group, and its in
habitants, a mixture (according to the same authority) 
of Arabs, Malagasy, Makois, Makondds, etc., if they 
write letters at all, have no doubt hitherto been con
tent with the stamps supplied to those islands. The 
latter, in turn, might well be included under Mada
gascar and Dependencies ; but as Anjouan, one of 
the same group, has stamps of its own, we suppose 
Mohdli must be similarly honoured. We gather that, 
for the present, a set of the 1892 type is to be issued 
with the name of the new division.

New Caledonia.— We have received a set of l’ostage 
Due stamps, in a fancy design of the more or less 
inappropriate nature which seems to be the present 
fashion at the French Colonial Office. There is a 
ferry-boat in the centre, which may or may not 
contain a cargo of Unpaid Letters, manned by two 
natives. The necessary inscriptions are above and 
below, and the value in a circle at right, the whole 
forming an oblong device, l’ erf. 13J x 14.

5 c., blue on greenish.
10 c., purple-brown on pale buff.
15c., green on greenish.
30 c., carmine on white.
50 c., blue on toned.
60 c., bronze-green on greenish.

I fr., dark green on pale yellow.
We do not think it has been noted that the coloured 

surface of the paper, used for so many of the stamps 
produced in l’ aris, is of a chalky nature to the extent 
of being marked by silver.

Tunis.— W e learn from L ’Echo de la T. that a 
w'hole series of Parcel Post labels has been provided 
for this place. The design is of large, upright 
rectangular shape, with a view, we are told, of the 
arrival of the mail at an Arab village ; at top is the 
name “ t u n isik ,” at bottom “ COLIS postaux,” and 
the value is expressed in figures on a shield at lower 
right. Perf. 13J x 14.

5 c., green and purple-brown.
10 c., vermilion and rose.
20 c., brown and vermilion.
25 c , blue and brown.
40 c., grey and rose.
50 c., purple-brown and purple.
75 c., brown and blue.

1 fr., red-brown and red.
2 ,, carmine and blue.
5 , , ‘-purple anti purple-brown.

German Empire.— Offices in Turkey.— 11 is stated 
in L'Echo de la T. that another value has appeared 

"on the watermarked paper.
10 paras on 5 pf., green ; wmkd.

Greece.— A  correspondent draws our attention to 
the fact that there appears to have been some re
cutting done to the type of the 5 lepta of 1901. In
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what we believe to be the original form, as shown in 
Type 15 in the Catalogue, the labels at the sides 
containing the word “  EAAAZ ” have two plain white 
vertical bars at the outer side of each ; on one of die 
copies shown us, the outer of these two white bars is 
filled in with horizontal lines. There is also on this 
stamp much more shading around and below the figure 
of Mercury. It seems probable that either the impres
sions on the first plate were not rolled in sufficiently 
deeply, or the lines on the original dies were deepened 
and added to after the first plate had been made.

Hayti.— The whole series of stamps of 1898 and 
1900 has been overprinted with a device consisting 
of the words “ e n — p i a s t r e s — f o r t e s ”  enclosed in 
an oval band lettered “ SERVICE EXTERIEUR— PRO- 
VISOIRE,” impressed in red. The meaning is, we 
gather, that postage on letters going out of the 
country is to be paid in gold, or American dollars, 
not at the local currency rate. Doubtless the revenue 
will be increased one way or another. We note that 
both colours of the I c., 2 c., and 5 c. were in stock.

Types 8 and 9 with red surcharge.
1 c., blue. 5 c., sky-blue.
1 c., yellow-green. 7 c., grey.
2 c., orange. 8 c., carmine.
2 c., carmine. 10 c., orange.
3 c., green. 15 c., olive -grey.
4 c., red. 20 c., black.
5 c., brown. 5° c-> brown-lake.

1 gourde, reddish purple.
Holland.— Curasao.—W e give an 

illustration of the design of the new 
high-value stamps.

Dutch Indies.— We learn from The 
L. P. that the new 1 gulden stamp 
has at last been put on sale, and 
that it is perf. 1 i j  x 11. The S.C .F. 
reports that the 15 c. has also been 
issued.

Nicaragua.— According to a New York
porary, the 5 c. of the issue 
last year has appeared in 
green instead of blue.

5 c., olive-green.
The A . J . o f Ph. notes the 2 c., 

3 c., and 4 c. of the same series 
overprinted “  CA RO,” in magenta.

We give an illustration of the 
design of the Official stamps re
cently chronicled.

Paraguay. —  Messrs. Bright & Son show us a 
specimen of the 1 c. on 1 peso of 1902-3, with the 
surcharge reading downwards, instead of upwards. 
It will become No. 74a in the Catalogue.

Persia.—We have received specimens of what we 
believe to be the labels referred to last month, the 
design of which is shown more 
or less indistinctly in the accom
panying illustration. The type
set portion of the design is in 
colour, and there is a hand- 
stamped surcharge, in black, 
consisting of the Lion and Sun, 
some Arabic characters above 
it, “ PROVISOIRE” in a curve 
below, and a date immediately

under the Lion. The date is probably “  1323,” but it 
might equally well be “  1222” or even “  1324” on the 
copies before u s; “ i324”commencedon February 25th, 
1906. W e have the 1 ch.,perf. to to 12 on three sides, 
and imperf. on the fourth, and the other values imperf. 
all round. 1 ch,, mauve and black.

2 ch., grey „
3 ch., green ,,

L'Ecko de la T. notes some other varieties, which 
appear to be as follows :— The I kran of 1902, Type 22 
overprinted with Type 27 (No. 247 in the Catalogue), 
further surcharged “ 1 c h a h i — s e r v i c e  i n t e r i e u r ,”  
accompanied by Persian characters, in blue; the 
1 kran, purple, of the same year, No. 289, without 
the oyerprint in rose; and the 2 Chahis, Type 34, 
overprinted with Type 31, instead of Type 36.

1 kr., purple (Type 29); without overprint,
1 ch. on 1 kr., carmine-red (No. 247).
2 Chahis, red-brown (Type 34); surcharged with Type 31.
Peru. —  The L. P. chronicles two more values of the 

lithographed and overprinted type described in March.
10c., scarlet; red surcharge.
1 s., brown-red ,, ,,

A  correspondent tells us that he possesses the 5 c., 
ultramarine, with the “ PERU” oval surcharge, Type 20, 
in red, and the triangle, variety b, in black, like Nos. 
114, etc. W e find that this is in Moens’ catalogue of 
1892, which also lists the 1 c. and 2 c. with Type 20 
and certain varieties of the triangle, all of which are 
omitted from our publishers’ Catalogue— probably not 
without good reasons.

Portuguese Colonies.—Angola.— Mr. H. Borges 
shows us a pair of the 20 reis, Type 2, perf. 13 ,̂ sur
charged 400 reis, as in the issue of 1902 ; we have only 
listed this stamp perf. 12J. Our informant states that 
a sheet has been found with the other perforation.

Mr. A. de Castro assures us that our No. 142 
should be described as 400 r. on 50 r., Type 3, instead 
of 400 r. on 40 r., Type 2.

Angra.— The last-named correspondent shows us 
an unused block of four of the 25 reis, blue-green, 
Type 2, entirely imperforate. It is also without gum.

Cape Verd.— Mr. de Castro tells us that the 115 r. 
on 20 r., Type 2, exists perf. 13J, as well as 12J.

Guinea.— The same correspondent states that the 
115 r. on 40 r. and the 130 r. on 100 r. both exist perf. 13J.

Mozambique Company. —  A  note after No. 59 in 
our publishers’ Catalogue says that “ On some print
ings of the 10 reis No. 19 on the sheet has a different 
type of figure ‘ 1.’ ” A  correspondent of Le J . des Ph. 
has gone further into this matter, and states that this 
variety in the figure exists also in the 15, 100, and 
150 reis. The two types of numeral, of which he 
gives illustrations, may be described as follows:
(a) With a long, sloping upper serif; (b) With a 
very short one, almost horizontal. He adds that 
of the sheets he examined, those perf. 12  ̂ had variety
(b) throughout, whilst those perf. 13J showed variety 
(a), except on one stamp, the fourth in the third row, 
which had variety (b). We noted these two types of 
figure in the 10 and 15 reis in September, 1903.

Portuguese Congo.— Mr. de Castro tells us that 
No. 39 in the Catalogue should be described as 
perf. 12J, instead of 1 1£ (this has been done in the 
new edition), and that this value also exists perf. 13$.
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Roumania.— The D. B .Z .  states that the 10 bani 
in its latest shade exists with compound perforation, 
and that the 50 bani has appeared in a new tint.

10 b., carmine; perf. compound of 11J x 13J.
50 b., canary-yellow ,, ,,

Moldavia.— A  story is floating around, principally 
we think in the non-philatelic Press, of the discovery 
of a hitherto unknown stamp of Moldavia, used in 
1857. It is of the greatest rarity, indeed we understand 
unique— at present. It is described as of very small 
size, but there is nevertheless room for an inscription 
which is translated as follows:— “ Prince Nicholas 
Konaki Vogoride, Caimacan of the Principality of 
Moldavia, 1857” ; we suppose it must be in very small 
type. In the centre is the well-known Bull’s Head, 
surmounted by a Crown.

No value is indicated upon the stamp, for the 
reason, so we are told, that “ the postal sendee in 
those days being carried out by coach, the rates were 
proportionate to the distance traversed.” This seems 
hardly a sufficient explanation ; we have different 
rates of postage nowadays, not according to distance 
but according to the weight of the packet, and for 
that same reason we have stamps with different values 
indicated upon them. Possibly the ingenious phila
telists, whose Moldavian reprints we discussed at 
some length a few years back, have discovered (or 
invented) a fresh mystification.

Russia.— Offices in China— According to LI Echo 
de la T. the series for these offices has been com
pleted by the issue of the following :—

4 k., carmine ; blue surcharge.
14 k., rose and blue ; red surcharge.
3Sk., green and violet; red surcharge.
70 k., orange and brown ; blue surcharge.
34 r-, grey and black ; red ,,

7 r., yellow and black ; blue ,, •

Salvador.— We have received the 3 c. and 5 c. 
of the new issue, which we trust will soon supersede 
the surcharged varieties ; and L'Echo de la T. adds 
the to c. and 15 c.

3 c., black and yellow.
5 c. ,, ,, blue.

10 c. ,, ,, purple.
. 15 c. ,, ,, brown.

Mek eel's Weekly states that these stamps are 
printed in sheets of twenty, five horizontal rows of 
four.

There was a misprint in our March number, which 
we wish to correct: Page 176, second column, eighth 
line from bottom— “ 6 c. on 12 c., similar to No. 487,” 
should have been “ . . . No. 427.” But the numbers 
will be different in the new Catalogue.

The A . J . o f Ph. adds a few more varieties to the 
long list of surcharged provisionals :—
10 c., blue (No. 370); with “ 1905,” Type 85 (94), in 

black.
2 c , rose (No. 367); with “ 1905,” Type 84 (93), hori

zontally, in blue.
2 c., rose (No. 367) ; with “  1905,” Type (91), vertically at

left, reading ufwards in blue.
3 c., as Type 87 (89), in b'ack, on 13 c., red-brown, of

*9° 3- .
3 c , as Type (96), in black, on 26 c., yellow-brown, of 

1903 ; with “ 1906” in blue.
The type numbers given in brackets are those of 

the new Catalogue.

O f the Official stamps surcharged with new values 
in figures, and with the original values cancelled 
by blotches, we gather that, in addition to the 2 c. on 
5 c. and 3 c. on 13 c. already chronicled, there are 

3 c , in black, on 5 c., deep blue.
3 c. ,, ,, 10 c., dull lilac.

There is also a new Official type, similar in design 
to the new stamps for ordinary use ; we have heard 
of one value only at present.

Official Stamp. 10 c., black and violet.

Servia.— According to The S. C. F. the forgers have 
been at work upon the stamps of this country also :—

“ It has occurred to some enterprising counterfeiter 
— possibly an enemy of the Karageorgevitch dynasty—  
that it would be a paying scheme to forge the ‘ Death 
Mask ’ stamps of ‘ the scapegrace nation.’ Accord
ingly he has placed on the market complete sets from 
5 paras to 5 dinars, and as these are stamps that are 
frequently purchased as curios by people not specially 
posted in philatelic matters, it is desirable that the 
widest publicity should be given to the fact that forged 
specimens are in circulation. The stamps have not 
been very cleverly imitated, yet it would not be an 
easy matter to detect the fraud except by comparison 
with a copy known to be authentic. The great point 
of variation is in the background, which in the forgery 
is coarse and irregular. Again, the colours of the 
various values are not quite accurately reproduced. 
The perforation, however, is correct.”

Switzerland.— The following paragraph from The 
Globe seems to be finding its way into the philatelic 
Press:—

“ The Swiss system of postage stamps illustrates the 
opposing qualities of two methods of work— printing 
and lithography. Swiss stamps of all values from 
2 to 15 centimes are printed; all above that figure 
are produced by lithography. The ugliness of the 
printed issues contrasts strongly with the finer quality 
of the others, but they are cheaper, and the Federal 
Council, to the deep regret of all interested in artistic 
printing, has decided to abolish the lithographic series 
and to print all grades. Unhappily, this will involve 
some changes in the design of the stamps of values 
higher than 15 centimes.”

Our non-philatelic contemporary has probably been 
led astray by an incorrect translation of some Swiss 
newspaper. The execution of the higher values of 
the current Swiss stamps (with the exception perhaps 
of those that have recently been re-engraved) is very 
poor, but we believe that it is copper-plate printing, 
not lithographic reproduction of a die engraved in 
taille-douce. Besides, we have always understood that 
lithography is the cheapest of all methods, and there
fore the reason given for the change would be in
correct. Mr. Westoby, in his book on the Stamps of 
Europe, said that both designs were typographed, but 
in this, we think, he was mistaken ; the impression of 
the higher values seems to show all the characteristics 
of copper-plate printing of not very good quality.

The A . f .  o f Ph. describes a specimen of the 
50 c., green, current type, surcharged 
“ 25,” in magenta, with a bar across 
the original value. Our contempor
ary asks for information as to this 
curiosity, and we can only repeat the 
request.

Uruguay.— We give an illustration 
of the design of the new 5 c. stamp.
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LONDON, 1906.

N O T E S  B Y  C H A R LE S J. PHILLIPS. 

*  *  *  *

|[ HIS long-looked-for event is over and finished 
with, for which blessing those of us who have 
had to do the hard work of the past six 
months are devoutly thankful.

I may say at once that in every way this 
Exhibition has been far and away the best that has 
ever been held, and not only the best, but the most 
international. We have had no less than fifty-two 
exhibitors from outside the limits of the British Isles, 
these gentlemen and ladies sending their treasures 
from France, Germany, Spain, Portugal, Holland, 
Sweden, Denmark, Roumania, Belgium, Austria, 
United States, Brazil, India, South Africa, etc.

Full lists of the patrons, committees, etc., have 
been published and I need not repeat them, but I 
must really give praise and credit where in a high 
degree both are thoroughly due. First and foremost 
there is our Hon. Secretary, Mr. Herbert R. Oldfield.
I did once, a long time ago, hear that he was a 
lawyer with a good practice ; but I think he must have 
retired from his profession some six months ago, as he 
has, I am sure, devoted the bulk of his time since 
then to furthering the work of the Exhibition. Through 
all the worry and trouble he has always and on every 
occasion been kind, courteous, and obliging, and has 
always combined the fo r  titer in re with the suaviter in 
modo (I do hope my friend Castle is not also using this 
hackneyed quotation).

Mr. Leslie L. R. Hausburg, our Hon. Assistant
Secretary, luckily has no occupation beyond Philately 
and tennis, and I am afraid we took advantage of his 
absence in Australia to nominate him for this onerous 
post; but we knew what we were about, and we put 
the right man in the right place. This work has been 
a good thing for my friend ; it has taught him the 
inestimable advantages of early rising. I understand 
that for some months past Mr. Hausburg has been up 
every morning at six o’clock. What a lesson to many of 
us! Joking apart, Mr. Hausburg has done an immense 
lot of work ; he has arranged and ordered all the 
stands, frames, etc., has planned out all the space, and 
allotted each exhibitor his due proportion from the 
limited amount available.

Mr. Franz Reichenheim, our Hon. Treasurer, was 
an idle man, and used to play go lf; but now he knows 
what work is, and I am sure he enjoys it Always 
good-tempered, always willing, and a capital and 
accurate worker, he has been of the greatest assistance, 
and as 1 have had the pleasure of working with him 
day after day on one of the sub-committees, 1 can 
correctly say that in the whole committee there was 
no one who was more willing to work, or who did 
more work, than our Hon. Treasurer, and from the way 
in which he looked after the “ receipts,” I trust that 
when his accounts are balanced, the balance will be 
on the right side. '

Great Britain.

The judges appointed were as follows :—

E . D . B a c o n ,
W .  D o r n i n g  B e c k t o n ,
M .  P. C a s t l e , j . p .,
M a j o r  E .  B . E v a n s , r .a .,
L i e u t . F . H .  N a p i e r , r .n .,
D r. E. D i e n a , Italy.
L i e u t . -C o l . D r . j u r . P . K l o s s , G e rm a n y .
J. N. L uke , United States.
P . M a h £ , F ra n c e .
B a r o n  A. d e  R e u t e r s k i o l d , Switzerland.

— O f these, much to his own regret, Monsieur Pierre 
Mahd was unable to attend, owing to ill-health.

The work of the jury is always most onerous, and 
unless we could get a jury of angels we could not 
expect to please every one ; but this jury worked most 
harmoniously together, and took a great deal of 
trouble to arrive at just results.

In the prospectus of the Exhibition was the follow
ing paragraph :—

“ In making their awards the judges will be re
quested to base the same upon a consideration of the 
following qualifications : Completeness, rarity, phila
telic knowledge and research, condition, arrangement, 
and neatness.”

And I hear that the judges gave all these points 
proper consideration. In fact, I may say that the 
awards were made more to brajns than to money.

There were many fine and valuable exhibits that, 
in their owners’ estimation, should have had higher 
awards ; but when these exhibits were looked into by 
the experts some serious faults were found. In some 
fine specialized collections there were quite a number 
of forgeries; others were so badly mounted and 
arranged and so carelessly written up, that they lost 
many points which they would have secured with a 
little more care and trouble.

In a few cases I personally do not agree with the 
awards of the jury, notably in Class IV, Section 3. I 
consider that the Chili of Mr. Schiller are, on every1 
point before the jury, better than the Sweden of Dr. 
Levin, or the Azores and Madeira of Mr. Yardley.

Again, in Class V, Section 2, I most certainly think 
that the fine collection of Baron Lehmann is almost 
more worthy of being at the top of the section than at 
tile bottom. This collection contains a number of 
unique stamps ; it is the most complete one in exist
ence, and while it does not contain large blocks of 
unused, as in the beautiful collection of Mr. Stewart- 
Wilson, still it is a really fine and philatelic study worthy, 
in my opinion, of a higher award than it  secured.

In Class IV, Section 1, Mr. Buck shows a really 
superb collection of Turkey, well worked out and full
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of rarities and of information, but it secures no award. 
An extra silver medal here would not be any too much.

It is always much easier to criticize than to act, 
and the two or three examples I mention are hardly 
noticeable in the immense difficulties that the jury 
had before tllem.

Now, there is one more point I wish to refer to, and 
that is, What exhibits stand out beyond all others in 
regard to really new discoveries and new information 
in our science ?

I vote at once for Mr. Hausburg’s work on his 
Australian stamps. His Victorians, New Zealands, 
Tasmanians, and Queenslands are all full of most 
interesting and new information of the highest phila
telic knowledge.

I should have liked to see another and special 
Championship Cup voted to Mr. Hausburg for his 
collective work on the stamps of the above-named 
country. *  *

The catalogue of the Exhibition is very complete, 
and the cover reflects great credit on the artist who 
drew it. A  large number of catalogues were printed, 
and our publishers have bought a parcel of those left 
over which they can supply at is. each, post free.

Possession of the Horticultural Hall was obtained 
early on Saturday, May 19, and throughout Saturday, 
Sunday, Monday, and Tuesday, a large body of 
stamp men were at work, many of us from 9 a.m. 
until after midnight.

On Tuesday, May 22, there was a private Press 
view, and representatives of many of the leading 
London and provincial papers attended, and were 
taken round by members of the Committee and had 
the most interesting exhibits pointed out to them.

On Wednesday, May 23, H .R.H . the Prince of 
Wales, attended by Captain Godfrey-Kaussett, paid a 
private visit to the Exhibition, and was received by 
the Executive Committee. His Royal Highness stayed 
nearly two and a half hours, and under the guidance of 
Lord Crawford,carefully examined most of the exhibits.

On the same day the Exhibition was opened 
to the public at noon, and at 3 p.m. the opening 
ceremony took place in the presence of a large and 
distinguished gathering.

In the absence of H.R.H. the Prince of Wales, the 
Earl of Crawford performed the opening ceremony.

Taking his stand in the centre gangway at a little 
table on which were displayed those objects of envy, 
the two cups offered for competition as the chief 
prizes, the Earl of Crawford said : Ladies and gentle
men, I have been ordered by H.R.H. the Prince of 
Wales to act in his name to-day in declaring this 
International Philatelic Exhibition duly open. I need 
hardly say that it gives me the greatest pleasure and 
honour to be appointed by His Royal Highness to 
open this Exhibition, and to bring before you thus 
officially one of the finest shows of our hobby that 
have ever been brought together under a single roof. 
I believe it is now some fifty-five years or thereabouts 
since the first Stamp Exhibition took place, and we 
get our knowledge of this fact from one of our exhibi
tors. Mr. Reinheimer, in Exhibit No. 254, shows a 
sketch of the first Exhibition that was held in Brussels 
in the year 1852, drawn from memory. Since then

there have been several International Exhibitions 
held in this country— three in London and one in 
Manchester. Hut I think when you come to look at 
what we are about to place before the public to-day 
every one will agree that nothing has ever been shown 
that will equal the Exhibition that we have before us 
now. The childish fad, as it has been called in the 
past, of stamp collecting is not only for children of 
school days, but it has grown up with the schoolboys, 
and goes on to middle age and getting on to old age. 
Not only the enthusiasm of the schoolboy is kept 
alive in the old man, but the knowledge and the science 
of putting the things together have increased in like 
proportion. The result is that where a collection con
sisted originally of a washing book containing dirty 
bits of paper put on with a gum pot, now the whole 
philatelic history of a country is placed on paper and 
illustrated by the stamps in use in that country. The 
result is that the person who knows nothing whatever 
of stamp collecting very often may see a collection 
and go away and say, “ 1'here is something in that, I 
must have a go myself.” And so Philately has gone 
on increasing in popularity and science and joy to 
many hundreds and thousands of people who occupy 
their leisure hours with it. H.R.H. the Prince of 
Wales, a collector who is excessively fond of our 
hobby and devotes a part of his spare time to it, is an 
exhibitor to-day in four classes ; and not only that, 
but his son, Prince Edward of Wales, is also an ex
hibitor, as you will see if you go into the room on the 
first floor on the left-hand side. H.R.H. the Prince 
of Wales spent two hours here this morning going 
over the Exhibition, and is intending to come again 
another day. He ordered me to say to those who 
came to the opening how sorry he is not to be able to 
come himself to perform the ceremony ; but he had 
an engagement at Trinity House that could not be 
postponed. I do not think I ought to further interfere 
with your pleasure in looking at the exhibits. But I 
ought to say a few words of thanks to those gentle
men who prepared the exhibits, whose labour has been 
something like sixteen to seventeen hours a day in 
getting the Exhibition ready. (Applause.)

*  *  *

The dealers’ stalls have been well patronized during 
the nine days the Exhibition has been open. Our 
publishers, did very well and report sales of just under 
£1000— rather over £  100 a day, and I anticipate 
that those who had the pluck to take a stall will here
after benefit largely from the great advertisement 
given to our science of Philately.

The attendance of the general public has been 
fairly satisfactory, and on one day alone over 1500 
persons passed the turnstiles, in addition to the large 
number who had passes.

I add eight full phges of illustrations, thinking that 
some of my readers may be interested in some of the 
choice pieces shown at our Exhibition.
.T h e  photographs are by Messrs. Godart and Co., 

30, Maiden Lane, London, W.C., who also drew and 
arranged the beautiful cover for the official catalogue, 
and whose work I can strongly recommend.

The following are short accounts of the chief ex
hibits with the awards in each class.
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M E D A L S  P R E S E N T E D  B Y  
H.R.H . T H E  PR IN C E  O F  W A L E S  

For the two best Exhibits shown by Ladies.
G O LD  M ED A L.

Mrs. E . B. S. Benesi.— A. Specialized Collection 
of Brazil.

S IL V E R  M ED AL.
Mrs. Herxhiimer.— A General Collection 

of Stamps from 1890.

CH A M P IO N SH IP C L A S S .
Section I. Great Br it a in .

Championship Cup.
The Right Honourable the E a rl o f Crawford, K. T.

A  perfect collection of the stamps of Great Britain 
arranged on historical lines, commencing with the first 
issues submitted to the Parliamentary Committee in 
1839-40, and worked out by his lordship with the 
fullest and most complete details, every page being 
written up so that the whole history of each essay, 
proof, or issued stamp is clearly set forth. About 140 
different designs of the essays first submitted are 
comprised in this wonderful collection.

Following the essays we have the Mulready en
velopes, including the proof impression from the 
original plate on India paper, and with these are 
shown copies of the special envelopes issued for the 
House of Commons and House of Lords.

In the issued postage stamps I draw special atten
tion to the sheet of V.R. id., black, comprising no 
less than 219 of these rare stamps in perfect condition, 
and of the 2d., blue, no lines, of 1840, a part sheet of 
168 stamps ! ! !  (See illustrations.)

The octagonal stamps are remarkably complete, 
and include a number of blocks of 4 and 8 of the 
different values. In the 3d. stamps I note the small 
letters, Plate 3 with secret mark, used. In the 4d. 
stamps, important items are the watermark Small 
Garter, a block of 17 and two pairs, and the water
mark Medium Garter on the blue paper, a block of 6. 
An important feature in the collection is the number 
of panes of the 3d. to 2s. stamps in magnificent 
condition, mostly with plate numbers and marginal 
inscriptions. In the higher-value stamps I notice the 
5s., a block of 8, with the Anchor watermark on blue 
paper, Plate No. 4 ; and two blocks of 4 of the 
similar stamp on white paper.

O f the rare Anchor watermark 10s. there are four 
specimens on papers varying in shade and one speci
men of the f i .  The abnormal plate numbers are 
complete with about one exception, many being shown 
used and unused. The various postal fiscals are ex
tremely fine, and include a number of blocks, stamps 
printed tete-beche, etc. etc. In the £5 there are two 
examples of the rarity on the bluish paper, unused.

The Official stamps are, I think, complete, many 
varieties being shown in blocks and some even in full 
panes.

The Government Telegraph stamps are complete, 
and include all rare plate numbers, amongst others 
being the only known copy, unused, of the 3s., water
mark Crown ; also the 5s., Plate 2, perf. 14, the 5s., 
Plate 3, perf. 15 x 15$, and the ^5 stamp, unused, only 
about one other copy of this being known.

The Private Telegraph Companies’ stamps are also 
very complete. Their history is very fully and clearly 
written up. A number of the greatest rarities in 
these interesting stamps are included, and one of the I 
features is a genealogical tree showing the gradual 
absorption of the various private companies into one 
another and finally into the Government system, com
mencing in 1870.

Gold Medal.
L. L. R. Hausburg.— V ictoria.

Practically complete, the feature of the exhibit being 
the reconstruction of sheets of stamps of many of the 
early issues. 1 think the judges must have found it 
difficult to decide whether this exhibit or that of the 
Earl of Crawford should be awarded the Championship 
Cup. The mass of original work that has been done by 
Mr. Hausburg is so great, and his exhibit is so com
plete and so full o f original matter, that in my opinion 
there is nothing finer in the whole of the Exhibition, 
looking at it from a strictly philatelic point of view. 
The copies throughout the collection are absolutely 
superb, and the sheets that have been reconstructed 
show many years of most laborious work. It is im
possible in a short review of an exhibit to describe 
these sheets, and it would be only forestalling the 
Philatelic Society’s work on Victoria, which will be 
produced by the aid of this collection in due course.

In the reconstructed sheets I may mention the id., 
rose, a reconstructed pane of 24 ; id., brown-red, 
reconstructed sheet of 96; and the id., rose, a re
constructed sheet of 96. 3d., close printing, recon
structed block of 12; 3d., medium spacing, recon
structed sheet of 96; and the 3d., coarse printing, 
wide apart, reconstructed pane of 24, and a sheet of 
96. The 2s., green, perf. and imperf., mixed, a pane 
of 25, mostly unused, and a complete sheet of 50, 
used ; 2S., blue on green, reconstructed sheets, unused 
and used, in {Sale and dark shades. The collection 
also contains a number of very interesting proofs, 
essays, and pulls from the original plates, and in 
unused and used copies is simply matchless. A great 
feature is the perforations, which for the first time are 
properly worked out and divided into correct sets.

Extra Gold Medal.
Baron Anthony de Worms.— CEYLON.

This well-known collection, which has already been 
shown in London before, in the last Exhibition, has 
been enormously increased in importance by the 
inclusion of a number of magnificent blocks of 4 
and large blocks. The stamps are all in the most 
superb condition, and are the result of nearly twenty 
years of assiduous collecting. Amongst the greater 
rarities are two complete sets of imperf. stamps, 
unused, in superb condition, and in the blocks of 4 
of the imperf. I may mention the lod. ; in the per
forated, watermark Star, the 8d., yellow-brown ; in the 
no watermark, is., a rich purple; in the Crown and 
C C , perf. 13, the 6d., brown. The later issues are 
complete in every shade in singles, pairs, and blocks.

Vernon Roberts.— Cape of Good Hope.
An enormous collection of the stamps of this coun

try. Unfortunately the jury were not able to award 
another extra medal. The exhibits already described 
had so much of vast importance and philatelic interest
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that although this collection is unique of its kind, and 
in the most superb condition, there was not another 
medal available to award to it.

The display of the so-called woodblocks of 1861 is 
simply magnificent, and comprises nearly 200 speci
mens, amongst the better things being a block of 4 
and four singles of the id., unused ; a block of 4 and 
five pairs of the id., used ; and a pair and six single 
specimens of the 4d., blue, unused. In the errors, 
one of the finest things of the exhibit is a block of 
4 of the red stamps on letter, three being the id. 
and one being the 4d. There are also two single 
copies. Of the blue errors there are three single 
copies and a pair, one stamp being the error; and of 
the 4d., pale blue, with comer retouched, there are 
four singles and one in a pair.

All the later stamps are extremely fine, including 
large blocks in all shades. The only thing I noticed 
that was missing was the is., pale emerald-green, of 
which only two shades are shown, although three 
distinct shades exist. The later issues are not quite 
so complete. No copy is shown, unused, of the 5s., 
watermark Crown and CA , or of the Half-penny on 3d., 
watermark Crown and CC. With these exceptions, 
however, the collection is practically complete.

S e c t io n  II.
Championship Cup. '

Henry J . Crocker.— H a w a i i a n  I s l a n d s .
I am very pleased indeed to see that the jury have 

been able to award one of the two Championship Cups 
to such a well-known American collector. The ex
hibit is extremely complete, and it is not only an ex
hibit made by means of money, but it is one that 
shows an immense amount of original and painstaking 
philatelic research in reconstructing the plates of the 
Inter-Island stamps, the collection of these being the 
finest ever brought together. Amongst the greater 
rarities here, there is a fine copy, lightly cancelled, of 
the so-called Missionary Stamp of 1851 —the 2 c., pale 
blue, one of the rarest, if not the rarest of the postage 
stamps of the world. O f the 5 c. there are two speci
mens on letters and two single copies. O f the 13 c. 
inscribed “ Hawaiian Postage,’’ there is a strip of 3 
on letter showing the two types se tenant, in single 
specimens there are two unused and three used; of the 

13 c. inscribed ^Q stag^” S there are two specimens 
used together showing both dies. The plates of the 
Inter-Island stamps are complete.

In addition to the plates there are several hundred 
specimens on and off covers, and with all the various 
obliterations. Amongst the really fine things here is 
a fine block of 6 of the 2 c., pale blue, on bluish white 
paper, unusedrand in most perfect condition. The 2 c., 
on greenish blue (the so-called duck’s egg colour), is 
shown in a complete reconstructed plate and in five 
duplicates, two copies being unused. A number of the 
later panes of these interesting stamps are shown in 
groups of ten, fifteen, and even twenty, one of the 
interesting items being a block of 10 with the two 
vertical rows printed tete-bbche. All the well-known 
errors of these stamps are included. The later issues 
are complete in all known varieties, on every kind of 
paper and with all the errors, including a number of 
varieties that have not hitherto been catalogued.

Gold Medal.
H. R. Oldfield.— B o l i v i a .

Complete sheets of the 1866 and 1867 issues of the 
5 c. value. A  complete made-up sheet o f the 10 c., 
brown, and two sheets, each in different shades, of the 
50 c., orange, and the 100 c., blue, and a nearly complete 
reconstructed sheet of the 50 c., blue, only two speci
mens being missing. In addition to this, the collection 
contains single varieties, well written up and carefully 
noted, showing all the prominent errors and varieties 
on the different plates.

A  number of interesting forgeries, impressions from 
forged clichds, and curiosities are also included.

IV. Grunewald.— F r a n c e .
An extremely fine collection, very strong and com

plete in singles, pairs, and blocks, and especially strong 
in tlte-biche stamps. It must have been very dis
appointing to the jury not to have had another medal at 
their disposal to award to this exceedingly meritorious 
exhibit, which, in my opinion, is at least of equal merit 
to that which has been awarded the gold medal. O f 
the 1 fr., orange-vermilion, stamps of 1849 there is a 
single specimen unused and five specimens used, 
varying in shades. The tete-beche stamps are very 
fine ; they include a block of the rare 4 c., grey, of 
1863, and all the ordinary ones. In the issue of 1850, 
noticeable things are two blocks of four of the 15 c., 
green. In the issue of 1870 there is a very pretty 
strip of 10 of the 10 c., dark bistre, the bottom row of 
the pane including the tete-beche. The large 5 fr. 
stamps are worked out into their different types, which 
are clearly shown, and a pair of these stamps is in
cluded, unused.

The stamps of the Bordeaux printing of 1870 are 
very fine. The shades of the 20, 40, and 80 c. are 
especially well represented, and make a very hand
some display. Two copies of the rare 20 c., blue, 
Type 1, are included, unused, in perfect condition.

C L A S S  I.
S e c t io n  I .

Postage Stamps of Great Britain, including Official 
Stamps and Fiscals available for postage, unused 
only.

Gold Medal.
J. Steele Higgins, jun.

A  collection of British stamps up to 1900, many 
stamps being shown in large blocks and strips, and 
all in fine condition. Amongst the better things are 
fourteen octagonals, two singles and a strip of 5 of 
the 2d., blue, no lines, two copies of the 10s., and 
one of the £1, watermark Maltese Cross. There is 
also a very interesting collection of colour trials, 
essays, etc. The Official stamps include a number of 
rarities, such as the I.R. Official, £ 1, brown, watermark 
Three Crowns; ldp Government Parcels, inverted sur
charge, etc. "

Silver Medal.
Sydney Loder.

A  specialized collection, containing a very large 
number of rare stamps and many of the abnormal 
plate numbers that were not included in the previous 
collection. This collection, however, was not displayed 
to the best advantage, the description and the writing-
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up being distinctly poor. Amongst the rare stamps 
are the 9d., hair lines, used ; iod., Plate 2, watermark 
Spray ; and 2S., blue, Plate 3. A  copy is included of 
the 3d., reticulated background, unused, but ap
parently having the “ Specimen” cleaned off. Amongst 
other fine things in the collection may be mentioned 
three blocks of 6 each of the 2d., blue, no lines, 
unused, beautiful colour ; full panes of 20 each of 
the 3d., watermark Emblems, Plate 4, and the is., 
green, Plates 12 and 13. The 4d., green, Plate 17, 
unused, appears to be r e p e r fo r a te d , but a fine, genuine 
used copy is included. The is., green, small letters, 
Plate 2, is certainly reperforation. This collection is 
particularly strong in imperf. stamps cut from the im
primatur sheets. The Official stamps are also very 
strong, including, amongst others, two copies of the 
I.K. Official, f i ,  brown; but the watermarks of these 
are not noted, and I cannot tell which they are. The 
rare set of the I.R. Officials, King’s Head, 5s., 10s., 
and f t ,  are shown in perfect condition. There is 
also a pair of the tlte-Mche 2d., Inland Revenue, of 
1871, perforated. The collection also includes a num
ber of stamps obliterated with the Guildhall postmark 
of 16 May, 1890, which certainly have not the slightest 
philatelic interest.

Bronze Medal.
His Royal Highness the Prince o f Wales, K.G., etc.
A collection of proofs, essays, colour trials, and 

issued stamps of the present reign, specially illustrat
ing a paper read by His Royal Highness at a meeting 
of the Philatelic Society, London, on March 4th, 1904. 
Included in this exhibit are a considerable number of 
absolutely unique trials and essays, such as designs 
that were submitted to His Majesty the King by 
Mr. Fuchs, but which were not adopted. In my 
opinion several of these designs are superior to the 
design of our present stamps. A specially interesting 
pair of stamps are proofs, in black, of the id. of the 
adopted type, which were submitted to the King and 
initialed by him as approved. This exhibit must always 
possess the highest historical interest and can never 
be matched in the least degree.

S e c t io n  I I .
Postage Stamps of Great Britain, including Official
Stamps and Fiscals available for postage. Used only.

Silver Medal.
T. H. Hinton.

A specialized collection of used stamps, including a 
full range of plate numbers of the high values.

Bronze Medal.
f .  Bignold.

A collection of used Great Britain with a strong 
speciality of postmarks. Amongst the rare varieties 
are included id., red, with postmark both in white and 
in black ; id., black, with rare dated | ostmark.

J. Steele Higgins, jun.
This gentleman shows a very interesting collection 

of u'ed Great Britain, remarkable for their fine con
dition and for the beautiful selection of the copies.

Here I also find quite a number of rare oblitera
tions. This collection includes, amongst other good

stamps, the 9d., small letters with hair lines, a very 
fine used copy in the correct shade ; also the Official 
stamps, fairly complete.

S e c t io n  I I I .
Telegraph, or Railway Letter Fee, or College Stamps, in 

separate exhibits.
Silver Medal.

The Rev. H. Cummings.
An extremely fine and interesting collection of these 

stamps, many being shown on original letters and in 
full sheets, but as I regret to say that I know nothing 
about them, I am quite unable to point out the 
rarities.

Bronze Medal.
W. Matthews.

An interesting and large collection of the Telegraph 
stamps of Great Britain, in which a very large number 
of used copies are included, apparently for the different 
postmarks. Amongst the rarer things here are two 
copies of the 10s., unused, three of the 3d., Plates 4 
and 5, unused, and two used copies of the rare 3s., 
watermark Crown.

L. Savournin.
I his is also a fine collection of the College stamps 

curiously arranged on black-tinted cardboard with the 
idea of showing up the stamps in relief more than is 
the case when shown on white. This collection, how
ever, does not appear to be nearly so strong as that 
previously described.

C. F. Dendy Marshall.
This gentleman shows a collection of Railway 

Letter stamps of Great Britain, to which, however, no 
award is given, and in which, as I know nothing about 
them, I am unable to point out the best items.

’ C L A S S  II.
S e c t io n  I.

Gold Medal.
Harvey Clarke.— N ew  SOUTH W a l e s .

This superb collection should in my opinion really 
have been entered in the Championship Class. It 
would certainly have caused trouble to our friends 
who have secured the awards, for a more complete 
and perfect collection it has seldom been my pleasure 
to see. The unused stamps are rightly shown separate 
from the used. When included with used copies the 
latter are killed by comparison, and can only be 
properly judged when shown separately. Mr. Harvey 
Clarke has been collecting this country for a great 
many years, and had the pick of the market from 
most of the dealers. Nearly all the stamps are in 
matchless condition, ar.d I can only draw attention to 
a few gems.

In the Sydney Views, unused, there are forty-one 
copies of the id., thirty-five of the 2d., and fifteen of 
the 3d. The Laureated stamps include many fine 
shades with the scarce varieties in superb condition. 
Especially strong here are the 3d., Laureated, on yellow 
and bluish paper, no watermark, amongst them being 
a block of 6, one stamp damaged, and no less than 
four pairs, as well as a number of single copies. Of 
the 6d., Laureated, there are a pair and a block of
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A sheet of 219 id. V.R.’s. Part sheet of 2d., blue, “ no lines", of 1840
Some rare blocks shown in L or d  C r a w f o r d ’s Great Britain collection.

Part sheet of id., black.
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A page of used Mauritius stamps from the collection of H .R .H . T h e  P r in c e  o f  W a l e s , k .g ., etc.
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4, and seven single copies ; and three specimens, 
unused, of the rare 8d. In the square stamps of 
1855, imperf., a gem is a block of 4 of the is., water
mark 8. The square 8d. stamps are represented by 
no less than six superb unused copies. The same 
issue, perforated 12, are unusually strong, and include 
practically all known shades in every value. The 
later issues, unused, have been worked out thoroughly, 
and with a few exceptions are complete in all known 
varieties. In the used stamps there are of the Sydney 
Views five made-up plates of the id., red, eight of the 
2d., blue, and three of the 3d., green, all nearly com
plete. In the made-up plates of the Laureated, the 
2d., with star in corner, and both plates of the 6d. are 
complete, and the 8d. with the exception of six 
examples. The used stamps of the later issues are 
shown in all varieties of errors, watermarks, per
forations, and type, and the whole collection reflects 
the greatest credit on the owner. I only wish I had 
more space at my disposal to describe it more 
adequately.

Silver Medal.

H is Royal Highness the Prince o f Wales, K.G.

A beautiful collection of the stamps of Mauritius in 
superb condition. First and foremost amongst these 
are the well-known “ p o s t  o f f i c e ” Mauritius, id., red, 
on the original letter dated September, 1847, coming 
from the collection of the Earl of Kintore, and the 
2d., blue, unused, with fine margins and the most 
brilliant known copy.

This collection comprises also some wonderful 
specimens of the 2d., blue, in the very early state of 
the plate, and a magnificent range of the id. and 2d., 
used, from the early to the latest printings. The later 
issues are remarkably complete, and a speciality seems 
to have been made of blocks of 4 in the most perfect 
condition.

Silver Medal.

IMutenant-Coloncl F. H. Hancock.

A fine and highly specialized collection of the stamps 
of Afghanistan. The collection shows a considerable 
amount of research and ability in reconstructing the 
plates. Amongst the rarer stamps are nine copies of 
the J and I rupee, purple, of 1871. The shahi, black, 
of 1872 is shown in eight different entire sheets, each 
of sixty varieties. The rare tablet type of 1875-6 is 
shown in a reconstructed plate with only one variety 
missing, and a number of single specimens of these 
rare stamps are also shown.

H. J . Duveen.

This gentleman was kind enough to allow the Com
mittee to have a number of exhibits of his finest 
countries, but was considerate enough not to enter for 
competition. Most of the countries in question had 
already been awarded gold medals both in London 
and Berlin, and Mr. Duveen did not tonsider it just 
to be continually exhibiting and preventing others 
taking medals, and therefore entered all his exhibits 
“ not for competition.”

In the British Guiana circular stamps of l8 jo -i 
1 find a pair of the 2 c., rose, used on a letter; a cut 
square copy of the 4 c., primrose, with very large 
margins, a stamp of extreme rarity ; a 4 c. on pelure 

1916

paper, used on original letter •, 4 c., dark orange, cut 
square; 8 c., green, one square and two clipped round ; 
the 12 c., three cut square, including all shades, and 
one a very pale blue used on a letter.

In the large oblong stamps of 1856 Mr. Duveen 
shows a superb specimen of that great rarity, the 4 c., 
on sugar paper, on letter, and another specimen of the 
same stamp clipped at the corners ; also two copies 
cut to shape of the 4 c. on surfaced paper, and four of 
the 4 c., crimson. In the issue of 1862 he shows plates 
of the 1 c., 2 c., and 4 c., complete except for three 
stamps.

Mr. Duveen also shows his magnificent collection 
of Mauritius (not for competition). Here we have the 
id. “ p o s t  o f f i c e , ” used, and the 2d., unused. In 
the first printings of the “ POST p a i d ” stamps on the 
thick yellow paper, there is a superb block of 4 of 
the id. in immaculate condition, unused, and with 
gum. In the opinion of many good judges this was 
one of the finest things *in the whole of the Exhibition. 
Another very fine thing is a block of 4 of the 2d., 
later impression, showing chiefly diagonal lines. In 
single .stamps there are some very early copies of 
the 2d., including one in dark indigo of the earliest 
state. The reconstructed plates are very fine, and 
include the id. and 2d. of the first type, the 2d. 
small fillet, and a very fine plate of the 2d. large fillet. 
The Greek border stamps of 1859 include two pairs 
and five single specimens of the id., red, and a pair 
and two singles of the 2d., blue, all unused. Altogether 
a very beautiful exhibit of these fine old stamps.

Mr. Duveen also shows his really superb collection 
of Switzerland. This is practically complete in unused 
stamps, and includes a large number of blocks, even in 
the rarities. Amongst the rarer items I noticed the 
Geneva 10 c., four copies unused, one being cut the 
wrong way, and also three pairs used. Of the Zurich 
the five types of the 4 rappen are complete, unused, 
with horizontal lines, and three types are shown un
used, with vertical lines. O f the 6 rappen a superb 
strip of five types, the middle stamp being the retouched 
variety. O f the so-called “ Vaud ” there are no less 
than three unused specimens, one of these remarkably 
fine.

Sir W. II. Avery, Bart.
Sir William Avery shows a grand collection of 

Switzerland, included in which is one of the finest 
things of the Exhibition, namely, a large block of the 
double Geneva, cut from the left-hand top corner of 
the sheet, and comprising six complete pairs and three 
half-stamps. This block we have the pleasure of 
illustrating in one of our plates. Here is also shown 
the upper portion of a sheet of the 5 c. with five lines 
of inscription, and\two rows of ten stamps, twenty 
stamps in all, in the most perfect condition. O f the 
so-called stamps of “ Vaud” there are a specimen of 
the 4 c. unused, two single copies used, and a superb 
pair with large bottom margin of the 4 c., used, on 
entire envelope. The Orts Post and Poste Locale, and 
also the Rayon stamps, are shown in remade sheets 
in very beautiful condition and superbly matched for 
colour.
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The Right Honourable the E a rl o f Crawford, k . t . 

U n i t e d  St a t e s  P o s t m a s t e r  a n d  C a r r i e r  S t a m p s .

A  collection of great rarities, being representative 
of the thorough way in which Lord Crawford has 
studied and written up his superb collection of the 
stamps of the United States. Amongst the better 
things here I notice the Annapolis, 5 c., red on bluish 
envelope, one of the rarest of these rare stamps. I 
also note a fine copy of the Baltimore, 10 c., on white 
paper, used on original letter. O f this stamp I believe 
only two other copies are known. The Millbury 5 c., 
blue on bluish paper, is shown in a superb copy, cut 
square, on original envelope; the Brattleboro’ 5 c., 
unused ; St. Louis, two beautiful specimens of the 
very rare 20 c., both used on entires, and a number of 
the 5 and 10 c . ; New York, the City Despatch 2 c., 
reddish brown, is shown postmarked and used on 
original, and I illustrate this sheet, as showing the 
method Lord Crawford adopts in writing up his col
lection, a method which is being adopted more and 
more by leading collectors. -----

S e c t io n  I I .
Gold Medal. *

L . L. R. Hausburg.

F o r  h is  S p e c ia l iz e d  C o l l e c t i o n  o f  N e w  
Z e a l a n d .

Almost all known varieties in single stamps are 
shown, used, and the greater part also'unused. A 
number of very interesting minor varieties are in
cluded, and special attention must be drawn to the 
retouched stamps of the 2d., Plate 2, which are 
shown in a number of singles and pairs and in a re
constructed part-sheet consisting of the eight lower 
rows of a sheet, mostly unused and showing the 
positions of the different retouches. An interesting 
item is a sheet of paper showing the watermark 
“ Invicta” in double-lined capitals, with the lozenge 
pattern all round it, being a piece of the paper on 
which the rare lozenge-watermarked 2d. stamps were 
printed.

Here I also see for the first time the 2d. in blue, 
printed from Plate 2, and perf. 10 x I2j. The later 
issues are complete in all known varieties, with a 
magnificent range of blocks of 4 showing all shades, 
and many stamps imperf. between.

Gold Medal.
R. B. Yardley.— T r a n s v a a l .

This is undoubtedly the finest specialized collection 
of Transvaal in the world. It is one that Mr. Yardley 
has been engaged upon for many years, and it includes 

. many of the greatest rarities from all the fine collec
tions that have been in the market for a number of 
years. This collection has been arranged by the 
owner in accordance with the history of the stamps 
that he has writt.n for the Philatelic Society and 
which has just appeared in their new work, Africa, 
Part III, a book which 1 highly recommend to all 
students of the stamps of this interesting country. 
Generally speaking, all the known single rarities are 
to be found here, and the only stamps of any import
ance missing are a few of the tete-blche varieties. In a

country so full of rarities it is very difficult to pick 
out in a short review any particular stamps where 
there are scores of equal merit ; but amongst a 
few better stamps I would note in the first British 
Occupation, black surcharge on hard paper, a block 
of 10 of the id., bright red, one variety in the block 
having the wide spaced overprint. In the red sur
charges there is the 3d., imperf., unused, the 3d. sur
charged on back, and the 3d. with fine and with wide 
roulette; the 6d. with overprint wide-spaced and 6d. 
fine roulette, used; the is. wide-spaced, imperf., used, 
and the 3d. surcharged, both in red and black, used. 
In the black surcharge on the coarse paper I find the 
6d. and is. with the wide-spaced surcharge and a 
block of 4 of the is., imperf., containing the tele-beche 
variety. In the id. on hard paper there is a fine 
specimen of the inverted surcharge; also one of the 
greatest rarities of the Transvaal, the 3d. on the 
coarse paper with the surcharge inverted, and the id. 
and 6d. with double surcharge. Of the issue of 1877 
id., red in blue, there is the error “ Transvral,” imperf. 

- O f the varieties with the surcharge omitted there is 
the 6d., blue on blue, and the 3d., mauve on green. 
The whole collection is remarkably strong in recon
structed panes, in stamps on letters with postmarks, 
and in full sheets of the later issues, chjef amongst 
which I may mention a nice sheet of the 1879 issue 
of the id., in black, on 6d., grey-black.

Silver Medal. ■

Martin Schroeder—  G e r m a n y  a n d  h e r  S t a t e s .
A  highly specialized collection of the postage stamps 

of Germany, with the exception of specialized collec
tions of Bergedorf and Brunswick, which are shown 
in Class V, Section I. A  speciality is made of unused 
stamps, well centred and with original gum. Amongst 
the better stamps are the Baden first issue ; Bavaria, 
including first issue 1 kr., black, with silk thread, and 
the 9 kr., blue-green, unused. Bremen has been col
lected so as to show the varieties of type in strips and 
blocks, as well as in single copies. Hanover includes 
the first I gr., grey-blue, the 10 groschen in three 
shades of colour. Heligoland, very strong in blocks 
of 4, strips of 10, and single specimens. Oldenburg, 
various types of the first issue, and the later issues 
complete in all shades. Prussia, with solid back
ground, represented by beautiful specimens, including 
some pairs. Thum and Taxis, the early issues with 
good margins and original gum. Wurtemberg, very 
fine, the issues with and without threads being especi
ally strong in the unused. The thick papers, small 
perforations, 1859, are very strong. A  speciality has 
been made of postmarked specimens with all kinds 
of obliterations, including many of the rarest, this 
especially applying to such countries as Heligoland, 
Lubeck, Saxony, etc. etc.

L. L. R. Hamburg.— S o u t h  A u s t r a l i a .
This gentleman unfortunately had his collection of 

South Australia in competition with his New Zealand, 
and if the jury had not awarded the gold medal to 
the New Zealand it would undoubtedly have been 
given for the South Australia. The collection is well 
known, and it includes the very fine collection formed 
by my friend the late Mr. Gordon Smith, and in
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numerable fine copies of rare stamps added to it by 
Mr. Hausburg since he bought that collection. This 
is a country that is exceedingly difficult to describe in 
a short review, and all I can say is that it is practic
ally complete, not only in used stamps but also in 
unused specimens. Where possible, plates of stamps 
have been reconstructed, such as the different varieties 
of the tod. surcharged on the 9d. Amongst some of 
the greater rarities I may just mention the 4d., blue, 
without surcharge, used; the 3d. on 4d., double sur
charge ; rod. on 9d., inverted surcharge ; rod. on 9d., 
watermark Crown and S A ; 4d., V  and Crown, unused ; 
and many other very fine things. There are also 
shown impressions from the rouletting knives, and 
from the perforating machines, and impressions from 
the stereos used in the surcharging. The whole 
collection is remarkably complete and interesting.

Harvey Clarke.— C e y l o n .

A  nice collection, unused, including in the imperf. 
stamps, 4d., rose, unused, and four copies used; six 
specimens of the 6d., unused; three of the 8d., 
unused, and four used ; two of the 9d., unused, and 
four used ; six of the is. 9d., unused, and three of the 
2s., unused. This little lot of imperf. stamps will 
enable a collector to appreciate how strong the collec
tion is in the later issues.

//. L. Hayman.— N f.w  Z e a l a n d .

A  very large collection of the stamps of the first 
type, the greater part unused, and many issues in large 
blocks, pairs, strips. Altogether this collection con
tains no less than 965 stamps of the popular old first 
type.

C L A S S  III.
S e c t io n  1.

Gold Medal.

W. Moser.— Ja p a n .

This collection is arranged to show type and plate 
varieties, used and unused specimens being placed 
together. The particular feature is the large number 
of errors which it contains. In the first issue there 
are a number of blocks, including two differently 
engraved plates of the 48 mons. The 1 sen, blue 
(Gibbons’ 36, etc.), are divided into three different 
types, and the existence of ten differently engraved 
plates is shown. A complete plate of the 20 sen, 
violet (No. 49); and of the 4 sen, rose, there are seven 
entire and differently engraved plates and single 
stamps, which together show that at least ten plates 
exist on native paper. O f the syllabic stamps nearly 
every variety is shown, only three or four specimens 
being missing.

In all, this collection contains forty-seven complete 
plates, and the later issues are very strong, and fairly 
complete in varieties of perforation.

Extra Gold Medal.
L. L . R. Hausburg.— I n d i a .

A  very fine collection, shown also in Berlin. The 
collection contains a large number of essays, trials, 
etc., and a number of complete panes, including that 
great rarity the 4 anna, a complete sheet of twelve of 
the first setting with blue dividing lines, the only one 
known ; also a specimen used on original of the

4 annas, with inverted frame; the serrated perf."i anna 
and 4 annas; and a number of bisected stamps used 
on originals posted at Singapore in 1859 ; 6 anna 
fiscal stamp with large surcharge inverted; and twenty 
types of the normal surcharge, mostly unused.

Silver Medal.
B. He P Argentilre.— F r a n c e .

A  highly specialized collection of the stamps of 
France, grouped according to issued stamps, essays, 
proofs, and varieties.

The collection throughout is exceptionally strong in 
unused stamps and in all shades, in singles and in 
blocks. In the issue of 1849-50 there are four singles 
and two pairs of the 1 fr., orange-vermilion, unused, 
and nine singles and blocks of the 1 fr., carmine ; also 
a rare reprint, 25 c., in red, on the 20 c., b lu e; also 
the 40 c., with the “ 4 ” retouched. Throughout this 
and all other issues a speciality has been made of 
obliterated stamps, and every obtainable variety, in
cluding even essays of obliterations. The tete-beche 
stamps throughout the collection are very fine and 
almost complete, and include a number in blocks. 
The stamps lithographed in Bordeaux in 1870 are ex
tremely fine, and include all known shades, amongst 
the rarer stamps here being seven examples, unused, 
of the 20 c., first type, from pale to deepest blue, and 
including the ultramarine. The collection is com
pleted with a magnificent lot of Postage Due stamps 
with various errors, reprints, and essays of every kind, 
including the very rarest.

It is most unfortunate that this fine collection could 
not be shown in full, and also that the selection that 
was made from it was not the best choice that could 
have been made.

Silver Medal.
Franz Reichenheim.— F r a n c e .

This collection contains, with very few exceptions, 
only unused stamps in mint condition, mostly in blocks 
of 4. Among the rarities there may be mentioned : 
Tete-beche pairs of 1849, I fr., carmine; 1850, 25 c., 
blue (three specimens in different shades), and to c., 
bistre ; 1853, 1 fr., carmine ; 1853, 80 c., carmine (two 
specimens); i860, 80 c., rose; 1862, 20 c., blue (several 
specimens in different shades), and 80 c., rose ; 1863, 
4 c., grey, and all of the 1870-75 issues. Three un
used specimens of 1849, 1 fr-> orange-red, one pair 
used, one pair “  Vervelle ” ; three unused specimens 
of 1 fr., brown-orange, one of them showing Ceres 
with the beard ; three single specimens and a block 
of 4, 1850, 15 c., green, unused ; 1855, 20 c., blue on 
green and on greenish paper, unused ; two unused 
specimens of 20 c. Bordeaux, Type 1. A horizontal 
pair and a vertical strip of 1876, 25 c., blue, used, 
showing both types se tenant; 1876, 25 c., Type 2, 
blue on greenish p^per. Tax stamp, 1870,15 c., litho
graphed (Bordeaux); altered by manuscript into “  25,” 
on official letter. Reprints : Block of 4 of 1850, 40 c., 
orange, containing the two stamps with altered “ 4 " ;

"1850, 25 c., in red, on 20 c., blue ; large block of 1853,
1 fr., carmine, containing Ibte-becAe, etc. etc. The col
lection contains also a specimen of a circular of the 
P.M .G.of December 1st, 1849,concerning the alteration 
of colour of the i_fr. from red-orange to carmine, with
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h a lf a  stam p in each colour attached, as w ell as a 
specimen o f the Susse c ircu lar showing the perforation  
they affixed to stamps.

Silver Medal.
M artin Schroetier.— Roumania .

A  h ig h ly  specialized collection, p ractica lly  com plete, 
and contain ing  am ongst others, the first issue, c ircu lar  
27 p. and 54 p. on w hole letters, and the 81 p., unused, 
fine, and the la ter issues in blocks, sheets, and on 
letters in a ll varieties.

Extra Silver Medal.
A . Bagshawe.—  %iv.\vs% SETTLEMENTS.

A  very complete collection o f the stamps o f  the 
Straits Settlem ents, w hich would undoubtedly have  
secured a h igher aw ard i f  it had been reduced in 
o n e ; it is strong in com plete panes and sheets, and  
contains a large num ber o f very rare  stamps, and  
numbers, properly w ritten  up, and the forgeries  
weeded out. T h e  collection is, how ever, a very  fine 
is one th at w ill be invaluable for reference purposes  
for w ritin g  up a fine handbook on the stamps o f  this 
part o f the world, which I hope m ay be produced in 
the near future. T h e  stamps o f the States, such as 
Pahang, Perak, Selangor, etc. etc., are a ll ex
haustively worked out and are very com plete, and the 
whole collection is a very interesting one, but it is 
extrem ely difficult to describe in a short review.

L . L . R. Hausburg.— T asmania.
M r. H ausburg  shows reconstructed sheets o f the 

id ., blue, and three sheets o f the 4d., orange, o f  the 
first issue ; also a strip o f 4 and a b lock of 5 o f the 
first id ., unused, a  m agnificent lo t o f the la ter stamps, 
especially strong in the roulettes, serrated and p in- 
perfs., etc. etc., which have for the first tim e been 
thoroughly worked out. M r. H ausburg  also shows 
Western A ustralia , as shown in lle rlin . T h is  includes 
the 4d., w ith  inverted fram e, and a m agnificent lo t of 
rare varieties of the 4d ., blue. In  the 1857 issue there  
are six unused copies o f the 2d. and three unused of 
the 6d., and two rouletted 2d., In d ian  red, used, ex
trem ely rare stamps. The la ter issues are also very  
fine. M r . H ausburg, both in T asm an ia  and W estern  
A ustra lia , was competing against his own In d ia , which  
secured the G old M edal, and was therefore not e lig ib le  
for further medals.

Professor O. V. M uller.—  India .
A  nice collection o f the stamps o f In d ia , very strong  

in sheets, blocks, and postm arked copies, but fa irly  
overshadowed by the m agnificent collection o f M r. 
H ausburg.

D r. D. von Biasini.— Panama.
A  specialized collection o f the stamps o f Panam a, 

but throw n out o f com petition ow ing to the inclusion  
o f very m any reprints in the o ld  stamps, these reprints  
being o f the Curtis type, which are so prevalent 
throughout dealers’ stocks. I hope som etim e in the 
near future to be ab le to find tim e to w rite  an artic le  
on these, as I have already done on the C olom bian  
reprints.

J . M. Bartels.—Philippine  Islands.
A  specialized collection, very im portan t in the sur

charges and in the arrangem ent, but not up to the

E xh ib itio n  standard ow ing to  the omission o f  plates 
o f the first issue.

/ .  Blanco .— SP A IN .

A  specialized co llection in singles, pairs, and blocks 
o f 4, used and unused. In  the issues o f  1851 there is 
a vertica l p a ir o f  the 2 reales, used ; 1852, 2 reales, 
unused, and a single and a pa ir, used ; 1853, 2 reales, 
three singles, and a pair, used ; 1854, 1 rea l, pale 
blue, single and horizontal pa ir, used ; 1865, vertical 
and horizontal pairs o f  the 12 c., im perf., both showing 
one stam p w ith  fram e inverted.

D r. H . L u x.

“ T h e  most in teresting  stam ps of Spain'.
“ (a) Em issions o f  1850-55, unused and used, in 

a ll existing varieties o f  paper, w ith  m a n y  blocks and 
m anifo ld  shades o f colour. T o  this belongs a para- 
digm atical arrangem ent o f the occurring postmarks 
o f this period.

“ (b) Stamps o f  the temporary Government, from  
1 8 6 8 -6 9  (Nabililados), used and unused. A  com
plete assortment o f  a ll the stamps o f the  R evolution  
provided w ith an offic ial surcharge ; fu rth er on a ll the 
provincial and p rivate  surcharges and a ll existing  
falsifications.

“ (c) Stamps o f  the Carlistic Insurrection from  1873
76, used and unused. A ll know n prin tin g  editions 
as well as all varieties o f m inor types. W o rth y  of 
note ; the unique existing piece o f a sheet o f the first 
D o n  Carlos stam p, w ith  sixty-four samples, by which  
the arrangem ent o f the m in o r types in the sheet can 
be argued.

“ Stam ps issued d uring  the R evolution , 1868-89, with 
“ H a b ilita d o ” surcharge. F irs t, both varieties o f the 
official surcharges ; secondly, a ll the P rovincia l sur
charges o f half-offic ia l orig in  ; th ird ly , surcharges ; 
fourth ly , a ll know n forgeries o f  surcharges.”

Section 11 .

Gold Medal.

C. L. Pack.— Canada.
A  very beautiful co llection, and thoroughly w orthy  

o f the h igh rew ard  it obtained , ow ing to the great 
beauty o f the collection and the neat an d  attractive  
m anner in which it is arranged. T h e  o ld  pence issue 
stamps are exceedingly strong, and am ongst the 
masterpieces in the unused stamps I noticed as 
follows : —

1851, la id  paper, a pa ir and three singles o f the 6d., 
and a vertical pair o f the I2 d . 1852, o rd inary  wove 
paper, 6d , a  pair and ten singles in va ry ing  shades ; 
6d., green, a pa ir and two singles w ith  narrow  oval 
and three singles w ith  w ide oval, an d  seven very  
fine iod ., th ick paper ; pelure paper, 6d ., three copies ; 
tw o vertica l pairs an d  two single specimens o f  the 
io d . T h e  used stam ps are quite correctly  arranged  
separately so as not to k ill the unused, and in this 
m anner form a very  handsom e collection. Am ongst 
the better items, used, there are two horizontal pairs 
and a single copy o f the I2 d ., a p a ir and strip o f 3, 
and a num ber o f singles o f the 6d., green, and a 
large num ber o f 6d. and io d . on d ifferent papers 
M in o r varieties are w ell represented. R ibbed papers, 
bisections, stamps on letters, etc., are a ll very com-
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plete, and I  h e artily  congratulate M r . P ack on his 
w ell-earned rew ard. T h e  only stamps in the collection  
which seem at a ll doubtfu l are the issue o f  1899, the 
2 c. on 3 c., inverted  surcharge. I  consider one of 
these undoubtedly forged, and that the o ther tw o w ant 
careful looking in to  ; but this is a very sm all defect in 
such a  very  fine collection.

Silver Medal.
P a u l K o h l—  Mexico.

A  good collection o f the stamps of M ex ico , strong  
in  shades, and especially strong in  pairs and strips o f  
the early  issues ; but not at all specialized as this 
country can be done.

Silver Medal.
R. Frenlzel.— Mexico.

A  large and fine collection, which has been exhib ited  
on several previous Occasions, and described in this 
journa l. I do not see m any im portant additions to  it. 
I t  is therefore not necessary to repeat the description  
again.

Extra Bronze Medal.
H . Grey.— Queensland.

A  rea lly  fine and very  strong collection o f this 
country, including a vast num ber o f ea rly  copies. 
F o r instance, in the i8 6 0  im perf. stamps there  are, o f  
the id ., tw o single copies unused, and in the used no 
less than  three pairs, one block o f 4, an d  fourteen  
single specimens ; and o f the 2d., im perf., tw o strips 
o f 3 and seven single specimens ; and o f  the 6d., 
im perf., vertical pair, ten single specimens and one 
unused copy. T h is  w ill show the strength o f the col
lection throughout.

Extra Bronze Medal.
T. Wickham Jones.— Sicily.

A  h igh ly  specialized collection o f the stam ps o f this  
country, containing whole panes q i  the 2 grana, Plates  
I and I I I ,  and large blocks of a ll values. Special 
attention  has been given to the “ retouches," and speci
mens o f alm ost all know n varieties, w ith  a very few  
exceptions, are included.

A m ongst the greatest rarities are the fo llo w in g : the 
1 g r., P late I ,  w ith the face and background en tirely  
redraw n, and several o f the stamps th at have been 
tw ice “ retouched ” ; three copies o f the 2 g r., real deep 
blue, unused ; two unused and one used copy o f the 
20 g r ., w ith “ 120"; and the retouched 50 gr., used. 
T h e re  are also some fine essays, proofs, and forgeries, 
and a large num ber o f dated copies on originals.

Stanley Gibbons, Ltd.
F iji Islands and Dominican Republic.

O u r publishers, a t the request o f the C om m ittee, 
decided to exhibit several high ly specialized collections 
that they have m ade up, but in common fairness to 
their clients decided to  enter them  “ not for com 
petition .’’ T h e  above tw o countries are exceptionally  
fine, and I am  inform ed that the ju ry  w ere unani
m ously o f the opih ion th at if  the F iji co llection had 
been entered for com petition it would, easily have 
secured the gold m edal in this class. In  the F i j i  
Times Express the stamps have been p la ted  on both 
papers, only one copy each o f the 6d. and is. being  
missing, on the quadrilU  paper. T h e  issue o f  1871 in  
sheets o f id ., 3d., and 6d., unused, pa rtly  recon

structed by the aid o f the w aterm ark and plate flaws, 
as are also the 2 c. on 6 c. o f 1872. T h is  w ork was 
undertaken solely as a means o f p lating the sur
charged issue o f  1874, and plates are shown partly  
reconstructed o f the id ., blue, and 6d., red, each o f  
w'hich is ra th er more than h a lf complete. B y means 
o f this w ork, which has entailed an enormous am ount 
o f labour, the positions on the sheets o f such m inor  
varieties as the inverted “ A ”, the large G othic stop 
after “ R ”, the raised round stop after both letters, and  
the m ixed stops after the “ V .R .” have been determ ined, 
and forgeries o f these stamps can easily be detected, as 
these varieties o f  surcharge must always occur on 
stamps showing certain flaws. A  large quantity  o f  
provisional stamps surcharged 2d., in  black and red, 
has also been gathered together as a pre lim inary to  
p la ting . A  num ber o f stamps have been photographed, 
very much enlarged, and by this means one has been 
ab le to determ ine the curious methods the F iji G overn
m ent adopted for m aking  new plates by utilizing the  
old wooden clichds, and d rillin g  out portions of them , 
inserting plugs, and then tak ing  electrotypes and  
m akin g  up a new plate. T h is  w ork has been done 
over and over again, and it is a most curious and in 
teresting study. T h e  collection includes a large  
num ber o f en tire  sheets and a num ber o f proofs, 
essays, and orig inal designs, and is one o f the most 
com plete in the Exh ib ition .

Dominican Republic.—Stanley Gibbons, Lid.
T h is  is the most complete collection of the stamps 

o f this country in existence.
T h e  plates o f ten and twelve varieties o f the first 

issues— A real, b lack on rose ; 1 real, b lack on green ; 
£ real, b lack on pale green ; 1 real, b lack on yellow —  
are a ll p lated and nearly complete.

T h e  1866-74 issues are very com plete and include  
a num ber o f en tire sheets, the rare errors, and a 
num ber o f m inor varieties.

T h e  1880 and 1883 issues include uncut sheets and  
reconstructed panes o f m any values, showing the 
position on the plates o f the m any varieties.

Som e hundreds o f essays and colour trials are  
included in this collection, and the la ter issues contain  
m any unchronicled errors.

A’. Lilienfeld.
T h is  gentlem an shows only six cards with a few rare  

stamps o f N a ta l and the Cape. In  the Cape wood
blocks there is a wonderful en tire, having on it four 
red stamps, three o f which are the id ., red, and one, 
the 4d., red, shown in a block o f 3. T h e re  are  
also four pairs o f the id ., red, and several single 
specimens.

Nelson Zambra
shows a nice little  collection o f the stamps o f the  
Cape o f G ood H ope, including a num ber o f pairs, 
and blocks. O ne the most interesting items is an 
envelope franked  w ith the 6d., grey, and h a lf  o f  a 
4d., blue, m aking  up the postal rate o f 8d. In  the  

-re u le tte d  stamps there is a copy shown o f the 6d., 
lilac , in  which it seems to me that the roulettes are  
much too strong and o f the wrong gauge to the 
genuine. In  the woodblocks there is a specimen o f 
the error o f colour, id ., blue, and a fine specimen on 
le tte r o f the 4d., dark  blue, and a pa ir o f the id ., red.
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H . J . Duveen.— N a tal .
A  very  perfect lit t le  collection o f this in teresting  

country, but shown by M r . D u ve en  “ not fo r com 
petition .” In c luded  here are tw o  o f the finest copies 
o f the 1857, embossed 9d. an d  is. T h e  various 
surcharges o f 1857-60 are very  com plete, and the  
grea ter num ber o f the stamps are  shown unused.

H . J .  Duveen .— Queensland.
T h is  is an o ther o f M r. D u ve en ’s most com plete  

countries, alm ost every stam p be ing  shown unused, 
but the exh ib it is “ not for com petition .” A m ongst 
the choicer th ings there is a  strip  o f 3, unused, o f  
the 2d. im perf., first issue, and tw o  copies o f  the 6d., 
green, unused. T h e  perforated issues are prac tica lly  
com plete in an  unused condition, inc lud ing  the  1874, 
perf. 12, id ., 2d., 3d., 6d., an d  is ., and the 2d. perf. 
13 x 12, a  g rea t rarity , in  an unused condition. In  
the 1868-79 w aterm ark  Q  an d  C row n M r . D uveen  
shows 2d. and 4d ., both unused copies, perf. 12 x 13.

L. L. R . Hausburg.—  Queensland.
A  w onderful collection, th a t w ould undoubted ly  

have taken a  h ig h  aw ard except for the fact th at 
M r. H ausburg  had already taken  a gold m edal in  this  
class for his In d ia , and was not elig ib le fo r another. 
T h e  co llection shown is prac tica lly  a ll unused, 
alm ost every kn ow n stam p is included, and a num ber 
o f very  interesting blocks are shown. T h e  no w ater
m ark stamps are  for the first tim e  shown w ith  the  
different perforations separated, the c h ie f feature  
being that the square clean-cut holes gauging  12J 
are m ade by d ifferent m achines from the roughly  
punctured 13, w hile  the ro u n d -h o le  perforation 13 
is by the sam e m achine as the form er 13, but w ith  
new pins. O f  the 1877 issue M r . H ausburg  shows 
proof sheets o f the id . and 2d. w ith various errors. 
T h e  tw o dies are described, an d  a  chart is m ade o f  
the first two plates o f the id . ,  showing how the  
groups o f four impressions, w hich  were the same in  
both plates, a re  m ixed up. T h e  differences in the  
three plates o f the 2d. are fu lly  described. T h e  la te r  
issues are com plete. T h e re  a re  also included pujls 
from  the perfora ting  machines, proofs, reprin ts, tria ls , 
the w hole being a most m eritorious exh ib it, and  
one th a t has taken  m any years to  w ork out thoroughly. 
T h is  co llection w ill be invaluable when we come to  
the tim e  in the future to publish a handbook on  
Q ueensland fo r the Ph ila te lic  Society.

H . Grey.— T rin id ad .
A  very nice collection o f the stam ps o f this country. 

A m ongst the rare  varieties are the Lady M c L e o d  in  
m int state an d  tw o specimens o f the sam e stamp, 
used. O f  the blue lithographed stamps there are  
about th irty  copies, including some lovely ea rly  ones, 
down to  the very  latest im pression. T h e  varieties o f  
perforation are thoroughly w orked  out, an d  include  
a num ber o f very  fine copies, and a considerable  
num ber of blocks o f from  four to  ten stamps.

F . Ransom.— T rinidad .
A nother beautifu l lot o f these stamps. T h e re  are  

three used copies o f the L a d y  M c L eo d , an d  th irty  
specimens o f the blue lithographed, including five pairs 
and three beautifu l examples on the th ick  cartridge  
paper o f  1853.

A . S . Tomson.— T urks Islands.
E xc ep tio n a lly  w ell represented. In  the early  issues 

three is ., prune, unused, and a most comprehensive 
exh ib it o f the surcharges in a ll the various settings, 
inc luding the 2 jd .  on is ., prune, com plete, and the 
2 id . on id . an d  2$d. on is ., b lue, n early  com plete.

A m ongst others w ill be seen the 2 |d . on 6d., w ith  
sm all “ J ” an d  the 4d. on 6d., various types, in  pairs 
and blocks, an d  a very fine exh ib it o f  the 4d. on id .—  
one pa ir showing the tw o types se tenant.

A m ongst the  la te r issues the $d . on 4d. are well 
represented. 1

C L A S S  IV.
Section I.

Gold Medal.
T. W. H a ll.— U ruguay.

F ifty -e ig h t copies o f the “ D ilig en c ias” in numerous 
shades and m any types, some unchronicled, including  
the rare second type o f the 60 centavos ; seventy-nine  
copies o f the b lock le tters (inc lud ing  a rare tete-blche 
p a ir o f the 120 c., blue, a  block o f 4 o f the 180 c., 
green, so-called second issue, w ith  pearls a t the side 
in place o f  “ correo”), an d  a block o f 8 o f the 240 
cent, showing a w hite space in centre in lieu o f a stamp. 
T h e  issues o f  1859 and i8 6 0 , w ith th in  and th ick figures, 
are shown in profusion, both used and unused, m any  
o f the form er on the o rig in a l envelopes; including a 
proof (?) pa ir o f the 180 c., th in  figures, on blue paper ; 
an entire uncut pane o f  the 80 c., yellow , th ick  
figures; and an  entire uncut sheet o f the 180 c., green, 
th in  figures. T h e  “ o rie n ta l” issues o f 1864 and 1866 
are shown in a ll know n shades, and on the w ider ribbed  
paper ; an uncut sheet o f  the 20 on 6 c., showing 
flaws on the plate, also num erous errors o f the sur
charges, including surcharges on the w rong values. 
T h e  n u m era l'va lu es  o f 1866 are also strongly re 
presented, inc lud ing  en tire  sheets o f the perforated 5 c., 
showing all the types, and o f  the perforated 10 cents., 
and a page o f the various “ W e lk e r  ” G erm an essays. 
In  the issue o f 1877-79 the  unissued 1 peso, blue, w ith  
arm s reversed. T w o  copies o f  the rare 2 5 c . ,  brow n, 
o f 1895, w ith centres inverted , num erous errors o f sur
charge, m any d ie  and colour proofs, and a fu ll page o f  
official surcharges w ith  several uncatalogued varieties 
and forgeries fo r comparison.

Silver Medal.
C . J . D a u n . - Orange R iver Colony.

Consisting alm ost exclusively o f entire panes of 
each p rin tin g , showing nearly  a ll the errors and va ria 
tions o f type.

1st p rinting.— F o u r panes o f the $d., showing  
various settings. Panes o f id ., showing I  missing, 
spaced id ., and stop afte r V , th ird  stam p, tenth row. 
Pane o f 6d., carm ine, w ith  figure o f value missing. 
E n tire  pane o f the 5s. and block w ith  raised stop after 
R . A ll stamps figure o f  value missing:

2nd printing.— Block o f  5s., m ixed stops.
y d  printing.— Block o f  Jd., w ith V  missing and  

w ider space between V  and R . Blocks o f 2 |d ., show
ing th ick  V ’s, one w ith rom an 1 and antique 2. 6d., 
carm ine, w ith th ic k  V .

E .R . I .— 6d., b lu e ; double surcharge, one inverted.
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Bronze Medal.

M . Jonas.— Greece.
T h is  is an alm ost com plete collection o f a ll issues, 

unused, w ith  few exceptions, and especially strong in  
blocks o f 4, and also in  errors and m in o r in teresting  
varieties. T h e  collection is nicely displayed and w ell 
w ritten  up, and reflects a great deal o f  credit on the 
owner, who has, I  understand, been collecting for less 
than a year. T h is  is a very d ifficu lt country to 
describe, but generally  speaking w ith very  few excep
tions most o f the rare  stamps are represented unused 
and in the most perfect condition ; b u t as ra r ity  so 
often depends on the colour, unless one published a 
chart o f the colours it is alm ost im possible to describe 
the stamps, one o f  the few drawbacks to  this in terest
ing country.

R. B. Yardley.— G r i q UALAND.

A n alm ost com plete collection o f the stamps o f this 
country arranged after the handbook w ritten  b y  Lieut- 
F . fL  N a p ie r, r .n . t

A  study has been m ade o f  the different settings and  
printings, which are a ll c learly  indicated. A m ongst 
the rarities in the  collection a r e : A  set o f red sur
charge la rg e G on the first type 4 d . ; sets unused o f 
the large G  on 6d. nearly complete ; four o f the 5s., 
orange, large red  G , unused, inc luding the greatest 
ra rity , T y p e  2b ; a very fine strip o f 6  o f  the la rg e G  
in  b lack on the 4d ., T y p e  2 ; a set o f  a ll types o f  the 
la rge G  in b lack on the 6d., nearly a ll unused.

Larg e G  in b lack  second setting : there  is a  double 
pane, nearly  com plete w ith all the rarest varieties  
represented.

T h e  sm all G  are also very  com plete, including the 
m any great rarities o f the double an d  inverted sur
charges. In c luded  in these is a strip o f  3 o f the 6d. 
w ith  the antique ita lic  G  and the double surcharge o f 
the uprigh t G w ith  the G  in black norm al and G  in  
red inverted, on the £d.

O. G illctt —  M o d e n a .

A  practica lly  com plete collection, used and unused, 
including the 40 c., pale b lue, unused, the large B .G ., 
and a large num ber o f errors and m inor varieties.

S ir  IV. B . A very , Bart.— N evis.
A n extrem ely strong collection o f the stamps o f  this 

country. S ir W ill ia m  has not only collected single  
specimens, but has also alm ost a ll stamps in recon
structed sheets, and a large num ber o f them  in uncut 
sheets. A m ongst the rarities in the uncut sheets I 
m ay m ention the first printing o f 1861, the id ., 
4d ., and 6d ., th ree perfect sheets w ith  full m argins ; 
the engraved o f  1867, 4d. and is ., both extrem ely  
rare, especially the la tte r ; the 4d. and 6d., lith o 
graphed, o f 1879.

A . S . Tomson.— N evis.
A ll values o f the first issue on b lue paper, and recon

structed plates o f a ll values, including the 6d., perf. 13, 
unbroken sheet, and the engraved, perf. 15, id . and  
4d., unbroken sheets.

A  com plete sheet o f the yellow -green, used, and a 
nearly com plete plate, unused. T w o  specimens o f  the 
I s. on la id  paper.

T h e  lithographs are  w ell represented, am ongst others 
a sheet o f the 4d., unbroken, and a strip o f 3 o f the 
is ., im perf. between and show ing the variety with  
cross on the h ill. T h e  id . ’s are particu larly  interesting, 
as showing the various retouches.

A m ong st the la te r  issues w ill be found a very  fine 
block o f 8 o f  the id .  surcharged on the id ., unused.

J . H . Abbott.— Orange Free State.
P rac tica lly  com plete in pairs, blocks, and sheets. 

In  the 1877 issue, 4d. on 6d., there  are a block o f  4 and 
a strip o f  3, and one w ith  surcharge inverted ; 1881, 
id . on 5s., a  com plete pane and m any blocks and 
singles ; inverted id .  on 5s. A  partly  reconstructed 
pane o f 3d. on 4d., inc luding a ll six varieties. T h e  
id . on 3d., panes an d  blocks, showing double sur
charge and space betw een the i and d., and the roman
I .  T h e  la te r  issues include a ll the prom inent varieties, 
m any in  sheets. .

Baron A . de Reuterskiold.— Orange Free State,
Orange R iver Colony.

T h is  gentlem an, being one of the judges, had to 
enter his very in teresting  collection “ not fo r com
petition.”

C ollection o f single stamps w ith a ll varieties (m ostly  
unused). T h e  settings o f a ll the surcharges are care
fu lly  studied and shown when possible in entire  
sheets. T h e  id . on 5s., reconstructed, is unique, and  
o f the id . on 4d. it  is believed that only one other 
entire half-sheet is know n. T h e  1896, surcharged  
both “ J ” and “ H a lv e  Penny,” are also included.

O f the V .R .I .  surcharges, nearly a ll the varieties  
catalogued are shown, and the different issues, 
settings, and printings illustrated by about tw enty  
entire panes.

M rs. Bridson.— Portugal.
A  rea lly  fine and well-specialized collection o f the 

stamps o f this country, alm ost a ll varieties being  
shown used and unused and in very fine condition. 
I should certain ly not have liked to  have had to  
decide between this specialized collection and that 
o f M rs. Benest fo r the G o ld  M e d al given by the 
Prince o f W ales. I t  is unfortunate fo r M rs. Bridson  
that her stamps had to come in such an exceptionally 
strong class, w here they w ere overshadowed by the 
great collections o f o ther exhibitors.

Consul C. George.—Portugal.
A  very im portant collection, but unfortunately only 

o f used s ta m p s; however, the stamps are  really 
superb, and I th in k  they are the finest lot o f shades 
I  have ever seen gathered together. Inc luded in the 
collection are a considerable num ber o f blocks and 
a fine range o f rare  perforations, such as perf. 14, 
straight label, and perf. 134 o f the same issue, divided  
into very th ick and very th in  paper, and m any other 
issues are s im ilarly  divided.

John N . Luff. — Shanghai.
A  rea lly  m agnificent collection, well know n in  

A m erica, but shown here fo r the first tim e. U n 
fortunately in one respect, m y friend M r. L u ff was 
a m em ber o f the ju ry , and could not enter his collec
tion for com petition, or I feel sure that the judges
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w ould have found it a b it d ifficult to discrim inate  
between this co llection and th a t o f M r . H a ll. O ver 
four hundred copies o f the first issue are shown, in 
clud ing  shades, varieties o f type and paper, errors, etc.

T h e re  are m any fine early impressions and several 
unique specimens, as the 8 c., prin ted  in a m ixture  
o f red and green inks, and the 16 candareen (value in  
the  singular), w hich has the 1 o f 16 om itted. T h is  
is the only know n copy o f this variety . T h e  stamps 
o f this issue are arranged in the order o f  the numerous 
printings so fa r as m ay be determ ined.

T h e  subsequent issues contain m any interesting  
im perf. and part-perforate stamps, double and in 
verted  surcharges, reversed inscriptions, etc.

A m ong the provisional issues o f 1873-77 a re :  red 
surcharge, 1 c. on 4 c., lilac  ; 1 c. on 16 c., green ; 
and 1 c. on 6 c., s la te ; blue surcharge, I c. on 16 c., 
green ; 1 c. on 6 c., slate ; 1 c. on 12 c., olive ; 1 c. on 
3 c., rose on rose paper ; 1 c. on 9 c., b lu e ; 1 c. on  
12 c., brown ; and 3 c. on 16 c., green.

T h e  1888 provisionals, in c lu d in g : red surcharge, 
40 c. on 80 c., green ; 40 c. on 100 c., blue ; and  
a  double surcharge o f the la tter.

In  the 1893 issue is a  copy o f the e rro r “  H a lf  C e n t” 
on 20 c., brown. T h is  issue also includes a pa ir of 
the  1 c. on halves o f  2 c., w ith  double surcharge in  
b lack  and blue, and a sim ilar p a ir surcharged in green  
and blue.

T h e  m a jority  o f the stamps in the collection are  
unused.

T. Buck .— T urkey. -
H ere  again is a  fine specialized collection. 1 believe  

I am  right in saying that it embodies a  collection that 
was shown in B erlin , where it secured a high rew ard, 
but unfortunately for M r . B uck, this collection comes 
in  such a strong class that the ju ry  had to pass over 
his exhib it for a m edal, although in m any exhibitions  
it  would have secured one o f the highest awards. I t  
is a beautiful lot, h igh ly  specialized, and showing a 
very considerable knowledge o f the subject, and  
contains a large num ber o f great rarities, which are  
unfortunately not very much appreciated in this  
country.

Captain A . M arkl.— U r u g u a y .

A  special collection o f used and unused stamps. In  
the 1856 issue fifteen copies, inc luding the 80 c. and  
the 1 real, postm arked. T h e  1866 include a num ber 
o f errors, such as lile-blchc, stamps surcharged two  
and three times, figures om itted, etc. etc. T h e  la ter 
issues are very strong in errors and surcharges. T h e  
O fficia l stamps are p ractica lly  com plete, and include  
a num ber o f errors, such as double and inverted over
prints. T h e  collection also includes a page o f curious 
and special obliterations, and a large num ber o f essays 
and proofs and varieties not issued, and there is 
throughout a fine lot o f blocks o f 4.

S e c t io n  II.

Gold M edal.
A . S . Tomson.— Barbados.

A  most com plete collection, com prising a great 
range o f shades, unused, in  pairs and blocks o f the 
im perf. ; am ongst others, a block o f 4 6d., unused, 
and various bisected stamps ; a fine lo t of the pin-

perf. 14 and 12A, unused ; three copies o f the id ., 
blue, clean-cut, unused. T h e  rough perfs., no wm k., 
are particu larly  strong, especially the 4d. and 6d., 
which are shown in great range o f  shade ; also in 
pairs and blocks.

A  pair o f  is ., im perf. betw een, and the is ., blue, 
error, and various o ther varieties, im perforate.

T h e  Larg e  and S m all Stars, both clean-cut and rough 
perfs., are p a rticu la rly  strong, especially the 4d. and 
6 d . ; am ongst others, a p a ir o f the 4d., La rg e  S tar.

A  particu larly  strong exhib it o f the C C , perf. 12J, 
6d., b righ t and du ll yellow  ; and the C C , perf. 14, are 
w ell represented b y  a fine range o f shades and blocks 
o f each value ; also the 4d., com pound perforation.

T h e  provisional stamps consist o f ten used pairs of 
the id . on 5s., show ing all types, surcharged to the 
r ig h t and to the le ft w ith slanting serif and w ith  
straight serif, and stra ight and slanting se tenant; 
and, in ad d ition , a  strip  o f 3 used as 3d., and also 
three singles and a pair, unused.

Am ongst the la ter issues, w hich are w ell represented, 
w ill be found the “ half-pe n n y ”, double surcharge, 
in  red and black, tw o blocks o f  4, and a ve rtica l pair 
showing varieties w ith  and w ithout hyphen ; also one 
used on entire.

. S ilver M edal.
A . Passer.— A ustria.

A  specialized collection o f unused stamps w ith  full 
gum , and shown in singles, pairs, strips, and blocks in 
the finest possible condition, w ith a few used copies 
showing particu lar cancellations and rare varieties. In  
the 1850 issue there are several copies w ith  the full 
cross attached to the stamp ; also stamps showing  
unofficial perforations and m any m inor varieties. T h e  
la ter issues are  very com plete in varieties o f perforation, 
including a la rge num ber o f very scarce varieties and  
errors.

T h e  collection o f A ustria  contains 3660 specimens. 
O f the rare  N ew spaper stamps there are shown four 
o f the yellow , five o f the rose, and tw o o f the red ; 
also a particu larly  fine series o f all th e  reprin ts and  
a large collection o f proofs, etc.

Bronze M edal.

Lieutenant-Colonel F . H . Hancock.— Cashmere.

This  collection starts w ith representations o f the 
famous forgeries o f D ie  I ,  followed by a fine lot o f the 
circular stamps, m any on entire letters.

T h e  issues o f  1867-77 are especially strong. These  
stamps in various colours have been reconstructed in  
the blocks o f 4 as printed.

Am ongst the rarest things here are the green stamps, 
o f which there are no less than five specimens, three of 
them  being on orig inal letters. T h e  single die £ anna, 
in  black, o f 1866 is represented by eight fine speci
mens, five on o rig inal covers. T h e  i  anna, b lack , of 
1867 has been p lated, and no less than  seventeen out 
o f tw enty varieties on the plate are shown. O f  the 
I anna, b lack, in five types, the com plete setting of 
five is shown with duplicates, and in the rarities o f the 
same issue are tw o pairs, used, of the 1 anna, u ltra 
m arine. T h e  la ter issues are shown in uncut sheets 
and large quantities on orig inal covers.
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R. Griindel.— A U S T R I  A.

S tudy o f the varieties o f  perforation o f the  A ustrian  
stamps from  1867 to 1900, together w ith the previous 
issues for com pletion : 162 sheets, m ostly used.

T h is  study is th e  result o f  m any years’ keen inquiries  
in  th is branch ; it  shows the perforations in a scientific 
system atic arran gem ent, and contains num erous  
varieties not seen elsewhere. A s in the pecu liarity  
o f the arrangem ent, so also in the copiousness o f the  
m a teria l used, this collection stands, indeed, unsur
passed.

A t  the end a re  eight sheets form ing  a study o f the  
sh eet-w aterm ark o f the A ustrian  le tte r and N ew spaper  
stamps from  1864, w hich also m ay be o f interest for 
collectors o f B osnia and M ontenegro, as fo r the first 
tim e tw o d ifferent types o f the w aterm ark “ b r i e f - 
si a r k e n ”  are  shown.

IV. Moser.— B u e n o s  A y r e s .

T h e  same collection th at was shown in B erlin , and  
w hich, i f  I  rem em ber righ t, was also shown a t the last 
London E xh ib itio n . Inc luded  in the old ship stamps, 
th ere  are tw enty -five  o f the 3 pesos, green ; seven o f  
the 4 pesos, red ; and eight o f the 5 pesos, ye llow  and  
orange. A lso  a  reconstructed sheet o f the “ In . l ’s.”, 
blue.

D r. R. Stanley Taylor.— GRENADA. '
Blocks o f 4 o f  the early  issues ; large block o f the 

^d. s u rc h arg e ; the is. error in  spelling ; id ., m anu
script surcharge in b lack and in red ; a very  fine range  
o f provisionals, including m any errors ; 2^d., c laret, 
w aterm ark  B road  S tar, block o f  4.

C. L . Pack .— N e w f o u n d l a n d .

A  very fine lot, but not quite so strong as his 
beautifu l co llection o f C anada. In  the carm ine  
stamps 1 draw  attention to  the beautiful specimens o f  
the 2d., 4d., 6d ., and is ., and in the orange-verm ilion  
to the 2d., 4d ., 6d ., and the is. on la id  paper, one o f the  
greatest rarities. In  the used stamps, a  superb lo t o f 
shades and a num ber o f pairs, and some m agnificent 
single copies in  carm ine and orange-verm ilion . T h e  
co llection is also very strong in bisected stamps used 
on entires.

IV. Pim m .— S t . V i n c e n t .

A  specialized collection, most o f the stamps being  
shown used and unused, and a num ber o f them  in  
from  three to tw elve copies, showing the  varying  
shades, perforations, etc., am ongst them  be ing  several 
o f the provisionals and a num ber o f the is . stamps.

A . S . Tomson.— S t . V I N C E N T .

A  fine exh ib it o f the clean-cut, inc luding four o f the  
6d. unused, a ll-th e  values being w ell represented w ith  
a fine range o f shades, pairs, blocks, and strips un
used.

A m ongst others, a corner block o f 6  6d., perf. 11J 
to  1 2 ; strip o f  3 is ., verm ilion , o f the same issue. 
F o u r m int copies 6 f  the is ., lilac-rose, compound perf., 
and the is ., verm ilion, im perf., used on piece o f 
orig inal.

T h e  provisionals are particu larly  strong, showing  
a block o f 18 Jd. on 6d. and a pa ir showing the 
varie ty  “ no frac tion  bar.” T h e  id . on h a lf  o f 6d., a 
block o f  4, and a  pa ir w ith diagonal perforation. T h e
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4d. on is. are represented by a strip  o f 3 in m in t state, 
four others unused, and three used specimens.

T h e  S ta r w aterm arks and the C A  12 and 14 are  
extensively shown in a ll shades, the 4d. in  particu lar  
being very  strong. •

T h is  m agnificent lo t o f  St. V in c en t stamps would, 
undoubtedly have tak en  a h igh  aw ard, except that! 
M r. Tom son  exh ib ited  B arbados in the same class 
and took the gold m edal, and could not therefore take  
another.

Stanley Gibbons, L td .— U g a n d a  P r o t e c t o r a t e .

T h e  finest know n collection o f  the old m issionary  
stamps, shown “ not fo r com petition,” and s im ply to 
fill up a gap, as the country was too interesting to be 
om itted.

T h e  typew ritten  first issue o f M arch , 1895, are  
shown in m any fine copies.

T h e  provisionals w ith  pen-w ritten surcharges in 
clude some o f the rarest varieties.

T h e  issue o f A p ril, 1895, includes a num ber o f blocks, 
tete-beche pairs, and rare  errors.

T h e  issue o f June, 1896, includes the only know n  
complete sheet o f all the  values from  5 to 100 cowries.

T h e  first stamps prin ted  by the missionaries are 
nearly all p lated, and m any shown in full panes and  
sheets, both w ith  and w ithout the large “ L  ” overprint.

S e c t io n  III.

Gold Medal.

D r. A . L e v in .— S w e d e n .

A  very beautiful co llection, w orthy o f the high  
aw ard  it has atta ined . O f  the rare S k illing  Banco o f 
1855 there are five unused copies o f the 3 s., green, 
a block o f 4, and eleven single specimens o f the 4 s., 
blue, inc lud ing  two or three very  rare shades. F our  
copies o f the 6 s. in d iffe rent shades, eight o f the 8 s., 
orange and yellow, an d  four o f the 24 s., pale red. In  
ad d ition  to  these there  is a m agnificent lo t o f used 
copies in a ll shades, w ith  a fine lot o f reprin ts in 
singles and blocks o f 4. T h e  la te r issues are rem ark 
ab ly  com plete in a ll varieties used, unused, and in  
blocks. O f  the error 20 ore, inscribed “ T re tio ,” there  
are one unused and five used copies, two o f these being  
on portions o f orig inal covers. O f  the current issues 
there is a copy shown o f th at extrem ely rare error 
the 5 ore, brow n, and several stamps printed on both 
sides.

Silver Medal.

R. B . Yard ley. —  A z o r e s  a n d  M a d e i r a .

A  h igh ly  specialized collection, with particu lar a tten 
tion paid to types o f surcharge, perforations, varieties, 
and in a m in o r degree to  the dies o f the stamps.

A m ongst the scarcer stamps in Azores, 1868 issue, 
are the 5 r. and 10 r ., im perf., unused ; 1868, per
forated I 2 i ,  25 r., w ith  inverted surcharge.

1875, perf. 12J, second die o f the 80 r., rose, and  
several stamps o f this issue on ribbed paper. O f  the 
perf. 14, tw o copies o f the 25 r , used, and two o f  the 
100 r., unused. In  the sm all surcharge o f 1882-5  
there are several with inverted and double surcharges. 
T w o  copies are included o f the 20 r., carm ine, D ie  2, 
on cream paper.
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M a d e ira , 1868, im perf., com plete, inc lud ing  pa ir o f  
the 50 r. T h e  same issue, percd en croix, com plete, 
inc lud ing  the 50 r . ; 1871, perf. 12J, the 5 r., inverted  
surcharge, and several o f the  20 r. on ribbed  paper ; 
1876, perf. 12J, 5 r. and t o r . ,  double surcharge, and  
perf. 14, the 5 r. unused and tw o copies o f the 100 r., 
used an d  unused. In  the 1876, the 50 r., green, w ith  
inverted surcharge, perf. 12^, and the 240 r., perf. 12$, 
w ith stra ight label, used and unused. R eprin ts  o f 
both countries are shown practica lly  com plete.

Bronze Medal.
F . N . Schiller .— C h i l i .

A ll issues, used and unused, the 1854 lithos being  
w ell represented, both in the  ord inary and abnorm al 
varieties. In  addition to proofs, in  b lack, o f  the  
Perkins Bacon &  Co. issues, there is an interesting  
collection o f the proofs on w h ite  card o f the  stamps 
prin ted  by the A m erican  B ank N o te  Co., and a whole  
unused sheet o f the Postage D u e  stam p o f 1895 show
ing one setting o f this sheet. In  m y opin ion this 
exhib it was w orthy o f a  m uch h igher aw ard  than it  
has obtained.
Special Gold Medal given by H.R.H. the Prince of 

Wales, K .G ., etc.
M rs. E . B . S. Benesl.— B r a z i l .

I  h e artily  congratulate this exh ib ito r on securing  
w hat every lady w ill consider to be the h ighest aw ard  
o f the E xh ib itio n , nam ely, the gold m edal given by  
H is  R oya l H ighness the P rince o f W a les , fo r the  
finest collection shown by a  lady. T h e  co llection is 
practica lly  com plete in unused, and includes a large  
num ber o f unused blocks, panes, and sheets! T h e  
collection has been most carefu lly studied and w ritten  
up, and displays a great am ount o f ph ila te lic  know 
ledge, and 1 consider it is fu lly  w orthy o f the high  
aw ard it has gained.
C. L. Pack.— N e w  B r u n s w i c k  a n d  N o v a  S c o t i a .

A n o th e r beautiful exhib it by this gentlem an ; but 
one in which there was not much scope for ph ilatelic  
knowledge, but for representation o f a  sm all country  
and fo r beauty o f  the stamps it w ould be most 
difficult to beat it. In  N e w  Brunsw ick there are  
three copies o f the is . unused and eight used, and tw o  
of the 5 c. Connell unused. In  N o va  Scotia, there are  
four o f  the is . unused and eight fine copies used. 
T h e  6d. stamps in both countries are also w onderfully  
fine an d  complete.

The Hon. E .  R. Ackerman .— SWEDEN.
T h is  gentlem an shows an extrem ely fine collection  

of the stamps o f Sweden ; but, unfortunately, it was 
outclassed by the very m agnificent lo t shown by  
D r. Levin .

J . Kienzle .— WURTEMBERG.
Specialized collection o f  used stamps w ith  the 

obliterations arranged after R einheim er’s catalogue. 
Also some W u rtem b erg  stamps w ith  obliterations o f 
B avaria and Prussia.

C L A S S  V.
S e c t i o n  I.

Gold Medal.
E r n st Vicenz.—  H a m b u r g .

T h is  m agnificent collection o f H am b u rg  stamps 
has been rather fu lly  described in this journa l, as

I  took special particulars o f it  at the B erlin  E xh ib itio n  
tw o  years ago. T h e  collection has been w orked out 
on rea lly  scientific lines, and is extrem ely com plete  
and fine, and for fu lle r description I  refer m y readers 
to  the  ea rlie r  num bers o f the M onthly Journal.

Silver Medal.
T. W. H a ll.— Z a n z i b a r .

T h e  fa irly  w ell-know n collection form ed for the  
purpose of, an d  arranged according to, the artic le  in 
the Society’s w ork on The Stam ps o f  A frica, P a rt I I I ; 
it  includes ten copies o f the surcharge in b lue, th irteen  
o f the Zanzidar error, inc lud ing  the rare  1 rupee, g rey ; 
four copies o f  the inverted  “ r ” ; a ll the Zan ibar  
errors ; b lock o f  four and three singles o f the 1 rupee, 
carm ine and green, w ith  vertica l overprint ; b lock o f 
four o f the 2 annas, blue, w ith  double overprin t, 
inc lud ing  the no dot va rie ty  ; four copies o f the 5 
rupees, w ith  double overprin t. T h e  second know n  
copy o f the 3 annas, Zanizbar, an d  four copies o f the  
same erro r on the 1 a. 6 p., surcharged 2J. A  set o f 
rare  Zapzibar errors showing the ta il o f  the “  p ” 
erased w ith  a  kn ife  before issue, and m any o f the  
th ick  “  b ” varieties, inc luding the rare  1 rupee, grey. 
T h e  only know n entire pane o f 1 a. 6 p., surcharged  
2 1, inc luding the tw o Zanzid ar, Zanizbar, Zapzibar, 
and th ick  “ b ” errors. Som e 240 copies o f the  
Postal U n io n  surcharges, in  various settings, and show 
ing nearly a ll the errors both o f  overprint and Sur
charge ; nearly  com plete reconstructed sheets o f the 
overprints on the B ritish  E as t A fr ic a  stamps o f 1896, 
inc luding the only know n entire uncut sheet o f the 4J a., 
orange-yellow  ; an entire uncut sheet o f the 2J on 4 a., 
m yrtle-green , o f 1897, and a block o f  nineteen o f the  
same stam p in an unknow n setting— most o f the la te r  
issues, except the high values, are shown in en tire  
uncut sheets, an d  the co llection includes m any fo r
geries for com parison.

Extra Silver Medal.
M artin Schroeder.— B e r g e d o r f  a n d  N e w

B r u n s w i c k .

T h e  collection o f the stamps o f B ergedorf is one of 
the finest specialized collections on the C ontinent. 
I t  includes the o rig inal essays o f 1861, a  series that 
never cam e into  use. Secondly, prints o f the first 
orig inal plate o f the 3 sch., b lack on w hite paper, 
proofs in five colours o f the same design, w ith the  
colours reversed. A ll proofs in various colours have  
been collected. A  speciality has been m ade o f stamps 
in com plete sheets, and a m arvellous lot o f stamps 
are included, used on orig inal letters. A  great ra r ity  
is the 1$ sch., tete-biche, used on portion o f letter.

Brunsw ick , a fine specialized collection ; in the  
first issue, 1, 2, and 3 silbergroschen, unused, very  
fine, also J sgr. and 1 sgr., yellow , p erci en ligne, and  
p erct en arc, both used and unused.

Bronze Medal.
The Honourable E . R. Ackerm an .— N o r w a y .

A  h igh ly  specialized collection o f these stamps, very  
strong in blocks o f four, nine, and tw elve, and a 
num ber o f stamps in fu ll sheets. In  the issue 1855 
there are four unused copies o f the 4 skill., blue, and  
one, unused, showing the variety  w ith  double foot on 
the right leg o f lion.
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Bronze Medal.

C .J . D a u n —  O i l  R i v e r s  a n d  N i g e r  C o a s t .

C om plete co llection o f  stamps o f  this colony, in 
cluding m any varieties, such as the ^d., in  violet, 
on h a lf  o f  the id ., unused, se tenant w ith  the ^d., in  
red ; Jd., in  violet, double surcharge ; id . on h a lf  o f  
the 2d., green, double surcharge. A lso the H a lf  
Penny, in  blue, on 2 |d .,  and the H a l f  Penny, in  car
m ine, on the same value in italics. T h e  H a l f  Penny, 
in  blue, in  sans-serif type on the 2d., unused. T h e  
H a lf  Penny, in  red, in  ita lic  capitals, on the 2^d. 
A lso the  O ne S h illin g  surcharged in black, and the  
20s. surcharged in violet, red, and b lack  on the is ., 
green. A n d  a  series o f  the stamps o f G reat B rita in  
used in the colony, p rior to the perm anent issue.

E x t r a  B ronze M edal.
P. Kleeberg.— C H IN A .

A  specialized collection o f the stamps o f C h ina , in 
cluding the Im p e ria l stamps, G erm an C hina, T ien ts in , 
Kiauchow , F rench  Post Offices in  C hina, such as 
Canton, M ongtze, Packhoi, Yunnansen, etc. A ustrian  
M ilita ry  Post in  P ek ing , Ita lia n  M ilita ry  Post in  
Tien ts in , Russian Posts in C hina, B ritis h -In d ia n  Post, 
G erm an F ie ld  Post, and Chinese Local Posts.

M a n y  o f the stamps are shown in blocks o f four 
and singles in a ll varieties o f shades and types.

A d o lf  Passer.— A u s t r i a n  I t a l y .

A  rea lly  fine collection o f the stamps o f A ustrian  
Ita ly . In  the early  issues on th ick  paper I  notice  
blocks o f 20 o f the 15 c., T y p e  2, and 16 o f the 30 c. 
T h e  15 c. o f 1850, on la id  paper, is shown used, and  
the 15 c. and 30 c., on ribbed paper, unused. F ine  
copies are shown o f a ll values, except the 9 kr., w ith  
the fu ll A n d rew ’s Cross attached. In  this issue there  
are some interesting item s, such as forgeries used on 
orig inal letter. T h e  la te r  issues are very com plete. 
I t  is unfortunate that M r .  Passer was in such a strong  
class, o r this exh ib it would have secured a h igh award.

E . J .  N ankivell.— C h i n a .

A  very nice unused co llection ,fa irly  strong in com plete  
panes. A m ongst the best things are a block o f the  
issue o f 1878, 15 stamps o f the 1 c. w ide spacing and a 
com plete pane o f 20 o f the narrow  spacing. A lso  
full panes o f the 3 c. and 5 c. narrow  spacing.

Baron R. Lehmann.—  D u t c h  I n d i e s .

A n interesting collection o f these difficult stamps, 
very com plete in the U  npaid Letter stamps, and specially  
strong and w ell w orked out. I t  is only a specialist 
who rea lly  understands w hat a fine lo t o f stamps are  
included here, especially in the U n p a id  o f the issue o f 
1882, pcrf. 1 1 ̂  x 12, which are practica lly  complete, and  
which must have entailed m any years o f research.

T h e  collection also contains a num ber of full sheets, 
am ong the most in teresting being sheets o f the 15 c. 
Q ueen’s H ea d , o f the tw o printings, one an entire  
sheet o f  50 stamps, the second an en tire  sheet o f 100 
stamps. T h e re  are full panes o f the handstruck 25 c. 
on 30 c. w ith the surcharge a ll over the  place, and an 
interesting proo f sheet w ith  red surcharge o f the 2J c. 
on 10 c., blue, K in g ’s H ea d , and another complete sheet 
is shown o f the sim ilar stamp w ith  the m agenta

surcharge w ith  the types varying . A  rea lly  fine 
collection, certa in ly  in m y opin ion w orthy o f an 
aw ard.

A . J .  Warren.— D u t c h  I n d i e s .

A  specialized collection o f these stamps, thoroughly  
w orked out to show all know n varieties an d  illustra
tive o f the changes in the pins o f  the perforating  
m achine. D a te d  copies have also been collected in 
order to prove the earliest dates o f  each variety . T h e  
old U n p a id  L e tte r  stamps are exceptionally strong, 
and include nearly  a ll know n varieties.

J . N . Luff.— F o r m o s a .

A n  exhib it, o f  course “ not for com petition,” but 
entered by M r . L u ff  as one o f the most interesting  
litt le  exhibits possible, as the whole has been 
thoroughly w ritten  up and studied by M r. How es, o f 
Boston, w ith the m eaning o f the Chinese inscriptions  
clearly  set forth, a ll the inscriptions having  been most 
carefully and neatly  w ritten in b y  hand, reflecting  
the greatest c red it on M r . H ow es. T h e  collection  
includes the stamps o f 1888 to 1895, w ith  a full 
description o f  each k ind. A lso the stamps which 
w ere used as R a ilw a y  T icke ts  from  1888 to  1889, and  
the H orse  and D rag o n  stamps o f 1888, as well as 
some proofs.

J . H . Abbott.— E g y p t , S u d a n , a n d  S u e z  C a n a l .

N um erous blocks, unused, o f the early  issues are 
a great feature. T h e  first issues include several 
im perf., and pairs and blocks im perf. vertically. T h e  
th ird  issue includes the tetc-beche varieties o f the 
10 paras and 1, 2, and 2^ piastres. T w o  sheets 
o f this issue are included, the 10 paras containing  
nine pairs tite-beche, and one piastre showing twelve 
tete-beche. T h e  U n p a id  L e tte r stamps are complete. 
T h e  Suez C anal include large blocks and a complete 
sheet. T h e  Sudan are shown in pairs, and errors 
with overprint inverted.

H . M . Hansen .— S c h l e s w i g - H o l s t e i n .

A  specialized collection o f the stamps of this country 
arranged to show the d ifferent politica l changes that 
have taken place, the stamps being shown in blocks 
o f 4 and 6, and in single copies, used and unused.

M a n y  o f the la ter issues are in large blocks showing 
m arg inal num bers. T h e  collection includes a num ber 
o f essays o f the printings o f 1850, and some o f the 
D anish  essays o f the 1862 issue.

M rs. A . Holland .— S i a m .

A  specialized collection o f this country, including  
the stamps o f the S traits  Settlem ents, surcharged “ B ” 
for use in B angkok.

S e c t i o n  I I .

Gold Medal.

C. Stew art-W ilson .— H o l l a n d .

1852 issue includes a strip o f four o f the 5 c., true 
~milky blue; also tw o blocks o f 10 and one o f 15 o f 
the 10 c., three blocks o f 4 o f the 15 c., in addition to 
m any singles and pairs o f the three values in a variety  
o f shades.

1864 issue includes blocks o f 9  and 4 o f  the 5 c., 
blocks o f 4 and 10 o f the 10 c., strip o f 5 o f  the 15 c.,etc .
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1867-68, a ll types and varieties o f perforation are  
included, as w ell as m any large blocks, notab ly three  
blocks o f 20 and one o f 25 o f the 1 5 c . ;  also a block  
o f 25 o f the to  c., and a strip o f 5 o f the 15 c., T y p e  2, 
perf. 13, 14.

1872-88, pa ir o f 12J c. and single 25 c. in  the regu lar 
clean-cut perf. 14 (large holes).

1891-98, innum erable shades o f all values in blocks 
o f 4.

T h e  U npaids are shown practica lly  com plete in the  
various types and perforations.

Proofs and colour trials, etc., in great va riety  are  
inserted throughout the collection, after each issue.

Used.
N o  less than th irty-one pages o f shades o f the first 

tw o issues, including all values o f the first issue in 
blocks o f 4.

1867-68, three specimens o f the 10 c., T y p e  1, and  
five o f the 15 c., T y p e  2, perf. 10.’ x 10.

Silver Medal.

H is Royal Highness the Prince o f  Wales, K .G .,  etc. 
H o n g  K o n g .

T h is  collection is p ractica lly  complete in single 
specimens, and is also exceedingly strong in pairs 
and m int blocks o f four. T h e  single stamps include  
not only the postage stamps with all the rare  
varieties, but also the fiscals th at were authorized for 
postal use, and which are shown in used and unused 
condition. In  the postage stamps, attention, is draw n  
to  the w aterm ark Crown and C  C, 1865 issue, 96 c., 
in  the yellow -brow n colour, unused, and to several 
copies o f the 18c., lilac, o f 1867, and the 4 c .,  grey, 
perf. 12^, wm k. C row n and C C .

Extra Silver Medal.
J . C. North .— C y p r u s .

A  high ly specialized collection, including plate  
numbers practica lly  complete, m any sheets, pairs, and  
blocks, and the only existing sheets o f the id ., red, 
plate numbers 193 and 196. A  fine lot o f Revenue  
stamps used postally, and a fine lot o f essays and  
colour trials.

Bronze Medal.
Baron R. Lehmann.— H o l l a n d .

A  great and h igh ly  specialized collection o f the 
stamps o f H o llan d . T h e  collection is very com plete  
in unused and in used, and in m y opinion is the finest 
collection o f the stamps o f H o lla n d  in existence, and  
one that has enta iled an enormous am ount o f study 
and research. N e a rly  a ll the stamps o f the early  
issues are arranged by dated copies, which are ex
trem ely rare, and which took a great deal o f tim e in  
finding. B y means o f these dated copies, Baron  
Lehm ann has been able to arrive  approxim ately at 
the date o f issue o f each variety o f the perforation. 
T h e  stamps o f the first issue are shown in recon
structed plates, used, and in blocks, unused. T h e  
la te r issues are com plete in a ll known varieties. T h e  
U n p a id  L e tte r stamps are especially fine, and contain  
w hat are rea lly  some o f the rarest stamps in the 
E xh ib ition , a lthough they are appreciated by so few  
people. I consider that both on philatelic grounds 
and for the fine condition o f the stamps, and the

am ount o f w ork put in to  this collection, it  is w orthy  
o f a far h ig h e r . aw ard  than has been accorded to 
it. T h e  ju ry  in the B erlin  E xh ib itio n  recognized 
this by unanim ously voting a  gold m edal to  this 
collection, w hich during  the past tw o years has been 
m a teria lly  strengthened.

Bronze Medal.

/ .  E ls te r —  D e n m a r k  a n d  C o l o n i e s .

A  h igh ly  specialized collection, very strong in fu ll 
sheets, and a ll varieties represented in singles and 
blocks, including even rarities.

E lio t  Levy.— B r i t i s h  E a s t  A f r i c a .

A  specialized co llection in singles, pairs, and strips, 
used and unused. A m ongst the better stamps are  
the handstam ped A an na on 2 annas, verm ilion , used 
and unused, and 1 an n a  on 4  annas, brow n, used. 
In  the m anuscript surcharges, most o f the varieties, 
some used and unused. O f  the local surcharge of 
1875,“ a com plete set in  pairs, unused, as w ell as 
singles, used, and some scarce varieties in the w ay of 
double surcharges. T h e  stamps of 1890-91 are also 
shown in pairs im perf., im perf. vertica lly , and im perf. 
horizontally. T h e  issues o f 1895, surcharges on In d ian  
stamps, are included in pairs, and in alm ost all m inor  
varieties.

C. J . Daun.— B r i t i s h  H o n d u r a s .

3 cents on 3d., perf. 12J, unused; “ T W O ,” in 
b lack, on the 50 cents on the is. ; “ T W O ,” in b lack  
and red, on the 50 cents on the is. ; “ 6 ” inverted in 
red and b lack on the 10 cents on the 4d., both unused ; 
the errors “ Bevenue,” including the 50 cents on is., 
grey.

M ajor H. F . French .— C Y P R U S .

T h e  ^d. and Pd. p late numbers com plete ; the id .  
and 30 paras surcharges, used and unused, w ith  
errors ; varieties o f the 1882 and 1885 surcharges and  
postal surcharges.

Lieutenant F . H . N apier , r . n .— G u a n a c a s t e .

A  very fine collection, entered “  not for com petition,” 
as L ieut. N a p ie r  was a m em ber o f the ju ry . M a n y  o f  
the stamps are shown in panes and large blocks 
proving the d ifferent settings, and the collection is the 
finest one know n to exist.

A .J .  W arren .—  HOLLAND.
A  fine special collection, very com plete and espe

cia lly  fine in used and dated copies. Inc luded am ong  
the greater rarities are the 1869, perf. 10 by lo i ,  10 c., 
and 15 c., T y p e  1 ; and in T y p e  2, same perf., a superb 
copy o f the 15 c., chestnut, used, on the en tire envelope. 
T h e  U n p a id  stamps are  practically com plete in all 
varieties.

L. F . W ard .— L a b u a n .

A  collection o f the stamps o f Labuan, the first two  
issues com plete, used and unused. In  the la ter issues 
there are Provisionals 6 c. in red on 16 c., the 8 c. on 
12 c., carm ine, and a block o f six o f the 6 c. on 8 c., 
the corner stamp having  treble surcharge. A lso  a 
num ber o f varieties and errors in the 1893 and la ter 
issues.
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S e c t io n  III.
Gold Medal.

T. B u c k — T o n g a .
V e ry  exhaustively show n: 1886, perf. 12J, pairs, 

blocks o f four and eight o f the id ., unused. Larg e  
blocks and com plete panes o f the id ., 2d., 6d., blue, 
6d., orange, and is ., green, in both issues. Panes o f 
4d. on id ., w ith  varieties.

1891.— Stars in corner, panes o f the id . and 2d., 
and a ll know n varieties o f the id . ,  w ith  3, 4, and 5 
stars ; 3 and 4 stars, and 4 and 5 stars, se tenant.

1896.— “ Surcharge H a lf  P e n n y ” on i^d. on 2d., 
value read ing  dow nw ards, com plete panes.

1896.— “ Surcharge H a lf  P e n n y ” on 7^d. on 2d., 
value read ing  dow nw ards, com plete panes.

1896. — “ Surcharge H a lf  P e n n y ” on 7 id . on 2d., 
value read ing  upwards, com plete panes.

B locks o f various varieties, stops instead o f hyphens, 
tw o stops, w ith  e rro r “  H enny ,” m isplaced surcharges, 
double prints , etc.

1897. — T h e  error 7^d. with head inverted, two singles,"1 
and a block o f four unused.

1899.— E rro r  “ 18 89” in tw o blocks, one pair, and  
tw o singles.

1893.— G .F .B . Service stamps, a ll values in pairs  
and blocks.

1893.— G .F .B . Service stamps, surcharged, particu 
la rly  w ell represented, a ll values being shown in large  
blocks, etc.

Silver Medal.
J . H . A bbott—  S e r v ia .

In  the first issue in addition to the single stamps 
there are  seven entire sheets and some blocks. T h e  
la ter issues are represented by nearly a ll varieties o f  
perforation, and errors o f perforation, such as im perf. 
between, etc. etc.

Extra Silver Medal.
A . Passer .— H u n g a r y .

A  h ig h ly  specialized collection. In  the 1871 issue 
lithographed, there are forty copies unused, showing  
alm ost all varieties o f shades. T h e  la ter issues are  
practica lly  com plete, including m any errors such as 
double figures, com pound perf., and im perf. varieties. 
T h e  U n p a id  L e tte r stamps, N ew spaper stamps, and  
Journal and T e leg ra p h  stamps are also very complete.

Bronze Medal.
Vernon Roberts.— S t . L u c ia .

T h is  is an extrem ely fine collection o f the stamps 
o f St. Lucia, com plete and exceedingly strong in the  
old issues in large blocks and beautiful copies.

Bronze Medal.
H. R. Oldfield.— S e r v ia .

A  very fine collection contain ing a num ber o f 
rarities, ch ie f am ongst which is the issue o f 1886, 20  
para, w ith the “ C. K .” o f the inscription inverted. A  
num ber o f com plete sheets are  shown o f the 1866 
issue, together w ith  a ll varieties o f perforation, shades 
and papers in  the la te r issues.

H . J . Duveen .— B a h a m a s .
Entered not for competition.

T h e  id . im perforate include unused pairs on th ick  
and th in  paper and a used pair ; there are two unused

specimens o f the id ., w ith  clean-cut perforation 14 to 
16, and fine unused sets o f  the issues w ith rough per
foration 14 to 16, and o f those perforated 11J, 12, and
13. T h e  stamps w aterm arked  C row n “ C C ” include  
tw o unused specimens o f  the is. perforated 12 I ; three  
specimens o f  the 4d. w aterm arked  C row n “ C  A ,” 
perforated 14, are shown unused, and there is a used 
specimen o f the 4d. on 6d., w ith  inverted surcharge. 
T h e  la ter issues down to 1898 are a ll com plete  
unused.

J . H. Abbott.— B r it is h  B e c h u a n a l a n d .

P ractica lly  complete, m ostly in  pairs or blocks, w ith  
errors such as the double overprint, “ r it is h ” for 
“  B ritish .” T h e  Protectorate stamps very com plete  
in  the la ter issues, being shown in panes and in m any  
m inor varieties.

Le Comte de Scm alU.— F E R N A N D O  POO.

C ollection o f Fernando Poo w ith  numerous varieties 
o f surcharges, m any not catalogued.

N otice  in p a rticu la r: B lue, violet, and black sur
charges, double and inverted o f 1885-94, pairs not 
perforated o f 10 centim es o f 1894 and 1895. Blue, 
black, and vio let surcharges, double and inverted, 
o f 1896-99, 1897, 1898, 1899. B lue and black sur
charges, sim ple, double, and inverted on fiscal stamps 
o f 1896, o f 1897, o f 1896-97. Pairs not perforated  
o f the 1899 issue. Curious fragm ent o f a sheet 
(fifteen stamps) o f 5 cent, on 10 cent., red and b lack  
Surcharges, uprigh t and inverted on the same. C om 
plete issue o f  1900 in pairs not perforated.

E . Derocco.— S e r v ia .
A  special collection o f the stamps o f Servia, 

scientifically arranged, and practica lly  complete. 
V e ry  strong in all varieties o f perforation from 1866 
to  1880.

M ajor E . B. Evans .— SO RU TH .

Entered not for competition, Major Evans being one of the 
jury.

A  collection o f the stamps o f this Ind ian  N a tiv e  
State containing entire and reconstructed sheets of 
the various issues, showing varieties o f type, shade, 
etc.

C L A S S  VI.
S e c t io n  I.

Silver Medal.
C. H. Coote.— R o u m a n ia .

A  very fine collection o f these stamps, including a  
num ber o f the le/e-beche stamps o f the handstruck  
issue o f 1862. Sheets o f all the values o f 1863, 
m achine-printed, and blocks showing the arrangem ent 
o f the types o f the la ter issues.

Silver Medal.
G. B. D u  erst.— R o u m a n ia .

A nother fine collection, almost equal to that o f M r. 
Coote, and including rea lly  a num ber o f greater rarities, 
but perhaps not so complete in blocks and sheets. 
Am ongst the rarest stamps here I noticed several 
varieties o f stamps printed on both sides, and that 
great rarity , the Special D e live ry  stamp, 25 bani, brown, 
o f 1899, w aterm ark I 1. R ., and prin ted  tete-beche. T h e re  
are also included a num ber o f interesting essays and  
proofs.
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Bronze Medal.
A . H olla n d —  H a y t i .

A  special collection, w ith  the stamps o f  the early  
issues very  com plete in plates uncut and reconstructed.

Bronze Medal.
J . R. M . Albrecht.— G u a t e m a l a .

A  general collection, practica lly  com plete, and in 
cluding the 1881 issue, 2 c., 5 c., an d  20 c., w ith  centres 
inverted. T h e  1886 R ailw ay stamps surcharged for 
postal use, com plete sheets o f each value, showing the 
differences in the settings.

Extra Bronze Medal.
Hugo Griebert.— M o n t e n e g r o .

A  very fine collection, inc luding a num ber o f rare  
varieties, especially stamps unchronicled w ith  inverted  
centres. Blocks o f the early  issues w ith  the large  
perforations are very fine and extrem ely  d ifficult to  
get now . T h e  whole collection shows evidence of 
considerable research and trouble in com pleting the 
arrangem ent o f this h itherto  ra th er neglected country.

Extra Bronze Medal.
J . H . Abbott.— H a y t i .

A  co llection nearly  com plete, a ll unused, the  
various printings and setting o f the stamps being  
shown, including a num ber o f en tire  sheets and large  
blocks, and some reconstructed plates and several 
blocks showing the tlte-btche positions on the panes.

A . Passer.— B o s n i a . *

A  specialized collection, strong in a ll varieties o f 
type, perforation, used and unused stamps.

I. J .  Bernstein .— M a l t a .

T h e  collection shows a ll the stamps issued from  
1857 to  1885 in M a lta  for every purpose but in ternal 
and in ter-insu lar postage. T h e y  consist o f  the various 
issues an d  plate num bers (nearly  com plete) then in 
use in E ng land . T h e y  are not surcharged, as was 
the case in Cyprus, etc., but can be distinguished  
from  B ritish  stamps by the postm ark. T h e  collection  
contains a  nearly  complete range, inc luding the 2 jd . 
error “  H  L  F  L , the 2S., brown, and the 10s., grey.

S e c t i o n  I I .

Silver Medal.
T. IV. H all.— D a n i s h  W e s t  I n d i e s .

A  m ostly unused collection o f the stamps o f this 
country, including some thirty-seven copies o f the 
im perforate issue o f 1855 showing the different 
varieties o f gum  and including tw o copies rouletted. 
T h e  4 cents, u ltram arine , o f 1872-73, is shown in three  
blocks o f  four— seven singles, an im perforate pair, 
and a  p a ir im perforate between. T h e  sm all issues 
o f 1873-79 are shown m ain ly in  blocks o f  four ( in 
cluding a block o f four o f the rare  14 cents), carefully  
div ided into the different printings and papers, accord
ing to the latest researches, showing how the numerous 
plate flaws ran  through from  the earliest to the  
latest printings ; the rare 3 c. im perforate is shown. 
T h e  double surcharge o f t c. on 7 c. o f 1877, and  
a block o f  four o f the 2 c. on 3 c., rose and grey-blue, 
perforated 14 by 13 I. T h e  la ter issues are a ll shown 
in blocks o f four, together w ith a nice page o f proofs.

Silver Medal.
H . L . Hayman.— L i b e r i a .

A  specialized collection, including proofs, colour 
trials, and forgeries.

Extra Silver Medal.
The Rev. IV. N . Usher.— ICEL AND.

Collection o f used and unused, in singles, blocks, 
etc., and whole sheets o f  the various issues.

Contains 4 skill., red, im perf., used and unused, 
and most o f the rare varieties in the “  pri'r ” and  
“ 1 G I L D  I ” issues.

Bronze Medal.
M rs. D . F ield .— S a r a w a k .

A  special collection, inc lud in g  shades, blocks, pairs, 
and single stamps, and a ll m inor varieties o f per
forations, inverted surcharges, m inor flaws, and errors. 
A m ongst the best are : 1869, 3 c,, blocks an d  proofs ; 
1875, block of 12 c., la id  p a p e r; 1895, sheet o f 2 c., 
perf. 1 2 J ; 1899, 2 c. on 3 c., blocks showing first setting  
o f the  type, an d  the 2 c. on 12 c., strip, one showing  
sm all “  S ” and a ll h av in g  the surcharge inverted.

Bronze Medal.
F . J .  M elville.— S a r a w a k . ^

In c lu d in g  copies o f  the  first (1869 ) an d  second1 
(1 8 7 1 )3  c., engraved, on surface-coloured paper. C om 
plete sheets are shown o f most o f the lithographed  
stamps, including im perforate sheets o f the 2 c., 4  c., 
and 6  c. o f 1875. A m ong  the 1891 surcharges is a  
strip  o f three, 5 c. on 12 c., the  first stam p being  
w ithout the “  c.” o f  “ 5 c.,” the second norm al, and  
the th ird  a fine double surcharge. T w o  singles and  
a p a ir o f the 2 c. o f 1895 prin ted  in green instead  
o f V en etian  red. E n tire  settings o f the 1899 sur
charges, inc luding one o f the 4 c. on 8 c., on la id  
paper, and a copy o f the 2 c. on 12 c., inverted.

E xtra Bronze Medal.
Vernon Roberts.— G a m b ia .

A  practica lly  com plete collection in full sheets in all 
shades, etc. etc.

Extra Bronze Medal.
C. A . H owes.— C o r e a .

A  very fine an d  most in teresting collection, beauti
fu lly  w ritten  up b y  the ow ner and thoroughly studied, 
showing in fact the finest h istory o f the ra th e r com 
p licated stamps o f  C orea that 1 have ever seen. 
M r. H ow es deserves g rea t credit for his w ork on this 
country, as he has succeeded in e lim in a tin g  the  
forgeries from  the genuine.

Extra Bronze Medal.
D r. R. Stanley Taylor.— JAMAICA.

B locks o f the first issue in m in t condition, and  
blocks o f  p ractica lly  all o ther stamps to the current. 
T h e  1890 surcharges, various errors. “ O ff ic ia l” sur
charges, m any errors. T h e  la te r issues shown in 
com plete panes. Bisected stamps on orig inals and  
fiscals used postally on originals.

H is Royal Highness Prince Edw ard o f  Wales.
L i b e r i a .

A  fine collection o f unused stamps m ostly in pairs, 
practica lly  com plete from  the first perforated issue. 
A ll these stamps are w orthy o f attention through their 
superb condition, and nearly  all have the fu ll orig inal 
gum .

T h is  exhib it is entered “  not for com petition."
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H . IV. H aw kins.— B r it is h  S o m a l i l a n d .
A  very fine exh ib it o f this country, thoroughly  

w orked out in a ll m in o r details in  the settings o f the 
surcharges and in varieties o f prin ter’s type.

C .J . D aun .— D O M IN ICA .

A  practica lly  com plete collection, inc luding a unique 
copy o f the  error “ O ne P en n y” on 6d., green, and 
inverted surcharges o f o ther provisionals.

Vernon Roberts.— F a l k l a n d  I s l e s .
A  com plete collection, very strong in blocks and 

full panes.
J . C. N orth .— G i b r a l t a r .

A ll issues com plete, unused, and in a ll varieties ex
cept the carm ine stam p w ith  no value. A lso a superb 
lot o f  colour tria ls , essays, etc. A lso used stamps in 
all varieties.

C L A S S  VII.
General Collections in Printed Albums.

S e c t i o n  1.
(W ith o u t lim it as to num ber.)

Gold Medal. j
A . H . Stamford.

A  very fine co llection o f G reat B rita in  and Colonies, 
a ll unused, and consisting o f about 12,500 stamps in 
beautiful condition and w ell worthy o f the high aw ard  
it has obtained. •

Silver Medal.
M rs. H . L . Hayman.

A  general collection o f about 17,000 stamps, used 
and unused, but chiefly unused, and including m any  
rarities.

Bronze Medal.
M ajor Baron Bror. S. von Otter.

G eneral collection o f stamps o f the w orld.

S e c t i o n  I I .
(C o n ta in in g  from  5000 to 10,000 stamps.)

Bronze Medal. '
M iss A . J . Lindner.

A  general collection o f  under 10,000 stamps.
Bronze Medal.

H . Mecklenberg.
A  general collection, as last.

S e c t i o n  I I I .
(C onta in ing  pot m ore than 5000 stam ps.)

Bronze Medal.
Owen Feamley.

A  general collection o f  4850 stamps.
Bronze Medal.
T. H . Hinton.

A  general collection o f about 4000 varieties, a ll 
issued p rior to 1874.

C L A S S  VIII.
General Collections in Plain Albums.

S e c t io n  I.
(W ith o u t lim it as to num ber.)

Gold Medal.
M . Schroeder.

A  very large general collection in over forty volumes, 
and containing stamps o f all the w orld except o f  
G erm any, which are shown in separate classes.

T h is  collection is com plete (according to the Senf 
catalogue) except for a  few stamps o f the greatest 
rarity . A  speciality has been made o f fine condition.

Silver Medal.
J . E . Heginbottom.

A  general collection o f  B ritish  and C olonial stamps, 
a ll used, contain ing about 20,000 pieces, and m ounted  
in tw enty-tw o album s. A m ongst the rarer stamps in 
this collection are  the fo llo w ing : D om in ica , id . on 
6d., green, error ; St. C hristopher, id . on 2§d., sm all 
surcharge ; Barbados, six copies o f  the id . on h a lf  
o f 5s. ; St. V in cen t, a ll the rare provisionals an d  the 
id ., com pound p e r f .; T u rk s  Is lands, is ., p ru n e ; C eylon, 
im perf., 4d. and 8 d .; B ritish  C olum bia, 5 c., im perf. ; 
B ritish  H onduras, 3 c. on 3d., perf. 12J ; G reat B rita in , 
the V .R . used, most o f the O fficials, etc.

Silver Medal.
J . Cooper.

A  general collection o f  over 22,000 stamps, counting  
pairs, strips, and blocks as one, and consisting o f 
those countries o r colonies w hich issued stamps in  the 
reign o f  Queen V ic to ria , m ounted in ten p lain album s.

Extra Silver Medal.
M rs. Herxheimer.

A  general collection o f postage stamps from  the  
year 1890 to date, contained in twenty-seven volumes. 
T h e  collection consists chiefly o f  unused w ith  the 
exception o f a  few scarce used stamps. Esp ecia lly  
in teresting and representing quite a novel k in d  o f 
co llecting is the arrangem ent in A ntigua, Baham as, 
Barbados, and D om in ica . In  these countries it is 
specially shown which types, values, colours, and  
perforations w ere in use before 1890, w ithout being  
com pelled to collect these years, in  the same deta iled  
m anner as afte r 1890. T h e  collection is ve ry  com
plete in a ll issues o f the last sixteen years, and  
contains m any stamps o f a very  h igh degree o f rarity .

In  add ition  to  the silver m edal in  her class, M rs. 
H erxh e im er is to  be heartily  congratulated on having  
secured the h igh  aw ard o f the silver m edal g iven  by 
H is  R oya l H ighness the Prince o f  W ales fo r one 
o f the best collections shown by a lady. I  feel sure 
that this aw ard would be very m uch more appreciated  
by the ow ner than the gold m edal in her class.

Bronze Medal.
C .J . Tyas.

A  general collection in sixteen albums, contain ing  
about 21,000 stamps.

Bronze Medal.
M iss M . Berenback.

F o r a general collection.

S e c t i o n  I I .
(5000 to 10,000 stamps.)

Bronze Medal . . W. Cow land.

S e c t i o n  I I I .
(N o t  more than 5000 stamps.)

Silver Medal . . . D. M. de H eer.
Bronze Medal . . R. M. Mann .
Bronze Medal . . N e l s o n  Z a m b r a .

C L A S S  IX.
S e c t io n  I . — F o r collectors aged from  16 to  21 years.

D iv is io n  I .— Collections contain ing over 5000 
stamps.

Silver Medal . . . Carl  and  A lfred L uoner.
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D iv is io n  I I . — Collections contain ing from  3000 to 
5000 stamps.

S ilv e r M e d a l . . . J. S. H iggins, jun.
B ronze M e d a l . . Miss C. Bonham-Carter :
B ronze M e d a l . . C. H . Moriarty  T hompson.

D iv is io n  I I I .— Co llection s co n tain in g  not m ore 
than 3000 stam ps.

E x t r a  S ilver M e d a l . L . W . C rouch.
B ronze M e d a l . . Miss E . O ldfield .
B ronze M e d a l . . L eonard Q uinton .

S e c t io n  I I .— F o r collectors u n der 16 years o f age.

D i v is io n  I .— C ollections co n tain in g  over 2000 
stamps.

B ronze M e d a l . . Miss A lice  Degols.
D iv isio n  I I . — C ontain ing under 2000 stamps. 

B ronze M e d a l . . Master  H . C. Bf.van.

G old  M e d a l .

S ilv e r M e d a l . 
S ilv e r M e d a l . 
B ronze M e d a l 
B ronze M e d a l

C L A S S  X .
. Perkins Bacon & Co., Ltd .

C L A S S  X I .
. S. L oder.
. A. Coyettf..
. C. Stu a r t  D udley.
. Consul C. G eorge.

E ig h t P lates of Illustrations.
W ith  this num ber I  include eight full plates o f 

illustrations o f a few o f the finest and most interest
ing  pieces in the E xh ib itio n  ; to these I add a view of 
the front o f our ch ie f stall as a souvenir o f the 
E xh ib itio n .

T H E  O F F I C I A L  B A N Q U E T
O f  the E xh ib itio n  was held cn F rid a y , M a y  25th, at 
O ddenino’s Im p eria l Restaurant, R egent Street, W .

T h e  E a r l o f C raw ford presided, and am ongst 
others present I  noticed the fo llo w in g : M r. and  
M rs . H ausburg, M r . and M rs . Y ard ley , M r . and M rs. 
Kagshawe, M r., M rs ., and Miss O ld fie ld , Baron and 
Baroness von Buch, Baron and Baroness A . de 
W o rm s, M r . and M rs . Slade, M r . and M rs . S. de 
W ild e , M r . and M rs . R eichenheim , M r. and M rs. 
P hillips , M r . and M rs . Gibson, D r . and M rs. Chance, 
M r. and M iss K ohl, M r. and M rs . G riebert, M r. and 
M rs . H am ilto n -S m ith , M r . and M rs . F ie ld , M r . and  
M rs . G iw elb , M r. J. H en n ikcr-H ea to n , M.P., M r. H . F. 
B artle tt, C o m p tro lle ro f Stamps, M r . R e v o lta ,D r. D iena, 
Baron de R euterskio ld , D r. Kloss, M r . M . P. Castle, 
M r. E . D . Bacon, M r . J. D . H e a th  (P erk ins Bacon 
and Co.), M r . J. N . Luff, M r. W . I ) .  Beckton, M r. 
C. H . Coote, M r . W . H . Peckitt, M r . Poole, M r . F . 
M e lv ille , M r . G runew ald, M r. A lb rech t, M r . Sonder 
F im , M r . W . T . W ilson, M r . F . Ransom, M r. 
Linco ln , M r . Lane Joynt, M r . P. L . Pem berton, M r. 
W . M oser, M r . F . Fulcher, C apta in  Stanley Castle, 
M r. M a rtin  Schroeder, M r. F ra n k  Phillips, M r. 
N e v ille  B iggs, M r. J. H . A bbott, M r . Stanley M ann , 
M r. Frentzel, M r . von V alken burg , M r . H . M ueller, 
M r. H ilm e r D ju rlin g , M r. E lSter, M r . Vicenz, M r. R . 
F rie d l, M r . A  Passer, M r . H . M . Hansen, M r. F. 
Bepler, M r . Tyas, M r . T . W . H a ll ,  and m any others, 
the total attendance at this banquet being 130, 
a record fo r any stamp dinner h itherto  given in this 
country.

A fte r dinner, which, by the by, was hard ly  up to 
the  standard o f good d inners served by O ddenino on 
previous occasions, the C h airm an  proposed the usual 
loyal toasts. In  g iv ing  that o f “ T h e  K in g ,” Lord  
C raw ford m entioned that am ongst H is  M a jes ty ’s 
m any m erits his philatelic  side had been overlooked, 
and that we looked upon him  w ith all the m ore regard  
as being the father o f a most philatelic son.

T h e  C hairm an then stood up again and asked any  
lady present who objected to  sm oking to hold up one 
hand. As there were no objectors sm oking became 
at once the o rd e t o f the evening.

T h e  C hairm an , in  proposing the health  of “ T h e  
Q ueen, the Prince and Princess o f W ales , and the  
other m embers o f  the R oya l F a m ily ,” stated that the 
Prince is perhaps dearer to  us than any other m em 
ber o f the R oya l F a m ily , inasmuch as he knows  
w hat he is about when he speaks on stamps, and has 
read a most able paper on stamps before our P h ilatelic  
Society. T h e  Prince and Princess o f W ales have  
been carry ing  the prestige o f this country a ll over 
In d ia , and as regards other mem bers o f the R oyal 
F a m ily , he must specially refer to a lady who left this 
land  yesterday to become the Queen o f Spain, and  
he must therefore couple the name o f Princess E n a  
o f B attenberg w ith the toast he had the honour o f 
proposing.

Lord C raw ford  then announced that a t the com 
m encem ent o f the d inner he had sent a  telegram  to  
the Prince o f W ales, stating that “ T h e  philatelists  
assembled at the official banquet of the E xh ib ition  
present their duty to your R oyal Highnesses, and  
trust that your journey to  Spain m ay be in every  
w ay satisfactory.”

A  reply telegram  had just been received from  the 
Prince, who said—

“ Please than); m y b rother philatelists for their  
good wishes on the occasion o f  our visit to Spain, and  
1 hope that you are a ll spending a very pleasant 
evening.”

M r. H . R . O ldfie ld  then proposed the toast o f “ T h e  
Guests,” and drew  attention  to  the w orld-w ide nature  
o f our hobby, and ventured to prophesy that P hilately  
would be prosperous when Esperanto had been 
forgotten. H e  was also delighted to see that m any  
o f the honours o f the E xh ib itio n  had been taken by  
our philatelic cousins in A m erica, G erm any, France, 
and A ustria  ; and, fina lly , he drew attention to the 
fact that this was the first o f our philatelic  banquets 
at which ladies had been present.

Baron von Buch responded, and stated that he 
could not ta lk  very wrong about P h ilately, as he knew  
nothing w hatever about it, and that was w hy his 
friend  M r. O ldfie ld  had asked him  to reply to the 
toast. T h e  entente cordiale does not seem to exist 
am ongst stamp men, because as he understood it two  
friends go about for days w ith one another until each 
has succeeded in securing the best stam p from the 
other. H e  concluded by proposing the health  o f the 
Judges and the Executive C om m ittee, and coupled 
w ith  this the nam e o f an old friend to w hom  he gave  
the title  o f “ D o c to r” Luff.

M r . John N . Luff, in responding for the Judges, 
stated that some men are b o m  to honour, some men 
achieve honour, and some have honour thrust upon



From the collection of Henry  J. D uveen.

The “ Post Office” Mauritius that were shown at the Exhibition.
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them , and it is by the la tte r m ethod that he had  
acquired the title  o f D octor.

M r . L u ff  went on to state th at he thought it unkind  
o f his frien d  M r . O ld fie ld  to state that a ll A m ericans  
were am using, as he was not w hen he m ade a speech, 
M r. M o ser w ith  his cards and g o lf balls being much 
m ore entertain ing.

I t  was the boast o f the Cicsars that a ll ways led 
to Rom e, but nowadays a ll philatelic  h ighw ays lead  
to  London, and a t your feasts are gathered  together 
the ab ility , the beauty, and the in te llectuality  o f the 
philate lic  world.

H e  w ished to refer to the fact that the task o f the 
ju ry  had been onerous but lightened by the interest 
o f the exhibits and the harm onious sp irit prevailing, 
and it had been their endeavour to rew ard brains and  
not m ere m oney, and to confer the honours on 
collections showing evidence o f study, research, and  
grasp o f the subject ra th er than expenditure of 
pounds, shillings, and pence.

H e  stated one o f the A m erican hum orists had 
said : “ M y  son, consider the postage stam p ; its chief 
m erit consists in sticking to  a th ing  until it  gets there.”

A fte r seeing the collections in the E xh ib itio n , he 
agreed w ith  C arly le, w ho had stated th at “ Genius 
is only the capacity for tak in g  infin ite pains.”

M r . F . R eichenheim  responded for the Executive  
C om m ittee , and especially thanked the m any volun
teers who had helped to lighten  the onerous duties of 
th at com m ittee.

M r . M . P. Castle then proposed the health  o f the 
C hairm an , and especially referred to the new  school 
o f P h ila te ly  he had founded, which was rea lly  one 
teaching a  scientific and historical arran gem ent o f  
stamps, an d  in conclusion congratulated his lordship  
upon the great and well-deserved rew ard  he had  
secured in tak ing  the cup in the first section o f the 
C ham pionship Class.

Lord  C raw ford, in rep ly ing , stated th at nothing was 
m ore d ifficu lt than to respond to a toast given in such 
term s as his had been.

H e  could assure those present that when abroad on 
his yacht it had given h im  great pleasure to  w rite up 
and study his stamps, and that he often worked at 
them  from  the tim e the sun rose alm ost until it set.

H e  thought that the C hancellor o f the Exchequer 
ought to  pay more attention to philatelists than he 
had h itherto , as from  the derivation o f the word  
“ p h ila te lis t” they were the only body o f people who 
w ere fond o f taxation. .

Lord  C raw ford, in  conclusion, stated that when he 
took up their hobby he w anted to learn w hat it was 
and how it ought to be done, and very early  decided  
that every page o f his album  should be w ritten up so 
that a com plete history o f each issue could be shown 
from  his collection.

A fter d inner and interspersed w ith the toasts a 
capital en tertainm ent was given by “ T h e  K in g ’s 
M usketeers,” who gave selections from th e ir celebrated  
musical entertainm ent.

D r. B yrd -P age showed some marvellous new tricks  
w ith cards, etc., and called upon M r. W . M oser as th e -  
best-looking and the most good-natured m an in the 
room to  assist him .

M r . Percival M ackenzie showed a series o f his 
w onderful and rapid lig h tn in g  sketches.

T h e  party  broke up about n .3 0  p.m ., a fter a most 
enjoyable evening.

191c

D IN N ER  OF T H E  H E R T S  P H IL A T E L IC  
S O C IE T Y .

I most heartily  congratu late the H erts  P h ila te lic  
Society —  and especially the President, M r . Franz  
R eichenheim , the V ice-P res iden t, M r . H . L . H ay m an , 
and the Secretary, M r . H . A . S lade— on the m agn ifi
cent banquet they gave us in the In te rn atio n a l H a ll  
o f the Cafd M onico on Tuesday, M a y  29th. I have  
had the pleasure o f a ttend ing  m any banquets in 
G reat B rita in , A m erica , and on the C ontinent, but I 
can honestly say th at a  better dinner, a  finer en te rta in 
m ent, a m ore chic m enu it has never been m y  lo t to 
come across.

I understand that tickets w ere 5s. each to  m embers  
o f the Society, or 7s. 6d. each to guests, and I  should 
like  to know  how to  provide such a d inn er and enter
ta inm ent a t this price ; but a little  b ird  whispers to me 
th at the head officials o f the Society hatched a plot to 
show w hat a “ U n io n  o f  H e r ts ” should be like, and  
every one present must than k  them  for the feast o f 
Lucullus th at they put before us.

A m ongst those present I noticed : T . W . H a ll , R . 
B. Y ard ley , L. W . Fu lcher, C . L a  Touche Regond, 
J. A . T ille a rd , W . D . Beckton, J. D . H ea th , E . D . 
Bacon, H . A . S lade, D r. D ien a, M . P . Castle, J. 
H e n n ik e r H eaton , M.P., F . Reichenheim , D r . von 
Kloss, B aron de R euterskio ld , J. N . Luff, H . L . H a y -  
m an, H . R . O ld fie ld , R . E hren bach , Lieut. F . H .  
N a p ie r, R.N., L. L. R . H ausburg , W inchester Iie rridge , 
E . Isles, B aron P ercy de W o rm s, F . J. M e lv ille , T .  
R ichards, T . V erner, E . H ea ley , W .  R ow e, J. B. 
N eyroud, F. A . Schutte, T . F . S tafford, W . T . Standen,
N . Biggs, P. L. Pem berton, M aurice  Jonas, B. W . H .  
Poole, D . F ie ld , D . Thom son, M . G iw elb , J. E . Booth, 
S. J. Anderson, T . W . B ram all, E . S. D avidson, N . 
Zam bra, G . M . F o lk ard , S. Tom kinson, A . M a le t, 
L . E . B radbury, D r . T a y lo r, W . H . P eckitt, G. Semple, 
S. V igers, A . H . G iles, R.N., C. D . Lood, T . Body, 
A . A braham s, G. B. B ainbridge, J.P., H . H orsley, J.P., 
S ir  W . A very , B art., C. J. Phillips , N . Thornton , 
W . N ordheim er, A . G . W an e , F . E . M a in land , W . A. 
Boyes, P artridg e S m ith , J.P., R obert R eid , A . C oltm an, 
P. F . B runer, M . Sim ons, T .  M archand , T . H . H arvey , 
E . J. N an k ive ll, G . F. H . G ibson, S. Stephens, E . 
Brooke, F . H . O liver, J. W . Jones, J. C. Sidebotham ,
O . Brandes, A . Coyette, W . Schwabacher, C . C lark, 
H . E . H itchens, C . D underd ale , W . Lane Joynt, A . 
O ldfie ld , G . B. B urg in , W . P. Appleton, F . Phillips, 
H arriso n  H il l ,  W . P. B arnsdall, F . W . M c llo r, K. 
W ie h e n , W . G . Cool, Baron A . de W orm s, P. Ashley, 
E rla n d  C lark , D r . M yers, W . V . M o rten , A . Platts, 
A . Thom pson, C. Thom pson, A . Bagshawe, E . F lender, 
H . D ju rlin g , O. G ille tte , E . Potton, F . E . W ilson , A . 
Passer, H . M u ller, R . Frentzel, W ic kh a m  Jones, P. 
L in k , W . M oser, W . L . Berrow , H . A . van V alkenberg , 
R . Fried ), A . Frerttzel, W . Jacoby, J. K . Boddy, W . T .  
H ill ,  L . M agnee, S. J. D u d le y , M . Z. K u ttner, H . 
G riebert, F . Read, M . W ein b erg , D r . Cooper, D r.

■ P alm er, J. E . L inco ln , S. C hapm an, G. A . N elson, 
Jas. L incoln , W . L incoln , W m . Brown.

T h e  menu was most artistic. T h e  outside cover was 
ornam ented in gold  and overlaid w ith a d iam ond
shaped w hite enam elled ca rd , on w hich a is . N e w 
foundland was prin ted  from  the orig inal die by Messrs.
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Perkins Bacon &  Co., L td ,  the colour being a m ixture  
o f carm ine and lake.

A fte r  a most excellent dinner the fo llow ing toasts 
were given :—

“ T h e  K in g ,” proposed by M r . F ran z R eichenheim , 
the President, who said :

“  I t  is a good old custom that w henever and where- 
ever Eng lish  people are gathered a t an official or 
sem i-official banquet or club or d a ily  mess dinner, 
they always rem em ber their Sovereign and d rin k  his 
or her health , and when I ask you, gentlem en, to -n ight 
to express our loyal feelings towards our K in g , I know  
you a ll w ill respond very heartily , and I  am  sure our 
foreign guests w ill jo in  us not only for sheer politeness 
tow ards their hosts, bu t with great enthusiasm , recog
nizing in H is  M a jes ty  K ing  E d w a rd  V I I  the guarantor 
o f the peace o f the w orld .”

“ G od Save the K in g ” was then sung by M r. Furness 
W illiam s.

T h e  President then gave the toast o f “ T h e  Queen, 
the Prince and Princess o f W ales , and the rest o f the 
R oya l F a m ily ,” and said :

“  T h e  second toast I  have the honour to propose is 
‘ T h e  Queen, the Prince and Princess o f  W ales , and  
the other M em bers o f the R oyal F a m ily .’

“  I t  is one o f the privileges o f a queen to organize 
and survey the principal charity  institutions o f the 
country, and we a ll know  w hat an active interest 
Q ueen A lex an d ra  takes in every arrangem ent to  re 
lieve the distress o f the poor and unem ployed. T h e ir  
R oyal H ighnesses the Prince and Princess o f W ales  
have only just returned from  a long and tedious 
journey, undertaken solely for the purpose o f becom ing  
personally acquainted w ith that im portan t part o f our 
vast E m p ire  over which H is  R oyal H ighness is 
destined to reign a t a  future date, and have been 
com pelled to  leave th e ir hom e and ch ildren again on 
representation duty a t the Court o f M adrid . H is  
R oya l H ighness the Prince o f W ales  is looked upon 
not only by the m embers o f the Philatelic  Society, 
London, but also by all Englishm en interested in 
Philate ly , as their leader, and has shown him self as 
a very keen philatelist and an able ph ilatelic  w riter 
for the benefit o f his brother collectors, and we all 
congratulate h im  heartily  on the awards he has gained  
at the present Exh ib ition . I am  sure th at the young  
princes w ill soon follow  their fa ther’s exam ple.

“ A m ong the other members o f the R oyal F am ily ,
I th in k  it m y duty to  mention Princess E n a  V ic to ria , 
who is just going to m arry the K ing  o f Spain, and 
coupling her nam e w ith this toast, to  express the wish 
th a t this union m ay be a very happy one, not only for 
the young couple and the two R oyal fam ilies, but also 
for the two countries concerned.” (Cheers.)

“ O u r G uests” was then proposed by the V ice
President, M r . H . L . H aym an , who said :

“  G entlem en,— I t  is with especial pleasure and satis
faction that I rise to propose the toast o f ‘ O u r Guests,’ 
since am ongst those present I am  happily  able to count 
m any personal friends o f long standing. O n behalf 
o f the H erts  P h ila te lic  Society, I can only say th at we 
are proud to see gathered together at our table so 
large a num ber o f visitors, who have come from  all 
parts of Europe, and from still m ore d istant regions,

to take part in  the great P h ila te lic  E xh ib itio n  o f 1906. 
I t  w ould take m ore tim e than is a llo tted  to  m e if 
I w ere to attem pt to nam e ind iv idu a lly  a ll those who 
are present as our guests ; bu t we are particu larly  
pleased to receive to -n ig h t M r . H e n n ik e r H eaton , 
that great postal reform er, w ho has been striv ing  
w ith  unabated energy through so m any years for 
in ternational penny postage, an d  in P arliam e n t has 
been the unrem itting  c ritic  o f so m any Postmasters- 
G e n e ra l; D r . Kloss, P resident o f  the D resden V ere in , 
the largest o f a ll ph ilatelic  societies ; M . Coyette, 
President o f the F rench  P h ila te lic  Society ; D r. 
D ien a , o f Ita ly  ; Baron de R euterskio ld , representing  
Sw itzerland ; M r . H e a th , C hairm an o f Perk ins  
Bacon &  Co., the firm  w hich produced the first 
Eng lish  postage stamp, and also the artis tic  souvenirs 
w hich are on our tables this e v e n in g ; M r . O ld fie ld  ; 
M r. Castle (V ice-P res iden t o f the London Ph ila te lic  
S o c ie ty ); M r. D o m in g  B eckton, P residen t o f the 
M anchester P h ila te lic  Society ; S ir  W ill ia m  B. A v e ry ;  
our A m erican  cousin, M r . John L u f f ; and m any  
other distinguished philatelists, including m y sm iling  
fellow -townsm an, M r. Charles J. Phillips, the grand  
F a th er o f P h ilately. (G re a t laughter.)

“ T h is  gathering is, then, evidence o f the in te r
national good-fellowship which results from  the pursuit 
o f so instructive and inexpensive a hobby. (Lau g h ter.)

“ A p a rt from  this, we have w ith  us representatives  
o f m any interests— governm ent, law , the C hurch, the  
dram a, literature, music, trade, and industry— and  
although these are not them selves held together by 
the same com m on bond as we who are philatelists, 
yet we may, I th ink , take  it th a t by th e ir presence 
they bear testim ony to  the services which P h ila te ly  
renders to a ll m ankind.

“ O ne word as to the H e rts  Society. U n d e r  the 
nursing care o f  ,our energetic secretary, M r . S lade, it 
has grow n rap id ly  from  boyhood to m anhood, and  
can now stand alone. In  add ition  to the w ork which  
it has done so far, we hope th at it m ay be possible to 
widen the sphere o f our activ ities by encouraging the  
interchange o f ideas w ith  foreign societies, and by 
endeavouring to  affiliate ourselves w ith k indred  hom e  
societies, thus following the adm irab le  exam ple of 
the D resden Verein .

“  A n d  now, as brevity o f speech is the order o f the 
day, I w ill ask you to d rin k  w ith  me a bum per to our 
guests, and to couple w ith  the toast the nam e o f one 
whom we all recognize as the representative o f  in te r
national P h ila te ly— M r. H e n n ik e r H eaton .”

M r . J. H en n iker H ea to n , M.P., in responding, said :
“  M r. C hairm an and gentlem en,— W h e n  I  received  

the invitation to appear here to -n ight from  th at astute  
young man M r . Slade, he touched a note which filled  
m e w ith adm iration. H e  asked for a  short speech. 
W e ll, it is know n to a great num ber that I  belong to 
that society fo r the suppression o f long speeches. 
(L au ghter.) B ut to-n ight I  must com plim ent, as you 
com plim ent, the proposer o f this toast for his states
m anlike  speech, in which he has in a few words ex
pressed your welcome to your guests to -n ight. In  
regard to the main portion o f his toast, it has long  
been said that I have been engaged in the delightful 
task o f sticking the E m p ire  together w ith a Postage
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Stam p. (C heers.) I  have endeavoured (an d  I  have  
had the most cord ia l assistance from  M r . C . J. Ph illips  
and o th e r m em bers o f your Society) to  m ake com m u
n ication  between the various parts o f  the E m p ire  as 
free as air. (C heers.) N o w  as to this g rea t Society, 
i t  is im possible to say anyth ing  o rig in a l, but I  can say 
th at it  consists o f the best-looking m en in the kingdom  
— (loud laughter)— and that it is less crim in a l than any  
other society th at I  have ever heard  o f in  m y life. 
(R oars o f  laughter.) I  kn ow  the sore tem ptations o f  
those w ho are engaged in bu ild ing  up great collections 
o f rare  stamps, I  kn o w  the de lightfu l anxiety to  secure 
the treasures and the rarest things of the ph ila te lic  
w orld , and kn ow ing  those tem ptations, I say that the  
percentage o f the offences, in view  o f the enormous 
num ber o f collectors, attests the fact that yours is an 
e m in e n tly  m oral Society. (G re a t laughter.) 1 say 
th at it has given m e the greatest de light to  be asso
ciated w ith  you, and 1 repeat that your Society is less 
crim in a l than an y other society in the B ritish  E m p ire . 
(R oars o f laughter.) W h e n  1 was in A ustra lia , the  
Postm aster-G enera l o f M e lbou rne  told m e o f a le tte r  
w hich had been received in their office addressed “ T o  
an honest m an in M elbourne ,” and they m arked  it 
“  N o t know n here ; try  heaven.” (L o u d  laughter.)

T h e  “ H erts  S o c ie ty ” was then proposed by M r . 
M . P . Castle, who said :

“  I have the pleasure o f proposing the last toast, but 
I th in k  you w ill agree w ith me th at it is not the least, 
the toast of the H e rts  Society. (H e a r , hear.) W e  
have enjoyed the m agnificent hosp itality  o f  the H erts  
Society, and we appreciate the hospitality  and p h ila 
telic enterprise th at m ark the occasion. I t  is a little  
difficu lt for m e to do justice to this toast, fo r I occupy 
the dua l position o f V ice-P res iden t o f  the H e rts  Society  
and H o n . V ice-P res iden t o f the P h ila te lic  Society o f  
London, but I can re-echo the feelings o f  the older 
Society that we one and a ll most cord ia lly  appreciate  
the rem arkab le  strides made b y  the H e rts  Society  
since its inception eight years ago. W e  in the o lder 
Society, perhaps, go in for m ore ph ila te lic  drudgery, 
but w e nevertheless recognize the fact that the w ay to 
induce people to become serious philatelists is to get 
them  w ith in  the fold, and the  H erts  Society has done  
much to  popularize the cult o f co llecting postage 
stamps. T h e y  have had a g rea t success, and the  
m em bers o f the o lder Society congratu late them  most 
h e artily  on that success. I am  quite sure that the 
m em bers of the H e rts  Society w ill agree w ith  me that 
they could not possibly have a b e tte r President, V ic e 
President, o r Secretary. (C heers.) I have been a 
collector o f stamps for some forty years o r more, but 
I have never seen stamps in ice before this even ing—  
(la u g h te r)— and I  m ay also say th at I have been to  a 
great m any ph ila te lic  banquets, and hope to go to 
a g rea t m any m ore— (laughter)— but I have never 
been present a t a more pronounced success than this 
— (cheers)— nor ever sat down w ith  better com pany in 
m y life .” (G re a t laughter and applause.)

M r . H . A . S lade responded, and said :
“  I t  is exceedingly gratify ing  to  m e to  be the 

appointed m edium  o f reply to the very k in d  rem arks  
that have fallen from  M r . Castle’s lips. H e  has been 
of the greatest assistance to us in the past. H e  has

read papers to us, and he has given us displays at 
several m eetings, but never has he proposed this toast 
under m ore b rillian t auspices. A s the m outhpiece o f 
the Society, I  m ay tell you that we eagerly seized the  
opportunity th at arose o f  offering our hospitality  to 
the E xecutive  and Judges o f the P h ila te lic  E xh ib itio n , 
and we hope th at they and a ll who are interested in 
stamps have spent a pleasant even ing  here, and th at 
they w ill ca rry  aw ay w ith  them  pleasant recollections 
o f the H erts  Ph ila te lic  Society. A s a Society we are 
com parative ly young, and we are exceedingly modest. 
(L au g h te r.) W e  have been in existence only a few  
years. W e  started w ith  a m em bership o f th irteen, 
and I  am  proud to say that I have seen the baby  
grow  up in to  a sturdy youngster. T h e  m em bers o f 
the H erts  Society have come w ell to the front at the 
Exh ib ition . T h e y  have obtained eight gold m edals, 
nine silver m edals, and ten bronze medals— (cheers) 
— and that is no mean average o f the total.”

T h e  en tertainm ent that followed the d inner was o f 
a very high order and reflected great credit on M r . 
H arrison  H il l ,  o f 116 A bbey R oad, London, N .W .,  
who arranged it.

M r . Furness W illiam s , a n  excellent tenor, gave 
several songs in his best style.

M r . Percy French gave some excellent comic 
sketches at lig h tn ing  speed, such as turn ing an old  
m aid into a Skye terrie r, and this in turn into a 
Scotsman, etc. etc.

M r . C. H o p e H a v a rt gave a delightfu l perform ance  
on a set o f silver bells.

T h e  event o f the evening, however, was the en ter
ta inm ent given by M r. H arrison  H il l ,  which included  
a P h ilatelic  Fantasy, specially w ritten  for the occasion, 
and en titled  “ A  U n io n  o f H erts ,” showing how  
P hilate ly  cem ents friendship and strengthens the 
entente cordiale. T h is  ran as follows :—

a Tllnton of tierts;
OH,

T H E  P A R L IA M E N T  O F  STA M P S .
TOPICAL SKETCH. WRITTEN AND COMPOSED BV 

H A R R IS O N  H IL L ,

FOR THE DINNER OF THE HERTFORDSHIRE PHILATELIC 
SOCIETY, CAFE MONICO, LONDON, 29 MAY, 1906.

T H E  P A R L IA M E N T  O F  STA M PS.
Air: “  Tramp, Tramp."

Now the nations of the world, with their postage stamps 
unfurled,

Meet upon the 29th of M ay,
For a Parliament of Stamps— not in rival party camps,
But in an entente cordiale kind of way.
Chorus. Stamp, stamp, stamp, the boys are marching, 

Ready to unite and take their parts,
Singing “ Vive le Capital of the Entente Cordiale,” 
And the Philatelic Union of Herts.

The Parliament of Stamps combines all the merits, but 
none of the faults of the Reichstag of Germany, Le Chambre 
des Deputies of La Belle France, The Cortes of Spain, The 
Storthing of Norway, The Duma of Russia, and the Parlia
ment of Great Britain. Piccadilly Circus is a veritable Place 
de la Concorde, for les freres des timbres, who quaff a goblet 
of champagne to the Royal owner of a complete collection of 
Mauritius, are brothers indeed.
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THE ROYAL VISIT.

Our sailor Prince of Wales who from India lately hails— 
And well he did his Royal duty Ihere—
Is the patron of the craft, and he walked both fore and aft, 
And admired the Exhibition everywhere.

“  Brisez mes timbres” (Shiver my timbers), said His Royal 
Highness, as he looked longingly at a Blue Mauritius—
Chorus. Stamp, stamp, stamp, the boys are marching, 

Every man a stamp collector true,
And they hail the Prince o f Wales whose kindness 

never fails,
And Prince Edward, he’s a stamp collector too. 

The Speaker takes the chair.

A ir:  “  Home> Sweet Home.”
Franz Reichenheim, Franz Reichenheim,
H e is our President;
W ith such a speaker in the Chair 
W e’re more than quite content.
To make the Herts Society the best is all his aim, 
So here’s to Mr. President,
Franz Reichenheim his name.
Heim, H eim , Reichenheim,
So here's to M r. President,
Franz Reichenheim his name. _ _

M . P. C a s t l e .

A ir:  “  Champagne Charlie.”
I  sing o f M. P. Castle,
A  stamp collector bold,
H e ’s made some big collections 
O f Australians, I  am told,
Vice-President of the London 
Society is he.
So here’s to M . P. Castle,
Philatelist, J.P. — -

Chorus, Oh, M. P. Castle is his name,
M . P. Castle is his name,
M . P. Castle is his name, my boys,
Very great is Castle’s fame, my l>oys,
M . P. Castle is his name—
M . P. Castle is his name.

E . J. N a n k i v e l i .

(Cornelius Wrinkle).
A ir: “ Twinkle, twinkle, little star”

W inkel, Winkel, what a star,
In  the firmament you are,
Always some nice thing to say,
Says it in the nicest way.
W inkel, W inkel, give a cheer,
M ay he twinkle many a year.
Sold his Transvaals—1x>ught a place 
In  the country, where, with grace,
H e  goes gardening all day 
In  his usual kindly way,
Grows the cabbage and the rose,
Every other flower that blows.
W inkel, W inkel, give a cheer7 
M ay he twinkle many a year.

H e r b e r t  R . O l d f i e l d .

A ir:  “  My Irish Molly.”
He is the Secretary, and his work is never done—
And very great distinction has Herbert Oldfield won,
For every time we gaze into the catalogue so clear 
We think of Herbert Oldfield, and we’re proud to see him here. 

Oldfield, to Herbert Oldfield,
Great credit must be due,
Oldfield, to Herbert Oldfield,
H ere’s luck and health to you.
Here’s to the Secretary 
O f such a splendid show,
H ere’s his luck and here’s his fame,
And often may he do the same,
H ere’s to you, Herbert O  !

H. L. H aym an .
A ir:  The same.

The Member for New Zealand,
Vice-President so true,
First type are all his specimens 
A nd he is first type too.
You cannot get such men as he 1 
In  large blocks, strips, or pair,
For like his postage stamps he is 
A  specimen most rare.
Hayman, to FI. L . Hayman,
Vice-President so true—
Haym an, to H . L . Hayman,
Herd’s luck and health to you.
You’re Member for New Zealand,
Long may you live and thrive,
O n goodwill you are intent,
And you are our Vice-President:
H ere’s to H . L. Hayman, O.

W . M o s e r .

A ir:  “  Yankee D o o d l e "
H is  name is W illiam  Moser 
And he bought the English Fleet,
H is Japanese, and such as these,
They are a perfect treat.
Fie has Buenos Ayres too,
And stamps of many a nation—
They’re all so neat, and most complete,
In  point of perforation.

J. N. L u ff .
A ir : *1 Yankee Doodle. ”

O h ! J. N . Luff has stamps of buff,
O f Red and Green and Blue, sir,
A nd to the firm of Stanley G.
H e  always is most true, sir.
H ere’s a health to J. N . Luff",
H ip , hip, hip, hooray, sir,
M ay he direct the New York firm 
For many and many a day, sir.

“ F i v e  P h i l a t e l i s t s  a n d  a  H a l f . ”

A ir:  “ British Grenadiers. ”
M a j o r  E v a n s , r . a .

O h l here’s to Major Evans—
H e is a soldier keen,
A t banquets and such functions 
Not often he is seen.
But he could not resist, sir,
The invitation here, '
So here’s to Major Evans,
And give his name a cheer.

H . A . S l a d e .
As treasurer and secretary—
R ight well he plays both parts—
W hat should we do without him 
In  the Union of Herts?
Appointed to the double r61e,
Most promptly he obeyed ;
H is  work is known to all of you,
So here’s to H . A . Slade.

T h e  S e m i - P h i l a t e l i s t .

W e much regret Philately 
To some folks is a myth ;
H ow  sad to think that thus it is 
W ith  Alderman Partridge Smith.
But fame has found the Alderman,
And he has now been made 
A  sort of semi-philatel 
As father-in-law to Slade.

P r e s i d e n t  a n d  S e c r e t a r y , M a n c h e s t e r  P h i l a t e l i c  
S o c i e t y .

Now W . Dom ing Beckton, G. F. I I .  G ilson too,
Two Manchester Philatelists who are both well known to you, 
They both are keen collectors 
And I  hardly need to tell,
L ike citizens of Manchester 
They do their work right well.
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The rare 20 c. St. Louis (collection of the E a r l  o f  C r a w f o r d ).

A superb block of double Geneva stamps (collection of S ir  W m . B.* A v e r y , Bart.)

5 c. Hawaiian, shown in the collection of H . J. C r o c k e r .
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Sir W illiam  Avery, Baronet, ,
A  neighbour of the K in g ;
H e  lives at Windsor, and of him 
This little verse we sing—
And why he got his title 
The reason’s clear to see,
For service he had rendered 
T o  the cause of Philately.

B o y s  o f  t h e  S t a m p  B r i g a d e .

Where are the boys of the Stamp Brigade?
Here at the Monico,
Henniker Heaton, our M .P .,
Whose postal work you know.
Here is James Heath, whose famous firm 
The first English stamp engraved,
Whose name is known where’er the flag 
O f England has been waved.

Chorus. Then steadily, shoulder to shoulder,
Steadily blade to blade,
Steady and strong,
Marching along
Go to the boys of the Stamp Brigade.

Here is Charles J. Phillips, i
W hat he says—is Philatelic law.
Tw o Lincolns with their treasures come,
And from the Straits, Bagshawe.
T . W . H a ll with Zanzibars ;
Yardley, Transvaals w ill bring ;
Here’s J. C. Bartlett, i.s .o.,
Whose courtesy we sing.

Chorus. Then steadily, etc.
Here with Australians Bradley comes,
Cool, with his Maltas too,
And Frentzel comes with Mexicans—
Harvey and Simpson too.

Here Standen still without a chill,
Tho’ Chili are his stamps—
And Sidebotham, Librarian,
Whom nothing ever damps.

Chorus. Steadily shoulder to shoulder,
Steadily blade to blade,
Steady and strong, marching along 
Comes Boyes of the Stamp Brigade.

M . A. C o y e t t e .

A ir:  “ La Marseillaise. ”
And now to greet a famous guest.
W e have our looked-for Chance,
So votre sant£” to Coyette,
The President from France.
We greet you, sir, and welcome you,
Long may we play our parts 
In  the Union of H erts ;
Sante, Sante,
W e’re proud, you l * t ,
To see Monsieur Coyette.

L i e u t . - C o l . D r . K l o s s .

A ir:  “ Wacht am Rhein”

And here from Dresden comes a guest;
How great would be our loss 
Should we miss Doctor Kloss.
Lieutenant-Colonel, here’s to you,
For here we all are brothers true ;
Here’s to the Fatherland,
And here’s to you—
Here’s to the Fatherland, and here’s to you.

B a r o n  d r  R k u t e r s k i o l d .

Now Baron de Reuterskiold, excellent man,
H e comes from a beautiful place called Lausanne,
H e bikes and he acts, he collects, and I ’m told 
Does all very well— Baron Reuterskiold.

D r . D i e n a .

A ir  1 “ Scots wha hae
(The reason why we adopt a Scottish tune for a Roman 

visitor is that the Scot is a-roamm’ everywhere.)
Dr. Diena comes from Rome,
And we hope he feels at home,
For we’re glad to see him here 
In  England once again.
D r. Diena, here’s to you,
You’re a stamp enthusiast true—
Herts and hands united be 
In  all fraternity.

L i e u t . F . H . N a p i e r .

A ir:  “ Pinafore.”
Lieutenant F. H . Napier, he
The only stamp collector in the Royal Navee,
Tho* surely that must be quite wrong,
And I ’ll correct it in my little song—
For of an Admiral I ’ll tell
Who lives at Marlborough House, Pall Mall.

J . A .  T i l l e a r d .

Just here your philatelic bard 
Would like to name J. A . T illeard ,
The opportunity’s propitious 
T o  add a few more Blue Mauritius,
O r some such stamps so rich and rare
For the neighbourhood of St. James’s Square.

A  C h j e l  a m a n g  Y e .
There’s a novelist here whom we know,
And he’s taking a note of the show,
And he’ll put all the lot 
In  the form of a plot,
In  his very next novel ’tw ill go.
The hero-philatelist he,
The heroine also w ill be 
A  lady collector, and he will protect her—
Now, Burgin— commission for me.

B a r o n  A . d e  W o r m s .

( “ Who said Ceylon?” )
A  ir : “  Cock Robin. ”

/ ,  said the Baron,
I ’ve got Ceylon,
Yes, many a one,
I ’ve got Ceylon.
And the birds of the air 
W ent a sobbin* and a sighin’ ;
For the famous Ceylons 
They were jolly well dyin*.
W ho’s got the other ?
I  said his brother,
I ’ve got the other.

* * *
T h e  party  broke up about 11.30 p.m . ; but not to go  

home. M ost o f us adjourned to various clubs and  
hotels for coffee, etc. I hear o f some friends who got 
hom e at 4 a.m. Some never got there a t a ll— that 
n ig h t ; and it was indeed a sad sight next day, at the 
E xh ib ition , to see the ed itor o f a w ell-know n stamp  
paper appearing a t 11 a.m . in his evening dress !

*  *  *
T H E  R IV E R  T R IP .

O n Saturday, M a y  26th, a num ber o f visitors to 
the E xh ib ition  had an enjoyable excursion on the  
river Tham es. T h e  m orning was unfortunately wet, 
and a few friends were a fra id  to v e n tu re ; but luckily  
the w eather cleared up, and a most enjoyable day  
was spent. T h e  fo llow ing party assembled a t 10.45 
a.m . at Paddington station : M r. and M rs. G . B. T .  
N ich o ll, M r . and M rs . S. E . G w yer, M r. and M rs .
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F . R . G inn , M r . and M iss N an k ive ll, M r . and M rs . 
C. J. Phillips, M r . and M rs. O liv e r, M r . and M iss  
K ohl, M r . and M rs . F ie ld , M r. and M rs . S. de W ild e , 
M r. and M rs . T .  W . H a ll, M r ., M rs ., and M iss  
M a rtin  S ch ro ed e r; Messrs. A bbott, P im m , Bacon, 
Luff, Beckton, Coote, D ien a , B ellam y, G unther, F ried l, 
M u lle r , Passer, B runner, H . A . von Valken burg , etc.

Saloon carriages were attached to the 11 a.m . 
tra in , and the party  proceeded to G oring-on-Tham es, 
and w alked from  the station to the riverside, w here  
tw o launches— the “ M a r io n ” and the “ G o o rk a ”—  
w ere w aiting. A t  12.30 we started dow n river, the  
beautiful scenery around Pangbourne and M ap le - 
durham  com ing in for much com m endation. Lunch  
was taken at 2 p.m . a t the Roebuck H o te l, T ilehurst, 
and at 3 p.m . the launches were rejo ined, and the 
party  proceeded past R eading, Sonning, and Ship - 
lake to M arsh  lock, H en ley, w here a stop was m ade 
a t 5.30 p.m. a t M r . O ld fie ld ’s charm ing  riverside  
residence, T reg u n n a  Cottage. T h e  party  was re 
ceived by M r .,  M rs ., and M iss O ld fie ld , who had  
most k ind ly  provided a sumptuous tea, served in the  
new  wing o f th e ir hom e, com m anding superb views 
over the Tham es and surrounding country. T h e  
launches were rejoined a t 6.45 p .m .; and after three  
h earty  cheers for our k ind  entertainers, we proceeded 
through M arsh  lock to H en ley , and from  thence took  
the  7.40 train  to  Paddington, w here we arrived at 
9.5 p.m ., after a most enjoyable day.

* * *
V IS IT  T O  W IN D SO R  C A S T L E  AND 

O A K L E Y  C O U R T .
O n W ednesday, M a y  31, a most enjoyable day was 

spent at W in d s o r by a party o f about fifty visitors 
to  the E xh ib itio n , who left Paddington a t to  p.m. by  
tra in  for W ind sor. O n a rriva l there guides were  
secured and tw o hours were very pleasantly spent in  
inspecting the various parts o f the Castle and ad 
m irin g  the superb views. U n fo rtu n a te ly  the State  
A partm ents w ere closed, as the R oya l F a m ily  were 
com ing into residence over W hitsun tide .

A t 1.15 an excellent lunch was served in the 
Shakespeare R oom  o f the W h ite  H a r t  H o te l, and  
afterwards the party  walked to W in d s o r B ridge and  
proceeded by launch to O ak ley Court, where S ir  
W illia m  A very  had most k ind ly  asked them  to spend 
the afternoon and take tea. In  the absence of Lady  
A very , who was unfortunately ill, M rs . W rig h t, S ir  
W ill ia m ’s sister, k ind ly  helped him  to^receive his 
guests.

A ll the visitors —  perhaps m ore especially those 
from  abroad —  showed the keenest interest in the  
beauties o f the grounds and gardens, and inspection 
was made o f the conservatories, fruit-houses, m otor 
and electric plant sheds, and o f the lovely house 
itself, with its priceless pictures, ivories, etc., and last, 
but most certa in ly  not least, the owner’s superb  
stam p collection— well known as being one o f the  
finest in this country. T e a  and a ll k inds o f refresh
m ents w ere provided, including lovely hom e-grown  
fru it.

I t  was w ith  great regret that we left this lovely  
hom e, but there was no help fo r it, and we got back  
to London at 7.30 p .m ., every one h igh ly  pleased w ith

the kindness and hospitality shown to us by S ir  
W ill ia m  B. A very.

T h is  party  included the fo llo w in g : D r . and M rs. 
Stanley T a y lo r, M adam e Papier, M r. an d  M iss  
T ille a rd , M r. and M rs. M aycock, M r. and M rs . Gibson, 
M r. and the Misses T h orn to n , M . and M m e. S. de 
W ild e , M r. and M rs. Phillips , M r . and M rs . H o llan d , 
M r. and M iss Beckton, M r. and M rs. P eckitt, M r . 
and M rs . G in n , M r. and M rs . O liver, M r . and M rs . 
G w yer, M r. and M rs . N icho lls , M r . and M rs . F ie ld , 
Baron A . de R euterskiold, D r . D ien a , and Messrs. 
D ju rlin g , G unther; Bacon, Castle, Luff, M oser, M u ller, 
Passer, H ughes, H ig g in s , A lbrechts, E therington , 
Rothschild, D en d y  M arsha ll.

*  *  *
O T H E R  T R IP S  AN D  E N T E R T A IN M E N T S .

Sunday, May 27. '

M r. M . P. Castle k ind ly  invited the judges to lunch  
and spend the day w ith h im  in Brighton, and on the  
evening o f the same day M r . Franz R eichenheim  
gave a dinner to a num ber o f foreign visitors a t his 
house at Kensington.

Monday, May 28.

M r. and M rs . L. L . R . H ausburg k in d ly  gave an 
afternoon reception and tea a t W eybridge , some o f 
the party going by motor-bus and the rest by rail. 
Som e th irty-five  visitors availed themselves o f M r. 
H ausburg’s hospitality, and had a real good tim e.

M r . E . D . Bacon took a party  of visitors to the  
British M useum  to inspect the T a p lin g  C ollection, 
and was ab le to show a great part o f the collection  
and g ive some interesting details about its form ation.

M r. F. J. M e lv ille  k in d ly  gave two o f his most 
interesting lectures on “ Postage Stamps w ith Stories ” 
and “ H is  M a jes ty ’s M a ils ,” on M a y  24 and 28, and  
was assisted at the lantern  by M r . F ran k  Phillips.

' ------------------------------------

^ o \ e 8  a n d

By CH ARLES J, PHILLIPS.

The San I h a v e  heard from  a few friends in 
Francisco San Francisco, and as m any o f m y  
Disaster readers m ay like  to know  how our 

* fellow-collectors came off, 1 add a few  
ex tra c ts :—

M r . H e n ry  J. Crocker writes that his house was 
saved and the stamps he had at home, but he lost 
stamps valued at £15 ,000 , which he had down town, 
and would have lost his valuable H aw aiian  collection  
i f  he had not sent it to me a few days before the  
earthquake.

M r . E . T . Osborn w rites th at he saved his collec
tion, but w ill not be able to collect again for a  long  
tim e to  come.

M r . H . B. Phillips writes th at he is r igh t side u p —  
no stamps lost, as he had them  over in B erkeley ; 
but a ll the rest is swept o ff the map 1

M r . W . A . Cooper, collection and hom e saved, but 
lost valuable duplicates left w ith a friend, who is 
burnt out.

M r. W . J. G ardner is, I hear, very hard  h it, and  
has lost a lot o f property, and probably most o f his 
stamps ; but when he wrote the safe had not been 
opened.
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M r. W . H . C rocker has been en tire ly  bu rn t out. 
H is  m agnificent mansion, w ith a ll its a r t treasures, 
is com pletely destroyed, and his b an k  is gutted. T h e  
bank vaults are  said to be am ong the best in  the city, 
and as he generally  kep t his collections there, I  expect 
that they are safe ; but the vaults had not been opened  
when we last heard.

M r . F ra n k  K on ing  has lost his business, and I hear  
that i f  a ll insurance is paid he w ill be some ,£15,000  
to the bad. H is  house was saved. H is  stamps were 
probably all saved, as they were m ostly in the C rocker 
Safe D eposit V au lts .

Sellschopp and Co. saved most o f  their stock, fu lly  
90 per cent, b u t lost th e ir album s, lib rary , and a ll out
side the safes.

M a k in s  and Co., I  hear, lost most o f th e ir stock, 
but m anaged to save the Stoltz Collection w hich they  
had recently  bought.

—  S m ith  was blown up, his bu ild ing and its con
tents scattered to the four winds o f  heaven.

M r . J. S. W ils o n  saved his collection.
M r . A . H . W e b e r, I hear, saved his collection ; but 

unfortunately his father, w ho was in delicate health, 
did not survive the shock.

M r . A . H . G reenebaum  saved his co llection and  
home.

V̂u\a\e\ic 3>0C'«V\es atvd

Birmingham Philatelic Society.
Honorary President: S ir  W. B . A v e r y , B a r t .

President: R . H o l l i c k , E s q .
Hon. Secretary and Treasurer: M r . G. J o h n s o n , b . a .

Official Address: 308 Birchfield Road, Birmingham.

M a r c h  22. Paper— “ China.” M r. P. T. Deakin.
M r. W . Dom ing Beckton was unanimously elected a 

member. Messrs. R. Hollick, F. C. Henderson, and C. 
McNaughtan were thanked for donations to the permanent 
collection.

M r. Deakin then read a very interesting paper on the 
Stamps of China, with full particulars of the various sur
charges, number of sheets printed, papers used, etc.
A p r i l  5. Display— “ St. Vincent.”  M r. W . Pimm.

M r. Pimm, by means of his very fine collection of these 
stamps and copious notes on the various papers, water
marks, and perforations, was able to make a very fine and 
instructive display of this extremely interesting country. 
A p r i l  23. Dinner at Acorn Hotel.

This item was not on the programme, but was decided upon 
at the previous meeting, and was practically restricted to 
those who attended the meeting ; but it was so successful in 
every way that in future it must be on the programme, and 
invitations extended to all members. After the toast of 
“ The K ing.” proposed by the President (M r. R. Hollick), 
“  The Birmingham Philatelic Society ” was given by M r. H . 
Barnwell, and responded to by Messrs. T . W . Peck and
G. Johnson. M r. H . Grindall was specially thanked for 
arranging the details, and then some two hours were 
pleasantlv and most enthusiastically filled up in a well- 
organized “ exchange,” in which all the fifteen present took 

rt, many nice stamps changing hands. 
a y  3. Display— “ West Indies.”  Sir W . B. Avery, Bart.
M r. E. Christofides was elected a member. Mrs. Bridson, 

Messrs. F. C. Henderson. H . L. Hayman, and W . B. 
Mapplebeck were thanked for donations to the collection.

Sir W . B. Avery then gave his display of the stamps of 
the West Indies. Even after all that has been said and 
written about this collection it was a matter of astonish
ment to those members who had not previously seen 
it. To  those who had seen it even more than once it was 
quite as wonderful, for they appreciate more year by 
year the difficulty of getting together complete mint sheets 
of shades of the early issues, reconstructed sheets in such 
superb condition as were shown, and in completing, even 
to the very rarest type of surcharge, shade, or other minor 
variety, in both mint condition and also finely used. The 
interest in the display and the benefits derived from it were

greatly increased by the really wonderful grasp of the whole 
subject possessed by Sir W illiam , and the cordial way in 
which he explained all the details. I f  any choice can be 
made, perhaps the Nevis,N St. Vincent, and Barbados were 
the finest, especially the first, which is the best collection in 
existence. A  hearty vote of thanks was given to Sir W illiam , 
to which he responded in his usual happy, whole-hearted 
fashion.

Boston. U.S.fl., Philatelic Society.
P R O G R A M M E  F O R  1906.

Jan. Auction Sale. Competition of general collections in printed 
or blank albums in which condition and arrangement will 
only be considered. '

Feb. Annual jollification meeting. Refreshments and remarks by 
Mr. C . H . Fowle (Undooley). Due notice will be given of 
time and place.

Mar. Exhibition o f United States revenue stamps, including the 
private proprietary issues of the C ivil W ar period, the 
property o f Mr. C . H. Eagle of Brooklyn. Mr. Eagle will 
supplement the exhibit with a few remarks. Ail members 
are earnestly invited to attend. Mr. Eagle’s collection of 
United States revenues is world-famous, and without doubt 
the finest in existence. .

April. Exhibition of reprints, with notes, by Mr. John N. Luff, of 
New York. W e have no doubt that Mr. L u ffs collection of 
reprints is the finest in this country, and all members will be 
well repaid by coming to this meeting.

M ay. Competitive exhibit o f French Colonies in America— S l  Pierre 
ct Miquelon, Guadeloupe, Martinique. Competitors may 
exhibit all or any one o f the above colonies, though but one 
colony will be considered by the judges in making the award 
in the case o f competitors exhibiting all three.

June. Competitive exhibit. T he twelve most artistic stamps, for 
medal offered by the J. M. Bartels Company. Discussion : 
“  The advantages to be derived from membership in a Phila
telic Society.”  Address b y Mr. W . C . Stone, ot Springfield, 
President of the American Philatelic Association.

Sept. Competitive exhibition— Straits Settlements or Hong Kong, for 
medal offered by the N ew  England Stamp Company.

Oct. Exhibition o f Corea, with talk by our President, Mr. C . A.
Howes. Let us hope that every member who can possibly 
do so wilt be present at this meeting. Mr. Howes' collection 
o f Corea is second to none.

N ov. Competitive exhibition— Curaijaoand Surinam, or Dutch Indies.
Discussion : " T h e  respective advantages of a Collection of 
single Specimens as opposed to Shades, Pairs, Blocks, etc., 
in a specialized Collection.”

Dec. Competition o f "U ncatalogued V arieties" for Silver Cup, 
donated by Mr. A. H . Weber of San Francisco. Open to all 
collectors. Display o f Counterfeits with Notes, by Mr. J. M. 
Bartels. This will be a most interesting feature.

Meetings o f  the Society are held the third Tuesday o f  each month, 
E lk 's  Hally 26 H ayivard Place , Boston.

R u l e s  f o r  C o m p e t it o r s .
1. Members of the Society only will be eligible to compete except in 

the "U ncatalogued V arieties" competition, which is open to 
ALL PHILATELISTS.

3. All stamps entered for competition must be the absolute property 
o f the exhibitors. #

3. A ll exhibits must be in the hands of the Committee by a p.m. on
the day o f the meeting, and the Committee will be responsible for 
the safety o f any collection whose owner is unable to oe present.

4. Exhibits may be left with Mr. Janies H . Lyons, 9 Bromfield Street,
or with any member o f the Committee.

^xi^vJer^ Vo <iSorre8potvdeu\^.
N O T E . — All correspondence relating to eubecriptione, missing 

numbers, changes o f  address, etc., should be addressed to 
Messrs. S T A N L E Y  GIB BONS, L I M IT E D , and not to the 
Editor.

J. W . J .— India, $ a. on tjuadrilll, we can say nothing 
about without seeing it. Mexico, as No. 283, but on thin 
laid, is no doubt cut from the letter card of 1896. Peru 
134 in blue, Portugal 234 in blue, U .S. in sepia, are 
changelings, due to exposure to the sun or to chemical 
action. Portugal, Type 15, 25 r., deep blue, imperf., is 
cut from an envelope. Spain, 361 im perf, was never 
issued, probably from a proof or waste sheet.

J. S. S. — I f  the Persian stamp you mention is one 
inscril»ed “  A  percevoir”  it is bogus, but the only illustra
tion of it that we can find has the value “ 1 ch.,” not 
“  5 kran.”

-  —- F. E. W . —  1. Italy, 40 c., Type 33, in light chocolate on 
light salmon, has probably been soaked so that the colour 
has run. 2 and 3. I f  you will read some of our back 
numbers we think you w ill find that the stamps you 
mention have l»een chronicled. 4. I t  is quite possible that 
“  Earnslaw ” is also an error, but the mistake that was 
corrected is sufficient to distinguish the stamp.
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SPECIAL BARGAINS & NEW ISSUES.
A L L  U N U S E D  U N L E S S  O T H E R W I S E  S T A T E D .

A U S T R IA .
Type 19, with shiny bars. Terf. 124, 13.

72 h., lilac-rose (No. 355) . . . use,

A U S T R IA N  P O S T  O F F IC E S  A B R O A D .
I. F o r  u s e  in T u r k i s h  E m p i r e .

10 pa., deepgreen (No. 100) . . .
I I .  For use in C rete, 

i o c . ,  rose (No. 412) . . .

B R I T I S H  L E V A N T .
1906. King's Plead, overprinted.

1 pias. on 2 jd ., ultramarine . . .

C Y P R U S .
1905. King's Plead. Multiple wmk.

12 pias., red-brown and black . .

D E N M A R K .

but background re-engraved.
10 ore, scarlet (No. 141) . . .

L E E W A R D  IS L A N D S .
1906. King's Head. Multiple wmk.

Jd., lilac and green . .

G IB R A L T A R .
1906. King's Head. Multiple wmk.

6d., lilac and violet . . .

G O L D  C O A S T .
1906. King's Head. Multiple wmk.

2/6, green and yellow . . - 3 3

H A Y T I .
1906. Type 16 surcharged with Type 17 or 18.

1 c. on 2 0 c., orange (No. 140) . . . 0 1
2 c. on 50 c., brown-lake (No. 141) . . . 0 1

2 a . , brown

H O L K A R  ( IN D O R E ) .  
1905. Type 5. Per/. 13J, 14.

N A B H A .
S e r v i c e  S t a m p s . 

King's Head, overprinted.
£ a . , pea-green
1 a., carmine
2 a. ,  mauve 
4 a., olive-green 
8 a . ,  magenta 
1 r.,  carmine and green

o 3

o  3
0 6
1 o
2 o 

4  o 
8 o

M A U R IT A N IA .
1906. Types 1 and 2. Per/. 14 x 13$ or 13J x 14.

5 c.,  red and green . . . . 0 1
10 c.,  blue and carmine . . . 0 2
25 c., red and deep blue . . . 0 4

d. P o s t a g e  D u e  S t a m p s .

5 1906. New Pictorial type. S.
5 c. , blue on bluish . . . . 0 1

10 c., chocolate on buff . . . . O 2
15 c., green on greenish . . . . 0 3

2 3°  c-> carmine . . . . . 0 5
50 c., ultramarine on cream . . . . 0 7
60 c., ol ive-brown on bluish . . . . 0 8

2 s I fr. , green on cream . . . . I 2

N E W F O  U  N  D  L A N  D .
Cat. No. Various issues. Reducedprices.

51- 2 c. ,  orange-vermilion . . used 0 3
4 S9 a- 1 c,, deep brown . . . ,, 0 9

60. 2 c. ,  g r e e n .  . . . „ 0 6
62. 3 c . ,  b row n. . . . „ I 0
66. 1 c. ,  g r e e n .  . . . 0 4

O 67. 2 c .,  carmine . . . 0 4
70. 5 c . ,  purple. . . . „ 0 4

N O R T H E R N  N IG E R IA .
I X , 1906. King's Head. Multiple wmk.

id . ,  lilac and carmine . . . . 0 2
2 2d. „  orange . . . . 0 3

6d. ,, mauve . . . . 0 8
1 /- , green and black . . . . I 4
2/6 ,, blue . . . . 3 3

I P E R S IA .
1906. Provisionals. Type 49 overprinted with Type 50

1 sh., violet and black (perf.) . . . 0 1
2 sh., grey „  (imperf.) . . . 0 2

8 3 sh-, gfeen ,,  ( „  ) . . . 0 2

Set of four

et of four

R O U M A N IA .
1906. Charity Stamps.

Queen of Roumania Spinning. ( Type 26.)
3 (10) b., red-brown"}
S (15) b*. g^en  

10 (20) b.. carmine 
IS (25) b., lilac J

Queen of Roumania Weaving. ( Type 27.)
3 (10) b., red-brown"}
5 ( r5) b-* green I 

10 (20) b , carmine J
15 (25) *>., lilac J
Queen of Roumania Nursing Wounded Soldier, {Type 28.) 
3 (10) b., red-brown"}
5 (IS ) L ,  green I f .

to  (20) b„ carmine f  Set of four • - . t o
15 (25) b., lilac J

7 bani on the 3 bant and 10 bant each on the 
other values is charged in excess of the face 
value, the surplus being paid to charity funds.

S T .  V IN C E N T .
1906. King's Head. Afultiple wmk.

6d,, lilac and brown . . . . 0 8

S A L V A D O R .
1906. Type 97. Perf n .

2 c., black and red . . . . . 0 2
3 c. ,, orange . . . . 0 2
5 c. ,, ultramarine . .. . . o 3

ST A N L E Y  GIBBO N S, L IM IT E D , STAM P IM PO R TER S, 391, ST R A N D , LO N D O N , W.C.
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“NEW ISSUES”
ONLY TEN PER'CENT. OVER NOMINAL VALUE.

A New Department just started by STANLEY GIBBONS, Limited,
/

for the use of Stamp Collectors and Dealers.

FOR some considerable time past we have been desirous of opening a special department to deal 
with “ New Issues” at the lowest possible price at which they can be handled. Hitherto our 

great difficulty has been the lack of space— every inch of our room at 390 and 391 Strand was 
occupied—but last year we determined to clear out our enormous stock of upwards of three-quarters 
of a million post cards and envelopes, and this has at last given us ample room in which to develop 
this hitherto neglected branch of our business.

This new branch is going to be run absolutely as a new business, separate accounts will be kept, 
and we shall be obliged if our clients will send us separate letters and remittances for all transactions.

In order to start this new branch on a proper scale, we have decided to commence it with a cash 
capital of * 8 0 0 0 ,

to which as much again will be added if it is found to be necessary.
We have considered most carefully as to the lowest basis of price upon which we can invest a 

somewhat large capital in this new branch, and after calculating the estimated expenses and the 
probable turnover, we have decided to supply all “  New Issues ” at the uniform price of

, , , ONLY TEN PER CENT.upon the nominal value.
In doing this we shall not attempt to trade with our clients’ money, and we do not ask for any 

cash deposit, but we require all our new “ Box Holders” to settle for all new issues within six days 
of receipt of same. '

We intend to pay all postages incurred in sending new issues to our clients, as we do not wish 
them to be bothered with such items as debits of id. or 2$d. on each consignment of goods we send out. 

This is our scheme. Now, what can we do for you personally?
Do you want new issues of any kind? If so, give us a fair trial, and if we don’t please you 

(which we think we shall do), then drop us.
Each new “  Box Holder” can have just what he collects put into his box and the stamps sent to 

him once a fortnight or once a month.
Each collector can have single specimens, pairs, blocks of four, panes, or sheets.
Specimen orders might be as follows

A. All British Colonials up to £5 nominal value.
B. ,, ,, ,, is. ,, (
C. British Colonies of Africa with all new issues of South America.
D. Horizontal pairs of all West India.
E. All French, Spanish, and Portuguese stamps with all their colonies.

And so on, in any combination.

TO STAMP DEALERS.
The terms for stamp dealers will be just the same— 10 per cent, over face value. 
A dealer can book an order, say, as follows :— The following quantities of

ALL BRITISH COLONIALS, EUROPEANS.
too each of stamps of Id., |d., or id.
5° »» i I d . ,  2d., 2£d.
24 3d.,  4 d .,  s d . ,  6d.
12 »» 7d. , 8 d . , 9 d . ,  io d . ,  is .
6 is .  6d., 2s . , 2s. 6d.
3 »» 3s .,  4s .,  5s . ,  6 s . ,  7 s .6 d
1 »» 3os-> £ 2 -

24 each of all values under 2d.
12 ,, from 2jd. to 6d.
3 ,, from 9d. to 2s. 6d.
1 ,, of all higher values.

And so on.

Clients should note that this “ New Issue" department only supplies such stamps as they are 
able to buy in quantities at face value. For many varieties we have to pay heavy premiums, as 
many provisionals are obsolete before we can get money over for them. Such varieties will be offered 
from time to time in Gibbons Stamp Weekly, in which all information about changes in current 
issues will be announced.

S T A N L E Y  G IBBONS, Ltd., 391 Strand, London, W.C
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NOW READY.New Catalogue, 1906-7.
Vol. II. Foreign Countries.

Price 2s. 6d. Post-free 2s. 9d.

In issuing our newCatalogues for the season 1906-7, we have first to note that for business reasons we have thought 
it best to bring out Volume I I  first, but Volume I  is well on the road and will, we trust, be ready about July.

By publishing our Catalogues in the quiet time of the year, we give the dealers time to rearrange and price 
their stocks before the busy season commences.

The chief alterations throughout Part I I  w ill be found in the stamps of Europe.
These stamps— with those of other foreign countries— were considerably reduced in price during the past 

three years, and the result has been that our stock of the old European stamps in particular has been practically 
cleared out, and we have found a constantly growing demand for the many sound European countries, which 
are mostly free from provisionals, speculative stamps, remainders, and such bugbears.

AUSTRIA.
Entirely rewritten. The issue o f 1850 divided into 

the three groups according to papers, and the minor 
varieties properly listed. The 1867-77 issue has been 
divided into the two printings with heavy and fine 
beard, e tc .; also the perforations and type varieties 
properly classed. The 1890-1902 issues reclassed and 
properly grouped in sets of perforations,-with many 
errors of printing that have not previously been listed.

The Newspaper stamps have been relisted and 
varieties of type clearly illustrated.

AUSTRIAN ITALY.
Entirely rewritten on similar lines to Austria.

BOSNIA.
Entirely rewritten, with correct list of perforations 

and varieties o f plates, etc.
DOMINICAN REPUBLIC.

The issues from 1899 rewritten and many new 
varieties now included.

GERMANY.
This whole group has been fully and carefully re

vised, and many new varieties included. A  number 
of enlarged illustrations have been made in order to 
show clearly minor differences of type, etc.

GREECE.
This list has been revised and partly rewritten.

HAWAIIAN ISLANDS.
The list of the “  Interisland Postage ” stamps has 

been rewritten and corrected by M r. J. N . Luff.

HOLLAND AND COLONIES.
Entirely rewritten and rearranged. Especial atten

tion has been given to the list of perforations, and for 
help in this group we are much indebted to our friends 
Messrs. C. Stewart-Wilson and A . J. Warren.

ITALY AND STATES
Have been considerably revised, and much new 

information has been added.

MODENA.
This list is quite new, and is based upon the new 

handbook written by D r. Diena.

ROUMANIA.
List fully revised and partially rewritten.

SERVIA.
The first portion of this list has been rewritten.

SWEDEN AND NORWAY.
These being now separate kingdoms have been 

placed under S and N  respectively, and both have 
been thoroughly revised and corrected.

TURKEY.
This list has been considerably extended and 

revised and many new varieties are now included.

UNITED STATES.
M r. J. N . Luff has carefully revised this list and 

made a number of improvements and additions.

Throughout this Catalogue we have carefully revised the dates, and have stated where possible the method 
and place of printing of the stamps. Owing to our very large purchases during the past year, we are now 
enabled to price many hundreds of rare and scarce stamps that are now in our stock. The question of the 
prices quoted in this Catalogue has received our most careful attention. These have been most carefully 
revised, and higher prices have become necessary in many cases.

PART I. GREAT BRITAIN G COLONIES.
In the press. Prepaid orders now booked. Price 2 /9  each, post-free. Ready early in July.

STANLEY GIBBONS, Limited,
391 STRAND, LONDON, W.C.
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The monthly Soumial.
T H E  SU B SCR IPTIO N  -

To this Journal is 2 /* per annum, post-free.
T h e  Journal is published on the last day of every month, and the volume 
oommencm with July. All Subscriptions begin with the first number 
of the current volume, and if  same is received after July back numbers 
will be sent in order that each volume may be complete.

L’ABO N N EM EN T
A  ce Journal est =  fcs. 2 .50  cts. par an, franco.

"T h e  Monthly Journal" permit toujours h la fin du mois et le volume 
commence par le nuadro de Juillet Cheque abonnement doit com* 
mcacer par le premier numero du volume courant, et s'il est re$a aprts 
le mots de Juillet, les numdros qui auront ddjh pant, seront euvoyds, 
pour que cheque volume soit complet

DAS A BO N N EM EN T
Auf dieses Journal Kostet M 2 .— per Jahr, franco.

Das Journal arseboint am letsteu Tage eines jedea Monats, und beginnt 
tin neuer Band stets mit der Juli*Nummer. Alle Abonnemests fangea 
■ it der erstea Nummer des laufenden Baades an, und wenn solche nach 
dem Monat Juli eintreffeu, werden die bereita erschienenen Nummeru 
des Baades aachgesandt, damit ein jeder Band complet scL

NO TICE .— Publishers of Magazines, Ac., who exchange with 
tlaie "Journal," are requested to be so kind ait in future, to 
send eat copy of their publications direct to Major E V A N S ,  
Glenam, Longton Avenne,Sydenham, anda second toMeeers. 
S T A N L E Y  G IB BO NS, Ltd., 391, Strand, London, W.C.

BACK NUMBERS OF THE "MONTHLY JOURNAL"
C a n  be  h a d  a t  the fo l lo w in g prices, p o s t-fr e e :

No. x . . . . . .
So da

each x o
No. s . . . . . . Oat of print.
Nos. 3, 4, sod 5 . . . . each 0 9
No. 6 . . . . . . Oat of print.
No* xt . . . . . . cadi x 6
No. sx , . . . . . Out of print
No. *6 . , . . . . each a 6
No. 31 . . . . . . •t I o
No. 3I . . . . . . It s o
Nos. 40 sod 41 . . . . . . Out of print
Nos. 67 and 91 . . . . . . each x o
No. 100 . . . . .
Not. xox and xos . . . . .
Nos.  X03 and 104 , . . . .
No.  XIJ . . . . . . Out of print
Nos. xx6 and 1x9 . . . . . each o 9
No. xoo . . . . . . Oat of print
No. xst . . . . . . each x 0

A  It other back nnm ter, except those mentioned in the atone toot 
can to t a l l i e d  a t 3d. each, poet./reo.

BOUND YEARLY VOLUMES.

V o l  I. (1891-92). O u t  o f  p r in t  

V o L  II . P ric e  10/.;  p o a t f r e e ,  ro/6.

V o l* .  I I I . ,  I V . ,  V . ,  and  V I .  E a c h  7 / - ;  post-free, 7/6.

V o U .  V I I .  a nd V I I I .  N o n e  on  sale.

V o ls. I X ,  X . ,  X I . ,  X I I . ,  X I I I . ,  and  X I V .  Narfc 5/. . 

post-free, 5/6.

Gibbons Stamp Weekly.
Prepaid Subscriptions can commence at any time, and 

can be for| 3, 6, or 12 months at the following rates, 
post-free:—

Gt. Britain 
and

Colonies.

U.S.A.
and

Canada.

France, 
Italy, or 
Spain.

Germany.

3 months is. 8d. 40 Ca fc. 2.00 m. 1.70
6  „ 3s. 3d. 80 C. fc. 4.00 m. 3.25

i* » 6s. 6d. 9l.6o fc. 8.00 m. 6.50

Remittances should be made by Cheque or Money Orders 
payable in London and to the order of Stanley Gibbons, Ltd.

Specimen copy ijd ., post-free.

In Great Britain it will be cheaper for our readers to 
order G ib b o n s  S t a m p  W e e k ly  from their nearest Newsagent 
or Stationer, or from the Railway Bookstall. This will 
save postage, and the paper will be delivered flat, instead 
of folded as it would be if posted.

. 'A
W e shall be greatly obliged if our c o n f r ir e s  in the trade 
will help to make this paper as widely known as possible, 
especially amongst the younger collectors: by this term we 
do not mean those young in age so much as those who are 
beginners in collecting and u young ”  in a philatelic sense.

We are trying to publish a paper that will be of real help 
and assistance to the beginners, and all dealers, we think, 
will join with us in the desire to secure new recruits to our 
ranks.

With this end in view we are prepared to supply the trade 
with G ib b o n s  S t a m p  W e e k ly  on the special terms of is. 2d. 
per quire of twenty-six copies—postage or carriage extra. 
Wholesale orders should be sent to

Sir Isaac Pitman and Sons, Ltd.,
" 1, Amen Corner,

London, E.C.

Or those who have accounts with us and prefer to deal 
direct can send their orders to us.

N O T IC E .
Many clients are sending in orders for two, three, or more 
following numbers of G ib b o n s  S t a m p  W e e k ly  to be sent to 
them. We therefore give notice that we cannot enter any 
name for less than thirteen numbers (one quarter). Those 
who want a few numbers only can get them at the nearest 
bookseller’s.

Messrs. W. H. SMITH &  SON
have agreed to keep G ib b o n s  S t a m p  W e e k ly  on all their 
bookstalls throughout Great Britain, and our friends will 
oblige us very much if they will order, at the bookstalls 
whenever they are travelling.

S T A N L E Y  G IBBO NS, L im ited , Stam p Im porters, 391, S T R A N D , LO N D O N , W .C .
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Our
Sixteenth
Voltime.

|HE end of a volume, especially 
when it comes at the period 
which is regarded as the end of 
a philatelic season, affords a 
fitting opportunity for a brief 
retrospect of the preceding year, 

considered from a philatelic point of view.
The prominent event of the past year is, 

of course, the Exhibition that has only 
recently taken place; it has fur
nished us with a subject on 
several previous occasions, and 
we have a little more to say 

about it in the present number. In other 
respects Philately may be said to be running 
its usual course; there is certainly no sign of 
any diminution in the popularity of the pur
suit, or, we believe, in the prosperity of the 
trade which caters for it. The Exhibition 
has no doubt acted as a stimulant to both; 
some collectors have been led to study with 
renewed interest portions of their collections 
that had been set aside as complete, some 
have hastened to fill up gaps that might 
otherwise have been left empty until a more 
convenient season, and pleasure and profit 
have been the result. The auctions have 
been as frequent as ever, and we fancy 
equally satisfactory; of course we all know 
— we have been told it often enough— that 
auctions afford no safe guide to the real 
values of stamps, if only for the reason that 
the lots we want to buy always fetch such 
much better prices than those that we want 
to sell; the bargains are invariably picked 
up' by the other fellow, probably the mys
terious person whose lots are knocked down

at catalogue price, or very near it. But this 
kind of thing is so apt to happen at other 
auctions besides those of stamps. At one of 
the most recent sales, a copy of that great 
rarity, the 4d. of Western Australia with in
verted Swan, fetched £400, which, if we re
member right, was the price of the last copy 
sold in a similar way.

Among the events of the year we think we 
may fairly include the sale of the celebrated 
“ Mann Collection ” of European stamps to 
our publishers for £ 30,000; we do not men
tion this merely with the object of adver
tising the enterprise of Messrs. Stanley 
Gibbons, Ltd., but because we consider it an 
important event. The circumstances of the 
case show that the price paid was not a fancy 
one. If a wealthy collector sets his heart 
upon a certain object and it is known that he 
will not be happy till he gets it, he will prob
ably have to pay a long price for i t ; but it 
is quite different when the purchase is made 
by a business firm, and the article bought is. 
a great collection of stamps, which must 
show a reasonable margin of profit after 
allowing for all the expenses of breaking it 
up and of sales extending over a considerable 
period. Such a transaction appears to us to 
be very strong evidence of the solid founda-i 
tion upon which Philately now rests. One 
may admit that it is a pity such a collection 
should be broken up, but it must also be 

"admitted that the breaking up of such a 
collection and the dispersal of its contents 
affords opportunities to an enormous nurribei 
of other collectors, and thus tends not onl> ' 
to the'greatest good of the greatest numbei
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but also to a much more important thing, 
the encouragement of stamp collecting. For 
after all, as we observed not long back, it is 
the Collecting, not the Collection, that affords 
the greatest amount of pleasure ; the hunting 
is the thing, not the possession. The finest of 
collections is not half so great a joy to its 
owner, after it has been made, as it was in the 
m aking; it may be a great wrench to him to 
part with the treasure that has given him an 
infinite amount of pleasant occupation, but it 
has ceased to occupy him, and therefore 
ceased, to some extent, to please. He is 
eager for a new struggle, and the price of his 
old collection gives him the means for making 
the new one, and so the pleasant labour com
mences afresh.

Echoes 
of the 
Exhibition

W h ile  every one is agreed that 
the Exhibition was a “ Great ” 
one and its contents mag
nificent, there are some few 

criticisms floating about, and we will admit 
that they are not all of them without a 
certain amount of foundation. With one 
exception, to which we must make some 
allusion later (though it is of such a nature 
that we should much prefer to pass it over 
in silence), the criticisms are fairly stated 
and take the form of suggestions that might 
be followed on a future occasion. One 
friendly critic, writing to a contemporary, 
complains that, after being personally con
ducted by a Committee-man to the case con
taining the famous Mauritius stamps of the 
Prince of Wales, he was not then and there 
regaled with a lecture upon stamps in general 
and those of Mauritius in particular. But we 
gather that even he got all that he had asked 
for, information as to where the stamps in 
question were shown ; if he wanted more, he 
should have followed the example of Oliver 
Twist and asked for more. Even Committee
men possess a certain amount of native 
modesty, and are averse to thrusting informa
tion upon those who, for all they know, may be 
quite as well informed as themselves. The 
writer of these lines had the pleasure of assist
ing various visitors to find exhibits that they 
wanted to see, but he did not feel entitled 
to buttonhole his victims, as the Ancient 
Mariner did the Wedding Guest, and pour 
into their unwilling ears tales of how he 
shot the Albatross, with the long bow, and

hunted the Snark, and worried the Post 
Office, in Mauritius and elsewhere.

The difficulty to visitors of finding their 
way about is one that is not peculiar to 
Philatelic Exhibitions, but, as we hinted last 
month, the classification adopted in this case 
added somewhat to the trouble, and an 
Index to the Exhibits would have been far 
more useful to visitors than the Index to 
Exhibitors. Again, the large numbers which 
merely indicated the rows of cases, might 
usefully have been replaced by numbers in
dicating the Classes and Sections. But the 
one great mistake was the arrangement of 
the frames in the reverse order to the natural 
one, with a view to visitors moving from 
right to left, instead of from left to right; 
the result of this was that the stamps of a 
country were found to commence in the left 
upper corner of the first of the frames con
taining them, were continued, as one would 
expect, in rows of sheets running from left to 
right down to the right lower corner of the 
frame, and then, instead of passing to the 
next frame on the right, the visitor had to 
go back to the far corner of the next frame 
on the left, and so pursue a zigzag course to 
the end of the exhibit. This method of 
arrangement was a great puzzle to many.

A s we stated last month, the fine building 
engaged for the Exhibition was not large 
enough, or perhaps it would be fairer to say 
that the Exhibition turned out to be too 
large for the accommodation provided for it, 
and the means adopted for getting over the 
difficulty thus caused are fairly open to criti
cism. To have rejected altogether a certain 
number of exhibits sent in for competition 
would have been a very invidious task, but it 
is a question whether it would not have been 
better to select a sufficient number of ex
hibits to be shown in their entirety, reserving 
the others for examination by the judges, 
than to select portions of each exhibit, and 
thus show nothing complete. The course 
pursued added greatly to the difficulties of 
the judges, who had to compare portions of 
exhibits in the hall and other portions 
of them in the committee-room; at the 
same time it was perfectly fair for all, all 
exhibitors were treated alike. It may be 
admitted that perhaps equally sound judg
ment was not shown in the case of all the 
selections made for display, but in every case
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the remainder of the exhibit was open to 
the inspection of the judges, and it is hardly 
necessary for us to say that a statement 
which appears in a little Continental journal, 
to the effect that the exhibits of foreign 
competitors were deliberately treated by the 
Committee in such a way as to prevent their 
receiving proper consideration, is an absolute 
falsehood, which only reflects discredit upon 
the person who utters it. Where the space 
allotted is less than that asked for, and a 
selection has therefore to be made, it can 
easily be understood that the owner of each 
exhibit will feel that he could have made a 
better choice. In these days of advanced 
specialism it is impossible that we should all 
be equally competent to arrange a highly 
specialized collection of the stamps of a 
difficult country, or to pick out at a glance 
the best portions of that collection to be dis
played, but we can assert without fear of 
contradiction that all were treated with abso
lute fairness, and that every member of the 
Committee did his utmost to display to the 
best advantage the exhibits entrusted to his 
care.

It is a pleasure to turn from the offensive 
remarks to which we have unwillingly re
ferred, to the high opinion of our philatelic 
methods expressed by no less competent a 
person than the President of the Society 
Franchise de Timbrologie, whose observa
tions are quoted by Mr. Phillips in his Notes 
and News. We cannot but think that M. 
Coyette is unduly severe upon his com
patriots; those of us who had commenced 
collecting forty years ago will never forget 
the debt of gratitude which scientific Phila
tely owes to the French collectors of those 
days. The foolish endeavour that was made 
to separate collectors into English and 
French Schools of Philately met with the 
contempt that it deserved ; there were scien
tific philatelists (as well as collectors of a 
different kind) on both sides of the Channel, 
but French collectors, with the veteran Dr. 
Legrand at their head, were the most enthu
siastic promoters of really systematic study 
of stamps in all their minor details. They 
were the first to devote attention to varieties 
of paper and perforation, entire envelopes 
and their flap ornaments, etc. etc., and to this 
day French terms and French measures are 
employed by philatelists in all parts of the

world. Stamp collecting has advanced still 
further since those days, and the philatelico- 
historical method, which M. Coyette admires 
so much, is one of its latest developments, so 
far as the actual making of a collection is 
concerned. But this side of the question 
has not been neglected in philatelic litera
ture ; the earliest, and one of the finest 
examples of this system of treatment is 
shown in The Postage and Telegraph Stamps 
o f Great Britain, which we know familiarly 
as “ Philbrick and Westoby,” published a 
quarter of a century ago, and M. Maury is 
one of its most able exponents at the pre
sent day. But we believe that Lord Craw
ford may be credited with being the first 
philatelist to combine the history and the 
stamps themselves in one monumental work.

2 59

Saraw ak and W e have received for review 
Seychelles. copies of two neat little hand

books, treating of the stamps 
of these two British Possessions. Both are 
from the pen of Mr. B. W. H. Poole, but the 
first is published by Mr. D. Field and the 
second by Mr. Oswald Marsh. In each case 
the numerous minor varieties are very fully 
dealt with, and we do not doubt that the two 
books will prove of much service to those 
who are specially interested in the stamps 
described. Minor varieties of surcharge have 
multiplied exceedingly of late years, usque ad 
nauseam, as the poet says, and we are glad 
to see that, under Sarawak, Mr. Poole has 
given special attention to the varieties of 
type of the stamps themselves, which in our 
opinion are of far greater interest, especially 
when they are entirely accidental (as indeed 
is generally the case with varieties of this 
nature), and due to imperfections in the pro
cess employed for multiplying copies of the 
design. In Sarawak we have a whole issue, 
that of 1875, in which there are five varieties 
of type of each value, and these are fully 
described in the book before us, so that any 
collector may easily identify them in most 
cases.

Happening to have at hand blocks of 
- some of the values, we have compared them 

with Mr. Poole’s descriptions, and we are 
able to add one or two little details that may 
be of interest. He describes one printing of 
the 6 cents, and adds that he has met with
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specimens that must belong to another print
ing; we have a block of this value, consisting 
of four complete horizontal rows of ten (lack
ing one stamp only), so that there can be no 
question as to the order in which the types 
occur, and we find that the strips, of five of 
which the setting was composed are made 
up in quite a different manner from that 
described by Mr. Poole. Throughout this 
block his Type 3 is No. 1 in the strip, 
and the varieties appear to run 3, 4, 5, 
1, 2. In the case of the 12 c., Mr. Poole 
mentions .some irregularities in the setting 
of th e ' sheet, due no doubt to the replac
ing of defective transfers by others that 
were not o f  the same variety of typ e; but 
we possess a block showing a case' of this 
nature which he does not' mention— it is from 
the right lower corner of a sheet, on which 
Nos. 99 and 100 are Types 1 and 2, instead of 
Types 4 and 5. Again, in describing the 
provisionals of 1899, Mr. Poole says that 
there were three settings of the surcharge 
“ 2— C e n t s ” on 12 c.— one with no varieties 
in the letters employed; another with two

small letters “ S,” on the eighth stamp in the 
first row, and the first stamp in the fourth 
row ; and a third with the small letter “  S ” 
on the second stamp in the first row, instead 
of on the eighth. But we have anj impres
sion of a setting of this period, which on 
further examination shows three small letters 
“ S,”  on the second and eighth stamps in the 
first row, and on the first stamp in the fourth 
row, thus combining Mr. Poole’s second and 
third settings. It is evident that in spite of 
recent researches the stamps of Sarawak 
still afford an opening for study.

* * *  '  .  . .  .

In December last we congratu
lated SrVJohn Henniker Heaton 
upon a well-merited honour that 
had recently been conferred upon 

him, in the shape of the title of Knight Com
mander of the Order of St. Michael and St. 
George. We find that we have omitted to 
state since that Mr. Henniker Heaton, who 
was absent from England at the time, subse
quently declined the offered distinction.

Mr. John 
Henniker 
Heaton.

% 8sues axvi Janettes.
N o t b . — We shall be greatly obliged i f  our readers will send, for description herein, any new issues or new varieties 

they may become acquainted with, addressing them to T h b  E d i t o r  o f  t h e  M o n t h l y  J o u r n a l , care of M e s s r s . 

S t a n l e y  G i b b o n s , L i m i t e d , 391, Strand, London, W.C. Stamps sent are promptly returned, unless required 
for illustration, which may cause a little delay. N.B.— Specimens of new Envelopes, Post Cards, etc., should no 
longer be sent, as we chronicle postal adhesives only; but the Editor will be glad to purchase for his own collection 
new Envelopes and Cards of Indian Native States.

*  *  *  *

P a r t  I.
Great B rita in .— We learn from the daily papers 

that some ingenious person has discovered that the 
current 3d. stamps contain an infinitesimal amount of 
a poisonous salt, chromate of lead, commonly known 
as chrome yellow. According to a paragraph in The 
Standard of June (not April) 1st

“ £ach threepenny stamp Weighs, it seems, rather 
more than half a grain, and the quantity of chromate 
of lead present was found to be 2-55 per cent. On 
this basis 70 stamps would contain one grain of 
poisonous lead salt.” • '

The arithmetic does not appear to us to be quite 
correct, we fancy it would take between eighty and 
ninety stamps to produce the grain of salt, with which 
perhaps the whole story should be taken, but of 
course if an enthusiastic philatelist desired to make 
away with himself in this highly appropriate fashion 
3d. more or .less would not stand in the way. One- 
fifth of a grain is stated to have proved fatal to a

child, and the paper quoted argues therefrom that 
fourteen 3d. stamps would be a dangerous dose, and, 
if that is so, it is probable that 5s. worth would be 
quite effectual. In the ordinary course of things, 
however, even philatelists do not swallow their stamps, 
and it is only with their eyes that they devour the 
greatest rarities in the collections of others ; while 
members of the general public are content to lick off 
as little as may be of the original gum on the backs 
of the labels they use, so that they should be in no 
great danger. Still, in order to comply with the law 
on the subject, it might be well that each stamp 
should be surcharged “ PO ISO N ,” in red, and pur
chasers be made to sign their names in a book, and 
give their reasons for buying the stamps ; this would, 
doubtless, make everything safe— by effectually stop
ping the sale of 3d. stamps.

Raven's Weekly reports that the 5d. has appeared 
on the chalk-surfaced paper.

Most of our readers in this country have no doubt 
already purchased the new little books of stamps,
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containing twelve id. and twenty-three |d. stamps, in 
order to obtain specimens of the lower value attached 
to a piece of gummed paper impressed with a St. 
Andrew’s Cross. It is curious that our authorities 
should have adopted the very same form of mark as 
was used in Austria many years ago, for the same 
purpose of filling up blank spaces in a sheet of stamps. 
A St. George’s Cross would have been more appro
priate on the present occasion.

Bahamas.— W e have received the £d. stamp of the 
current King’s Head design on unsurfaced paper, 
with multiple Crown and “ C A ” watermark.

Jd., light yellow-green.

Bechuanaland. —  Protectorate. — A correspondent 
of the Stamp Weekly states that he has seen a 
Transvaal revenue stamp, King’s Head, 2s. 6d., red- 
brown and black, surcharged in two lines “  Bechuana
land Protectorate,” and postally used upon a parcel 
which was addressed to the head of a business 
firm by whom the writer is employed. Perhaps some 
collector of fiscals can tell us whether overprinted 
Transvaal revenue stamps are known to be supplied 
to the Protectorate.

British Guiana.— Ewen’s Weekly notes the 24 c. on 
chalk-surfaced paper.

From the same journal we copy the following ex
tract from a colonial daily paper :—

“ A  Treasury notice is published in the Official 
Gazette intimating that the Governor has approved 
the discontinuance of the issue of the colony’s 8 cent 
stamp, it being no longer required for postage or 
revenue purposes. Accordingly a stock of these stamps 
now on hand, numbering 78,000, is to be forwarded to 
the Crown Agents after 1st July for disposal by sale; 
after this date the stamps will no longer be purchasable 
locally. Instructions will also be given for the die 
plates of the stamp to be destroyed.”

Our contemporary suggests that the sales in London 
will probably be infinitesimally small, and here we 
quite agree with him, but we regret to find that he 
goes on to say ;—

“ The common-sense course to adopt, if it is not 
desired to waste the 78,000 stamps, would be to over
print them 2 cents; so that they could be used up in a 
week or two by suspending the sales of the ordinary 
2 cents stamps, of which 1,882,920 were sold during 
1904-5 (roughly at the rate of 36,000 weekly). But 
then there would be another outcry from collectors, 
who would no doubt pretend that the issue was made 
to exploit them instead of to get rid of old stock 
without wasting it.”

W e cannot help expressing our opinion that this is 
nonsense, of the most mischievous kind. The cost of 
producing stamps in England is exceedingly small; it 
would almost certainly cost more to overprint these 
stamps on the spot than to obtain an equal number 
from London, and therefore the colony would gain 
nothing whatever, except by sales to collectors and 
speculators, and we should have another unnecessary 
provisional stamp, with possibly an infinite number of 
minor varieties and defects in the overprint. It ts not 
so much that the local authorities exploit collectors, 
as that they give opportunities for doing so to local 
speculators.

192 b

British Honduras.— The same authority chronicles 
the 5 c. on chalk-surfaced paper, and with the multiple 
Crown and “ CA ” watermark.

5 c., black and blue on blue ; new wmk. and paper.

British Somaliland.— Ewen’s Weekly states that 
the 3 rupees, Queen’s Head of India, has been dis
covered with inverted surcharge. The same authority 
notes the 3 rupees, first issue, with the overprint 
curved, as well as the 2 and 5 rupees described by 
Mr. Hawkins in December, 1904.

British South Africa Company.—W e stated in 
August last that we were informed by a correspondent 
that a sheet of 3s. stamps had been found with the top 
and bottom rows completely imperforate, and, in 
consequence, the adjoining rows imperforate at top or 
bottom. We felt doubtful at the time as to the possi
bility of this occurring at both top and bottom of the 
sheet, and we had some further correspondence on 
this point with our informant. On his return to South 
Africa he made further inquiries, and he now tells us 
that he understands that it was the bottom row only 
that was imperforate, and therefore the row above it 
was imperf. at bottom, one operation of the comb- 
machine having evidently been omitted.

He also shows us two distinct shades of the current 
id., Type 10, one being the rose of the Catalogue, and 
the other a light red, with no appreciable shade of rose 
in it.

Cape of Good Hope.— We are shown the current 
td. stamp in a slightly deeper shade of green than 
before. No multiple Anchor at present.

Ceylon.— With reference to the statement made last 
month, on the authority of an American journal, that 
the 30 c. had been issued on chalk-surfaced paper, a 
Ceylon correspondent of Ewen’s Weekly says that, 
from inquiries made on the spot, he learns that no 
30 c. stamps on this paper have yet made their appear
ance, and our contemporary adds that they probably 
never will do so.

Dominica.— W e have received the £d. and 2^d., 
Type 9, on the chalk-surfaced, Crown and “ C C ” paper.

East Africa and Uganda Protectorates.— Ewen’s 
Weekly reports the 10 rupees upon chalk-surfaced 
Crown and “ C C ” paper, and also notes the existence 
of the 1 rupee upon a toned paper; but we think the 
latter may owe its peculiarity to age, exposure, or gum.

Fiji Islands.— The D.B.Z. chronicles the id., King’s 
Head, in red on white, instead of purple and black on 
red. The paper has the multiple watermark, and is 
probably chalk-surfaced, rendering a bicoloured im
pression unnecessary. We fancy that only a “ speci
men ” copy has yet been seen.

id., red ; multiple wmk.

Indian Native States. —  Duttia.— We have re
ceived sheets of the $ a. and 2 a. on papers differing 
in shade from any that we have previously met with 
among the stamps of this State. The paper of the £ a. 
is a 'dull green, and that of the 2 a. a pale yellow, paler 
even than the lemon-yellow of No. 24. Both have the 
rouletting, horizontally and at the ends of the rows, 
and there has been a little resetting of the type, suffi
cient to indicate a fresh printing.
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Mauritius.— Eweris Weekly notes the 6c. on chalk
surfaced paper.

New Zealand.— A  correspondent in this colony 
points out to us that in recording, in February, the 
existence of certain values of the Stamp Duty fiscals 
perf. 11, we omitted to notice the fact that Nos. 393 to 
396 in the Catalogue are watermarked with Type 4!, 
as well as perf. 11, whilst the 6s. stamp we described, 
used in December, 1897, must have the earlier water
mark. He tells us that many of the lower values of 
the series 356 to 386 may be found perf. either 12}, 11, 
or 11 $ to 12, and these should be added to the list, or 
the heading should be made more comprehensive. 
Our informant shows us the 2s. 6d., wmk. Type t2a, 
perf. 11, and bearing a Parcel Post obliteration dated 
“  11 JUN. 1898.”

The Ansi. Ph. reports the discovery of a block of 
eight of the current 4d. perf. 14 horizontally and 
imperf. vertically.

Messrs. Wilcox, Smith, & Co. send 11s three distinct 
shades of the 5d., perf. n , which we should term red- 
brown (No. 270), deep brown, and sepia, respectively, 
also the 5d., perf. 14, in a much warmer shade than 
the last of the other three.

Ewen's Weekly chronicles the is., perf. 14, and states 
that a mended sheet of the current id. has been found 
perf. 11 throughout.

Jil., green; wmk. Type 41, perf. 11. 
is., vermilion ,, ,, ,, 14.

Queensland.— W e have received the current id,, 
3d., and 5d., in new varieties of shade, which are not 
so easy to describe as they are to perceive. The }d. 
is in a much lighter green than before, the 3d. in a 
rather redder brown, and the 5d. is no longer purple - 
brown, but in a dull tint more nearly approaching sepia ; 
the watermark is unchanged, and all are perf. 13.

Jd., light green.
3d., reddish brown.
Sd., deep dull brown.

St. Vincent.— Ewen's Weekly reports that the is. 
has been seen on chalk-surfaced paper.

South Australia.— A correspondent of Ewen's 
Weekly states that the 2jd. has appeared perf. 12, but 
does not say whether it also has the new watermark.

2}d., blue ; perf. 12 ( x it}?).
The same journal chronicles the is., Type 25, 27, 

with the new watermark.
is., brown ; mmk. Crown and “  A ” ; ptrf. 12.

Southern Nigeria. -  Ewen's Weekly reports the 
existence of the 2s. 6d., single Crown and “ C A ” 
watermark, with the frame in yellowish brown, instead 
of dark brown. Can the copy have faded ?

Straits Settlements.—Federated Afalay States.—  
W e learn from Ewen's Weekly that the 5 c. has 
appeared at last with the multiple watermark and 
chalky surface. We trust that it does not exist un
surfaced. The D .B .Z . chronicles the 1 c. in green, 
only, instead of green and black, also on the new 
paper. , C-> green ; multiple wmk., new paper.

Tasmania.— Ewen's Weekly chronicles the 10s., 
Queen’s Head, watermark Crown and “ A,” perf. 12}.

10s , mauve and brown ; new wmk.

The Aust. Ph. tells us that it was misinformed in 
regard to the 9d. on the new paper, the announcement 
of which we copied last month.

Transvaal.— See query under Bechuanaland, in 
reference to fiscal stamps of this colony being sur
charged for use in the Bechuanaland Protectorate.

Victoria.— Ewen's Weekly tells us that the value 
of the Postage Due stamp on the new paper, chronicled 
in April, should have been given as }d., not id., but 
adds that both values have now arrived and that both 
are perf. 12x12}.

}d., yellow-green and rosine ; new wmi.; perf. 12 x 12}. 
id. ,, ,, ,, ,,

PA R T II.

Argentine Bepublic.— A correspondent, shows us 
wliat appears to be a copy of the 8 c., rouletted, of 1877, 
with the “ o f ic ia l” surcharge Type 102. We can find 
no record of this stamp, and it shows a combination 
which is certainly improbable, as all authorities agree 
in saying that the perforated 8 c. was issued in Sep
tember, 1880, and there should therefore have been 
none of the rouletted stamps in stock in 1884, when 
the Official series first appeared.

Colombia.— Panama.— W e have examined entire 
sheets of the two provisional stamps chronicled last 
month, and find there are a few errors in the over
prints, as might be expected : —

In the 1 c. on 20 c., No. 48 has a raised stop after 
the letters “ c t ” ; No. 72 has “ Pnnama” for “ Panama” 
at left; No. 92 has “ c.t” for “ ct.” ; No. 96 has 
“ Panrma” for “ Panama” at right and also has the 
name at left much too low down ; and No. 99 has two 
dots over the last “ a ” at right, instead of the usual 
accent.

In the 2 c. ofi 50 c., No. 1 has the last letter of 
“ p a n a m a ” at left inverted; No. 22 has the name 
reading downwards at both sides, instead of reading 
upwards at left and downwards at rig h t; and No. 74 
has the “ n ” of “ panam a” at left inverted, and there
fore too high. On both sheets there are a few stamps 
on which the accent over the last “ A ”  is omitted or 
fails to print.

Mekeel's Weekly adds that the 1 c. exists with double 
overprint, one inverted, and the 2 c. with ordinary 
double overprint, and with single overprint inverted. 
Also that a 5 c., similarly formed from the 1 peso, was 
issued on May 18, and that there are two varieties 
of it, one with the third Panim a overprint, and the 
other with a new overprint described as “ the same as 
for the provisional 1 c. and 2 c. already recorded,” 
but the overprints of these vary very considerably, 
unless we are to understand that the 5 c. on 1 peso is 
a “  Canal Zone ” stamp.

5 c. on 1 p., lake ; third Panama surcharge.
S c. on 1 p. „  new „  „

The figure “ 5 ” on the twenty-seventh stamp is 
stated to be much thinner and smaller than the rest. 
The correspondent of our contemporary adds :—

“ I wish to correct the information I gave in my 
notes about the registered letter and A. R. stamps of 
Panama. I stated that the current 5 c. and 10 c. 
stamps were surcharged by means of a rubber stamp
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for this purpose. This is incorrect, and no special 
stamps are used for either registration or A. R. The 
ordinary stamps are used, and the envelope is simply 
stamped ‘ R ’ for register with number, and the cover 
is similarly treated for A. R.”

Ecuador.— The Ph. Echo describes specimens of 
the 1 c., 2 c., and 5 c. of 1901, with a supposed sur
charge consisting of the word “ CO R R EO S,” in letters 
15 mm. high and the word 50 mm. long, thus extend
ing over two or three stamps. Let us hope that this 
may be regarded as an obliteration, the list of over
prints inflicted upon these unfortunate labels is quite 
long enough already.

France.— Le C. tie T.-P. states that the new 10 c. 
stamps are now being printed in sheets of 150, with 
the date represented by a figure “ 6 ” in the margin. 
Our contemporary adds that further slight alterations 
are to be made in the design, including the removal 
of the white projection in front of the left arm of the 
figure and the ground upon which the Sower is 
standing. .

L ’Echo <ie la T. tells us that the new 20 c. Postage 
Due stamp has already made its appearance. Type 53, 
as before.

Postage Due Stamp. 20 c , olive-green.
Offices in China.— W e learn from L ’Echo lie la T. 

that a specimen of the current to c. of Indo-China 
has been found surcharged with the Chinese charac
ters .of the 40 c.

Offices in the Turkish Empire.— The same journal 
states that the 5 c. for the Levant offices has appeared 
in the new blue-green shade.

5 c., blue-green.

French Colonies.— New Cale
donia.— W e give an illustration of 
the design of the new Postage Due 
stamps, which we chronicled last 
month.

Qerman Empire.— According to a list given by the
D .B .Z . the 80 pfennig stamp was issued on the water
marked paper in the middle of January, with other 
values that have already been chronicled.

80 pf., black and carmine on rose ; wmhd.

Guatemala.— A foreign contemporary affirms the 
existence of the 100 c. of Type 15 surcharged “ (903— 
25— C E N T A V O S ”  (Type 50), in black, like some of the 
other values of the same series.

25 c., in black, on tooc., brown.

Hayti.— W e have a few interesting varieties of 
surcharges to add to our lists :—

I c., No. 72 ) pairs  ̂ one with surcharge. Type to,
7 ’ ”  and the other without.I g. „  85 1
I c. ,, 72; pair, one with double surcharge, inverted,

the other without surcharge.

15 c ' 82 I doukle surcharge, inverted.
I g. ,, 85 ; pair, one with inverted surcharge, the

other without surcharge.
20 c., No. 125 ; with inverted surcharge.
I c. on 20 c., No. 140 ; surcharge diagonal.
1 c. on 20 c. ,, ,, sideways.
1 c. on 20 c. ,. ,, inverted.
2 c. on 50 c., No. 141; surcharge diagonal and inverted.
2 c. on 50 c. ,, surcharge inverted.
The diagonal surcharges run in both directions.

W e have also the 1 c., blue, 2 c., orange, 3 c., green, 
5 c., brown, 5 c., sky-blue, 8 c., to c., 15 c., 50 c., and 
1 g., of the recently surcharged issue, with the over
print, Type 19, inverted.

H olland.— We have received a new value in Type 11.

17J c ., mauve; perf. 12J.

Surinam.— We learn from The Ph. J . o f  G. B. that 
a used copy of the 3 c. of “ 1891-93” (no doubt Type 3 
in the Catalogue) has been found perf. exactly 111, 
instead o f either 12J or n i x  11.

Italy. — Benadir.— We learn from L'Echo de la 71  
that, in addition to the 15 c. on 5 a. and 40 c. on 
10 a., which were produced locally to provide for the 
new rates of postage, a supply of 15 c. on 2 a. was 
overprinted at Turin and dispatched to this colony. 
The local surcharges consisted of the word “  Cente- 
sim i” with the figures “ 15” or “ 40” below it, that of 
Turin was formed of a letter “ C.” and a figure “  2 ” 
in the lower corners, with a wavy line between them 
— across the word “ a n n a ” no doubt. W e presume 
that black ink was employed in each case.

W e gather from the same source that the title of 
this territory is to be changed from “  Protettorato 
Italiano del Benadir” to “ Somalia Italiana Meri- 
dionale.” It seems that Ben is changed not only in 
name but in sex.

15 c. on 2 a., brown-orange.
15 c. on 5 a., yellow-orange.
40 c. on 10 a., lilac.

Japan.— A correspondent at Tokio kindly sends us 
specimens of two new commemorative stamps, of the 
value of t j  sen and 3 sen respectively, together with 
translations of the inscriptions and explanations of the 
devices upon them. These stamps are not intended 
for Postal Union purposes, as the inscriptions upon 
them are in Japanese, the values alone being given in 
European figures and letters, so that any collectors 
who desire to treat them as locals will be fully justified 
in doing so.

In the centre is a trophy of arms, consisting of a 
field gun, rifles, etc., with the Imperial flag, surmounted 
by the Chrysanthemum enclosed in a wreath of rice 
plant and (?) pine ; surrounding this is a circular band, 
inscribed in Japanese, Campaign o f the yjth and 38th 
years o f Meiji. ^Memorial Postage Stamp o f the 
Triumphal Military Review.— One Sen five Bin  (or 
Three Sen). In the upper corners arc five-pointed stars, 

-representing the badges worn by the soldiers in their 
caps, and in the lower corners “  t j ” (or “ 3 ” ) “ SN. 
Our copies are perf. 12, a little irregularly, in both 
directions.

l£ sen, blue.
3 ,, rose-red.
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Montenegro.— Ewen’s Weekly tells us that the 
following errors and varieties of the overprints of last 
year have been met with :—

I kr } surc ârSe black instead of red.
jo h .; double surcharge.

Most of the copies are said to have been wasted in 
postal use, but a few were providentially saved. We 
are sorry.

Nicaragua.— MekeeFs Weekly has been shown a 
cover bearing two 3 p., green, Telegraph stamps'sur
charged “ Vale c 10,” as in Type 33, in dark red;  the 
character for cents, being inverted, as is frequently the 
case. Our contemporary adds, “ The cover, which 
recently came through the mails from Nicaragua, also 
had one of the 50 c. stamps of the current issue.” 
Now we want to know whether the surcharged Tele
graph stamps paid any part of the postage, or whether 
they were added for philatelic reasons.

The same authority chronicles the current 3 c. stamp 
surcharged “ Vale 10 c.”, in black, vertically, reading 
downwards. IO c_ on  ̂c  ̂ purple-

Persia.— We gather from a list given in the ad
vertisement columns of L’Echo de la T. that the 12 ch. 
on I kran of 1902 exists with the overprint in blue, 
instead of violet. W e have an idea that this is the 
stamp surcharged also with Type 27, but about this 
we are not quite certain. It would save some little 
trouble and uncertainty if all our contemporaries 
would place the whole of their announcements of 
novelties and discoveries under one heading, instead 
of scattering them about under, “  Notes,” additions 
to catalogues, etc. etc.

We have received a 6 chahi stamp in the type of 
the provisionals chronicled last month.

12 ch., in blue, on 1 kr., carmine.
6 ch., red and black ; new type ; imperf.

Portuguese Colonies.—Mozambique Company.—  
W e learn from L ’Echo de la T. that this colony has 
been provided with a series of Postage Due stamps 
of somewhat different design from that of the labels 
supplied to the other Portuguese possessions. The 
value, in black, is enclosed in a circular band inscribed 
“  p o r t e a d o  a  r e c e b e k ,” and the name “ c o m p a n h a

— d e — Mo z a m b iq u e  is on a solid ground of colour 
occupying the upper part of stamp. Perf. 1 i j .

S r., green.
10 r., violet-grey. 
20 r., red-brown. 
30 r., vermilion. 
50 r., brown.

60 r., lilac-brown. 
100 r., mauve.
130 r., blue.
200 r., carmine. 
500 r., violet.

Russia.— W e have received two high-value stamps, 
5 and 10 roubles, in quite new designs, of which we 
give illustrations. The Arms are embossed in the

centre on a ground of the first colour given below, 
surrounded by an elaborate pattern of foliage with 
inscribed labels above and below, all in the second 
colour, on a background of lines and dots in the third 
colour. The paper is vertically laid, and has the usual 
watermark; perf. 13.

5 roubles, pale blue, deep blue and green.
10 ,, pale grey, scarlet and yellow.

Salvador.— W e have received some more values of 
the new series. The 10 c. and 12 c. are in exactly 
the same colour.

12 c., black and violet.
13 c. „  sepia.

United States.— Philippines.— We gather from 
various sources that certain values of the U.S. stamps 
overprinted “  PHILIPPINES ” are to be found further 
surcharged with the letters “  O. B.”, in various type 
and divers colours. The letters are said to mean 
“ Official Business,” and as they are apparently applied 
with rubber stamps in the offices in various towns, the 
varieties may be innumerable, and it will be impossible 
to distinguish those produced for genuine official pur
poses from those of less legitimate origin. A  copy of 
the 2 c. is known with a manuscript surcharge, but this 
we can all make, and claim that the letters stand for 
“ Oh! B oth er!”

CJVie 2>\axirps of some o$ \\ve ^N(a\We 2>\a\es °5 ? W \a .
By T H E  EDITOR.

{Continued from page 187.)

*  *
NEPAL — continued.

P o s t  C a r d s .

[ E X T  to this (I think) came a printing in 
which there is an apparent reversion, in 
part, to Variety i. of the formula. 1 am 
afraid I must give it a fresh number, because 

it differs from i. in some essential particulars, and 
also because I feel sure it comes after Variety ii. 

Variety iii. of the'formula. The right-hand end of

*  *

the lower line o f the heading projects beyond the end 
o f the ornament, almost as much as in Variety i., but 
the characters and the brackets below are as in Variety 
ii.

The ornaments at the right of the Horse are nearer 
the characters above them than before, and these 
ornaments and characters are higher up than those at 
left, and therefore out of alignment, and leave too 
much space between the ornaments and the third line
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0 0 0 0 0 0

% r< iz n ^

t r * N \

{these irregularities are shown in the fourth illustra
tion■, but they are more marked in Variety iii.).

The left-hand end of the line of ornaments is over 
the fifth character in the inscription, which is divided 
thus :— 5, 2, 6, 10, 6, 7. The right end is over the left 
side of the last character; thus almost the- whole of 
this character projects beyond the ornament.

Top line of heading measures 72 mm. ; line of 
ornaments 72 mm. ; lo-wer line 87 mm., and not very 
regular, last character being frequently a little above 
the level of the others.

The stamp is set crooked, 6 mm. from the side line 
at top, and 5 mm. lower down ; the right upper comer
8 mm. from the top line, and the left upper comer
9 mm.

The top frame line is in two bits, 85 and 32 mm., 
and the right-hand end projects beyond the right side 
line. The bottom line is also in two bits, 92J and 
23 mm., and the left-hand line seems to be in three 
bits, 55, 7$, and 17A mm.

The ornaments in the comers are about 1 mm. from 
the left side line, 2 mm. from the right at top, 1J mm. 
from right at foot, and 2 mm. from the top and bottom 
lines.

Frame 118 x 82 mm.
There has also been some further cutting away, or 

wearing away, of the ground under the Horse ; all 
the patches of shading under him are smaller, but I 
think I need only call him Type 2a.

Variety iv. of the formula. The upper portion of 
the heading is again shifted a little to the right, but 
not so much so as in Variety ii. ; the right-hand end of 
the line o f ornaments being over the vertical stroke o f  
the last character in the inscription below it.

The irregularities in the heading are similar to those 
in Variety iii. {see fourth illustration, which shows 
the heading of Variety iv., with Type 3 of the Horse).

The third line of the inscription is again divided 
thus :— 5, 2, 6, to, 6, 7.

Top line of heading measures 72 mm. ; line of 
ornaments 72 to 73 mm. ; the lower line is more 
variable.

The characters and brackets below arc arranged as 
in Variety ii.

The stamp is much nearer the side line than before, 
the right side of it falling under the ornament in 
the right upper corner.

The bottom line of the frame seems to be formed of 
the top line of iii. ; the shorter bit of rule is bent, 
sloping down at right and projecting beyond the side 
line. The top line is in two fresh bits, 91 and 25 mm.

The left side is in one piece. The right is in two 
pieces, 55 and 25 mm., the second with a notch in the 
centre.

{a) Ornament in left upper corner i|  mm. from top, 
3 mm. from side line.

Stamp 7\ mm. from top, 5 mm. from right side line.
Lower line of inscription 86 mm.
Frame about 118 x 811 mm.
The ends of the two pieces of the right side line 

overlap 25 mm. from bottom, the lower part outside 
the upper.

{b) Ornament in left upper corner 2| mm. from top,
mm. from side line.

Stamp 8£ mm. from top, 4 mm. from right.
3i pies, red and black on huff.

3. Stamp Type II. Horse Type 2. Formula Variety 
i. <r), (d).

4. Stamp Type II. Horse Type 2. Formula Variety
>i. <«), (i), <r), (d).

5. Stamp Type II. Horse Type 2a. Formula Variety iii.
6. Stamp Type II. Horse Type 2a. Formula Variety 

iv. {a), (b).
*  *

*

Issue o f  (?) (?).
The stamp remains Type II., as before {see third 

illustration— I have only given one illustration of 
this stamp because it is by far the commonest type, 
and any collector who possesses a Nepal card is 
almost certain to have a copy of Type II.), but it shows 
signs of wear and tear, especially at upper right.

Horse Type 3 {see fourth illustration*). The whole 
device has been redrawn. The patches of ground
work are placed lower down, so that the Horse seems 
to be dancing upon large rocks.

Variety iv. of the formula.
(c) The right-hand loop of the ornaments in the 

heading is damaged and shows cracks.
The two parts of the right side line overlap in the 

same place as in (a) and (b), but the end of the upper 
part is outside the end of the lower.

Stamp 8 mm. from top, 3  ̂mm. from right side line.
Lower line of heading 87 mm.
Frame about 118x82 mm.

3̂  pies, red and black on buff.
7. Stamp Type. II. Horse Type 3. Formula Variety

Issue o f  1903?
1 do not know when the stamp was again re-engraved, 

but probably two or three years ago. No magazine 
seems to have noticed it, and when I first obtained a 

* It should 1*  noted that the illustration shows Type III. 
of the stamp.
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specimen of the card with the new type I could get 
no information as to the probable date of issue.

Type III. of the stamp (see fourth and fifth illus
trations'). A very inferior die. The label at foot 
measures 1 x 3̂  mm.; the characters in it are much 
shorter than before ; there is a patch of solid colour 
at right, but very little at left.

The outline of the design and label is continuous at 
each side, but broken at the right lower corner of the 
label.

The projection at the left upper corner is very much 
out of shape, and so are the discs, two of which are 
more nearly square than round, while the central one 
has a very battered appearance.

The left-ha»d knife-point is longer than before, 
and both the handles are further away from the 
circular frame.

Horse Type 3, as before. — —
Variety iv. of the formula : —
(d) The parts of the right side line no longer over

lap ; the frame measures 119 mm. at top, 1 18A mm. at 
bottom, 83 mm. at left, 83J mm. at right.

Stamp 10 mm. from top, 5A mm. from right side line.
Lower line of heading measures 85 mm.
Ornament in right upper comer damaged. (This is 

the card shown in the fourth illustration.)
3i pies, red and black on buff.

8. Stamp Type III. Horse Type 3. Formula Variety 
iv. (d).

*  *  *

Issue of  1904 ?
The alterations here are solely in the formula, but 

I think they are sufficiently distinct to constitute a 
fresh issue. The stamp and Horse are the same as in 
the last issue.

Variety v. of the formula (see fifth illustration). A  
different ornament is introduced into the left-hand 
portion o f the heading, and the whole setting is 
narrower.

Top line of heading measures 70 mm., the 
characters at the right are all in one group ; line of 
ornaments 74 mm. (the Horse is not in the centre 
between the two parts, but too much to the right) ; 
the lower line, 81$ mm. long, is divided as follows 
7, 6, 6, 4, 6, 7. All the characters in the heading 
appear to be rather smaller than before, but I think 
this is due to their being damaged and not printing so’ 
clearly. The third character in the lower line seems 
to have a different form, and it is more clearly separ
ated from the fourth than in the previous settings.
. The ornament at the left of the Horse consists of a 
small oval, between two lance-heads. The left-hand

end of the line of ornaments is over the fourth char
acter in the inscription, and the right-hand end over 
the end of the inscription.

In the lower part of the card, the characters adjoin
ing the two uppermost brackets are lower ddwn than 
before, the end each bracket being opposite the 
centre of the character ; the characters with the lower, 
left-hand bracket are higher up, opposite the centre of 
the lower arm of the bracket.

The frame is formed of four continuous bits of rule, 
all more or less crooked ; it measures 114 mm. at top, 
113 mm. at bottom, 81 mm. at left, 83̂  mm. at right.

Stamp 9 mm. from top, 3̂  mm. from right side line.
3i pies, red and black on buff.

9. Stamp Type III. Horse Type 3. Formula Variety v.

I have described these cards somewhat fully, be
cause it is more than probable that other varieties 
exist besides those which I happen to possess. The 
nine principal ones should, I think, be recognized by 
all collectors of Post Cards, and the minor varieties 
are all distinguishable without much difficulty.

Note.— In describing, on page 165, the last sheet of 
the 2 annas that had then reached me, I find that 1 was 
mistaken in supposing that the damaged clic/id, with a 
dent in the left side, had been removed from the plate; 
further examination shows that it had only been trans
ferred from the right upper corner to the right-hand 
end of the sixth row.

I have since seen some more Nepal stamps, which 
reached England in March, direct from the State, and 
no doubt represent comparatively recent printings. 
The i anna is from the same plate as that last de
scribed, the recut type in all its varieties, and with all 
the inverted stamps, but it is in a beautiful bright blue 
tint, closely resembling the 1 a., ultramarine, of the 
first issue, the printing on white paper, with an orna
mental frame to the sheet. The 2 annas is in a redder 
shade than the last, again more like the early printings, 
but duller than the 2 a. on white. I have only seen 
part of a sheet, but 1 find that the left-hand stamp of 
the bottom row is no longer inverted, and the cliche‘  
with a dent in it is now at the right of that row— 
perhaps another row has been taken off the plate, 
leaving only the upper six rows of the last setting. 
The 4 a. is in dark green. All are on the thin native 
paper, and imperforate.

1906 (?) Thin native paper. Imperf.
1 a., ultramarine (recut type).
2 a., reddish purple.
4 a., dark green.

Varieties, tlte-biche.
1 a., ultramarine.
2 a. ?
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axvd
By CHARLES J. PHILLIPS.

*  *  *

The New Is going ahead by leaps and bounds, 
Issue and new box-holders are being booked
Department ^y hundreds. I trust that the box- 

holders will not be too hard on us at 
first. It takes some considerable time to organize a 
branch that increases tenfold in less than a month. 
For instance, suppose on May 15th we had standing 
orders, for too of every 10s. stamp, and then on 
June 15th we found that our demand called for 400 
of such stamps. It takes ,us some months to get 
proper supplies from many of the distant colonies. 
W e could not anticipate such large demands as we 
have already to hand— and even now we have no idea 
what this branch may grow to in a year’s time.

I can, however, assure our box-holders that all will 
receive everything we are able to import at face value 
in due time.

Suppose we receive only 100 of a certain new stamp 
— that too goes in the first too boxes, and then we 
take a note of those who have not received the stamps 
ordered and we send for a new supply, and on their 
arrival put them in the last boxes. No stamp goes into 
our office stock until all our box-holders have been 
supplied.

*  **

Dominican In the next number of the Monthly 
Republic. Journal 1 hope to commence an article 

upon the postage stamps of the D o
minican Republic, chiefly based upon a specialized 
collection I have been forming during the past four 
years. If any of my readers should have any varieties 
not included in the new edition (1906-7) of our Cata
logue, Part 11, I should be very glad to have such for 
examination for a couple of days.

Is ready, with a vast number of im
provements. Many countries have 
been rewritten, and by the purchase 
of the “ Mann” Collection we have 
been enabled to correctly price almost 
all European stamps, even up to the

Many hundreds of stamps have been priced that in 
former editions had to be left vacant owing to the 
stamps not being in stock.

Catalogue, Part I., will be published last this season, 
and there will not be many alterations in it. Colonial 
stamps during the last three years have been boomed 
up— in many cases quite high enough— and judging 
by the general demand of the world, we may look for 
much higher prices in the near future in many foreign 
countries than we are likely to see in colonials.

Africa. T he  new and superb publication of
Part IIL the Philatelic Society, London, should 

not be overlooked by those who want 
the standard publications. The edition is very limited 
and cannot last long. It is the most expensive book 
that any society has yet Issued, and contains some 
hundreds of illustrations in addition to thirty full-sized 
sheets of photogravure plates. ~ This book contains 
no less than 410 pages crammed full of the most inter
esting philatelic matter. The price is £2. is., post
free.

The previous parts of Africa should be obtained at 
once by those who have not got them. Part 1 is out 
of print and already getting rare. We have two 
copies on sale at £2 each net. Part II may still be 
had at 16s. 8d., post-free. The set of three volumes 
price £\. 10s.

*  *  *

The London It  may interest many of my readers 
Philatelic to h;lve the opinion of a good sound 
Exhibition French philatelist on our Exhibition, 

* so I annex a translation of a portion 
of an article contributed to I.e Postilion on June 17th 
by Monsieur A. Coyette, the able President of the 
French Philatelic Society :—

The cup of the Exhibition was awarded to the 
Earl of Crawford for an extraordinary display of the 
stamps of Great Britain. For people who like facts, 
it may be recorded that this collection, of British 
stamps exclusively and without any colonial stamps, 
represented a value of £  161,0:0. In it was to be seen 
all that can be seen in the way of English stamps, 
unused or used, everything and more besides ; there 
were whole sheets that had been remade, proofs pre
pared for the first stamps, blocks, rare plates in many 
specimens, the only used copy of the 10 pence, Plate 1, 
catalogue number 99, army stamps, telegraph stamps, 
official stamps, railway stamps, college stamps, locals, 
fiscals used for franking letters, etc.

Owning such a collection is nothing ; that which 
doubled the value and interest of it was the order, 
the classification, and the notes and remarks written 
in by the exhibitor himself at the $ide of every stamp. 
A great and marvellous work ; a history of the 
English stamps, with specimens to support it. And 
herein one discovers the abyss which separates the 
English collector from the French collector. In 
Class III, M. B. de L’Argenti£re, one of the leading 
French collector's, exhibited a collection of French 
stamps. This collection, which, by the way, received 
a silver medal, is very fine and has cost fancy sums 
of money ; but it cannot be compared for one moment 
with the collection formed by Lord Crawford. The 
French collector simply sticks in his stamps one after 
the other, and without any note or remark whatever. 
In France one is hypnotized by the empty spaces, 
and the summit of our joy is reached when we can 
fill up the sp ace; then, happy and satisfied, we fly 
our nag from the top of the monument to show that

Catalogue. 
Part IL, 
Foreign 
Countries, 
for 1906-7 
rarest.
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we have completed it. In the case of the English 
collectors it is not so, and nothing is done without 
displaying the initial causes, without defining the why 
and the wherefore, nor is a single point left obscure 
or a question unanswered. The French collector is 
a child and the English collector is a savant. The 
French collector with the same stamps as those 

ossessed by an English collector will always be 
eaten by him, and the Englishman, simply as the 

result of his study and of his knowledge, will read 
clearly things of which the Frenchman will not even 
have a suspicion.

I do not see in France any collection capable of 
rivalling the English collections in this respect; per
haps there is only the “ Durrieu” Collection, which 
is arranged scientifically by its owner, who uses a 
methodical and wise mind. Even the collection of 
. . . with its documents, which are incomparable and 
above all else in their way, is very certainly the proto
type of a F'rench collection.

Please notice that here it is not a question of 
minutiae, of useless varieties and fiddle-faddles, which 
only too often delight the French collectors ; it is a 
question of serious stamps which are beyond question. 
W e have here as many collectors as there are in 
England ; they lay out on an average similar amounts; 
the Mahds, the Bernichons, so far as being experts, 
know as much if not more than no matter what 
English expert, and yet we are in a state of un
deniable inferiority. As a matter of fact there does 
not exist in France one serious philatelic journal. 
Id Echo de la Timbrologie, the most widely read, is 
read only for its advertisements, and if it ceased to 
publish them to-morrow it would not have a hundred 
readers. Here also, where I try now and’ then to 
slip in a sound article, it is that article which will be 
rejected ; my subscribers will prefer quibbles or some 
clap-trap, duly decked out and much easier to write, 
and they will declare that I.e Postilion is as wearisome 
as any other journal if one tries to teach them any
thing. Moreover, could an Englishman have been 
got to swallow the chemical change of the recent 
Sower if it had taken place with a stamp of Edward 
V II?

I believe that all this arises from the early philatelic 
education. Those who trained the French collectors 
formerly, such as Maury, ought to be conscience- 
stricken ; they have made children of us all, and we 
have remained children ; they have taught us nothing, 
nor do they teach us anything now. Stanley Gibbons 
have not gone to work in that way, and it is an 
education of quite another strength which Mr. Fred 
Melville and the Junior Philatelic Society are giving 
to the boy members.

When one speaks to a Frenchman about forming 
such a collection, he is frightened beforehand ; thus 
we are beaten and we shall be beaten for a long time 
to come.

Stam p  Faker For some time past philatelists have 
Sentenced. becn llit heavily by the many forged 

stamps, especially those of higher 
values, which they have bought. One of the most 
dangerous traders in these forgeries has just been laid 
by the heels. Herr Heinrich August Streichert, a 
refiner, was sentenced on June 15th, at Bamberg, to 
five months’ imprisonment for his misplaced activity. 
The stamps which he managed to sell were either 
forgeries or genuine stamps bearing forged oblitera

tions, or they were used fiscal stamps, from which the 
pen-stroke obliterations had been rem oved; such 
stamps were then ironed and re-gummed, and became 
thereby fresh, unused copies. In this way there 
cropped up suddenly in Germany last year; the very 
rare five francs of Belgium, 1869-1881, with the portrait 
of Leopold II, and worth according to the catalogue 
£\. 15s. This stamp appeared in such abundance that 
even the stamp journals thought it necessary to warn 
collectors against buying it. I n another case Streichert 
took the £\, Queensland, dark green, 1882-1889, and 
worth four shillings with pen-obliteration, removed the 
obliteration and produced an original, unused stamp 
which is sold at £2. Herr Max Thier laid before 
the Court a series of forgeries w'hich had been 
made very skilfully by the aid of lithography and 
photo-chemistry. These forgeries have been circu
lated by a firm at Geneva as such, and swindlers have 
turned them to base uses. The Bamberg Court ex
pressed its regret that it is possible for such frauds 
to be carried on. Streichert began to collect stamps 
in Persia, where he was employed as a sugar-refiner. 
With two cigar-boxes filled with stamps he left Persia 
and made his way to Spain, where he became a night- 
watchman. Leaving Spain, he returned homewards 
to Hamburg via Berlin, and then, having fallen on 
evil days, he began to forge stamps in his lodgings.

* .  *

New Stock T he  following stock books have been 
Books. rearranged since the last list published

in the M. J .
To meet the requirements of our clients, we have 

decided to include blocks o f four  in all our stock 
books in future, as far as we have them in stock, and 
in the series of stock books now being rearranged by 
three well-known philatelists, such blocks will be 
found in considerable quantities.

Any of these— or of our other stock books (now 
over 300 in number)— can be sent on approval for five 
days to collectors known to us, or after the usual 
references.

To clients who purchase from one volume for £$ or 
upwards at one time a discount of 10 per cent is 
allowed.

Special terms and allowances are made to those 
who are desirous of making important purchases, or 
whose purchases aggregate a considerable sum during
the year.

V A L U E .

Tuscany, San Marino, etc. . . . .  ,£752
Italy . . . . . .  207
Modena to Roman States . . . .  592
Cura5ao and Surinam . . . .  330
Dominican Republic . . . .  341
Corea and Crete . . . . .  86
Danish West Indies and Iceland . . . 346
Liberia . . . . .  399
Egypt . . . . . .  100
Western Australia . . . .  1074
Victoria (3 vols.) . . . . .  2215
German Colonies (3 vols.) . . . .  412
South Australia (3 vols.) . . . .  2405
French Consular Offices (2 vols.) . . . 324
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Cl \ t e  V J 0 5 - 6  ^ r o 9\s\otia\^ o j
By JOHN H. LUFF.

*  *

tN the autumn of 1904 the Government o f 
Salvador decided to issue a new series of 
stamps, to replace the 1903 issue which had 
been designed and printed by Messrs. Water- 
low & Sons, London. The new stamps were 

to be of larger size than those of the 1903 issue, to be 
printed in two colours, and to bear the portrait of the 
President of the Republic, Don Pedro Jose Escalon, 
familiarly known as Don Pepe. Furthermore, it was 
decided that the plates should be made in England, 
but that the stamps should be printed in Salvador by 
a local contractor. Messrs. Waterlow & Sons re
ceived the order for the plates, and the contract for 
the printing was awarded to Sr. Carlos Parraga.

It was expected that the plates, presses, and other 
machinery would reach Salvador in a few months, 
and believing the stock of stamps then on hand 
would be ample for all needs of the Post Office 
Department until the proposed issue should be ready, 
no further supply of the 1903 series was ordered. 
Unfortunately the new plates did not reach Salvador 
until some time after they were expected, and there 
was much subsequent delay in installing the presses 
and machinery. In the meantime the stock of the 
lower values of the 1903 issue had become exhausted, 
though a considerable quantity of some of the higher 
values remained on hand. To meet the deficiency of 
the denominations most in use recourse was had to 
surcharging. Apparently only limited numbers of the 
provisionals were made at a time, and the first sur
charges were soon followed by others. The first of 
the provisionals was chronicled in May, 1905, and 
was the 5 c., blue, with black shield, of the 1900 series 
(S. G. No. 369), surcharged “ 1905.” The record of 
this was followed almost immediately by chronicles 
of surcharges on stamps of the 1903 issue, and sub
sequently by other surcharges on those of 1900.

O f course these various surcharges at once roused 
the suspicion of an attempt to create varieties for 
philatelists, especially when they came from a part of 
the world where such things have too often happened. 
But I am assured by those in a position to know that 
the charge is groundless. This is confirmed by the 
fact that dealers and collectors have not been able to 
obtain supplies of the provisionals, and even the 
requests of men of large interests and influence in 
the country have been politely declined. It really 
seems that this was an honest and necessary issue, 
and that the many varieties were due to an effort to 
save the stock on hand as much as possible, in the 
expectation of the new issue appearing at any moment. 
Probably, also, people who are not philatelists do not 
have a keen appreciation of minor differences, and 
one “  1905 ” looks much like another to them. Inci
dentally it should be stated that the stamps of 1900

*  *

were demonetized when the 1903 issue came into use, 
hence the necessity for the “ 1905 ” surcharge.

We have no information as to the exact order in 
which the surcharged stamps appeared. I have ar
ranged them in groups for convenience of description, 
but it is probable that values from the different groups 
were current at the same time. The successive sur
charges on the 1903 issue present evidence of attempts 
to improve the overprints and make them more legible.

I. Stamps of the 1903 issue, Types I and 5, 
surcharged variously.

A. Printed surcharges:—

UN CENTAVO 5 CENTAVOS
2 3

Surcharged, in blacky with Type 2.
1 c. on 2 c., carmine.

Surcharged, in red, with Type 3.
5 c. on 12 c., slate.

3 3

4
Surcharged, in black, as Type 4.

1 c. on 13 c., red-brown.
3 c. on 13 c. ,,

Variety. Double surcharge.
1 c. on 13c., red-brown.

Variety. Numeral and disc at right omitted. 
1 c. on 13 c., red-brown.

5

Official stamps, Type 5, surcharged, in black, as Type 4.

2 c. on 5 c., deep blue.
3 c. on s c. „
3 c. on 10 c., dull lilac.
3 c. on 13 c., red-brown.
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Variety. Double surcharge.
3 c., on 5 c., deep blue.

I have only seen the 3 c. on 5 c. with double surcharge, 
but infer that it also exists with single surcharge.

B. Handstamped surcharges:—

5 5
6

Surcharged, in red, with Type 6, large figures “ 5 ” in the 
lower corners.

5 c. on 12 c., slate.

Similar surcharge, in red, in all four corners.
5 c. on 12 c., slate.

Variety. Left upper “  5 ” omitted.
5 c. on 12 c., slate.

Variety. Both the upperfigures “  5 ” omitted.
5 c. on 12 c., slate.

Variety. Double surcharge.
1 c. on 2 c., carmine.
6 c. on 12 c., slate.

Variety. Triple surcharge.
1 c. on 2 c., carmine.
(3) Surcharged in red.

6 c. on 12 c., slate.
The colour of the blue surcharge varies from pale blue to 

indigo. The strip of four shows two overprints similar to 
Type 8, but not identically the same, the third is between 
Type 8 and Type 9, and the fourth resembles Type 9.

This variety can only be distinguished from the stamp 
normally surcharged with Type 6 when it is attached to a 
copy surcharged with four figures.

5 5 
5 5

7

Surcharged, in blue, with Type 7, a large figure “ 5” at 
each side of the monument and in each lower corner.

5 c. on 12 c., slate.

Variety. Upper figures “  5 ” omitted.
5 c. om  2 c., slate.

Variety. Left upper “  5 ” double.
5 c. on 12 c , slate.

Variety. Left lower “ 5 ” double.
5 c. on 12 c., slate.

Variety. Left lower “  5” inverted.
5 c. on 12 c., slate.

Variety. Right lower ** 5 ” triple.
5 c. on 12 c., slate.

Surcharged with a rubber handstamp in horizontal strips of 
four, varying in the size of the figures and words, as 
Types 8 and 9.

l l  X I

1 CENTAVO 1  1CENTM 01
-  8 9

(a) Surcharged in blue.
1 c. on 2 c., carmine.
1 c. on 10 c., dull lilac.
1 c. on 12 c., slate.
1 c. on 13 c., red-brown.*
6 c. on 12 c., slate.
6 c. on 13 c., red-brown.

Variety. Inverted surcharge.
. 1 c. on 2 c., carmine.

* The ic . on 13 c. was not in Mr. Luff’s list, but has 
been seen here.— Ed. M. J.

II. Stamps of the 1900 issue surcharged.
Stamps of Type 10, but dated “ 1900.”  The stamps are 

found in a great variety of shades. The surcharges “ 1905 ” 
and “ 1906 ” appear to have 1>een applied by hand, by means 
of a numbering machine. Owing to the fact that the serifs 
of the figures are often indistinct, I have thought it best to 
give the horizontal measurement across the middle of the 
surcharge from the left of the vertical stroke of the “ 1 ” to 
the right of the “ 5 .”

A. With Shield, Type II, in purple, 
Surcharged, infurple, with Type 12; 5X 14$ mm. 

3 c , black.

*3
B. With Shield, Type 13, in black. 

Surcharged, in purple, with Type 12, as above.
3 c., black.
5 c., blue.

Variety. “  1905” inverted at top of stamp.
3 c., black.
5 c., blue.

Variety. “  1905 ” inverted at bottom of stamp.
3 c., black.

1905 1905
*4 *5

Surcharged, in blue, with Type 14 ; 5 x 14̂  mm. 
2 c., rose.

Variety. Without Shield.
2 c., rose.

Surcharged, in blue, with Type 15 ; 5! x 13$ mm.
3 c., black.
5 c., blue.

Variety. Without Shield.
3 c., black. '

Variety. Imperforate and without Shiela.
3 c., black.

1905
13
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1905
x6

Surcharged, in blue, with Type 16; 4J x 13̂  mm.
11 3 c., black.

5 c., blue.
Variety. “  1905 ” inverted at bottom of stamp.

5 c., blue.
Variety. Imperforate.

5 c., blue.
Surcharged with Type 16, vertically, at right, reading 

downwards.
2 c., rose.

±905t
17

Surcharged, in blue, with Type 17 ; 4̂  x 16 mm. 
j  c., green. *

;^ 2  c., rose.
• 5 c . ,  blue.

10 c., blue.
Variety. “  1905 ” inverted at top of stamp.

5 c., blue.
Variety. 1905” inverted at bottom of stamp.

10 c., blue.
Variety. Pair, one with “  1905” omitted.

2 c., rose.
Variety. Shield inverted.

10 c., blue.
Surcharged in black.

2 c., rose.
5 c., blue.

Surcharged, in blue, vertically, at left, reading upwards.
2 c., rose.

01905
18 u

Surcharged, in blue, with Type 18 ; 4J x 19 mm.
1 c., green.
2 c., rose.

10 c., blue.
Surcharged as above, vertically, at right, reading downwards. 

• 2 c., rose.

1906

2 2
* 9

Surcharged with Type 19; “ 1906” (4$x 16 mm.) in blue, 
and file blotches and figures “  2” in black.

2 c. on 26 c., yellow-brown.

x Variety. * * 1906 ” om itted.
2 c. on 26 c., yellow-brown.

Variety. “  2 ” and disc at right omitted.
2 c. on 26 c., yellow-brown.

Similar surcharge, but all in black.
3 c. on 26 c., yellow-brown,
Variety. “  1906 ” double.

3 c. on 26 c., yellow-brown.
It is possible that all the above stamps of the 1900 issue 

exist with inverted Shield, since it is stated that the plate 
from which the Shield surcharge was printed contained one 
inverted Shield.

O f f i c i a l  S t a m p s .

Surcharged “  1906” {4̂  x 16 mm.).

201
Stamps of 1900, without the Shield, surcharged with 

Type 201, in black, and with Type 17, in blue.
2 c., rose.
3 c.» black.

The permanent issue is now appearing, and we may 
hope for a cessation of surcharging. It would seem 
that Messrs. Waterlow & Sons sent out some im
pressions with the plates, for we find some of the 1 c. 
stamps on the very thin paper which that firm use so 
much, and printed in a quite different shade of green 
from the stamps which we believe to be the local 
printing. The following have been seen at present:—

Perforated 11.
Thin paper.

1 c., black anti yellow-green.
Thick paper.

1 c., black and dark green.
2 c. ,, red.
ic .  ,, yellow.
5 c. ,, blue.

10 c. ,, purple.
12 c. „  „
13 c. ,, sepia.
15 c. ,, brown.

Thin cardboard.
2 c., black and red.
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REMINISCENCES OF A  VETERAN.
By PIERRE M AH E.

(Continued from page 164.)

(Alt rights of reproductions strictly reserved.)

!

*  *

An English Discovery Made by a Parisian.
The Watermark of the Sixpence of 1856.

JT is a case without precedent, and one which 
will probably never be repeated, the watermark 
of a stamp being discovered by a person_of a 
foreign nationality, and of a stamp belonging 

to a country in which collectors and dealers, I mean 
serious and learned collectors and dealers, exist per
haps in greater numbers than anywhere else. Such, 
however, was the actual fact.

During a period of twelve years, hundreds of 
thousands of people must have used this stamp, 
licked it to affix it to letters, and not without neces
sarily seeing the back. Collectors had stuck it into 
their albums, dealers had handled it in enormous 
quantities, in sheets, in strips, in pairs, without any
body at all suspecting that this Six Pence of 1856 
had a watermark. See how chance, which leads us to 
all kinds of things, and sometimes to great dis
coveries, gave me the opportunity of making this one, 
for I was the “ Parisian ” referred to.

I made it a rule, and it was a common rule with the 
late M. Ch. Roussin, never to put a stamp on sale 
without having removed every bit of paper from it, so 
that one could see that it was sound, and at the same 
time, ascertain the nature of its paper, wove or laid, 
thin or thick, and indeed, what watermark it possessed. 
Many people think that a stamp left on a bit of paper, 
retains a certain character which shows its genuine
ness. For my part, I am of an entirely different 
opinion, and I say that these bits of paper are only 
bits of slovenliness, which ought to be removed. As 
to their being a proof of genuineness, that is the 
height of deception, and we know it to our cost. All 
the so-called provisional stamps, issued or not, such 
as the Mohdli of these latter days, never appeared 
otherwise than stuck upon pieces of paper with an 
obliteration, more or less genuine ; or at least come 
in whole sets, like certain Zanzibar, upon envelopes 
and obliterated par complaisance, or complicity. To 
return to my subject. When my stamps are attacked 
by an affection of the spinal column, that is to say, by 
a parasitical adhesion, I apply to them a superficial 
hydrotherapeutical treatment— not, of course, with 
immersion— and thus they regain their primitive state.

It was in the course of one of these operations 
that I had the luck to discover the watermark in 
question. Having left some stamps floating on the 
water longer than usual, they were wetter than was

*  *

necessary. 1 had already cleaned the greater part of 
them when, on coming to a Six Pence o f 1856, and 
having relieved it of its backing, I saw that'it had on 
the back some black places, which at first I took for 
spots ; to make sure, I looked at it against the light, 
and I then perceived the two magic letters “ V. R.,” 
standing out clearly on the opaque background of the 
paper. I will not conceal the fact that 1 was very 
proud of my find, and all the more so as this mark 
had escaped the keen eye of Dr. Legrand.

The whole of Great Britain was convulsed with 
astonishment on learning from the little article in the 
Timbrophile of March, 1868, that one of its stamps 
had a watermark unknown until that time.

I am, as everybody knows, modest enough to make 
the lowliest violet in our woods jealous ; but in spite 
of that, it seems to me that the memory of a dis
covery of such importance, indeed deserves to be 
perpetuated by a monument, no matter how small, 
which might be erected for example in Hyde Park or 
Westminster Abbey. In case of need, I would be 
satisfied with a, simple tablet, on which would be 
engraved, so that the remembrance might not be lost:

“ To Pierre Mahd, of Paris,
Who Discovered, in 1868,
The Watermark ‘ V .R.’
In the Six Pence, violet,
Issue of 1856,

Front the Grateful Philatelists of Great Britain.”

However, if it is found that 1 ask too much, the 
tablet could be replaced by a pewter medal, which 
would have its proper place in the collection of every 
true numismatico-philatclist 1

Luck comes when least Expected.
Monsieur Oscar Berger-Levrault, of Strasburg, a 

kindly man and eminent philatelist, whose death 
must always be regretted, placed himself at my service 
on several occasions for getting me the stamps of 
countries with which his important publishing firm 
had correspondence— in other words, with the whole 
world. I never abused that kindness ; but on one 
occasion when he was with me 1 asked him if he 
could get me some stamps of the Russian Levant 
Company, the issues of 1866-7, then in use. As he 
replied that nothing would be easier, I told him then 
and there the quantities that I desired. • A little time 
passed. I had given the matter no further thought, 
when about a month later I received from his Paris
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house a parcel containing the things I had asked for, 
and also a quantity, I cannot say how many now, of 
little sheets of the big 6 kopecks stamp of 1863 ; the 
first printing in pale Prussian blue on grained paper ; 
the printings that followed were in an indigo-blue 
shade of aniline ink on enamelled paper. These were 
what had been left of the old stock in the post offices, 
and the intelligent correspondent— the race of such 
people is extinct— thought, and he was quite right, 
that it would be agreeable to M. Oscar Berger- 
Levrault’s employer if he sent them to him.

These 6 kopecks stamps, which were sold then at 
6 francs apiece and more, having been reckoned to 
me at their face value of 24 francs the ioo, I resolved 
to make use of them as a kind of (advertisement, 
and I quoted them at two francs each ! How the 
people rushed after them ; dealers took them by the 
dozen, and even several dozen at a time, for fear of 
not getting any later. After I had got rid of a certain 
quantity, I stopped the sale of them and put the rest 
on one side, with a view to bringing them out again 
under other conditions, when the right moment came.

• •
*

A  Lost IUosion: The 1881 Issue of Hayti.
The Republic of Hayti, not wishing to remain any 

longer behind its sisters in the two Americas, decided 
to have an issue of stamps, which was arranged at a 
Council, at which the number of values necessary was 
fixed, namely, six— 1, 2, 3, 5, 7, and 20 centimes—  
together with the colours that each should bear. The 
Haytian Minister had come to Paris to make arrange
ments with a printer in our city. The design had 
been accepted, the price agreed upon, and a contract 
entered into by the printer to supply the whole edition 
by a fixed date.

But, sad to say, almost on the eve of the date fixed 
for delivering the stamps, the printer announced that 
it would be impossible for him to do so within the 
time appointed. There was a great ado on the part 
of the Minister and Chargd d’Affaires of Hayti in 
Paris. The date of issue had been published in the 
official journal; all the post offices had to be furnished 
with the stamps on a certain day, and at all cost the 
stamp must reach Port-au-Prince by the right time ; 
there was not a moment to be lost ; steps must be 
taken, and at once.

The Manager of the “ Credit Industricl et Com- 
merciel,” a bank which had the charge of Haytian
interests, M. H. D ----- , who was one of my best
customers, knew that I possessed a knowledge of 
printing matters which would enable me to carry out 
successfully an operation of this kind ; he sought me 
out, explained the critical situation to me, and said at 
last, “  M. Mahd, you alone can get us out of the mess 
in which we are now. I have assured the Minister 
that I knew a person upon whom we could depend, 
and I have undertaken to meet the case ; it is ab
solutely necessary that you should do us this service ; 
you cannot refuse us." There was scarcely a fort
night for putting the matter right, it was running 
things very fine. However, I accepted, for by hurry

ing up a bit it was more than enough for carrying the 
matter out properly.

I asked for a list of the values and colours, with the 
quantity of each stamp to be supplied, and I told
M. D----- that we were going to make a provisional issue
by lithography, for that would give time to prepare a 
permanent issue, produced by a better process. I 
told him also, that on the following evening I would 
submit a scheme, that I would have seen a printer, 
and have ascertained what would be the cost of the 
stamps per thousand, and 1 added that I would bind 
myself to supply at the appointed time the desired 
quantity of each value of the stamps.

I spent a good part of the night in making sketch 
after sketch, and finally I was satisfied with the last I 
had made, in the designing of which I was helped by 
a piece of Haytian money bearing the arms of the 
country. I had produced something similar to the 
designs of the issues of 1891, 1893, and 1898, but of a 
simpler nature, lighter and with better effect. At least, 
such was my opinion, which was shared by every one.

On the following evening, according to promise, I 
laid my plan before the assembled Council, who 
accepted it with enthusiasm ; I had saved the situa
tion. I told the Minister that I could supply the 
stamps at so much per thousand, all gummed and per
forated, and that I undertook to be in time for the de
parture of the boat. My price, moreover, was consi
derably lower than that asked by the first printer.

All was thus for the best, and peace returned to the 
minds of those gentlemen from Hayti. On the follow
ing morning— for it was a case of hurrying up, I was 
to receive the official order, and it would only remain 
to go straight ahead. But on the morrow all was 
changed. The night had brought wisdom to the 
Minister’s printer, who, having learned what was going 
on and thinking better of it, had sent an express mes
senger to say that, thanks to a new method, he was 
able to promise the execution of the order which he 
had accepted. And there 1 was, left stranded, after 
all the trouble I had taken, and obliged to inform my 
printer that he must not reckon upon this work, for 
which he had to make special arrangements. I was 
rather ashamed of this blunder.

M. D-----, in telling me of the unfortunate result, made
me, on his own behalf and on that of the Minister, 
every apology required by such high-handed treat
ment, but that did not hinder me from showing him 
plainly that I felt justified in being indignant. What 
I regretted under the circumstances was, not so much 
having missed this first bit of business, which, in itself, 
was only of very small importance. I had entertained 
the hope of being afterwards entrusted with issues 
which could not fail to be remunerative. But, man 
proposes, and— Ministers dispose.

We all know the work of art produced by the unre
liable printer to'-whom is due the issue of 1881— an 
old, bloated, white negress, with a grin on her coun
tenance, and wearing, in the place of the Phrygian 
cap, a Madras handkerchief, like those which the aged 
Naiads of the bathing-machine wrap round their 
heads.

*  . *
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S)ome C\ i >x\\tx\ov)x\ ^eipr\xv\^ oj ^ Id o n a .
By C A P T A IN  O H RT.

tN getting together materials for the study of 
reimpressions, I have been struck by the fact 
that neither in Reprints, by E. D. Bacon, nor 
in any other book that I have met with, is 
there any mention [with the exception immedi

ately to be noted] of reprints of the “ Stamp Duty” 
stamps of Victoria, issue of 1884. In the Kohl 
Catalogue only the lowest value of these stamps is 
mentioned, the id. in green and in brown,* which 
appeared with the surcharge “  Reprint” in 1891.

I have recently received specimens of the eighteen 
stamps listed below, which, for various reasons, I am 
inclined to regard as reprints, and if any of the 
readers of this journal can furnish any definite infor
mation on the subject, I shall be grateful if they will 
send it either to the Editor or to myself (Hauptmann 
1’ . Ohrt, Rethelstr. 6, Diisseldorf, Germany).

5 shillings, carmine.
6 ,, bright green.

10 ,, bluish ,,
15 ,, brown.

1 pound, orange.
25 shillings, pink.
30 ,, olive-grey.
2 pounds, blue.

45 shillings, violet.
5 pounds, lake and pale blue.
6 „ pale blue and yellow.
7 black and rose.
8 „ orange and mauve.
9 green and rose.

10 „ violet.
25 .. blue green.
SO „ Yiolet.

100 ,, carmine.
All these stamps were obliterated with the same, 

apparently genuine, handstamp, in the form of a 
I’ost Office date-stamp inscribed “  M E L B O U R N E — FE 

2— 01,” in a single-line circle. Originals of these 
stamps I have found with various obliterations, in
cluding one similar to that described above, but 
which always contained, in addition, a letter under 
the word “  M E L B O U R N E .”

Besides this uniformity in the obliteration of these 
eighteen specimens, there are dissimilarities in the' 
tints of the impression which further give rise to 
suspicion. For instance, the colours of some of 
these stamps, which I suppose to be reprints, differ 
from those of the undoubted originals as follows :— 

Reprint.
£  100, bright brick-red.

£50, pale violet.

£25, blue-green.
£  10, pale violet, with a red

dish tinge.
£5,+ bright violet.

£2, rather too light.
30/- rather too dark.
£1, rather too light.
* Both of these are listed in Mr. Bacon’s book, whilst 

those referred to in this article seem to have made their 
appearance after that book was published.— Er>. M. J. 

t This should probably be 45'-.

The printing also, in several of the specimens, 
shows distinct differences as compared with that of 
the originals. Thus the £50, the original of which is 
in beautifully clear copper-plate, shows a somewhat 
blurred impression in the supposed reprint In the 
same way certain parts of the design of this stamp, 
especially the lines of the shading and the animals 
in the Coat of Arms, stand out more sharply and 
seem to be almost black-violet, in the originals, whilst 
in the reprint |bey are blurred and in pale violet. In 
the £1 of this doubtful set I found, at the left of the 
letter “  v  ” of “ v i c t o r i a ,”  a small blotch o f colour ; 
but I consider it an open question whether thi^ occurs 
only in certain copies, or in all these impressions of 
this value.

The high values* of the set in question are repro
duced by lithography; the originals are only known 
to me in fine copper-plate. It is hardly likely that 
these very high values would have been printed in 
this manner for postal use, and in any case they were 
very rarely used for such purpose. At the same time 
there seems to be no possible doubt that these two 
different methods (lithography and copper-plate) have 
been employed for the production of these values. 
And this makes it the more probable that, as I would 
suggest, these Victoria “ Stamp Duty ” labels were 
printed off for the purpose of completing the sets 
that were supplied to collectors by the Government 
about 1901, and that for this purpose a lithographic 
reprint was produced by means of transfers from the 
copper plate— lithography being a cheaper process 
than copper-plate printing.

Finally, I should mention that I have always found 
the watermark horizontal [sideways ?] in the original 
.£25 and £50 stamps, whilst it is upright in the re
prints ; this does not hold good, however, as a dis
tinguishing point for all the values, since in the £5 
and £100, for instance, I have only seen the water
mark upright, in both originals and reprints.

As the Government of Victoria is known to have 
given out some of the earlier reprints without the 
word “ Reprint” surcharged upon them, it seems to 
me not improbable that these copies are also reprints 
without any distinguishing mark.

[Note. —  This paper has been submitted to Mr. 
Hausburg, who has very kindly given us his opinion 
upon what is, as far as we are aware, a novel point 
in the history of the stamps of Victoria. He thinks 
that there can be no doubt that most of the stamps 
listed by Captain Ohrt were reprinted for the speci
men,” or lightly cancelled sets that were on sale at 
the post office in Melbourne a few years ago, at 
£5 per set. These sets were no doubt made up, as 
far as possible, from stamps in stock at the time, and 
gaps were filled up by means of reprints, which, with 
the exception of those of the £25, £50, and £100, 
were printed from the old plates. Mr. Hausburg tells

* We gather that these are the £25, £50, and £100 
only.— E d . M. J.

Original.
Much darker,almost carmine.
Much darker, dark red-violet 

[mauve?].
Yellow-green.
Pale violet, with a bluish 

tinge.
There are also originals in 

bright violet I found one 
obliterated 13.3. 1894.
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us that these three values were originally printed 
from single dies, as specimens may be met with 
showing margins all round ; the reprints, of which, 
no doubt, considerable numbers were ordered, would 
naturally have been printed from plates, or more 
probably stones, formed by reproductions or transfers 
from these dies. The originals, he says, are sharply 
printed, and one can feel the lines of the engraving, 
while the impressions now in question are quite 
smooth. He adds that he does not think the posi
tion of the watermark is any. sure test, as he possesses 
copies of various of the old stamps showing both 
positions of the watermark.]

■ ------------------------------------

^\u\a\e\\c 3)oc\e\\es and J0\u\>8.

Johannesburg Philatelic Society.
A N N U A L  R E P O R T, 1905-d.

L a d i e s  a n d  G e n t l e m e n , — In presenting to you the 
Seventh Annual Report of the Johannesburg Philatelic 
Society, I do so with the greatest of pleasure, as my year of 
office has been marked by a general advance and effectual 
carrying out of the various aims of the Society.

M e e t i n g s .— During the period under review— April 30th, 
1905, to April 30th, 1906—twenty-three meetings were held, 
the total attendance being 203 members and eighty-eight 
visitors.

M e m b e r s . —Our roll of membership consists of thirty-four 
members, amongst whom I am pleased to state we have two 
lady members, who by their regular attendance manifest a 
keen interest in Philately, which through their kind assist
ance I should like to see extended to others of their sex. 
During the year thirteen members joined, and I hope shortly 
that this Society will have the honour of counting amongst 
its active members Sir Henry McCallum, who has asked for 
particulars of this Society with the intention of joining.

C o m m i t t e e .—The personnel of the management and 
Committee, who now relinquish their offices, consists of the 
following gentlemen:—

President, Mr. C. R. Schuler; Vice-President, Mr. M. P. 
Vallentine; Committee, Messrs. E. Harford, L, Rhoeder, 
J. C. Hand, and A. Law; Treasurer, Librarian, and Ex
change Superintendent, Mr. W. P. Cohen ; Secretary, Mr. J. 
Glasser; Counterfeit Expert, Mr. E. O. Meyer, who, how
ever, resigned his position during the year, much to our 
regret.

E x h i b i t i o n s  — Amongst the various exhibitions held 
during the year, and fully recorded in the minutes, I may 
mention the very fine and valuable exhibit by Mr. G. C. 
Herbert, one of the keenest philatelists of Johannesburg, of 
his nearly complete collection of African stamps; the exhibit 
by Mr. A. J. Cohen of his unique collections of local and 
telegraph stamps of the world, envelopes and wrappers, 
proofs and essays; Mr. M. Neuburger’s very fine collection 
of post cards ; and an exhibit of stamps not usually taken into 
much account by collectors, namely, Scandinavian countries, 
was shown by Mr. T. Henderson. All these exhibits, with
out exception, proved to be of great interest and most 
instructive.

In August and September of last year an exhibition was 
held at the Technical Institute in honour of the then visiting 
members of the British- Association, to which this Society 
was invited to contribute ; and I am pleased to report that 
the following members availed themselves of it: Messrs. A . J. 
Cohen, T. Henderson, W. P. Cohen, L. Schuler, M. P. 
Vallentine, and myself, with the result that a very fine dis
play of South African stamps was on view—a credit to this 
Society. .

P a p e r s  o n  P H I I .A T B L Y .- T h e  p a p e rs  read  o n  P h ila te ly  
c o m p ris e d  the fo l lo w in g :  “ F o r ty  R a re st S ta m p  E rro rs ,
C. R. S c h u le r ; “  N e w  Issu es Q u e s t io n ,”  W. C . T o w n s e n d  ; 
“  F o rtu n e s  in  S ta m p s ,”  J. C. H a n d  ; “  F h ila te ly  in  its  E a r ly  
D a y s ,”  A .  J . C o h e n . T h e s e  p ap ers  p ro v e d  h ig h ly  in te re st
in g  a n d  a  sou rce  o f  m uch h e a lth y  a n d  V igorous d iscussio n , 
a n d  I ca n n o t b u t recom m en d  th e ir  c o n tin u a n ce  at e v e ry  
a v a ila b le  o p p o rtu n ity .

L i b r a r y . — The library is well stocked with useful works, 
the Society being a regular subscriber to the most interesting 
periodicals and having acquired many highly interesting 
books on Philately. Gifts have been received from the 
following members:— Messrs. C. E. Hawley,.T. Henderson, 
J. Gtasser, A. J. Cohen, F. Greville, W. P. Cohen, C. R. 
Schuler.

S o c i e t y 's  C o l l e c t i o n s . —The general collection now 
consists of 1790 stamps, mounted in Stanley Gibbons’ 
Imperial album in three volumes, as well as a collection of 
forgeries, reprints, e tc , mounted in Bright’s permanent 
albums, a record being kept in a diary of the name of the 
donor and the date at which each stamp was presented to 
the Society. The following gentlemen have contributed 
liberally to these collections during the past year : Messrs. 
A. J. Cohen, J. Glasser, C E. Hawley, T. Henderson,
F. Greville, A V. Hayne, and W. P. Cohen. The smallest 
contributions will be acceptable.

F i n a n c e . — The balance-sheet, which will be read to you 
by the Treasurer and is now tabled for your inspection, 
shows a credit balance at the Standard Bank at April 30th, 
1906, of £24. 2s, 9d., which at the same period of last year 
stood at £43. 13s. 9d. This difference is accounted for 
through our having had in the previous year the use of the 
Masonic Hotel rent free for our meetings. On its demoli
tion we fixed our meeting place at the Masonic Temple, 
where rent was incurred.

Further, your Committee, with your approval, purchased 
many valuable works on Philately and a stock of stamps, as 
more fully set forth in the balance-sheet.

C l o s i n g  R e m a r k s . — In closing this report, I must also 
personally thank the various officers of the Society for their 
very hearty co operation, as through it my task has been an 
easy and pleasant one. I trust that throughout the ensuing 
year and years this Society will continue to progress, and 
that every member will derive the instruction and benefit he 
seeks. Yours faithfully;

J o h a n n e s b u r g , M ay  u /, 1906. C. R. SCH U LER .

CDe International Philatelic Union.
T h e  annual general meeting and election of officers and 
committee for 1906-7 took place at Essex Hall, Strand, on 
Wednesday evening, May 30th. Present: W. Schwabacher 
(in the chair), W. Schwarte, W. S. King, P. P. Brown, 
J. C. Sidebotham, W. J. Bovill, A. B. Kay, Oswald Marsh, 
L. W. Fulcher, F. Leader, Dr. Marx, m . a .,  and the Hon. 
Secretary. The annual report and balance-sheet was read 
and adopted subject to audit, Messrs. J. C. Sidebotham and 
P. P. Brown being re-elected auditors. The reports of 
Dr. Marx, M .A ., Exchange Superintendent, and Mr. King, 
Librarian, having been received and approved, the following 
officers and committee were elected for the ensuing year: 
Hon. President, His Honour Judge Philbrick, k . c . ; Hon. 
Vice-Presidents, Messrs. Vernon Roberts, W. Doming 
Beckton, and H. L. Hayman j President, H. K. Oldfield ; 
Vice-Presidents, W. Schwabacher, L. W. Fulcher, and W. 
Schwarte ; Committee, P. P. Brown, W. J. Bovill, P. J. 
Dudgeon, W. Hadlow, J. E. Joselin, A. B. Kay, W. S. 
King, Major Laffan, R .E ., Dr. Marx, m . a . ,  O. Marsh, P. L. 
Pem!>erton, F. Reichenheim, J. C. Sidebotham, and T. II. 
Hinton (Hon. Secretary and Treasurer). The Committee 
arranged to meet at Essex Hall on Wednesday, June 13th, 
7.15 p.m., to arrange programme for next season, and a 
hearty vote of thanks to the Chairman terminated the pro
ceedings. The I.P.U. may be congratulated on the success 
of its members at the exhibition, having obtained four gold, 
five silver, and four bronze medals.

J 2 o v r e 8 * < m d e u \ ? .

N O TE. —  A ll correspondence relating to subecrlptfone, mieelng 
numbers, changes o f  address, etc., should be addreesed to 
Messrs. S T A N L E Y  G IBBO N S, L IM IT E D , and not to the 
Editor.

H. F. M.—We cannot find a description of the four types 
of Norway, 1863-6, and we do not know whether one has 
been published. Perhaps some of our other readers can 
help us.
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SPECIAL BARGAINS & NEW ISSUES.
A L L  U N U S E D  U N L E S S  O T H E R W I S E  S T A T E D .

id ., carmine
1906.

B A H A M A S .
K in g 's Head. M ultiple wmk. s. d.

B E R M U D A .
1906. Type 1 a. M ultiple wmk. 

id ., brown and carmine . . .

B O S N IA .
1900. Type 3. Reduced price.

1 k., carmine . . . . . . used o 6

B R I T I S H  H O N D U R A S .
1905. K in g 's Head. M ultiple wmk.

1 c., bluish green . . . . . . o

D E N M A R K .
1906. Type 16 ( Type 14 redrawn).

5 Ore, green . . . . . . . o

G U A T E M A L A .
1898. Error, surcharged on wrong value.

6 c. on a c., brown (N o. 132) . . . . used xo
No. 132 should really follow No. 124 in the Catalogue, as the —

surcharge is in black.

H A Y T I .
190s. Provisionals. Stamps 0 / 1898-1900 overprinted with 

Type 10 in black. Errors.
Overprint double.

4 c., red . 
15 c., olive-grey

Overprint inverted.
1 c., blue
4 c., red
5 c., sky-blue
7 c., grey
8 c., carmine 

15 c., olive-grey 
50 c., brown-lilac
t g., reddish purple

Overprint omitted (/« p a ir  w ith normal). 
1 c., blue . . . . * •
t-g., reddish purple . . . .

1906. Provisionals. Varieties 0/ Nos. 140 and  141. 
Surcharge sideways.

1 c. on 20 c ., orange .
2 c. on 50 c., brown-lake

Surcharge inverted.
x c. on 20 c ,  orange . . . . .
2 c. on 50 c., brown-lake . . . .

1906. Issue in gold currency. Stam ps 0/ 1898-1900 overprinted 
with Type 19 in red. —

1 c. 
t c.
2 C.,
a c., 
3 C., 
4 C.,
5 c-» 
SC.,
7 C.,
8 c., 

10 c., 
1 5  C ., 
20 C-, 
SO C.,

, yellow-green 
, b lu e '
, carmine 

orange 
green 
red
sky-blue 
brown 
grey 
carmine 
orange 
olive-grey 
black . 
brown-lake

1 c.
2 c.,
3 C-, 
SC.,
S c.,

xo c., 
*5 C.

blue
orange
green
sky-blue
brown
grey
carmine
orange
olive-grey

Overprint inverted.

H O N D U R A S .
1898. Type 19. L a id  paper.

2 c ., rose (N o. xia«) . .
a c. ,, used, reduced to . _
a c. „  imperf. vertically, used {pair) 
6 c., dull lilac (N o. 114) .

o 3 
o 3
o 4 
o ♦
o 5 o 6 
o 7 
o xo 
* 3 
3 o

a 6
7 6

M A U R I T I U S .  .
1906. Type 36. M ultiple wmk. j s. d.

2 c ., lilac and violet (C) . . , . . . o x

M O R O C C O  A G E N C I E S .
1906. K in g 's H ead. M ultiple wmk.

25 c., lilac and black on blue . . . . . 0 4

N E W  S O U T H  W A L E S .
1906. Types 41 and  24. Wmk. Croivn and A . Per/. 12 X u j .

6 8d., magenta . . ' . . 1 0
xod., violet . . . . I 2

N I C A R A G U A .
Cat. Various stamps. N ew  or reduced prices.

1 No. " S  - Unused. Used.
208. *x c., yellow-green . . 0 x
209. 2 c., carmine . . . 0 2 —
213. 10 c., orange . . . 9  6 —

2 a*4- xo c., yellow . . . 0 6 —
290. 2 c., red . . . —. 0 X
292. 4 c., vermilion . . . — 0 X
295. xo c., yellow-brown . . — 0 2
296. 15 c., olive . . . — O 3

0 297. 20 c., claret . . . — O 4
298. 50 c., yellow . . . — 0 6

P E R S I A .
Cat. Various stamps. New or reduced prices.
No. Unused. Used.
139- x ch., black . . . 0 2 —
x44- 14 ch., orange . . . 0 6 —
145- 1 kr., green . . . x 0 —

0 150. 5 ch., blue . . . 0 2 —
0 152. 10 ch., carmine . . . 0 3 _

168. 5 ch. on 8 ch., brown . . 0 3 _
169. x kr. on 5 kr., violet and silver . 0 6 _

0 170. 2 kr. on 5 kr. „  „  . 0 6 —
0 2X0. 8 ch., orange . . . . x 0 —
0 214. 1 kr., carmine-red . . 0 3 —
0 2X5. a kr., green . . . 0 4 —
0 2X6. 3 kr., brown-lilac . . x 0
0 217. 4 kr., orange-red . . . _ X 0
0 2x8. 5 kr., dull brown . . . __ 0 90 29X. xo kr., deep blue . . . 2 O

303. 5 kr. on 5 k r . ,  orange . . 2 O —
304. 5 kr. on s kr., yellow . . 0 6 —
362. x kr., mauve . . . — 0 30 363. 2 kr., blue . . . — 0 4
364. S kr., pale brown . . — 0 6
365. 10 kr., rose-red t . . — 0 9
374- i2 ch. on xo kr., rose-red . . 0 6

3 399- 9 ch. on 1 kr., mauve . — o .6
6 406. x chaj on x kr. „  . . __ 0 9

408. 2 chais on 5 kr., pale brown . — x 0

0 R U S S I A .
6 xgo6. New  type. Per/. 13 *34-

S r. blue and grey-green . . 14 0
xo r. grey and red . . . 27 0

x Cat. S A L V A D O R .
X No. Variou s stamps. New or reducedP> ices.

402. 1 c. on 2 c., carmine . . . .used
404. 3 c. on 13 c ., red-brown
422. 6 c  on 12 c., state 
4<St. 2 c. on 26 c., yellow-brown
468. 1 c., deep green .
469. 2 c., red . .
470. 3 c., orange .
471. 5 c., ultramarine .

S A N  M A R IN O .
1905. N o. 43, surcharged with Type 16 in black.

15 c. on 20 c., brown-orange (N o. 52) . . . . 0 4

Variety. Larger  ‘ ' 5 "  in  *' 1905."
15 c. on 20 c., brown-orange (N o. 53) . . . . 7 6

U R U G U A Y
1904-5. Types 8x, 82, and  87. Lithographed.

5 mils., orange . . . . .  used o x
x c ., green . . . . . . ,, o x

25 c ., bistre-brown . . . . . „  x o

V E N E Z U E L A .
1898. Official stamp. Reduced price. 

xo c., rose (No. 502) . . . . . . 0 3

W E S T E R N  A U S T R A L I A .
1906. Type 23. W m k. V  and Crown. Per/, ts.

gd., orange . . . . . . . 2 0
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Absence from London of Mr. C. J. 
Phillips, 117.

Abundant Harvest, An, 12.
Abyssinia, 5, 24, 41, 70, 90, 120, 194.

—  and its Postage Stamps, 120.
Act of Vandalism, An, 29.
Adventures of a Birthday Card, 126. 
Afghanistan, 123, 233.
Africa, Part III, 56, 219, 267.
Albums, 20, 63, 94, 147.
Album Weeds (New Edition), 95, 140. 
Amalgamation of F. Hagen and J. H.

Smyth & Co., 57.
Angola, 28, 113, 226.
Angra, 43, 226.
Annapolis, 234.
Another Disappointment, 123. 
Arequipa, 93.
Argentine Republic, 91, 154, 173, 262. 
Auction Sale of Dealers’ Stalls at the 

Exhibition, 161.
Auctions of Glendining & Co., 30, 31, 

57, 79, 95*
Australian PA t late list, 7'he, 57. 
Australia, Stamp Troubles in, 129. 
Australian Commonwealth, 21, 40, 88, 

129, 131, 171, 192.
Austria, 24, 38, 42, 133, 154, 160, 162, 

174, 224, 240, 241.
Austrian Italy, 243.
Avery, Sir W. B., 95.
Azores, 43, 155, 241.

Bacon (Mr. E. D.), Lindenberg Medal 
Awarded to, 161.

Baden, 29, 38, 180, 234.
Bahamas, 63, 221, 245, 261.
Baltimore, 234.
Banquet of London Philatelic Exhibi

tion, 248.
Barbados, 40, 131, 172, 192, 221, 240, 

247 .
Bavaria, 180, 234.
Bechuanaland, 10, 192, 245, 261. 
Belgian Obliterations, 126.
Belgium, 6, 24, 42, 91, 126, 154. 
Benadir, 197, 263.
Bergedorf, 180, 242.
Berlin, Philately in, 107.
Bermuda, 87, 88, 221.
Bhopal, 132.
Big Collection, A, 56.
Birmingham Philatelic Society, 82,255. 
Birthday Card, Adventures of a, 126. 
Bitter Disappointment, A, 30.
Bolivia, 231. ,
Bosnia and Herzegovina, 174, 205, 246. 
---------- Notes on the Stamps of, 205.

Boston, U.S.A., Philatelic Society, 
255-

Brattleboro’, 234.
Brazil, 42, 70, 91, 111, 133, 242. 
Bremen, 234.
British Africa, The End of, 219.
-----Bechuanaland, The id. of 1897,

10.
---- Columbia, 86, 247.
-----East Africa, 221, 244.
---- Guiana, 22, 68, 88, 109, 132,

152, 221, 233, 261. .
-----Honduras, 40, 192, 244, 247, 261.
-----Museum, Visit to, 254.
-----Somaliland, 4, 13, 22, 31, 40, 68,

88, 96, 106, 109, 132, 152, 172, 192, 
247, 261.

-----------List of Errors, etc., 13, 31.
-----South Africa Company, 4, 22,

172, 192, 261.
Brunswick, 180, 242.
Buenos Ayres, 241.
Bulgaria, 6, 39, 133, 181, 224.

Calcutta, A Public Stamp Collection 
for, 170.

Cameroons, 155, 175.
Canada, 236.
Canal Zone, 154, 174, 194, 224.
Cape of Good Hope, 38, 230, 237, 261. 
Cape Verd, 28, 226.
Catalogue Problems, 150.
Catalogues, 15, 130, 150, 167, 267. 
Cayman Islands, 109.
Ceylon, 4, 22, 68, 86, 88, 109, 192, 

221, 230, 235, 247, 261.
Chamba, 5.
Charkari, 5, 152.
Chili, 6, 25, 42, 91, 242.
China, 91, i n ,  J45, 243.
-----French Offices in, 6, 42, 71, 92,

112,154,263.
----  German Offices in, 71, 92, 112,

174
—  Russian Offices in, 227.
Christmas Greetings,'105.
Classification at the International 

Philatelic Exhibition, 217.
Cochin China, 174.
Colombia, 6, 25, 39, 70, 91, in ,  134, 

154, 174, 194, 224, 262.
Colour Names, 165*
-----Question, The, 19, 85, 127, 150,

165. ■
Conscience Money, 35.
Corea, 26, 91, 246.
Costa Rica, 26, 42, 91, 194, 224. 
Counani, 224.

Crete, 70, 91, n r. t
-----Austrian Offices in, 224.
Crocker Collection, The, 204.
Cuba (U.S.), 93. ‘ 35-
Cundinamarca, 194.
Curasao, 42, 196, 226.
Cutting up of the German Envelopes, 

The, 29.
Cyprus, 23, 152, 167, 172, 192, 244.

Danish West Indies, 26, 71, 92, 112, 
215, 246.

Dealers’ Stalls at the London Phila
telic Exhibition, 135, 140, i6r. 

Death of Mr. S. C. Skipton, 205.
-----of Mr. Grahame Taylor, 30.
---- of Dr. C. W. Viner, 169.
De La Rue, The Work Qf the Firm of,

86.
Denmark, 26, 42, 71, 92, 111, 134, 

224, 244.
Dinner of the Herts Philatelic Society, 

249.
Disappearance of M. Stievenard, 126. 
Disappearing Stamp, A, 145. 
Disappointment, A Bitter, 30.
-----Another, 123.
Djibouti, 174.
Dominica, 152, 172, 247, 261. 
Dominican Republic, 6, 26, 174, 237,

267.
Doubtful Varieties, 68.
Durban and District Philatelic Society, 

35. 63, 167.
Dutch Indies, 42,92,112,155,226,243. 
Duttia, 69, 261.

East Africa and Uganda Protectorates, 
89, 132, 172, 192, 221 261.

East Roumelia, 39, 181.
Ecuador, 92, 134, 154, 174, 263. 
Egypt, 71. I34* 243- . .
English Discovery Made by a Parisian, 

An, 272.
Enterprise Philatelic Soctety, 83. 
Envelopes and Post Cards, Great Sale 

of, 79.
. Eritrea, 93.

Errata, 15.
Errors, 38.
Exhibition (London Philatelic) of 1906,

1 . 34, 37, 49 , 63 , 94 , 135, *40 , 151. 
161, 171, 190, 217, 228, 257, 258,

. 267.
-----at Milan, 85, 131, 191.
Exhibitions and Philately, 189.

Facsimilist, The Philanthropic, 149.
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Failure of Mr. J. Westhorp, 117. 
Falkland Islands, 89, 247.
Federated Malay States, 24, I I I ,  133, 

223, 262.
Fernando Poo, 245.
Fifty Years of Philately, 140.
Fiji Islands, 94, 237, 261.
Finland, 38, 43, 182, 209.
-----The Postal Issues of, 182, 209.

" Fiscal Philatelic Society, 34, 103. 
Forgeries, 74, 144, 149. "S2-
-----of Belgium, 268.
-----of Colombia, 74.
-----of Queensland, 268
-----of Spain, 149.
-----of Sweden, 144, 152.
Formosa, 243.
Forty Rarest Errors, The, 38.
France, 2, 6, 39, 42, 92, 112, 126, 139,

154, 160, 174, 194, 225, 231, 235, 
263.

----- Inland Postage in, 126. i
-----The Postage Due Stamps of, 2.
French Colonies, 6, 26, 42, 71, 92, 112, 

134, 139. >54. >74. 194. 225 . 263
-----Congo, 174.
-----Somali Coast, 92.
-----West Africa, 195, 223.
Funchal, 72.

Gambia, 4, 23, 68, 172, 221, 246. 
Garzon, 6.
German Colonies, 71, 92, 107, 112,

155. *75. 196
—  East Africa, 175.
-----Empire, 71, 92, 107, U2, 134,

J55 . 174. 195. 225 . 263.
-----  Envelopes, The Cutting up of

the, 29.
-----South West Africa, 175.
Germany, 29, 134, 155, 234.
Gibraltar, 4, 23, 39, 68, 87, 89, no, 

132, 152, 221, 247.
Gold Coast, 69, 172, 193, 221. 
Glasgow and West of Scotland Phila

telic Society, 34, 126, 167, 214. 
Glendining and Co.’s Auctions, 30,31, 

57. 79. 95-
Good Bit of Business, A, 99.
Great Britain, 21, 39, 40, 68, 87, 88, 

109, 131, 14 5 , 152, 171. I9 2. 218, 
221, 230, 231, 247, 260, 272.

Greece, 112, 196, 225, 239.
Grenada, 35, 89, 103, 132, 152, 193, 

221, 241.
Griqualand, 239 
Guadeloupe, 6, 26.
Guanacaste, 244.
Guatemala, 27, 39, 175, 246, 263. 
Guinea, 28, 226.
Gwalior, 5, 40, no, 132.

Hagen (F.), Ltd., 57.
Hamburg, 180, 242.
Hanover, 180, 234.
Hawaiian Islands, 218, 230.

' Hayti, 27, 196, 226, 246, 263, 273.
-----The 1881 Issue of, 273.
Heligoland, 234.
Henniker-Heaton, Sir J., 108, 260. 
Herne Bay Philatelic Society, 146. 
Herts Philatelic Society, 61, 249. 
History of Stanley Gibbons, Ltd., 140. 
Holkar, 5, 23, 41, 152.
Holland, 7, 27, 42, 92, 112, 135, 147, 

155, 196, 215, 226, 243, 244, 263. 
Honduras, 112.
Hong Kong, 4, 23, 40, 69, 87, 89, 1 to, 

193, 22lJ 244.
Horta, 72
How I became a Stamp-Dealer, n . 
Hungary, 42, 154, 160, 174, 245.

Hyderabad, 5, 89, 132, 172, 193, 222. 

Iceland, 42, 246.
Ideal Postage Stamp Album, The, 94, 

147-
Imperium, 171.
India, 4, 23, 39, 40, 69, 83, 89, 110, 

132, 152, 172, 193, 222, 23S, 236,
255

-----Philatelic Society of, 215.
-----Stamps of Some of the Native

States of, 58,100, 141,164,185,264. 
Indian Native States, 5, 23, 41, 58, 

69, 89, 100, 132, 141, 152, 164, 172, 
185, 193, 222, 261, 264.

Indo-China, 71, 134, 194.
Inhambane, 28.
International Philatelic Exhibition in 

London, 1, 34, 37, 49, 63, 94, 135, 
140, 151, 161, 171, 190, 217, 228.

----------- Union, 103.
Italy, 12, 27, 42, 72,93, 196, 255, 263. 
Ivory Coast, 112, 154, 195.

Jaipur, 5, 23.
Jamaica, 41, no, 132, 246.
Jammu and Kashmir, 132, 172, 240. 
Japan, 27, 112, 135, 147, 197, 235, 

263.
Jhind, S. 23, 222.
Junior Philatelic Society, 35, 61, 83, 

146.
----------------- of Scotland, 214.

Kent and Sussex Philatelic Society, 
167.

Kiautschou, 71, 92, 112, 175, 196. 

Labuan, n o, 244.
Lagos, 69, 89, 96, 106, 173, 193, 222. 
Las Bela, 58.
Leeward Islands, 173.
Liberia, 43, 112, 175, 246.
Lindenberg Medal Awarded to Mr.

E. D. Bacon, 161.
Literature, Philatelic, 21.
Livonia, 181.
London Philatelic Exhibition, 1906, 1, 

34 . 37 . 49 . 63, 94, 135, 140, 151,
l6 l, 17 I, 190,217, 228,257, 258,267.

-----------Society, 56, 82.
— -----------Publications of the, 56,

219.
Lost Illusion, A, 273 
Lourenzo Marques, 28.
Lubeck, 234.
Luck Comes When Least Expected, 

272.
Luxemburg, 197.

Macao, 28, 72, 197.
Madagascar, 154, 195.
Madeira, 155, 241.
Madrid, 30.
Maidive Islands, 192.
Malta, 86, 89, 193, 223, 246. 
Manchester Philatelic Society, 62. 
Mann Collection, The, 139, 160, 180, 

204, 257.
Mauritania, 225.
Mauritius, 39, 83, 88, 132, 139, 193, 

218, 233, 262. 
Mecklenburg-Schwerin, 29.
“  Mercury ”  Stamps, The Two, 162. 
Mexico, 93, 237, 255.
Milan, Philatelic Exhibition at, 85, 

I3 L *9 t.
M ilita ry , 234.
Minor Variety, The, 65, 105, 151. 
Modena, 12, 29, 239.
Moh£li, 225.
Moldavia, 139, 204, 227.

Monaco, 112, 197.
Montenegro, 155, 182, 197, 246, 264.
Montserrat, 133, 152.
Morocco Agencies, 4, 23, 68, 110, 132, 

152, 221.
----  French Offices in, 174.
Morocco, German Offices in, 71, 92, 

I34> t96 .
Most Valuable Collection of Stamps 

Ever Sold, The, 139, 257.
Mozambique, 28, 155.
-----Company, 43, 226, 264.
Museum, A Philatelic, 130.
My First Big Deal, 77.

'My Souvenirs, 11, 28, 77, 99, 122, 162.

Nabha, no, 193, 222.
Naples, 12, 29.
Natal, S, 23, 41, 88, 90, 133, 193, 223, 

237. 238.
Nepal, 5, 23, ico, 141, 164, 183, 264.
-----The Stamps of, 100, 141, 164,

185, 264.
Nevis, 239.
New Brunswick, 242.
New Caledonia, 27, 77, 99, 225, 263.
New Departure, A, 220.
Newfoundland, 241.
New Issue Department, The, 220, 267.
New Republic, South Africa, 41.
New South Wales, 39, 41, 63, 69, 83, 

90, n o, 133, 153, 173, 193, 232.
New Stock Books, 15, 31, 58, 80, 96, 

117, 140, 162, 182, 204, 268.
New York City Despatch, 234.
New Zealand, 23, h i , 153, 193, 223, 

234> 235 . 255> 26*.
Nicaragua, 7, 27, 43, 72, 113, 135, 

155. >76, 197. 226, 264
Niger Coast, 243.
North Borneo, 41, 69, 90, 173.
Northern Nigeria, 41, in .
Norway, 7, 83, 176, 242, 275.
Note on the Postage Stamps of China, 

145-
Notes and News, 30, 56, 79, 94, 117, 

139, 160, 180, 204, 234, 267.
---- from our Reference Collection, 74.
----- on the Stamps of Bosnia and

Herzegovina, 205.
Nova Scotia, 242.
Nowanuggur, 132.
Nyassa, 28, 113, 135, 198.

Oakley Court, Visit to, 254.
Obliteration, Varieties of, 19.
Official Banquet of the London Phila

telic Exhibition, 248.
Oil Rivers, 243.
Oldenburg, 180, 234.
Opening of the London Philatelic Ex

hibition, 229.
Orange River Colony, 5, 24, 90, 173, 

219, 223, 238, 239.
Our Sixteenth Volume, 257.

Panama, 25, 91, 154, 174, 194, 224, 
236, 262.

Paraguay, 27,43, 72, 93, 176, 197, 226.
Parma, 12, 29.
Pearl on a Dunghill, A, 78.
Perforations, 22, 66, 86, 147.
Persia, 72, 93, 113, 176, 197, 226, 255, 

264.
Peru, 7, 39, 93 . >76, 226.
Philanthrophic Facsimilist, The, 149.
Philatelic Exhibition, London, 1906, 

>. 34. 37. 49 . 63. 94 . 135. *4°. 15 '. 
161, 171, 190, 217, 228, 257, 258, 
267.

-----------Milan, 1906, 85, 131, 191.
-----Literature, 21.
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Philatelic Museum, A, 130.
---- Societies and Clubs:—

Birmingham, 82, 255.
Boston, U.S.A., 255.
Durban and District, 35, 63, 167. 
Enterprise, 83.
Fiscal, 34, 103.
Glasgow and West of Scotland, 34, 

12b, 167, 214.
Herne Bay, 146.
Herts, 61, 249.
India, 215.
International Philatelic Union, 103, 

275-
Johannesburg, 275.
Junior, 35, 61, 83, 146.

„  of Scotland, 214.
Kent and Sussex, 167.
London, 36, 82.
Manchester, 62.
Sheffield, 214.
Stamp Trade Protection Association,

147.
Suburban Stamp Exchange Club, 83. 

Philately and Exhibitions, 189.
---- in Berlin, 107.
-----in India, 170.
Philippines (Spanish), 8, 39, 43, 44, 

80. 9 6 , 9 9 . H 3 . *3 5 , *57 , 236
-------The Postal Issues of the Spanish

Colony of the, 8, 44, 80, 96, 113,
I3 S, 157.

---- (U.S.), 73, 264.
Pietersburg, 194.
Points of an Exhibit, 1.
Ponta Delgada, 72.
Porto Rico, 39.
Portugal, 7 , 27, 155, i8t, 239, 255.
Portuguese Colonies, 28, 43, 72, 113, 

*35 , *55 , !97 , 226, 241, 264.
-----Congo, 28, 226.
- —  India, 28, 72, 215.
Postage Due Stamps of France, The, 2.
Postage Stamps, etc,, of the British 

Colonies, Possessions, and Protec
torates in Africa, 219.

Postal Issues of Finland, The, 182, 209.
-----------of the Spanish Colony of the

Philippines, The, 8, 44, 80, 96, 113, 
135, 157- ~

-----Rates in France, 126.
-----Reforms, 17.
Post Cards and Envelopes, Great Sale 

of, 79.
Programme of the Exhibition, 49. 
Provisionals of Salvador, 1905-6, The, 

269.
Prussia, 180, 234.
Purchases, Various, 31, 56, 79, 139. 
Puttialla, 89, 152, 172, 193.

Queensland, 41, 69, 90, in ,  127, 133, 
237, 238, 262, 268.

Reference Collection, Notes from Our, 
74-

Remainders of British Colonials, 96, 
106.

Reminiscences of a Veteran, 11, 28, 
77, 99 , 122, 162.

Reprints of Colombia, 74.
----- of Victoria, Some Unknown, 274.
Reunion, 42, 71, 123, 139.
River Trip in connexion with the Ex

hibition, 253.
Roumania, 7, 28, 72, 93, 135, 155, 

167, 198, 204, 227, 236, 245.
Russia, 43, 72, 93, 181, 227, 264,
Russian Levant, 181, 273.

St. Christopher, 247.
St. Helena, 106.
St. Kitts-Nevis, 90.
St. Lucia, 69, 90, 133, 193, 223, 245. 
St. Louis, 234.
St. Thomas and Prince Islands, 28.
St. Vincent, 41, 223, 241, 247, 265. 
Salvador, 43, 72, 93, 113, 135, 156, 

1176, 198, 227, 264, 269.
-----Provisionals of 1905-6, 269.
San Francisco Disaster, The, 204, 254. 
San Marino, 42, 72.
Sarawak, 69, 133, 246, 259.
Sardinia, 12.
Saxony, 38, 161, 234.
Scheindling, Albert, 126. 
Schleswig-Holstein, 181, 243.
Scott’s Standard Catalogue, 130. 
Senegal, 195.
Servia, 156, 177, 198, 227, 245.
---- The Stamps of, 177, 198.
Seychelles, 24, 153, 223, 259. 
Shanghai, 239.
Sheffield Philatelic Society, 214.
Siam, 7, 93, 156, 198, 243.
Sicily, 12, 29, 237.
Sierra Leone, 41, 70, 219, 223.
Sir W. B. Avery, Bart., 95.
Sir J. Henniker-Heaton, K .C .M  a., 108, 

260.
Skipton, Death of Mr. S. C., 205. 
Smyth (J. H.) & Co., 57.
Soruth, 5, 245.
South Australia, 5, 24, 38, 41, 90, m ,  

• 53, 223, 234 , 262.
Southern Nigeria, 90, 133, 223, 262. 
Souvenirs, My, 11 ,28, 77, 99,122, 162, 

272.
Spain, 7, 30, 38, 73, 93, 167, 204, 

236. 255
-----Forgeries of, 149.
Stamp Collecting Made Easy, 220. 
Stamp Collection for Calcutta, A, 170. 
Stamp Collector's Annual  ̂ The, 131, 
Stamp Faker Sentenced, A, 268. 
Stamps of Bosnia and Herzegovina, 

The, 205.
---- of China, Note on the, 145.
—  of Finland, The, 182, 209.
-----of Las Bela, The, 58.
---- of Luzon, The, 99.
-----of Nepal, The, 100, 141, 164, 185,

264.
-----of Servia, The, 177, 198.
-----of Some of the Native States of

India, The, 5*, 100, 141, 164, 185, 
264.

---- of the Sistersof Charity, The, 122.
----- of the Spanish Colony of the

Philippines, The, 8, 44, 8o, 96, 113,
135* *57» . .

Stamps of British Colonies, etc., in 
Africa, The, 219.

Stamps of Sweden, 1855-1905, The, 123. 
Stamps of the United Stales, The, 130. 
Stamp Statistics, 126.
-----Trade Protection Association, 147.
---- Troubles in Australia, 129.
Stanley Gibbons, Ltd., History of the 

Firm of, 140.
------------------Stock of Post Cards

and Envelopes of, 79.
Stievenard, Disappearance of M., 126. 
Stone of New Caledonia, The, 99. 
Straits Settlements, 24, 70, 90, in ,  

133* 153* 223, 236, 262.
Suburban Stamp Exchange Club, 83. 
Sudan, 24, 133, 153, 194. 223» 243- 
Suez Canal, 243.

Supplement to the Catalogue, 96. 
Supposed Stamps of Reunion, The, 123. 
Surinam, 263.
Sweden, 7, 39, 123, 144, 152, 198, 

241, 242.
Sweden, Forgeries of, 144, 152. 
Sweden, 1855-1905, The Stamps of, 123. 
Switzerland, 8, 39, 44, 73, 93, 139, 

156, 227, 233.
Sydney Views Wanted for the London 

Philatelic Society’s Book, 63, 83.

Tasmania, 20, 90, 133, 223, 236, 262. 
Taylor, Death of Mr. Grahame, 30. 
Tell-tale Sleeve, The, 29.
Thessaly, 17 7.
Thum and Taxis, 29, 234.
Timor, 28, 72.
Tobago, 133, 194.
Tolima, 6, 91.
Tonga, 245.
Transvaal, 5, 70, 90, 95, 133, 153, 

173* *94. 219, 234, 262.
— — Gold Medal Collection, A, 95. 
Travancore, 89, 222.
Trinidad, 70, i n ,  133, 173, 194, 238. 
Tunis, 134, 174, 225.
Turkey, 44, 73, 93, 156, 177, 240. 
—  Austrian Offices in, 24. 42, 224.
-----British Offices in, 21, 88, 221.
-----French Offices in, 263.
— — German Offices in, 71, 108, 134, 

*55. *75. *96 , 225.
Turks Islands, 238, 247.
Tuscany, 12, 29.
Two “  Mercury” Stamps, The, 162.

Uganda Protectorate, 241.
United States, 8, 28, 38, 44, 56, 73, 

93. **3 » **7 » *3°. *35 . *77 . 234, 
264.

United States, The Stamps of the, 130. 
Universal Penny Postage, 17. 
Unrecognized Rarity of the United 

States, An, 117.
Upper Senegal and Niger, 195. 
Uruguay, 8, 198, 227, 238, 240.

Vandalism, An Act of, 29.
Vanished Treasure, The, 30.
Varieties, 19, 65, 68, 105, 151.
-----of Obliteration, 19.
Various Purchases, 31, 56, 79, 139. 
Venezuela, 28, 44.
Victoria, 24, 39, 41, 90, h i ,  130, 133, 

*53. *73. *9 4 . 223, 230, 264, 274.
-----Some Unknown Reprints of, 274.
Viner, Death of Dr. C. W., 169.
Virgin Islands, 96, 106.
Visit to British Museum, 254.
----  to Windsor Castle and Oakley

Court, 254.

Wenden, 18 r.
Western Australia, 38, 41, 70, 90, in ,

*3 3 . *53 . *7 3 . *9 4 .  257.
Westhorp, Failure of Mr. J., 117. 
Wholesale Forgery of Swedish Postage 

Stamps, 144.
W id e , W id e  W o r ld ,  126.
Windsor Castle, Visit to, 254.
Work of the Firm of De La Rue, The,

86.
W u r te m b e r g , 1 3 4 . *55 . *8 *» * 3 4 , * 4 2 .

Young Postage StampCollector,The,21.

Zambesi a, 28.
Zanzibar, 63, 90, 95, 154, 194, 242.
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' Some collectors like one kind o f  Album and some another. Indeed, there are probably few 
things in which, stamp collectors are more at sixes and seuens than in Stamp Albums. As Philatelic 
Publishers we do our best to please all parties. Hence the great variety o f  Postage Stamp Albums 
included in our Publications. Here is a brief list. I f  you cannot find the Album you want in this 
list your case must be hopeless. .

IM P R O V E D  Mo. O .- 1 7 6  pages. Spaces for 4700 stamps. With Geographical and Historical notes 
brought up to date. Fifty stamps presented gratis with each Album.

Price, in Art Cloth, 1 / - 1 post-free, 1/3 .

IM P R O V E D  N o s . 2 ,  3 , a n d  4  m— 304 pages, oblong. Size, 10x7! in. Divided into 
Continents. 600 stamps and eighty watermarks illustrated in actual size. Strongly bound in artistic 
cover. One hundred stamps, all different, presented with each Album.

No. 2.—  Plain Cloth, gilt lettered, 3 /0 1 post-free, 3 /111 abroad, 4 /0 .
No. 3.— Art Vellum, lettered in gold and colours, 0 / - |  post-free, 0 /0 1 abroad, 0 /2 - 
No. 4.— Art Vellum, gilt lettered and gilt edges, with extra leaves for new issues, 7 /0 1 

_ post-free, 8 / - 1 abroad, 8 / 8 .  '

TH E  S T R A N D . — 320 pages. Size, 9^x74 inches. Six maps. Well arranged, reliable, and 
thoroughly correct.

- -  No. 14.—3*o pages, spaces for 8000 stamps, cloth, 2 /0 1 post-free, 2 /111 abroad, 3 /8 .
No. 15.— 400 pages, sue maps, eighty extra leaves, cloth, CS/-1 post-free, B /8  9 abroad, 0 /».
No. 16.— 400 pages, half morocco, six maps, gilt edges, 8 /0 1 post-free, 8/-9  abroad, 9 /0 «

TH E K IN D ’S  O W N . — For collectors of King Edward VII Stamps.
Cloth, 7 /8 1 post-free, 8 / •  | abroad, 8 /9 .
Three-quarters Levant morocco, 21/ - 1 post-free, 21/8 1 abroad, 2 2 /0 .

TH E IM P E R IA L ,  — In three fine volumes. Size, 8 j x n J  inches. The most popular of all our 
Albums. With numbered spaces for the stamps on the right-hand page, and full description in cata
logue form, with illustrations, on the left-hand page.

VOL. I.—Stamps of British Empire.
VOL. II.—Stamps of Europe and Colonies, and Possessions of European States. 
VOL. III.—Foreign Countries, except Europe and its Possessions.

Vol. I.—Great Britain and Colonies. 526 pages. About 1800 illustrations.
No. 5.—Cloth, gilt lettered, l O / - « post-free, 10 /0 .
No. 7.— Half-bound, gilt edges, 1B/-.I post-free, 10/8 .
No. 8.— Half-bound, green morocco, gilt edges, 2 B/» | post-free, 2 0 /-
No. 9.— Half-bound, finest green Levant morocco, bevelled edges, patent expanding lock, BO/>| 

post-free, 0 i/p

Vol. II.—Stamps of Europe and Its Colonies and Possessions.
. 544 pages. 1700 illustrations.

No. 6S.—Cloth, 12/ . | post-free, 12 /8 .
No. 67.— Half-bound, 1T/8 ,  post-free, 18/3 .
No. 68.— Half green morocco. 2 7 /0 1 post-free, 2 8 /8 .
No. 69.— Half-bound, finest green Levant morocco, patent expanding lock, B O /- 9 post-free, B 1/-.

Vol. 111.—Foreign Countries, except Europe and Its Possessions.
412 pages. 1500 illustrations.

No. 95.— Cloth, I O / - 1  post-free, 10 /0 .
No. 97.— Half-bound, 10/-9 post-free, 10 /0 . '
No. 98.— Half-bound, green moroCco, 22/0  9 post-free, 2 3 /3 .
No. 99.— Half-bound, finest green Levant morocco, patent expanding lock, 4 0 /-9 post-free, 4 8 /0 .

B R IT IS H  A F R IO A .  — For Specialists. A very complete Album for the stamps of the British 
Possessions on the African continent, on the plan of the Imperial Albums, with blank pages after each 
country for new issues.

No. 25.—Cloth, I O / - 1  post-free, 10/7 .
No. 26.—Half-bound morocco, art vellum sides, in strong box, 21/* 9 post-free, 21/8 .

B L A N K  A L B U M .  — Each page neatly bordered in neutral grey with quadrille background.
No. 31.—Bound in three colourt-red, bine, or green, soo leaves, 9^x7$.

Price 7/0 9 post-free, 8 /* 9 abroad, 8 /0 .
No. 32.— Bound in two colours-marone or dark green, 150 leaves, zt|x8£.

Price 10/0 9 post-free, 11/3 9 abroad, 12/3 .

TH E  O R IEL m—Well known as the Castle Album. Size, 10 x io l inches. Fifty movable leaves, hand
made paper, bound in red morocco, fitted into a drop-in case lined with lamb’s-wool.

Price 3 0 /• 9 post-free. 3 0 /7 .
L E A V E S , either plain or with qua drills background, 8/0 per dozen, or 32/0  per zoo.

TH E  “ G . H . S A L B U M .  —With Patent Binding, which allows of the removal and replacing of 
. any or all the leaves in a few moments, combining all the essentials of a well-bound book and a 

movable leaf Album. Bound in whole padded morocco, special hand-made paper, with gilt edges, 
each leaf backed with Japanese silk tissue paper, and in cloth-covered case, lined with swan’s-down. 

Price 4 0 /- 9 patent expanding lock ana key, 0 /- extra.

STANLEY GIBBONS, Ltd., 391 Strand, LONDON, W.C,
CITY BRANCH: 97 Gracechurch Street, E.C. NEW YORK: 198 Broadway.
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NOW READY. ,New Catalogue, 1906-7.
. \

Vol. II. Foreign Countries. '
Price 2s. 6d. Post-free 2s. 9d.

In issuing our newCatalogues for the season 1906-7, we have first to note that for business reasons we have thought 
it best to bring out Volume II first, but Volume I is well on the road and will, we trust, be ready about July.

By publishing our Catalogues in the quiet time of the year, we give the dealers time to rearrange and price 
their stocks before the busy season commences.

The chief alterations throughout Part II will.be found in the stamps of Europe. ■
These stamps— with those of other foreign countries— were considerably reduced in price during the past 

three years, and the result has been that our stock of the old European stamps in particular has been practically 
cleared out, and we have found a constantly growing demand for the many sound European countnes, which 
are mostly free from provisionals, speculative stamps, remainders, and such bugbears.

AUSTRIA.
Entirely rewritten. The issue of 1850 divided into 

the three groups according to papers, and the minor 
varieties properly listed. The 1867-77 issue has been 
divided into the two printings with heavy and fine 
beard, etc.; also the perforations and type varieties 
properly classed. The 1890-1902 issues reclassed and 
properly grouped in sets of perforations, with many 
errors of printing that have not previously been listed.

The Newspaper stamps have been relisted and 
varieties of type clearly illustrated.

AU8TRIAN ITALY.
Entirely rewritten on similar lines to Austria.

BOSNIA.
Entirely rewritten, with correct list of perforations 

and varieties of plates, etc.

DOMINICAN REPUBLIO.
The issues from 1899 rewritten and many new 

varieties now included.
GERMANY.

This whole group has been fully and carefully re
vised, and many new varieties included. A number 
of enlarged illustrations have been made in order to 
show clearly minor differences of type, etc. ’

GREEOE.
This list has been revised and partly rewritten.

HAWAIIAN I8LAND8.
The list of the “  Interisland Postage ” stamps has 

been rewritten and corrected by Mr. J. N. Luff.

HOLLAND AND COLONIES.
Entirely rewritten and rearranged. Especial atten

tion has been given to the list of perforations, and for 
help in this group we are much indebted to our friends 
Messrs. C. Stewart-Wilson and A. J. Warren.

ITALY AND STATE8
Have been considerably revised, and much new 

information has been added.

MODENA.
This list is quite new, and is based upon the new 

handbook written by( Dr. Diena.

ROUMANIA.
List fully revised and partially rewritten.

8 ERVIA.
The first portion of this list has been rewritten.

SWEDEN AND NORWAY.
These being now separate kingdoms have been 

placed under S and N respectively, and both have 
been thoroughly revised and corrected.

TURKEY.
This list has been considerably extended and 

revised and many new varieties are now included.

UNITED STATE8. '
Mr. J, N. Luff has carefully revised this list and 

made a number of improvements and additions.

Throughout this Catalogue we have carefully revised the dates, and have stated where possible the method 
and place of printing of the stamps. Owing to our very large purchases during the past year, we are now 
enabled to price many hundreds of rare and scarce stamps that are now in our stock. The question of the 
prices quoted in this Catalogue has received our most careful attention. These have been most carefully 
revised, and higher prices have become necessary in many cases.

PART I. GREAT B R ITA IN  & COLONIES.
In the press. Prepaid orders now booked. Price 2 /9  each, post-free. Ready in August.

STANLEY GIBBONS, Limited,
391 STRAND, LONDON, W.C.


